








INTRODUCTION 

The advent of Dianetics into a lethargic society last May, 1950, 

created a stir which spread around the world. There were those who 

believed Dianetics implicitly and to whose searc~s it seemed the 

final answer both for their personal problems and for the problems of the 

entire world. To those who did not share this hearty acceptance of its 

revolutionary tenets it was a fad, a cult, or even a blasphEllO'. Loudly 

this faction clamored for "validation," demanding that Dianetics prove its 

startling claims. It did not matter to them that never, before Dianetics, 

[had any claims concerning "cures" or remissions of mental illnesses been 

validated, or that no fomal attempt by aIJY' psychotherapy had ever been 

made toward this end. They sought, for one reason or another, to make 

Dianetics either prove its claims of what to them were fantastic cures of 

psychoses, or to withdraw once and for al1 into the obscurity of admitted 

defeat. 

Dianetics accepted the challenge. The ardent enthusiasts and prac-

titioners of the new science provided a fertile field for obtaining the 

demamed "validation. 1t Prospective students, fiocking to the Foundation 

and its branches fram all walks of life and all levels of mental and pby'si-

cal"health, were required to take psychometry before attending classes. 

Those who appeared at the Foundation for clinical processing were likewise 

given psychometry, both before processing began and after processing was 

completed. The psychometry given one and all was the standard testing of 

established schools of psychology under the direction of fully qnalified 



psychologists. Dianetics had not yet developed. its own batteries of 

psychOlll8tric testing; but even had this been accomplished. at that time , it 
-

would not have been acceptable to those who sought to discredit the budding 

Bcience. They- would have shouted. that an;yone could pass a test of his own 

making. Thus, in one more way, did Dianetics meet its critics on their own 

level. 

The Minnesota Multiphasic Test is well known among psychometrists" 

college and industrial personnel. It has specific advantages and dis

advantages, as have all modes of mental testing, but it is popuJ.ar because 

of its simplicity and ease of scoring, am because of the relative ease of 

picturing the mEntal state of the testee which it affords. Therefore, in 

piCking a "scientific" standard psychometric test, the Foundation chose as 

one of its tests the Minne sota Mu1 tiphasic Personality Inventory-. 

Among professional people the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale 

stands in high esteem, since it reveals more about the pattern of an in-

div.i.dual1s mental functioning than do similar tests. Originally'" it was 

designed. because it I S author felt that other tests existing at the time 

were more fitting for children. Early in the war the War Department 

requested that this test be used for channeling recruits into the services, 

and the particular Wechsler-Bellevue which was used became known as ~ !!. 

It I S special characteristics include the Point Scale as contrasted to others 

using an I.Q. scale; each item is credited with a certain number of pOints, 

and the total points determine the score. The Wechsler-Bellevue is di v.i.ded 

into eleven sub-tests, each with one type of item" affording separate 

diagnostic scoring of each type of behaviour pattern. Sub-tests are 

grouped. into tvo series, one yielding a "Verbal I.Q." and the other a 

"Performance I.Q." This feature alone makes the Wechsler (pronounced 



"wex-ler") of cutstanding value in the measuring of rises in mental. perfor

mance and activity. 

Just as in the field of testing itself a favorite method of "valida

ting" a mental test is simply by' correlation with other tests" Dianetics 

has undertaken to give a broad picture ot the iJlprovement afforded in 

human behaviour by using more than one test. Thus" it is iIIpossible to 

level a finger of criticism at a specif'ic test in order to rationalize 

the unprecedented improvemEnt which is brought about in an individual by' 

dianetic pr~c_essing. It must be reme:ri>ered however that testing takes up 

a lot of valuable time. Except tor this reason hundreds of tests might 

have been given these 88 testees" satisfying each and every one of the 

critics of Dianetics. Those who are not satisfied with the results 

obtained. f'ran the tests which were chosen are cordially invited to set up 

a testing program of'their own; to send for a Hubbard Dianetic Auditor to 

audit the chosen pre-clears" am to draw their own conclusions fran the 

results which accrue. 

The results of the "befores" were quite within keeping of' the general 

average results &n:y' psychometrist would expect from a cross-section of the 

population. But the results of the "atters" were caupletely bewildering to 

those qyed-in-the-wool doubters who hesitate to believe evidence seen with 

their own eyes. The signatures of the examining psychometrists" Gordon 

Southon" Peggy Southon and Da.lmyra Ibanez" Ph.D." Ed.D." are affixed. to 

each bank of tests, and v.L tnessed. These psychometrists are registered 

professional personnel whose honesty and standing in the field of' psychology 

is above question. 

In past comparative testing it has been quite within the keeping of 

those conducting experimental mental research to chose about f'i va persons 



for examination, retaining an equal number as a "control" group. Dianetics 

has built this particular validation program around 88 persons. Never 

before has such an astounding number participated in tests to show improve

ment in mental health, specifically in the testing of increase in mental 

ability and reduction of psychoses and psych6{sanatic illnesses. 

A vast backlog of psychometry has since been accumulated, many times 

outrrumbering this original 88. Dianetics is now in a pOsition to do the 

challenging, and the following charts are submitted as proof of the 

efficacious results of processing. A separate book is plarmed which will 

contain !!! of these results, with graphs, charts and statistics covering 

every conceivable aspect of increased mental awareness, ability and acti T.i. ty. 

Dianetics was challenged to prove the claim of increased I.Q. and that 

dianetic processing relieves psychoses and psychoSOJDatic illnesses. Had 

the challengers any idea that this proof could be presented they might not 

haw been so blatant in their demams, and had they any inkling that the 

results would be so completely in Dianetics' favor they might have withheld 

them completely. However, Dianetics has met the challenge. Herewith, in 

graphic form, is a cross-section of the results. 
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The arbitrary measure of human intelligence popular~ known as the 

indi vidual's "I .Q." is not a measure of how well a person rElllembers. Neither 

is it a measure of how much he bas learned over a period of a lifetime. 

I.Q. ratings are a measure of an individual's capacity for learning some

thing new; they are ~cales based upon how old in years a person has become 

ccmpared to how "old" he is mentally. One might be 30 years of age and yet 

have an equivalent mental capac! ty of an average 15-year-old school boy. On 

the other hand, a particularly adept pupil of grade school, perhaps 8 years 

of age, might have a mental capacity equivalent to saneone ten years bis 

senior. 

It has become almost a cliche' that an incli vidual's I.Q. rating does 

not change throughout his lifetime. Indeed, until Dianetics, a gain in 

I.Q. scoring from one test to another was greeted with astonishment and a 

conviction that a mistake had been made by the psychometrist scoring the 

test. Marked increases in I.Q. were unlmown. 

When Dianetics made the statement that a person's Intelligence Quotient 

(I.Q.) increased remarkably following a few hours of dianetic processing, 

the clamor for "proof" began. The Foundation has this proof, in abundance. 

As shown on the bar graph one group of 88 persons was given standard I.Q. 

tests, and their scores plotted along the horizontal bar, regardless of 

whether these particular scores were 50 I.Q. or 150 I.Q. One month passed, 

a month in which the pre-clears recei -ved about 60 hours of clianetic pro

cessing. Then they were given a second I.Q. test. The score on the second 

test was then plotted on the vertical bar at the point which represents the 

points of gain or loss. 

Let's call the -vertical bar on the extreme right of the graph by the 

mme John Smith. John appeared at the Foundation for training in Professional 



Dianetic A.uditing, and before being pel'Dlitted to attend classes, vas given 

a group of tests, among which was an "I.Q." test. He was foond to have, 

according to the standards set forth by the originators at the test, an 

I.Q. of 125. He went to class, learned dianetic thear,y, learned to audit 

effectively, and during the course received 65 hours of dianetic process

ing from classmates. On Certification Day, he was given a second block of 

tests containjng a standard follow-up or the I.Q. test he had taken a month 

before. His rating on the second test was 151. Thus, John Smith gained 

26 points in I.Q.in a period of one month, and these 26 points are plotted 

on the graph as a vertical bar. 
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Among the tests in the block taken by ~ Smith was the California 

Test of Personality. Various aspects of his social and individual per

sonality were determined by use of this test. One of his most marked 

improvements was in his occupational relations (he had lost job after job 

because he couldn't get along with his boss and fellow workers). His 

second greatest personality change was in his feeling of personal worth,; 

prior to his processing he had considered himself as incapable of handling 

a foreman's pOsition, or of leading a group. The after-processing test 

showed that he had acquired a much deeper feeling of personal worth, and 

that he would rate highly with his fellow workers. 

The Summary of Average Percentile Scores as shown on the Personality 

Bar Graph is a display of the results showing increases in the twelve 

categories listed. Seventy-six individuals were gi van before-and after

psychometry which included the California Test of Personality, and their 

average is displayed in graphiC fonn. To obta:in the "average" score of 

all 76 persons, it is necessary to total their scores and divide the 

result by 76. The averaged scores of the 76 individuals on the first 

test are shown by the height of the shaded bars. The averaged scores of 

the 76 persons after they had received dianetic processing of abOllt 60 

hours each is shown by the height of the solid bars. In each case, there 

is an evident increase. 
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Two graphs display the results obtained with use of the Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personality Inventory test. As in the preceding graph, these 

show the averaged scores of a nwnber of individuals, divided into two dis

playsl 21 cases, all male, am 7 cases, all female. 

The graphs are marked off in arbitrary scale form, beginning with 40 

and ending with 100, and the averaged results of the first tests taken by 

the individuals concerned are located where the dotted line crosses each 

sub-title line. The averaged results of the second tests taken after the 

persons had received about f:IJ hours of dianetic processing are located 

where the solid black line crosses each sub-title line. 

The first sub-title, "Manic Tendencies," means that a person is to a 

measurable degree influenced by compulsions which cause him to feel, for 

example, that he has to conquer the world, as Napoleon or Alexander set 

out to do. The averages of both the before- and the after-processing 

tests came out practically at the same point on the scale, about 59. 

Although this indicates that as a group there was no decrease in maladjust

ment, a few individuals within the group may have adjusted remarkably in 

this category. 

The second sub-title, "Schizoid Tendencies," means roughlY that a 

person might be suffering from what Dianetics defines as a valence shift 

or the assumption of a second or third personality which is not inherently 

the individual's own. The average for the group in the pre-test was about 

76 toward maladjustment. The after-processing test shows that the group 

as an average decreased in maladjustment or, in other words, adjusted 

toward gaining and recognizing their own personality. 

Under the sub-title "Obsessive-Compulsive Tendencies" might be placed 

those who 11 just have to wash their hands" after every tiny' chore, or those 



who, before they turn a lirltten page they have just caupleted, are canpelled 

to dot every "i" or else be completely unable to continue writing. Persons 

in this category are compelled to carry out some routine, idiotic or 

otherwise, regardless of what might be more important at the moment. 

The remainder of the sub-titles refer to various conditions evident 

in individuals, such as the feeling that "everybody's against me" and the 

tendency for a man to feel somewhat feminine, as well as the extreme 

anti-socialness of hermits and pyromaniacs. Ps.ychosomatic symptoms are 

evidences of bodily discomfort or disease which have no physical origin, 

while the Undue Bodily Concern category represents the degree of obsession 

regarding sickness, referred to by the medical profession as "hypochondria." 
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Although there are hundreds of individual cases to choose from, the 

test results of the individual displayed in the graph entitled Typical 

Test Results of One Individual are average, hence typical. Case No. 446 

from the California Foundation files shows that according to the results 

obtained from the California Test of Personality this person became very 

much better adjusted than he had been before processing. His social 

adjustment, or the mamer in which he gets along with groups, became more 

acceptable. The third bar in the first section of the graph merelY shows 

the average of the previOUS two factors and is titled Total Adjustment. 

As shown by the Mental Health Analysis test, he adjusted his liabil

ities toward usefulness, and increased his assets. His total adjustment 

is shown on the third bar column. 

In the third test, the Johnson Temperament Analysis Profile, there are 

nine categories of test results, graded on a scale of Excellent, Satisfac

tory, Fair and Poor. The greatest improvement shown on this test was in 

the energy he evidenced in the tackling of a problem, and in his congenial

ity among people. His relaJCation and buoyancy categories, already satis

factory when he took the first test, increased to a rating of Excellent. 

When this man first came to the Foundation, he was not particularly 

liked by his classmates and others who came in contact with him. He was 

often morose, sullen, uncommunicative and, as one classmate put it, 

"downright unfriendly.1t A noticeable change in his social awareness came 

about within the first week of his processing, and by the time he had 

finished his training he had reached an overall adjustment to an extent 

that he was congenial to everyone, and was well liked in turn. 



The Foundation presents this report as a brief survey of some of the 

work done by the Foundation during its first year of operation. Obviously, 

research in such a broad field as Dianetics requires time and careful, 

thorough planning. Studies which measure clinical improvement in individuals 

and groups are usually extended not over months, but over years. Even though 

a pre-clear himself can give a glowing subjective report, and though change 

in his abilities and behaviour is easily seen by friends and family, it is 

difficult to measure improvement adequately. Tests which measure all the 

various improvements in a pre-clear do not as yet exist, and those which we 

have used in order to meet the challenge to Dianetics are actually admi. ttedly 
I 

inadequate even within their own fields. 

We in the Foundation urge scientists in all fields, particularly those 

working in biology and the social sciences, to test cij.anetic theory and 

technique in their own laboratories and under their own controlled conditions. 

Dianeticists are eager to cooperate with any worker who would like to test 

or explore Dianetics. Dianetic theory and technique can be applied in ma.ny 

areas, and it seems to offer pregnant possibilities for new ideas and further 

development even in such seemingly unrelated fields as neurology and politics. 

We wish to thank those scientists and institutions who have alrea~ participa-

ted in dianetic research and have applied it in their own fields. They have 

been of great assistance to the Foundation and to the science of Dianetics. 

We who are working with Dianetics have seen so much of what it can do, 

and have become so enthusiastic about its effects and possibilities, that 

it is difficult to moderate our statements about it or our expressions of 

eagerness to see it develop further. We hope that more and more people, fran 

all fields, will join us in our exploration and our work. 

-- Editorial Staff 
Hubbard Dianetic Foundation 
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THE GOAL OF DIANETICS 

A world without insanity, without criminals and without war --

this is the goal of Dianetics. 

For thousands of years man has struggled forward with his conquest 

of the material universe but he has known almost nothing about his most 

important weapon, his most valuable possession, the human mind. Des-

pite this obstacle of ignorance he has made progress, but because of 

this obstacle he has accumulated unto himself not only the penalties 

of madness and disease but more important, the threat of destruction 

for all his works -- modern war. 

Dianetics is the science of thought. The word is from the 

Greek !ldiano~' (through mind). Into Dianetics has been grouped and 

arranged all valid data pertaining to thought. Far simpler than Man 

supposed, the workings of the hUlllan mind and knowledge itself become., 

in Dianetics, a body of knowledge with which any reasonably intelli-

gent individual can work. 

No civilization can progress to the stability of continuous sur

vival without certain and sure command of knowledge ~uch as that con-

tained in Dianetics. For Dianetics, skillfully used, can do exactly 

what it claims. It can, in the realm of the Individual, prevent or 

alleviate insanity, neurOSis, compulsions and obsessions and it can 

bring about physical well being, removing the basic cause of some 

seventy percent of Man's illnesses. It can, in the field of the family, 

bring about better accord and harmony. It can, in the field of nations 

or smaller groups such as those of industry, improve management to a 
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point where these pitifu1~ inadequate ideologies for which men fight 

and die with such frightening earnestness, c"an be laid aside in favor 

of a workable technology. 

Dianetics is pervasive. Human behaviour and and human thought are 

the foundation of human endeavor. Once one has an answer to these basic 

riddles there is almost nothing which will not eventually resolve. 

But Dianetics is also, to some, a strange and frightening thing. 

It invades and enlightens so many fields and activities that it cannot 
/0 

but search out and expmse those who profit by ignorance and suppression 

and whose sole importance rests upon their ability to control other 

human beings. Where is the revolutionary leader who, by teachings of 

hate and prejudice, would unseat a government, when his troops suddenly 

understand that the ideology he preaches is ancient and passe? Where 

is the society which existed to "cure" (but did not) some dread diseas~ 

which Dianetics can nullify with ease? Where ~ll such a society get 
:IF 

more funds? And what of the practitioner who studied twelve long years 
.A 

to become an expert in exorcising demons from the insane when he is 

suddenly informed that a few weeks of study in Dianetics qualifies any 

intelligent man to do a much better -- and much less harmful -- job? 

The sudden appearance of Dianetics upon a stage of conflicting 

ignorances about insanity, illness, hate and war is dismaying indeed 

to those whose profit lies in conflict. After every war there are 

countless generals listed amongst the unemployed. Dianetics could be 

said to be the beginning of the end of man I s war with darkness and 

ignorance about his own mind -- and many "generals" see their stars 

begin to fade. 

And what does a field wtdch has had for its fodder only" random 

ii 



observation do when into it are injected natural laws, demonstrably 

stable and accurate? One cannot quarrel with natural laws. At least 

the physical scientist -- tamed some centuries since, unlike his 

fellows in the "humanities" -- has learned to accept the evidence of 

his senses. But the IIscientist" in the "humanities" has never been 

educated into logic, mathematics or even scientific methodology. He , 
"" .... is a pretender on the fringe of the physical sciences, hoping to 

borrow some glory first begun by Newton. 

Thus Dianetics has been beset to some degree by the many ipfamous 

pretenders and their respective bottles of Indian Swamp Root Oil. 

The selling of these bottles was remunerative, astonishingly so. And 

their venders would not quietly quit their stands in any case. 

Perhaps our present generation is too benighted for a new science. 

It would be very sad if it were true, for atom bombs are quite destruc-

tive to people and to towns and might well obliterate whole cultures. 

Perhaps the venders of crack-pot ideologies and destructive therapies 

are too rich and too powerful and too selfish to permit a ray of hope 

upon our generation I s stage. Perhaps it will be tomorrow - if tomorow 

is let come - before Dianetics is used and widely applied. 

Dianetics was asked to vindicate itself in 1950. It did, as you 

will see in the appendix. This was very tolerant of Dianetics for 

no existing lIo10gy" pertaining to the iluman mind has ever been validated 

nor has it been called upon to validate itself. The entrenched therapies, 

flatly, do not work. Their results are much the same as those which 

would have been achieved had no work been done. What sort of a society 

is this in which we live where preten/eSis accepted as validity against 

all opposing facts? 

iii 



Dianetics works. None who have spent any time aro~d the Founda-

tion can doubt that. It even works in relatively unskilled hands. 

Daily, it does its miracles. And this is not very strange, for Dia-

netics is root knowledge of human activity. 

But Dianetics is not a psychotherapy and it is not psychosomatic 

medicine. Those who want and need these tm:nistfind Dianetics swiftly 

efficacious in these fields and so think of it as a psychotherapy. 

Those whose "field" it invades would love to have it outlawed before 

their boxes of beautiful "Snake Root Oil" have been discredited. 

Preventive Dianetics means more for humanity in the long run 

than Dianetic processing. Group Dianetics means more for these war-

torn societies than any number of arthritis cures. 

Dianetics is the basic science of human thought. It embraces 

human activity and arranges a body of hitherto uncoordinated knowledge. 

Dianetics has a basic goal, a good goal, a goal which should not 

be discounted or throw aside because some quack will lose his income 

or because some revolutionary will lose his crack-pot cause. The goal 

of Dianetics is a sane world -- a world without insanity, without 

criminals and without war. If our generations live to write history, 

let them sadly give a page to those who, in this chaotic and dark ~ge, 

sought, through personal profit and through hate, to bring a truly 

humanitarian science down. 

The goal of Dianetics is sanity. It can be stopped only by the 

insane. 

L. Ron Hubbard 
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Preface 

This book is late. It is a whole year late. Act~, it should 

have been the first book. Afier the publishing of DIANETICS: The -
Modern Science £! ... Men ..... t_al .. Health, the Foundation was deluged with let-

ters asking for more information; specific information, auditing 

techniques, and "'Where are the 270 cases?" There was a need tor pub-

lish:ing backgrounds of cases - the "case histories." '1'0 fill that 

need and to satisf.y clinical research which charged the case histories 

as fictitious, we distributed the booklet, DIANEl'IC PROCESSING. To 

keep professional and associate members informed of new developments 

in techniuqes, the DIANETIC AUDITOR'S BULLETIN' was lalDlched. But for 

the vast public who have come to maw and use Dianetics there was 

need of a clearer, more concise presentation, a structural basis for 

dianetic processing. 

The demands upon my time have been tremendouse There have been 

new techniques which had to be carefully exam; ned and tested, and to 
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which I gave 'l1I3' personal. attention; a research was begun into the elec

trical and magnetic manifestations of !'unction; investigations :into 

psychic phenomena were undertaken. There was work to be done on the 

applications of Dianetic proc~ssing to cancer , epilepsy, poliomyeJi tis, 

homosexuality, mu1.tiple sclerosis, schizophrenia, and other specific 

disorders. We -are still at work. And then there were the thousands of 

people who vanted to be audited by nHubbard, persona~.· 

And then, as President of the Foundation, there was the necessity 

for administration, for straightening out the affairs of the cumbersome 

operating of the Foundation branches. The class and public lectures 

which I have given, although gladly performed, were none the less very 

time consuming. Last of all has been the relocation and centralization 

of the Foundation itself. All of these and writing this book! 

But the book had to be written, despite all delays. In the year 

during the sale of the first book so Dl8lJiY new developments had arisen 

~t ti~ l1t1.ed 14eQ1miquecs beCUle lI1.8ndatol"1, Perhaps mr enthusiasm 

carried me too far in saying that Dianetics is for everyone, and that 

eTeryone can do it; the first part remains sound, but perhaps we should 

qual.i:tY the second part: ~ study. With assiduous study, any:intelli

gent person should be able to process any individual who is not too low 

on the tone scale. For those who have ridden the dwindling spiral to a 

low point, there are now Foundation-trained auditors. ~ doctors and 

psycholOgists have been certified, as well as priests and nrlnisters of 

various faiths. Many intelligent persons from all walks of life have 

taken the Foundation course and have become excellent auditors, quali

fied to process those individuals who should come under expert care. 

Hundreds of Dianetic Groups with memberships up to 250 have formed 
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themselves. In short, we have grown fast, perhaps too fast to cope with 

the vast amount of work it entailed. 

I have incorporated wi thin the structure of this book all the new 

discoveries which have been proven valid. Uppermost in the minds of 

the largest percentage of readers is the dynamic of survival. True, it 

has allRl1's existed, but with world conditions being what they are the 

pressures of our civilization have brought the problem of survival and 

optimum existence into closer, magnified view; hence the emphasis on 

survival researches. 

Midway in the writing of this book and the plotting of the chart on 

which it is based it sudden~ occured to me that the chart was more than 

just a dianetic thought. It is one of extensive human eva.l.uation, and as 

such has a multiplicity of uses in other fields, particularly where the 

function of psychometric testing is an mestimable factor. It may be a 

conceit of mine that the methods postulated by this chart will inevitably 

supersede existing techniques for evaluating the human personality, just 

as Dianetics has alrea.d1' opened new horizons m psychotherapy. At least 

I mow of no form of psychometric testing that is more infalli.ble. Thus, 

recognizing its potentials, I spent additional time working on it and 

elaborating it :in the hope that it will become a most useful instrument 

in the fields already mentioned and to all professionals in the educa

tional and psychological fields. 

In the field of industry, for instance, the employer has long been 

in need of a simple, sure method of selecting an employee who will con

tribute to the growth and success of his organization" and at the same 

time not be a source of lowering morale to his co-workers. Managers and 

executive personnel are selected only with greatest care as to background, 
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enthusiasm and interest in life. By use of this chart a personnel mana.

ger or industrial ps,ychologist may select the workman with equal care, 

and with a minimum of lengthy, costly testing and investigation. Ditto 

any other endeavor where the human personality is a prime factor. 

There have been maqy contributions to Dianetics which, because of 

their broad coverage, could not be included wti.hin. the framework of 

this book. One of these is Child. Dianetics. A separate volume has 

been written covering Child. Dianetics, and is now ready for publication. 

Then there is the field of Preventive Dianetics, Educational Dianetics, 

and. researches :into the causes of alcoholism. AlJ. of these will be made 

available to you :in the near future :in forthcoming Foundation publica

tions. 

There are other fields of investigation under ~, but because of 

the traditional caution of the medical and psychiatric professions 

which are cooperating with us we cannot mention the projects by name. 

However, we will say' that they are going forward, and that results will. 

eventua~ be available for publication. 

But it is not our ambition, like that General in "Penguin Island," 

to be remembered for our defeats rather than our victories. There are 

any number of dianetic achievements to point to, and in the face of 

our tribulations of the past year this book alone would be no small one. 
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A DEFINITION OF STANDARD PROCEDURE 

During the year that Dianetics has been published it has been under 

intensive improvement. The teclmiques which existed a year ago have been 

improved upon and added to. The methods of communicating these techniques 

have improved enormously. 

Codification of these techniques is best represented in the chart 

which is the organizational plan and general tool of this book. 

In July of 1950, the name Standard Procedure was applied to dianetic 

techniques. Mistakenly, many auditors refer to Standard Proc.edure as a 

certain type or portion of techniques. Each time a new type of process

ing is invented auditors are prone to s~, "This, of course, outlaws 

Standard Procedure." And they are quite puzzled to discover that the 

next issue of Standard Procedure contains some portion or refinement of 

the new technique, which first appeared so wildly different from what 

was considered standard. 

A case in point is Chain Scanning. Two auditors, C.C. Street and 

Elizabeth Byall, of the Elizabeth Foundation, working on data forwarded 

to the Foundation by a Mr. Kitselman .. of Hawaii, developed the contri

bution to Dianetics known as Chain Scanning. Chain Scanning is based 

solidly upon the fundamental tenets of Dianetics and is merely a speed 



method of partial.ly rurming engrams. Chain Scanning, as such, was 

offered as a substitute for Standard Procedure. For a while we had 

Standard Procedure in one camp and Chain Scanning in the other, until 

Chain Scanning was examined a little more closely. The dangers in it 

were then spotted. I reviewed Chain Scanning, not in an etfort to 

learn what Chain Scanning could do, but to discover where it fitted 

into Standard Procedure; since I mew that the existing Standard Pro

cedure already contained parts and portions of about twenty-five tech-

niques ot the same magnitude as Chain Scanning. I discovered that 

Chain Scanning belonged way up on the tone scale: in other words, on~ 

cases that were nearly clear could be touched with Chain Scanning and, 

even then, it had to be usea with caution. If Chain Scanning were used. 

on a case too low on the scale, action phrases could be tripped Which 

would snarl up the track and bog the case in minutes. 

Continuing the inVesti~tionl I discovered Lock Scanning. It soon 

became evident that one could open up very inaccessible cases vi th Lock 

Scanning. Furthermore, one could Lock Scan out the previous auditing 

on a case; one could Lock Scan the events of a bad period near present 

time and could generally make a case much more comfortable. Therefore, 

Lock Scanning was a highly valid, useful tool. Where did it belong in 

Standard Procedure? It belonged well down on the tone scale. Inaccess-

ible cases could. use Lock Scanning with great benefit. MediUJllly open 

cases could use it too. But Chain Scanning of .zngrams could. o~ be 

used - and even this is offered with some reservation - when a case 

was so high on the scale tliat action and control phrases no longer had 

any effect on the pre-clear. 

By combining what was already known with what had been newly dis-
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covered, Standard Procedure was enhanced. 

~' Standard Procedure should probably have been cCl.lled Proven Pro-

cedure. As new t~es of processing originate, it is rrry business and the 

business of the Foundation to prove them up and to see where they fit 

into the already vast body of knowledge concerning engrams and cases. 

This responsibility falls upon me and upon the Foundation chiefly be-

cause it is very difficult for the independent investigator to work 

-enough preclears to prove out his technique fully without recourse to 
). 

the experience of others. 

If one keeps in mind, then, that what the Foundation calls Standard 

Procedure is actually Proven or Approved Procedu~e, that this procedure 

has proven of uniform benefit, one is better prepared to evaluate new 

techniques. 

No one desires to obstruct new thought. But the impatience of the 

inventor of a new type of processing often does not care to brook the 

delays necessary to the testing and proper evaluating of new techniques. 

It takes months to evaluate gener~ and get a proper agreement upon a 

new type of processing. When the new technique has been integrated into 

Standard Procedure, ~ then may persons using Dianetics be assured 

that they have the maximum of safety with the ma.x:i..mum results. There 

'are types of processing which require so much :intuitive skill that they 

cannot be readi~ communicated nor codified. The goal of Standard 

Procedure is to make the knowledge available to as many people as pos-

sible with ma.x:i.mum security and safety for the pre-clear. 

The Foundation 'Will publish all papers, in their virgin form, which 

cor-cern themselves with originating new methods of processing. t:hould 

one procure and read this volume, and should one examine the present 

chart, one may find approximations between the two; but at this time 
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only in the foundation does a new technique have the advantage of being 
:I 

compared to the entire existing body of knowledge on Dianetics. If there 

are discovered elements that are unlmown to the foundation, how much more 

must be unavailable to the individual investigator. For instance, a 

doctor, who acquainted himself with some of the earlier techniques of 

Dianetics in late 1949, has attempted to develop, without facilities 

or QPerience, certain techniques of application. An examination of 

these shows that they are not as advanced as Foundation techniques of 

July, 1950, and that the omission of certain vital precautions may 

very like~ endanger the pre-clear. A hammer is not considered a 

lethal device, but it is possible to do harm with it. Dianetics is a good 

and useful tool, but like all tools it must be proper4r used. 

If you have a new technique of application or if you know of one, 

the Foundation will be very happy to receive it and all information 

about it, to give due credit, and prove the technique, and to integrate 

it to the general enhancement of the science. The development of a 

team rather than of stars is the goal of the Foundation. 

To date, some significant contributions have been made. The first 

of these was made by C. Parker Morgan, who called our attention to the 

value of pleasure in running cases. The second was the refinement of 

the theory of valence, by Donald. H. Rogers. The third was a theory of 

lateral running, by C. C. Street and Elizabeth Byall. The fourth was 

a technique for the induction of boil-off and a theory of its value, 

by Jack Naylor. 

Another significant technique which is of definite value but is not 

at this time included in Standard Procedure is called Automatic Running 

~""ttt( 
or Free Wheeling, by Ml's. ~ Hulsw1t. Thec.l Assist, also 

.trom Mrs. Hu1swit, may be employed with benefit. -1... 
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Two newer techniques are under examination. One of them is 

Archenetics, a creation of the late David cary. The other is a metbod 

of releasing emotion called Thompsonetics, after its inventor, Mr. 

Thompson. 

Automatic Scan Clearing was originated by Mr. A. L. Kitselman, 

in Hawaii. It is not used. But it gave birth to Cpain Scanning, 
e, 

which eave birth to Lock Scanning. The use of re~ll of sexual 

nleasure to reach conception was originated by Russell p. Schofield. 

This technique is no lon~er used. 

With the addition of the present chart, Standard Procedure is 
¥-

much more easily co~cated and, indeed, seems to become a guide to 

human personality. In this chart are laid out my own developments in 

Dianetics, aided by U:ose of some of the above-mentioned people. This 

chart is not only a guide to working techniques and a measure of 

human behaviour; it also is a skeletal structure into Which may be 

fitted the fUture discoveries and inventions of bright, earnest inves-

tigators in Dianetics everywhere. 

If anything, I am disappointed in the limited contributions which 

have been made to Dianetics, compared to the main body of the science 

am its apnlications. I can only hope th::rt in the future auditors 

and students of the subject can get much busier buildLng a much better 

brid~e. 
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This book is built around a chart. 

On the many colunms of this chart we find the majority of the 

components of the human mind and all those necessary to process an 

individual. 

In this book we will take UP these columns, one by one from left 

to right, and explain each column. When this has been done, and you 

have read the book and thoroughly examined the chart, you will at 

least have the rudiments you need to process people. 

If you desire to process indi v.i.duals on a limited basis, you may 

specialize in straight memory, lock reduction and lock scanning. 

This c a:1 be done to almost anyone you w:>uld ordinarily contact without 

aI\V harm and with a great deal of improvement in his general tone. If 

you feel a little more adventurous, you can learn how to audit secon

dary engrams and so become proficient in discharging grief and fear 

from a case. Should you desire to go the ltlole way and feel yourself 

competent, you can try running engrams on a case, with a very close 

regard to the. kind of case on Which you try to run them. 

For a full education in dianetic proceSSing the elements are 

here. But just as you went to high school to learn algebra or physics, 

you should take a Foundation course in order to become a truly pro

ficient auditor. Qualification at the Foundation, coupled with aI\V 

other training you may have, will permit you to become a professional 
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practitioner. Most people, however, take a Foundation course because 

they want to be better educated and to function better in their own 

professions, for Dianetics is not just processing. That's not a thou

sandth of it. Dianetics deals with thought and the behaviour of men 

and groups; and those who know the subject thoroughly survive better. 

Simply reading this book, then, although it contains all the per

tinent information, does not qualif.1 an individual to practice profes

sionally. But once he has thorough~ studied this book, he should be 

able to handle routine cases without difficulty. He should not try 

Dianetics on insane or severe~ neurotic persons unless he feels himself 

especial~ gifted in understanding or unless he has taken a qualifica

tion course at the F01D'ldation. This particularly applies to an~ts 

and psychiatrists and medical doctors who, because they have concourse 

with the insane and the chronically ill, could achieve remarkab~ better 

and faster results with a knowledge of Dianetics. The science was made 

available to them in the past, and it is again urged that they take ad

vantage of its techniques in the best interest of IIlBl"Jdnd and the advan

cement of their professions. Many physicians and psychologists have 

already been trained by the Foundation and they, experience shows, have 

made good auditors. 

In the same vein, the layman should be very careful whom he allows 

to pract.ice Dianetics 'lIPon him. Before submitting to dianetic processing, 

the indilTidual should e.it.her look for the amlitor's cert.:tficate on the 

wall and see that it is in good order or der~d the right to give his 

auditor a test a.s to the various de fini tiona contained in this volum,a. 

The individual who desires processine should not submit himself to a 

psychiatrist or a psycho-analyst or medicf.'.l doctor for dianetic treatJ11ent 
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in the belief that they, as practitioners, know Dianetics. OnlJ those 

psycho-~~a~sts, medical doctors a~d psychiatrists trained by the Foun

dation are fully qualified to handle the whole parade of skills necess

ary in an auditor. 

If your auditor is not qualifi~d by the Foundation, then let him 

run straight memory, locks, and chains of locks on you until you are 

entire~ satisfied he knows what he is doing. 

An auditor, by diligent study of this volume and by entering slowly 

into the use of his tools, making sure he underst,ands each one of them 

progressively before using the next, can achieve great skill in pro

cessing. These cautionary remarks are addressed to those who, by 

haphazar:l reading of the volume may attempt to plunge into the whole 

array of skills at once. This would be like trying to take a plane 

off the ground before one learns where the throttle is located and 

how to bank. Dianetics is not as difficult as flying a plane but it is 

a technical subject. 

Iou can't drive anybody mad with standard dianetic processing. 

You can make people somewhat unhappy. Cases driven mad by diane tic 

processing do not exist. Cases do exist where reversed techniques have 

been criminally used on persons. Pain-drug-hypnosis can deliver 

anybody into a straitjacket. with greater neatness and despatch than 

anythL."lg hitherto known. Dianetic processing, however, has nothi..~g 

to do ~;.ith restimulating or planting engrams. 

So read what is written and get to knmv your chart. You will 

know more about Men and women and their behaviour when you have 

finished. If you feel you could stand some processing, come to the 

Foundation, or tea.'ll up with somebody on who,"l you can rely, starting 
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in with straight menory and locks and studying as you 10 rk. If 

possible, pet supervision from a Foundation-trained auditor or take a 

basic or professional course. You can't know too much about this 

subject. 

No attempt is made in this volume to be literary or academic. 

I would happily take off a couple of years and write you something 

highly polish ed, but we're trying to get ltl ere we're going before 

the atom bomb gets there, and navigating the course takes a little 

time. So I've just written here what I know about this chart in a 

way I thir->k you'll understand. The rook is organized around the 

chart, not around the longest words in the dictionary: this is made 

possible by a certai n difference between Dianetics and some other 

subjects -- in those, the author has to make up in complication ~at 

he lacks in understanding of his subject, so the critics will be 

/'" impressed. Damn the critics, let's get down to par~graph one and 

open un to flank speed. There's a sane world to be lOn. 

L. Ron Hubbard 

January, 1951. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

COLUMN A 

The Tone Scale -=- -==:-=- ==---

From Funk and Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary, Supplement 

No.5: 

di.a.net'.ics noun A s.ystem for the analysis, control 

and development 0 f human thought evolved from a set of 

coordinated axioms which also provide techniques for 

the treatment of a wide range of mental disorders 

ani organic diseases: term and doctrines introduced 

Qy L. Ron Hubbard, American engineer. (Gr. dianoetikos -

dia, through plus ~, mind) di.a.net'.ic adj. 

Assuming the basic idea that the sole fundamental of existence 

is survival, the problems of man's behaviour apparently resolve 

rapidly. His interpersonal relations, the operation and purposes 

of his organizations and groups become understandable. 

Science is, to many people, a sacred cow. Actually, Qy defin

ition, science is only the organization of apparently disrelated 
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facts into a useful whole. Aligned on certain basic axioms (which 

can be found in the appendix) Dianetics is a useful body of know

ledge by which may be resolved the TJUzzle of man' and his behaviour. 

A search for an energy of life begun in 1930 has been partially 

resolved by the discovery of the lowest common denominator of exis

tence: SURVIVEl 

A gross error has been made by scientists in the past who sought, 

materialistically, to explain life on the basis of mud, chemicals and 

electricity. It was the contention of these individuals that matter, 

energy, operating in space and time, combined in some incredibly 

lucky moment to a form self-perpetuating unit and that this item 

fortuitously fJTew and grew and one day man appeared on the scene. 

This child-like logic breaks down if only on the basis of the odds 

against it. It breaks down a~ain when evolution, as postulated, is 

seen to be of only limited usefulness, being actually as full of 

holes as an ocarina. The main test of any "scientific" hodge-podge 

is its usefUlness to man. The mud-to-man theory, and it is just a 

crude theory, has not resolved manls behaviour. These schools of 

thought gave men unlimited weapons such as the atom bomb and yet 

failed to give man sanity enough to regulate his own affairs or use 

the type of energy released by that bomb for purposes other than des

troying towns. So we caT} conclude and lay in a quiet grave any and 

all scientific theories which have not led to peace on earth or 

have failed to give us a predominance of men of good will. Of course 

there are lots of individuals who would like to go on having men be-
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lieve he is basically mud but to these we bequeath the electric shock 

machine and the prefrontal loboto~, the highest level of operation 

to 'Which the mud-to-man theory led. 

An examination of existence and the fondest hopes to which man 

has clung discovers for us the possibility that the energy of life 

is a different thing from the current flowing in a power line or the 

energy radiated by atomic fission. It is not necessary to have a 
......... d 

vast knowledge of physics to conclude that life is something more than 

a mechanical contrivance rigged out of atoms and chemicals. In the 

first place, it follows only a few of the electro-magnetic-gravitic 

laws and at best only vaguely parallels these. Life has its own 

performance rules. 

A fUrther examination of life demonstrates that it is undoubtedly 

made up in part of matter and that it exists in space and time. This 

is quite certain because a dead organism disintegrates into dust. 
5 

Something ha{ obviously ceased to be a part of this organism, however, 

the mment it fully died. This "something" has variously been called 

the human soul, the spirit, the life force. Bergson called it "elan 

vital-". 

The scientist who deals constantly with machines and chemical 

reactions has for some decades looked on a life organism as an oxygen-

carbon motor, a heat energy machine which operated not unlike a steam 

locomotive. He dismissed the wild variables this introduced into any 

attempted solution to life and living by the expansive statement that 
/),-

life was simply mre complic ated than machines men built tiut that it 

vas at~~ just another machine. A "too-complicated n school of 

thought, a scientific masquerade, took up this argument and saw that it 
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obfuscated any real explanation, or reason for one, and began to say 

that the human mind, being a part of a machine which was too compli-

cated for biology and bio-chemistry, was of course too complicated to 

understand, being a part of a too-complicated organism. It is felt 

that this waving aside of the problems of mind operation, this oper

ation on the defeatist principle that the problem could not be solved, 

-" introduced "therapies" which were "too complicated" It took four to 

twelve years to get an inkling of these therapies and all eviderx:e to 

hand, carefully compiled, shows that they do not work, that the pro-

blems of criminality, insanity and war still remained, with these 

systems of "therapyt', far out of control. The too-complicated school 

of life and mi nd operation gives us a picture of a group of demon 

exorcists rushing around plague-ridden London a couple of centuries 

ago, telling everyone they had the solution to the plague, while some 

hundreds of thousands of Englishmen died the black death. With 

19,000,000 insane in the United states alone, with nations in the grip 

of madmen planning conquest, the too-complicated school rushes about 

gettin!! a good press on how well they are doing, while all the evidence 

says entirely otherwise. 

Thus let us look for a simpler solution, one which does not re-

quire twelve years of schooling and practice to learn, one which will 

deliver to us a therapy and, lOOre important, an understanding of life, 

man, and mind operation which can resolVe the 19,000,000 insane, our 

millions of criminals, and international madness. 

We f'i'nd the first leg of this solution in considering life force, 

elan vital, or what have you, as an energy dissimilar to electrons and 

molecules and mud. The laws of this "energy", once they are isolated 
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and stated, are found to be parallel to but dissimilar to the laws of 

the physical universe. 

Let us call this life energy by' a symbol in order to identity it .. 

We ~ll aSSign to it the Greek letter theta (~ and distinguish it as 

an energy existing separate and distinct from the physical universe as 

we lmow it. 

The physical 'universe would be the universe of matter, energy, 

space and time. It would be the universe of the planets, their rocks, 

rivers, and oceans, the universe of stars and galaxies, the universe 

of burning suns and time. In this universe we would not include theta 

aA an integral portion, although theta obviously impinges upon it as 

lj£e. From the first letters of the words matter, energy, space, and 

time, we can composite a new word: MESl'. 

In Dianetics we are dealing then with theta and MEST. Theta is 

thought, lif6 force, elan vital, the spirit, the soul, or any othe~ of 

the numerous definitions it has had for some thousands of years. 

As soon as we separate these two entities, a host of problems 

heretofore quite complex resolve into Simplicity. Theta, we could 

say, comes from the universe of theta, which is different from the 

MEST universe. Theta has its 0111 matter - ideas; it has its own 

energy am the characteristics of that energy; it has its own space 
",G-

of operat ion, as distinct from MEST spa.; and it has its own time. 

There is an enormous a.rtk)unt of evidence to support theta as a 

postUlate. Thought is instantaneous in the MEST universe so far as 

can be discovered. The flow of energy along nerves in an organism 

does not travel at light speed. Time and past, of the MEST universe, 

do not exist for theta. 
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Considering theta one finds that it, alone of observable energies, 

IOOtivates and activates MEST matter and energy through space and time. 

Further, it computes, reasons, learns and retains what it learns. Men, 

building a computer with electronics which would do only a part of 

what the human mind can do, 'WOuld have to use enough electrical power 

to light New York City, enough cooling ~stem to absorb Niagara Falls, 

and enough VacUUM tubes, if the,r cost a cent apiece, to run up a bill 

of a million dollars. And the apparatus so rigged, under the existing 

life term of tubes, 'WOuld run a split second before stopping for tube 

replacement. The human mind does more ~ such a clumsy machine, 

does it better, lasts a lifetime and, to cap it, is portable. 

Now all a student of Dianetics needs to know and understand about 

all this is that theta plus MEST equals life; that theta and MEST have 

a natural affinity for each other ani combine, linking the two univer

ses, so to speak; that theta and MEST coming together too hard get 

into a turmoil which we call pain; and that the turbulence of' theta 

ani MEST under the duress of too much impact gives us a tone scale. 

Theta crushed too hard into MEST becomes entheta. MEST impinged 

upon by entheta becomes enMEST. Entheta is simply a compound word 

IlEaning "enturbulated theta". And enMEST is another word meaIIing 

"enturbulated MEST". 

Consider that theta in its native state is pure reason or at 

least pure potential reason. Consider that MEST in its native state 

is simply the chaotic physical universe, its chemicals am energies 

active in space and time. 

The cycle of existence for tmta consists of' a disorganized and 

painful smash into MEST and then a wi. thdrawal with a knowledge of' 
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some of the laws of MEST, to cane back and smash into MEST again. 

MEST could be considered to be under onslaught by theta. Theta 

could be considered to have as one of its missions, and its only 

m1ssio~ where MEST is COlx: erned, the conquest of the physical uni

verse. MEST is under raid. Theta is doing the raiding. 

Theta survives by conquering MEST and retaining the conquest. 

Theta may have numerous other methods of survival but they do not 

apply to this particular physical universe where we are situate. 

The survival of theta depends, as it applies to this universe, 

on cha~ing Ml!ST and. organizing MEST. 

Life is a manifestation of theta-conquered MEST. Theta has 

conquered and organized with high complexity certain MEST chend.cals 

and energies into life forms. These forms are very diverse. They 

progress from the lowest orders, such as the lichens and moss, through 

the entire vegetable kingdom, through the animal kingdom and up to 

man. Each form evolved from the initia:l impact of theta against MEST, 

and each form on a higher level is supported by lower level forms. 

Without the lichen and the moss to make soil, no plant life 

could grow. Without plant life converting sunlight and chemicals into 

cellular food, no animals could li~ Without the array of life forms 

below him, man could not support himself as an intelligent organism. 

Intelligence would be mre or less wasted in lower forms. Evolution 

trom lesser forms to greater forms exists in present time and wholly 

in present time. Evolution traced back along the time span is evolu-

tion traced through the MEST remaining after the theta had passed 

over it .. 

Man alone of the animal and vegetable kingdom possesses the 
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potential power of changing MEST in wholesale lots into' something theta 

can use. Man can, by steam shovel and dynamite, move mountains and 

J:erhaps -- who kmws? -- conquer a galaxy. Theta thus evolves toward 

higher and higher reason and a higher and higher ability to conquer 

and change the physical universe -- MEST. 

If we grant the cycle of recreation, growth and decay and the 

postulate that theta conquere MEST by first impinging solidly into it 

and learni~ about it and then withdra14ng to come back with what it 

has learned, we can see that theta learns by becomi~ enturbulated 

and then straightening itself out as an EIldless process. People have 

kmwn this for a long while - one learns, they say, by hard knocks. 

That would be a simple way of saying that theta gets painfully mingled 

with }'iEST am withdraws to come back for an orderly conquest. 

If this is the cycle - and this assumpt,ion solves problems 

ltlich were never SJlved before -- then we can see that theta w:>uld 

have to have a withdrawal mechanism, and so it does. Death is that 

mechanism. Theta and MEST are attracted to eac h other but when they' 

become painfully mixed up, they become entheta and enl~T. Entheta 

rejects MEST. EnMEST rejects theta. Theta combines with theta or 

MEST. MEST combines with theta or MFST. 

Here we have sOllething not unlike a chemical reaction. Ti«> 

chemicals reside placidly ld. th each other until stirred up. Stirred 

they blow apart. Or we could liken this to a characteristic of some 

energies which, W1 en they have their wavelengths changed, reject each 

other. This is death. Theta and MEST get too enturbulated and the 

organism dies, the remaining theta rejecting the MFST body, the MEST 

body rejecting the theta. 
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There is nothing very complicated about this postulate, even 

though it solves a great marw problems. One could say that when life 

becomes too painful, the body sickens and withers and the soul departs. 

Man has for many ages inclined to a belief in free theta. Science 

became very unpopular lil en it sought to break down and abolish, by 

logarithmic decree, the human soul. 

However, we do not need a human soul to explain the theta-MEST 

separation called death even though evidence is growing -- good evi-

dence of a highly scientific nature on a much more practical level 

than parap~chology -- that the human soul does exist in fact.* 

Recently at a major university a group of well done experiments demon

strate~hat living organisms had about them a field of energy which 

had a point source. If the energy radiated from the cells alone, 

according to past thoory, the picture presented would have been quite 

different. Free theta, then, could be postulated to exist. The 

usual genetic line of generations begetting generations of like 

organisms explains, in accepted biological terms, the traverse of 

theta through generations. 

It seems inveitable that, as theta conquered ~T and made it 

into higher and lIDre complex organisms, the problem of getting entur-

bulated theta am MEST separated for the next generation would be 

resolved, at last, on an intellectual level and within one generation; 

theta mastering the problem of smoothing itself out 1Ii. thin the organ-

ism itself. Actually, at a swift glance, this is Dianetics. 

* A man very high in the Catholic Church once said to me, "Young man, 
if you are not extremely careful, you mIl wind up by contacting the 
human soul as such and measuring it in ergs and dynes." 
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The defeat of death entirely is not wholly desirable. Evolution 

is set up to provide better and better organisms, better able to sur

vive. Without death, all existing planetary space 'WOuld soon be 

glutted wi. th life which could not be supported. Death can take no 

holiday. But life can be much more effective at least for the species 

called Man. 

The cycle of conception, growth, decay, and death, according to 

our postulate of theta ani MEST, would be the cycle of pleasure-and

pain learning by lihich the organism is refined so that the new gener

ation it begets is better able to cope with the environment and con

quer MEST than was the older generation. In one lifetime, there is 

much accumulated pain. The cells are subjected to pain by continual 

forceml contact with MEST as in accidents or collision wi. th other 

life foms. The whole organism as an organism is subjected to pain 

wi. th fNery defeat in it s ef'f'orts to fulfill its purposes of survival 

by a conquest at MEST. By pain the cells learn new methods of con

struction for better survival. Out of organism pain, the organism 

learns new skills and methods of surviving. 

The hitch has been that once an organism was subjected to pain, 

it accumulated some knowledge but it also accumulated some entheta 

am enME3T. ~en it had accumulated enoug}t to be highly ineffective 

it died, leaving the next generation to carry on. For a man, this 

is not efficient. There is nothiIlS wrong with his learning by pain 

ani pleasure lbat is bad and good about existence, but there is a 

great deal in error with his having to carry with him an excess of 

entheta ani enMEST which hide knowledge from him and cut down his 

abili ty to function in his proper role. 
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Inevitably a high form of life could be expected to re~Te this 

entheta-enMEST problem without an intervening death cycle. 

The enMEST-entheta turbulen: e is called in Dianetics an engram. 
ave", 

An engram is an MI!'S. in time when theta and MEST have come forcetully 

together and have intermingled "permanently". 

A small boy falls and hits his head. He is for an instant un-

conscious. As soon as he gets up he may think he has a complete mem-

ory of what happened to him. But there is an instant which is 

occluded from his consciousness. That instant contains a turbulent 

area of entheta and enMEST. A tim(~it of his theta and a small 

portion of MEST have become a part of his unreasoning mind. This 

moment is an engram. 

There are two minds, for our purposes. One is the analytical 

mind, the other is the reactive mind •. The analytical mind is where 

theta coordinates am reasons for the organism. The reactive mind 

is where theta and MEST have become enturbu1ated. The analytical 

mind operates bi reason. The reactive mind operates qy reaction. 

The reactive mind, having a different polarity than the anal

ytical mind, has the capacity of compelling or inhibiting the organ-

ism in regard to certain of its actions. Lower forms of animals 

have this as their main method of thought. 

The reactive mind was once called the "unconscious" mind. It 

is a tough, rugged mim which is alert during any moment of life, 

regardless of the presence of pain, and which records everything 

with idiotic f~th.fulness. It stores up the entheta and e~T of 

an accident with all the perceptics (senSe messages) present during 

the. "unconsciousness" resulting from the accident. Thus the small 
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boy who hit his head on the rock ,#.ows analytically that he f'ell and 

hit his head, perhaps, but he "knows" better with is reactive mind. 

Supposing the smell of dust was present in the accident. The reactive 

mind stored the perceptic of' t he smell of' dust. The boy one day 

happens to be weary and to smell this identical smell. He becomes a 

little nervous. This is the reactive mind telling him to react and 

get out of' here because when this smell is present, one gets a bump 

on the head. That is not logical, but that is the way the reactive 

mind operates. If the boy does not leave the area and the smell of' 

dust, the reactive mind turns on the pain, in an errort to force him 

to leave. Finally, the boy learns to avoid the smell of dust be-

cause when he is tired this smell makes his head ache. He does not 

like the smell of dust, because, to the reactive mind, the smell of' 

dust equals a bump on the head. 

With an analytical Jllincj, the organism can think complex thought 

and is aware of being alive. With the reactive mind, the organism 

reacts in accordance with data received during the highest threat to 

survival -- unconsciousness. 

So long as the reactive mind functioned in organisms which had 

not evolved language it was a very workable mechanism. When an animal 

was injured, his reactive mind picked up all the perceptics regarding 

this injury--sounds, smells, tactile, sights--and whenever these 
~ 

appeared in the en.li'ronment of the animal his mind would malee him run 

or f'ight. Thus he was safeguarded by past moments of pain. It is a 

sort of shotgun method and has a thorough workability which, while it 

would deny the animal pleasure at times, at least kept him alive in a 

tooth and claw environment. When man evolved his analytical mind into 
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a high enough level of action to need language, trouble set in, tor the 

reactive mind could also contain words. Words heard during moments of' 

unconsciousness, such as those spoken during operations or around a 

very ill or severely ~ed person, are faithfully recorded along with 

their pain. Like hypnotic suggestions, these recordings can be brought 

into play by a similar word or environment and cause the individwal to 

act as though in the presence of danger. Restimulated b,y the environ-

ment, these past moments of physical pain and unconsciousness torce 
/ 

the individual into obedience. 

En~, these moments of pain and unconsciousness stored in the 

reactive mind, act like hidden command posts in the mind, forcing the 

individual into patterns of thinking and behaviour which are not called 

for by a reasonable appraisal of the situation. But the engram is not 

reasonable. It is simply a recording which has the sole purpose of 

steering the individual through supposed but usually non-ex:i.stent 

dangers. 

Until Dianetics, the engram was not suspected for it vas well hidden 

as an entity. The word, enE2-:am, is an old one, borrowed from biology. 

It means simply, "a lasting memory trace on a cell. II It may be engraved 

on more than the cell. But, up against dianetiic processing, it is not 

very lasting. 

Here, then, is a piece of entheta-en$ST - the engram. MEST and 
,.. 

theta, cv0ming together too forceru~, as in an impact or injur.y, or 

getting enturbulated through illness, are stored in the reactive mind 

and from there mechanically enturbulate the theta of the analytical 

mind into compulsive or obsessive action or enturbulate the MESr of the 

body into pain, defonnity or p~chosomatic illnesses (chronic samatics, 
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as they' are called in Dianetics). 

Accumulate enough entheta in the reacti~ mind, and the analytical 

mind becomes aberrated enough to commit suicide or to undertake non

survival activities in order to remove the organism from the world of 

organisms and let another generation take up the work. Let enough 

enMEST accumulate in the reactive mind and the MEST of the body will 

enturbulate into pains and illnesses which will kill the organism and 

serve the same purpose. 

This, then, is the basic assumption on which we are operating in 

Dianetics. The assUJllption is a workable postulate in that its applica-
o 

tion produces very advantage~us results. The relatively sane person 

becomes· more sane. The psychosomatically ill become well. The unhappy 

become able to obtain pleasure and lead happy lives, and we h~e a 

chance to bring about enough sanity amongst men to stop the mass murder 

of war. We can resolve the usual problems of behaviour and set up a 

better organization. 

The person undertaking to process another individual dianetically 

is seeking o~ to raise the "tone" of that individual - in other 

words to increase his survival potential. In order to do this, the pro

cessor simply regains for the other the theta involved in the reactive 

mind as dntheta. Tneta is restored to the analytical mind, the reactive 

mind is left without its destructive store of turbulence and the indivi-

dual being processed becomes a dianetic release or clear. 

Column A on the chart is graduated as a tone scale. Actually this 

scale has many more heights and levels than those we can no\., measure 

and use. How high it actually goes we have no way of knowing at this 

time. For our purposes, it is put to use here between the levels of 
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-3 and 4.0. 

At -3 we have sinql~ MEST, a dead body in whatever state of decay 

it might be. It is different from other MEST o~ in that it hfP. been 

organized b;r theta into new chemicals and compounds, for MEST is evolved 

into new complexities b;r theta just as organisms are evolved by theta. 

At -1, for a short time after death, we have body cel1s alive. 

Some of these cells live for as much as a year after organism death, 

according to some investigators. This is, in an:y event, the band of 

cellular life, as different from organism life. 

At 0.0 we have death at the moment the theta withdraws from the 

organism. 

From 0.0 to 2.0 we have the band of operation of the reactive mind. 

Between these points on the tone scale, the recative mind is in command 

of the organism. The reactive mind, in this band, directs the organism 

according to stored engrams and the an~ical equivalent of the engram, 

the lock. 

From 2.0 to 4.0 we have the band of operation of the analytical 

mind. 

Above 4.0 we could postulate ~:er mind levels such as the aesthetic 

mind, through other minds, to the free theta mind, if such things exist. 

This tone scale shows the current level of survival of the organism. 

It shows also the potential. of survival in terms of longevity of the 

organism (unless processing intervenes, of course). 

The higher the individual is upon the tone scale, the better chance 

he has of obtaining the wherewithal of living, the happier he is, the 

healthier his body wil1 be. 

Actually a person fiuctuates on this scale from hour to hour and 
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day to day. He receives good news, he goes momentarily to tone 3.0. 

He receives bad news, he may sink for a moment to tone 1.0. He falls 

in love and for a month he is at level 3.5. His girl leaves h:iJn and for 

a week he is at tone 0.5. When he is very young he rides around tone 

3.5. As he grows older his tone drii'tis down to 2.5. As an old man he 

may drift down to 0.0 and death, either slowly or swii'tily. 

We are interested mainly in the average level for the individual 

for the period of life we are addressing. The average is fairly constant. 

An individual's average place on the chart can be gauged by inspecting 

the other colul1ms. Thus he may be an average 2.7 on the tone scale and 

yet reach 3.5 on occasion, and yet sink to 0.5 on other occasions but 

only for a short time. 

The constant position on the tone scale is determined by three fac

tors. The first is the accumulated entheta in the p~rson - how nmch of 

his theta is enturbulated in engrams and an~ical locks and so strikes 

back against him, forcing him into non-survival activities or compell

ing him or inhibit:ing him in environments containing :iJnagined dangers. 

The second factor is the amount of theta the person has as life 

force. This would be his volume of theta. It is the third dimension 

on the chart. ~or is fear with lots of vo11D1le. One person has 

more volume of theta than another and can thus stand to have more 

enturbulence, more engrams. One may have so little native theta that 

half a dozen engrams will convert it all into entheta, leaving the 

person insane. Another may have so much theta that thousands of en

grams still leave him with enough actual theta to go on living a pro

ductive life in the 2.0-plus zone. 

The third factor is a ratio between the anaJ.ytical mind and the 
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reactive lI1nd. An ::Individual ma,. have a reactive level ot 1.0 and an 

analTtical leTel ot 3.5. 'l'he result is that when he is in a restilm

latin environment he .,. be cover1;~ hostile but m a lIOre tavorable 

environment he 'IIIJ:T be ana~icall:y very productive. These two minds 

average out to a constant. 

All the person doing processing - an auditor. he is called in 

Dianeties - needs to know about this tone scale is that i t giTeS the 

percentage ot theta ot the case which b,. engrams and locks has become 

chronica.l.:Q" entheta. 

To raise a person on this tone scale it is ~ necessar,y to re

cover or convert. theta £rom entheta. Remove, in other words, the 

stores ot turbuJ.ence £rom a person's lire or render them unreBtiml

lated • 

.An auditor is not trying to cure an.ythi.ng. He is simp~ raising 

tone. Incidental to raising tone, pBy'Chosomatic ills common~ vanish 

and aberrations disappear. But this is incidental. The task is to 

make a human being happier, more ettecti va, better able to accept 

responsibility and aid his tellow man. That the person being pro

cessed gets Dwell" in the period and stays "well" is a bonus. 

Anything which raises a persOll's tone can be considered leg! ti

mate processing. This includes. ot course, nutrition, environment, 

and. education, as well as processing. Simp:q taking the person to 

see a movie he wants to see m&y' raise his tone. Processing achieves 

permanent raises in tone. It it is illegal an;ywhere to process 

people, then it mast also, sequitur, be illegal to make people happy. 

And it laws exist against making people happy, somebody had. better 
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overthrow that government, quick. For it is a death goV8l"Dll8nt, 110 

entheta that it will bring about. the death ot the a1;ate aDd those 

within it. 
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CHAPTER n.o 

COLUMN B 

DIANETIC EVALUATION 

The goals of dianetic processing form a graduated scale. Actually 

this scale is also the scale of sanity, for there is a parallel between 

the amount of life torce (theta) in the individual available for his 

survival and the amount ot sanity he displays. Turbulence of this 

life torce decreases not or4y his sanity but his level of survival. 

The life expectancy of the individual is also proportional to his 

physical well being (absence of factors which predispose him to illness) 

am his mental well being. 

In other words, dianetic processing is directly concerned with 

increasing the ability of the individual to survive, with increasing 

his sanity or ability to reason, his physical ability, and his gen

eral enjoyment of life. 

As we look at this scale, we are also looking at the emotional 

tones of the individual as he reduces an engram. There is a very 

direct relation between this scale and natural performance. As the 

individual reduces an engram under processing, he may find it in an 

apathy tone; as he recounts it the second or third time, he is found 
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to be hostile to the personnel in the engram but will not express that 

hostili ty. Then he begins to get angry with the personnel who have 

done this to him. The anger fades to antagonism. Then he becomes 

bored with the whole thing. Further recounting brings him into a 

cheerful frame of mind about it and finally he simply laughs over it. 

It was this sequence of behaviour, of an engram being reduced with 

processing, which gave the clue to the existence of these points on 

the tone scale. 

At the top of the chart we have levels of possible well being 

which we have not yet explored and which, while we have hopes, cannot 

at this time be reached. Our technology does not extend as far as 

derivation and observation say the individual may be able to go. In 

this range from 4.0 to 40.0 on the tone scale lie many possible states 

of being. What is the theta being? How much can man attain toward 

spirituality? How can full theta perceptics be best uncovered if they 

actually exist? These are some of the questions. The technology may 

possibly be developed which will permit man to reach a higher state 

than he can now attain b.Y our current techniques of dianetic processing. 

The highest point we can at this time reach with dianetic pro

cessing is what is called here the MEST clear. There are probably 

several kinds of clears and several conditions of being clear. A MEST 

clear would be an individual who no longer retained engrams or locks, 

these having been erased b.Y dianetic processing. The erasure of all 

engrams and locks in an individual restores to him a full play of his 

endowment of theta. His store of theta may may not be increased b.Y 

other means. That would be a matter for solution above this level on 

the tone scale. 
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A clear in Dianetics, then, is simply one whose engrams and locks 

are erased and who does not become confused, obsessed,or impelled by 

past moments o:f physic a1 pain. This goal is far, far beyond anything 

envisioned by such investigators as Freud. There may be goals :far 

beyond the state of MEST clear. 

Currently a clear ~ll do. Psychometry and all tests for aberra

tion demonstrate the clear to be unaberrated. His recalls are excellent. 

His mental ,stability is very good since environmental circumstances 

cannot cause him to act irrationally by reason of aberrations. His 

emotion and ability to enjoy life is :free. By becoming a clear the 

individual attains an intelligence quotient far in excess o:f what he 

enjoyed be:fore processing. 

A clear does not instantly grow wings or sprout a ten-kilowatt 

aura. He is not superman. But he has his advantages. He has fewer 

accidents, and none because o:f his own doing. He is healthy. His 

education and experience are available :for his use as he needs them. 

He acts on reason and he reasons sw1:ftly. His reaction time is about 

half the nurmal's. What his longevity is we have no way o:f knowing at 

this time but we can only suppose that it is higher than if he had 

remain~d aberrated. 

A general tendency is to regard a clear as a sideshow ~iece. 

True, he is better than men have ever been before. But too much em

phasis has been laid upon mental tricks a clear may be able to do, his 

ability to recall accurately, his ability to see again anything at 

which he has gazed. In the business of living these things are not 

important. 

Happiness is important. The ability to arrange life and the 
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environment so that living can be better enjoyed, the ability to toler

ate the foibles of one's fellow humans, the ability to see the true 

factors in a situation and resolve problems of living with accuracy, 

the ability to accept and execute responsibility, these things are im

portant. Ufe is not much worth living if it cannot be enjoyed. The 

clear enjoys living to a very full extent. He can stand up to situa

tions which, when he was not cleared, would have reduc~d him to a 

shambles. The abil1 ty to live well and fully and to enjoy that living 

is the gift of the clear. Anyone looking tor tricks can best find 

them in vaudeville. 

The clear has the advantage of not retaining, hidden from himself, 

pain and painful situations in his past which, being restimulated \y 

the environment, enturbulate his reason and sicken his body. The clear 

is produced simply qy erasing all the engrams and locks -- the pain and. 

painful moments of the past. He is the current goal of dianetic pro

cessing. 

He is called a "clear" because his basic personality, his self

determinism, his education and experience have been cleared of aber

rative shadows. 

Actual experience demonstrates that Man, once socially imposed 

controls and domination qy others have been cleared away, is basically 

good. He is evil only when he is aberrated. Reduction of his aberra

tions discovers Man to be well intended toward his fellows. The high

est reason, in this world of complex interdependencies, depends upon 

the highest cooperation of the individual with his fellows and. his 

environment and a constructive attitude toward life. The more aberra

tion (engrams and locks) cleared from an individual, the more independent 
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and the more cooperative he is. 

There are four valid therapies, if we ~sh to use the term loosely. 

First there is dianetic processing. This rids the individual of the 

pain and painful emotion which aberrates his reaSOll. Second there is 

education. This indoctrinates the individual with the culture in which 

he lives am gives him the skills of survival, better enabling him to 

survive. The third is changing his environment into one which is less 

restimnlative, is happier for him and in which he can better survive. 

This would inClUde? nutrition, medical care, and recreation. The 
OJ 

fourth is regulating the amount of MEST which the individual should 

control. He can be given less if he has too much, he can be given 

more MEST if he has not enough for his ratio of theta, or the MEST 

which he is trying to control ma;y be chanred for him into another 

kind of MEST (sublimation). 

All four of these therapies do the same thing: they enhance 

the survival of the individual by giving him better tools or survival, 

better conditions in which to survive, better reasons for surviving. 

Any of these do one basic thing: they raise the individual on the 

tone scale. The reward of survival being pleasure, for instance, giv-

ing the individual pleasure raises his survival level. However, the 

last three of these are relatively ineffective if the individual has 

aberrations against pleasure or changing his environment or learning 

from life, and so we come to the conclusion that the first step toward 

a higher survival level would be ridding the individual of his aberra-

tions. ~thin reasonable limits the rest should follow. 

The auditor who is doing processing regularly and has been 

trained for it will use any method to raise the tone of his pre-clear, 
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for when the tone is raised, processing is easier. About all one can 

do with a thoroughly apathetic person is raise his tone by one of the 

last three methods; that done, he can be processed. 

Thus we have the current final goal of processing: the clear. 

This is the long range goal. It is not swiftly reached. It is reached, 

evidently, only by very good auditing and in the hands of an auditor 

who is someWhat higher on the tone scale than the pre-clear. 

A considerably nearer goal is the dianetic release. The release 

has reached a point where he no longer has psychosomatic illnesses, 

where he has good stability and lIhere he can enjoy life. If one simply 

took all the secondary engrams off a case, one would have a dianetic 

release. The dianetic release is a very high above normal and, itself, 

has not been attained before,. any past known methods of therapy. The 

psychometric testing of the usual dianetic release shows him to be in 

very superior mental condition. 

An even nearer goal to the start of processing is the very high 

normal. By this is meant a person who is well above the current level 

of average intellect and behaviour. One attains, in processing, levels I 

one is capable of reaching by reason of genetic endowment, education, 

and current physical potentials. One becomes the best that can be made 

of what one is natively. Thus, a moron by genetic dendowment would 

reach the level of moron when processed -- but he would have been, by 

reason of aberration, around the level of idiot when he started. An 

average intellect, by processing, reaches a level of stability and 

capability very high above the average. Hence, to reach a very high 

normal, one would have had to be not too much below average to begin. 

The use of the term "average" or "normal" is susceptible to considerable 
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misunderstanding. It simply means the average of the population's 

intelligenc e and abil! ty • It is remarkably low in the United states 

compared to what it could be. But the United states' average is 

considerably higher than that, for instance, of Panama. 

The next level is boredom. This is borderline between what is 

called neurotic and what is called normal. Moderate but ulDlsed 

ambition, a state of mind toward life which is not discontented nor 

yet contented, a purposelessness in living, these mark this stratum. 

It is a rather sorry stratum, actually, but it is so superior to what 

lies below it that the auditor who can get an anger case up to bore

dom considers he has done very well indeed, and so he has. 

Below this level we have the level of overt hostility. Here is 

the occasional grouch, the complaining individual who yet makes no 

mistake about what he finds wrong. The "blunt, honest" type who 

tactlessly tears up the tenderer feelings of his companions is found 

in this band. 

At 2.0 we cross the borderline between the reactive mind and the 

analytical mind control. And just below this we get the anger band. 

Here is the person of rather contilDlous hatred. Here we have impul

sive and destructive action. 

Below anger we go into a slightly sorrier level, covert hostility. 

Here is the person who hates but is afraid to say he hates, ~o deals 

in treachery and who yet expects to be forgiven. At the lower end of 

covert or hidden hostility we have the continually frightened person, 

the individual ridden qy fears, the person who is afraid to be or to 

own anything. 

A far IOOre serious level is the apathy level. Here is the suicide. 
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Here is the person who has lost so much in life that he cannot raise 

to any situation but simply gives up about everything. If the auditor 

can bring the apathy up to covert hostility he has accomplished a rise 

in tone. But overt acts by the auditor are likely to drive the apathy 

case down toward complete paralysis or death itself. This is a very 

dangerous state of mind, bordering next door to death. 

Finally we have the lowest band of organic life, pretended death. 

Some animals have developed pretended death into a survival mechanism. 

Pretending death says, "I' am not dangerous. I am dead. Go away and 

leave me alone." The soldier on the battlefield who suddenly becomes 

paralysed is using this mechanism. Some races, the Chinese in partic

ular, descend into this stratum and actually die as a form of suicide 

self-willed. The auditor who can get a pretended death case to open 

and close its eyes is achieving remarkable results. 

Finally we have the band below death and, the MEST body and on 

these we can do nothing, of course. 

The rightest right a man can have is to survive to infinity. 

The 0.0 level is death. How wrong can a person be? Dead! 

The bigher a person can rise on this scale, the righter he is in 

terms of reason, in terms of survival, and in terms of general well 

being. The higher he is, the happier. The lower he is, the sadder. 

The whole intent of processing is to raise the individual from 

lower to higher strata on this scale. 
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CHAPI'ER THREE 

COLUMN C 

PHYSIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOUR 

Under this column we have data which is considerably more complex 

than any. other section of this book but which is of considerable inter-

est to biologists and other scientists. The auditor need not suppose 

he needs to know it by heart, or even understand its terms. • 
;, 

What one should understand about this column is that it g6es a 

clue to behaviour and to Ps&Ogy in an individual or, in reverse, 

permits the auditor better to locate his preclear on the chart --

which, indeed, is the purpose of many of these columns. 

There are three main actions by which life handles itself and 

MEST. These are 1. Attack, 2. Retreat, 3. Neglect. These are broken 

down into their relative positions on the tone scale. 

TONE BEHAVIOUR 

4.0 Motion 
toward, 
swift 
approach 

PHYSIOLOGY 

Full control of autonomic by cortex, both cranio
sacral.and thoracolumbar systems of autonomic func
tioning at optimum under direction of cortex; muscle 
tone excellent; reactions excellent; energy level 
high. 
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TONE BEHAVIOUR 

3.5 Motion to
ward, approach 

Motion to
ward, slow 
approach 

3.0 No motion, 
stay 

2.5 Motion away, 
recede quickly 

Motion away, 
recede quickly 

2.0 Motion toward, 
slow attack 

1.5 Motion toward, 
violent attack 

1.1 Motion away, 
slow retreat 

0.9 Motion away, 
violent flight 

PHYSIOLOGY 

Moderate control of autonomic by cortex; 
cranio-sacral functioning well, thoracolum
bar slightly depressed; muscle tone good; 
reactions good; energy level moderate. 

Autonomic functioning independent of cortex; 
cranio-sacral functioning well, slight 
activity in thoracolumbar; muscle tone fair; 
reactions fair; energy level fair. 

Autonomic independent of cortex; cranio
sacral functioning well, but no activity in 
thoracolumbar; muscle tone, reaction time, 
and energy level poor. 

Autonomic begins to take over controa.j cranio
sacral inhibited, thoracolumbar up; slight 
restlessness, heightened activity, wavering 
attention. 

Increased activity thoracolumbar, cranio
sacral more suppressed; increased restless
ness, wavering of attention, inability to 
concentrate. 

Increased activity of thoracolumbar, inhib
ition of cranio-sacral; irritability; in
creased heart action, spasmodic contractions 
of gastro-intestinal tract, respiration in-
creased. ~ 

Full autonomic mobilization for ~olent attack; 
complete inhibition of cranio-sacral, thora
columbar in full action; respiration and 
and pulse fast and deep; stasis of gastro
intestinal tract; blood to peripheral vascular 
system. 

Autonomic settles down to chronic rage reaction, 
inhibition of cranio-sacral; imperfect gastro
intestinal action; increased peripheral vas
cular Circulation, increased pulse and respir
ationo 

Autonomic mobilization for full flight reaction~ 
laxity of gastro-intestinal tract; all blood 
to peripheral vascular system, especially 
muscles for rapid flight; breathing and pulse 
rapid and shallow. 
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TONE BEHAVIOUR 

0.5 Slight motion, 
agi tation in 
one place, 
surfer 

0;1 No motion, 
apparent 
death 

0.0 Death 

PHYSIOLOGY 

Autonomic mobilized for cry for ~lp, grief; 
cranio-sacral on full; thorarcoJfumbar inhib
ited; deep, sobbing breathing; pulse hard 
and irregular; discharge of tears and other 
bodily secretions. 

Shock reaction; thoracolumbar inhibited; . 
cranio-sacral full on, gradually decreasing 
as organism approaches death; breathing 
shallow and irregular; pulse thready; blood 
pooled in internal organs; muscles limp, 
lacking tone; pallor. 

Cessation of org~c ·function. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

COWMN D 

PSYCHIATRIC RANGE 

The auditor should know three psychiatric terms, the only 

psychiatric terms he will find used in Dianetics as they are used 

in psychiatry. 

These terms are: 1. Psychotic, 2. NeurotiC, and 

3. Psychosomatic. 

Psychotic is really not a noun but an adjective. However, 

psychiatry uses it as a noun to mean an individual afflicted lii. th 

psychosis. A psychosis is 81V major form of mental affliction or 

disease. In other words, a psychotic, so far as we are concerned, 

is an individual who cannot han:lle himself or his envirorunem well 

enough to survive and who must be cared for to protect others from 

him or to protect him from himself. 

The psychotic state which receives the most interest is that 

one which threatens the survival of the individual himself or of 

those around him. Such a psychotic is placed in an institution -

when there is room for him. Otherwise, he roams the town or country. 

However, ma~ other persons are psychotics but are not sufficiently 
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alarming as a menace to themselves or others to be placed in an 

institution. 

The next classification is simply a matter of degree. The 

neurotic individual is one W1 0 is afflicted mentally but can perform 

some reasonable function or other. 

The term, psychosomatic, has meant an illness caused by or 

notably influenced. by "the emotional state of the patient~ Actually, 

more practically, one could say that it is an illness caused by the 

mind. About seventy percent of manls ills are psychosomatic. 

In Dianetics we use these tems as follows: 

Psychotic: A person who is physically or mentally harmful to 

those about him out of proportion to the amount of use he is to them. 

Neurotic: A person who is mainly harmf'u1. to himself by 

reason of his aberrations, bu.t not to the point of suicide. 

Chronic somatic: ! psychosomatic illness, since it is dis

covered that ps.ychosomatic illness is only the restimulated somatic 

of some engram and go es away when the engram is contacted and re

duced or erased. 

As for other psychiatric clasSifications, these are famous, 

even to psychiatry, for their looseness and disorganized state. One 

institution, tor instaree, handles schizophrenics only, and so any 

patient who comes there is simply classified as a schizophrenic. 

Psychology has long laughed at ps.ychiatry because psychiatric termin

ology described some manifestation and led to no cure. This was be

cause psychiatry did not know the cause of any nanifestation and 

could not cure either the cause or the manifestation. 
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This current chart gives a scale b7 which psychosis and neuro

sis can be accurately classified and described for the first time. 

However, Dianetics does not need a more complex terminology than it 

has. Definition of individual tone level by numbers, plus the citing 

of obviously manifested engrams, give adequate clue to what should be 

done for the pre-clear. 

The individualities of psychosis and neurosis are occasioned 

by the engrams of a particular psychotic or neurotic. These peculiar

ities of behaviour have as their root certain engramic commands -

'WOrds contained in past moments of pain and unconsciousness. An 

engram can bring about a manic state wherein the individual declares 

hysterically and continually that he is happy or strong and yet is 

very low on the scale. Such a condition is brought into view by the 

auditor inspecting the chart for various other manifestations of the 

pre-clear. Any one column or characteristic of the chart can be al

tered by one pattern of engrams or severe education, but the other 

portions of the chart will remain constant for that level. For in

stance, as in the case of a manic engram, the individual appears to 

be happy at first glance, even says so repeatedly. But further 

inspection demonstrates that this person is very shy, that he gives 

presents to buy people off, that he is given to suspicion and hurt

ful lies about people. The mariic engram commands a tone 3.5 be 

manifested, but this does not alter the position of the pre-clear on 

the chart. 

This is not very complicated and it is very important.. To 

establish the level of sanity on the chart, the auditor must only 

locate the level which contains a majority of the manifestations of 
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the pre-clear. Almost every case will have a place on the chart which 

does not. hold true on the chart for the majority of characteristics 

named. In other words, look for the majority of characteristics, the 

level where the pre-clear is found in most of the columns. Do not be 

upset if the pre-clear fails to hold true in one or two columns. A 

chain of engrams may command a manic or a depressive aspect in the 

pre-cle ar for a particular subject or column. Engrams which command, 

for one subject on the chart or one characteristic in life, a tone 

lower than the actual tone of the pre-clear may be hard on the pre

clear but they have a certain safety factor for the auditor. It is 

the manic, which ooDlllands by e~rams a higher tone in one or tl«> 

columns than the actual tone, that is dangerous; for then the auditor 

may try to use a level of processing too high on the chart for his 

case. If in doubt, work the pre-clear a tone or two lower than you 

estimate him by the chart. The potential manic-depressive psychotic 

can be hammered into a psychotic break by being worked too forcefUlly 

too high on the chart. 

A saving grace in diagnosis is that a manic-depressive is not 

alw~s a manic or above tone but is often depressive and well below tone. 

None but a qualified auditor has any business working with a 

·psychotic. The danp"er in handling psychotics is very great. This 

danger did not origimte with Dianetics. From the beginning of manls 

efforts to solve the riddle of insanity, the psychotic has been a great 

liability to the practitioner. The percentage of psychotics who com

mit suicide during ordinar,y treatment is vast~ larger than the per

centage of suicides of psychotics during dianetic processing. 

The conclusion one reaches is that psychotics commit suicide easily. 
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The;r commit suicide oftener when in the hands of other practitioners 

than in the hands ot those who mow D1anetics. In the case ot insan-

i ty almost azrr excuse is acceptable to the law. The :iJlept practitioner 

who has just lost a patient to suicide tor the thirty.a:1nth time can 

lean back, look/learned and grave and 8&1', "Well, he came to .e too 

late. It I had had him. a couple ot months earlier, I could have saved 

him." This alibi is not recoDDllended to auditors, if for no other rea-

son than that it is quite shopworn. Besides, no dianeticist to date 

has ever had occasion to use it and probabq never will. 

When a person drops below the 2.0 level he has so much entheta 

compLred to his theta that a sudden shock may simply enturbulate the 

remaining theta and send him into a psychotic break. When all the 

theta is enturbulated, its reaction is to kick apart theta and MEST, 

in other liOrds, cause death am remove the organism from the path of 

other organisms. Suicides are assisted normally by engrams which 

specifically command suicide. But suicide is a natural manifestation, 

apparently, a fast means of separating theta and MEST and gaining 

death quickly. Suicide is always psychotic. 

People below the 2.0 level, no matter their avowed intention, 

will bring death or injury to persons, things and organizations around 

them, if in the anger bracket, or death to themselves, if in the apathy 

bracket. Anyone below the 2.0 level is a potential suicide. The 

fascist, for instance, is almost alw~s, in the face of any severe 

reverse, a sure suicide, fascism being below the 2.0 line. 

A psychotic is a threat to death for somebody or something, 

if not for himself. A manic-depressive, sometimes cheerful and 

apparently only neurotic, is actually very low on the scale and may 

suddenly commit suicide without aqy real warning. 
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*" The psychotic is a definite liability to the auditor, notso 
~ 

nmch because of processing or what unskilled processing may do, but 

because some factor may come suddenly into the environment of the 

psychotic which causes him to commit murder or suicide. This can then 

be laid to the processing. Every such action on the part of psychia

tric patients is forgiven psychiatry as a natural consequen~f 
handling psychotics. Handle one gently and keep him out of a non-

survival environment and the psychotic may be very successfully 

treated b,y Dianetics. But do not be amazed if your pre-clear seems 

cheerful to day and goes into a psychotic break tonight and commits 

suicide tomorrow, after murdering the family. Below 2.0 on the tone 

scale we have theta and MEST trying to kick apart and bring about 

death.* 

* One of our most brilliant instructors, David Cary, in the los J 
Angeles Foundation, had marri. ed, long before Dianetics, a psychotic / 
girl. He went into Dia.netics first trying to help her. He persuatred 
her to take a course with him at the Foundation. He tried in every 
way he could to give her processing but as she was actually there 
under protest she lIOuld not accept processing from him. Cary went on 
to become an instructor, having an excellent background for teaching 
and a skill in it, while she separated herself from him. She was not 
obviously psychotic, although the training department at Los Angeles 
had refused her as far below student caliber on the grounds of her 
psychometry and a former suicide attempt and was only persuaded to 
take her as a favor to Cary. Some time later, in an effort to bring 
her sane relief, ·Cary took a leave of absence and went home. There 
he was murdered by his wife, who then comm:i.tted suicide. Fis devotion 
and his efforts to assist her had been ~stakable. She had been 
intensely inaccessible. He had been told many times by his friends 
in Dianetics that she was dangerous. But that danger was hidden. 
Cary's devotion cost him his life and cost Dianetics a brilliant in
structor and a man well-loved by all who had a chance to know him. 
This footnote is included here not simply as a memorial to David cary, 
but as information which ld 11 give pause to husbands or wives who are 
seeking to assist a psychotic spouse. Husband and wife auditing is 
difficult at best, the partners being usually ver,y restimulative to 
each other. As husband and wife they will do better to make an arrange
ment for auditing with another couple. If one of them is psychotic, 
they should seek the best professional auditor Dianetics can give them. 
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Farther, in treating psychotics, always remember that one is 

working with m:inimal theta present and JII&Xi.mal entheta. Thus, a 

sudden shock may so restinmlate an engram that the remaining theta 

enturbulates and vanishes, leaving a lock composed of entheta. There 

goes sanity. Approach the lock gentq and tum it back into theta 

with great care and caution. 

No mixture of Dianetics with old treatments or practices of any 

kind are recommended to the auditor. Electric shock has been found to 

lay a r-severe engram into an already overcrowded reactive mind and is .., 

not truly successful in ~ way, other than making a few patients so 

apathetic that they' are barely acceptable to society. Psycho-surgery, 
J. 

removing pieces of the brain, has long been acknowledge/an entire 

failure so far aD arty' actual "cure" is concerned. Free association is 

a long, drawn-out procedure: which, although it has had some success 

in rehabilitating patients who were not too near the bottom of the tone 

scale, is in the long run of questionable value. Restraints and cold 

packs onq succeed in shocking the patient into a deeper state of 

lethargy. Do not cnndone such methods nor permit them to be used on 

your pre-clears, for the simple reason, aside f'rom their inhwnan 

aspects, that they' do not work J they only sap the rema.:ming stamina 

f'rom the patient. Why cling to old-fashioned and even barbaric meth

ods, when Dig&etics provides surer, more effective and humane tech

niques? 

Handle the psychotic gently. Respect bis rights to a whole brain 

and a future. Do not consider that he is your toy or your e:xperimen

tal animal for vivisection or st~ange sadistic "treatment." Above 

all, when you are auditing, be a civilized human being. Don't try to 
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punish 70ur patient because he -refuses to get well. - B:l.s engr81118 and 

general turbulence make "'f'OUX pre-clear very hard to reach. His basic 

personali t)" is in there trying to help 7Ou. Smooth out entheta and 

make theta out of it and do it as gentl1' as 70u can. Don't lose 70ur 

temper or resort to drastic methods. Be civilized. Man can be handled 

on~ with reason, not b.r Hitlerianiatic force. You can't beat a man 

into sani t)". If 70u feel so exasperated b.r a pre-clear that )"ou would 

like to scold him or hit him, stop the session and. go cool down. Don't 

fill him .tull of sedatives or put him in restraints. B7 being as 

gracious and serene as 70u possib~ can be, you will great~ increase 

701l1" success in treating 70ur fellow man. And. you have to be first 

cousin to a saint to get the best results with psychotics. 

Any effort made to hammer a patient or scold a patient into sanity 

will meet with failure. The proof of that is the 19,000,000 insane, 

institutionalized or at liberty, in the United states alone. Don't be 

convinced that 70u have rights of ownership or life-and-death povers 

over 70ur fellow 1IU!In. Leave that to the accomplished authoritarians, 

of whom we, lDlfortunate~, have so many. 

Be a human being and YOU'll get good results. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

COWMt-T E 

MEDICAL RANGE 

i 
The medical doctor a short t:ime ago seldom though of his patients ... 

i~ terms of mental disorder. Recently he realized that some seventy 

percent of Man's ills are of mental origin -- which is to say, psycho

somatic illnesses account for a high majority of sicknesses. 

In addition to those commonly listed as psychosomatic illnesses 

many others JllUst be suspected, because of another factor. Bacterial 

infection itself is assiBted by the presence of engrams. Thus the 

percentage is possibly much higher. 

The engram assists bacteria and viruses in this fashion: the 

physical injury (the enMEST of the engram) resides in a certain por-

tion of the body, that portion which was injured. Let us sa:y an en-

gram is received by reason of a severe chest injury. This engram 

may not oecome active for many years. But keyed-in then,' it brings 

about a chest weakness in that the blood and endocrine fluids tend 
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to avoid the area as though it were just now injured. Into this 

weakened area may come bacteria of one kind or another such as those 

of pneumonia or tuberculosis. This is a temporary infection. But 

now the area is restimulated. by the pain of the infection and so the 

engram is further keyed-in and reinforced and the area of the chest 

cannot become resistant enough to throw aside the infection. Thus we 

get the chronic infections, the lasting illnesses. 

Technically one can say there are three phases in a disease: 

1. predisposition, 2. precipitation, and 3. perpetuation. The engram 

accounts for these in that it renders an area of the boqy, or an organ 

such as the heart, weak, then by the key-in of the engram brings about 

the illness and finally, because the keyed-in pain keeps on being re-

stimulated, makes the illness continue. 

As far as injuries are concerned, engrams apparently cause the 

accident prone. The engram may command the person to injure himself 

or others. One such engram restimulated in a pre-clear caused him to 

"unwittingly" injure his hand severely three times in one week. The 

engram was found and reduced and the pre-clear has not since injured 

that hand. Thus accidents of major and minor character may be Chaltd 

up to engram. A command in an engram such as "I always have to hurt 

~self" will cause the individual to do just that. 

The endocrine system is very sensitive to thought and is under 

the control of thought. A doctor who attended a series of lectures 

on Dianetics at length came forward and, rather disturbed, said, 

"For forty ye ars of study and practice I have been using the standard 

concept that structure controls function. I finallY see ~at you are 

saying. It is the other way around. Function controls structure. 
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Now maybe we can solve a few more problems." 

Endocrine imbalances such as reduced thyroid, over-weight, re

duced sexual capability, s~rility, and numerous others are monitored 

by engrams. The proof of this is simply that when engrams are reduced 

the glandular imbalances tend to correct themselves. Also, engrams 

reduce the acceptance by the body of artificial hormones, for when 

engrams are reduced artificial hormones can be administered with bene-

fit. 
~ 

There is a direct indesrbetween the amount of entheta in an 

incH.vidual and his physical health. This is manifest when one examines 

the state of health of the psychotic. A pretended death case is almost 

impossible to keep alive. Apathy cases starve and develop illnesses 

and cannot resist the smallest infections, just as grief shocks are so 

often followed by illness. The covertly hostile individual is usually 

a hypochondriac, is continually developing illnesses which even he 

knows to be false. The anger case suffers fl'om all manner of ills, 

particularly arthritis and other illnesses which settle as chronic 

somatics and develop deposits, which enlarge glands, which alter the 

condition of the heart, and so forth. From there on up the scale, 

the less entheta and the oore theta, the greater the physical health 

of the individual. 

As an example, a young girl was in a hospital recovering from 

appendicitis. She was running a fever, a very serious thing in such 

a case. An auditor was called in and by a few questions found out she 

was stuck on the time track in an earlier mumps engram. He brought 

her up to present time and the temperature dropped to normal wi thin 

the next ten minutes and recovery then proceeded uneventfully. 
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A usually well but temporarily ill person slides down the tone 

scale because of temporarily restimulated engrams. Getting him into 

present time will often materially shorten any cOllrse of illness. 

Another part of ~d1cal Dianetics is the dianetic assist. Any -
very recent engram can be run with impunity. Picking up engrams of 

inE6ries which have just happened demonstrably shortens the term of 

recovery and increases life potential threatened because of the acci-

dent. Shock occasioned by operations and accidents is rendered less 

dangerous, according to Dianetic observation, qy the dianetic assist. 

In preventative Dianetics, the first rule is to maintain silence 
0( 

around an injured or ill person. This prevents the eng~ from having 

words in it and reduces its dangerousness markedly. Several hospitals 

now practice this. Doctors in other hospitals would find their work 

much easier and more successful if they 'WOuld simply make standard 

the practice of complete silence around operating tables. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE BASIC LAWS OF THETA 

AFFINITY - REALITY - COMMUNICATION 

There is in Dianetics a triangle of great importance. Theta, 

the energy of thought and life, has as primary manifestations 

.-Krfini ty, re ali ty, and communic ation. 

This is the peculiarity of theta: in lieu of the cohesion, mat

ter, and force laws of the physical universe (MEST), thought (theta) 

has to have arfinity, reality, and communication to survive. MEST 

requires certain laws to survive -- or obeys those laws in the busin

ess of surviving. Energy and matter in space and time hang together 

in a certain fashion, governed by certain laws. The discovery and 

use of those MEST laws make up the science of physics. Theta also 

hangs together in a certain fashion, and the discovery and use of those 

laws make up the science of Dianetics. 

We do not know nearly as much about theta as we lmow about atoms 

and electrons, the probable parallel entity in the physical universe. 

Electrons, protons, neutrons and various other parts of physical

universe energy flow at certain speeds and, in various combinations, 
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exist and fUnction in the physical universe. There is, for instance, 

the speed of light; there is the composition of atoms and molecules. 

Theta probably has various similar laws, and at this time we cD not 

know much about them; but we mow enough to lmow that there is a dif-

ference between theta's laws of function and those of the energies in 

the physical universe. 

Primar.y amongst the laws of theta is that it has a fundamental 

goal, the changing of MEST. It changes IDST by constructing it into 

mobile units we mow as life organisms ani, through those, making 

MEST into various forms and objects or destroying those forms and 

objects. 

Theta uses an evolutio~ale in present time. Lower forms of 

life support higher forms of life, we have thought of evolution in the 

past as sanething stretched out back down the eons, as a graduated 

scale of various species which changed as the ages progressed down to 

our present life forms. This concept of evolution has many limitations 

and gaps and is not very W)rkable. In D1anet1es, using the thegt theory, 

we see that all theta is actually in present time and that no action is. 

possible except in present time and that present time is a continuing 

series of instants in which, moment to moment, theta goes on changing 

MEST. It is not very complicated to see that right here in present 

time we have evolution operating. The lichen and IOOSS convert crude 

MEST ash and rock into s011. On this soil higher forms of plant life 

can grow. 

Vegatable life, however, is not very mobile. Theta animates 

organisms which are composed of theta and MEST. But trees change very 
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little Mg:)T. Thus, following up the scale, we find theta involved 

wi th making animals ani insects. And the larger animaLs, unable to 

live on soil and sunlight, live on vegetable forms which are them

selves the converters of soil and sunlight into comestibles for 

higher forms. 

As soon as we get up to the very complex forms of life such as 

the mammal, we find a very large amount of MEST being converted. 

When we arrive at the level of Man we begin to see that theta can 

create or destroy vast forms of MEST. 

A man damming a river and installing a hydroelectric plant is, 

for his own survival, changing MESl'. Another man turning a switch 

and lighting an electric bulb, is shifting and altering MEST. 

Theta, on this chain of evolution right in present time, exists 

in a state which can change a very great deal. of MEST. As we learn 

roore and more about MEST we can change more MEST. And as we learn 

more about theta we can control and change mre MEST. The atom bomb 

is a case of changing a great deal of MEsr in a direction which de

feats a great deal of theta -- thus we consider the bomb wrong. It 

fails to enhance survival. 

Man can reasonably change large amounts of MEST. Therefore he 

can be considered a sort of intermdiate goal. Lower life forms can

rot change MEST on any grand scale. Man, potentially, can build or 

blow up planets. Man will evolve into more than Man, probably. 

Educationally, he evolves a long distance lilen he begins to understand 

something about his own purpose of being. 

The cycle by which theta un:ierstands MF...5T is a very simple one. 
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Theta impinges heavily against MEST. This causes a turbulence. But 
~ 

from ..that confusion theta extracts some tiny law of MEST and with-

draws to apply to MEST this newly learned law for the conquest of MFST. 

No knowledge exists without a primary enturbu1ation. MEST is conquered 

by theta's taking successive laws of MF.ST and turning MEST against MEST 

to change it. 

Theta, 1d. th this mechanism of turbulence, can learn much about MESl' 

But if theta is going to be embroiled with MEST in a disorderly fashion, 

then theta nru.st have some means of becoming unenturbu1ated so as to 

profit by what it has learned through the confusion. Theta has to be 

able to withdraw in order to come back for an orderly conquest of MEST, 

using the laws of the physical universe to conquer the physical uniTerse. 

The basic mechanism theta had in the past was death. The cycle of 

creation, growth, decay, and death was one and is one which applies to 

~ecies as a species, to an organism as an organism, or to a group of 

organisms. The only way theta could get free, evidently, was through 

death. 

With the advent of a scierlCe of thought, libereby' some of the 

natural laws of theta are understood, man can in one lifetime disen-

turbulate his theta ani NEST and benefit from the exp!rieIJ:e gained 

b,y the enturbu1ence. What dianetics does to longevity has not even 
~ 

been surveyed, but it certainly upsets the evident purpose of the 

death cycle. 

In Dianetics we have much to do with affinity, reality, and com-

munication. Whatever the accuracy of the basic postulates, it becomes 

evident to the auditor as he uses these three points of the triangle 

that he has a highly useful tool. 
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The triangle of affinity, reality, and communication could be 

called an interactive triangle in that no point of it can be raised 

without affecting the other two points and raising them, and no 

point of it can be lowered without affecting the other two points. 

The postulated reason for this is that affinity, reality, and commun

ication are component parts of theta, and thus affinity, reality, and 

communic at ion are three manifestations of the same thing. 

This has a very high usefulness to the auditor. For instance, 

when his pre-clear has a very thorough sonic shut-off, the auditor 

knows that he can regain some sonic either by increasing the present

time affinity of the pre-clear or by raising the level of reality of 

the pre-clear. Likewise, if the affinity of the pre-clear is markedly 

low, the auditor can raise that affinity by bettering the communica

tion and reality concept,s of the pre-clear. And finally, when the 

rea.l1ty of the pre-clear is low, it can be raised by increasing affin

ity and comunication. 

This is highly usef'ul because often the auditor cannot directly 

discover the suppressor on one point of the triangle. By blowing 

locks on the other two points he can make this suppressor accessible. 

Whether or not one either understands or agrees with the theta

MEST theory of Dianetics, the affinity, reality and communication 

postUlate which derives directly from it is of infinite use. 

It is very difficult to suppress the affinity of an individual, 

his capacity, that is, to recei. ve or give love, without also suppress

ing his -communication and reality factors. Likewise, one cannot sup

press the communication factor without also suppressing the affinity 

and reality factors. And finally, one cannot suppress reality without 
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suppressing affinity and communication. For instance, a mother telling 

a child that she does not love it is also forbidding the child to speak 

and is blunting the child1s reality, since the child normally expects 

to be loved. To tell the child to keep quiet is also to reject the 

child and is to offend the child1s concept of what the real world should 

contain. Contradicting one of the child1s statements or beliefs, which 

is to say his reality, is also to break affinity with him and to suppress 

his col'lll1lllIlic ation. One cannot touch this triangle at an;y point whthout 

affecting the other two points; and yet each point is highly specific 

and has its own characteristics. 

One must also consider in a discussion of theta that theta is 

measured. on a gradient tone scale from 0.0 upwards to 40.0. At the 

highest range, theta could be considered to be in a pure state. It 

would be a clear, even-flowing river. It would be reason at its 

highest. It would be complete rationality. It would be complete 

reality. It could accomplish complete communication in its own level. 

And it W)uld be purely affinity. 

Descending down the tone scale, greater and greater dissidence 

could be considered to be introduced into theta. The stream, so to 

~ 
spake, becomes more and more tumultuous, more and more fixed within 

V 
narrow banks, floliing over heavier rocks and then shoals. As a musical 

analogy, one could say that the note was becomi~ less and less a pure 

and harmonious vibration and was becoming mre and more off-key from 

itself. 

Descending down the tone scale, affinity, reality, and communica-

tion form in themselves a dissidence one with the other. Also, theta 

is in rore and more tumultuous confusion with MEST. Instead of an 
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~harmoniOUS conquest of MEST b,y theta, one sees, as the tone scale 

is descended toward death, greater and greater turbulence. 

The sudden impact of theta and MEST together could be considered 

a turbulence which creates dissidence in theta. This is registered 

and recorded as pain. Theta and MEST so impacted together, the char

acteristics of the theta are changed, according to theory and obser

vation, and theta below 2.0 on the tone scale can be considered entur

bulated theta -- theta which has been confused and chaotically mixed 

with the material universe and which will lie in this confusion until 

death or some other process disenturbulates it. Theta below 2.0 we 

call entheta. 

The mechanism. here is a simple one. MEST, in a life form, is an 

orderly array above 2.0 on the tone scale; below 2.0 MEST is considered 

to be confUsed and enturbulated and is referred to as enMEST. 

We could draw a diagram which would show theta and MEST appearing 

above 2.0 and entheta and enMEST appearing below 2.0. From 2.0 up

wards, theta and MEST are more and more orderly mingled until MI!ST is 

left behind entirely and theta exists in its pure state. Below 2.0, 

entheta and enMEST are more and mre enturbulated in the life form 

until the point of death and below is reached. 

We could consider that theta gradually reverses polarity as it 

descends down the tone scale toward 0.0. We could consider that MEST 

reverses its polarity when it rises up the tone scale from -3. 

Entheta has a very repelling effect upon theta and MEST. EnMEST has a 

repelling effect upon theta and MEST. Below 2.0, MEST and theta are at 

best turbulently united. Above 2.0, they united lOOre and more smoothly 

as the,y rise up the scale, the MEST more and more under the influence 
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of theta, the theta more and more able to do things with the MPST. 

Below 2.0, the theta is less and less able to do anything with the 

MEST. Entheta becomes almost as chaotic as MEST in its pure state.* 

Here is the mechanism of death, then: entheta and enMEST driving 

out !'rom the organism the remaining theta and MEET. 

This is an important postulate in Dianetics, since from this can 

be derived the entire tone scale and all the manifestations ot human 

behaviour and aberrations. These postulates are lilat an engineer 

calls a highly workable truth -- for to an engineer, truth is not the 

aosolute ot the metaphysician; it is simply something Which has a 

relatively high workability. 

From the theta-MEST theory also may be derived an explanation of 

faith healing -- Which is more than an explanation, being a very 

workable tenet tor the auditor. It has been many times noted in the 

course of man's adventures in the realm ot mental and physical healing 

that one individual or another, merely by his presence, or an area, .~ 

its sanctity or the belief of people in it, could accomplish the 

nearly entire de-aberration of mentally or physically ill human beings. 

In South America there is a church outside ot which stands a small 

mountain of crutches cast away by cripples who became well merely ~ 

* It may occur to someone to ask "What is the difference between MEST 
and enMEST, if both are without order or plan?" The answer is both 
simple and important. Pure MEST may be said to be virgin chaos, en
tirely innocent of plan. An organism at tone 4.0 may be said to con
tain MEST harmoniously planned and organized by theta. ' But enMEST is 
neither of these: it is neither organized nor virginal; it is confused 
and embroiled with entheta in a twisted disorganized plan. 
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approaching the alter; and in Bethany, some years ago a man named 

Lazarus came forth from his tomb. 

It is an axiom in Dianetics that a sufficient quantity of theta 

brougnt into proximity with entheta will disenturbulate the entheta 

and corwert it into theta. This is important enough to form the basic 

axiom of processing. It explains to the auditor why he cannot take a 

psychotic who has practically no remaining theta and successfully s~d 

that ps,ychotic into the entheta of an engram. The remaining theta of 

the psychotic would itself merely become enturbulated, not being suf

ficient in quantity, and the psychotic could theoretically become 

worse. 

Thus the second axiom: Entheta in sufficient quantity brought into 

proximi ty with theta will enturbulate that theta. 

Here we have a matter of quantity. When there is a great deal of 

theta present, a lesser amount of entheta will disenturbulate and be

come thata. But when we have more entheta present than theta, the 

theta is likely to become entheta. This is the contagion factor of 

aberration. Theta itself could be called reason; entheta could be 

called unreason. Reason in sufficient quantity brought into the 

presence of a lesser quantity of unreason will cause reason to pre

vail. Unreason in sufficient quantity brought into the presence of a 

lesser quantity of reason will cause that reason to become unreason. 

Hence the restimnlative character of processing to the auditor. Hence 

the various kinds of processing which must be used on various cases. 

The purer the theta, the more MEST will be attracted under it. 

Theta attempting a conquest of enMEST will become in itself enturbu

lated. Entheta applied to MEST )f1.11 make it into enMEST. 
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Entheta will tend and act in the direction of death. EriMEST tends 

and acts in the direction of death. Theta tends and acts in the direc

tion of survival; and MEST tends and acts in the direction or survival 

when it has been conquered in an orderly fashion, in an organism or 

~ a theta organism. 

As an example of entheta consider the thief. A thier is chiefly 

entheta and prefers enMEST to MEST. A thief will make enMEST out of 

the MEST he steals, which is to say cloud its title and possibly injure 

its form or substance. EnMEST, possessed by theta, has a tendency to 

enturbulate the theta. Thus, an honest man attempting to o~ a con

fused and dishonest property will himself become enturbulated. 

A whole series of axioms and optimum conduct codes can be derived 

from these principles. 

It is also observable that a high-theta-volume individual can con

quer and handle more MEST than a low-theta-volume individual or an en

theta individual. The psychotic, for instance, will ruin any MEST he 

contacts; whereas the highly reasonable man will enhance the MFST he 

contacts. 

Bere also we apparently have some small clue as to what "luck" is. 

MEST moves in automatically under good theta. MEST moves out from 

under entheta. 

hlhen we speak of affinity, reality, and communication we are 

talking about the three component parts of theta. These three quan

tities in combination playing upon MEST give us the manifestation we 

might call computation, or understanding. One has to have some affin

ity for an object, some communication with it, and some concept of its 

reality, before he can understand it. His ability to understand any 
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thought or object depends upon his affinity, his communication, and 

his reality. All mathematics can be derived from affinity, commun

ication, and reality playing upon MEST. 

Because of affinity, reality, and communication are three compon

ent parts of the same thing, namely theta, it would be difficult to 

increase one component without increasing the other two. 

The physical universe and what we have called the theta universe 

are each based upon the principle of survive and succumb. So far as 

life is concerned, everything above the 2.0 level is survive, and 

ever,rthing below the 2.0 level is succumb. Above the 2.0 level, the 

organism tends toward life; below the 2.0 level, the organism tends 

only toward death. The dynamics could actually be considered as 

theta applied to various subjects and in different manifestations. 

A~ individual, even an aberree, has occasional moments of be

ing clear. When he is not restimulated -- wen his engrams, locks, 

and secondaries are not forcefully restimulated by his environment 

the theta gradually disentur~tes, and he becomes possessed of a 

higher level of reason. MOst people reach 3.0 part of the time, as 

a normal course of events. Some people, in rare instances, behave and 

reason like MEST clears. Hardly anyone has failed to have moments 

wen he approximated the condition of clear. Being clear is a state 

of being possessed of all available theta, ~ich in an aberee would be 

partially trapped in engrams and locks. The ordinary person, with his 

engrams and locks, is rarely in the happy and reasonable state of a 

release or a clear. The release or clear is in that desirable state 

rather constantly) but this does not mean that the release or clear 

are not, in the presence of an overwhelming amount of entheta in the 
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environment, susceptible to enturbulation, tor they are. They, however, 

do not greatly retain the enturbulence, and as soon as they are tree 

from such an entheta environment they restore immediately to a cleared 

state. Further, they do not depress very tar down the tone scale. Thi. 

case is very different from that of an individual who has relativel,.' 

little theta lett to eIIturbulate and who in even a mild entheta environ-

ment sinks rapidly down the tone scale. It is a question ot resilience 

and recovery ability, as well as the ability to reason constantly and 

• clearly in most situations. 

The chart should be read with the understanding that nearly every-

one who does not have to be put away in a sanitarium, wholly bereft ot 

his senses, has some available theta. There are many persons possessed 

of a high volume of theta but whose aberrations bring them down chron-

ically below the level of 2.0, who can yet function, having some theta 

available. These people enturbulate rapidly. There are many people 

who are not classified as psychotic ordinarily, who demonstrate con-

siderable quantities of theta, and who yet, on some slight set-back, 

enturbulate rapidly down to 1.1 or 0.5 on the tone scale and remain 

there for some time after the enturbulence. These people, rested, and 

not in immediate contact with the restimnlative situation, regain 

some of the theta from the turbulent area. 

The strength of the dynamics of an individual could be considered 

to be determined, first, by the native volume of theta possessed bJ/ 'f 
the individual and, second, by the impeding effect of his engrams, as 

restimulated in the environment. One could, then, have a very high 

dynamic individual who yet has so thoroughly aberrated that on the 

least set-back he would fall rapidly down the tone scale below 2.0. 
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People like this, having high ctrnami.cs, attempt naturally to conquer a 

great deal of MEST, but in the process of conquering it are enturbulated 

b.Y the MEST, the society, and the environment, so that they accumulate 
/rf 

enormous ~antities of locks. And if such a person has, hidden within 

him, Mar:tV engrams, these ldll raoidly become charged, and the person will 

become highly occluded and-intensely aberrated, but will yet be able to 

function sometimes on a creative and constructive level. 

The system of dynamics is a method of subdividing the theta of an 

individual to show how much theta he has available in ar:tV one sphere 

of activity. These divisions could be made as follows: 

First: the dynamic of self, the urge for individual survival, 

reason toward individual survival for one's self; 

Second: the dynamic of survival through s ex and children; 

Third: the urge to survive through groups, as a member of the 

group, or for the survival of the group itself; 

Fourth: the urge of the individual to survive for mankind, or the 

urge of all, mankind to survive; 

Fifth: the urge of the individual to survive for Life, or of Life 

to survive for itself; 

Sixth: the urge of the individual to promote the survival of 

MEST, either for his own Benefit or for the benefit of MEST itself 

(manifested in the preservation of property, as such, no matter to whom 

it belongs); 

Seventh; the urge of theta to survive, the urge of the individual 

to promote the survival of theta and to survive through the survival of 

theta. 

Any of these dynamics can be broken down into the three compone~ 
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parts of affinity, communication, and reality. 

On the first dynamic, one has the affinity for self, the concept 

of the reality of self, and the ability to communicate with memory of 

self. 

The second dynamc would concern itself 'Wl. th the affinity for a 

mate or children for the future of a race, the communication with a 

mate or children, and a concept of the reality of these. 

In the third qynamic lies the affinity of the individual for the 

group, or the affinity of the group for itself; the ability of the 

individual and the group to communicate; the general reality or agree-

ment existing in the group and between the individual and the group. 

The fourth dynamic, as A-R-C, would mean the affinity of the 

individual for all Man, and of ~ind for the individual; it wuld 

include the communication of ~ with ~an, and the reality concepts 
a... 

or agreements of meri with mankind. .. -
The fi th dynamic would include the affinity of the individual for 

life, or the affinity of life for other life; the ability of life to 

communicate with life, or with the individual; and the concept of 

agreement and reality of life. 

The sixth dynamic would include the affinity, communication, and 

reality of MEST as itself, 'Wl.thin its own laws as expressed in the 

physical sciences; but more important for our purposes, the feeling of 

the individual for NEST, to know it, to use it, and to preserve it. 

The seventh dynamic would be that of theta itself, which is co~ 

posed in its component parts, according to our postulates, of affin-

ity, reality, and communication. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

COLUMN F 

EK>TIOU 

Eaaotion could be called the energy' manifestation of affini:t;y·. 

ThS7 are listed in two co11Dlllls because emotion DUQ' be treated as a sub-

didsion of the .ore general subject of affinity. 
~ 

Eaotion 18 not S3'J1on~ous with lif'e energy- but is evidentJar onJar 

a part of one of the points of the triangle of affinitY', cOlllllunica-
t 

tion, and realit,'. Emotion, however .. hrniBhes an obvious indetl'to 

the psychic state, and is the quantitY'most easiJar observed b;y the 

" auditor. As used. in Dianetics, emotion could be called the il}ex of the 

state of being. 

!he development of a new science natur~ means the development 

ot many new terms; and as new data is discovered, old definitions are 

orten found to be inadequate. Thus it is with emotion. In the English 

language "8IIOtional" is often considered synonymous with "irrational". 

One often hears the sta'liement, "Don't be so emotional, be reasonable." 

This would seem to uSlDIle that if' one is emotional one cannot be rea-

sonable. .0 more unreasonable assumption could possibJar be made. 
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Engrams have, each one of them, their own emotional tones, just 

as each engram bas a somatic. This is a false emotional tone which is 
~ 

foisted upon the aberree in lieu of the natural and reasonable emotion. 

Because emotion has a strong manifestation and begGase the less desir

able kinds of emotion are displayed by people in highly' tense states, 

emotion has been clouded as a desirable quantity. 

A f'u1.ly' reasonable human being displayB the emotion called for, 

rationally', by the circumstances with which he is confronted in present 

time. Thus if the present-time circumstance requires grief, a rational 

and reasonable person is apt to display grief. If the present-time 

situation demands anger, the rational h'WII8D being will display' anger. 

Irrational emotion could manifest itself irrationally for an:s 
given situation. If the present-time circumstances required grief and 

yet the individual displayed no grief, this would. be irrational. If' 

the present-t1Jne situation seemed to indicate, becg\se of happy cirCUJI

stances, happiness, and yet the individual remained apathetiC, this 

would be irrational. 

Emotion, then, is neither rational or irrational except as it is 

displayed. An aberrated person seldom displays the type of emotion 

rationally called for by any given circumstance. To describe this we 

would actually' need. a new word, perhaps "mis-emotional." Such a word 

would indicate that a person did not display the emotion called tor 

by the actual circumstances of the situation. This would indicate that 

his aberrated condition caused him to display an emotional reaction 

inapproPri~ to the present-time situation. Being mis-emotional 

would then be synonymous with being irrational. Being emotional, 
.. 

however, would indicate, if the emotionality agreed with current 
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circumstances, a rational state of being. 

One can fairly judge the rationality of any individual by the 

correctness of the emotion he displays in a given set of circ~stan

ces. To be joyf"u1 and happy when circumstances call for joy and 

happiness would be rational. To· display grief without sufficient 

present-time cause would be irrational. 

Engrams, and the gener~ aberrated state of a being, generally 

deny emotion. Happiness and cheerfulness being the very trademark 

of surrlval, one could expect with considerable justification that as 

an individual became more and more aberrated he would be less and 

less able to be happy. Such is the case. From happiness, at the top, 

down the dwindling spiral through anger, grief, and apatb;y to no 

reaction whatsoever would run not only emotion but the life potential of 

the individual. And thus we have a direct index of measurement of the 

aberrated state of the person. 

One must remember that even a very aberrated person, in relatively 

unenturbulated present-time moments, has considerable free theta. The 

fact that a person enturbulates readily, for instance, to the 1.1 level 

and thus reacts along that level does not mean that every waldng moment 

finds him reacting on such a level. Until he is entirely psy'Chotic be

cause of present-time enturbulation, he quite ordinarily demonstrates 

a great deal of free theta. The danger of his eondi tion does not lie 

in the fact that he is always psychotic; it lies in the fact that when 

he becomes enturbulated, his existing free theta, which itself is capa

ble of happiness and reason, will enturbulate down the tone scale to 

1.1. As this individual lives longer and becomes more aberrated, when 

a trying situation cDnfronts him, a situation which enturbulates his 
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free theta, he will drop not o~ to the 1.1 level but beloW' that, to 

the 0.5 le'nl. Once the dwindling spiral has set in, from year to 

year the envi.frnment ot the aberree remaining more or less unchanged, 

he can be apected, when enturbulated, to drop l.o1Ier and lower on the 

tone scale. Dianetics can interrupt this dwiIJdling spiral; it can 

restore free theta to the mind; it can erase the traps which wait for 

the individual when his free theta is enturbulated. 'rlms, a person 

who is a dianetic release or a MEST clear is extremely resilient. 

'rrying present-time circumstances do not form. heavy locks. He has no 

irrational reasons to aperience grief or fear, but when present-time 

circumstances strong13 call tor these emotions, he will display them, 

and )'at soon a:rterward be ful..q recovered. 'rb.e on13 thing which can 

enturbulate his theta and cause hill to drop any distance down the tone 

scale momentari13 is some circUllStance in the immediate enviromnent 

strong enough to infiuence and affect him. A person who has been 

freed ot engr8lJ8, secondaries, and locks should not be ~ected to 

remain in a state ot idiotic cheertulness in the face of any and all 

circumstances. '!'his in itself would be a very' aberrated type of conduct. 

'rhere are certain manic individuals who do this, and they, unfortunately, 

are quite insane. 

One of the prillar,y things which dianetic processing does is free the 

emotioDs of the indiT.idual so that he can Eaperience emotion ranging from 

happiness, eagerness, and exhilaration, down to anger, fear, and grief, 

when these emotions are called for by' present-time circUJllstances. 

Emotion is a primary" index ot the tone scale. 'rhis does not mean 

that emotion is all there is to theta. Emotion is used as a primary' 

clue to the auditor of the pre-clear's position on the tone scale because 
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it is so easi~ recognized. The two gradient sy-stems, however, on the 

margin of the chart, one from zero to 10OO,and the other from -3 to 

40.0, are both arbitrary number systems. The zero-to-lOOO scale exists 

so that psychometric percentiles can be computed on the chart. The 

-3 to 40.0 is the original tone scale of Dianetics. This original 

scale is preserved because it is hand~~or the auditor to use and is 

a b#ic part of dianetic terminology. One quite commonly hears 

auditors speaking of a "1.5 case," meaning a case in chronic anger or 

one which enturbulates easily into anger. Or one m.a:y hear an auditor 

speak of a "2.5 case, II which tells his indoctrinated listener that 

this case is rather bored with the whole thing but is fairly well ad-

vanced and comes up easily to what is known as "false four." 

The tone scale is not a derived scale, but one which has been con-

structed after observation of ,many pre-clears. An auditor can very 

easily observe this. Suppose he discovers his pre-clear to be in 

anger tone as he runs an incident. The auditor can expect that the 

anger will gener~, on one recounting, abate; and on the second 

recounting, that the pre-clear will begin to express resentment; on 

the third recounting, or fourth, or fifth, the pre-clear m.a:y come to 

boredom; then to indifference; and on subsequent recountings, rise up 

to perfect cheerfulness about the incident. If the auditor were to 

discover an incident where the pre-clear was in the deepest apat~, the 

tone of the pre-clear would be seen to rise during auditing through the 

whole span of the tone scale, step by step. First, the pre-clear would 

be in very deep apathy, not knowing or caring Whether this incident 

would resolve or not. He would then go up the scale to apathy, then 

to grief. He would express some fear and apprehension. He would 
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r 
become sullen. F:i:nalJ.;y, he would become an-t:.;,. Then he would express 

resentment, and through boredom, would grad~ rise up to what is 

known as "false four.-

Not all incidents, of course, find the pre-clear going up the 

scale step by" step. He follows exactq the same scale, but he may sld..p 

or omit various ,stages of the emotion. Thus, starting an incident at 

grief, the pre-clear ma.r come to boredom, and thus to complete careless-

ness about the incident. 

Thus, the tone scale is based upon observation. It is a ver,y val-

uable index to the state of an engram. If the pre-elear enters the engram 

in anger -- is made angry by' it, that is - the auditor mows that tlle 

incident vill be relatively' easy to run on up the line. But 11" the pre-

clear is found to be in very deep apatby, the auditor knovs that he bas 

a long way to travel with this incident before he can bring the pre-elear 

entirely out of it up the tone scale. 

Finding the pre-elear in a deep apatJv in an incident should alert 

the auditor to the fact that he must handle this situation with the 
.Jt 

greatest care, that he must request subsequent recountings ver" gent:q, 
).. 

so that the apathy Will gradually rise, with repeated recountings of the 

incident, up to grief; so that the grief can re,#sse and so bring the 

pre-clear up to the top of the scale, concerning this incident. 

The emotional tone scale introduces something else as an auditor's 

tool. When t~ auditor discovers he cannot run grief out of a case, 

he should examine the pre-clearts bank a little more carefully to dis-

cover what emotional tone he can turn on in the pre-clear, since he can. -
turn on at least one emotional tone. If he cannot turn on grief, he ~ 

be able to turn on anger; and once he has taken some of the anger off of 
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the case perhaps he can run some of the lower levels such as fear. 

Having run several incidents which have fear in them, the auditor may 

discover that he can run grief off the case. Somet:i:mes a case will fall 

so easily into an apathy that the auditor has to be very alert in order 

to unburden some of the higher-level emotions before he attempts to run 

the incidents of deepest apathy which he finds in the case. 

As a working rule, an auditor can always tind some emotional tone -
to run on a case. He should make it his business to dis~ver what 

emotional tone is easiest to run on the case and run some incidents of 

that tone. Naturally, although it does considerable good to run happy 

incidents on a ease, thus raising the pre-clear's tone, a new entur-

bulence is likely to S1lPpress the pre-clear down into his original state. 

" Hoveter, there have been instances when merely running happy incidents on 

a case recovered sufficient theta from the lower strata of tones of the 

scale that sufficient attention units were reco~ed to turn on sonic and 
e 

vision. This trick of running pleasure moments is easily the b{st way 

to get a pre-clear up to present time. One runs the pleasure moment just 

as though it were an engram, and the attention of the pre-clear can be 

attracted to this incident so strongly that attention units are recovered. 

Emotion is an integral part of every engram; but it will stand by 

itself in what is called a "secondary engram." There are actually three 

kinds of secondary engrams: affinity break or enforcement engrams; 

reality break or enforcement engrams; and communiction break or enforce
a. 

, ment eng.. These are called secnndary engrams because they do not 

contain physical pain but depend, for their permanence, on a physical 

pain engram earlier in the bank. Thus the WOrdst:econdary engramfmean 

a high~ charged moment in the ana~ical mind of the pre-clear which 
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depends for its force on a physical pain engram lower in the bank. 

In running secondary engrams, or pa.:in.f'ul emotion, the auditor 

can develop considerable skill. One cannot, for instance, bluntly 

demand grief; nor can one bl1mt~ demand fear. Considerable skill....-d" 

and tact are required to contact the necessar,r incident to resolve 

the case. 

It is a working ~e of the auditor that a case must be always 

unburdened of some emotion. Only cases in a very high range of the 

tone scale can have physical pain engrams run on them without running 

some secondar,r engrams. 

If one could run off from a case all painful emotion - all ex-

pressed resentment, anger, fear, grief, and apathy" - one would have 
/I. 

a di~etic release, whether he touched physical pain engrams or not. 

This is theoretically true but practica~ almost impossible, since, 

when he starts to run various secondary engrams, the auditor will often 

find the case sliding back into the supporting physical pain engram, 

which lI11Bt then be run. 

Running the paintul emotion off a case produces the most signal 

improvements that are obtained in dianetic processing. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

COLUMN G 

AFFINITY 

In view of the fact that the word qlove" has at least two out

standing meanings :ill the English language, a misunderstanding could 

result if it were employed to represent this f~tor in theta. 

"Affinity" is a broad term and means simp~ a sympath1' of feel

ing, an affection, the feeling of one person for another, as we use 

it in Dianetics. Affinity, in the theta sense, dianetically might 

be compared to cohesion and adhesion in the pnysical universe, as 

applied to energy. There are degrees of affinity, according to our 

definition, as represented by the tone scale. These range from a 

feeling of well being along all the dynamics dow.n the various stages 

of emotion to severance of feeling from any and all of the dynamics. 

Affinity bro~ includes emotion. 

The tone scale of affinity, as represented on the chart, refers 
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to the reaction of the individual at any particular time to just one 

or to a small number of people. But as affinity is suppressed repeat-

edly', the individual will begin to take on an habitual level on the 

affinit,.. scale, an habitual reaction to almost all people. This is 

also true of the affinit,.. scale of groups, and one can find on this 

scale the tone level of any nation or, indeed, of Man~, for any 

given period, which would be the averaging out of the general reaction 

of Mankind to Mankind. 

At the top of the scale, around tone four, the individual exper-

iences love, strong and outgoing; he experiences friendliness; this is 

an extroversion of affinit,... One eo:rmnon~ finds this in children, who 

~~~ growing older and receiving rejections and rebatfs, first fram 

one or two people and then from man,.., will graduaJ.ly experience the 

blunting of their af'fini ty. 

Around tone three, we have the individual experiencing tolerance J 

without much outgoing action. The individual. at this level will accept 

advances offered but does not readi~ make such advances himself. 

Around. 2.5 the individual begins to neglect persons, or people 

in general. He ~ even dislike them as a general rule and attempt 

to get ava:r from them. 

At the level of tone 2.0, the affinity is expressed as antagonism, 

a feeling of anna.rance and irritation caused ~ the advances of other 

people toward the individual. Love is received with suspicion; it 

is seriously questioned, and mq gain as its return distaste. 

Around. 1.5, affinity has almost reversed itself. Its dissonance 

has become hate, which can be violent and is so expressed. Love 

offered to such a person m~ excite him into violent acts of repulsion. 
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Here, actu~, we have a factor of entheta repelling theta, since 

theta itself contains, as one of its components, love. 

Aro\Uld 1.1, we reach the level of covert hostility. Here the 

hatred of the individual has been socially and individually censured 

to a point 'Where it has been suppressed, and tbe individual no longer 

dares demonstrate hate as such. He yet possesses sufficient energy 

to express some feeling on the matter, and so what hatred he feels comes 

forth covertly. All manner of subterfuges may be resorted to. The 

person ~ claim to love others and to have the good of others as his 

foremost interest) yet, at the same moment, he works, \Ulconscious~ 

or otherwise, to injure or destroy the lives and reputations of people 

and to ~st~ property. 

Below 1.0 we reach fear, which is expressed on its highest level 

as acute s~ess, stage fright, extreme modesty, being tongue-tied 

among other people, being easily frightened U,y proffered affection. 

Here also we reach the strange manifestation of the individual attempting 

to buy- off the imagined danger U,y propitiation. We have an interesting 

example of this :in processing. Cases which are far down on the tone 

scale will, when they reach 1.0, quite commonly offer the auditor 

presents and attempt to do things for him. A crude description of this 

was once contained in an idea of transference. At this level we have 

withdrawal from people. 

At 0.5, we reach the level of grief, wherein we have supplications 

by' the individual, his pleas for pity, his desperate efforts to Win 

support by tears. We may even have at this level extremely strange 

perversions of truth intended to achieve the pity and support of others. 

For instance, the rejected sweetheart, reaching this level of grief m~ 
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invent all manner of odd and peculiar incidents of cruelty on the part 

of the past lover in order to win the sympathy of those around her. 

Sinking below grief J one reaches apathy, wherein &ffini ty is 

expressed b,y complete withdrawal from person or people. There is, in 

apathy, no real attempt to contact one's self and no attempt to contact 

others. Here we have a null point of dissonance which is on the 

threshold of death. 

The auditor has a handy measuring stick with the affinity scale, 

sinee he can;ty observing the pre-clear}#establish the pre-clear's 
~ ~ 

attitude toward people or groups and discover the position of the 

pre-clear on the chart. Further, b,y watching the relations of the 

pre-clear with others improve, he can see the gradual rise in tone 

of the case. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

COMMUNICATION AND REALITY 

The overall subject of communication covers far more than the 

exchange of intelligence. Ba8ically, communication could be called 

the science of perceptions. As general semantics is organized on the 

subject of words and ideas; so could be organized, and so has been 

organized in Dianetics the entire subject of perception. 

Everything which we know of the physical llIliverse and, possibly, 

anything which we can mow of the theta universe, allowing that it 

exists, could be said to be embraced by perception, computation, and 

imagination. 

B,y perception, we mean the perceiving of entities or existences. 

We achieve what we know of reality by perceiving entities and exis

tences in the physical universe, and possibly the theta universe, by 

combining these perceptions and computing or imagining results not in 

disagreement with the results obtained by others. 

The channels of our perception of the physical universe are twenty

six in number. The most important of these are sOnic, visio, tactile, 
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olfactory, kinesthesia, thermal, joint position, body position, 

moisture, organic perceptions, and, adding ane more discovered in 

Dianetics, perception of movement on the time track. It is with these 

that the auditor most vi tal1:y concerns himself, as it is through these 

that we learn the most of the physical universe. 

With sonic we perceive, by mental mechanism, the sound waves of 

the physical 'lDli verse, and by comparison and eJq>erience, both genetic 

and environmental, interpret them. 

With visio we perceive light waves, which" as sight, are compared 

with experience and evaluated. 

By' tactile we perceive the shape and texture of surfaces and com

pounds. 

With olfactory perception we perceive the minute particles of matter 

which register as smell. 

By kinesthesia we perceive motion through space and time. 

By' thermal we perceive temperature, hotness and coldness, and so 

can evaluate further our current envi,#nment by comparing it to past 

environments. 

By perceiving joint position we can measure space and the size of 

objects and know more about our physical situation. 

By perceiving body position we sense our relationship with our 

immediate environment. 

Moisture perception permits us to sense the dampness or dryness 

of the atmosphere and so judge further our environment. 

Through organic perceptions we perceive the states of our own 

bodies, internally. 

These and other sense messages combine to make up a body of eJq)erience. 
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just how much of this experience is genetic and how much of it is carried 
-::s 
in the theta body, if that exists, we cannot at this time accurately 

measure. In our environment, however, by these various sense channels 

we gain experience and can act in the present-time environment or plan 

for the future. 

It might be said that we have potentia~ a sensory reception mechan-

ism for every type of sense message which can be radiated or delivered 

to us by the physical universe, and from the theta universe. Thus, we 

have hearing because there are sound waves which can be registered and 

interpreted; we have sight because light waves exist to be registered; 

and so forth. A very interesting paper could be prepared upon the 

probable evolution of our senses. Theta, combin:iJlg with MEST to make 

life, reaches out in its conquest of MEST, via the sense perceptions, 

to exist within and control the environment and to some degree regulate 

the future - and, particularly in man, to adjust the environment to 

the organism, the species, or the race. 

Just what theta-universe perceptics are is a subject at this time 

so diffuse that one cannot even be sure there is a theta universe. Such 

manifestations as extra-sensory perception, intuition, clairvoyance, 

clairaudience, and others make up a body of quasi-knowledge which is 

normally relegated to the field of psychic phenomena. The existence 

of God and spiritual manifestations could be classified as theta uni-

verse; contact with these would be considered a use of theta perceptics. 

Oddly enough, in Dianetics considerable evidence, whether we wish it or 

not, is accumulating in favor of not only a theta universe and a theta 

body but of theta perceptics, as well. This has proceeded f~ enough 

to contain some evidence that certain techniques of application, already 
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partially formed, eJd.st by' which the theta perceptics can be cleared, 

raising the prediction potentiality of the individual, amongst other 

things. Judging solely on the evidence at hand, one would say that 

more evidence existed in favor of the theta universe, the theta body, 

and theta perceptics than existed to deny them. This evidence has 

accumulated to a sufficient extent to cast extreme doubt on the 

nscientific n postulate that all man would ever know was the physical 

universe. lild.eed, science was unable to resolve mental problems and 

forecast behaviour and invent better human technologies so long as it 

assmned that life and man rose from compounds and clay of the physical 

universe, with no other ingredient. This line of reasoning led to no 

advances in technology and, indeed, permitted the physical sciences 

to outstrip all lmowledge of human behaviour. This would seem more 

or less inevitable, however, if one considered that the pri.mary mission 

of theta was to conquer the physical universe, at least insofar as the 

branch of theta which is ourselves is currently concerned. With such a 

miSSion, the physical universe would, of course, become the best-known 

sphere of reality. Perhaps theta is now in a position where it can 

understand more of itself. By this one does not urge upon the reader 

that Dianetics concerns i tsel! vi tally at this t:ime with psychic 

phenomena, but it is mentioned in passing that in the course of inves

tigation data continues to accumulate against the idea that man is a 

creature of the physical universe alone. The auditor, working case 

after case, cannot but run upon evidence strongly in favor of a 

relatively timeless theta body existing as a personal identity, running 

parallel to the genetic line of species; and if he ignores this he ~ 

bog down some of his cases. Specifically, I refer to the continuing 
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and growing volume of reports from auditors on the subject of past 

deaths and past lives. This subject needs to be warily and thorough~ 

examined; but it remains that the auditor who runs into a past death 

and does not reduce it properly by standard procedure will find his 

case thorough~ bogged-dow.n; and, indeed, some cases cannot be run 

and will not move on the time track until these factors are taken into 

consideration. Some of this data has been known for two years, but a 

diffidence to comment upon it until the evidence was overwhelming has 

suppressed and continues to suppress the knowledge. As it develops, 
/, 

Dianetics more and more seems potentially able event~llY to contact ~ 
, 

often-postulated but never thorough~ sensed, measured, and experienced 

human soul. * 
To unburden a case to the point where the individual is a MEST 

clear it is only necessary to work with the avenues of perception to 

the physical universe. 

--------------------------------* The subject of past deaths and past lives is so full of tension that 
as early as last July the board of trustees of the Foundation sought to 
pass a resolution banning the entire subject. And I have been many times 
requested to omit any reference to thes~ in the present work or in public 
for fear that a general impression would get out that Dianetics had some
thing to do wi th spiritualism. Further, the view has been many times 
expressed t~ in view of the fact that prenatals are so "controversial" 
the introduction of past lives and past deaths into Dianetics, even as 
an experimental investigation, would permit old schools of therapy to 
per~ist in their delusion that all is delusion. This would hard~ be a 
sclLentific way of handling a science. A true scientist boldly and 
fearless~ reports that which he finds. A famous writer told me, a 
short time ago, a story about Thomas Car~le, who upon hearing that 
an American lady writer named Margaret Fuller had said, "I accept the 
universe,1I said only, "By God! She'd betterJII The auditor who runs 
his pre-clear dorm the track and suddenly finds the pre-clear poss~ssed 
of strong somatics and a visio of 1210 A.D. scenery had better reduce 
the incident as an engram. Failing to get a proper reduction, the 
auditor had better ask for the incident necessary to resolve this 
wierd manifestation. If the auditor is dull indeed he will invalidate 
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What we conceive to be reality is actually agreed-upon perception 

of the p~sical lmiverse. There is an endless philosophic 'Wrangle as to 

whether or not our perceptions perceive anything, or whether or not our 
~ 

perceptions are mere~ an illusion themselves. True enough, ·th~hysical 
.A 

universe can be reduced down to a zero mathematically. Matter, energy, 

space'c). and time could be said to be the result of certain motions. The 

moment we go off into the blToad of wondering whether the physical uni
J( 

verse is real or not we came rapidly upon many philosophic imponderables. 

What we lmow as reality, however, is an agreed-upon conception of the 

physical universe in which6 we live. You and I agree that a table exists 

in the center of the room; we can see it, and feel it, and when we rap it 

with our lmuckles we can hear that something is there. You and I have 

agreed upon the reality of the table, mainly because each of us agrees 

that he perceives it via his senses. Should someone come up and say 

that not a table but a black cat stood there, you and I would consider 

the man mad. Indeed, by a sort of natural selection we remove such 
__________ r_. ______ . ____ _ 

the incident to the pre-clear and pass up running it, at which point 
his pre-clear will bog dOWll. There are evidently three kinds of 
these experiences: (1) those which are dub-in and which occur only 
in cases which dub in in the present life; (2) fantasies built upon 
reading and imagination, but without somatics; and (3) what seem to 
be valid and real experiences. If this data of past lives and past 
deaths in the theta body continues to stand up and becomes susceptible 
to exacting proof, it certainly threatens to ~ our cul
ture. At the present time all we can do is gather evidence. The 
Foundation would be glad to have any and all such evidence which 
a",;,-ditors may discover and care to submit. Never invalidate!: past 
life or a past death, and never fail to run such somatics as actual 
experiences: failure to observe this enjoinder may seriously harm 
the case. I have given you this information because I do not believe 
that helping the auditor to audit and helping cases to run can 
seriously hurt Dianetics. 
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"madnes.ses lt from our society. When someone is :in disagreement with the 

majority as to the sense perceptions of the physical lUliverse, the first 

reaction of the majority is to have this person pronounced mad and 

locked up. Locked up, he does not procreate and so breaks the genetic 

line. This happens often enough to select out of the hmnan race those 
o 

who do not agree " the nature of the pby'sical universe via sense per-

ceptions. Many amusing and entertaining postulates can be formed on the 

subject of reality. 

Certain it is that by communication -- by the group of sense percep

tions which make up cOll1ll'1\Ulication -- we lmow reality. Our affinity 

with that reality -- our admission that we are a part of that reality, 

and our acceptance of our participation in it -- is necessary to our 

communication with it; and thus we have the triangle of Dianetics: 

affinity, reall ty, and communication. One cannot stand without the other 

two. There cannot, for instance, be conmnmication and affinit;r alone; 

these two things would result in an agreement of some sort, which 

agreement would be a reality. If communication exists, same agreement 

can be reached, and as soon as an agreement is reached between two people 

or by a man with lWnself, there is some affinity. If a!fini ty and reality 

exist, then a communication must ensue or must alre~ exist in order to 

act as a channel of expression and recognition of the agreement. 

An auditor, knowing the triO;:arfinity , reality, and comnnmication~-

can use any point of the triangle as a point of attack in order to 

enhance the other two corners of the triangle. 

The overall subject of communication, as we have seen, contains all 

avenues of sense perception: sonic, visio, tactile, olfactory, and the 

rest. It includes, as well, the perception of too strong a contact with 
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the MEST universe - pain, which is itself, l.ess directl:y, a form of 

communication. The receipt of perceptions of the real. universe and the 

purpose of theta come about as computation. Computation creates ideas 

concerning reality, and this creation of ideas leads to the type of 

communication which is common~ and ordinarilY classified as communi

cation -- conversation, messages, and other methods of exchange of 

ideas. 

The auditor must appreciate the value of communication; since if 

his pre-clear cannot communicate With his own past he cannot make an 

accurate adjudication of.his own present and he certainly cannot com

pute his own future. When a man is unable to contact the reality of 

the present or appreciate it, and when he cannot compute his own future 

and act upon that computation, that person is considered in varying 

degrees neurotic or psychotic. The auditor, then, does well who knows 

this subject thoroughly. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

COLUMN H 

SONIC 

By the word sonic in Dianetics is meant sonic recall, rather than 

hearing sounds outside the body. Sonic means hearing the sounds which 

have been remembered. Those sounds which the individual has heard in 

the past are all recorded, either in the analytical standard memor,r 

bank or in the reactive bank. Those which are recorded in the 

analytical standard memor,r bank are all available to the recall mechan

isms of the individual - to his "Iv.' Those which have been recorded in 

the reactive bank have been received by the individual while he was un

conscious -- in an hypnotic state; while drugged~le delirious~ 

while unconscious from a severe injury, or even while unconscious 

momentariq because of a light injur,r. Such perceptics as sonic were 

not thought, before Dianetics, to be recorded at all during a period 

of unconsciousness. One of the basic discoveries of Dianetics was that 

these perceptics were recorded during periods of unconsciousness of an 

individual, and that this material was available for recovery, and that 
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this material, so received and so recorded, had an aberrative effect on 

the individual. 

Whether the sound has been heard while the person was awake, or 

asleep, or unconscious, that sound is available to the recall mechanism 

of "I.!Ye' The fantastic storage capacity of the mind has no structural 

explanation at this time. But every sound, whether a voice, an auto 

horn, the click of table ware, footsteps, the wind, every sound which 

the individual has heard in his lifetime is recorded. Thus recorded, 

it is available to the "III of the individual. Dianetic technique sends 

the individual back through his life, and by the perceptics of sonic, 

visio, and so forth, enables him to recover information which has been 

occluded from him. 

There are very many gr~ons of the quality of sonic. A case 

on which there is much grief and other types of charge mayor may not 

have sonic recall. A case which is genera~ occluded from one end of 

the track to the other may be so occluded by charge, valence trouble, 

sonic command shut-offs, or being stuck out of present time, that it 

has no sonic at all. This condition may be so bad that it renders the 

individual unable to remember anything that has been said even shortly 

after it has been uttered, as well as back along the time track. The 

charge, valence troubles, and command shut-offs of sonic may be rela-

tively light, under which cirCUMstances the individual will receive 
a 

what ~e known as sonic impressions; he can get impressions of the 

voice tones in which the words are being uttered, as he travels along 

the track, but he does not hear the sounds clearly. The case may have, 

however, so little sonic shut-off, valence trouble, and charge that 

clear sonic, just as it was heard in the first place, is available 
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as the person travels on the time track, as well as in near present 

time. 

Sonic shut-off may be quite selective: the individual may be 

able to hear sounds but not voices; he may be able to hear an entire 

symphony orchestra and yet be unable to hear again what his wife 

asked him to brmg home for dinner. Selective shut-offs are caused 

both by charge on the case and by selective sonic shut-off commands, 

such as "You cannot hear your wife," or "You pay no attention to me." 

A primar,y concern of the auditor is the turning on of sonic; there-

fore he must know what turns it off. According to present theory, which 

works out relatively well in practice, the most severe source of sonic 

shut-off is being stuck on the track: in that the individual cannot 

move on the track, he cannot, of course, move through incidents and 

hear them. The next most severe interference with sonic comes from 

valence shifters: the persons identity is confused with that of 

another person; he is not in his own valence, and he is off his own 

time track. The next most severe source of sonic shut-otf is the 

command phrase which says specifical.ly "You can It hear anythmg," 

"You never listen to a word I say," "You have to keep still," "lim 
~ 

as deaf as a post," etc., etc. Sonic is additionally effected~ome-
what by grief and charge on the case, but not as much as might be 

expected, since cases which have enormous grief and charge on them 

in general yet retain sonic recall in the absence of valence shifters 

The most severe sonic shut-off would be that caused by a combin-

ation of factors, which would include not only being stuck on the track 

in an engram but also having the track itself collapsed by groupers 
. , 

which are active. 
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There are cases which have fake sonic - sonic dub-in. According 

to theor:y, this dub-in is caused by demon circuits, which is to s8.7, 

heavi~ charged portions of the analytical mind which have been captured 

by the reactive mind and do its bidding, walled-off by' charge into 

separate entities. These are ver:y easy to spot, however, since dub-in 

sonic usual11' is inane and does not make sense. Furthermore, when the 

individual with dub-in has gone through an incident once, he cannot re

turn through the incident with the same words. One should not regard a 

dub-in recall case as something hard to detect; it is very' simple, even 

for the beginner to detect dub-in, since it will not repeat or bear 

repetition but alters markedly, and it is not particularly senSible, 

and it does not rml at all like an engram. The dub-in sonic case, 

after it has been worked for a short time, can be expected to lose the 

dub-in, once the circuit causing it is contacted. A non-sonic case 

results. This should not be confUsed with a case which has sonic but 

which has experienced severe auditor breaks of the code, has had 

engrams run partial11' but not reduced and has had groupers triggered 

so that the time track is collapsed. The ~ to differentiate these 

is that the case which bad dub-in that has turned off will still run as 

easily and ablY' on the time track as formerly; from a non-sonic condi-

tion, as valences shifters and sonic shut-off commands are run out of 

the case, sonic impressions will become available, and then BoniC 

itself should return. 

The subject of sonic recall is one which requires an enormous 

amount of studY' before final adjudication can be made by .anyone as to 

its total ramifications. Experience in Dianetics has demonstrated 
, 

that recalls in general are ver:y fullY' recovered by the clear, and this 
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is true of BoniC 41 

As may be Been on the chart, the gradient Bcale of sonic does not 

show it to be a phenomenon b,y which the position of the pre-clear on 

the chart may be established, save only in the broadest sense. The 

clear, at the top of the scale, has, ordinarily, full sonic recall. 

But such may have been his aberrated condition that over large areas 

of the track his analytical memory bank has received no adequate or 

sharp recordings. From the moment a person is clear or nearly clear, 

on forward in his life, he will have sonic recall; during his period 

of aberration, however, he may not have registered sounds here and 

there on the track. 

There is much misunderstanding about sonic and visio recalls in 

the state of clear. These recalls are not eidetic in all cases, as 

photographic or phonographic recall are a matter of training, and a 
:It 

person no~trained into them viII not necess~ly register sights and 

sounds vi th sufficient concentration to have all the material available 

for immediate· recall. A very large number of tests must be undertaken 

on the whole subject of recalls and a great number of cases must be 

observed before we can clear~ and scientifically evaluate recall 

potentials in every individual when cleared. The recalls, however, 

are good in those cases so far observed but are not necessarily eidetic. 

A person may have sonic recall of an accurate nature at any place 

on the tone scale, providing the person can move freely on the track 

and is in valence. Ability to recall in sonic is not an index of 

neurosis or psychosis. Sonic recall is affected b,y factors which, in 

themselves, are not such an index. The amount of free theta available 

for an~ical perception and computation is itself actually the on~ index. 
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However, in the lower portions of the tone scale one ordinari~ 

expects the reasonable person not to have sonic recall or aQy other 

recall and one expects the true psychotic or neurotic individual to 

have sonic recall. This has misled practitioners of the healing arts 

in the past to believe that sonic recall was only to be found in idiots 

and morons, an entire falsity based on limited observation. 

The influencing mechanism on sonic recall is whether or not the 

mind has sufficient power (structurally', most likely') to cut off and 

wall up charge and the general results of engrams and still reserve a 

portion of the ana~er for free thought with the remaining free 

theta. The psychotic or neurotic individual does not have the power to 

reserve for clear thinking some portion of the an~er, and so, when 

enturbulated by' engrams but still in valence, becomes analytical.ly com-

pletely and wholly' enturbulated, with no reserved portion of the 

analyzer not subject to that enturbulation. Where a person has a 

psychosomatic illneSS~d sonic recall one should expect to find 

a near-PS7Chotic individual, the psychosomatic illnesses telling of many 

engrams and the sonic recall stating that the analyzer has not the 

power to wall up unhaPPY' and painful memories. Where one finds psycho-

somatic illnesses and a sonic shut-off, one ~ find a person who is 

potentially' low on the tone scale but who yet has enough free theta 

to respond on a high ana:qtical level - and yet who ma;,y perform in 

life in a very aberrated fashion, for all this. 

The thinking on this subject in the past has been entirely too 

short. The observation has been, in past schools, that a great deal 

of aberration meant a great deal of thrust and drive and, therefore, 

that an individual who was neurotic could be expected to perform in 
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the arts and in other directions more ably than a person Who was sane. 

This, by derivation and observation and much experience, is an out

right fallacy. The individual with a great deal of free theta is apt 

to be more robust than his fellows. He may or may not have more 

engrams; but he tries, from his earliest days, to take in more area 

than his fellows and to adjust his enviroll11ent to him rather than 

follow the sheep-like course of trying to adjust himself to the en

vig<1onment. He is, therefore, continually rebuffed, and his engrams 

will gradually charge up, by the process of affinity, reality, and 

communication breaks, until he responds rather neurotically to his 

environment. Such a person is, normall.y, rather thoroughly shut off 

so far as sonic and visio are concerned. His theta, what is left of it 

in a free state, operating in what small portion of his analyzer is 

still available, is still greater than the theta available to the 

average hmuan being. When we take this individual and dianetica.ll.y 

process him and turn the entheta into theta, he becomes more and more 

powerful and able to cope with and adjust his environment. He will not 

have sonic and visio until he reaches a released or a cleared state. 

Such individuals are difficult to process only because the mind has so 

e:xpertly walled itself in from the charge on the case. However, such 

an individual is very worthwhile to process, since when the auditor 

has finished, or even if the auditor never does finish, one has left 

a strong, creative asset to the society. The auditor who, because 

they seem easy, works near-psychotic or psychotic cases which have 

sonic, may have when he is through an individual who, no matter if 

structurally intelligent, is yet possessed of so little theta that 

his worth to the society is small. These conclusions are highly 
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generalized, but have been born out in a large number of cases. 

Cases exist in which the individual is so unaberrated that, 

though he is endowed with enough free theta to make him a tremen

dous asset to the society, he still has sonic and visio, being al

ready at the 3.5 range on the tone scale. It is far from true that 

a person, to be of worth to the society, must be high~ aberrated and 

must have his recalls cut off; since in such an aberrated state he is 

1ike~ to be so low on the tone scale that his positive worth to the 

society, Which would be realized were he at 3.0 on the tone scale or 

above, becomes a liability, and his aberrations violently affect his 

environment and bring about its destruction. SUch persons are the 

dictators who lead their countries to ruin through war; the artists Who, 

through their grossness and vulgarity, destroy the mores of a race, and 

so destroy the race. 

What the aud.! tor should. know, principally, about sonic recall is 

that it makes a ease easier to run, and that a case without it, pro

per~ processed, will eventually pick it up. The auditor should 

never de~air of sonic recall shut-off cases; impressions will get 

stronger; and sonic recall will eventually turn on. But the indivi

dual has to be very high on the tone scale before he regains sOnic, 

if he began with complete shut-offs. Further, there is a technique, 

which sometimes turns on sonic, known as running pleasure moments. 

Pleasure moments can be run on a case just as the auditor runs 

engrams, going through the moment over and over again. Attention 

units are attracted to the pleasure moment, since it is one of the 

missions of the mind to attain happiness and pleasure along the 

various dynamics. By returning the pre-clear to a moment of pleasure 
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and running that moment, the auditor will be able to regain a few atten

tion units out of areas of enturbulence; this will make it a little 

easier for the pre-clear to move on the track, and in so mOving he may 

pick up sonic recall. In any event, the running of pleasure moments 

is highly beneficial to a case. 

The running of future pleasure moments sometimes tunes up the per

ceptics. These are actually imaginary incidents, so far as can be told. 

The tone of the individual goes up when running moments of pleasure, and 

so when moments of pleasure existing in the past are run, or when moments 

of pleasure in the future are imagined, the tone of any individual may 

be expected to rise. 

Affinity breaks often depress sonic; so that a pre-clear who has 

sonic on Monday and a quarrel with his sweetheart on Tuesday, may be 

found to have nmch less 80nic recall on Wednesday. Further, when the 

sonic recall of an individual is invalidated, his reality is depressed, 

so the recall reduces. A-R-C locks and secondaries markedly influence 

sonic or any other type of recall. Heightened affinity, reality, and 

communication may, b.r themselves, turn on sonic. 
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POSITIVE PROCESSING 

A variation of technique which is of value to the auditor is 

"positive processing." This consists of addressing the theta on the 

case Rlld bringing it to view. The auditor may become so engrossed in 

addressing entheta directly that he may overlook the fact that theta 

may be buried under the entheta. By lookine for and bringing to view 

the theta, a pre-clear may be considerably improved in tone. 

Below many areas of entheta on a track there may be what we 

could call deposits of theta. The theta of the auditor and pre-clear 

addressed to such deposits of theta will disenturbulate the entheta 

which may overlay such a moment. 

Pleasure moments are, one could say, deposits of theta. Such 

deposits assist the conversion of entheta to theta. The running of 

pleasure moments then materially assists the raising of tone. One can 

use this in many ways and all these ways could be grouped under ttpos-

itive Processini.11 There are probably innumerable variations of 

positive processing. The running of a pleasure moment just as though 

it were an engram, until all perceptics are recovered, is just one 

insfnce of positive processing. The scanning of chains of pleasure 

moments is another variation. The runnlng of "future pleasure moments" 

ties in the imagination but is just another variation of positive 

processing. 

Affinity, reality and conmrunication can be used to excellent ad
/"A.-

vantqge in posi ti ve processing. The auditor, in this instance.J is not 

looking for A-R-C locks when A-R-C was enforced or inhibited. He is 

looking for moments when they existed. By straight memory the auditor 

causes the pre-clear to recall moments when he actually felt he was 
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receiving or giving affinity or communication, or actually experiencing 

reality. The pre-clear fairly well down the scale may have to search 

for some time before he can recall an instance when he actual~ felt 

affinity for something or some person or actua~ felt he was receiv

ing affinity. Similarly, the pre-clear may have difficulty finding a 

moment of actual communication -- he may be in an audience or talking 

with a friend or even simply talking to a dog. Further, the auditor 

should remember that communication extends to perception and that 

actually seeing something or recalling that something was heard or 

felt may discover a theta deposit. Causing the pre-clear to recall 

something he knew was truly real or even recall somebody agreeing 

thoroughly with him is another instance of positive processing. 

Straight memory on A-R-C positives is very valuable on low-tone 

cases. Further it is valuable in any case as a means of ending a 

session. 

The auditor will find, sometimes, that when he gives positive 

processing he will get yawns from the pre-clear. This is particularly 

true of scanning pleasure moments. These yawns indicate that the pre

clear has pleasure suppressors -- that something makes him feel 

guilty for experiencing pleasure. By some standards, not survival 

ones, pleasure is seen to be wicked and the engrams of the pre-clear 

will be found to contain admonitions against pleasure. 

OccaSionally the auditor will find a pre-clear breaking into 

tears under positive processing. Here, evidently (though several 

opinions could be advanced) the suppression of pleasure is such that 

the overlying entheta is of the same value as that in a secondary en

gram. The tears of relief signi~ the progress of the pre-clear up 
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from apathy through grief in certain incidents. For any incident, 

irrespective of the pre-clear1s tone, has its own position on the tone 

scale and, as it is reduced, comes up the scale in stages. 

There was once a whole philosophy devoted to pleasure -- hedonism. 

Survival is pleasure, but idle satisfaction of the senses without plan 

or progress toward any goal is itself (like Aesop1s grasshopper) des

tructive in the long run. It was this idle and purposeless gratifica

tion of the senses at which the moralist raged -- and with considerable 

justification. But better terminology should have been used. Pleasure 

is something neither Man nor a civilization can do without -- its 

omission results in succumb. In that happiness can be found to be the 

overcoming of not unknowable obstacles toward a known goal or the con

templation of goals, one can see that ~ pleasure would have to be 

static or destructive sensual gratification. Pleasure is seldom idle 

in that sense, but it is as often lazy and relaxing as it is dynamic 

and constructive. Man cannot live without it. And the auditor, using 

"Positive Processing" will find it a helpful ally. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

COLUMN I 

VISIO 

Recalling a scene by seeing it again is called, in Dianetics, 

visio, by which is meant visible recall. 

There are two kinds of visio which the individual may encounter. 

One is imagin~ visio, by which is meant the scenery which the imagin-

ation constructs. The other is actual visio, by which is meant recall 

of actual and authentic scenes. In dianetic terminology, visio usually 

means valid recall of past scenes; the word dub-in is used to character---
ize visio which is imaginar,y. 

Visio may occur in present time, of past scenes, which would be 

the process of visually remembering. Or it may occur as the pre-clear 

is returned on the track, seeing again in recall scenes which he has 

recorded in his past. Dub-in visio may work in much the same way. 

Possibly the most exact borderline between sanity and insanity 

would be that between knowing that one was imagining what had happened 
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and not mowine that one was imagining. All recalls can become 

short-circuited through the imagination, so that the "In is led to 

believe that it is recalling an actuality when really it is having 

furnished to it from the memory banks an imaginary sequence. When 

A-R-C is very low on a case, usually below the 2.0 range, the con

dition obtains with the case that many of his recalls, no matter how 

authentic "I" considers them, are imaginary. As an example of this, 

consider the person in an anger state who is recounting a conversa

tion or a quarrel he has had. People who are angry almost never tell 

the truth. People who have sunk to the covert hostility range become 

so confused between reality and imagination that even their small talk 

is utterly untrustworthy, and yet these people may believe they are 

telling the truth. This is a case of recall being short-circuited 

through the imagination and "I" being furnished imaginary data which 

is yet labeled as authentic data. Possibly the most flagrant breach 

of truth occurs in the apathy range or slightly above it, where fear, 

mingled with grief, can cause the wildest perversion of recall. 

The best example of dub-in visio would be the scenery which the 

pre-clear gets when he is returned on the track into the prenatal 

area. He may get very clear and active, but exteriorized, pictures 

of the scenery around his mother -- which views and scenes are entirely 

false and are not to be attributed by the auditor to extra-sensory 

perception. They denote a 1.3 to 1.0 position on the tone Bcale. 

C1rcui try, about which much will be said later, is the cause of this 

visio. When the case has Deen unburdened of many secondary engrams 

this visio will cease, and the actual visio of the prenatal will take 

its place. Actual prenatal visio, of course, is black, except at such 
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times when a light ~ be entered into the area for surgical purposes, 

at which times the light is sometimes recorded. 

A person who is found to be on the tone scale between 1.5 and 0.5 

should not be expected to have accurate visio -- or any visio at all, 

as in the occluded case. 

Visio and all other recalls follow the same pattern as sonic, and 

in considering any recall the data which is given on sonic m~ be used 

interchangeably. 

In the 4.0 range the individual, when in present time, sees what 

he remembers; and when returned on the track, gets accurate and clear 

pictures of the scenery just as he saw it when he was looking at it. 

He is inside himself, which is to say, in valence, and does not get 

a view of himself as a part of the scenery. This condition normally 

obtains down to the 3.0 band. Here we begin to get occlusions and 

exteriorizations in areas which contain high~-charged engrams which 

themselves contain command phrases that shift the person out of his 

own valence, such as "I can't be myself around you," etc. Around 3.0 

the person is, in most cases, on the track; he can get visio on pleasure 

moments, and he is able to be inside himself except when in secondary 

engrams. 
1: 

Around 2.5 the occlusion becomes marked. Large areas of the track 

may be missing because of charge and valence-shirter engrams. 

From 4.0 down to 2.0 it is relatively easy to run out occluded 

areas and discharge secondaries so that visio returns easily. Below 

2.0 the auditor begins to get into trouble and must use a great deal 

of patience with his pre-clear, because the visio may be either absent 

or exteriorized. The auditor, when working such a case, should be very 
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careful at all times never to call any of these oddities to the pre

clear's attention, as this would be an invalidation of the pre-clear 

and would do him much damage. The trouble with a pre-clear froll 2.5 

down is that life has invalidated him too often. When the auditor, 

who is attempting to maintain high A-R-C with the pre-clear, seems to 

rank himself with those factors in life which have alrea4y suppressed 

and hurt the pre-clear, what little visio has S1ll'Vi.ved may very 

easily fold up, so that the auditor causes himselI a great deal of 

work in rehabilitating the A-R-C and getting the visio or other re

calls back. 

Around the anger band we begin to enter the potentially ps,ychotic 

area. This does not mean that a person who is at 2.0 is a pB,fchotic. 

It means that when the :free theta of the individual enturbulates 

momentarily, he finds himself easily along the 2.0 band, and that he 

conducts himself generally, in his reactions toward life, along this 

band. 

It is possible for a case to be in valence all the way down the 

track and to get good, moving visios and still be in the 2.0, 1.5, 

1.1 band, and be thoroughly ps,ychotic. Here again we have an indivi

dual whose structural mechanisms are insufficient to bar out existing 

charge on the case; thus the person's theta is continually and entirely 

enturbulated, having no free portion of the analyzer in which to oper

ate. His theta is always under the influence of the charge on the case 

because he has made for it no protecting partitions. 

By partition, compartrnentation, and occlusion are not meant 

valence walls; these are something else. The valence wall can 

actually exist in the individual to a point where he can be either one 
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of two persons, himself and another person. In the very highly-charged 

case, in the case of the obvious psychotic, these valence walls are so 

well defined that the auditor can almost watch the person click from 

one valence to another. The schizophrenic of psychiatry, the person 

who shifts from one identity to another, in Dianetics, we call a valence 

case. And when these valence walls are so well defined that whole new 

personality emerges with the shift, we have a person, of course, below 

the 2.0 band. Such people ordinarily run in Dianetics quite noisily 

and are called screamers. The visio of such people is normally present 

for the valence in which the pre-clear is at the moment. If he is in 

father I s valence, he will get the same view of the scenery that father 

would get. Or he may be in mother t s valence, in which case he would 

have a view of the scene just as mother would see it. Or he may be in 

a synthetic valence, the valence of no actual person, which might give 

him a view of the scene looking down from the ceiling. Such cases 

almost never have their own point of view. 

Even valence walls are a sort of protective mechanism b,y which the 

charge of the case is compartmented to permit the individual to work at 

least some of the time. The truly low-power individual merely continues 

to accumulate charge until he is suppressed to the near bottom of the 

scale without ever developing a mechanism to overcome the charge. As 

far as his recalls are concerned, he is continually in his own valence, 

and. in visio will get the scene just as he himself saw it. 

Just as in sonic, visio lI1a.lli1"ests i tsel! all the way down to the 

bottom of the case when the mental structure is insufficient to com

partment off, for the use of nln, any portion of the analyzer. 

Dub-in visio actually has two subdivisions: (1) where the actual 
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scenery is approximated, and (2) where entirely new scenery is sub

sti tuted. The first is caused by valence shii'ts; the visio the person 

gets of the scene when he is be::lng acted upon by a valence shifter, 

highly charged up, as in any secondary engram, is exteriorized - which 

is to say, he sees himself as part of the scene; he ~ be in the 

valence of another person, or he may be mere~ out in the blue, looking 

at the scene. When the charge is run off of this particular scene by 

repeating it over several tj.mes (providing any release takes place in 

the first four or five recountings) the engram on which this secondary 

is depending and which, of necessity if it creates such an illusion, 

must contain a valence shifter command, loses some of its charge, and the 

individual is then able to get inside of h:imself and get a view of the 

scene as he saw it at the time. Any engram in which the pre-clear is 

exteriorized cannot be fully discharged until the visio is restored to 

the scene as it was viewed by the pre-clear. In other words, if the 

pre-clear continues to be exteriorized, the whole charge is not off the 

engram. However, if any charge at all can be gotten off a secondary, 

the auditor should run it to exhaust all possible charge. 

If visio persists in being exteriorized in spite of many 

runnings of the incident, there is usually later charge on the case, 

a later secondary which has to be tapped and discharged first; since 

physical pain runs from early to late, and secondaries have to be 

discharged from late back to ear~. 

Imaginary exteriorizations are most chronic around 1.1. In such 

cases the auditor may sometimes use the mechanism of running the pre

clear on somebody else's track, which is to say, on father's track or 

mother's track or grandfather's track, in order to contact scenes. In 
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such cases it is as if the person's track had been swallowed up, leaving 

available on~ the tracks of other valences around the individual. This 

mechanism is of very lim:i ted use. 

In any apathy secondary the pre-clear may common:1¥ be found to be 

outside himself until the charge is off the inCident, at which time he 

becomes interiorized. There is always a valence shifter somewhere in a 

physical pain engram which creates this illusion. Charge itself nIl 

not cause a person to be exteriorized, as evidenced by people who have 

highly charged tracks and who yet rema:iJl :in valence all the way to the 

bottom of the scale. 

In the very occluded case, visio is the most notably absent thing. 

The pre-clear ~ th:ink that visio is necessar,r for him to scan locks; 

but this is not true. He can scan through locks "in the dark," with 

no visio whatever, and yet bring to his consciousness phrases or in

cidents which can be run. The auditor must not make the mistake of be

lieving that visio is necessar,r for the individual to move on his track. 

Very little is known of the reasons for visio, and no large body of 

observation exists to determine the state of visio in all persons that 

have been cleared of their engrams. This much has been observed, 

however, that visio does return in a clear; and any effort to palm 

off as a clear an :individual who yet does not have an interiorized 

visio on his track is a dishonest one. 

Most children have visio, for the s:iJnple reason that their engrams 

are not yet charged up to a point where secondaries can be formed and so 

occlude visio or thrust the child out of valence. In a case which has 

many valence shifters, affinity, reality, and communication secondaries 

will result :in a chronic exteriorized visio case. In a case which has 
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many valence shifters, affinity, reality, and communication secondaries 

will result in a chronic exteriorized tisio case. In a case which has 

an analyzer suffiCiently able to block off charge visio starts to dis

appear in the presence of repeated secondaries. Arter a major A-R-C 

break, such as the loss of a sweetheart, visio may cut out, in such a 

case, entirely. Also, in the case of an individual. who is stuck in a 

prenatal engram, visio is blocked off by the s:iIrple fact that the pre

natal tisio of black is present through all of his memories. He is 

not, of course, moving on the track, and so cannot pick up the scenery. 

Visio is not a good test of the tone level of a case, except in 

the generali~ that when tisio is present and accurate, and other 

columns on the tone scale agree, the person can be said to be above 

the 2.0 line. But in view of the fact that visio can exist all the 

way down the track, such a test must be considered only cursory. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

COLUMN J 

SOMATICS 

The word somatic means, actually, bodily or physical. Because 

the word pain is restimulative, and because the word pain has in the 

past led to a confusion between physical pain and mental pain, the word 

somatic is used in Dianetics to denote p~sical pain or discomfort of 

any kind. It can mean actual pain, such as that caused by a cut or a 

blow; or it can mean discomfort, as from heat or cold; it can mean 

itching -- in short, anything physical~ uncomfortable. It does not 

include mental discomfort such as grief, which would be mis-emotion. 

Bard breathing 'Would not be a somatic; it would be a sumptom of mis

emotion suppression. Somatic means a non-survival physical state of 

being; it is distinguished, on the one hand, from a non-survival mental 

state of being, and, on the other hand, from a physical action or pro

survival perceptic, such as kinesthesia or tactile, or visio. 
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An engram has several component parts: the two main components, 

of course, are entheta and enMr!:ST. Free theta has come into collision 

with MEST, with resultant enturbulation. In a living organism, the 

enMEST component would be the manifested somatic. 

The chief difference between the analytical and reactive minds, 

aside from their functions, is that the reactive mind registers pain, 

and the analytical mind mere~ records the fact that pain exists. This 

gives the reactive mind an additional perceptic; this perceptic is called 

a somatic. 

In the presence of ~ physical pain the ana~zer goes off. Even 

if the pain is ver,y mild and brief there is still a moment of an~ical 

shut-off. In Dianetics this is called anaten, an engineering type of 

abbreviation for "an~ical attenuation." The anaten buries the somatic, - -
and, unfortunately, buries with it all the somatics present when the 

somatic was received. It may be difficult to realize that anaten is 

present with every somatic, until one has mild~ injured his finger, 

for example, and has gone back over the incident a few times. He will 

discover that there was an incident -during the injury, which became 

occluded because of anaten; and by running the incident two or three 

times, he will find some additional perceptics which he ~ not before 

have noted. Thus the somatic is buried by this mechanism of anaten. 

This is a workable mechanism in a life organism which is not analytically 

capable of recovering pain and running it out; but it is not workable in 

a rational organism possessed of considerable analytical power, since 

the perceptics of the painful moment can then react back against the 

analytical power, and the organism is then victimized by its somatics 

rather than trained into the avoidance of danger by the avoidance of 
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pain - the evident primary" use of somatics. 

A severe physical pain causes considerable analytical attenuation, 

shutting off the analyzer thoroughly for a period of time. This, tech

nically, is an engram, although any in~ident, painful or not, contained 

in the reactive mind and occluded by anaten can be considered an engram. 

Once an engram exists, analytical experiences can restimulate it by 

approximating its perceptics or breaking the dramatization demanded by 

the engram. These analytical moments are called locks, and they charge 

up the engram. There are, teclmically speaking, two types of such 

locks: those which merely restimulate the engram, whiCh is then drama

tized by the individual; and those which break the dramatization. The 

first type are not as severe as the second type; since the second type, 

by making it impossible for the individual to obey the "mandates" of 

the engrams, cause the physical pain to turn on, and the individual 

gets what has been known as a psychosomatic illness. 

A psychosomatic illness, according to dianetic findings, is the 

somatic side of the engram, turned on by continual suppression of the 

dramatization. Thus, in Dianetics, psychosomatic illnesses are not 

regarded as such but are called chronic somatics, since they disappear 

once the engr&n and its locks are discharged from the case. 

Another manifestation than anaten occurs with regard to a physical 

pain. The somatic enturbulates theta, and if the analytical incident 

which forms a lock on this engram contains considerable mis-emotion, 

as caused by fear or loss, the presence of the physical pain earlier in 

the bank makes it possible for a secondary engram to be formed. Mis

emotion is actually a conversion of physical pain, according to 

dianetic findings. There is much more that could be discovered about 
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this mechanism of conversion of physical pain to, for instance, terror 

or grief or apathy; and the discovery probably lies in the field of fur

ther examination and understanding of free theta; but it is certain that 

secondary engrams, wlth their mis-emotion, occlude somatics. When the 

mis-emo ti on is discharged, the engram itself then becomes available. 

Indeed, so intimate is the relationship between mis-emotion and 

physical pain, that the case is run by "layers." One may discover, 

early in the case, many physical pain engrams which easily discharge 

when recounted. This brings to light a long series of secondary engrams, 

later in the case. One is unable to find any further physical pain 

engrams until one has discharged these secondaries of their fear, grief, 

and apathy. Having done thiS, the auditor will find that he has a new 

series of physical pain engrams available for running. 

A somatic, then, may be said to be buried beneath anaten and be

neath mis-emotion or secondary engrams. Thus, somatics in a case can 

be seen to "hide." 

Somatics can be turned on by dianetic auditing only when the anaten 

and the mis-emotion are not too heavy for the particular somatic the 

auditor is trying to reach. 

A very heavily charged case (by which is meant a case with a very 

heavy burden of secondaries) may be found to have no somatics available 

for auditing. 

A very occluded case, in which the mind has compartmented off 

charge, will al~o have blocked off the majority of the somatics. 

The case which is stuck thoroughly on the time track may have in 

constant restimulation the somatic which was present at the moment he 

received the engram in which he is stuck. 
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The characteristic o£ the psychotic is that the entheta side o£ the 

engram is in constant action and that the somatic side o£ the engram is 

not particular~ active. 

The case which was £ormerly re£erred to as the psychosomatically 

ill case would be said to be one in which the entheta side o£ the engram 

is suppressed and the somatic side o£ the engram is in restimulation. 

These chronic somatic cases are usually £ound to be cases which have been 

subjected throughout li£e to breaking of each and every dramatization, 

cases, in other words, which have been denied the MEST control irrationally 

directed by the engrams, as well as the MEST control rationally directed 

by theta. 

The tone scale o£ somatics could begin, at the top, with the MEST 

clear at 4.0, who would have no somatics le£t to be run. This is the 

technical definition of the MEST clear, that each and every incident 

that contained physical pain, during his entire li£etime from conception 

forward to present time, has been erased, thus freeing the theta which 

has been held as entheta in the bank by £reeing the body of pain or poten

tial pain. This does not mean, by the way, that the clear cannot receive 

new pain and new engrams. It does mean that new incidents of pain will 

have much less e£fect on him than they would were he not a clear; and he 

cart ordinarily run out such incidents by himsel£, unless he has been 

£rom the start, a very low theta-power individual. 

In the 3.5, 3.0, and 2.5 bands, somatics are sharp and readily avail

able to the auditor. Almost any engram on the case can be run, providing 

the basic on its chain and other preceding engrams have been erased be

fore it. Slightly above 2.0, engrams begin to be suppressed by charge 

and anaten on the case. 
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In ~eavi~ occluded case, who is yet in the 2.0 band, somatics 

m~ all but be absent. In a less occludes case in the 2.0 band somatics 

may be very light. In a case which is in valence, and yet in the 2.0 

band, and which can move on the track, somatics are available and can 

be run. 

Around 1.1, the heavi~ occluded case will have no somatics avail

able. The auditor must here work solely for the discharge of locks and 

secondaries before he can find somatics on the case. In the less occluded 

case, however, some light somatics will be found available. And in the 

un-occluded case, which is yet at 1.1, somatics will be found to be extreme

ly light, and, again, will not discharge adequate~ until locks and 

secondaries are run.-
At the 0.5 level, somatics in ~he occluded case, the partially 

occluded case, or the wide open case will be found to be so light as to 

be practically non-existent, according to usual expe~ence. 

Below this level Bomatics do not exist at all. 

The auditor should very thoroughly recognize, then, somatics for 

what they are -- the physical pain of past injuries. He should recognize, 

further, that it is the somatic, in the first place, which makes locks and 

secondaries possible. And he must further realize that somatics are 

buried beneath anaten and mis-emotion, when these are present. He must 

not believe, however, that just because somatics make locks and secon

daries possible his primary mission is to run somatics off the case. Of 

course he is trying to get the physical pain engrams off the case, but 

where somatics are not easily available he must be very chary of trying 

to find them, and should devote himself to locks and secondaries rather 

than somatics. He will discover that by discharging locks and secondaries 
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he can very often relieve what have been called psychosomatic illnesses. 

Running somatics is the act of putting the case into permanent good 

shape. Running locks and secondaries is a mu.ch more rapid way of raising 

tbe tone of the case J however, that tone can fall again so long as 

engrams remain. It is theoretically possible to bring a case up to 

3.0 or 3.5 without eVer running a somatic; but this is not possible in 

common experience, and one has to run physical pain engrams when they 

offer themselves, save in those cases where so little free theta is 

available that by running a somatic the remaining free theta may become 

enturbulated and involved with the engram, forming a new lock in audit

ing. Such an act can take the borderline psychotic down into the psy

chotic band. This is prevented by addressing locks and secondaries on 

the borderline case, rather than somatics. 

The auditor should not try for specific somatics in the case in the 

hope of relieving chromc illnesses. He can best address a specific 

chronic somatic by running locks and secondaries involved with that 

somatic. 

Merely by running the pre-clear through various parts of his life, 

up and down the track, the auditor may relieve enough anaten and mis

emotion from the case to permit somatics to occur. This was once upon 

a time known as "greasing the track." However, one should not run a 

pre-clear into a somatic unless one intends to reduce it or to discover 

the basic on the chain and reduce that. Once somatics are contacted 

they mu.st be reduced; if they do not easily reduce on a few recountings, 

an earlier engram or a chain of locks or a secondary should be found 

which inhibits the somatic from reducing. 

It is the somatic which predisposes a case to illness. An old 
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physical pain in an area of the body weakens that area, to the extent that 

there is a remembered injury in it; body fluids approach the area with 

caution. When that old injury is restimulated, the approach of body 

fluids is inhibited even more, and so the area is denied, more and more, 

the nourishment, support, repair, and protection which the general flow 

of fluids in the body is designed to bring about. Bacteria are then able 

to enter the area and maintain themselves, and an illness can result, 

according to theory, and according to what has been observed while working 

with DianeticB on many people. If the somatic in the area is heavy, the 

presence of bacteria may further restimulate it, and so the illness is 

perpetuated and becomes a chronic infection. In the case of a simple 

pain - known to doctors as "strange, bizarre pains" - or of 

rheumatoid arthritis, it may only be that the somatic itself is restimu

lated, and the reduction of the somatic is often attended by the sudden 

loss of the psychosomatic illness. This is not to make the claim that 

removing the somatic cures a psychosomatic illness: such a claim is 

specifically forbidden by law, as applied to past healing arts. Clinical 

experience, however, law or no law, demonstrates. this to be a workable 

theory in practice. ~ law which would seek to force people to remain 

ill when they might be well would be an evil law. Furthermore, the laws 

of man have never been abl& to do much to suppress the laws of God. 
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CHAPTER TlITRTEEN 

COLUMN K 

SPEECH, TALKS 

SPEECH, LIS~S 

Probably the most accurate index for the auditor of the pre-clear's 

position on the tone scale is speech. Here is a generalized manifesta

tion of perceptic communication. 

Engrams can induce, by specific command, too much talking, too 

little talking, too much listening to other people, or too little 

listening. Throughout the chart there is this liability that the indi

vidual is operating upon compulsive or obsessive commands regarding one 

or more of the columns. The average position on the columns is the most 

important. A manic, telling a person to talk continuously, or a suppres

sive engram, requiring a person to do nothing but listen, will produce 

such behaviour; but unless a person talks openly and listens receptively 

he cannot be considered very high on the tone scale. 

There are double boxes in the speech column: one set referring to 
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talking, the other, to listening. It may not have occured to some 

people that communication is both outgo and income. An observation 

of how a person both listens and talks will make it possible to form 

an opinion as to whether or not the person is operating on an engramic 

command either about listening or about talldng: becaus~ usual4r one 

or the other, talking or listening, will be an accurate indication of 

his position on the tone scale. A person who is not operating on engramic 

commands which deny or enforce either talking or listening, will talk and 

listen more or less equally. 

Mind operation being what it is, as a person drops lower and laver 

on the tone scale his affinity potential, his reality potential, and 

his communication potential also drop. Thus, by entirely mechanical means, 

we get reduction of visio, sonic, somatic recall, all other preceptics, 

and talking and listening. The highest level of the scale contains the 

faculty of communicating completely and withholding nothing; also the 

ability to communicate with complete rational selectivity; also the 

ability to be conversationally creative and constructive. 

At this high level of the scale, the individual is able to listen to 

everything which is said and evaluate it rationally. He can listen to 

enthetacommunications without becoming severely enturbulated. He can 

receive ideas without making critical or derogatory comments. And, 

while receiving another person's ideas, he can greatly aid that person's 

thinking and talking. 

At the' level of 3.5, the individual is capable of communicating 

d'eep~-felt beliefs and ideas to others and can communicate with ., 

others selecti ve~, which is to say, he can cut off entheta lines, and 

hold back or give forth conversation according to the rational or 
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pleasant circumstances of the moment. The individual at this level can 

listen without becoming critical and can aid and assist others in 

conversation, but he is apt to become enturbulated slightly if given 

entheta conversation. 

Between 3.5 and 3.0, the ability of a person to talk to others 

decreases to a tentative expression or a limited number of beliefs 

and ideals and borders on the conservative. He may have a ve~ conserva-

tive reaction toward people who have highly creative and constructive 

ideas. He is critical of flagrant irrationalities. In other words, 

from 3.5 down to 3.0 we are in a band where injury from life has created 

a defensiveness on the part of the individual. 

At 3.0, the speech of the individual becomes more casual and reserved. 

Here is the level of small talk, about weather and good roads. At this 

level the individual has a resistance toward ideas which are too massive. 
~ 

An analytical fear is expressed here of being not quite at e~e. 

At 2.5, we have the level of indifference to conversation with 

others, a "let's not argue about it" attitude,. a dismissal of cOllD11Wlica-

tion, a carelessness as to whether one's conversation is being received 

or is even understandable. 

Between 2.5 and 2.0 we have a level where communication from other 

people is refused, and where one does not talk. 

At 2.0 we reach a level of antagonistic conversatien. The individual 

is apt to nag or to make derogatory comments to invalidate other people. 

On this level the individual can only be roused by nagging, nasty cracks, 

invalidations, and other antagonistic commWlication. 

At the 1.5 tone level, we have a shutting off of other persons' 

conversation, a complete refusal to listen, and efforts to destroy 
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incoming conversation. The conversation which is given forth by an in-

dividual at this level is forthrightly destructive and is given without 

any thought of the possible retaliation which m~ result from this des
t)J 

tructiveness. Conversation on this level could hardly be c~ed ~ver-
sation, as it is a forward motion toward destruction and a refusal to 

accept anything which might prevent that destruction. 

Below this level, before we reach 1.1, the individual sinks into 

stubborn silence, sulks, refuses to talk. He will not listen to any 

communication of any kind from other people, except that which encour-

ages him in his attitude. 

At 1.1, we have lying, to avoid real conmnmication. It takes the 

form of pretended agreement, flattery, or verbal appeasement, or simp~ 

a false picture of the persons feelings and ideas, a false facade, an 

artificial personality. Here is the level of covert hostility, the 

most dangerous and wicked level on the tone scale. Here is the person 

who smiles while he inserts a knife blade between your vertebrae. Here 

is the person who tells you how he ~ stood up for you; when actually 

he has practically destroyed your reputation. Here is the insincere 

flatterer who yet awaits only a moment of \IDguardedness to destroy. The 

conversation of this level is filled with small barbs which are immed-

iately afterwards justified as intended compliments. Talking with such 

a person is the maddening procedure of boxing with a shadow: one 

realizes that something is wrong, but the guardedness of a 1.1 will not 

admit anything wrong, even as, all the while, he does his best to upset 

and wreak havoc. This is the level of the pervert, the homosexual, the 

turncoat. This is the level of the subversive. From such a person one 

should never expect an outright frontal attack; the attack will come 
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when one is absent, when one's back is turned, or when one sleeps. Any 

luckless person married to a 1.1 is, litera~ speaking, in danger of 

his life and sanity; for such a person is incapable of any real affec

tion; such a person is so introverted that any demonstrated affection is 

a hectic sham. Such a person will opportunistically take any avenue 

which leads to his own security and will leave in the lurch anyone he 

has pretended to call his friend. A 1.1 is the most dangerously insane 

person in society, and is likely to cause the most damage. Because of 

the covert nature of this insanity, it is completely beside the point 

whether such a person is pronounced insane by any agency. On this 

level there is no concept of honor, decency or ethics; there is only 

desperate, death-bent thought of self and of damage to others. Society 

can handle the angry man; it knows what to expect fromtim. Society 

can handle the apathy case; his insanity is obvious. But the 1.1 is a 

skulking coward who yet contains enough perfidious energy to strik~ 

back, but not enough courage ever to give warning. Such people should be 

taken from the society as rapidly as possible and uniformly institution

alized; for here is the level of the contagion of immorality, and the 

destruction of ethics; here is the fodder which secret police organiza

tions use for their filthy operations. One of the most effective measures 

of security that a nation threatened by war could take would be the round

ing up and placing in a cantonment, away from the society, of arw 1.1 

individual who might be connected with government, the military, or essen

tial industry; since here are people who, regardless of any record of 

their family1s loyalty, are potential traitors, the very mode of operation 

of their insanity being betrayal. In this level is the slime of society, 

the sex criminals, the people whose apparently rational activities are yet 
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but the devious writhings of secret hate. 

A 1.1 can be accurately spotted by his conversation; since be seeks 

only to enturbulate those around him, to upset them by his conversation, 

to destroy them without their ever being aware of his purpose. He listens 

only to data which will serve him in his enturbulations. Here is the gos

sip, here is the unfaithful wife, here is the card cheat; here is the 

most undesirable stratum of any social order. 

No social order which desires to survive dares overlook its stratum 

of l.l's. No social order will survive which does not remove these 

people from its midst. 

The 1.1 is so low on the tone scale and yet so active mental.ly, as 

a rule, that he is very difficult to process. The longest and most 

arduous course of therapy may still leave the auditor baffled by a 

mind which is so full of circuits that no real desire for improvement 

on the part of the pre-clear can make itself felt. The auditor may feel 

that only an offer of an obvious present-time advantage, like being let 

out of confinement, would tempt this pre-clear into genuine cooperation. 

The auditor may feel that this case is just not salvagable. But if, in 

the case, the auditor can manage to remove some of the circuits or de

stimulate them he may be able to make progress. It takes a very clever 

Dianetician to do anything with a chronic, computational 1.1. 

The 0.5 talks dolefully and hopelessly' in terms of bad things which 

are happening and will happen and for which there is no remedy. He 

listens only' to such conversation. He cannot be heartened or cheered up 

but will slump immediately into his apathy. Here is hopelessness. 

At 0.1" we have an inability to talk, and an individual who is 

completely unresponsive to conversation. 
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It is interesting to note that the auditor can, with this column, 

conduct what we call a "two-minute psychometry" on the pre-clear. The 

trick is simp~ to start talking to the pre-clear at the highest possible 

tone level, creatively and constructively, and then gradually drop the 

tone of one's conversation down to the point where it achieves response 

from the pre-clear. An individual best responds to his own tone band; 

and an individual can be lifted on~ about half a point on the tone 

scale by conversation. In doing this type of "psychometry" one should 

not carry any particular band of conversation too long, not more than a 

sentence or two, because this will have a tendency to raise slightly the 

tone of the pre-clear and so spoil the accuracy of the test. 

Two-minute psychometry, then, is done, first, by announcing some-

thing creative and constructive and seeing whether the pre-clear responds 

in kind,'" )lben, giving forth some casual conversation, perhaps about 
~ 

sports, and seeing if the pre-clear responds to that. Getting no response 

the auditor starts talking antagonistic~ about things about which the 

pre-clear knows-but not, of course, about the preclear-to see if he 

achieves a response at this point. The auditor ma;y then give forth with 

a sentence or two of anger against some condition. Then the auditor 

can indulge in a small amoWlt of discreditable gossip, and see if there 

is any response to that. If this does not work, then the auditor dredges 

up some statements of hopelessness and misery. Somewhere in this range 

the pre-clear will agree with the type of conversation that is being 

offered -- that is, he will respond to it in kind. A conversation can 

then be carried on along this band where the pre-clear has been discovered, 

and the auditor will rapidly gain enough information to make a gooq first 

estL~ate of the pre-clear's position on the chart. 
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This two-minute psychometry b7 conversation can also be applied to 

groups. That speaker who desires to command his audience must not talk 

above or below his audience's tone more than a half a point. If he 

wishes to lift the audience's tone, he should talk about a half a point 

above their general tone level. An expert speaker, using this two-

minute p~chometry and carefully noting the responses of his audience, 

can, in two minutes, discover the tone of the audience -- whereupon, all 

he has to do is adopt a tone slight~ above theirs. In Italy and Ger-

many, when an entire people were at the level of 1.0 or slightly below, 

two death talkers, Mussolini and Hitler, were received by great crowds 
, 

with wild enthusiasm. A powerful saint could have come forth and talked 

to these people in the most creative and constructive terms and would 

have had no response from them at all. This phenomenon has led histor-

ians to believe erroniously that individuals were created by the 

moment and that the moment was not created by the individual. Some 

instinct prompted these extinct leaders of Europe to seek and find 

the point on the tone scale at which they could most rapidly seize the 

attention of their audiences. It so happens that aqrone in the 1.5 

band will bring about disaster regardless of his stated intentions. 

A death-talker can bring an entire people up to anger and hold them 

there long enough to destroy them, as did Mussolini and Hitler during 

the second phase of World War I. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

COLUMN L 

SUBJECT'S HANDLING OF WRITTm~ 
OR SPOKEN COMMUNICATION WHEN 

ACTING AS A RELAY POINT 

As in speech, it is a mechanical fact that a p,son a·1i a certain 
/' 

position on the tone scale tends, unless affectee by engrams specific-

ally demanding different action, to follow a definite pattern in hand-

ling messages when acting as a relay point. 

This is mentioned here because it is important to organizations, 

but mostly because it is a good diagnostic point for the auditor. 

What does the subject do with letters he is given? Does he answer 

them, or does he put them away? When you give him a message to give 

to somebody else, does that other person receive the message which 

you wanted him to receive, or is it twisted or altered in some way, or 

is it not delivered at all? 

The handling of messages approximates the ability of the indivi-

dual to ~ontact his own standard memory bank - "tmich is to say, he 

will handle in the external world various communications from one 

person to another just as his own circuits handle information between 
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his standard memory bank and himself. At the highest level of the tone 

scale we have complete communication, and at the lowest level we have no 

communication at all. 

At 4.0, the individual passes communications free~, contributes to 

them, normally, and rather tends to cut entheta communications -- which 

is to say, lines he mOl-1S are vicious or slanderous he is not likely to 

assist. 

At 3.5, the individual passes communications, but resents and hits 

back at entheta lines -- by "line", of course, is meant communication 

line, which is any sequence through which a message of any character 

may go. 

At 3.0 we begin to get a breakdown of the communication line on 

which our individual is acting as a relay point, because an individual 

at this level is likely to be slightly suspicious of 4.0 construction and 

creation and is likely to tone down the message considerably. Here we 

have conservatism; and conservative communications are most rapidly 

relayed at this level. Here the individual does not readily lend him

self to either an entheta line or to a heavy theta line. 

At 2.5, the individual devaluates emergencies. He is not likely to 

believe a very high~ constructive message or a destructive message. He 

handles communications above or below his level poorly, but passes com

munications which are at the boredom range. 

An individual at 2.0 deals mostly in hostile or threatening commun

ications. He lets only a small number of constructive communica~ions go 

through, tends to select out theta communications, and tends to pass en

theta communications -- which is to say he will make himself a party to 

slander but will not make himself a party to a high endeavor unless it 
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happens to fit his own antagonistic purposes. Here wa have a very 

poor rel~ point but one which, when pressed, will function. 

At 1.5 we run into a relay point level which is a dangerous one 

in aQy organization, or nation, or family, since here all good, con-

structive, theta communications are stopped or perverted in some way. 

Suspiciousness and other entheta elements are added to the communica-

tion before it is sent through. This level favors, and most readily 
"-

passes, angry communications which will cause d:!s'truction. Giving a 

communication to such a person to give to someone else will most cer-

tainly bring about different results than one intended, when that 

communication has been relayed. 

At around 1.3, all theta communications are cut, and malicious 

communications are most readily relayed. Communications that are 

passed are twisted and perverted. 

Around 0.9, we have an individual who tends to cut communication 

lines and who, on one pretext or another, will not rel~ communications. 

At this level we have the individual who specializes in secret commun-

ications and is apt to give the classification of secret, or confiden-

tia1, to the most banal matters. 

At 0.5, the individual takes very little heed of communications. 

He cannot Bee the necessity of passing anything to anybody -- it's 

"hopeless" anyway, and so there is "no point in doing anything about it." 

At 0.1, of course, the individual is unaware of communications of 

~ kind and so does not relay them. 

This subject is much more exhaustively covered in the field of 

Group Dianetics, since it applies, with enormous importance, to the con-

duct of bUSiness, governments, armies, and other organizations. One 
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might safe~ say that ninety-five percent of an executive's trouble is 

with communication lines. This index on the tone scale will give him 

some idea of what to expect from certain of his subordinates. If any 

executive is surrounded by individuals who will not pass communications 

or who pervert communications, he can be very certain of trouble in the 

organization, caused by this point alone. 

The auditor can establish his pre-clearts position on the tone 

scale by observations and inquiries about his pre-clear's handling of 

written and spoken communications when acting as a relay point. He 

may best do this by giving the pre-clear a message to relay to someone 

else, in order to see what happens to that message -- the pre-clear, of 

course, thinking not that this is a test, but that it is a sincere 

effort to rel~ a communications. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

COLUMN M 

REALITY 

(AGREEMENT) 

As has been said in earlier chapters of this book, the quantity lmown 

as reality exists, so far as we lmow, mainly because we agree that it 

exists. 

The entire physical universe, according to the tenets of nuclear 

physics, is reducible to near-zero, if we think in terms of an actuality 

that can be sensed, measured, or experienced. Matter and energy exist 

in space and time; but matter is composed of energy; and energy seems, 

at best, to be a motion rather than a substance. For a motion to take 

place, one sees that space and time are necessary, but that space and 

time are themselves such strange entities, according to Einstein and 

others, that they are also reducible and expandable and are not sharply 

defined entities. Much could be said on this subject, all more or less 

of a confusing and indecisive nature. Philosophers for many centuries 

have been debating over the reality of reality, and each one has come to 
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the final admission that man agrees that he perceives something with 

his various senses and that man has agreed to call this reality. 

For our purposes, the lowest common denominator of reality could 

be called, then, agreement. If you and I both agree that we are gazing 

at an automobile, then that automobile has reality for us. If another 

person comes forward and says that it is not an automobile but a barrel 

of olives, then you and I are apt to suppose him crazy. Majority 

opinion rules, where reality is concerned. Those who do not agree with 

the majority are commonly pronounced insane, or are exiled, and thus 

we have a sort of continuous natural selection which gives us a social 

order that has agreed upon certain definite realities. Anyone who 

seeks to alter those realities in any way is attacked, unless the 

strength and force of his reason are such that they carry into the 

minds of men a new reality on which those men can agree. 

There are, actually, two kinds of reality. There is the reality 

which can be sensed, measured, and experienced in the physical universe. 

This MEST reali~ is so thoroughly cons~cted into a human being genetically 

and is so uncompromisingly consistent in its behaviOur, as in the science 

of physics, that man finds it unwieldi~ consistent and so works, as in 

the science of physics, to discover certain natural regularities of be

haviour of the physical universe. When new data about the physical 

universe is discovered to compare favorab~ with what the current age 

is accustomed to sense, measure, or experience, a high order of agree-

ment is attained. 

A second type of reality is postulated reality, which is brought into 

being by creative or destructive imagination. This reality borders over 

into the still unexplored field of aesthetics. There are men, usu~ 
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~ the fields of the arts and philosophy, who postulate new realities 

for the social order. Social orders progress or decline in ratio to 

the number of new realities which are postulated for them. These 

postulates are made, usually, single-handedly by men of imagination. 

Social orders are normally very conservative and seek to hold hard to 

old realities. The reason for this is a simple one. In the absence 

of wide communication networks by which new realities can be genera~ 

offered it takes considerable time for the new reality to become known. 

Indeed, a new reality postulated by some individual becomes known in 

direct ratio to the velocity and magnitude of the idea. There undoubted

ly exists a formula for the speed and advance of ideas. For example, 

a man named Ibsen, by writing a few plays, wildly altered, single-handedly 

the entire cultural aspect of Scandinavia within a few years. Ideas, 

and not battles, mark the forward progress of mankind. Individuals, and 

not masses, form the culture of the race. On a lesser scale actors and 

other artists work continually to give tomorrow a new form. Hollywood 

makes a picture which strikes the public fancy, and tomorrOl'll' we have girls 

made up like a star walking along the streets of the small towns of 

America. A Hol~ood interior decorator dresses a set which takes the 

eye of the American audience, and tomorrow that set is seen as the 

apartments of Miami Beach and other resorts. A culture is as rich and 

as capable of surviving as it has imaginative artists, skilled men of 

science, a high ethic level, workable government, land and natural 

resources, in about that order of importance. 

One might postulate two more realities. The first is that of the 

Supreme Being. No culture in the history of the world, save the 

thoroughly depraved and expiring ones, has failed to affirm the existence 
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of a Supreme Being. It is an empirical observation that men without a 

strong and lasting faith in a Supreme Being are less capable, less 

ethical, and less valuable to themselves and society. A government wish-

ing to deprave its people to the point where they will accept the most 

perfidious and rotton acts, abolishes first the concept of God; and in 

the wake of that destroys the family, with free love; the intellectual, 

with police-enforced idiocies; and so reduces a whole population to an 

estate somewhat below that of dogs. A man without an abiding faith is, 

by observation alone, more of a thing than a man. Modern science, pro-

ducing weapons for the annihilation of men, women, and children in 

wholesale lots, has solidly run itself aground on the reef of Godless-

ness. Modern science has gone so far as to advocate the rise of Man 

from mud and clay alone; has denied to him even a semblance of a soul; 

and so has not only solved none of the problems of the humanities, but 

has aided and abetted a Godless government which seeks nothing less than 

the engulfment and enslavement of all men and the extinguishment of 

every spark of decency in the breast of every human being. These two 

tracks which have led away from the affirmation of the existence of a 

Supreme Being are both bringing Man into a machine-like state of being, 

where the ideal has become a lwnp of muscle, greasy with sweat, or a 

gri~ mechanic serving a howling monster ~of steel. The arts, the 
2." 

humanities, and the decencies are fal~n away from, until they are like 

tiny stars shining across a great, black void. The abandonment of the 

admission of a Supreme Being as a reality, intimate to the life of Man, 

makes prostitution the ideal conduct of a woman; perfidy and betrayal 

the highest ethic level attainable by a man; and obliteration by 

treachery, bomb, and gun the highest goal attainable by a culture. 
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Thus, there is no great argument about the reality of a Supreme Being, 

since one sees, in the failure to countenance that reall ty, a slimy and 

loathsome trail, downward into the most vicious depths. 

The theta universe is a postulated reality for which there exists 

much evidence. If one were going to draw a diagram of this, it would be 

a triangle with the Supreme Being at one corner, the MEST universe at 

another, and the theta universe at the third. Too much evidence is 

forthcoming in research to permit us to overlook this reality. Indeed, 

the assumption of this reality is solving some of the major problems of 

the hmnanities and fills in many gaps which existed formerly in the 

theory of the engram. It has long been considered beneficial in 

psycho-therapies for a person to be able to face reality. However, 

none defined what reality was, and so the individual found this 

rather difficult. 

There would be two realities with which the individual was most 

intimately concerned. The internal reality, of his own existence and 

past, and the external reality, of his present-time environment. To 

this could be added, of course, his future reality. 

The reality tone scale on extroversion-introversion would be, at 

a glance, that around tone 4.0 the interior world was sufficiently com

fortable so that the individual's thought and perception was mainly direc

ted toward the exterior world and his computation had to do with present 

time and the future. And as one descended the tone scale, one could see 

the gradual envolvement of free theta with enMEST, with less and less 

concern with the exterior world and the future and more and more invol

vement in the interior world and the past, until the majority of the 
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theta was enturbulated and death ensued. There would be, then, an 
;., 

extroversion~troversion scale which would mark very sharply the position 

of the person on the tone scale. The position of the person would, of 

course, be determined by the amount of free theta whth which he was en-

dowed and the percentage of that theta which had become entheta. 

Yet another reality scale could be postulated on the basis of the 

theta perceptics, but that is be.yond the scope of this work. 

The general attitude of the individual with regard to reality, 

as shown on the tone scale, would be as follows: 

At 4.0, the individual would be creatively and constructively in-

clined toward reality. He would be more likely to adjust reality to 

him and to postulate new future realities than he would be to adjust him-

self to existing realities. He would search for different viewpoints and 

changes in reall ty in order to broaden his awn reaJi ty. He would have a 

complete flexibility and understanding in relating and evaluating dif-

ferent realities. 

At 3.5, the individual would have the ability to understand, relate, 

and evaluate reall ties, regardless of the difference in viewpoint. 

~derate flexibility about realities brought to view, without eager 

search for new ones. A little lower on the tone scale, the individual 

would be involved with attempts to reconcile his own reality with con-

flicting realities, and he would have a limited flexibility. 

At 3.0, the individual would possess an awareness of the possible 

valid.ity of a different reality without relating this to his own reality. 
o 

At 2.5 would ensue an indifference to c~flicting realities, a ~e--

1'1ho cares?" attitude. Below this would be a refusal to match two realities, 

rejecting conflicting realities. 
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At 2.0 would be found verbal doubt, defense of one's own reality, 

and attempts to undermine the reality of others. Here is the critical 

level, and criticism int~nsifies from here on down to 1.0 and then 

dies out. 

At 1.5, the individual is mainly concerned with the destruction 

of opposing realities, wrecking or changing them, mocking apart the 

realities of other people. The environmental reality would be attacked, 

wi th destruction in view. The o~ change that would take place would be 

a destructive change. 

Below this would be doubt of the opposing reality, a non-verbal 

disbelief, a refusal to accept the disbelief of others, a refusal to 

accept conflicting realities without trying to fight back. 

At 1.1 on the tone scale would ensue the doubt of one's own reality, 

insecurity,~tempts to gain reassurance. In the sphere of MEST 

realities there would be appeasement of gods or elements. 

At 0.5 we would have shame, anxiety, strong doubt of one's own 

reality with a consequent inability to act within it. If the person 

is to act at all he must be told what to do. He is afraid to act of 

himself since he has no way to assess the consequences. 

Below this is a complete withdrawal from conflicting reality and 

a refusal to recognize the existence of any reality but one's own, in 

which one is rigid~ locked. 

At tone 0.0, the only reality is death. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

COLUMN N 

CONDITION OF TRACK AND VALENCES 

Everyone has a time track. To some pre-clears, this may not 

be immediately apparent. 

The time track consists of all the consequtive moments of now, 

from the earliest moment of life of the organism to present time. 

Actually, the track is a multiple bundle of percepticsj and it might 

be said that there is a time track for each perceptic, all tracks run

ning simultaneously. The track might also be considered as a system 

of filing recordings made of the environment and the organism, filed 

according to time received. All the perceptions of the environment and 

the organism during the entire lifetime, up to now, or present time, 

are recorded, faintly or deeply, upon the time track. 

It was not generally known, before Dianetics, that the time 

track existed for an awake and conscious person and that the indivi

dual could move upon it. In the field of hypnotism something was 
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lmown of the phenomenon, but it had been indifferently studied and was 

thought to be available only to a hypnotized person. Experiments con

ducted by experts in bypnotism have demonstrated that the person, 

awake, moves more readily on his time track than a person jn a hyp

notized state. 

There is actual perception of movement on the time track, if the 

individual is moving. Present time is an ever extending moment; and 

a person Who is free on his time track is genera~ in present time, 

moving forward through the consecutive moments of time. 

A pr~ concern of the auditor is to keep the case of his pre

clear in such good condition that the pre-clear can continue to move 

upon the time track and contact locks, secondaries and engrams in order 

to recount them at the place they occur a sufficient number of times to 

reduce or erase them. It is possible for the auditor, by failing to 

conduct his pre-clear properly through locks, secondaries and engrams, 

to cause the pre-clear to stick upon the time track in some moment 

of the past. When this happens the pre-clear is not able to move upon 

the time track, and the auditor should make it his first concern to 

return mobility to the pre-clear. 

Various things can happen to the pre-clear with relation to the 

time track. The most upsetting of these is when a grouper, a phrase such 

as "pull yourself together," "it all happens at once," everything is 

against me," "it all comes down to this," and other action phrases which 

would tend to bunch all incidents in one place, creates the illusion 

that the time track is collapsed and that all incidents are at the same 

point in time. A case must be heavily charged and the action phrases 

in the case must have considerable effectiveness with the pre-clear 
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be.fore this can happen. The auditor can detect its occurrence rather 

easily, and at the first difficulty with the time track, the auditor 

should suspect a grouper. 

The question of how early the time track goes has not been com

plete~ resolved. The auditor, in the absence of such resolution, 

should take into account the fact that considerable experimental evidence 

exists that the time track continues into the past earlier than the 

life of the present organism. There is a possibility that the time 

track is a portion of what we call the theta body rather than of the 

organism itself. There could be a genetic time track which would go 

back through the generations preceding the organism, but experimental 

evidence has not born out this possibility uniformly, as it has the 

existence of the theta body. Thus, the auditor should be prepared to 

discover some astonishingly early incidents; and if and when he does 

discover them he should be very careful to run them and to erase or 

reduce them or, if they will not reduce, to find an earlier incident 

which can be erased or reduced, in order to relieve them. It is not in 

the province of the auditor to question the data of the pre-clear in 

any way; and it is in the province of the auditor to reduce any and 

all engrams which he recovers in the case. 

In addition to the grouper, there can be other troubles with the 

time track. The most common of these is for the pre-clear to be 

stuck in an incident of the past. A holder existing in an engrm has 

seized him at some earlier age, and he is not in present time but is 

locked in an earlier period of his life, which also contains pain and 

unconsciousness or heavy grief or fear charges. 
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Lock scanning or running earlier engrams generally remedies this con-

dition. This condition is checked for very simply, by the use of the 

flash answer. As will be covered elsewhere, the auditor uses the file 

clerk of the pre-clear. The file clerk uses automatic response mechan-

isms which are not "thoughtful" mechanisms but instantaneous replies, 

the first thing that flashes into the pre-clear's mind at the snap of 

the auditor's fingers. The auditor asks the pre-clear for a date, and 

snaps his fingers; the pre-clear may not give the present-time date; 

if he does not, he is giving the date of the moment where he is stuck 

on the track. S:lmply asking various people around you their age will 

give you considerable data on this mechanism. Tell these people to 
.yt. 

give you the first number that comes into their heads when you s~p 

your fingers, and then ask them "How old are you?" (snapJ). In a 

number of instances you will get ages much earlier than present time. 

Asking them to remember what happened at that period will very often 

bring them up to present time, where they may not have been for years. 

An yiditor could walk through any sanitarium and simply tell patient after 

patient "Come up to present time," and he would find that some very small 

percentage of the ninsane n people would come up to present time and 

would begin to be sane; this has been done several times, with some 

astonishing results. This is mentioned to give the auditor some idea 

of the importance of having the pre-clear in present time and the im-

portance of being in present time. Flash answer checks can also be 

done by the follOwing mechanism: the pre-clear is asked to give the 

first answer that flashes into his head, yes or no, to each of the 

following questions; the auditor then says "Hospital?" to which the 
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pre-clear answers yes or no; the auditor then says "Nurse?" and the 

pre-clear gives him a yes or a no. When the pre-clear is unable to 

recall anything having happened at the age he gives in lieu of his 

present-time age, by flash answer, this yes-or-no check will serve 

to tell the auditor the nature and character of the incident in which 

the pre-clear is held. The pre-clear's memory can then be more ably 

directed toward discovering whether it was an accident, an injury or an 

illness in which he was concerned and who it was who gave him the holder 

which keeps him in the incident. Sometimes merely remembering the 

incident will free the pre-clear so tht--' he can come to present time. 

Sometimes in a case which has been non-sonic there is sonic at the 

exact moment where the pre-clear is held, and the sonic is the holder 

by which the pre-clear is held. 

Simply directing the pre-clear's attention to a pleasure moment 

and running him through it many tim~~ over and over, particularly one 

in which the pre-clear was victorious as himself, will often snap the 

pre-clear out of an engram in which he is held and permit him to come 

to present time. It is common procedure to end all sessions by run

ning the pre-clear through some pleasure moments in order to bring him 

easily and completely to present time., 

Another mechanism which gives the auditor trouble in bringing the 

pre-clear to present time or moving him on the track is the call-back. 

Such phrases as "come here," "come back," and other action phrases 

which would, in present time, cause the pre-clear to move back to 

another position in !pace, act, when contained in engrams, to pull the 

pre-clear down from present ~ into the engrams. It often happens that 

the auditor trys to bring the pre-clear to present time, and every time 
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the pre-clear nears present time he is pulled back down the track to an 

earlier age. This is caused by a call-back. 

Another mechanism which keeps the pre-clear early on the track is 

the "down bouncer." This type-of phrase is one which tells the person 

to "get down" or "get back" and keeps the pre-clear below the actual 

incident in which he is held. 

Another difficulty on the time track is the Wbouncer. n The 

bouncer always bounces the pre-clear up. The pre-clear may be in an 

engram and yet be bounced into present time. This creates a situation 

in which the pre-clear seems to be in present time but is actually under 

considerable tenSion, being held in an engram.* 

Another difficulty with the time track is the "misdirector." This 

would be a phrase which, when the auditor sends the pre-clear in one 

direction, makes the pre-clear go in another direction. Such a phrase 

as "you do everything backwards" causes this situation. When the auditor 

tells the pre-clear -to come up to present time, if such a phrase is 
~ 

a.cti ve the pre-clear may }(o ~ack to basic-basic. Any case in which 

phrases are this active is a highly charged case, and it will be necess-

ary for the auditor to get rid of many locks and secondaries before he 

.---------------------
* In the handbook which was issued in 1950 (DIANETICS: The Modern 
Science of Mental Health, by L. Ron Hubbard, Hermitage House, 1950) 
there waS-an error (pg 283) in the omission of quotation marks around 
the phrase "stuck in present time." It is not possible for an indivi
dual to be stuck in present time. He is always s-tuck in an engram. 
Some people who find it very difficult to move on the track seem to be 
stuck in present time, but they are not. Lock scanning or the running 
of a secondary or the location of the actual engram in Which the pre
clear is stuck will serve to get the pre-clear moving on the track. 
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can run engrams. 

Another difficulty which affects the time track, but is not exactly" 

a time-track difficulty, is the matter of valence. 

A valence is a false or true identity. The pre-clear has his own 

valence; then~ there~Vailable to him the valences of all persons who 

appear in his engrams. A valence-shifter is a phrase which causes the 

individual to shift into another identity. The phrase "you ought to be 

in his shoes" and the phrase "you're just like your mother" are valence-

shifters, which change the pre-clear from his own identity into the 

whole identity of anoth~r person. There are, then; many valences open 

to the pre-cIe ar • The valence is a whole identity. If the pre-clear 

is in his grandfather's valence, the pre-clear m~ be expected to have 

all the troubles grandfather had and MOst of the peculiarities and 

characteristics. These characteristics do not have to be contained in 

engrams themselves; they are simply part and parcel of the valence. The 

pre-clear m~ be in several valences at once, in a synthetic valence, 

or in no valence at all. Or he can be in his own valence. If the pre-

clear is not in his own valence, every effo rt should be made in the 

course of processing to cause him to find his own valence. Rwming 

pleasure moments very often brings the pre-clear into his own valence. 

Being out of valence is a primary cause , evidently, of sonic, visio 

and somatic shut-offs. The auditor may be running an engram in which 

the pre-clear has sonic, visio and somatics which suddenly disappear. 

The first thing he should suspect is a valence-shifter. He asks for a 

yes-or-no flash answer as to whether a valence-shifter is present, 

and if the answer is yes, he asks for the wording of the valence-shifter, 

and when he gets the words he has the pre-clear repeat them, and the 
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pre-clear will go back into his own valence and tisio and sonic will turn 

back on. Most cases which are occluded are out of valence. 

Valence is a survival mechanism, one of the means used by the mind 

to escape too painful an existence; therefore, in order to get the pre-

clear into his own valence much of the charge has to be unburdened frail 

the track. Locks can be scanned with the individual out of valence. 

In most secondaries, where terror and apathy are present, the pre-clear 

will be found to be out of valence. It is necessary to run such an 

incident several times before the pre-clear can get into his own valence 

and so get a proper discharge of the grief, fear, or apathy. 

On the tone scale we see that we are, again, involved with two 

different types of cases. The first is the case which is wide open, in 

valence, with sonic and visio , although highly charged; being too weak 

structurally to cover up charge, this case stays in its own valence 

though that valence is too painful to bear. The other tYJB is where the 

mind has the ability to get out of valence and so occlude painful 
)1 

moments in the past. The mind ordinarily chooses ~g valences. 

Valence-shifters, however, can force the individual into the valence he 

abhors. Continued repetition by a parent that the pre-clear is "just like 

grandfather" but ~ he "must not be like grandfather" because "grandfather 

is detestable" will bring about a conflicting situation in which the pre

clear is forced, by valence shifters, to occupy a character he feels 

is abhorred. This is the primary mechanism which causes an individual 

to "detest himself"; he actu~jdoes not detest himself at all; he detests 

the valence in which he has been forced to live. 

The chart is self-explanato~ for the occluded case. It goes without 
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saying that in a wide open case the person is in valence from top to 

bottom, wherever he is on the tone scale. From this it should not be 

adjudicated that it is either desirable or undesirable to be a wide 

open case; such cases are relatively ea~ to work. The occluded case, 

when finally in his own valence, with sonic and visio, and with most 

of his engrams gone, is in excellent condition, with a very high 

mental potential. 

The condition of the track is normally regulated by the factors 

of charge, valence-shifters, ~action phrases. In view of the fact 

that action phrases are not active unless there is heavy charge on 

the case, it actually comes down to the fact that the condition of the 

tr~k and of the valence of the pre-c1ear is regulated by charge. By 

charge, of course, is meant anger, fear, grief, or apathy - mis-emotion 

contained in the case. This form of entheta (there is other entheta, 

in the form of communication and rea1it.1 secondaries, as well as mis

emotion secondaries) charges up the track so much that the action 

phrases become very active. It is charge which makes action phrases 

act. The charge must be very heavy on a case before engram action 

phrases -- action phrases contained in engrams themselves -~ can be 

acti ve. The charge must be much heavier for action phrases to be 

active in secondary engrms, which are those containing mis-emotion 

and communication and reality breaks and enforcements. The charge on 

the case must be extreme indeed for action phrases to be active in 

locks. 

Thus it can be seen that the condition of the track and valences 

is mainly a matter of charge. In the wide open case, a tremendously 

heavily charged track brings the individual into a psychotic leveL. 
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The inability of the mind to occlude and encyst charge gives us the 

strange picture of an individual who can move on the track and who can 

run through engrams and who has sonic and visio but who is psychotic. 

These people are ~latively eas,y to work; but the pr~ target 

should be the removal of charge, regardless of the temptation to run 

engrams, because such people will lock up on the track if the auditor 

makes the mistake of running engrams because they are ea:sy to reach. 
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COLUMN 0 

MANIFESTATION OF ENGRAMS AND LOCKS 

HUman conduct, in the absence of engrams, can be considered to be 

good, from the viewpoint of the individual and his group, as modified 

by the education and environment of that individual. The individual 

without engrams seeks survival along all of the dynamics, in accordance 

with his breadth of understanding. 

This does not mean that a Zulu who had been cleared of all of his 

engrams would not continue to eat missionaries if he were a cannibal by 

education; but it does mean that he would be as rational as possible 

about eating missionaries; further, it would be easier to re-educate 

him about eating missionaries, if he were a clear. Being a clear does 

not mean being a re-educated or a re-enviornmented or a re-geneticized 

individual; but it does mean that all possible free theta in the case 

can be brought to bear on the problems of the environment and the 

future and that all the data in the analytical memory bank is available 
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for the solution of those problems. Engrams and their secondaries and 

locks inject unalterable conclusions into the mind, so that computation 

becomes much on the order of trying to add two and two when an 'Unseen 

hand is always adding another two "to the column, unknown to the computor. 

An engram makes it impossible for a person adding two and two to get 

four; furthermore, it makes the individual do strange and irrational 

things, which is to say, it makes him act along non-survival lines and 

causes him to do things although he "should know better." 

The engram, with its secondaries and locks, alters behaviour by' 

inhibiting action or thought or imagination or by causing the individual 

to dramatize. So long as an individual can actively dramatize an engram, 

however, the engram does not become particularly charged •. When the 

engram commands such non-survival activity that the environment cell8U:res 

or brings further pain to the individual, that engram begins to charge 

up. If an engram commands an individual to walk three times aro\Dld the 

block ever" morning for his health, the engram ~ be effective but not 

troublesome so long as the individual is permitted that walk. Let him, 

however, move into an environment such as the a.rmy, where he is not per

mitted to take this ncpnstitutional" every morning, but must stand mus

ter instead; the dramatization is broken and, as a consequence, the 

action potential of the individual is observed by his analytical mind 

to be cut down, and the individual feels reduced in scope. When an 

engram in a thief commands that he steal, he may be cheerful and 

happy so long as he can go on stealing; then the law may step in and 

jail him because he steals; this breaks thd dramatization and reduces 

him in scope and well being. 

There are two sides to an engram: entheta and enMEST. So long as 
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the thought can be dramatized, the enMEST remains quiet; but when the 

dramatization is broken, the enMEST, or phy'sical pain, turns on in an 

effort to force the individual to do what the engram commands. 

Engrams monitor individuals in this unseen way. In lower organisms 

than man there is a survival value to this type of reactive action. 

In the environment of a lower organism, the receipt of pain normally 

comes about because the organism is not following a survival course; 

therefore, if the organism attempts to do the same thing again, the 

pain threatens to turn on and the organism is forced into another 

course of action which, presumably, is better survival. 

Much could be written about hmnan behaviour and about the engram 

as the cause of aberrated behaviour, but this is a book about auditing. 

What the auditor wishes to know is how to audit his pre-clear and how to 

find his pre-clear on this chart so that he will know what type of 

entheta to address in the case, whether to run engrams, secondaries, or 

locks, and how to run them. 
"1' 

An en6am is a moment of physical pain and unconsciousness. A 

secondary is a moment of mis-emotion where loss is threatened or 

accomplished. A lock is an analytical moment in which the perceptics 

of the engram are approximated, thus restimulating the engram or bring-

ing it into action, the present-time perceptics being erroniously inter-

preted by the reactive mind to mean that the same condition which pro-

duced physical pain once before is now again at hand. Secondaries 

contain only mis-emotion and communication and reality enforcements 

and breaks. Locks contain mainly perceptics; no physical pain and 

very little mis-emotion. These are all types of entheta. Secondaries 

and locks charge up engrams; it is not possible to run engrams in a 
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case which is very heavi~ charged with sec~daries and locks • 
.A. 

By observing his pre-clear, the auditor should be able to establish 

fairly rapidly what the pre-clear does with locks. In surveying the 

case, he m~ find that the pre-clear acts very aberrated~ on the 

subject of religion, and yet all he can find as a cause is a scolding 

by a minister when the pre-clear was a child; the human mind is a very 

tough mechanism, and this is insufficient cause for aberration in a 

sane person. If the conduct is remedied merely by running this 

lock, the auditor can see that this pre-clear will dramatize locks, 

which is to say, he will act as though locks were engrams. This 

denotes a very highly charged case. 

The auditor m~ discover that the pre-clear dramatizes secondaries, 
'. 

which is to say that the pre-clear is a ftcoffin case," which lies in 

the po.sition of a dead man, with arms folded. This is a grief engram 

having to do with the death of some loved one, and with the pre-clear 

in the valence of the loved one. The auditor will see many examples of 

the "coffin case." This means that the pre-clear will dramatize secon-

daries and that the track is very heavily charged, but less heavily' 

charged than that of the pre-clear who will dramatize locks. 

F:inally' we have the pre-clear who will dramatize only' engrams. He 

is fairly high up the scale; is more or less normal. 

The column on the chart about the Manifestation of engrams and 

locks is self-explanatory if one understands these basic principles. 

There are three types of locks: broken dramatizations, restimula-

tions, and A-R-C locks. 

It is a principle of theta that it desires to carry to completion 

any cycle of action once begune When such a cycle is interrupted, as 
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in the breaking of a dramatization, turbulence is entered into the theta, 

and entheta is produced. 

The restimulation lock merely brings to the person perceptions 

which approximate those of an engram. If the individual is tired or 

weary, these perceptions, sights, sounds, smells, or whatever they ~ 

be, will restimulate the engram which has similar perceptics; and the 

incident becomes a lock on the engram and charges it to some small 

degree. 

The third t:ype of lock results when affinity, cOJlllllWlication, or 

reality is forced upon the individual by the environment when he does 

not want it, when it is not rational~ necessar,y, or when one or more 

of these is inhibited or denied to the individual by others in the 

environment. 

Some of these A-R~ locks which occur in a person's life are so 

intense and cause so much charge to enter into the engram that they 

are considered secondary engrams. We have, then, as well as mis

emotion secondaries, the secondaries of enforced or denied A-R-G. 

UNBURDEllIING ENGRAMS 

Recently I developed a technique called "Unburdeningn which seems 

to have considerable possibilities. I have not had sufficient oppor

tunity to test thoroug~ its potentialities or to properly locate it 

on the tone scale. I give it here for your information and would 

greatly appreciate hearing about whatever results you achieve with it. 

Ordinarily the last engram on a case can be run providing it has 

not acquired too maqy locks. Further, any engram seems to depend, 

for its inaccessibility, on the locks it has ac~umulated. 
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The auditor occasionally £inds it necessary to run an engram even 

though he cannot get all the perceptics which are contained in that 

engram. It would be valuable i£ he could obtain all the perceptics 

and reduce or erase them. Unburdening would be a technique designed 

to assist the auditor in running out all the perceptics. 

The engram, in this technique, is run 'lIDtil everything in it which 

can be contacted is reduced. Then the auditor lock scans the pre-clear 

from the moment of the engram up to present time through all the locks 

of that engram. The auditor has the locks scanned one or more times, 

working with the File Clerk. Then the auditor, using again Standard 

Procedure for engrams, runs that engram once more or twice more or 

until any additional material has been reduced. Then he again has the 

preclear scan all the locks of that engram again. Then he once more 

runs the engram. 

It is the charge in the locks which seals in the engram. By dis-

charging the locks, through the technique of lock scanning, more and 

more perceptics should show up in the engram. 

Unburdening, then, would be the technique of thoroughly bringing 

to view everything contained in an engram by scanning its locks. Alter-

nate running of the engram and scanning its locks should bring about a 

maximal release of entheta. 

The practicality of this technique is certain. The extent of its 

usefulness has not been thoroughly explored. 

It is completely assured that a physical pain engram underlies all 

mis-emotion and that when mis-emotion is run from a secondary, a physical 
o 

pain engram is commonly expis"ed to view. Indeed, the pre-clear may dive 
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into the physical pain engram and start running it while the auditor 

is still attempting to get a discharge from the secondar,y. It also 

happens that when an auditor is trying to rWl an engram his pre-clear 

may sudenly run into the mis-emotion of a secondary (which should then 

be rWl). 

It also occurs commonly" that the pre-clear, when the auditor is 

trying to run an engram, will soar up into the locks of that engram. 

This is the result, usually, of a bOWlcer :in the engram. But bouncer 

or no bouncer, the locks are there and they are important. Thus, when 

an engram is reduced, the locks may be run, after which more perceptics 

may be found. 
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CIW>TER EIGHTEEN 

COLUMN P 

SEXUAL B~HAVIOUR 

ATTI'l'UDE TOWARD CIITLDREN 

This is the column devoted to the second dynamic. This dynamic 

would normally be called sex. In Dianetics, one considers sex to be 

divided into two parts: the sexual act; and the product of sex, 

children. 

Any dynamic can be considered to be a flowing line of theta. The 

power of theta along any dynamic varies from individual to rndividual. 

Engrams can be considered to lie across the dynamics in such a way as 

to cause dispersion. When the engrams are removed the dispersion, 

which would be theta turning into entheta and the inhibition of the 

flow of free theta, disappears and the natural flow of free theta can 

begin again. 

One sees this dispersion and entheta effect most markedly on the 

second dyna~c. It is so clear cut that sone psycho-therapies, rn the 

past, placed the entire emphasis of aberration on the second dynamic. 

Naturally, these psycho-therapies were not very workable, since they 
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left out the other six dynamics, and were, :indeed, severe].y criticized 

by their contemporaries for not being sufficiently comprehensive. 

Sex, however, is an excellent index of the position of the pre-clear 

on the tone scale. It is the excellence of this index which probab~ 

brought so much attention to the second dynamic. 

In this current culture, sexual aberration is very high. Anything 

which is hidden and highly regulated in a culture will become aberra-

ted. There is considerable confusion in the American and European 

cultures about sex; since there was so much perversion and promiscuity 

and maltreatment of children that the erroneous conclusion was reached 

that the remedy for this lay :in further regulation; whereas, in reality, 

it was the regulation which caused the derangement of the dynamic. 

It will be noted, :in observing the behaviour of human beings, and 

on this chart of the tone scale, that promiscuity, perversion, sadism, 

and irregular practices fa1l far down the line. Free Love fa1~, also, 
A 

in this very low band; since maha.is relatively monogamous and since it 

is non-survival not to have a well ordered s.ystem for the creation and 

upbringing of children, by families. A society which falls into this 

1.1 band of the tone scale can be expected to abuse sex, to be promis-

cuous, to misuse and maltreat children, and to act, in short, much in 

the way current cultures are acting. It is of vital importance, if one 

wishes to stop immorality, Free Love, and the abuse of children, to 

de-aberrate this dynamic for the whole group of the society, to say 

nothing of :individuals. 

At the highest MEST point of the tone scale, 4.0, one finds mono

gamy, constanc,y, a high enjoyment level, and very moral reaction 

towards sex; but one also finds the sexual urge acting to create more 
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than children, and so comes about a sublimation of sex into creative 

thought. 

At 3.5 on the tone scale, we have a high interest in the opposite 

sex, and constancy, but we do not have so great a sublimation. 

At 3.0 on the tone scale, we have some falling off in sexual 

interest, but we have an interest in procreation and children. 

At 2.5, we have some disinterest in procreation, not for any 

reason beyond a general failure to be interested in much of anything. 

The sexual act can be adequately perfonned, given the physical ability. 

At the band of 2.0, we begin to get a disgust for sex, a revulsion 

toward sex, mostly when irregularly practiced. 

At the 1.5 band of the tone scale, we find sex appearing as rape; 

we find the sexual act being perfonned as a punishment. 

At 1.1 on the tone scale we enter the area of the most vicious 

reversal of the second dynamic. Here we 1uwe promiscuity, perversion, 

sadism, and irregular practices. We have here no enjo:y1Dent of the sex 

act, actually, but a hectic anxiety about it. The sex act cannot truly 

be enjoyed whether performed regularly or irregularly. Heie"'~s the harlot, 

the pervert, the unfaithful wife, Free Love, easy marriage and quick 

divorce, and general sexual disaster. People at this level on the 

second dynamic are intensely dangerous in the society, since aberra-

tion is contageous. A society which reaches this level is on its way 

out of history, as went the Greeks, as went the Romans, as goes modern 

European and American culture. Here is a naming danger signal which 

must be heeded if a race is to go forward. 

At 0.5, we have :ilnpotency and anxiety about sex, with only 



occasional efforts to procreate. On the second dynamic we get occasional 

resurgences, from 0.5 up the scale, which quickly relapse. 

It is interesting to note here the application of the principle of 

the dwindling spiral to the second dynamic·. On any of the dynamics and 

on any column of this chart, when the individual sinks below the 2.0 

level, the dwind]jng spiral rapidly carries him down through 1.5, 1.1, 

0.5, to death. This is particularly evident on the second dynamic. The 

1.1 individual, engaged in frantic pseudo-sexual activity today, will 

in a very near tomorrow, much nearer usually than he suspects, find 

himself or herself at the 0.5 level of impotenc.y and anxiety. 

The organs of sex, at the 0.5 level, become relatively useless; 
e, 

indeed, this se~d dynamic tone scale is closely applicable to the 

endocrine activity of the individual and the form and condition of the 

physical body. The woman who in her teens was at the 1.1 level of the 

scale will not have a well enough developed pelvic structure or endo

crine system to permit her bearing children with e~~ Difficult births 

are a normal result of too long a residence in a low band of the tone 

scale during the formative period of the body. Easy births can only be 

expected with women who are relatively high on the tone scale. 

It is noteworthy that the 1.1 to 0.5 area of the tone scale finds 

the muscles, particularly the sexual muscles, without tonus. The 

nymphomanic and the satyr are extremely slack-muscled, and the tonus 

around 0.5 is almost non-existent. 

In the pretended death band there is, of course, no effort to pro-

create. 

Along the -1 band, where the organism as an organism is dead but 

the cells still Survive, it is interesting that ejaculation and sexual 



activity occasionally take place immediate~ after the death of the 

individual, which gives some index of the strength and force of this 

dynamic. 

Life is defined, in cytology, as an unending stream of protoplasm 

from the beginning of life itself until now. Down through the ages as 

a continuous genetic stream, this protoplasm is modified by natural 

selection and environmental conditioning, as well as by what seems to 

be outright planning, from generation to generation. Because life is 

so dependent upon this lifeline, it is very easy to place too great 

an emphasis upon the sexual act, the thing which keeps this lifeline 

in a continuous stream. 

The second part of this dynamic concerns itself with children, the 
~ 

product of sex. There is a gradient of reaftion toward children, from 

the top to the bottom of the tone scale, which the auditor can use in 

order to place his pre-clear properly on the chart. 

At 4.0, there is an intense interest in children, which extends to 

both the mental and physical well being of the children and the society 

in which these children will live. Here are efforts to add to the cul-

ture so that the children will have a better chance for survival. 

At 3.5, we have a love of children, a care of them, an understand-

ing of them. 

At 3.0, we have an interest in children. 

At 2.5, we have a tolerance of children, but not too great an 

interest in their affairs. 

At 2.0, we have nagging of, and nervousness about children. 

At 1.5, we enter the band of brutal treatment of children, heavy 
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corporal punishment, the forcing of the child into a mold with pain, 

breaking his dramatizations, upset about his noise or clutter. 

At 1.1 on the tone scale, there may be two reactions to children. 

There may be an actual and immediate desire for children, as a manifes-

tation of sex. But we also may have the use of children for sadistic 

purposes. And we may find both of these in the same individual. We 

have a long-term general neglect of children, with an occasional 

sporadic interest in them; we have very little thought for the child's 

future or the culture in which the child will ~~. 
At 0.5, we have mainly an anxiety about children, fear that they 

will be hurt, fear of this and fear of that concerning children, and 

a hopelessness about their future. 

At 1.1, a mother will attempt the abortion of her child; and any 

woman who will abort a child, save only if the child threatens her 

physical life (rather than her reputation), lies in the 1.1 bracket or 

below. She can be expected to be unreliable, inconstant and promis-

cuous; and the child is looked upon as evidence of this promiscuity. 

At 0.5 we have abortion with the specious reasoning that the 

world or the future is too horrible to bring a child into. With the 

parent at 0.5, all the natural gaiety and happiness of the child will 

be suppressed, and lie have as unhealthy an atomosphere for childhood 

as one could postulate. 

At 0.1, there is not even awareness of children. 

It is notable, as one glances down this column, that an interest 

in children includes an interest not only in the bearing of the child 

but in the child's well being, happiness, mental state, education, and 

general future. We may have a person on the 1.1 level who seems very 
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anxious to produce a child; very possibly this person is following an 

engram command to have children. Once the child is born we May have, 

in this 1.1 bracket, an interest in it as a plaything or a curiOSitY', 

but, following this, we get general neglect and thoughtlessness about 

the child and no feeling whatsoever about the child I s future or arI:3' 

effort to build one for it. We get c~less familial actions, such 

as promiscuity, which will tear to pieces the famiq security upon 

which this child1s future depends. Along this band, the child is con

sidered a thing, a possession. 

A half a tone above this, in the anger band, the child is a target 

for the dramatizations which the individual does not dare execute against 

grown-ups in the environment - a last ditch effort to be in command of 

something. Here we have domination of the Child, with a constant 

warping of its character. 

The whole future of the race depends upon its attitude toward chil

dren; and a race which specializes in women for nmenial purposes,n or 

which believes that the contest of the sexes in the spheres of business, 

action, and politics is a worthier endeavor than the creation of tomorrow1s 

generation, is a race which is dying. We have, in the woman who is an 

ambitious rival of the man in his own activities, a woman who is neglect

ing the most important mission she may have. A society which looks down 

upon this mission, and in which women are taught anything but the manage

ment of a fami4r, the care of men, and the creation of the future genera

tion, is a society which is on its way out. The historian can peg the 

point where a society begins its sharpest decline at the instant when 

women begin to take part, on an equal footing with men, in political 
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and business affairs; since this means that the men are decadent and 

the women are no longer women. This is not a sermon on the role or 

position of women: it is the statement of a bald and basic fact. 

When children become unimportant to a society, that society has forfeited 

its future. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

COLUMN Q 

COMMAND OVER ENVIRONMENT 

It ~ be postulated that the mission of theta is the conquest of 

MEST. The organism controls as much MEST as it has theta with which to 

control that MEST. 

One could envision command over the environment, for a man or for a 

group, as a series of concentric circles. The widest circle would 

demonstrate the individual's or the group's considered belief in its 

ability to have an effect on the physical universe. The next circle, 

just inside, would be the individual's or the group's belief in its 

ability to affect all of Earth and Life. The next circle inside would 

be the individual's or the group's belief in its ability' to affect a 

section of Life, a nation or a smaller group. The next circle would 

be the belief of the individual or the group in its ability to affect 

some other species and the men in its environ. The next inside circle 

would be the belief the individual has in its ability to affect a few 
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people or a small portion of its environment. The next circle would have 

to do with the individual's and the group's belief that it could af"fect 

the individual and the group. The next inside circle would be the 

individual's or the group' s inability to affect self. 

One cannot say what would be the normal command area, but certain 

it is that when the cOJl'D1J8lld area comes to the point where the individual 

can bare~ affect the individual and the group can barely affect the 
tV 

group we re~h a point where the only MEST (and for their purposes, as 

a matter of viewpoint, the individual and the group often consider Life 

and life forms as MEST, subject to their control) which can be changed 

by theta is the MEST of the individual or group. Here psychosomatic 

illnesses set in, theta acting only within the organism, to destroy 

it; a group at this stage will tear itself apart. It is just slightly 

wider than this circle that we enter the 2.0 area of the chart. The 

wider areas could be said to be those where theta could act freely 

enough to be constructive and creative within those spheres of infiuence; 

and very close to the center of .the spheres would be where entheta 

exists. A much more complex system, which would possibly tell us a 

great deal about theta and M&S!, could be worked out on this gradient 

scale, and probab~ should be. 

The auditor is primari~ interested in spotting his pre-clear on 

the chart. In order to do so he should establish what the pre-clear 

thinks he can control in terms of life, MEST, people, and groups and -
what the pre-clear thinks he would do with these if he could control 

them. If the pre-clear has constructive and creative plans in mind for 

the sphere he outlines, one can see that he is above the 2.0 band and 
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that one is working with the amount of theta the individual has as his 

endowment, since not all men believe th~ can control the entire uni

verse but should not necessarily" be suspect of being psychotic should 

th6,Y entertain such a notion, even though it· is a manifestation of 

psychosis to have grandiose ideas because of manic engrams. Men have 

existed who could control enormous spheres and be creative and con

structive within those spheres, but these were not men of the sword; 

they were men of ideas. 

Should the pre-clear postulate for himself a rather wide sphere 

and then appoint for it a destructive end, one can be sure that one is 

dealing with a pre-clear below the 2.0 level. 

The auditor should keep in mind the axiom that all creation carries 

wi th ita small amount of destruction; just as one ma:y- not be able to 

construct an apartment building without destroying the tenement which 

sits there; just as one may not be able to publish a newspaper without 

destroying forests to obtain newsprint; it is the ratio of creation to 

destruction which counts. 

In view of the postulates laid down in this chapter, the column on 

the chart is self-eJCPlanatory. Some comment, however, should be made 

on the political ramifications contained in this column. It will be 

seen that the democratic area -- where one deals with Jeffersonian demo

cracy - lies in the bands at 3.0 and above. This postu#.tes a belief 

in the goodness of men and the good sense of men in council. It pos

tulates the belief that men should be free to decide things for them

selves. It outlaws tyr~ as undesirable, and relegates government to 

the service of the group rather than the group to the service of the 

government. 
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One has to go well down the tone scale in order to find the next 

stoP~~POint for politics, and here he locates fascism as existing 

between 2.0 and. 1..5. Fascism is an absolute control, for destructive 

purposes, of an environ, with forthright and strong-armed means em-

ployed in seeking that control. There are intermediate stops between 
• c:z 

democracy and fascism, such as monarchy; they ~ not of major inter-

est in the world at this time, and are not within the scope of this 

work but belong in Group Dianetics, which will be covered completely 

in another volume. 

In today1s world, the next stop down the tone scale politically 

is the subversLve, who belongs in the 1.1 to 1.3 bracket. Most 

theoretical subversion pretends to be very high on the tone scale, 

and so has had its appeal to the liberally inclin~d individual; but 

there is a wide gap between theoretical and destructive liberalism; 

and the unthinking liberal confuses the theory with the practice. 

He finds himself keeping company with 1.1IS, since an inspection of 

any brand of politics which oversweeps the world because of the 

general apathy of societies, shows that it falls exactly into this 

position on the scale: communication lines are cut; affinities are 

flagrantly used and perverted; reality is twisted; the level of cabal 

as seen in hate propaganda, compares with lowest gossip; and the 

treatment of human beings is without any regard to the respect an 

individual human being should have. Psychometry on subversives 

places the~ifo~ in this 1.1 bracket. They have no respect for 
.A 

the wit and sanity of anyone; they hold promiscuity as a high virtue; 

they have no belief in family. They are about as safe to have for 
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friends as an adder -- but probably this is unfair to the honest adder. 

Subversion receives its main support from such individuals as 

lie in the vicinity of 1.1; and the reason it gains so many volunteer 

agents in lands wlUch it wishes to overrun lies in the desire of the 

1.1 to have good cause and reason to flaunt flagrantly and place him

self "above n existing morals and the laws of the land in which he 

operates. He gains through his warped philosophy a very fine excuse 

to believe himself above such things as law and decency, and it is 

very possib~ this appeal alone which brings so many recruits to 

ruthless politics. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY 

COLUMN R 

ACTUAL WORTH TO SOCIETY 

COMPARED TO APPARmT WORTH 

In Dianetics we have some means of establishing the worth of a 

human being. In the past, the worth of individuals or groups was 

judged by the amount of MEST they owned. If a man had. money, he was 

said to be worth so much money; if a group had control of property, 

it was said to be worth so much control of property. However, this 

is a non-survival definition. Whereas every individual should be 

entitled, unconditionally, to whatever he can earn in a society, since 

this is a blunt measure of his value to the society, and one should 

never make the mistake of believing otherwise.; by means of inheritances 

and strange effects to which money can lend itself it can become 

badly perverted as a yardstick. When it becomes perverted, men of 

money begin to be damned by a society and are sought out as the 
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scapegoats for all its ills; whereas a goodly number of them are the 

very pivots on which the society is turning. The subversive appeals 

to the indigence and poverty which is the lot, unfortunately, of a 

majority of populaces in these days of poorly advanced culture by 

promising to murder every man t)f property once a land is taken. The 

whole cult of anti-CapitaliSl1l is something less than a sound philo

sophic postulate and rather more than a gross appeal to those who 

have no property and no hope of attaining any. As this philosophy 

has no concept of ~ individual worth, of whatever kind, and rather 

tends to operate on the maxim that "five morons make a genius,n it 

can afford to overlook any means of evaluating any human being and 

would rather not do so, since its practice when entering a country 

is to corral and murder every man of worth to that country and leave 

it pauperized as a race. 

In the handbook, an equation was written which caused people 

some puzzlement; it was to the effect that potential value was equal 

to intelligence multiplied by the dynamics of the individual to a 

certain power. This might be restated as meaning that the potential 

value of any man was equal to some numerical factor, denoting his 

structural intelligence and capability, multiplied by his free theta 

to a power. This was written in the handbook in an effort to encour

age some phychologist to discover what the power of the d~amic might 

be and conclude some means of establishing potential value by psy

chometry. Actual worth, then, of the individual would be his poten

tial value as modified by the direction that potential value took with 

regard to the survival of his group or of himself. One might have an 
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individual of very high potential value who yet, by education and 

engrams, was a distinct liability to himself and his group. 

In this column on the chart, anyone, regardless of his potential 

value, below the line of 2.0 as evaluated by other columns, has a 

negative value to the society. Anyone above this line goes from zero 

value upward in a positive direction. 

This whole scale is postulated on the fact that the brain and 

brawn of an individual serve the other dynamics. The remark has b~t 

made that social orders are carried upon the backs of a few desperate 

men. If the social order were being carried forward toward higher 

levels of culture by these few desperate men, they could be considered 

and, indeed, upon inspection would be found to lie well above the 2.0 

level. When the desperation is expressed in terms of death and des-

truction, the individual lies below this 2.0 level and, regardless of 

what his actions are, will bring the society lower on the tone scale. 

The auditor's main interest in this column lies, again, in the 

estimate of the pre-clear's position upon it; and this column makes it 

possible to estimate position by examining both the actual worth and 

the potential value of the pre-clear in his environment. If the pre-

clear normally injures -- makes enMEST out of -- those things which he 

seeks to control or which he owns, he can be said to lie below the 2.0 
5 

line; and if he is fairly successful in his u~ of MEST he lies above 

that line. 

This column is otherwise self-explanatory. 

As a member of his own social order, the auditor should take into 

account, when deciding which of the people around him he will take as 
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pre-clears, the actual worth of those people to their family, group, 

and society. He will do well to spend his effbrts upon those who show 

the highest promise, in terms of current activity while aberrated, 

even though these may not be the easiest cases to work. While all 

men are created with equal rights under the law" an examination of the 

individuals in the society rapidly demonstrates that all men are not 

created with equal potential value to their fellows. 
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Editorial Note: In this column on the tone scale chart brief reference 
is made to certain political philosophies and attitudes in the world today. 
Hhile this subject will be taken up at length in Group Dianetics, the 
present chart would be incomplete if it did not show that these political 
systems have their own tone positions and that their general methods of 
operation can be seen to conform with the methods and operations of 
individuals at those levels. At 3.5, we have the liberal. The liberal 
reasons well, accepts wide responsibilities, and is guided by the high 
etmical principles. He is eager to seize upon any new idea which wi]~ 
improve the society, and he is not suggestible, being swayed this way and 
that by any propaganda, but reaches conclusions extremely rationally. He 
aa.s a. high regard far individual freedam, far praperty, and far the right 
of the powerfully productive person to be allowed to contribute to the 
society without hinderance, spontane9.usly and efficiently. At 3.0, we 
have theperson who is democratic, VUiE who is somewhat more conservative 
in his attitudes and more given to social regulations, being more in 
need of them. The term "democratic" is a somewhat loose one', but at this 
level it signifie s the individual or system which allows personal freedom 
and has moderate regard for property and productive ability but is not 
particularly inventive or enthusiastic about refining and improving and 
enriching the social order along all of the dynamics. The next familiar 
political level is the 1.5 level of fascism. The activities of Hitler 
and Mussolini and the social orders they produced are, of course, the 
examples which come to mind. The open declaration of intention to conquer, 
kill, and control by the most obvious and forceful methods is the mark of 
fascism. Justification is limited to the bluntest most bald-faced lies. 
Invalidation of other persons and social orders is straight-forward, angry, 
and lacking in any subtle pretense of reasonableness or moderation. The 
next political level is the 1.1 level of Communism. The literature of 
Communism, particularly in the works of Lenin, sets the tone of secret, 
flexible, deceptive operation which is observable in the methods of Com
munism throughout the world. In its strongholds such as the Soviet Union, 
in times and sections where it is not threatened, ~ommunism will sometimes 
rise for brief periods to the level of 1.5, but in its normal action it 
partakes of all of the characteristics of the 1.1 level as they are out
lined in this present work. The willingness to devote an unlimited amount 
of -time to accomplishing secretly a destructive action which the fascist 
would accomplish irranediately by force is implicit in Communism. Communism 
has an endless patience in tearing down by subtle propaganda a society or 
an idea which it never openly opposes in all that time, and an un~nlling
ness ever to use open methods which would betray interest or activity. 
Communism, like the individual 1.1, makes an initial pretense of giving 
great assistance and help, and it keeps up this pretense in the face of 
any and all contradictory evidence, blandly giving forth soothing justi
fications and assurances of the most sincere and deep~-felt interest in 
the good of all. The reader who will examine these various political 
manifestations in the light of the tone scale chart will find, undoubtedly, 
that from time to time mysterious actions of various political factions 
become predictable and understandable. 
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CHAPT},lt TWENTY-ONE 

COLUMN S 

ETHIC LEVEL 

The whole subject of ethics is one which, with societies at their 

present low position on the tone scale, has become almost lost. 

Ethics actually consist, as we can define them now in Dianetics, 

of rationality toward the highest level of survival for the individual, 

the future race, the group, and Mankind, and the other dynamics taken 

collectively. Ethics are reason. The highest ethic level would be 

long-term survival concepts with minimal destruction, along any of 

the dynamics. A reasonable examination of this subject demonstrates 

inunediately that dishonest conduct may serve, on a short-term basiS, 

the advantage of an individual or a group, but that a continuous line 

of dishonest conduct will bring the individual or the group down the 

tone scale. Thus, dishonest conduct is non-survival. Anything which 

in unreasonable in the conduct of interrelations among men could be 

considered unethical, since those things which are unreasonable bring 

about the destruction of individuals and groups and inhibit the future 
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# 
of the race. The keeping of one's word, when i~as been sacredly 

pledged, is an act of survival, since one is then trusted, but only 

80 long as one keeps one's pledged word. 

To the weak, to the cowardly, to the reprehensively irrational, 

dishonesty and underhanded dealings, the harming of others and the 

blighting of their hopes, seem to be the only w~ of conducting life. 

Unethical conduct is actually the conduct of destruction and fear; 
,Yle 

lies are told because one is afraid of the consequences should I\. tell 

the truth; thus, the liar is inevitably a coward, the coward is 

inevitably a liar. The sexually promiscuous woman, the man who 

breaks faith with his friend, the covetous pervert are all dealing 
~ 

in such non-survival terms that degra«ation and death commonly ensue. 

A "loven clandestinely conducted and based on lies which will bring 

harm to others denotes a cowardice low enough to bring nausea to any 

decent man. Thus, one has the ethical or unethical aspect of sex. 

In the modern dictionary we find that ethics are defined as 

"morals" and morals are defined as "ethics." These two words are not 

interchangable. Morals should be defined as a code of good conduct 

laid down out of the experience of the race to serve as a uniform 

yardstick for the conduct of individuals and groups. Such a codifi-

cation has its place; morals are actually laws. The origin of a point 

in a moral code comes about when it is discovered, through experience, 

that some act is more non-survival than pro-survival. The prohibition 

of this act enters into the customs of the people and may eventually 

become a law. This is the natural process of creation of all law. 

Morals are, to some degree, arbitraries, in that they continue beyond 
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their time. This far from states that laws are bad, as uniformity and 

regulation are vital to the conduct of all groups, but only that laws 

become outmoded now and then and need to be revised. Many things 

which were moral in the past were moral only because they were hygenic; 

and, indeed, as has been said, all morals originate out of the discovery 

by the group that some act contains more pain than pleasure. 

In the absence of extended reasoning powers, moral codes so long 

as they provide better survival for their group are a vital and necess-

ary part of any culture. Morals, however, become onerous and protested 

against when they become outmoded; and a revolt against morals normally 

has as its target the fact that 

it was before; although revolts 

the code no longer is as applicable as 

against moral codes actUal~ ~ccur be
..-( 

cause individuals of the group or the group itself has sunk on the tone 

scale to a point where it wishes to practice license against these 

moral codes, not because the codes themselves are unreasonable. 

If a moral code were thoroughly reasonable, it could, at the same 

time, be considered thoroughly ethical, but only at this highest level 

could these two be called the same. Theta, in its action against MEST, 

is reason itself; and the ultimate in reason is the ultimate in survival. 

In the light of the above, the column on the chart is se1f-explana-

tory, but the additional comment should be made that at the level of 

t 2.0, and below, destructive arbitrariness, called, for lack of a beter 
A 

word, authoritarianism, sets in; and that all laws made at this level, 

and on down the scale, will have non-survival resUlts. 

Crimjnals lie in the band from 2.0 down the scale, as a generality; 

but most criminals are found from about 1.3 downward; there is nothing 

very glamorous about the criminal, the breaker of his pledge, the 
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betrayer of his friend or group. Such people are simply psychotic. 

This does not say that individuals who lie potentia~ along tone 

bands from 2.0 dO'im are actively criminal, chronically, or that they 

are active~ enethical, chronical~; but it does say that during per

iods of enturbulence they are unethical and immoral, and refrain from 

being so only in ratio to the amount of free theta they still have 

available. They normal~ enturbulate easi~ and often, however, and 

while for days and weeks together they may appear to be rational, 

insofar as the current normal is concerned, they are a serious liabil

ity to any employer, or mate, or family, or group. Here again we have 

the condition of the acute psychotic state as opposed to the chronic 

psychotic state; in the acute psychotic state the person becomes tem

porarily insane for short periods; in the chronic state, he remains 

insane. If a person can enturbulate easily down to a level below 2.0, 

and has not enough free theta to refrain from aberrated action, he 

should not be given more freedom in the society than the chronic psy

chotic, since he is as thoroughly psychotic in his acute state of en

turbulence as any constant~ insane individual. Society, recognizing 

that the greatest danger from an individual lies in the band from 

anger down to 1.1, has sought to safeguard itself by suppressing these 

people permanently into an apathy level; this control mechanism, however, 

is an unworkable as it is widespread, since individuals in the apthy 

strata can rebound sporadically up into the active strata and so are 

still thoroughly dangerous. The only answers would seem to be the 

permanent quarantine of such persons from society to avoid the conta

gion of their insanities and the general turbulence which they bring 

into any order, thus forcing it lower on the scale, or processing such 
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persons until they have attained a level on the tone scale which gives 

them value. 

In any event, any person from 2.0 down on the tone scale should 

not have, in any thinking society, any civil rights of any kind, be

cause by abusing those rights they bring into being arduous and stren

uous laws which are oppressive to those who need no such restraints. 

And particularly, none below 2.0, chronically or acutely, should be 

used as witnesses or jurors in courts of law, since their position 

in regard to ethics is such as to nullify the validity of any testi

money they might essay or any verdict th~ might offer. 

This does not propose that depriving such persons of their civil 

rights should obtain any longer than is necessary to bring them up the 

vone scale to a point where their ethics render them fit company for 

their fellows. This, however, would be a necessary step for any society 

seeking to raise itself on the tone scale as a social order. A funda

mental of law already provides for this step, since sanity, in law, is 

defined as the ability to tell right from wrong. The rational, and 

therefore, the ethical, state of persons acutely or chronically below 

the point of 2.0 is such that it is impossible for them to judge right 

from wrong. Thus, by bringing forward a simple definition not onq of 

right and wrong but of ethics, the existing fundamental can be put. into 

effect, should it happen, by chance, that anyone cares whither our 

social order is drifting. It is Simpler to do p~chometry on one

hundred and fifty-rnillion people than to bury a culture for which we and 

our fathers have striven these past hundred and sixty-five years. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 

COLUMN T 

THE HANDLlNG OF TRUTH 

The met.aphysician was concerned with absolute truth and considered 

that it transcended the limits of human experience. The social orders 

of his day must have been not much better than our own. 

Truth is actually a relative quantity; it could be said to be the 

most reasonable existing data about any body of facts. Truth, as a 

manifestation of human conduct, would be the holding or voicing of 

facts as one knows them and refusal to utter or hold s~tements con
/? 

trary to what one knmm. 

Creative and constructive imaginings about the future are not 

untruths but. are postulated new realities. Few mothers there are who 

do not have untruths and imaginative postulates thoroughly confused, 
0... 

thus suppressing the necess~ imaginative instincts of the child and 

giving the child, in fact, a confusion about the truth itself. 
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Truth may'also be confused with tactlessness. Many l.l's blatently 

"pride themselves" on their honesty, and so license themselves to make 
) 

destructive statements IIfor the good of" somebody else which are actuaJY 

lies. There is an ethic about the handling of truth. While it may be 

true that something is destructive er that a person is bad, if it serves 

no purpose to make the statement the issuance of this "truth" is in 

~ity the establishing of an entheta line. The highest concept of 

truth, then, has a certain aesthetic about it, in that it is creative 

and constructive. 
/)1 

In common human experience wa all mow something about the truth 
~ 

and that we cannot deal in a black and white breakdown bet~n the truth 

and lies. Truth is concemed in the issuance and acceptance of facts. 

Some people favor truthful facts; some favor facts which are not so 

truthful; some prefer to twist facts; some prefer to hide facts; and 

some prefer to lie about facts. Some favor high and powerful facts; 

and some favor only apathetic facts. As one examines this whole subject, 

one then discovers that the tone scale itself, from 4.0 down to 0.0, 

postualtes the selection of various types of facts; and that the most 

reasonable facts are the most constructive ones; and that, as one 
j. 

fals away down the tone scale, the facts selected are less and less 
.A 

rational and more and more contra-survival. It could be said that l:i.£e 

was made to be lived, not died out of; and that facts which encourage 

a high level of living would be, for man, the most truthful facts; and 
1\ 

that those which enc ourage his demise would be the most untruthful v 

facts. Those things which are truest for man are, then, those things 

which most powerfully aid his survival, in theta, life, and MEST. 
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This column of the tone scale might also be considered the column 

of preference of facts. At 4.0 we would have a preference for creative 

and constructive facts. Around 3.0 we would have a preference for con

servative and less optimistic facts. At 2.5 we would have a careless

ness of facts. At 2.0 we would have a preference for facts which were 

twisted well away from t~th in order to serve antagonisms. At 1.5 

we would have a preference for destructive facts, tl~sting all true 

facts which were constructive so that they would become destructive 

facts. At 1.1 we would have a perference for artfully twisted facts 

which hid a desire to destroy. At 0.5 we would have a failure to select 

facts, to evaluate them one w~ or the other, but a preference for 

hopeless facts. Below this level there would be no reaction. 

The auditor can do psychometry on his pre-clear and locate him 

on the tone scale simp~ by discovering the type of fact which the 

pre-clear likes best, or by discovering what the pre-clear does with 

facts. 

The individual accepts or gives forth truth or untruth according 

to his position on the tone scale. If you know, from other columns, 

the probable position of the pre-clear on the tone scale, regardless 

of his convincingness or even his ability to "prove ll what he is saying, 

by rather artful "evidence," you can correctly and properly evaluate 

the facts he gives you or the facts he will receive. The rather 

horrible part of this is that it admits of no great variation. A man 

at 1.5 deals in destructive facts and twists them so as to make them 

more effective~ destructive; his data cannot be believed; and, indeed, 

any data from individuals at the 2.0 level or below has discard value 

only. 
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At 4.0, the individual has a high concept of truth and prefers 

constructive and creative truths. He seeks for new truths. 

At 3.5, the individual is truthful but prefers not to deal in 

entheta facts. 

At 3.0 we begin to get an onset of conservatism, a cautiousness 

about receiving or uttering truths, and a short-sighted program of 

social lying in order to navoid hurting people1s feelings. 1t One 

should, by the way, beware of placing in charge of anything people 

who are "afraid of hurting other people," for this is not a virtue 

but a form of cowardice and propitiation and denotes a fear of people; 

people are not so easi~ hurt as such persons believe. 

At 2.5 we have insincerity and carelessness of facts. The modern 

American Newspaper exemplifies this level tn the tone scale, or per

haps the various magazines which could ~ named. 

At 2.0 we get the first willful twisting of facts to suit purposes, 

and here facts will be twisted to suit antagonisms the person holds. 

At 1.5 w~~chieve the ultimate reversal in facts; aqy white fact 

will be turned into a black fact; hel'e we have blatant and destructive 

~g. Did you ever hear an angry man tell the truth? 

At 1.1, truth receives her severest drubbing; for here v.ruth is 

confused, upset, used, and twisted, hidden for fear somebody may make 

retaliation, until one understands that data from this level of the 

tone scale has only two purposes: to wreak the most harm upon others, 

and secure the greatest safety for self. Here we have lies used to 

hide lies amid the most frantic protestations of honesty and a nois,y 

advertising campaign about the ethics of the speaker. Beneath the 
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facade of honor, honesty, ethics, and "one sacred word" one is apt to 

find a writhing cesspool of vicious and malicious lies calculated to 

do the greatest possible harm. Early in the studies of the tone scale 

wluch resulted in this chart the lengths to which the 1.1 would go in 

advertising his virtuous acharacter, while performing his knife-in-the-

back tricks, were not wholly understood. Because such persons said so 

often that they were honest and ethical, it was, for a while, accepted 

that a person could be at a low level on the tone scale in other columns 

and still be able to tell the truth. Experience demonstrated that, 

whatever the adVertisement of honesty, the 1.1 is completely incapable 

of truth, but lies out of some horrible mechanical compulsion. Not 

one of the people for wilom this allowance was made succeeded in being 

worthy of it; but each was discovered to be so deep~ enmeshed in 

chicanery, all the while appearing so honest, that the depths to which 

aberration can suppress man were, for the first time, clearly understood. 

Bluntly, anyone takes his life and his reputation in his hands when 

he believes a 1.1, no matter the evidence. In this band we have fan-

tastically accomplished actors, who may weep and plead and decry wi. th 

contempt and disdain, asserting their honesty and their Sincerity, and 

demonstrating them with such consummate co~~tion that even the most 

critical obsrver may be unable to detect the slightest falsehood; and 

yet, in the 1.1, a deep and exhaustive ~inspection of the motivations 

and goals reveals a snakepit of lies and in~ceritieS, of pretenses 

and unrealities. Such people can turn on tears and other emotions at 

will and use the language of highest honor to serve the most despicable 

ends. 
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At 0.5, we have no less dangerous but certainly more obvious 

levels of untruth. Just as fear drives the 1.1, grief drives the 0.5; 

and while the grief itself may be perfectly honest, the facts and eval

uations which it collects to itself certainly are not. Since here we 

have an individual who is making a cry for help, supplications, pleas 

for pity, all facts stand magnified. The dead are found to be suddenly, 

utter~, without faults; the lover who abandoned the sweetheart is 

found to be a black-hearted villain. The 0.5 may be given s~athy, 

but never believed. People who are commonly in this band of the tone 

scale and are yet able to reason somewhat, to carry on some of the 

routine of life, are perilous to be around, since they demand enormous 

quantities of affection, and at the slightest rejection, fancied or 

real, dive in the direction of death, perhaps only as a demonstration 

of how badly they need aid, but, nevertheless, fatal~; and such dives 

toward death inevitably affect others around them, since this individual 
:-

has no respon~bility of any kind toward other human beings and is so 

" thorough~ intro~rted that however pathetic he may appear he only 

absorbs and never responds; he is an unsaturable sponge for sympathy 

and he is a chronic potential suicide. The tendency toward death will 

communicate itself toward all the aspects of life around this individual; 

he will make enMEST out of any MEST; he will prefer sordid and squalid 
/ . ., 

quartersJ he will drive ancient and rickety cars; he will dress only in 

the most ragged clothes; all these things are pleas for pity. When 

audited, his case, like the 1.1, commonly dubs in. The auditor must 

be particularly careful of the 0.5: not to run too much dub-in; not 

to give too much sympathy; not to give too little sympathy; and not 

to make an error in auditing which will depress the pre-clear's tone, 
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since the 0.5 has so little distance to go to attempt death, either by 

sickness or by actual violent self-destruction. The 0.5 is near the 

end of the road and by contagion he much more marked4r enturbulates 

the free theta of those around him than does even the 1.1 or the 1.5. 

The validit,y of engrams run and the pre-clear1s concept of truths 

are in direct ratio. The auditor can be guided thereby. But the auditor 

should never be critical of the facts the pre-clear brings forth; he 

must only attempt adroitly to guide the pre-clear toward running the 

highest level of fact the pre-clear can attain. Cases which are very 

low on the tone scale achieve their best advance, not by running data, 

but by running off charge, through boil-offs, yawns, false-fouring, 

and other mechanical unburdening. The data the individual runs when 

below 2.0 ~ be interesting but it is quite often untrue, and it is 

less and less true the lower the individual drops on the scale. 

The lowest point on this ~!le, for a li~~rganiSm, is, of 

course, pretended death; and here is an untruth among untruths; for the 

organism is obvious4r alive and it is saying that it is dead. But the 

untruth is here modified by the fact that the organism requires but the 

slightest thrust to be dead in actuality. 
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CHAPTER T'NENTY-THREE 

COLUMN U 

COURAGE LEVEL 

Courage might be considered the theta force necessary to overcome 

obstacles in surviving. 

One has, as a definition of happiness, the process of overcoming 

not unknowable obstacles toward a known goal, or the momentary contem-

plation of the completed task. It can be seen that this is a definition 

for happiness; and, indeed, this definition works. But ~~age is neces
::/I 

sary if the individual· is to be happy. And so it works out 0jthe tone 

scale; the more free theta an individual has, in comparison to the theta 

he has enturbulated, the happier that individual can be, and the more 

courage he will demonstrate in his forward actions in life and in the 

face of adversities. 

The courage level of an individual is actually a direct index of 

the free theta-enturbulated theta, or the theta-entheta, ratio of that 

individual. The courage level is also an indei of the safety with which 

one may associate with a person or a group. A person of high courage is 

a valuable associate and group member, but a coward is a dangerous 

liability as a friend. 
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There is some strange mechanism in some men, an aberration of a 

decadent age, which causes them to seek out and help and protect the 

pitiful and weak amongst women. The reverse is sometimes found 

amongst women, a woman of strength seeking out and defending a weak and 

pitiful man. In either case, a failure is postulated at the beginning 

of such an association. However much the weak member may be raised on 

the tone scale by this association, the person on the higher level is 

inevitably lowered. Indeed, when two people occupy different positions 

on the tone scale and yet are in association with each other, the person 

at the higher point on the scale will become somewhat enturbulated, to 

a greater or lesser degree, by the person at the lower point on the 

scale; the person at the lower point will become unenturbulated to a 

greater or lesser degree. People, then, who are low on the tone scale 

instinctively seek out people who are high on the tone scale; and if the 

people who are high nn the tone scale have a:rry thought for their own 

survival and efficiency, they will take adequate steps to understand the 

liability which they are incurring and to prevent themselves from being 

lessened in substance by such an association. 

The auditor, in processing, is continually encO~~ring entheta in 

any pre-clear; thus it is necessary for the auditor, if he is doing 

constant processing, to keep himself adequately processed, elsewhere; 

otherwise the auditor will find himself corning down the tone scale in 

a dwindling spiral, until he is at last unable to handle the entheta he 

is encountering in cases. 

Courage level has a great deal to do with auditing. The auditor 

who has a low courage level is apt to let the pre-clear get into such 

a thing as a fear or terror engram and, justifying the action as 
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/1 
sympathy, let the pre-clear out without having run the incident. This 

will most rapidly and certainly snarl the case. The auditor of loW' 

courage level who encounters for the first time a "screamer" and who 

fails to persevere in the face of the obvious and shrill agony of the 

pre-clear will make the pre-clear very sick. So far as courage level 

is concerned in auditing, any auditor must have the courage to take 

anything from a pre-clear and to run a pre-clear through anything 
/,1 /4; 

without quailing. Courflge has a great deal to do with auditing. A 

coward has no bus~ess in the auditor's chair, and if he is so placed, 

his pre-clear can expect to have his case ruined. In a later column 

on the chart you will see the tone level required of the auditor in 

order to handle pre-clears; the data most pertinent to this is 

courage level. 

There are three ways of handling a problem: one is to attack it, 

directly or indirectly; ~"iS to flee from it, directly or indirectlYJ 

and one is to neglect it. It is a matter of reason which method the 

individual. selects to handle which problem. Continuous attack, bluntly 

and directly, on a problem is not necessarily a courageous address but 

may only be an angr,r and destructive address. A persistent address to 

the problem, however, requires courage, since one of the components 

of courage is duration of effort. 

At 4.0, we have the high courage level of free theta i tsel!. 

At 3.5, we have courage displayed on reasonable risks. 

At 3.0, we have a conservative display of courage where the risk 

is small. 

At 2.5, we get neither courage nor cowardice but a definite neglect 

of danger. 
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At 2.0, we have blunt, undisgu:i,Jed, unreasoning thrusts at danger. 
\' /1 

At 1.5, we get what would nonnally pass as bravery, as distinct 

from courage. Here we have the hammering, destructive rush at danger. 

This often results in damage to self and to the cause for which the 

person is fighting. 

At 1.1, we have reached fear, on the tone scale, and when the 

individual rises above fear we have underhanded displ~s of action. 

Suddenly addressed by danger, however, we have cowardice. 

At 0.5, we have complete cowardice, no attack upon any problem., 

no reason, and only defeat. ~ I 

. . . II ~) . ~~ ~~ 



CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 

COLUMN V 

ABILITY TO HANDLE RESPONSIBILITY 

There is no more certain index of the theta-entheta ratio and of 

the free theta endowment of an individual than the ability to under-

take and execute responsibility. 

By responsibility is meant the area or sphere of influence the 

individual can rational~ effect around other people, life, MEsr, and 
.", 

the general environment, as represented in column Q, Command over 

Environment. The emphasis should be placed on rationality; since 

engrams are perfectly capable of placing a person in a manic state 

which causes him to believe he can handle a larger sphere than his 

capabilities permit, but when this is the case the effect of the 

individual on the sphere of influence betrays the fact than an engram 

is acting, because the sphere of influence will be affected destruc-

tively; this might have been called, in older terminology, a superior-

i ty complex. 

The word responsibility is seen, then, to have a finer definition. 

If it is to be used it must include the shading that a truly responsible 

person works toward the surri val of his environment, which would include 
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action along any and all of the dynamics, himself, his children, his 

family, his group, Mankind, life, MEST, theta, and the Supreme Being. 

Where he falls short in advancing and aiding the purposes of any of 

these dynamics he is falling short of his responsibilities. 

The operation of free theta would be the complementing of its 

component parts in others and the remainder of the dynamics, since each 

individual has, as the component parts of his own free theta, all of 

these dynamics. A high affinity level is necessary, then, in any 

individual, by which is meant his partnership with the dynamics as 

existing in others. Where the individual has had many affinity breaks 

with the other dynamics (and an engram is an affinity break between the 

theta universe and the MEST universe) the concept of partnership reduces, 

and the individual is more and more concerned with responsibilities which 

are nearer and nearer at hand, until he can barely be responsible for 

himself. This narrowing of the sphere of responsibility is analogous 

to the descent down the tone scale. When the individual cannot be 

responsible for himself any of the time he is a chronic psychotic and 

is institutionalized. When he cannot be responsible for himself except 

part of the time he is an actue psychotic and passes in this society 

for normal. 

It is not the magnitude of the sphere of responsibility of the 

individual which should take the auditor's eye as he attempts to eval-

uate the individual on the tone scale, but it is the quality of res

ponsibility along each of the dynamics. 

The fully responsible individual bears certan definite marks which 
/a 

are unmist~able. 
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On the first dynamic, he takes good care of himself; he gives a 

well-kept appearance in accordance with his means and pursuits; his 

personal effects are t~ and in reasonab~ good condition. 

On the second dynam:i.c, he attempts to give adequate support and 

assistance to his mate and to provide .the future with a happy and suc-

cessful new generation. He is loyal to and takes good care of his 

family. 

On thihird dynamic, be takes orderly care of his awn affairs as 
1\ 

. a. 
related to his group and members of his group and seeks to ~ncr~se the 

survival potential of his friends and group. 

On the fourth dyn8Illic, he is concerned for the surv:i.val of Man, 

within the limits of his education. 

On the fifth dynamic J he demonstrates an affinity with other life 

forms. He will be found to engage himself, given oppor~ty, in 

raising plants or animals and will prefer to have living things in his 

v:i.cinity. He will not be given to wanton destruction of life, but will 

use life for his own sustenance. The individual who will not kill for 

food he needs is actually on the propitiation level of the tone scale, 

since it is a natural az·rangement that higher forms of life have to 

support themselves by the ability of lower forms to translate sunlight 

zd chemicals into the food required by the higher forms. 

On the sixth dynamic, the individual will encompass MEST in ratio 

to his endowment of free theta, his property will not hgve confused 

titles, the inanimate objects around him which are meant to se&~im 
will be in good repair, he will have an accurate idea of how much r.·lEST 

he encompasses, in terms of matter, energy, space, and time. 

He ~ or may not have some consideration in the direction of 
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theta, this depending upon his own advancement. 

He will ordinarily be considered to have a reverence and respect 

for a Creator. 

As the individual drops down the tone scale, the orderliness in 

the various dynamics decreases. One by one his concept of affinity 

between himself and these dynamics decreases; and so decreases his res-

ponsibility in the field of these dynamics. 

At 4.0, we have an inherent sense of responsibility on all dynamics, 

and a care for the entitites on those dynamics. 

At tone 3.5, the individual is capable of assuming and carrying 

on respon~bilities along the various dynamics but ~ show some short

Sighte~sS of responsibility along one or more of them. 

At tone 3.0, the ability to handle responsibility along the various 

dynamics has decreased markedly, but responsibility is demonstrated, if 

in a slipshod fashion. Above this level the individual will execute 
.v 

orders given to him in as r~sonable a fashion as possible, but at this 

level the individual accepts and executes orders only if they are en-

forced by blunt threats of punishment which are urunistakable. However, 

at this level, one or more of the dynamics may remain quite free, and 

responsibili ty may be full along this dynamic. 

At tone 2.5, the individual is very careless and not trustworthy, 

although one might find that the individual took good care of himself 

so far as his dress was concerned. He falls marked~ short in his 

concept of what is required of him in order to maintain a high survival 

level. The manifestation of this level is only that of carelessness, 

however, and not that of revolt, as it is on the lower levels. 

At tone 2.0, we find the individual not executing responsibility 
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for its own sake but assuming responsibility only when self or group 

interest can be served. We have the individual execut1ng responsi-

bility not reasonably toward creativeness and construction, but exer

cising responsibility on a punishment drive basis. The indi~~l 
orders things to be done ~ threatening tones. 

At 1.5, we have the 1ndividual assuming responsibility nmch more 

often and more widely than he can possibly manage in order to bring 

about destruction along the dynamics. He will pl~ one dynamic 

against another. He may talk as if he is saving something or give 

very preservative moti~s for his actions, but no matter what he does 

the end result will be destruction. This is a phenomenon which has 

been too little understood in the past. Here is the death-talker who 

is going to save something from destruction by creating great havoc. 

This person will not listen to a creative and constructive plan unless 

he can see ways and means of using it to destroy. Warr.J.ongers and 

dictators are markedly in this band, but one finds 1.51s in all bus-

mess organizations. When the amount of theta with which an indivi-

dual is endowed is high, and when more of that theta is enturbulated 
lA-

than remains fuienturbulated, according to the 0.0 to 4.0 ratio, the 

midpoint of fifty percent enturbulated theta and fifty percent unen

turbulated theta being at 2.0, the thought and action of the individual 

begins to partake of the nature of MEST force; he will use MEST force 

for hammer-like actions and blasts of destruction; he will oppose 

reason with MEST force. Such an individual assumes responsbility 

for the purpose of destruction by giving out dour and terrible news. 

Even though he has good news to give forth he will not give it, but 

prefers to broadcast tidings of alarm and death. His is the assertion 
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that all is about to be destroyed and that destruction alone can 

prevent destruction from taldng place. Unfortunately, it is all too 

often true that suppressors to a creative action must be removed be-

fore construction and creation takes place. Arrt' person very high on 

the tone scale may level destruction toward a suppressor. The indi vi-

dual at 1.5, however, does not add any creation or construction into 

his computation except as a tool to trump up further power to destroy. 

The rather horrible thing about this particular band is that it is 

above the current band of civilized societies around the world; and 
'# 

societies will not be led by governments more than half apoint above 
~ 

the general social tone. 

At 1.1, the attitude towards responsibility is capriciousness. 

The individual is irresponsible and incapable. The responsibilities 

assumed by a 1.1 are surface manifestations o~. The individual IDBiY' 

seem to be carrying out a program and may seem to be useful, but the 

end results of all these programs and responsibilities will be disas-

trous, since underneath this veneer so many cross-currents and cabals 

exist that chaos will result. A 1.1 with a superiority engram which 

semands that he take responsibility may make an excellent show and be 
h, 

very convincing, but tlfu show he is making and the conviction he seeks 

to implant in others are not the things intended, and a glance below 

the surface will discover an entirely different program aimed solely 

toward malicious destruction. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 

COLUMN W 

PERSISTENCE ON A GIVEN COURSE 

Another index whi~h the auditor can use to place his pre~lear 

on the chart is the persistence of the pre-clear along any given course 

of action toward a goal. 

It has been advanced that there are two kinds of individuals, so 

far as persistence is concerned. The individual who has sufficient 

theta endowmen°t; and sufficient structural ability to keep his free 

theta and his enturbulated theta relatively separate may, but not always, 

have a good persistence level even when the factors and conditions in 

his environment are such that they continually hammer him away from 

his given course of action. The other type would be the person who is 

knocked by life from one course to another and who will persist on any 

given course only so long as no new factor introduces itself. This is 

characteristic of the potential psychotic. 

The persistent individual keeps going toward his goal; he may go 

slower and slower, and he may die on route, but he does not deviate. 

The potential psychotic, on the other hand, is not very apt to have a 

goal in the first place but is apt to follow any goal which comes into 
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view, and then only so long as no environmental factor enters to make 

him deviate from that course. 

One must recognize that the exterior world of the environment, 

in its action on the individual, and the interior world of the inmost 

obsessive engrams are working -on the same nln, and that if the indivi

dual is not deviating very markedly on his course toward his goal even 

when confronted by heavy environmental factors which seek to move him 

in other directions, neither is he reacting heavily to his engrams, in 

proportion to the severe reactions he might manifest were he less per

sistent. An individual may be known by his persistence; but this index 

is not a sharply defined one, since there are, evidently, two types 

of personalities, in general, or one might even s~, two types of mental 

structure. 

The persistent individual who normally carries forward toward his 

goal despite environmental suppressors and deviators, in the absence of 

processing and dUl1 ing the normal course of life, because of the dwindling 

spiral, will drop down the tone scale. More of his free theta v.i.ll be

come enturbulated and the balance will gradually shift until, most 

likely, there is far more enturbulated theta than free theta. The 

perSistence of this individual m~ continue, but the methods he uses 

to gain his goal will match the various points on the tone scale on 

the way down. The individual may begin with a high enthusiastic thrust 

and may through experience become less bllmt and open about his creative 

and constructive efforts and may asswne conservatism and caution; he 

may enter a stratwn where he is bored with the goal and may dawdle on 

his way toward it; lower than this he becomes antagonistic toward fac

tors which do not permit him to reach his goal; below this he becomes 
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angry and destructive toward suppressors, and although he is still 

apparent~ going toward his goal, the majority of his time is absorbed 

in combating suppressors. LoSing here and there in his battles, his 

tone will drop, and he will become more and more covert, even to the 

point of pretending that he is not any longer persisting toward his goal, 

while at the same time continuing to do so. Only when he reaches the 

level of apathy will he give up. When a man has been defeated too often, 

when too many of his dreams have been broken, he sinks into the apathy 

band and thereafter no longer struggles toward his goal. Truly 

enough, he dies with the last of his dreams. 

The indirldual who has a low theta endowment and seems structurally 

incapable of concentration when at a low point on the tone scale, may 

yet increase his persistence to the point where he can win the minor 

goals of life wi. th great ease when he has been released or cleared. 

It is an observed fact that an ind:bridual's attitude toward 

Dianetics and an individual's attitude toward life in genera~e parallel • 
..-( 

The better diane tic processing can approximate the mechanics of the mind 

the better that processing is: this is another parallel. 

When the auditor takes a pre-clear who is in the apathy level, 

all too common in this present social order, he can expect the pre-

clear to depend exclusively on the auditor for any persistence as to 

the processing of the case. The auditor, incidentally, must take the 
o 

responsibility of doing the prlcessing. As the pre-clear comes higher 

on the tone scale and reaches 1.1, the auditor can expect the pre-clear to 

propitiate him by givblg him presents or being very flattering. Ordin

arily, however, the pre-clear is operating on mechanisms which tell him 

he is not supposed to go anywhere or get well, and the auditor must be 
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even more persistent, since the on~ persistence toward the goal of 

getting well or cleared will still be from the auditor, regardless of 

what the pre-clear is saying. Women, by the way, reaching this level 

of the tone scale, may propitiate by offering sex and are very eaErY to 

seduce; an auditor who is a wise auditor will steadfast~ refuse sex-

ual relations with a pre-clear. The auditor who yields to temptation 

at this level finds himself in a bad situation because his pre-clear is 

on the way up and will shortly pass this propitiative level and achieve 

more honorable levels of the tone scale. Auditors who, knowing this, 

permit themselves such actions are themselves at the 1.1 level and have 

no business auditing; none but a despicable cur would seek to benefit 

from this phenomenon; none but a chronic or acute pB,Ychotic would find 

enjoyment in it. The person who does this, by the way, usually stops 

or discourages all processing beyond this point, realizing that as the 

tone of the pre-clear rises some honesty will come into the pre-clear's 

reasonin g. Where you spot a sudden cessation of auditing, the barring 

of a person from auditing or a refusal to audit, you can be certain 

that the person responsible for this cessation of auditing or the refusal 
S 

to fermi t or encourage it has a selfish profit to make or i.( hiding 

something. A person like this is such a menace to himself and to 

others around him that auditing is much too good for him; he should be 

shot on sight. 

Every case has to get angry before it can get well. The auditor 

must never discourage a case when it begins to breath fire and destruc-

tion toward its enemies. It is quite cOllDllon for a pre-clear to go through 

a phase of desiring murder or sudden death for both parents for what they 

have done. The auditor who discourages this anger is inhibiting the 
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ability of the case to get well. This phase will pass; and the auditor 

should take care, during it, to prevent the pre-clear from making overt 

acts against his enemies for which he will hKVe to opologize a few 
LV 

weeks later ~en the anger phase has gone a~; yet, the anger phase 

must be encouraged, nevertheless. The hypnotist who implants suggestions 

to the effect that on~st treat ohe's fellow man kindly is actually 
A. 

driving his client down toward apathy. 

Rising on the scale, at 2.5 the pre-clear finds it difficult to 

concentrate on the force and fu:ry of engrams and is liable to be slack 

in persisting on his case. He is apt to be too busy about other things. 

This is a difficult .period in any case; but there is so much to be 

gained above it that somehow the pre-clear must be raised even higher on 

the tone scale. There is only one way to do this: not by suppressing 

the pre-elear back into anger, but simply by gettmg enough locks and 

other bric-a-brac off the case to bring th!re-ClJ3ar up to a 3.0. 

At 3.0, for the first time the pre-clear W'ill begin to demonstrate 

self-determinism. Self-determinism should n~r be confused with refusal 
,A 

to cooperate or willfulness in non-survival directions. At 3.0 the 

pre-clear is willing to proceed in the most order~ possible fashion 

toward a thorough and complete swamp -up of his case. 

At 3.5, the persistence of the pre-clear is such, ordinarily, that 

he begins to mock out engrams in chains. 

At 4.0, the persistence of the individual will be the persistence 

with which he is native~ endowed; all the theta that he possesses will 

be free. 

As a word of caution, authoritarian auditing, rather than affinity 

auditing, will not produce any marked rises on the tone scale even though 
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many incidents be run, since the hammering auditing itself keeps the 

pre-clear so thoro~ enturbulated that free theta is not able to 

manifest itself. The pre-clear must always be coaxed through affinity, 

communication, and reality into being processed. This is the reason 

why auditors who are low on the tone scale do not achieve good results; 

their very position on the tone scale demands that they use forceful 
# 

methods, apathetic methods, or spuriousmethods. 
A 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX 

COLUMN X 

LrrERALNESS WITH WHICH 

STATEMENTS OR REMARKS ARE RECEIVED 

It is an aspect of theta that the more it is enturbulated the 

easier it is to enter enturbulence into it. 

The highest level of reasoning is complete differentiation. The 

lowest level of reasoning is complete inability to differentiate; which 

is to say, identification. On the highest levels, the individual can 

understand that the thing is not its name, and that objects are similar 

to each other but never equal to each other. In the reactive levels, 

from 2.0 down, the individual more and more identifies, until finally 

all things are the same thing, and this is complete inability to 

rationalize. Rationalizing is, in essence, differentiation; reacting 

is, in essence, identification. 

~ an index of the amount of enturbulence in a case, ~he 
literalness with which the person receives statements. 

At 4.0, we have high differentiation, good understanding of all 

communications, as modified by the clear's education. 
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At 3.5, we have a good grasp of statements made and a good sense of 

humor--a sense of humor depending, to a large degree, upon the indivi-

dual's ability to differentiate and to see and reject situations which do 

not fit. 

At 3.0, we still have good differentiation of the meaning of state-

ments made, but here orders have to be explained a little more carefully, 

since less reason is going to be applied to them. 

At 2.5, the individual accepts very little, literally or otherwise. 

The sense of humor of this individual is liable to be very literal, deal-

ing to a large extent in puns rather than in situations. 

At 2.0, there is no sense of humor that one could call a sense of 

humor, but there is laughter over the~fortune of others, which is a 

demonstration of antagonism. This individual will accept remarks which . 
are antagonistic remarks literally; but he will rejsSt remarks which are 

lower on the tone scale and be able to differentiate on those remarks. He 

does not pay much attention to remarks higher on the tone scale, and if 

remarks are made to him from persons higher on the tone scale he is apt 

to interpret them into antagonism, if they can literally be 80 construed. 

At 1.5, the individual accepts alarming remarks literally, and when 

statements on the higher tone levels are made he will alter these state-

ments to his own understanding so that they are alarming or destructive. 

The sense of humor, again if it can be called such, of individuals at 

1.5 consists of laughter at very painful misfortunes. 

At 1.1, we have a lack of acceptance of any remark. The individual 

is likely to seem to have difficulty in hearing; he corrects remarks made 

to him; he is very concerned sometimes about the rightness of words in 

remarks. The sense of humor at this level is forced to counteract the 

tendency to accept remarks literally. 
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Here is a continual nervous necessity to reject almost aqy remark 

for fear that it will register literally and be a command, hence anxiety 

or fear of conversation of a serious nature. Rather underhanded efforts 

are made at this level to knock apart serious statements or plans from 

higher levels on the tone scale. 

At 0.5, we have an individual who literally accepts any remark which 

matches his tone, and ignores remarks of ~ other tone. Apatqy statements 

made to this individual have the force of hypnotic suggestions. 

Anything at all which i~ai~oilfrson at the 0.1 level is 
~~~~ ~ 

recorded direct~ in th~eactive mind. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-5EVEN 

COLUMN Y 

METHOD USED BY SUBJECT 

TO HANDLE OTHERS 

The means used by the pre-clear to control or live with the people 

around him make an easy and accurate index of the pre-clear's position 

on the tone scale. This is, unfortunately enough, a precision column. 

No matter the guise used on the lower levels of the tone scale, observa

tion indicates that individuals at these levels use these methods 

unifo~, to the considerable harm and detriment of their families, 

friends, associates, and the entire social order. If any column on 

this tone scale chart should carry more emphasis than the others from 

the standpoint of human behaviour, this column would be so marked. 

The auditor can expect to be treated by the pre-clear according 

to the pre-clearls position on the chart. 

The methods of handling others could be assigned to three general 

categories. The highest category would be one of enhancement, where the 

individual seeks by example and good reasoning to lift the level of those 
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around him to the point where they will partake of the projects of living 

with him. This would extend from 4.0 down to 3.0. The second category 

would be that of punishment drive. Here the individual uses alarm, 

threats, and the general promise of pain unless compliance is given by 

the others around him. This area extends from 2.0 to around 1.3. The 

third category is that of nullification, wherein the individual seeks to 

minimize individuals, to be more than they and so to be able to control 

them. This category would rather see a man sick than well, because sick 

men are less dangerous than well men according to the "thinking" that 

takes place in this band. Three other names for these areas would be 

enhancement, domination, and nullification. 

The unfortunate part of the conduct of the lower levels of the tone 

scale toward others is that it has as its invariable end the lowering of 

the tone of the family, associates, friends, and society of the subject; 

yet the subject by no reason or education, below the point 2.0, could use 

any other means; forcing the subject to use other means only drives him 

down the tone scale, and as he descends he uses the means of the lower 

levels he attains. 

Here we have the dwindling spiral at work apon the environment of 

the subject and upon the subject's associates, friends, and social order. 

It is not danger by violence from the low-toned individual about which 

the social order or the family should worry; it is this insidious adoption 

of domination and nullification methods. This enturbulates the theta of 

the individuals in the subject1s environment and brings them down the tone 

scale , gradually, hardly noticeably, but nevertheless inevitably. 

From 2.0 down, the individual uses a great deal of justification. He 

has to explain his acts an since the social order normally questions the 
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rationality of many of these acts. For instance, a 3.5 operating in good 

order may be offering nothing but good to a 1.5 in his vicini 1:.y. The 

3.5 will yet find himself the target of anger which has no cause in the 

conduct of the 3.5 but is simply emanating from the 1.5 position of the 

other on the 'tone scale; the 1.5 would act this way toward the 3.5 

regardless of anything the 3.5 might do. 

The 3.5 in the vicinit,y of a 1.1 may find himself descending down 

the tone scale toward anger without any aparent reason. The l.l's 

efforts to nullifY are so well veiled and so carefully calculated to 

annoy that aqr target for correction or reason ~ the 3.5 is unavailable, 

and as reason fails the 3.5, continually subjected to nullification which 

he cannot locate, will eventually become angry. The l.l's reply to this 

anger will not be a return argwnent or anger, but an apparent continua

tion of the status quo, while at the same time he does everything possible 

which can still remain veiled and hidden to reduce and nullifY the 3.5. 

These hidden efforts will become stronger and stronger until nullification 

or destruction takes place. Or the 1.1, quailing before the anger, will 

drop into apathy and so use every ally available anywhere who can be 

coaxed or deceived into supporting the 1.l's efforts to destroy the 3.5. 

The reasonable man quite ordinarily overlooks the fact that people 

from 2.0 down have no traffic with reason and cannot be reasoned as one 

would reason with a 3.0. There are only two answers for the handling of 

people from 2.0 down on the tone scale, neither one of which has anything 

to do with reasoning with them or listening to their justification of 

their acts. The first is to raise them on the tone scale by un..enturbula

ting some of their theta by anyone of the three valid processes. The 

other is to dispose of them quietly and without sorrow. Adders are safe 
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bedmates compared to people on the lower bands o£ the tone scale. Not 

all the beauty nor the handsomeness nor arti£icial social value nor pro

perty can atone £or the vicious damage such people do to sane men and 

women. The sudden and abrupt deletion o£ all individuals occupying the 

lower bands of the tone scale £rom the social order would result in an 

almost instant rise in the cultural tone and would interrupt the dwind-

ling spiral into which any society may have entered. It is not necessary 
/tJ/ 

to produce a world o£ clears in order to have a reasonable and worthwhile 

social order; it is only necessary to delete those individuals who range 

from 2.0 down, either by processing them enough to get their tone level ,., 
above the 2.0 line -- a t~k which, indeed, is not very great, since the 

amount of processing per case might be under £i£ty hours, although it 

might also be in excess o£ two h'lmdred -- or simp~ quarantining them 

from the society. A Venezuelan dictator once deciaed to stop lepros,y. 

He saw that most lepers in his country were also beggers. By the simple 

expedient of collecting and destroying all the beggers in Venezuela an 

end was put to leprosy in that country. 

']he methods used by individuals on various levels of the tone scale 

in order to live with their £ellows are as £ollows: 

.At 4.0, the individual uses enthusiasm, serenity, confidence, and 

his personal force to inspire those around him to reach up to a construc-

tive level of action. Indeed, the presence of a 4.0, or above if the 

theta endowment of the individual is high, unenturbulates an area. 

The 3.5 begins to employ communication and reasoning in order to 

invite the participation of others but still believes in bringing people 

up to a level where they will work with him. 

At 3.0 we have the level where conservatism begins to enter the 
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reasoning and where persuasion and social graces begin to be employed 

to invite the participation of others. Safety, security, and someWhat 

better survival conditions are the arguments used along this level of 

the tone scale. 

At 2.5, the individual is relatively careless of the participation 

of others in his projects. 

At 2.0 we begin to enter the domination band, which extends down-

ward to about 1.2. Here theta force can be seen to be distinguishable 

from MEST force. Theta force is reason; and MEST force is simply that 

force. Here we have efforts to hammer and pound and dominate ~ physical 

strength, threats, anger, and promises of vengeance. Here compliance 
ttL 

is commanded, and lack of compliance is stated to mean death. Herf we 

have emergencies being more important than constructive planning. Here 

we have all m~r of undesirable things which, indeed, seem to be the 

primary business of men and nations today. 

Nullification actually begins with domination but becomes ve~ 

pronounced at about 1.3. A 2.0 might demand of another that he demon

strate enough "guts" to carry forward a ~roject, but from 1.3 down, 

the modus operandi is any and every effort to convince another human 

being "for his own good" or "for the good of others" that he has 

neither the force nor strength to be dangerous. By rendering the 

individual un-dangerous, the 1.3, 1.2, 1.1 and on down, seeks to dominate 

him with the pitiful strength which still remains to the 1.3 and down. , 
The 1.2 and down is most co~rtable around sick people, around people 

who are in apathy, since the 1.1 mistakenly believes these people not 

to be dangerous because they are obviously weak. This is so far from 

good reasoning that the results are catastrophic -- but little if any 
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~ 
reasoning ~ is done from 2.0 down; in its stead are excuses and 

justifications. Here in a social culture from 1.2 down is the welfare 
~ 

state at its worst, the creation of indigence in the populace to make ~ 

easier to control, the nullification of strong individuals in the society, 

the removal of all constructive persons, and the preservation of the idle, 

the hopeless, the helpless and the weak. This is actually a social or 

an individual mechanism to accelerate death. The 1.1 wife who has a 

strong and able husband keeps on living so long as he keeps breathing 

the force of life into her. At her position on the tone scale, her direc

tion is toward death. Every action she takes, regardless of its sur~~ 
manifestation, wi11 tend toward a nu11ification of any life source in 

her vicinity. Every conceivable mechanism is used in this area of the 

tone scale to make nullifications of others seem valid, to make them 

stick. Here we have raillery against people who refuse to accept 

criticism "for their own good." Here we have painstaking efforts to 

"better people" by showing them their faults. Here we have attempts 

to "educate" people to adjust to their env:J#runent -- in other words, to 

stop being vital and active and go somewhere and lie down, where they will 
~ 

be no menance. Here we have ~nfusions introduced into ~ situation 

~Ch are given the most adequate IIreasons n and which are yet only 

nullifications. 

From 2.0 down to 1.2, efforts to change people or dominate them are 

recognizable as such. From 1.2 down, all forthrightness vanishes, and 

the most devious and insidious and complex methods are employed to 

nullify. The individual in this area of the tone scale very often has 

a complete belief in his or her superiority, whica is a ~stification 
for using the methods he uses. Such people commonJy fasten themselves 

on strong personalities we11 up the tone scale and then continue to assert 
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their superiority, without ever giving, of course, and demonstrating that 

the superiority exists, until the higher level becomes nullified. The 

ind.ividual in this area seeks death not only for lrl1nself and his own 

projects but also for his entire enviornment. At this level we have 

murder, by slow erosion, of individuals and the culture, and the actions 

are masked with voluminous "reasoning." Here is the snakepi t of hwnan 

behaviour, and from this area comes the venom which will gradually destroy 

any individual or culture. Heretofore, people in this area have not been 

seen to be dangerous, and the word "psychotic" has been used to designate 

only those who were helpless or overtly destructive. However, this 

area never becomes overtly destructive, tending if anything toward sui-

cide and rarely t~ward murder, save on a long-term basis of murder of the 

personality or the projects of others. Yet this area of the tone scale 

is far more dangerous than any other. 

Here lV'e have perversion of anything and everything, so that the 
e.. 

surface manifestation will never mateh the undercover purpose. In sex 

we have no facing of the purpose and use of sex as something to be 

enjoyed and for the creation of children, but we have all manner of anx-

ieties and irregular practices which do anything but tend toward the 

cr~tion of children. And where we m~ have in such a person a hectic 

obsession with the performance of the act and an avowed interest and 

enjoyment in the act, we have actually no enjoyment of it. Sexual 

efforts tend not toward enjoyment but toward the pollution and derange-

ment of sex itself so as to make it as repulsive as possible to others 

and so to inhgat proc.reation. Here is the promiscuous woman, the 

inconstant lover, the pervert and the sadist. With a great deal of 

advertisement about sex there is only an effort to destroy sex. In this 
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area of the scale we have avowal by the individual at times that sex is 

free and must be enjoyed, and a continuous stream of accusation toward 

others that they believe sex to be a hideous thing and that their atti-

tude must be reformed. Sex is stained and soiled under the guise of 

being protected. Here we may have an advertisement as to the proper 

attitude toward children, and strange practices concerning children. 

In handling people around them, persons in the 1.2 down bracket 

deal in reversals of fact. One can take it as a rule of thumb which is 

too often workable to be ignored that whatever this person says he is 

doing, he is actually doing something else. 1fuatever this person says 

is true, is actually false. v.Jhatever this person says is false is ac-

tually true. Making allowance for the fact that much of such a person's 

conversation is without purpose, one can beware of this contrariness 

between manifestation and actual purpose. 

In keeping with the avoidance of any surface statement of what, is 

actually going forward, we have here the hypnotist. The hypnotist 

normally ranges from around 1.8, where he uses it as straight domillance, 

to around 0.6, where apathy has become strong enough to prevent active 

efforts to dominate or nulli~ others. HYPnotism never has and never 

will raise an individual on the tone scale. A manic hypnotic suggestion 
One. 

making ~feel that he feels better and is better could be implanted. 

But the act of hypnotism actually enturbulates the free theta, and it 

can be easily shown by psychometry that a manic implantation leaves the 

individual less able than he uas before, regardless of its content. 

HYPnotism is the entering of the hypnotist.s personality and desires 

below the choic!3 level of the individual. It is non-survival, save only 

when used as a temporary anesthesia for an operation and picked up and 
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run out in processing immediately after the individual is well -- not 

to pick it up 1-iould be equivalent to continuing a general anaesthetic 

forever after the operation. Civilized cultures of today are unaware of 

the widespread use of hypnotism. It is the favorite tool of the pervert 

and the sexually deranged. An individual at this level of the tone scale 

may very well have the permission of a partner for the sex act but will 

actually prefer to accomplish the act ln an undercover fashion, as pro-

vided by hypnotism. HYPnotism is used in some base religions, and is 
W 

commonly employed by old schools of mental healing, ~ch should make 

plain the level of these cults on the tone scale. \\lhen a "therapyll on 

this level of the tone scale (1.3 to 0.6) is emplqyed it is only to 

render the individual under treatment more tractable, less IIliable to 

be harmful to others ll and to wreck self-determinism in the individual. 

This is the exact reverse of what it takes to make people well and sane. 

Empirical evidence should have demonstrated long since that such methods 

do not l-lork, but this level of the tone scale is not much given to 

reasoning. Here is the pre-frontal lobotoMy, the transorbital leukotomy, 

electric shock, insuline shock, directive therapies, and all the rest of 

the unworkable claptrap with which modern civilization have been victim-

ized. True enough, an individual by such methods can be made less danger-

ous to his fellows and easier to handle, since he is made into more MEST and 

less theta. But it is equally true that this treatment decreases, often 

pennanently, any ability of the patient to be of service to his society. 

The processine methods which raise a person on the tone scale are 

so very simple to apply that one wonders, or perhaps does not wonder, at 
h 

the continued insistence on destructive IIt!ferapies ll in institutions. 

These institutions often use sedatives, and yet one of the worst things 
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than an individual who is in a disturbed state can be given is a seda

tive; it makes him quieter and less dangerous but it does not make him 

more able; furthermore, an individual under sedation receives sounds and 

sights in his environment as positive suggestions and therefore is con

tinually receiving new locks and more enturbulence, although it may appear 

momentarily that his condition is better. ! pre-clear ~ never ~ 

audited under sedation. This is a strong injunction, since pre-clears 

audited under sedation or under the influence of alcohol become worse, 

and a psychotic treated when he is under such influence (as in narco

synthesis) may very well have all of his free theta enturbulated and so 

be sent into a "permanent" break. The auditor should be very careful when 

working with anyone to ascertain whether or not that person is taking ~ 

drugs, since medical doctors will very often issue sedatives to patients 

without telling the patient that he is taking a sedative. Sedatives have 

been around for many thousands of years. They have certain uses, in 

light doses, but such uses are extremely temporary in duration. Contin

uous application of sedatives to an individual, as they make him more 

suggestible -- make it easier for him to receive locks -- wreaks consider

able harm upon his mind. This, however, can be remedied unless it has 

gone to a point of no return. 

Politically, the area of 2.0 to 1.4 is the area of fascism, where 

dominance of others is continually preached, where safety and safeguard

ing are continually stressed and where destruction and threats of punish

ment are used to force others. 

From 1.3 down to 0.6 we have the general area of the subversive, who 

promises a people freedom and equality and gives them a slaughter of their 

best minds and cultural insittutions, to the end of a totalitarian dominance. 
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Because it exists in this tone band, the subversive leader can use as 

his personnel only people in this tone band; if this tone band were to 

be removed from a society he would have no recruits. To such people the 

perfidious and twisted practices of subversion have an enormous appeal. 

It gives them the "right" to practice Free Love and general promiscuity 

and sets them above, by destroying the Church and other institutions or 
t'tJ~tI.. " 

by holding these as ~ing, any necessity to conform to an existing 
A-

socia1 order. Thus the recruit is exhilarated by ha~g a new justification 

for doing on a wide scale what he has been doing on a narrow scale, 

nullifying by hidden and insidious means all the strong and the orderly 

in the environment. In any relatively low-toned social order the idea 

of having the right to do hidden and vicious things for a "glorious cause" 

is so attractive to persons in this area that they automatically support 

this political idiocy. As reason is absent in this area of the tone 

scale, it never occurs to these recruits that the most zealous amongst 

them will be the fir st to go down under firing squads, since even a 

totalitarian regime, in attempting to run any kind of a state, must compel 

severe conformity to its own "codes," no matter how depraved these "codes" 
JC-

might be; and the re"uit in the land which was about to be conquered was 

selected because of non-conforrnity. Thus, irnrnediate~ after a complete 

totalitarian conquest of a country we invariably witness an extensive 

slaughter of individuals. One can select with ease the individuals 

marked for liquidation in the solidation of conquest. The selection is 

not made according to the position the individual occupies but by his 

individualism, his strength, and his reasonableness, or by his continu-

ing revolutionary desire not to conform to set and regimented patterns. 

A considerable percentage of the people slaughtered in any new conquest 
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consist! of the agents and tools used b7 the conqueror to soften up the 

country before the conquest took place. The morbid fear of any total-

itarian regime is counter-revolution, because th~, best of all, under-

stand how perfidious revolution can be. The 1.1 m~ take a 1.1 as a 

bedfellow and political mate and may take a 1.1 group, but this group has 

to continue to be faced by a strong and dangerous foe to rema:in consoli-

dated. This is the condition of a subversive cell. These people continue 

in association with each other only so long as th~ are in the presence of 

and are busy undermining a worthy opponent. Because a 1.1 will act in 

handling people only as a 1.1, however, the cell, once the pressure is 

taken off of it, devours itself. 

If the auditor is processing anyone known to have been in continual 

'-association with a 1.1, he can re~i.y and rapidly assemble the pattern 

of aberration of this unlucky pre-clear, since it will consist of the 

surface disp~ by the 1.1 that all was being done for the pre-clear l s 

good and a continual and insidious underhanded campaign to hit the pre-

clear at his weakest points. 

The apathy band of the tone scale is only less dangerous to the 

social order than the 1.1. The apathy band has a definite procedure for 

handling people and the environment. Apathy is attempting to tend toward 

death; here is the suicide. And the apathy case will actually thoroughly 

enturbulate those around him in an effort to cause death along the other 

dynamics. There was once a whole ~oli tical philosophy about apathy, 

known as Zeno's Apatheia, which was embraced in the last death throes 

of the Roman Empire. The apathy case will try to discourage anyone 

from doing anything. Hopes and dreams are destroyed merely b7 claim:i.ng 

1/ that they are hopelss and impossible. 
A 
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It has been fashionable to "feel sorryU for individuals on this band 
,,-..t 

of the tone scale. This is exac t~ what this band of the tone scale 
'-"" 

demands of associates in the environment. Here we have ~s for pity, 

supplication, and any and every means to gain sympathy. These ~~.eftualll.1 
elf-Wrd o-F7Ar

rather than real requests for help. Th~~ enturbulative 4mechanisms 

level does not want to be helped but merely wishes to enturbula~~ and to 

die, causing at the same time as much death as possible in the environment. 

Nearly BIlY hwnan being confronted with the loss of a friend or loved one 

dives momentarily into the grief level, and the acute state of apathy is 

thus seen commonly, if sporadically, in the society. This state can be 

easily remedied by processing when it is a momentary, environmental 

restinnllation. The chronic apathy case is a different matter and is 

intensely dangerous to the environment. It is fashionable to feel sorry 

for the apathy case, and yet the apathy case never feels sorry for anyone. 

Despite all the tears and moaning, the apathy case, on a substratum, is 

quite cunning and attempts to produce through tears the maximum enturbula-

tion possible. If the 1.1 is considered to have manifestations of one 

kind and motives and actions of an entirely different kind, then the apathy 

case is a direct reversal. The apathy case will declare all past kind-

nesses to have been the most sadistic cruelties and the cruelties to have 

been kindnesses. Facts are not simply distored by an apath\v case; they 

are reversed. B.r reversing all visible evidence and declaring everything 

to be the exact opposite of the reality, maximal enturbulation can be 

produced. The apathy case, by insisting that every white is black, so 

tries the reasons of others in his vicinity that they, lost in this 

confusion, also become apathetic, since there seems to be no possible 

method of reasoning. Apathy is more than hopelessness: it -is death in a 
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very forthright form. The apathy case talks about death, threatens 

personal death, and will actually attempt suicide. There is not enough 

courage on this level to forthright~ attempt the death of others, but bw 

enturbulation the apathy case can effect this and will do so if not under-

stood. The apathy case quite commonly sets an example of death bw fake 

suicide in a vague effort to be mimicked by another and so bring about 

another's death. The apathy case that is threatening suicide, however, 

cannot be disregarded, since a sudden enturbulence may actual~ bring about 

an attempt. Here, the command over the environment is recognized by the 

apathy case to be limited to the individual's possessions and body alone. 

We get various types of neglect of possessions, which quietly and un-

dramatically lead to their destruction. Here we get neglect of the feel-

ings of other people and their concerns. Here we have neglect of person 

which may, dramaticaJJ.y or undramatical~, tend toward the destruction 

of person. The apathy case is so reversed on reality that he will de-

clare things, which are normally ugly and horrible, to be beautiful, and 

things which are b~iful to be ug~ and horrible. An insidiousness is 

present at about 0.7 wherein the apathy case seems to 

things and art but spoils them, in so su/orting them, 
A 

support beautiful 

for others in the 

environment. There is a gruesome obscenity in the admiration such people 

give to beauties in (life. 

Below 0.7 there is not enough activi~ to lend active support for 

any purpose save the attainment of death for self and others. Valuable 

objects, assets, and projects are in considerable peril in the vicinity 

of an apathy case even though the apathy case may not seem to be very 

active. It is this inactivity which is deceptive. A slight surge in tone 

can cause an apathy case to despoil anything in the vicinity li'hich is 
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It has been fashionable to "feel sorryU for individuals on this band 
".-.v 

of the tone scale. This is exac t~ what this band of the tone scale 
'-"" 

demands of associates in the environment. Here we have c6ijas for pity, 

supplication, and any and every means to gain sympathy. These ~~~tualll.1 
elf-wr(). o-F7Az.( 

enturbulative 4mechanisms rather than real requests for help. Th~~ 

level does not want to be helped but merely wishes to enturbula~A and to 

die, causing at the same time as much death as possible in the environment. 

Nearly any human being confronted with the loss of a friend or loved one 

dives momentarily into the grief level, and the acute state of apathy is 

thus seen commonly, if sporadically, in the society. This state can be 

easily remedied by processing when it is a momentary, environmental 

restimulation. The chronic apathy case is a different matter and is 

intensely dangerous to the environment. It is fashionable to feel sorry 

for the apathy case, and yet the apathy case never feels sorry for anyone. 

Despite all the tears and moaning, the apathy case, on a substratum, is 

quite cunning and attempts to produce through tears the maximum enturbula-

tion possible. If the 1.1 is considered to have manifestations of one 

kind and motives and actions of an entirely different kind, then the apathy 

case is a direct reversal. The apathy case will declare all past kind-

nesses to have been the most sadistic cruelties and the cruelties to have 

been kindnesses. Facts are not simply distored by an apathy case; they 

are reversed. By reversing all visible evidence and declaring everything 

to be the exact opposite of the reality, max:imal enturbulation can be 

produced. The apathy case, by inSisting that every white is black, so 

tries the reasons of others in his vicinity that they, lost in this 

confusion, also become apathetic, since there seems to be no possible 

method of reasoning. Apathy is more than hopelessness: it ~s death in a 
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very forthright form. The apathy case talks about death, threatens 

personal death, and will actually attempt suicide. There is not enough 

courage on this level to forthrightly attempt the death of others, but by 

enturbulation the apathy case can effect this and will do so if not under-

stood. The apathy case quite commonly sets an example of death by fake 

suicide in a vague effort to be mimicked by another and so bring about 

another1s death. The apathy case that is threatening suicide, however, 

cannot be disregarded, since a sudden enturbulence ~ actually bring about 

an attempt. Here, the command over the environment is recognized by the 

apathy case to be limited to the individual's possessions and body alone. 

We get various types of neglect of possessions, which quietly and un-

dramatically lead to their destruction. Here we get neglect of the feel-

ings of other people and their concerns. Here we have neglect of person 

which may, dramatically or undramatically, tend toward the destruction 

of person. The apathy case is so reversed on reality that he will de-

clare things, which are normally ugly and horrible, to be beautiful, and 

things which are b~iful to be ugly and horrible. An insidiousness is 

present a~ about 0.7 wherein the apathy case seems to 

things and art but spoils them, in so su/orting them, 
A 

support beautiful 

for others in the 

environment. There is a gruesome obscenity in the admiration such people 

gi ve to beauties in (life. 

Below 0.7 there is not enough activi~ to lend active support for 

any purpose save the attainment of death for self and others. Valuable 

objects, assets, and projects are in considerable peril in the vicinity 

of an apathy case even though the apathy case may not seem to be very 

active. It is this inactivity which is deceptive. A slight surge in tone 

can cause an apathy case to despoil anything in the vicinity li'hich is 
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normally considered survival. Apathy cases have destroyed great works of 

:u-t, organizations, and individuals for the most specious and spurious 

reasons. 

The apathy case is so self-centered that it is very difficult for the 

auditor to gain any cooperation. Indeed, every effort the auditor makes 

to invite hopefulness will be rejected. It will not be so thoroughly 

rejected that the auditor is rebuffed, but will be met with new reasons 

why the auditor should feel sorry for the apathy case. Most of these 

reasons are outright lies, and the apathy case connnonly runs floods of 

dub-in as well as spurious tears. Audi tors, and indeed a society, not 

understanding the true motives of apathy are placed in considerable peril 

since a natural mechanism exists in the higher levels of the tone scale 

to aid and support one's fellows. The apathy case is actually perverting 

and destroying this mechanism by inviting it toward unworthy causes. 

This is a death action intended to destroy the mechanism of cooperation. 

The self-centeredness of the apathy case is appalling to any reasonable 

being once he examines it. A great deal of the conduct of the apathy 

case is, lmowingly or unlmowingly, pretense or act. At the 0.6 level, 

one may even occasionally catch an apathy case peering hawk-like but 

covertly from under the veil of tears to be sure that the show is still 

receiving the attention of the audience. 

Much experience with apathy teaches the auditor that there is noth:ing 

very noble about grief or apathy. The actual grief should be run out of 

a case as soon as possible. But when he is auditing an apathy case the 

auditor will find himself running a great deal of specious incident all 

of which conta:ins grief. The invitation for sympathy lmows no bounds. 

The demands for pity will become shortly, even to the most patient, trying 
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beyond endurance. Although one may at first feel an active urge to help 

an apathy case, when one has penetrated the depth of speciousness of the 

data, an impulse toward contempt and ridicule will result, for no reason-

able man finds an impulse toward death a reasonable thing, and the apathy 

case has no other impulse. ~he cry for pity, and the supplication for 

aid seem to require the assistance of others. Actually these are demand-

ing the enturbulence and death of others. No apathy case wants to be 

helped but Will use any and every means to keep from being helped. As 
-l 

courage is absen~ the apathy case will dodge any incident which contains 

real impact, just as the apathy case will dodge any factor in the environ-

ment which contains real help or aid and will go inevitably toward environ-

mental factors which are destructive. The apathy case, thus, avoids any 

good auditing and will actually seek out and en<tura::;e very bad audit:ing. 

It is a certain mawkish sentimentality in our current society, 

encouraged by generations of literary men lmO were attempting only the 

stronge~ impact and thus the greatest sale for their works, which makes 

us brook, tolerate, and countenance the apathetic. Perhaps because each 

of us feels his importance demands that someone feel sorry fo~ him when 

he is hurt or dead we countenance a continuing grief in others. by 

-l1ianetic processing this grief is very easilJr dispensed with, and anyone 

who has long experience in the handling of apathy cases would be more 

likely to feel sentimental about running sores or venereal disease than 

to feel long and enduring sympathy for apathy. 
~ 

As an admonition to auditors: never give s~port to the whims and 

ideas of an apathy case, and do not give the apathy case sympathy, but 

give it gentle processing. Don't believe the data obtained from an 

apathy case, but vlOrk mechanically with the case, actively gettinG up as 
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much free theta as possible to raise the case on the tone scale at least 

to covert hostility. Apathy cases enturbulate one very easily, because 

one can so easily feel that grief over lost ones is something which 

should be supported and assisted as a worthy mechanism. An apathy case 

will say or do anything to gain sympathy. Utter immorality is present. 

The apathy case will surrender his or her body as readily as anything 

else as a price of a little sympathy. The "love" one receives from an 

apathy case is actually the extreme depths of propitiation, and the 

"loving" apathy case will deliver one up to the hangman with as little 

compunction as he or she would feel in drinking a glass of water. No 

reason, no codes, no ethics, no decency, no truth, no life are the hard 

and fast rules of the apathy case. And because justification can be given 

forth by the apathy case wild and alarming enough to justify his condition 

one is often tempted to accept this propitiation as actual affinity, when 

actually it is an invitation to be killed. Because this propitiation can 

be mistaken for love one is often tempted, out of sympathy and a desire to 

assist or to become close~ associated with an apathy case, but one 

should be appraised that his name on a marriage certificate coupled with 

that of an apathy case constitutes a death warrant more certain than that 

of a court of law. His home, if he ever manages by strenuous effort to 

assemble one, will be a shambles. His position will be lost and his 

dreams will be shattered. His self respect will be slaughtered and his 

concepts of morals and decency will be destroyed. These statements are 

made without compromise after long and close observation of apathy at 

work in an individual. Apathy is only half a point above death, and 

apathy will bring death to anything and everything in the environment. 

A social order in the apathy band will take any unreasonable course 
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Vlhich leads toward death. It will XLI01v any leader who claims that life 

is not worth li vmg and that things and people should be neglected until 

th~ cease to live. Here is no outright destruction of entities. Here 

is insidious destruction through neglect, over-use, and accelerated decay. 

The American Indian, for instance, when pushed by defeat into the tone 

band of apathy adopted program after program which was acclaimed as a 

salvation program but which was always a death program. There was the 

matter of the ghost dancers, who avidly received the falsity that their 

cotton shirts could stop bullets. There was the wave of dog killing, 

whereby it was asserted that the buffalo would come back if all the dogs 

were dead. 

The body itself cooperates in the apatny band by becoming easily sick 

from any clightest cause, by involvmg itself in accidents of devious and 

various kinds, and by failing in endocrine function. One can expect the 

apathy case to become ill from bacteria even when bacteria are not present. 

One should be extremely chary of using authoritarian auditing, any 

violent means, or hypnotism on cases from 2.0 dOl~, since such cases are 

very easily driven into the apathy level. Apathy is apparently, and only 

apparently, more tractable and easier to manage, since the apathy case to 

some degree is in a permane~ hypnotic trance and will listen to and be

lieve anything said no matter hOll ridiculous it may be. This is a highly 

dangerous state and will result not only in the suicide of the person, on 

occasion, but also in the death of the concerns and persons of others in 

the environ of the apathy case. This is the reason why there are so many 

suicides pursuant to the practice of hypnotism and old school techniques. 

These, by asserting control over the individual, depress him dOl~ the tone 

scale. The apathy case is capable of such thorough lying, that the indi vi

dual may even ~jm to be better and appear to be better, until one morning 
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he is found a suicide. The apathy case can be very deceptive.* 

The auditor should be warned not to employ any authoritarian 

methods in processing. We in Dianetics are only interested in raising 

people on the tone scale, and are not at all concerned with psychosis, 

neurosis, or psychosomatic illnesses. The auditor should be careful not 

to enturbulate persons below the 2.0 line any further than they already 

are, but should be as non-directi ve in approach as possible to produce 

results. For, if the auditor permits his pre-clear to drop into apathy 

he has on his hands a much more difficult and a much longer case than a 

1.1 or a forthrightly howlingly angry 1.5. Remember too that in this 

social order people from 2.0 down the scale are accepted commonly as 

sane so long as they can perform any seemingly rational acts in the 

enviromnent. 

At 0.1 or 0.3 the individual also has a method of handling others 

around him. This mechanism is based upon the reasoning that if one dis-

avows all possible dangerousness the dangerous people in his vicinity will 

go away and leave him alone. As a matter of fact, hunters and soldiers 

rationally employ this mechanism as a last resort, and the mechanism occa-

sionally works. Certain animals have this built in as a habit pattern. 

------------------------------
* The death of James Forrestal, who had been driven into apathy by over
work and fears is an illustrative case not only of what happens when 
authoritarian methods and incarceration are used as "treatment" but of the 
complete deceptiveness of which the apathy case is capable. Forrestal 
had not seemed so pleasant and relieved for some months as he did an hour 
before he threw himself from the tot~r of the Bethesda Naval Hospital and 
fell sixteen flights to his death on the concrete and glass below. Thus 
perished one of the most brilliant managers and champions of the United 
States Navy. And other suicides, great and not so great, stack like 
cordwood before the back alleys that block Dianetics. 
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By an abandonment of all appearance of life they hope to arrest the urge 

of the attacker to produce death. 

One should realize that all individuals below 2.0 have a tendency 

to look upon family, friends, and associates as menaces to life or aids 

to death. Real affection is impossible, but propitiation and pretense 

of affection are mechanisms b7 which one invites pity or disclaims danger-

ousness. People from 2.0 down live in an atmosphere, according to their 
J. 

own viewpoint, of potential death and ~r. At 1.5, the mission is to 

cause the death of the "dangerous" entities ~ forthright acts of des-

truction. The 1.1 considers the family, associates, and environ even 

more potentially deathly and so, seeing greater danger in them, uses 

more covert and devious methods to cope with and disarm these "dangerous" 

entities, and puts forth a smokescreen of helping and doing good for 

family, associates, and environ. Here also one finds the mechanism of 

championing the underdog. The underdog is not dangerous and may be an 

ally one can use against one's very deathly environment. Anyone Champi~g 

the underdog is projecting himself into the underdog and is making a covert 

plea for the rights of underdogs to live, in the usu~ not realized 

hope that he as an underdog will be permitted to go on living regardless 

of his acts against others. 

Following this ratio of the dangerousness of the environment as 

viewed by the individual, the environment to the apathy case is literally 

crawling with death threats. Every person, every object, and every act 

is considered to have in it a death intent. The kindest word, though 

apparently accepted by the apathy case, is yet received deviously in the 

"full understanding" that death lurks but a small distance behind that 

proffered help. This encourages the apathy case to act in a murderous 
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fashion and seems to him to give him license to pay no attention to any 

moral code or feeling of decency. The apathy case lives :in a cesspool 
#/$ 

of impendingllaughter and interprets anything done for him or her as 
~ 

something to be accepted warily. The apathy case qui. te commonly speaks 

of being killed, either of killing himself or o~teing killed by others. 

His attention ~ be so fixed in its unreality that he chooses but one 

murderer who is about to kill him; or his concentration may be so scattered 

that he chooses many men, organizations or things as potential murderers. 

The pretended death case has come to a point where he considers the 

environment so frought wi th me~ce that nothing in the environment has 

any intent save to kill him and that death is immediate. He has insuffi-

cient energy or reason remaining even to appeal for help, and, indeed, 

he considers that there is no person or object to which he can so appeal, 

and so he attempts to demonstrate to anything in the environment that it 

has won and that he is already dead. By posing as dead he imagines he 

can survive at least long enough to die a little less painfully than he 

considers he will die if he moves. Old and decadent races are commonly 

found to have the practic;e of willing death. An individual merely goes 

and sits on the edge of his grave until he dies and falls in. One can 

find such people any day on, for instance, Coal Hill, near Peking. 

The pretended death case has abandoned even trying to find anyone 

menace and considers everything a menace. This state has the peculiarity 

of being uni'ixed. Possibly the most signal effect to rouse this case can 

be made by concentrating· the attention of the individual upon a single 

and definite threat of death. Indeed, observing an honest and active 

source of death, by raising the necessity level, brings anyone up the tone 

scale at least for a brief time. Thus in war, cities which are under 
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sporadic bombardment show a lower incidence of p~chosis than cities 

which, far behind the lines, on~ r~d about the deaths in newspapers. 

The source of death has been so pinpointed as artillery and bombardment 

planes and the source is so dramatic that attention can be fixed upon it. 

The source is also so simple that it requires very little effort to com-

prehend it. Further, such destruction brings with it maqy dead and dis-

abled over whom the erstwhile psychotic can loom and so cease to occupy 

the tail end of the procession as target number one for all dangerous 

entities in the environment. For, in treating wounded and dead he can 

observe without having to reason ve~ much that he is more dangerous to 

them than they are to him. An additional reason for this sudden upsurge 
1'P 

of a city unde~threat is the uniting toward a conwon goal of resisting 

or overcoming a common menace. Nations which engage in war so unify their 

populaces, and this is an immediate revelation of the position on the 

tone scale of those nations which suppose they have to resort to war. 

For any reasonable and active nation need not engage in MEST destruction 

to secure the cooperation of another nation: this is an insanity, 

brought about by a position of 2.0 or below on the tone scale. 

The text corresponding to thi s column is long because it is 

actually a coverage of interpersonal relations. The rough rule regarding 

interpersonal relations, from which other matters may be deduced, is 

that reason and cooperation exists in an incraesing quantity from 2.0 

up and that the direction of effort is survival. From 2.0 down domina-

tion and control, overt or covert, are employed in handling people, and 

the direction of effort is toward succumb. People above 2.0 on the tone 

scale suffer fro~ any and all association with people at 2.0 and down on 

the tone scale. And poeple from 2.0 down benefit, so far as surviving 
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is concerned, from any association with people above 2.0. But the purposes 
~ ai 

are crossed, since individuals from 2.0 up dl'6- not want to be ~d to succumb 

and will combat any effort in that direction. And the individuals from 

2.0 down do not wish to be made to live or create, and so resist any 

effort in that direction. Where reason will not swiftly resolve an agru-

ment between two human beings, an inspection of the position each of those 

two occupies on the tone scale will probably demonstrate that one is 

arguing to survive and the other is arguing to succumb, or one is arguing 

to create and construct and the other is arguing to destroy or neglect. 

Because a person's position on the tone scale can be acute or momen-

tary due to enturbulence in the environment or can be chronic due to 

entheta "permanently" (except for dianetic processing) enturbulated, one 

can observe in people below 2.0, when less enturbulated, efforts to sur-

vive, and one can observe in people above 2.0 occasional efforts to 

~succumb. 

It is wort~f note that the environment of the individual m~ have 
'/0. 

its own position on the tone scale. His school, the office in which he 

does bUSiness, his family, may occup,rYas a group a certain position. 

This position of the environment on the tone scale comes about because of 

the influence of certain persons or the nature of the organization or 

the existing state of culture, and it cannot be neglected in estimating 

both the personality of the pre-clear and the methods he will use in 

handling others. 

Actually there are three kinds or conditions of theta below the 4.0 

line. The first if free theta. The next is temporarily enturbulated 

theta which, left alone for a short time, will unenturbulate. And the 

third is frozen entheta, which is held in place in the case by the nature 
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of engrams, secondaries, and locks. Environmental impacts, of course, 

charge up the engrams in the case and keep any person, unless a great 

change in environment takes pl~e bringing much better survival factors, 

continuing on down the tone scaleethroughout his lifetime. The environ-

ment impacting upon the individual thus alters "permanently" (except for 

dianetic processing) free theta into frozen entheta, but this is a grad

ual process, cumulative and deadly though it may be. As a child he may 

have a very large number of engrams, but the environment has not acted 

upon him with suffi.cient impact to charge these engrams up with entheta 

in secondaries and. locks. When he is an old man the track is almost com-

pletely entheta, in the usual case. 

There is another kind of enturbulation. The free theta is entur-

bulated by the environment, and although the majority of the free theta 

may become temporari~ enturbulated, only a small portion of it freezes 

into the locks, secondaries, and engrams. T1n..s a person, because of the 

enturbulation of free theta on a temporary basis, can be mo~ed up and down 

the tone scale by his environment. It is this surface manifestation and 

volatility of mis-emotion which has masked the nature of free theta. The 

environment impacting against the individual may, for instance, inflict 
5' 

l.~actors on him to such an extent that he becomes momentarily 1.5. 

If the quantity of free theta remain:il'lg to him is great he will rather 

rapidly un-enturbulate and regain his higher position on the tone scale. 

Free theta can only be enturbulated downward, and the case can only be 

enturbulated downward on the tone scale. The 1.1 does not go up to 1.5 

because of enturbulation, he goes down to apathy. The apathy case, when 

his free theta is enturbulated, flashes quickl¥ :il'lto pretendQd death, or 

may even die, his marg:il'l of operation is so slight. 
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The environment, then, has a marked effect upon the individual, 

from hour to hour and day to day. An individual who Jives in a fam:i.q which 

has a chronic tone of 1.1 ~ himself be potential~ a 3.0 and outside 

the family may manifest the qualities of a 3.0, but in the family bis 

enturbulation is so constant that he is little b.1 little losing free 

theta into lock, secondary, and engram entheta and will gradua.l.ly decline 

down the scale. The only thing which would remedy this is for him to have 

at the same time another environment which is higher on the tone scale 

than he is which would tend to un-enturbulate the free theta that becomes 

enturbulated in the vicinity of the family. 

Thus is it important to the auditor that his handling of the pre-

clear has as high a tone level as possible, and he should attempt to 

arrange the pre-clear's environment so that it has as high a tone as 

possible. .An auditor who is attempting to work a pre-clear who is 

being mishandled b.1 a 1..5 environment will find himself working day after 

day with nothing but temporarily enturbulated theta, and he will make very 

small progress with his case. It is necessary for him to get this case 

out of the 1.5 environment so that the free theta can unenturbulate and 

thus be available to free the frozen entheta in the locks, secondaries, 

and enrgams, in order to add constantly to the pre-clear's free theta 

and not just keep it from becoming less by dai~ dnvironmental enturbula-

tion. 

It is also of interest to the auditor and to ~oPle in general 

that education has its own positions on the tone scale. Education de-

signed to inhibit and restrain, to create conformity in the individual to 

the social order, has the unfortunate effect of ~edUCing the individual 

on the tone scale. This would be authoritarian education and would be 
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from 2.0 down. Education which invites and stimulates reason and seeks 

to accelerate the individual toward a successful and happy level of 

existence and has enough faith in individuals to assume the good usage of 

the education raises the individual on the tone scale. One can by 

reviewing the education of any individual discover much supportive evidence 

for this, since it will be found that those subjects in which the indivi

dual is able will be those which were taught by methods from 2.0 up, and 

those subjects in which the individual is poor, lacking accuracy or self

determinism, and failing in his reason with them, were taught by methods 

which would be found from 2.0 down on the tone scale. As a society de

clines, it more and more resorts to authoritarian teaching and attempts 

increasingly to impress upon the individual that he must adjust to his 

environment and that he cannot adjust his enviromnent to him. The 

educational process becomes one of semi-~pnotically receiving doughy 

masses of data and regurgitating them upon exam:iJ1ation papers. Reason 

and self-determinism are all but forbidden. 

When we S~ak of people using various methods to handle other people 

we must also speak of the methods which have been used to handle our 

pre-clea:r. We are interested in Dianetics in what has been done to an 

individual, not what the individual has done. This is not an effort to 

escape or alter moral standards but is simply a statement of fact; the 

auditor who becomes interested in his pre-clear's motives and evaluations 

of his pre-clear's resaoning is not only wasting his time but is trying 

to perform authoritarian therapy. 

What has been done to a person educationally is of very great concern 

to the auditor, since education can be so thoroughly suppressive that it 

and it alone , given engrams to charge up on the case J can move the 
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individual ,considerably down the tone scale, as witnessed by the many 

vapid, viIi-less, and idle graduates of our universities. Knowing that 

education can be such a strong factor in the aberrating and suppressing 

of the human being is helpful, in that by lock scanning he can pick up 

and de-intensifY an education wholesale , with a resultant rise of his 

pre-clear on the tone scale and without touching anything which could 

be dignified as locks, secondaries or engrams. The whole of a person's 

education may be a lock. No words bitter enough or strong enough could 

be leveled at authoritarian educational B,1stems, which even though they 

witness in their parades of graduates destroyed artists, hopeless and 

apathetic women, stupid and dull engineers, yet have made no great 

effort to establish and remedy the cause -- their own authoritarian methods 
d 

of e~cation. Fortunately, a college education can be picked up out of 

a pre-clear who is in fair working condition in ten or fifteen hours. 

Waste-basketing this enormoul:l and onerous effort on the part of mentally 

constipated straw men and would-be Little Caesars on their lecture 

platforms would, of course, be an enormous benefit to the whole society, 

but in the absence of this highly desirable measure the auditor can at 

least regain the free theta which has been tied up in the individual's 

education. The college is not the only destructive element in the educa-

tional system. High school systems are as bad, but they have as their 

subjects people who are still well enough up the tone scale to be able 

to resist, since youth is resilient. Grade school educations, particularly 

in their first years, are very likely to be authoritarian, and as they form 

the basis of formal education they should also be addressed. 

Entheta is best freed out of locks and secondaries from. late to early, 

so that one should actually address present time and then earlier times 
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and then earlier and earlier in his scarming and. running of locks, in 

order to arrive at the earliest possible times. Complete recall of 

childhood is so reached, and efforts to reach childhood without treating 

the rest of the u:ef by scanning are normalJ..y defeated. By treating 

childhood alone, out of the mistaken reasoning that it was a highly aberra

tive period (an aberration which was planted by amateur philosophers and 

schools of mental healing half a century ago), one sends the pre-clear 

against the occluding force of the late locks and secondaries without 

giving him a chance to reduce them. One should not expect to be able 

to run a case by addressing the early portion of the case first, unless 

the case is in such a condition that he can get to basic-basic and re-

duce it with most perceptics on. 

Education, then, must be run from last to first in order to recover 
a.-

it. Now, one does not ordin~ily think of parental training in terms of 

education, and yet the whole busines·s of gaining experience could be lumped 

under the heading of education. Common usage of the word denotes formal 

instruction, but it is no less education that mother, father, nurses and 

other people in the home administer to a child. It is in the early 

portion of life that the most checks and the strongest authoritarian 

measures are used, since the child, through lack of data, is least 

capable of reasoning. These restraints compound continually, and much 

free theta becomes frozen "Permanetelyn in locks during early childhood. 

This is along the educational line and is best cleared up by picking up 

the instruction closest to present time and lock-scanning it thoroughly, 

then picking up an earlier period of instruction such as college, then 

picking up an earlier one such as high school, then an earlier one such 

as grammer school, and finally parental training, as being the same 
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general type of lock chain. In such a way one will recover the general 

restraints imposed upon children and the general unreasonableness of most 

adults toward children. 

You can discover the way your pre-clear was handled as a child by 

investigating the way he handles children, but this has a limited value 

since he is normally, if he had a bad childhood, in an ally's valence 

and the methods he uses ma.1 be those of the ~ rather than the overall 

methods of the family. But in many cases the pre-clear is following the 

advice of doing unto others as has been done to h:iJn, and this is true in 

other things than childhood. 

FducationB\ systems which have been used on your pre-clear had their 

own positions on the tone scale and tended to freeze the individual at 

those same positions on the tone scale. Thus we could have a child whose 
4t 

home life made hima potential 3.0 but who was educated in a 1.1 school. 
A. 

The education would tend to bring the individual down the tone scale to 

1.1. The values he has been given for various facts and actions of other 

people and the methods he has been taught to use in the handling of other 

people have been educated into him by some educational system. Thus, if 

you attenpted to clear an individual and bring lrl1n up the tone scale 

without giving a thorough address to his education £au would have, even 

with the bulk of his engrams and secondaries gone, an individual who 

hung very low on the tone scale. It requires a very little bit of work 

to correct this, and the work should not be neglected. oth~~se, your 

individual will continue to handle people and to act in his environment 

along the tone level where he was educated. It is highly doubtful that 

any pre-clear exists in the civilized world today who has been educated 

by a system above 2.0 on the tone scale. 
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In keeping with this educational theme, its aspects in processing, 

and the way it influences the pre-clear in his handling of other 'people, 

one should carefu~ scout every case for the lowest-toned individual in 

the environment of the pre-clear at any time during his life and find arrr 

later individuals who approximated the earlier individual. Scan out the 

later individual, then find and scan out the early individual, and much 

wi1l have been done to incraese the tone of the pre-clear. Association 

with persons low on the tone scale is al~s depressing, and a long and 
f?1 

continuous association creates ~ and severe locks. 

You wi1l have as one of your better indexes of how your pre-clear 

is progressing the changes in his handling of those around him. 

The auditor would do well to examine his own general method of 

handling ~eople, with a highly critical eye, and adjudicate for himself 

where his auditing is therefore likely to lie on the tone scale, and by 

the educational process of knowing the consequences and know how to get 

results, simp~ raise his necessity level up to a point where he achieves 

a more desirable attitude, if he thinks one is necessar,y. If the auditor 

should happen to find himself in that band of the tone scale where one is 

afraid of hurting people he should be very wary not to demonstrate ~ 

lack of courage in running the ca,se. 

The pre-clear ~Ould examine his auditor for his position on the 

tone scale, and if he finds his auditor in the apathy or covert hostility 

range, he had himself better work the auditor or else render himself 

liable for ineviatble "mistakes" in the handling of his case, sudden and 

unexpected affinity breaks, and a general confusion. The moral of this 

column is that auditors should not audit and pre-clears should not permit 

themselves to be audited unless they' are certain of an above-2.0 handling 
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of the case and of people in general. 

As an emergenc,y measure, where none other is available, two persons 

can co-audit each other, step by step up the tone scale, but unless a 

parity is maintained, one of them will suffer, and a good release or a 

clear will be impossible to attain - which is thought to be the diffi

culty so far experienced in Dianetics, where the making of clears is 

concerned. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT 

COLUMN Z 

COMMAND VALUE OF ACTION PHRASES 

The subject of action phrases has been covered earlier in this 

book. Action phrases are those which seem to order the pre-clear in 

various directions. If the pre-clear were standing in a room obeying 

orders, and if he had means of raising and lowering himself, action phrases 

would act on him as follows. If he were told to go up, he would go up; 

if he were told to go down, he would go down; if he were told to go in 

two directions at once, he would become confused; if he were told not 

to move, he would not move; if he were told to pull himself~into him

self, he would try to shrink; these, in essence are action phrases. 

The action of the individual on his time track, back through his 

past, is sometimes directed by action phrases appearing in his engrams. 

He does not have to obey these phrases in order to be processed; indeed, 

the auditor should discourage him from obeying them; it is not necessary 

to prove the validity or value of an engram by proving that one can react 

to an action phrase. 
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The action phrases are: bouncers, such as "get llP,," "get out"; 

holders, such as "stay here," "donlt move"; misdirectors, such as 

"Don It know whether lIm coming or going," or "Everything is backw"ards"; 

down-bouncers, such as "get under" or "go back"; groupers, such as 

"everything happens at once," "pull yourself together"; call-backs, such 

as "come back," "please come"; and one other, the deyner, which states 

that the engram does not exist, such as "there isn l t anything here," 

"I canlt see anything." There is also the valence-shifter, which 

shifts the individual from his own identity ~ the identity of another; 

the valence-bouncer, which prohibits an in~vidual from going into some 

particular valence; and the valence-denyer, which may even deny that the 

personls own valence exists; and the valence-grouper, which makes all 

valences into one valence. These are all the types of action phrases. 

A dictionary of these phrases could be made up and might be of some use, 

but with a little experience the auditor will learn what these phrases 
1 

are. It is mandatory that he understarrl w-6at these phrases are, since 

when he finds his pre-clear doing strangethmgs on the track, he had 

better remedy the condition rapidly by asking the file clerk for the type 

of phrase, and then asking for the phrase, and then getting the pre-clear 

to repeat the phrase in order to lessen its effect, so that the pre-clear 
:#; 

can continue moving on his track ~the proper fashion. 

At 4.0, there are no engrams. Present-time phrases have no reactive 

value. 

At 3.5, if a whole chain of incidents remains in a case, the action 
-( 

computation of the chain may be effective. Individual phrases afe mi~ 

effective sometimes in very severe engrams. 

At 3.0, the ~ction phrases in severe engrams are effective on the 

pre-clear. 
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fAt 2..5, phrases in engrams and in secondary engrams cause the pre-

clear to respond. 

At 2.0, engrams, secondaries, and chains of locks all contain 

phrases or computations which produce action in the case as the pre-

clear runs on the time track. 

At 1.5, action phrases in engrams, secondaries, and locks matching 

the tone of the pre-clear are very effective, and control phrases are 

very effective. T~ individual is usually still dramatizing his circuit 

control phrases, seeking to control others. 

At 1.1, action phrases in engrams, secondaries, and locks are very 

effective, and valence-shifters are very effective. Down to this point 

valence-shifters are not very effective, but at this point they become 

extremely effective, unless one is running a wide open case, which nor-

mally', by the way, has f~w if any valence shifters. 

At 0.5, present-time action phrases -- that is to say, action phrases 

just heard in the environment - are effective on the pre-clear to some 

slight degree; engram, lock, and secondary action phrases are all effec-

tive, of course. 

At 0.1, groupers are particularly effective and one can expect the 

track to be in a collapsed condition. Indeed, ~oupers are possibly 

effective anywhere on the scale, being just another type of action phrase; 

however, from 1.5 up, the time-track will not collapse because of a 

grouper; from 1.5 down, it May do so. 

The use of this column is apparent. After a short run, the auditor 

will see how the pre-clear behaves toward action phrases, and this will 

help him to determine the pre-clear's position on the tone scale. 
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CHAPTER 'l'WENTY-NINE 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF 

PROCESSING 

In practice, in Dianetics, the auditor is doing a ve~ simple thing. 

He is recovering theta which has become confused with MEST b.Y reason of 

pbysical pain and emotional shock. He is b.Y dianetic processing convert-

ing entheta to theta. 
So 

A fundamental axiom of Dianetics is that life i~formed by theta 

compounding with MEST to make a living organism. Life is theta plus MEST. 

Another axiom is that theta conquers MEST b.Y first becoming entur

bulated with it and then withdrawing, possessed bf some of the laws of 

ME~T, and returning over the MEST for an orderly conquest. 

Another axiom is that theta, in its conquest of MEST, has followed 

the cycle of contact, growth, decay, and death, repeated over and over, 

theta each time using the data gained during the cycle to better adapt 
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the organism for the further conquest of MEST. 

Theta is thought, an energy of its own universe analogous to energy 

in the physical universe but on~ occasion~ paralleling electro

magnetic-gravitic laws. 

The three primary' ccmYponents of theta are affinity, reality and 

communication. 

Theta has the strange power of animat:1ng and directing MEST and 

bringing it into an orderly, mobile" and self-perpetuating unit !mown to 

us as a life .)rganism. 

Theta and MEST in a disorder~ collision bring about enturbulation 

in both the theta and the MEST which actually changes or reverses the 

polarity of the theta and the MEST. This reversed polarity permits the 

rejection of theta by enMEST and of MEST by entheta, so that death can 

ensue and a new organism can be begun. 

Theta acting upon MEST with affirlity, communication, and reality 

takes on an aspect !mown as reasoning or understanding. All mathematics 

can be derived from A-R-C acting upon MEST. 

Theta D1a1' have considerable residual !mow ledge of its own, but the 

knowledge in which an organism is interested is information concerning 

theta and MEST laws as applied to the organism, and each and every 

organism develops in the ratio that it utilizes and understands these 

laws. 

In the cycle of the organism, from conception to death, theta and 

MEST are many times brought together in disorderly collision. This 

creates the phenomenon known as physical pain. Perception of threats 

to survival and dwindling position on the tone scale "charge up" these 

moments of physical pain as a mechanism to force the organism into, at 
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first, greater survival activities and then, these failing, into death 

activities in order to free the theta from the MEST to begin a new cycle. 

The break point, where the organism is no longer driven upward t%ard 

survival but begins to go downward toward death, is 2.0 on the tone scale. 

Death has been a vital mechanism in theta's conquest of MEST, since 

in no other way could the theta become sufficiently unenturbulated to be 

able to use the information received through enturbulence to create and 

construct new organisms ~or new species. Inevitably through thia 8TOlu

tion theta seeking, according to theory, wider and wider conquest ot MEST 

would construct an organism by which force of reason could actively 

handle large quantities of MEST. Man is such an organism. No lesser 

organism can rationally arrange any large quantity of MEST exterior to 

the organism, although many lesser organisms have genetic habit patterns 

which do permit the handling and altering of small amounts of MEST. 

All learning springs from disorderly enturbulences where theta has 

impinged too suddenly and sharply upon MEST. All reasoning is done by 

freed theta returning over the ~ST for an orderly conquest, utilizing 

the lessons learned in the disorderly conquest. This applies not only 

to the formation of organisms but to all adventures of man, according to 

observation. 

It is ~ possible that Dianetics, if' these theories continue to prove 

correct as they have in the past, forms an evolutionary bridge which 

minimizes death as a mechanism for new learning and conquest and maximizes 

the conversion of entheta to theta, or disorder~ experience to reason, 

within one life span. Should this prove to be the case, the acceleration 

of conquest of MEST by man should be very marked, and Fdeed at tbis time 

it can be observed that through a past lack of knowledge of the humanities 

his social orders have been for some time on a dwindling spiral, even 
\ 
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though his knowledge of the physical laws increased. Man, according to 

these theories, could be said to have learned a great deal about the 

physical universe without learning enough about theta. 

An intereating series of experiments recently done by the Foundation 

seems to bear out the theory that heightened reason-ability is contained 

in theta which has been newly recovered from an enturbulence with MEST. 

Individuals were given psychometry for a few minutes in order to measure 

their existing intelligence. They were then sent back down the track 
o 

into an engram by an auditor and the engram was t~oughly restimulated. 

Immediately afterwards, the engram not reduced, these experimental subjects 

were ordered to do a second psychometry. In this condition of stress the 

second test was taken, and it ~ found that the score on the second test 

was uniformly higher than that gained on the first test. Considerable 

additional experimentation must be undertaken, and these results are very 

far from conclusive, but they would seem to indicate validity in some of 

the theta-MEST postulates. Other explanations can, of course, be. found 

for the results of these experiments; however, the theta-MEST postulates 

have permitted new diane tic processes to be derived and have markedly 

increased the ease of processing and have decreased the length of time 

necessary to bring about a diane tic release. Further, the theta-MEST 

postulates shed much light on the third dynamic, and with them it was 

possible for me to bring into being a new technology of groups which, 

when tested on pilot projects with groups, was found to have a uniform 

workability. 

To learn anything about MEST, theta must become enturbulated with it, 

but to utilize the changes in it caused by the enturbulation the theta 

must be freed from l1EST in order to accomplish a reasonable conquest of 
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further MEST. Death has been an answer, of sorts, but is not satisfactory 

to the unit organism. Dianetic processing offers a much less drastic 

theta reco"ery. The theta-MEST theory, as it applies to the incre4Bed 
"-

reason-ability of theta which has been recovered from entheta, is pro-

nounced in the many psychometries gathered by the Foundation. These show 

swift rises in intelligence and marked betterment of personality in ratio 

to the amount of processing done. As locks, secondaries, and engrams are 

reduced, more and more free theta could be said to exist· in the individual. 

InIeecting a time track at the beginning of a case one find~rd~ D_ 

ariq many occluded areas about which no reasoning can be done. It could 

be said that these areas, as in engrams themselves, contain entheta. Any 

of several processes which can free this entheta and convert it into theta 

will increase the reason-ability of the individual, as witnessed by ma.ny 

long series of psychometric tests taken before and after dianetic process-

ing. The restoration of recall of the areas hitherto occluded, in that 

the data contained in these areas is valuable as experience and informa-

tion, could be said therefore to increase the health and reason of the 

individual. But the recovery of the theta which could be said to lie in 

these areas as entheta could also be postulated to increase the reason 

of the individual. 

The tone scale is actually a chart of the ratio of free theta and 

entheta in the individual. Above the 2.0 line, the individual could be 

said to have more theta than entheta. Below the point 2.0, the indivi-

dual could be said to have more entheta than theta. S:iJnp~ by converting 

entheta to the~he auditor can cause the individual to rise on the tone 
7J-

scale. 
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It will readi~ be seen that the ideal condition would be all theta 

recovered and no entheta remaining in existence in the individual. The 

attainment of this ideal is called in Dianetics a "cleared It state. This 

would be, at this time, the end goal of processing. Just how often it 

can be complete~ attained by skilled or unskilled audi 1;ors is open to 

question. That it can be neared. and that cases grow marked~ better under 

processing is not open to quesiion, since regardles~ of ~ wonder about -
the cleared state none who have associated with the Foundation or who have 

practiced. Dianetics with ~ knowledge at all have any smallest doubt- of 
tlI 

the abilit.y of dianetic processing to improve case~hundred, precent more 

than vas ever before possible. If clears cannot be created. easily and 

sw1ftl¥, dianetic processing is still very far from invalidated. Actually, 

clears have been and are being produced, but their total potentialities 

remain relativel¥ unexplored. 

The dianetic release is more understandable than the clear and has 

been produced and studied in sufficient numbers to admit of little doubt 

about the desirability and stabili t.y of the state. This is a nearer ;md 

more easily obtainable goal. 

The simple alleviation of pain, WrY, and general unhappiness is 

routine to the dianetic auditor. He can accomplish these goals in any-

thing from a few hours to a fev weeks on most pre-clears. These are much 

more easily obtained. goals, and are quite ordinary in the vicinity of the 

Foundation, so that these, which some say might have been considered 

miracles two years ago, hardly" cause comment. Occasionally some Founda-

tion auditor is startled into advertising a result to his fellow auditors 

in a processing unit, but these successes are generall¥ taken for granted.* 

-----,----------._-------
* The most recent case under casual comment at the Foundation was an 
elderly woman who bad been bedridden for sixteen years and who was 
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A considerable study of the production of clears is in progress at 

this t:3lne. The most pert:inent factor which has come to light is the 

evident requirement that the auditor must be higher on the tone scale 

than his pre-clear in order to produce good results. Just as we have the 

ratio of theta to entheta establishing the sanity or insanity of the in-

dividual, so do we have the ratio of free theta :in the auditor to the free 

th~ta-entheta ratio in the pre-clear establishing the swiftness with which 

the entheta can be unenturbulated :in the pre-clear. 

An examination of this theor,y will demonstrate that there are three 

valid processes. ~e first and the simplest of these processes consists 

of changing the environment of the pre-clear. His old environment 

possibly conta:ins many restimulative objects and persons, so that his 

free theta is in continual enturbulence by' reason of the restiInulation. 

Shifting the pre-clear to an unrestimulative environment permits him to 

"settle out," which is to s~, permits entheta to settle down :in his 

reactive mind and convert, in some small portion, to free theta. Part of 

the environmental change process would be, of course, the bettering of 

a:ff:inity, reality, and communication in the environment of the pre-clear. 

This by" itself could produce a rise in his tone. Falling:in love, being 

an increase of affinity, can make a well man out of a sick man. Being 
.1 

rejected or fa~g out of love, being a ~ecrease of affinity, can make a 

sick man out of a veIl man. Betterin"'g a person1s conmmnication, even if 
v 

it only consists of a new pair of glasses, will also raise his tone. 

lu:fficiently disabled with locomotor ataxia to be unable to take a single 
step. She was processed for four weeks by' a student, as an extra
curricular activity, and at the end of tbis time had. lost her symptoms 
and was walking by' herself. However, this case was rendered interest:ing 
to Foundation personnel mainly because of the charm and gratitude of 
the lady. 
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Validating his realities which were in question can raise his tone. All 

these things could be considered environmental changes. 

A special part of environmental change would be changes in health, 

by reason of nutrition or better living conditions. This process must 

not be overlooked, since it has been our experience that some pre-clears 

who were not doing as well as could have been desired were deficient in 

their nutrition. The pre-clear who lives on coffee and sandwiches does 

not do ~ well during processing as one who has an adequate and balanced 

ration, with proper vitamin supplements. Good physical exercise can by' 

itself marked~ increase the individual's position on the tone scale, and 

a whole therapy to aid psychotics could easily be worked out along the 

* lines of exercise alone. 
_______ aM ______ _ 

* ~ Probably the worst thing that can happen to a psychotic is to be 
pl.ced in the atmosphere normally provided for him by the state. Only 
a sane, healthy environment where he gets proper exercise and where he 
has unrestimulative individuals around him could do much to improve his 
condition. The psychotic will sometimes improve if he is given command 
over more MEST and, indeed, a fundamental in the production of psychosis 
is denying the individual a command over MEST. 

No better method of tailor-making psychotics could be devised than the 
usual institution, and it is probable that if the normal person were placed 
in such an institution, in such an atmosphere, he would become psychotic. 
Indeed, the incidence of psychosis overtaking attendants and psychiatrists 
in attendence in such institutions is alarmingly high, a sign which one 
would have thought would. have meant something some time since. This is 
second only to psycho-surgery and shock treatment in the worsening of 
psychotics in a psychotic state. Rather than give psychotics such treat
ment and sanitariums it would. be far kinder to kill them immediately and 
completely, and not partialli.as does psycho-surgery and e.lectric shock. 

Ii 
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The second process which is valid in ~roducing results is educa

tion. Education, if defined as the process of making new data avail.able 

to the individual and causing his mind to attend to and use that data, 

itsel:t brings reason into the case. Education u.sually provides new areas 

of concentration in the environment of the individual and translates 

many of his unknowns into knowns. Unreason could be classed in two 

categories: too wide a zone of attention, and too fixed a zone of atten-

tion. In the first, the mind wanders over large areas ~unable to select 

pertinent data. In the second, where the mind is fixed, it cannot vander 

far enough to find pertinent data. In neither case can the mind resolve 

the problem about which it is concerned, due to the absence of data. 

Superstition is an effort, for lack of education, to find pertineot data 

in too wide a zone or to fix the attention upon irrevalent data. Personal 

experience in one's environment gives one what might be called a per-

sonal education. A man has become embroiled with MEST, has freed h:1m8el:t, . 
solved problems, has become embroiled again, bas drawn back and solved 

problems anew, so that he has accumulated a fund of personal data about 

his task of living. Education might be said to be the process by' which 

the individual is given the accumulated data of a long span of culture. 

It can, no less valid:Q" than personal experience, solve many of his 

problems. And so free theta, confronted by too many problems can, just 

by this, become enturbulated. Good education can in this way convert 

some of the entheta of an individual into theta, with a consequent rise 

on the tone scale. A very sharp proviSO, however, must here be entered. 

Authoritarian teaching, by which the facts are ~ressed upon the indivi-

dual and his sel:t-determinism in his utilization of those facts is 

suppressed, can reduce the free theta in the individual by involving it 

in a fixed state in the memory bank. Theta is reason. Fixed theta is 
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entheta. Many a man with a college education hammered home by authoritar-

ian professors has been reduced so far down the tone scale that he behaves 

in life more or less like an automaton. His self-<ieterminism, and hence 

his persistence and ability to handle responsibility are so reduced as 
! 

to unfit him for his role in life. Further, concentrating on educational 

processes past the mid~eens, after which a person should be solving 

problems of living, has an inhibitive effect upon the mind. An artist 

specific~ is hindered by authoritarian education, since his must be 

the highest self-<ieterminism if his work is to have any value. Authori tar-

ian education has more or less the same effect upon the individual as 

hypnotism, depressing him down the tone scale, and, indeed, at this time 

most education is leveled as hypnotic commands rather than invitations 

to reason. An education which inVit",e.s reason and the comparison of taught 

data with the real world can raise the individual on the tone scale. 

The third process which can be considered valid in raising the indivi-

dual on the tone scale is individual processing, .by which is meant any 

method ?whiCh will turn his entheta into theta by addressing him as an 

individual. 

It seems to be one of the characteristics of theta that when the 

theta present exceeds to a ver,y high degree the entheta present, the 

entheta will tend to dis-enturbulate and become theta. In other~ords, 

if we considered these matters in terms of polarit,y and energy, a pos-

itive field if sufficiently strong would inhibit and then convert a 

negative field near it. A ver,y large magnet placed close to a small 

magnet will c~ge the poles of the small magnet. When a ver,y large 

amount of entheta is placed in the vicinity of a lesser amount of theta, 

the theta may rapidly become entheta. When theta and entheta exist 
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together in more or less equal amounts, or when the disproportion is not 

large, a relatively stable condition exists, the theta tending to remain 

theta and the entheta tending to remain entheta. An example of this in 

the group is the phenomenon of mass hysteria, where one or two members 
/d 

of the group become enturbulated and very rapidly the remaineer of the 

group becomes enturbulated. 

This is the basic law of the contagion of aberration. Entheta will 

enturbulate theta. Mis-emotion will change emotion into mis-emotion. 

Poor communication will change good communication into poor communication. 

Poor reality will cange good communication into poor communication. Poor 
.I( 

reality will change good reality into poor reality. The engrams in a case 

enturbulate theta into the entheta of secondaries and locks. 

Amongst people one sees this exemplified when a person who is rela-

tively insane enters "a group which is relatively sane. The relative~ 

sane may attempt to raise the sanity level of the relatively insane per-

son, and it may occur in this group that the relatively insane person 

becomes more sane. At the same time, however, the relatively sane 

people become less sane, unless they have SOm3 means or technoi.ogy- for 

preventing this phenomenon fram occurring. 

In the case of a husband and wife , it is easy to observe that the 

mate who is higher on the-scale will during the marriage association drop 

lower, and usually the mate who is lower on the tone scale will come 

slightly higher as a result of that association. As a further example, 

the mate who is lower on the tone scale will demand more affection and 

give less than the mate who is higher. The mate who is lower will demand 

more communication and give less, and will assert more reality but 

will actually have less. 
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It can thus be seen, as represented in column AQ on the chart, that 

the auditor must have a higher ratio of theta to his entheta than has the 

pre-clear. A condition must exist where much more theta is available 

than entheta. An auditor whose theta-entheta ration is around 2.5 could, 

with skill, handle individuals lower on the tone scale by not more than 

one point. A 2.5 auditor attempting to handle an apathy case would find 

his already bad~ enturbulated condition worsened so much by the case 

that the case, having very little free theta, would not get much better. 

A 2.5 auditor attempting to create a clear begins to work uphi11 as soon 

as his pre-clear reaches 2.5, and the hi11 very rapidly becomes too 

steep to climb. The ideal auditor is one who has a very high endowment 

of theta and who is at 4.0 on the tone scale. ~, at the beginning 

of Dianetics, where we have the usual auditor operating between 2.5 and 

3.0, we find it very simple to pull pre-clears up to 2.0 or 2.5, more 

difficult to bring them up to 3.0. Where auditors are being heavily 

employed in processing people they tend to neglect their own processing, 

and being constantly in the vicinity of and handling entheta, they begin 

to encounter difficulties with a pre-clear as soon as the pre-clear 

reaches 2.5. It is incumbent upon the auditor to keep himself contin-

ually procesed and keep his own tone coming up the scale. Where a 

co-auditing team exists, one person audi-ting th;f%er, it is considerably 

more than a fair exchange for each to give due attention to the state of 

the other's case, for the moment one begins to appropriate the bulk of 

processing his own case -will slow down in its progress. 

Dianetic processing, then, by the theta~T theory, attempts only 
e 

one thing: the recovery and conversion of ~theta into theta. Any pro-

cessing which does not accomplish this in an orderly fashion is therefore 

not valid dianetic processing. 
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Theta is many things. For a description of it as it applies to 

the MEST organism you need only read the 4.0 band of the tone scale chart. 

Theta is reason, serenity, stability, happiness, cheerful emotion, per-

sistence and the other factors which man ordinarily considers desirable. 

Any practice which enturbulates theta suppresses the case. The auditor's 

code is actua~ a list of the things one must or must not do to preserve 

the theta-ness of theta and to inhibit the enturbulation of theta by the 

auditor. 
,., 

Where the PJe-clear has a small amount of theta and a large amount 

of entheta, the auditor must be particular~ careful not to enturbulate 

the existing theta, since it is in the proximity of so much entheta that 
;t' 

it enturbulates rapidly. The audMormishandling such a case, using 

brute force, invalidations, hypnotism, sadism or devil worship can send 

the free theta still in existence down the track and lock it up in an 

old secondary or engram and so find himself with a tenporarily completely 

enturbulated pre-clear on his hands. To avoid this danger, one should 

marft!' pre-clear well on the chart and be guided accordingly. This 

gives him an estimate of the amount of free theta he has with which to 

un-enturbulate the existing entheta in the case. It ~ happen that so 

little theta exists in the case that the auditor must use the lightest 

and most pleasant methods of which he is capable in order to make enough 

theta available even to start do'Wll the time track. 

The percentile column (the scale from zero to one-thousand) is an 

index of the amount of organism theta available to work the case. At 

4.0, one hundred percent is available. At 2.0, the amount of theta and 

"permanent" entheta are more or less equally balanced, but environmental 

enturbulation leaves the pre-clear with very little theta. Below this 

point is the death zone, and here as the tone lowers increasing~ more 
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danger exists that all the remaining theta will sudden:Q" at one fell swoop 

become entheta, thus changing the occasional ps,ychot1c into a chronic 

psychotic, at least until rest, good food, and exercise permit the not 

serious:Q" enturbulated portions of the entheta to become theta again. 

It takes very poor auditing to accomplish this, and the danger is ~ 

a danger at all if one follows the chart. 

The least forceful processing produces the best results. As dia

netic processing evolves it becomes less and less directive, the pre

clear being allowed more and more latitude in his actions. This should 

not go so far as to permit the pre-clear to free-associate or ramble on 

endlessly and uselessly, but it does go as far as never driving a pre

clear hard when he b~S, unless he is in the middle of a secon! ary grief 

or terror engram and is refusing to go on through with it, where if' the 

auditor permits him to leave it the possibility exists that much skilled 

auditing will elapse before the auditor will have his pre-clear back into 

the secondary. 

The auditor might liken his job to removing the rocks and shoals 

from the hidden depths of a turbulent river and making of it a smooth

flowing and powerful stream. The auditor is not changing the pre-clear's 

personali ty or attempting to improve the pre-clear by evaluations and 

suggestions. He is simpJ¥ making it esaier for the mind to do what, 

basic personality naturally wants the mind to do. This might be said to 

be the total end and goal of processing. 
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BOOK TWO 

DIANETIC PROCESSING 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE AUDITOR'S CODE 

The first thing any auditor should lmow and know well about 

processing is the auditor's code. This has been called the code of 

how to be civilized. It is much more impor~t than knowing mechanical 

techniques to know well the attitude one should ~ toward a pre-clear. 

This is not for courtesy but for efficiency. No pre-clear will respond 

to an auditor who does not adhere to the auditor's code. 

It must be remembered that the mission of the auditor is~not to 

reduce engrams, not to run out secondaries, not to eradicate psycho-

somatic illnesses, psychoses or neuroses, but to raise the pre-clear 

on the tone scale. It happens that these incidentals of removing 

neuroses, psychoses and psychosomatic illnesses as well as increasing 

the persistence and general responsibility of the individual follow in 
at 

due course so long as the auditor .}ends closely to his primary mission 

of raising his pre-clear on the tone scale. If he does not give this his 

first attention, he is not freeing theta and converting entheta, and if 

he does not do this he cannot efficiently accomplish the other goals. 
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The index of hoW' well he progresses with the pre-clear's case is the tone 

scale. Mechanical, lackadaisical, and careless auditing can actualq re

move psychosomatic illnesses and yet not raise the. pre-elear on the tone 

scale. This mq be paradoxical, but what happens is that the entheta in 

the engram causing the psychosomatic illness is converted into another 

tJl)e of entheta which is not physical.l7 painful to the pre-clear. It is, 

nevertheless, entheta, and the pre-clear is not raised on the tone scale. 

rhus, the auditor 1Il1lSt close17 attend to every means which will raise the 

pre-clear on the tone scale and should disregard the iDlnediate and short-

term goals of the eradication of specific willnesses,. bad habits, neuroses, 

psychoses, obsessions, and compulsions. The auditor must remember that 

even such a degraded practice as h1PnotiSll can, by the implantation of 
tJ" 

positive suggestions, suppress certain physicl and mental disorders. 
"'-

Though these are suppressed in one quarter they ma,y very well manifest 

themselves as something entireq different. A person is saner to have 

IIpsychosomatic illnesses a than he is to have mental aberrations. B;n>no

tiD can in a small percentage of cases eradicate the. IIpsychosOlll8.tic 

illnessa but nll produce in its stead. a lowered. tone in the individual. 

Electric shock and psychosurger;y may alter the beha'9iour pattern of the 

individual and may suppress him into some tractable condition, but the 

result is inevitabq h.armful to the ability, efficiency, and general 

worth of the subject, with the added detraction that they cause damage 

to the brain from which the indi vidua). never complete~ recovers. 

Si.Jrpq by addressing processing frOJll the viewpoint that one is 

changing entheta to theta and freeing 1lp all available theta in the 

case one will make the most rapid progress with the pre-elear. Experience 

in the field has demonstrated that irascible , authoritarian auditing can 
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continue for as lang as five hundred hours, that actual np8,1chosomatic 

illnesses" c"p. be removed, and that sane small improvement can be seen 

in the general tone of the pre-clear, and yet that neglect of emphasis 

on raising tone might penni t such a case to continue on another thousand 

hours without produc:ing a clear, the entheta being transferred from one 

part of the bank to another, endlessly. 

The auditor should give attention to the environment of his pre-

clear. Here he may f'ind that his pre-clear is in the vicinity of such 

restimulative people, situations, and objects that the free theta in 

the case is continually in a turbulent condition. In such a case the 

auditor has every right to recommend a change of environment for the 
,... 

duration of processing. In this alone~ ... he has gained free theta for his 

pre-clear, and much of the turbulence he observes in his pre-clear will 

settle out. Cases have been observed :in which the pre-clear was in the 

vicinity of a marital mate who produced such constant tenSion, so many 

invalidations, and who had so little thought for or belief in any pos-

sible gain for the other that the processing was only of small benefit 

and the auditor was wasting ten hours of audi t:ing time for every one which 

was effective. 

The auditor should not draw back from educating his p re-c lear , so 

long as the education is not on a command basis but is dane as an invi ta-

tion to the self-determinism of the pre-clear to manifest itself, an 

invitation to the pre-clear to reason things out on a basis of his own 

adjudication. This is particularly beneficial with children. Indeed, 

children are surrounded by such ordering about and restrictions that their 

self-determinism is often too slight to cope with anytb:ing like their 

personal situations. In such a 'case it is definitely the role of the 
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auditor to invite the child to think things out for himself, occasionally 

redefining words or situations for the child. Actua.1l1', an auditor can 

take two or three pre-clears and form an educational. group wherein mutual 

discussion of their own problems will result in a rise of tone in the 

pre-clears. 

The third method of processing, of course the most lasting method, 

is auditing b.r dianetic processing, wherein the auditor concentrates on 

freeing all available theta in the cue and converting as much entheta 

as possible to theta. The auditor's first step toward accomplishiDg this, 

should he consider the environmental situation compatible, is to promote 

affinity, communication, and reality with his pre-clear and to found a 

group of two - himself and his pre-clear. 

The auditor must recognize that he is dealing with a person, in 

every case, whose conduct is not as good as it will be. Thus, the 

auditor must practice much self-restraint and must form an example for 

his pre-clear. To do this the auditor must never under any circwnstances 

or for aQ7 reason break ~ part of the auditor's code with the pre-clear. 

Breaking the auditor's code, at first glance, ~ not appear to be a 

very great sin. But an auditor has undertaken to aid a fe~low man, and 

his dedication to that purpose must be sincere to the point of sacred

ness. An auditor, by misusing his position through what he mows about 

the human mind, can bring havoc upon an unsuspecting pre-clear. Care

lessness alone, if it is backed with good intention, can seldom do much 

harm. But malicious intent, wherein an auditor a:xpects to It gain " heavily 

by use of deception and misuse of the sacred trust he has taken unto 

himself in helping his fellow man, can cast a pre-clear far back dOlm 

the tone scale. 
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If one does not feel that he can keep the auditor's code wholly and 

completely, he should not under any circumstances audit anyone, nar should 

he permit himself to be pursuaded to audit anyone, and any pre-clear 

should be very wary of permitting himself to be audited by anyone who 

potentia.l1y would break the auditor's code. The pre-clear who finds 

himsel1 confronted with an auditor code break should instantly and 

finaJ..ly term:inate his processing with that auditor and should find another 

who can keep the code. A man who will break this code once will break 

it many times, and the pre-clear should never persit in the arrangement 

out of the argument that he can get only one auditor. Anyone who breaks 

this code is under 2.5 on the chart and should not be auditing but should 

be in the process of being audited himself. 

An open-hearted and sincere effort to practice Dianetics, after a 

thorough st~ of the pr:inciples contained in this book, should the 

student adhere to these principles, will produce marked and beneficial 

effects upon human beings never before attained in man's history. To 

produce these effects the auditor must permit himself to be embraced ~ 

the auditoris code and to keep these pr:incip1es as sacred as if they 

were the vows of priesthood. 

The auditor conducts himself in such a way as to maintain optimum 

affinity, communication and agreement with the pre-clear. 

The auditor is trustworthy. He understands that the pre-clear has 

given into the auditor's trust his hope for higher sanity and happiness, 

and that the trust is aecred and never to be betrayed. 

The auditor is courteous. He respects the pre-clear as a human 

be:ing. He respects the self-determinism of the pre-clear. He respects 

his own position as an auditor. He expresses this respect in courteous 

conduct. 
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The auditor is courageous. He never falls back frau his dut,r to a 

case. He never fails to use optimum procedure regardless of ~ 

alarming conduct on the part of the pre-clear. 

The auditor never evaluates the case for the pre-clear. He abstains 

from this, knowing that to compute for the pre-clear is to inhibit the 

pre-clear's own computation. He lmows that to refresh the pre-clear's 

m:ind as to what went before is to cause the pre-clear to depend heaviq 

upon the auditor and so to undermine the self-determinism of the pre-clear. 

The auditor never inyalidates any of the data or the personality of 

the pre-clear. He knows that in doing so he would seriousq enturbulate 

the pre-clear. He refrains from criticism and invalidation no matter 

how much the auditor's own sense of reality is twisted or shaken by the 

pre-clear's inCidents or utterances. 

The auditor uses on~ techniques designed to restore the self

determinism of the pre-clear. He refrains from all authoritarian or 

dominating conduct, leading always, rather than dri v:ing. Be refrains 

from the use of h;ypnotism or sedatives on the pre-clear DO matter how 

much the pre-clear may demand them out of aberration. He never abandons 

the pre-clear out of faintheartedness about the ability of techniques 

to resolve the case" but persists and continues to restore the pre-clear'8 

self-d.%erminism. The auditor keeps himself informed of 8.D1' DeW skills 

in the science. 

The auditor cares for himself as an auditor. B.r working with 

others he maintains his own processing at regular intervals in order to 

maintain or raise his own position on the tone scale despite restimula

tion of himself through the process of auditing others. He knows that 

failure to give heed to his own processing" until he lrlmself is a 

release or a clear in the severest meaning of the terms, is to cost his 
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pre-clear the benefit of the auditor's best performance. 

This is the auditor's code. It has been discovered that the two 

most important aspects of the code~e the preservation of the pre-clear's 

sense of reali t;y and the trustworthiness of the auditor. An invalidation 

of the pre-clear's data, no matter how outrageously that data m.ay assault 

the auditor's own sense of reality, can be severe and will go so far as 

to shut off the pre-clear'ssonic and visio, all in a moment. Most 

pre-clears are uncertain enough in the presence of their own past. They 

quite COllDllOnly invalidate themselves, a practice from which they should. 

be discouraged. When the auditor invalidates the pre-clear's data the 

shock to the pre-clear can be very great. In the matter of trustworthi

ness, the auditor must never take advantage of the pre-clear, either in 

using his data or in using a temporary state of apathy, propitiation, 

or restimulation in order to possess himself carnalJ.y of the pre-clear 

or to gain materi~. 
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CHAPTElt TWO 

THE MECIWaCS 
OF ABERRATION 

According to the basic theory of Dianetics, theta, ~ which is meant 

the life force, life energy, div:ine energy, ~ vital~ or, by any other 

name, the energy peculiar to life which acts upon material in the physical 

universe and animates it, mobilizes it and changes it, is susceptible 

to alteration in character or vibratio~, at which time it becomes entur-

bulated theta, or entheta. 

A description of pure theta acting in a harmonious control of MEST 

is to be f01md along the 4.0 band of the chart. Here we see theta as 

reasonable, perSistent, responsible, with an affinity very high in all 

spheres of attraction, capable of high communication both rtpercepticallyft 

and with ideas" and with a high sense and appreciation of reality. An 

individual whose theta is tmenturbulated in his current environment, 

whose education is not enturbulated ~ poor data and bad teachers in an 

1mreasonable culture, and from whose life has been deleted all the 

physical and mental pain, given an average genetic background, would be 

a very high order of clear. 
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The things which reduce the individual dOl-nl from the state of clear 

and bring him lower on the tone scale would be a turbulent and unhappy 

environment, a poor and unreasonable education in a not too rational 

culture, poor physical endowment, and, what is most important to the 

auditor, theta trapped as entheta in past moments of physical pain, and 

further theta trapped as charge as later consequences of that physical pain. 

So far as the immediate address to the case is concerned, the auditor 

might conceive of a case as being potentially re1ative~ pure theta, as 

modified by environment, education, and physical endowment,~but that 

this theta has in past moments of pam and sorrow become, at least some 

portion of it, converted to entheta which is held at various moments of 

a person's past. By methods of processing, the auditor frees the entheta, 

which automatically converts to theta and becomes available to the indivi-

dual's general action in life and so raises him automatic~ on the 

tone scale. 

Physical pain could be said to be the a1arIll reaction to theta that 

the organism has been too heavily impmged upon MEST. Physical. pain is 

an abrupt and sharp warning of non-survival. Without a mechanism of phy-

sica1 pain no organism could be warned of physical dangers through exper
w 

iencing p~, and so no organism could survive, since no organism .bu1d 

have a perception of destruction. Thus, physical pain is actuaD..y a 

perceptic, just as sight and sound are perceptics. Physical pain as a 

perception mechanism lies immediately behind every other perception 

mechanism, since too much light can cause pain, too much sound can cause 

pain, too much motion can cause pain, and so forth. MEST, which is to say 
~ 

th;chysica1 universe of matter, energy, space and time, is perceived by 

the theta of the organism by the various perceptions of sight, sound, 
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motion, organic sensation, and so forth. The moment aQy of these grows 

too intense, theta's orderly and harmonious control of MEST undergoes a 

shock of interruption. The theta and MEST brought too close~ together 

in turbulen~hus form entheta and enMEST. 

Every individual has a time track. This is sinp~ all of the per-

ceptions of a lifetime from conception to present time--the organism 

time track. Every moment of now - present time - finds the organism 

registering bw perception some portion of the physical universe. Th~e 
A 

perceptions are stored in what is called the standard memory bank, if they 

are ana~ical and not physically painful, or in the reactive memory 

storge bank if they contain physical pain. Thus, these perceptions are 

stored in an unending continuation from the first moment of cellular life 

forward to present time. The time track is a consecutive series of nows, 

through day and night, week, month, and year for all the lifetime. 

Each time the perceptions, by reason of severe turbulence, record 

as physical pain, the theta present could be said to be converted and held 

there, static, by enHEST. Every physically painful recording is missing 

from the time track so far as standard memory is concerned and is filed 

instead in the reactive bank. Each time this occurs less theta is appar-

ently available to the analyzing and conscious portion of the person's 

being and becomes a debit, on the entheta side of the ledger. So long 

as the individual possesses proportionate~ more theta than entheta he 

is fairly well up the tone scale, but when the trapped entheta begins to 

outweigh the theta the individual is brought down the tone scale to a 

non-survival level. The position of the person on the tone scale deter-

mines not on~ his potential for happiness but also his longevity. 

Immortality can be measured in many ways. The higher a person is on the 
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tone scale the more he tends toward immortality. The loWer a person is 

on the tone scale the more he tends toward death. The amount of theta 

in the case determines the amount of survival potential of the individual, 

and the amount of entheta in tha case determines the amount of non-survi val 

potential. 

The auditor by processing frees the entheta from the case, thus 

increasing the survival potential of the individual. The processes which 

:free entheta and convert it into theta may be . formidable in theory but in 

practice are quite simple and mq be done by rote, since it is the nature 

of theta readiq to convert back to its free and un-enturbulated state 

when given simple assistance. 

It should be thoroughly understood by the auditor that according to 
f 

theory, c~ed by observation in practice, no entheta exists unless it 

has as its basic cause physical pain. 

It should be no less well understood that entheta,when it contacts 

small quantities of theta,makes that into entheta as well. Further, 

theta contacting smaller quantities of entheta converts the entheta into 

theta. This is a two-way conversion. Theta, in proximity to entheta, 

makes theta out of it. Entheta, in proximit,y to theta, makes entheta 

out of it. From this we have the contagion of aberration, a principle 

of considerable importance in Dianetics. Theta, in the vicinity of 

entheta, becomes enturbulated and made into entheta. It,was once thought 
t," ~e.Ylted. 

that insanity was • I ' sF &. It is true that a genetic endowment in 

terms of structure or an endowment of too small a quantity of theta may 

predispose one person more than others to insanity, but only in the 

vicinity of entheta. Of course, there can be the insanity of malformed 

brains, where some of the perception and computation mechanisms are 
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absent, but this type of insanity results only in inability to think, 

not in aberrated thinking. It is not true, then, that insanity is hered

itary. Insanity, apparently, comes about 'Wholly by contagion. An 

enturbulated culture or envirorunent can keep an individual in a continuous 

state of turbulence, but, lacking engrams, that individual would cease to 

be enturbulated as soon as he removed himself from the soarce of the tur

bulence. People who are insane bring those around. them marke~ down on 

the tone scale and could be said to be responsible for all the exist:ing 

insanity in the race. If one associates with badly aberrated individuals 

one will himself in consequence become badly aberrated, if only while in 

the vicinity of the badly aberrated associates. 

There is an apparent family line of aberration. It was previously 

thought to be carried genetically, but this is evidentJ.y not the case. 

It is carried on the thought channel of the family. The confusions of 

domestic life get into the moments of physical injury of the child, and 

the child as a consequence becomes liable for the family aberrations and 

will manifest them. 

The princjple of the contagion of aberration is broad in scope. One 

can observe in any group of men that one or two may be much more aberrated 

than the others. One can make the simple experiment of removing the ene or 

two aberrated persons from the group, and he will then see that the general 

tone level of the group will rise, s:ince the source of the group's main 

turbulence has been removed. 

By examining the life of any pre-clear, his case history, and without 

examining any of the pre-clear1s own aberrations, the auditor can make a 

good estimate of the pre-clear I s aberrations simply by discover:ing what 

manner of people the parents were. It is an inexorable fact that these 
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aberrations, one way or another, will manifest themselves in the pre-clear. 

The auditor should fully understand the principle of contagion. 

Fortunately, the ccnversion works in both directions. Sanity is alBo 

contagious. Thus, by observing the auditor's code and. providing a sane 

environ for his preclear, the auditor can bring some of the entheta 

in the pre-clear's case back into the state of theta without any process-

ing. This is particularly valuable in the treatment of psychotics. 

There could be said to be three divisions of entheta. Basically, the 

only way entheta comes into being in any life form is through ph;ysical 

injury, but after the physical injury is present the entheta in it contages 

into the tIE ta involved in circumstances that approach or approximate 

those of the physical injury. When this happens we have another kind of 

entheta; locks formed by restimulation. The shocks of conscious moments, 

the griefs and sorrows, the fears and angers, the breaks of affinity, 

communication, and reality which one has with ilie would be the third kind 

of entheta, which would be temporary entheta if it were not for the presence 

of physical injury and its entheta in the case. To make this plainer, first 

there is the engram. This is physical pain, enMEST and entheta held at a 

specific point on the time track. This might never become serious but for 

restimulation by the envirorunent. When this engram becomes restimulated 

it makes much of the existing free theta in the organism turbulent. Some 

of this turbulence remains as additional frozen entheta, some of it un-

enturbulates and becomes theta again. 
~ 

The engram, a moment o:fphysical pain, forms the basis for entheta, 
A 

and having formed it, little by lttle by contagion, steals free theta 

from the individual and makes it into entheta npermanentlyQ in the form 

of secondary enrams and locks. At the moment of restimulation, perhaps 
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nearly all of the individual's theta becomes enturbulated, but this more 

or less rapidly un-enturbulates, or settles out, and becomes theta again. 

One could, then, have a picture of a time track as a straight line 

from conception to present time. At some early point on this time track 

there is a moment of physical injury. At a little bit later on the track 

this moment is approximated by the environment. This would be a key-in. 

Act~, the individual has to be more or less enturbulated by the 

general environment when the key-in takes place, which is to say he would 
.so;t"e 

have to be worried or tired or perhaps only annoyed about ~ thing. 

This key-in now gives the engram more power and strength. The next 

time the engram is restimulated, another lock is added and would be 

m~ked as a third point on the t!ack. Then" let us say" that some loss 

takes place which approximates in some way or ways this or~inal engram. 

If it were such a thing as the death of a loved one, an enormous amount of 

enturbulence W01L1d take place. The turbulence" by its very magnitude" 

approximates the nature of physical pain. A very large amount of theta 

bec;tnes trapped by the physical pain. This would. be called a secondary 
-tf" 

engrag(. The difference between a secondar,r engram and a lock is the order 

of magnitude of the trapped theta, that is, entheta. Each time a seco~ 
~ 

occurs the whole of the theta of the individual may be temporarily entur-

bulated, but only a small portion remains frozen as entheta, and the 

remaining enturbulated theta converts back into free theta. 

Thus one can see that as life progresses" more and more theta 

becomes fixed as entheta in locks and secondary engrmns, and less and less 

theta is available to the organism for purposes of reason. This is called 

the dwindling spiral. It is so called because the more entheta there is 

on the case" the more theta will be turned into entheta at each new restimu-
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lation. It is a three-dimensional "vicious circle" which carries the 

individual down the tone scale. In a child, very few locks and secondar-

ies have been formed and so the child t s theta is free and the child. t stone 

is high, yet even though this child receives no more engrams for several 

years, the engrams he alre~ has may gradua.lly be charged up by locks 

and secondaries until he had less free theta than entheta, at which time 

he would be very low on the tone scale. 

It may also happen that some enormous succes s in life, an extremely 

happy marriage, or association with high-theta individuals will work on 

the reactive bank to convert it without processing, at least in part, 
e.. 

back into free theta. Here is the calmness of the aberratld person who 

quits the turbulent world, for instance, and takes the vows of the 

church. In Js new environment he has fewer approximations of his old 
"-

locks and engrams, but more importantly, he is in the vicinity of far 

more theta, and he will as a consequence dis-enturbulate, ~ 

rise on the tone scale. 

Similarly, that person who is idle, without goal or direction, may 

find his accumulation of secondaries and locks is far greater, since his 

theta,being idle,is already slightly enturbulated. This individual mq 

become very busy in the pursuit of some definite and lTorthwhile goal, and 

his theta, thus un-enturbulated, will rob his locks and secondaries of 

some of the entheta they contain. 

An :individual who in one environ may have been living under extremely 

unhealthy conditions ~ change his mode of existence so as to include 

exercise, sun~hine, and fresh air, and this change, bringing about a 

better physical condition, will itself un-enturbulate the individual to 

some degree. 
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Dianetic processing does simply this: It uses the theta of the 

pre-clear, as aided by the theta of the auditor, to dis-enturbulate the 

theta contained in the pre-clear's locks, secondaries, and engrams. 

The goal of the auditor is to dis-enturbulate entheta, not necessarily 

to run engrams or to concentrate on locks or secondaries, one more than 

another. In various cases various conditions exist which make it necessar,y 

to address first one and then another of these three types of entheta. 

The auditor should thoroughly understand the anatolV of the engram, as 

well as that of the secondar,y and of the lock. 

An engram comes about when the individual organism suffers an intense 

impact with l1EST. This is actual physical pain. It may occur in any 

portion of the body and ~ be from simply too intense a reception of light 

or sound, erosion, as in chafing or sunburn, cuts, contusions, fractures, 

organic derangements, overdoses of poisonous substances, attacks by 
S 

bacteria and viruses, or any mfual or unusual cause of physical pain. 

Every moment of physical pain contains with it a partial or major shut-

down of the analytical function of the mind. Consciousness ~ be inter-

rupted for a moment or for d~s by physical pain, but regardless of the 

duration, physical pain always brings about lowered consciousness. 

One may not realize this completely until one has had erased from him an 

instant in which he burned his finger, or sometmng equally inconsequen-

tial. He will learn that while he had supposed he knew everything that 

happened during that mOIOOnt of pa:in, some data yet remained hidden con-

eerning the incident. This missing data is the content of the reactive 

mind. 

The engram contains all of the perceptions present during the period 

of its receipt. Before Dianetics, this was not realized. It was thought 



that an unconscious person was simply unconscious and that things which 

were said to him and that other perceptible entities which impinged upon 

him went unrecorded. No matter the depth of unconsciousness in the 

presence of physical pain, the reactive mind records ~ and completely 

all the perceptions possible in the environ, including the physical pain. 

During an operation involving anesthesia, for instance, all the physical 

pain, the doctor's words, the smell of the ether, the nurses footsteps, 

the feel of the table, and the functions of the internal organs, amongst 

other things, are recorded in full in the reactive mind of the individual, 

as an engram. 

If one is acquainted with hypnotism, one can readi~ understand the 

compulsive or obsessive character of data which is out of sight of the 

conscious mind but which is yet forced upon it from below by the drive of 

physical pain. Hidden data and hidden pain cause identity thinking, so 

that the power to differentiate and thus to reason is reduced. An indivi-

dual obeys engrams literally. When an engram is restimulated the individual 

may dramatize the engram, or go through the cycle of action demanded by 

the engram, if it can be dramatized. Dramatized or not, the engram, 

containing unconsciousness, reduces the ana~ical awareness of the 

individual, and a person who has many engrams in restimulation is ordinarily 

less than one-quarter analytically aware, and can still be considered 

normal. 

The entheta of the engram makes it possible for locks to form. The 

engram is restimulated in the individual when he is less analytically 

alert than ordinarily, by reason of weariness or other non-optimum con-
'f 

di tions • The engram may contain certain .(erceptics which are -duplicated 

in the immediate environ of the individual. This approximation of the 
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environ to the engram brings about an identification of the exterior world 

wi th the interior world of engrams, and· so brings about restimulation of 

the engram. This rest:i1nulation manifests itsel£ in the enturbulation of 

the individual. The process of enturbulation fixes into the engram some 

of the individual's theta, ''Permanently'' converting it to entheta. The 

first time an engram is restimulated (and one may lie dormant for forty 

years without being restirnu.l.ated) is called a key-in. A key-in is merely 

a special kind of lock. 

The secondary engram takes place when the turbulence of the 

indi vidual is very high. Anger, fear, grief, or apathy may be occasioned 

by the environment, and if a physical pain engram underlies this situation 

and even vague~ approximates it in perceptics, enormous quantities of 

theta are trapped as entheta in the seconi ary. The secondary engram is 

enormously important. It is run exactly like a physical pain engram. 

If one could remove all the secondar,y engrams from a case without 

touching physical pain engrams, he would have a release. The secondary 

stores such large quantities of entheta that remarkable results are often 

obtained by running one simple secondary engram. The auditor should 

understand thoroughly, however, that no secondary engram can exist unless 

a physical pain engram underlies it. In running a secondary engram the 

auili. tor may often discover that with it he is running also a physical 

pain engram. 

Affinity, connnunication, and reality enforcements and breaks in a 

case are not specialized types of secondaries or locks but are only the 

component parts of secondaries and locks. Any physical pain engram is 

a break of affinity between theta and NEST and is, indeed, the basic 

affinity break. The break of affinity brings ab out reduction of 
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communication since the theta no longer wishes to approach this type of 

MEST as avi~ as before. And as the theta is not in harmonious agreement 

with MEST, the reality is reduced. Here we have, in affinity, connnunica-

tion, and reality breaks, the basic cuse of trouble in any organism. The 

intent of theta is harmoniously to conquer MEST, and when MEST reacts 

suddenly and without warning against the theta organism the basic impulse 

of that theta is thwarted. Thus, this could be said to be the basis 

of all aberration, and by observation and experience this postulate seems 
~ 

to be ~equately confirmed. 

The engram becomes charged up with entheta through the process of 

the :illdividual1s acquiring locks and secondaries. An engram which is too 

hig~ charged not only carmot be run but ordinarily cannot even be 
J-

contacted, until seconl"aries and locks are reduced. Thus, in most cases 

the first address of the auditor is to locks and then secondaries and 

then engrams, with tl~ treatment of more locks and secondaries to make 

available more engrams. 

The whole purpose of the auditor is to change entheta to theta as 

rapidly and as efficiently as possible. Where he gets the entheta, 

whether out of engrams, secondaries, or locks, is of no basic concern. 

Theta is theta. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE DYNAMICS 
OF EXISTENCE 

Behind Dianetics there is considerable technology concerning know-

ledge itself and general philosophies about tb.i1lking without which 

Dianetics could not have come into existence. 

The major postulate of Dianetics is: 

THE DYNAMIC PRmCIPLE OF EXISTENCE IS SURVIVE. 

Theta (where its purpose is the conquest of MEST), life, and 

organisms have no other principle than survive as their motivation. The 

* opposite to this motivation is succumb. 

The failure to survive is to succumb. 

-~---------------------- -
* Two basic axioms about knowledge are as follows: Axiom One: A datum 
is as important as it is evaluated in terms of survive or succumb. 
Axiom Two: A datUlIl can on~ be evaluated by data of comparable magnitude. 

The basic unit of both the theta and the ~mST universes is Two, not one. 
~~ , 

Dimaxian geometry, the three-dimensional mathematics of space, has compar-
able axioms and values, evidently, in the theta universe. The basic unit 
of One as a postulate is impOSSible, since it has nothing by which it can 
be evaluated; therefore, the basic unit of Two is necessary. Attempting 
to postulate anything on the basis of One as the basic unit brings about 
considerable disorder in thought. The S'''Preme Being, for instance, has as 
the second datum for evaluation the Devil. The Supreme Being is Survive. 
The Devil is succumb. The basic postulate of Dianetics contains as an 
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V 
Theta as an energy, insofar as we obser~ it in organisms which are 

partially MEST , survives or succumbs. MEST, in accordance with the most 

fundamental physical laws and the conservation of energy, survives or 

succumbs. It will be noted in both cases that succumbing is apparently 

the conversion of the energy into another form. Theta converting into 

entheta travels from survive to sucllmb, but the energy is not lost, and. 
A 

death is one of the freeing mechanisms by which the theta is able to 

become momentarily independent of MEST and so combine again with MEST, 

forming another organism to carry along the generations. In the physical 

universe, energy survives but the forms the energy takes often succumb 

and change into other energy forms. 

The chart of the tone scale divides at 2.0. Above this point the 

direction of dynamic action of the organism is toward survival. The 

organism will seek higher levels of survival, will try to live as long as 

possible and as well as possible, both of which are components of survival, 

since in general the more bountiful the existence, the better the poten-

tials of survival. 

Below 2.0, the dynamic action of the organism tends toward succumb. 

The individual l1IaiY' apparently engage upon slII'vival activities but will do 

something to bring about a non-survival end, regardless of what activity 

the individual engages upon. Below 2.0, the individual will tend toward 

the death of himself, sex, the future, groups, or Mankind. He is des-

tructi ve toward life. He makes eru-lEST out of any MEST he may have at 

hand or can influence. He repels theta and attracts entheta. 

This is the band of the immoral, the promiscuous, the criminal, the 

fascist, the Godless, the suicide, and other undesirables. Whatever 

------------------
understood portion the fact that Sl~ve is matched by succumb. 
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action is taken by the individual who is acute~ or chronically below 

2.0 will tend toward the death of himself or anything with which he is 

associated. His avowals may be entirely different, and he mq even him-

self believe that he seeks higher survival levels, but the end product of 

his actions, whether these actions app~ to a bus:iness, to a marriage, to 
e 

a friendship, to a group, or to a religion will be death or some undsirable 

non-survival situation, which, of course, itself tends toward death. 

It is not realized gener~ that the criminal is not only anti-

social but is also anti-self. Anyone below 2.0 is a potential or.active 

cr:im:i.nal, in that crimes against the prtf-survival actions of others are 

continually- perpetrated. Crime might be defined as the reduction of the 

survival level along anyone of the eight dynam1cs.* 
__________ , _____ ._11 _____ .. _,_ 

* Editorial Note: Police are continu~ baffled by the irrationality of 
the criminal. Since police officers are, ordinari~, rational men and tend 
themselves toward survival, they sometimes cannot readily comprehend that 
the criminal habitually takes the route of non-survival for himself and 
his group. No matter the criminal's I.Q. he' will leave obvious clues on 
the scene. He will flee from crimes at a rate of ~eed calculated to 
attract the attention of any traffic officer. Trapped in a criminal act 
which has as its penalty as little as thirty days in jail, the criminal 
may attempt to use weapons against police, and thus commit suicide, at 
the expense of some worthy officer' slife. The most baffling thing in 
police work is an attempt to deduce motives using any kind of a rational 
yardstick upon the criminal. The only motive the criminal has is destruc
tion along any one of the dynamics, including the first. It sometimes 
happens that if a criminal is promised non-survival in return for infor
mation, he will glad~ make the trade, whereas he refuses to give informa
tion in return for liberty and continued good health. Those who aid 
criminals or deal with them know, to their sorrow, ,that the criminal 
ordinarily repays a helping hand with destructive actions. Parole boards 
are rendered particularly dismayed by the numbers of times their exten
sions of liberty, on certain conditions, is repayed by destructive action. 
Police have for some time looked for a proper definition for a true 
criminal. Men should be removed from society only when th~ constitute 
a continual or occasional threat to that society. ~\n answer to this 
problen may be found in the accompanying chart. 
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The old adages about the forces of good and the forces of evil are 

amazingly apt when one studies men from the standpoint of the theta-MEST 

theory. In order to understand this further perhaps one should offer the 

diane tic axioms for good and for evil. 

Good can be considered to be any constructive survival action. It 

happens that no construction can take place without some small destruction, 

just as the tenement must be torn down to make room for the new apartment 

building. Good is further modified by' the viewpoint of the individual. 

To be good, something must contribute to the individual, to his famil.y, 

his children, his group, Mankind, or life. To be good, a thing must con

tain construction which outweighs the destruction it c:antains. A new 

cure which saves a lmndred and ldlls one is an acceptable cure. What is 

good from the viewpoint of one person ~ be bad for another person. In 

the case of A, who gets a new job, this is gcJ! for A, but perhaps bad for 

B, who was released so that A could have the job. Good is survival. Good 

is being right more than one is wrong. Good is being more successful than 

one is um(u~cessfu1, ::&iong constructive lines. Things are good which 

complement the survival of the individual, his family, children, group, 

Mankind, life, and MEST. Acts are good which are more beneficial than 

destructive along these dynamics, as modified by' the viewpoint of the 

individual, the future race, the group, Mankind, life, or MEST. 

Evil is the apposite of good, and is anything which is destructive 

more than it is constructive along any of the various dynamics. A. thing 

which does more destruction than construction is evil from the viewpoint 

of the individual, the future, group, species, li1'e, or MEST that it 

destroys. ~en an act is More destructive than constructive, it is 

evil. When an act assists succu:mb more than it assists survival, it is 
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an evil act in the proportion that it destroys. A thing is evil which 

threatens more destruction than construction for the individual, future, 

group, Hank:ind, life, or 11EST. 

Good, bl1ll1tly, is survival. Evil is non-survival. Construction is 

good when it promotes survival. Destruction is bad when it :inhibits 

survival. Construction is evil when it inhibits survival. Destruction 

is good when it enhances survival. 

An act or conclusion is as right as it promotes the survival of the 

individual, future, group, Mank:ind, or life making the conclusion. To 

be entirely right would be to survive to inf:inity. 

An act or conclusion is wrong to the degree that it is non-survival 

to the individual, future race, group, species, or life responsible for 

doing the act or rnald.ng the conclusion. The most wrong a person can be 

is dead. 

The individual or group which is, on the average, righter than wrong 

(since these terms are not absolutes, by far) should survive. An indivi-

dual who is wronger than right, on the average, will succUlllb. 

All conclusions are modified b.1 time, since one conclusion made 

wrong during an emergency can cause the non-survival of the individual 

or the group. 

Individuals above 2.0 on the tone scale are more and more right in 
(l 

their actions and conclusions than they are wrong, <s they rise up the 

tone Bcale. Individuals below 2.0 are, on the average, increasingly more 

wrong then they are right, in all fields, as they descend the tone scale. 

Accepting these postulates and axioms, it can then be observed that 

one can predict to some degree what he m~ expect from individuals above 

or below 2.0 on the tone scale. A reasonable individual attempts to read 
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into the acts of others some reason. .An individual who is tending toward 

survival tends to evaluate the conduct of others in terms of efforts to 

survive. He may see in an individual below 2.0 what he thinks is merely 

an aberrated inaccuracy or an occasional mistake, but closer observation 

will demonstrate that the individual below 2.0 is aggregating numerous 

mistakes, even while being ocasional~ right, and is tending to bring 

about the non-survi. val of himself, of the future, of the group, and by 

contagion, the Mankind of which he would like to be a part. Below 2.0 

lies fatality. That fatalitY' may be manifested on a gradient scale. 

It may only be nagging or forgetfulness or occasional gossip, but it is 

destructive and it is evil. In an older time a stern voice could have 

said that those who lie below 2.0 are the servants of evil and the 

minions of the devil. 

These few axioms should give the auditor some ability to predict 

actions and to know the reasons he should expect certain actions on the 

part of pre-clears. * 
---------------------
* Very little experimental evidence exists with regard to 'many aspects 
of the theta body or, as it might otherwise be called, the individual soul. 
It is distinct from cellular or genetic line and apparently has its own 
personality and follows in a continuing line along the various genera
tions, possib~, now and then advancing to a point where it separates 
itself from ·the race and joins the theta universe, if this can be considered 
to exist as such. The data accUl1Illl.ated would also seem to indicate that 
some entheta is carried forward along the line of the generations, since 
engrams in the theta body exist, if to a much lighter extent, specifically 
the death engram, where the theta body is very much in evidence - so much 
so that if the auditor neglects to run the death engram of a past life 
when it is presented by the pre-clear, he will without fail bog down his 
case. There seems to be a distinct possibility that the theta body might 
begin, through the generations, to carr" a preponderance of entheta by 
being too continua~ in the lower area of the tone scale. It could be 
postulated that the theta body might become an entheta body entirely, and 
so drop out of the survival cocatenations, to what destination one cannot 
sure~ say. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

OF PROCESSING 

Dianetic processing is relati ve~ simple. The auditor usually 

assists the pre-clear" provided. with an easy chair and a couch. The 

pre-clear at first normally sits up and answers the questions of the 

.inventory. This act~ is the beginning of processing" although it 

may appear that the auditor is mere~ seek:i.ng information which he can 

later use'. During the in'VS.tltory" the interest of the auditor in the 

pre-clear builds up a.ffinity between them. The discussion of the case 

increases cOllD'll1lllication. And the auditor's acceptance of the pre-clear's 

first evaluations of his own case builds up a sense of reality. 

The auditor can tear down these desirable A-R-C conditions by being 

bored" uninterested in his pre-clear" peremptory" demanding that less 

time be cons\Dlled" criticising the pre-clear in any way" or in general 

breaking the auditor's code. 

The auditor then makes a test of the case" finding out whether or 

not the pre-clear can move on the track, finding out whether the pre

clear's memory is good, and estimating what level of the tone scale his 
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pre-clear probably occupies. CAUTION: THE AUDITOR UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES 

SHOULD TELL THE PRE-cLEAR WHERE HE THlNKS THE PRE-CLEAR LIES ON THE CHART. 

HE SHOULD NOT BE INVEIGLED IN ANY WAY mID DISCLOSING WHERE HE THINKS THE 

PRE-CLEAR LIES ON THE CHART, SINCE A LOw VALUE ON THE CHART FOR THE PRE

CLEAR IS, IN EFF~T, AN INVALIDATION OF THE PRE-CLEAR HIMSELF. (The 

auditor does not have to disclose this information even b,y the ~ he 

starts in his processing, for any case can be mcpected to be given lock 

scanning and straight wire. A case may be actuaJ..J.ar well up the tone 

scale but so occluded that lock scanning and straight wire must be emplQyed.) 

The auditor farthers his investigation of the case b,y asking the pre-

clear to lie down on the couch and close his eyes. In the past there was 

some confusion about the condition called reverie. The only difference 

between being in reverie and being awake is actuaJJ.y being in or olIt of 

present time. Reverie is not even a cousin to ~notism. The auditor, 

contrary to any early practice, does not count the pre-cl.ear into a state 

of reverie or concentration. The moment he asks the pre-clear to close 

his eyes and the pre-clear complies, the auditor can consider the pre-clear 

to be in reverie. If the pre-clear does not move on the track, this is 

not caused b,y a failure to be in reverie, but b,y being stuck in an engram 

or having a heavily charged case. 

The auditor tests out the perceptics of the pre-clear b,y simply ask-

ing the pre-clear to go back to a recent meal he has eaten or a recent 

pleasure moment and having h:iJll recount this moment over several times, 

not as a concept of the moment, but as if he were right on the scene doing 

the things again which were done before. This is called test:iJlg or tuning 

the perceptics. The auditor here is attempting to discover whether or not 

the pre-clear can actually taste again a steak he has eaten, see again the 
4t 

scene he has seen exactly as it was, fe~l again the knife and fork ~ 
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hands, hear again the conversation around him, feel again his weight upon 

the chair, and in general re-experience the incident. Running several 

such pleasure moments, it occasionally happens that some of the occluded 

perceptics tune up and turn on. In any event, a?rumling pleasure moments 

is very good for raising the tone of the pre-clear. 

Having run a perceptic test, the auditor takes the pre-clear, mere~ 

by asking h:iJn to go to a moment when he was very slight~ injured, to a 

point on the track where he has a somatic. The auditor~runs the incident. 

The somatic, if felt at all, will ordinarily reduce. This should be a 

recent moment of physical pain and should be a very minor one SUCh. as a 

cut finger or a stubbed toe. This gives the pre-clear some idea of what 

he is expected to do. 

The auditor should p~ particular attention to the fact that he is 

actually educating his pre-clear into track movement. The pre-clear may 

have to be coaxed several times before he gets the idea of being back in 

an incident and re-e.xperiencing it. He may try to give mere~ the con-

cept of the incident instead of perceiving it as though he were right 

there going through it again. He might try to free-associate and so 

wander around allover the track getting odds and ends and bits of 

information which are relatively valueless. 

After estimating the perceptics, the auditor should continue accord-

ing to the chart, on which by this time he should have thoroughly located 

his pre-clear. (Questions of almost unlilnitE,d variety will have been asked 

by the auditor. Simply by using the data in various colUllIlls and levels on 

the chart, he can avoid a stereotyped approach and be sure of turning up 

the information he needs.) The most significant points on the test run 

are movement on the track and the ability of the pre-clear to feel somatics. 
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The auditor continues processing according to the chart, occasionally 

checking the pre-clear for any rise on the tone scale, and if he finds 

a rise in tone he ~ use additional methods, as delineated on the chart. 

The auditor should be particularly chary of using on the pre-clear 

methods below the pre-clear1s tone level. Those individuals who are 

relatively low on the tone scale have so little free theta available for 

processing that it must be preserved and added to b.1 the gentlest and 

lightest methods possible for some time until the pre-clear1s tone rises. 

Should the auditor discover that the pre-clear lies high in one col

umn and low in another column he should take an average and by this 

discover the approximate position on the tone scale. 

If' the auditor is unable immediate~ to establish the pre-clear on 

the tone scale it is, in general, safe to use lock scanning without much 

investigation of the case. Even a case which is stuck on the time track 

can be lock scanned. If the pre-clear is scanned. through his locks and 

sticks in one of these locks, the auditor can generally free him by running 

pleasure moments or scanning pleasure moments, if he does not want to run 

the incident in which the pre-clear is hung up. Even when stuck in an 

engram pre-clears usually can be lock-scanned. 

The auditor should not be beguiled or sent astray by the wide-open 

case. This case is a very peculiar thing, as discussed elsewhere. Sonic 

and visio can be on full from the top to the bottom of the tone scale, 

but trying to run engrams on a wide-open case, as engrams, when the case 

is at 0.5 or 1.1, will bring about a long and arduous course of process

ing' in which the pre-c'lear will remain more or less static on the tone 

scale regardless of how many engrams are run out of the case. When such 

a case, or any case, is low on the tone scale, the running of engrams 

absorbs free theta. Further, the pre-clear will consistently combat 
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running engrams, since when any pre-clear is below 2.0, his tendency is 

toward death, suicide, or further decline. No plans or hopes for the 

future, no coaxings, nothing will persuade this pre-clear to do ~ing 

very arduous to help himself. A pre-clear low on the tone scale ~, 

however" be persuaded into same of the milder methods of processing" 

since the;y do not occasion much effort and actually do not seem to 

threaten his mtended decline -- since, make no mistake, the pre-clear 

below 2.0 will, one ~ or another, by" mowing or unknowing mtent, bring 

about failures and consequent death to himself, his associates, and his 

grOtJP. The wide-open case must be established on the tone scale by" columns 

other than visio and sonic. It'is best located by" its sense of reality, 

sexual behaViour, other manifestations" and the condition of the somatics. 

The wide-open case which is low on the tone scale must be handled with 

great care, since here we have, unlike the occluded case" a persistence 

so low that the individual drifts at the command of any engram. or changes 

course at the slightest pressure from the environment. The wide-open 

case low on the tone scale has no feeling of responsibility toward self, 

future" or group, ~save aberrated ones. Persistence is so slight that 

any auditmg errors can cause the case to withdraw from any processing. 

Here is an individual who climbs molehills as though they were mountains. 

This case can be the greatest trial to the auditor and will render" 

unfortunate4r, the most unsatisfying final results. The wide-open case 

can" of course, be low on the tone scale on~ temporari4r" because of 

some environnental situation. If so, the auditor had better extend him-

self if he can to clear up this situation before he begins auditing. 
~ 

Tli"s case is also a great liability to the auditor" when low on the 

tone scale" because of the vagaries of behaviour. If a woman" she may 

offer herself free~ to the auditor" disregarding her position in life, 
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her husband, the future she ma:y blast by doing so, the fate of ~ 

children she may have, or any other consideration. Woe betide the 

luckless male auditing such a case who :involves himself with this bundle 

of destruction, since as she wou1.d betray another so she will betray him; 

as she will be dishonest with another so she will be dishonest wi t.h the 
1-

audi tor. The dishonesty will eltend not only to treachery and betrayal, 

wherein she may free~ surrender to the auditor and then go direct~ to 

the police to have him arrested for seduction, and wherein she may promise 

the greatest secrecy around any liaison and yet strew all about evidence of 

that liaison, but she will also be dishonest when being run and will, for 

no other reason than to confuse the picture, deliver up the most twisted 

and perverted scenes of her own life. Raised amid riches, she will 

represent herself as having been a pauper. Raised a pauper, she will 

represent herself as a princess. She will normally have pride in her 

ability to act, and will common~ writhe and moan and weep over some 

incident that she quite consciously knows to be imaginary. No trust of 

any kind can be placed in a wide-open case when it is below 2.0 on the 

tone scale, and for that matter no trust can be put in an occluded case 

below 2.0 on the tone scale, but the wide-open case is far more deceptive 

and far more prone to wide vagaries in behaviour and delusion. 

The male wide-open case is no less difficult and trying, but strangely 

enough seems by observation to be far more persistent, either tClilard des-

truction or in efforts toward survival, than the female case. 

The auditor will have his problems with pre-clears who want attention 

but not processing. These pre-clears are automatic~ classifiable as 

below 2.0. This is the quickest chart location which can be done. The 

pre-clear who wants no kind. of processing whatsoever, even though he 

understands some of the principles involved and knows they will not be 
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harmful, and the pre-clear who wants no processing but to be hovered over 

are both headed toward succumb and will do their best to pull the auditor 

with them. As a shooting and quick burial for such people is frowned 

upon, at least at this tilne, the auditor should employ his ingenuity, if 

he will continue processing them. He should use very light methods and 

a catfoot approach, and he My be able to raise his pre-clear enough 

above 2.0 to cause a continuing direction toward survival. 

It should be born in mind by the auditor when he is doing his inven

tory and when he is locating his pre-clear on the chart that people below 

2.0 may not be immediately obvious. Their acceptance of processing may 

be only a method of securing attention. However, the auditor by using 

light, routine methods can produce the necessary rise on the tone scale 

to get the case to resolve itself. 

The auditor should remember that the contest is between his own theta, 

his reasnableness, his serenity, and his persistence, and the entheta of 

the pre-clear, the pre-clear's locks, secondaries and engrams. The moment 

the auditor permits his own entheta to attack the pre-clear, turbulence 

is produced and a reduction of the pre-clear on the tone scale will ensue. 

Thus, becoming angry, critical, stupid, avaricious, destructive, or mali

cious toward the pre-clear reverses processing. The pre-clear is not 

responsible for his engrams. The auditor is concerned. with what has been 

done !2 the pre-clear, not what has been done Et the pre-clear. The 

auditor should exhibit no morbid curiosity about the acts of the pre-clear. 

He should not inquire into the pre-clear's own doings unless he needs to 

find in the drainatizations of the pre-clear a clue to the engrams which 

caused the dramatizations. Getting angry at the pre-clear because the 

preclear will not run an engram is certain to lower the pre-clear on the 

tone scale. The auditor, poor fellow, must retain his patience even under 
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upbraidings from the pre-clear. The auditor must never justify himself 

when the pre-clear th:inks he has made a mistake. For the auditor to 

explain how it was not a mistake is only to further enturbulate the situa-

tion. 

When the pre-clear is returned to some point prior to present time 

at the auditor's request, the auditor should under no circumstances use 

more words than are absolutely necessar.y, and should at this time in 

particular be careful to observe the auditor's code, since the incident 

may contain anaten and the pre-clear may be receptive to hypnotic sugges-

tions. This is also true of a boil-off. The auditor should not talk to 

the pre-clear during a boil-off, should not try to wrestle the pre-clear 

into alertness out of the feeling that the pre-clear is mere~ trying to 

go to sleep. 

Sessions mq be of whatever duration and frequency during the week 

as are agreed upon by the auditor and pre-clear. Two-hour sessions are 

~USUallY considered minimum, since it 

contact and run out enough engrams or 

occasionally takes that long to 

to do enough lock scanning t~make 

the session 'i1orthwhile. Six hours of processing a da;y may be done without 

loss of efficiency, and this can be done seven days a week without harm 

to the pre-clear. It could be added that medical doctors advi~e that under 

such heavy processing a balanced vitamin ration be used by the pre-clear, 

who otherwise may suffer nightmares, since it is apparent that the running 

of engrams reduces the amount of vitamin Bl in the system. 

The general progress of tft case would be to use straight wire, then 

use some lock scanning, then to run some secondar,y engrams to relieve some 

grief or fear, and then to begin an erasure of the case by contacting the 
\ 

;'W\ 

first moment of pain or discohort in this lifetime, which is ordinarily 

found somewhere in the vicinity of cnception. If enough entheta has been 



converted to theta on the case, this first engram will erase. If it will 

not erase, then too much charge still exists in secornaries and locks. 

When the first engram in the case, mown as basic .. basic, has been erased, 

the next consecutive engram should be contacted and erased in its turn, 

and so on up the bank toward present time. Somewhere up the line it will 

be found that new grief has presented itself and it will be necessar,y to 

run out some more secondar,r engrams. When this has been done, the pre-

clear is sent back again to the first moment of pain or unconsciousness 

which can then be found on the case. Basic area engrams will probably 

have presented t~elves. 1I:hese are erased consecutively toward present 

time until further trouble develops. Then more secondaries are run, more 

locks are scanned, and the pre-clear is returned again to the basic area, 

where an erasure is continued. Sooner or later this erasure will continue 
:Ie 

all the way forward to present time. Then, after running a fewisolated 
A 

missed engrams, the auditor will have on his hands a clear, provided the 

auditor was far' enough up the tone scale in the first place to encourage 

the de-enturbulation of this case to the point where it could run engrams. 

The aum tor may f:ind an occluded case so heavily charged with engrams 

that the case can only boil off. This will appear to be a form of sleep, 

and the auditor may feel that he is being cheated of his opportunity to 

perform. In such a case, no matter how many hours of processing are 

consumed by this apparent sleep, the "sleep" must not be disturbed, but 

when the pre-clear comes out of it, the phrase on which he went into the 

boil-cff should be repeated again, thus putting him back into the "sleep." 

In such a wB:Y, enormous quanti ties of anaten are unburdened from the case. 

The auditor may find himself confronted with a pre-c lear who Will 
~ 

run only phrases and c6nnot seem to get a whole incident anywhere. Much 

lock scanning should be done with this pre-clear, but it is also of benefit 
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to permit the pre-clear to run these fragments of aberrative phrases, 

since sooner or later one of them will cause the pre-clear to boil off or 

to sudden~ hit a grief charge. 

No case of any kind should disma;y the auditor. With these presented 

techniques of lock scanning, running secondaries, running engrams, boil-

offs, straight memory, and even running disjointed phrases, any case which 

can be persuaded to work at all will resolve. 

The auditor should be particular~ wary of running his pre-clear 

into any heavi~ charged secondary unless the auditor intends to run the 

pre-clear through it again and again and again until ~the charge is 

reduced regardless of how much the pre-clear wants not to continue it and 

regardless of any trick the pre-clear may use to get out of it. This 

sometimes requires much courage on the part of the auditor, since the 

terror and agony of the pre-clear or the extremity of the grief may cause 

the auditor, out of misguided sympathy, to relent in the face of such a 

secondary engram. 

The auditor should be careful of running a heavily charged case into 

more than the case can handle. Processing should be as non-directive as 

possible, the auditor saying only enough to get the case running. Most 

auditors talk too much. 

The auditor should never confuse his role with psycho-therapy or 

with medicine. The medical doctor is important in the society: bacteria 

are bacteria. Bruises, contusions, broken bones, and obstetrics will be 

with us for a long while. The auditor, because he can sweep aside with 

ease most of the manifestations which were former~ called psychosomatic 

illnesses, should not discount the reality of ~ kinds of physical 
~ /~ 

disorders. ~ auditor is trying to bring the individual up the tone s8ale. 

Incidently, this 'by-passes the individual around the majority of physical 
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troubles and complexes and obsessions, but it does not obviate the occa-

sional necessity of medical treatment for the pre-clear, and it certainly 

does not obviate the insti tuionalization of the obviously insane, no 

matter what Dianetics can do for these people. The auditor, then, should 

work in close unison with medical doctors, helping them to understand what 

he is doing and helping them to understand Dianetics, and trying to educate 

medical doctors into planting fewer and lighter engrams. The auditor 

should ignore the hundreds of conflicting psycho-therapies and ignore 

any of their practices, since the auditor will learn, in the realm of 
tI 

experience, that giving advice to his pre-clear a~ut how he should think 

about his engrams and other aberrative manifestations is highly detrimen-

tal to the mental health of the pre-clear. 

The auditor should realize he is working in a relatively low-toned 

and unenlightened society. Dianetics will be invalidated to him continuallY,(f 

as with any constructive or creative activity. If the auditor simply 

goes forward, yanking cases up the tone scale, he will win his battle. 

He has in his hands tools more powerful than those which existed before. 

He should use them. 

The auditor should not despair of any case. He can do something for 

any case which will even remotely give him its attention. There will be 

moments in the progress of any case where environmental circumstances hit 

a case hard or where an engram of unusual force is on its way to the sur-

face, when the case Will apparently go into a decline. The auditor should 
e 

not ~air becau~ of this, since he only needs to revert to the types of 

processing marked out for lower levIs of the tone scale, and so he may 

restore his pre-clear to the proper level. The auditor should appreciate 

that any case progresses upwards, not in a steady line, but by swoops and 

jerks, and that the average advance alone is steady. In olden times 
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antiquated therapies occasionally triggered a manic engram. Not knowing 

about the cause of human aberration, they were content to assume that this 

sudden elation of the patient was indicative of an advance. The auditor 

will learn that these sudden surges to new highs of well-being are sillJ>ly 

symptomatic of an engram which has as its content SOlie highly complimen-

tary phrases. An auditor will often find his pre-clear claiming in high 

euphoria that he is now clear, only to have the case regress within two 

or three days to a depressed state. The auditor, by lock scanning and 

running out the causative engram, can remedy this with ease. 

The auditor will behold, in the progress of any case, certainly while 

it is returned on the time track, some alarmine manifestations. Running 

an engram which contains fever, the preclear's temperature will rise. 

Running engrams early in life, the pre-clear's facial structure will 

change. Running engrams which are very highly charged may cause the pre-

clear to scream, to the point where the neighbors a block away will be 
e 

phoning for the police. None of th"e manifestations should worry the 

auditor. The only way the auditor can harm the pre-clear is to refrain 

from rurming off what has been contacted. If the auditor becomes alarmed 
c::.. 

because the pre-clear's heart is beating at twi~ its normal speed, or 

because the pre-clear is moaning and weeping, and so tries to bring the 

pre-clear up to present time, the auditor is inviting trouble. The 

manifestation of an engram while the pre-clear is returned may be slight. 

Brought to present time without the engram being reduced, the manifesta-

tion is ~ times increased. The somatic, at the point on the track where 

it occurred, may not be very great. In present time, the somatic is greatly 

intensified. Thus, the safest course is to run out whatever one contacts, 
() 

even if one has to hild one's ears, or when one's observation of the 

pre-clear seems to clearly demonstrate that here is a person become very 
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suddenly ill. The reduction of the engram or incident will bring about 

a complete revival of the pre-clear. 

Above all else, the auditor should have faith in his tools. When he 

tells the pre-clear to go b~ to the time when he was five years of age, 

he should not then sit there and wonder whether the pre-clear has re-

turned to that time. Certainly some portion of the pre-clear's mind has 

gone to five years of age. The auditor deals with certainties. The 

auditor does not wonder about the actions of the somatic strip and the 

file clerk. He takes what they give him. He runs whatever is necessary 
J.. 

to resolve the case. He has comp~te conficfe'nce in his tools and in his 
p 

own ability. With this complete confidence, wh~h is in itself a manifes-

tation of theta, the auditor can produce marked and remarkable results. 

If the auditor dilJ..y-dallies with the case, wonders whether or not 

Dianetics works, wonders what's happening, wonders whether he shouldn't 

read chapter sixteen again, then looks at the pre-clear and thinks perhaps 

these prenatal engrams are illusion or delusion, and begins to question 

people around the pre-clear, wondering if that was what happened to the 

pre-clear, and is in a high state of doubt about everything in general 

and the case in particular, he ,lill not produce results. Results are 

what are desired. Well, clear-thinking, strong individuals are highly 

necessary in this society at this time. They are so remarkably few. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

COLUMN AB 

PREBmT TIME 

One of the primary concerns of the auditor is present time. By" 

"present t:iJne" is meant the current "now" on the time track. Actually, 
/~ 

the entire time track is on~ a consecutive progress of present time8. 

When a pre-clear returns to an incident by go:iJlg down the time 

track, he is returning to a present time which once existed. Because of 

action phrases such as groupers, bouncers, denyers, misdirectors, and 

because of the heavy charge which can be on a case it occasion~ occurs 

that he is continuous~ in some past present time. Further, when one 

fails to reduce an incident a case may be difficult to return to current 

present time. For these reasons the auditor must understand clearly both 

the value of being in present time and the methods of returning his pre-

clear to present time at the end of a session. 

The value of present time has been illustrated by the fact that if 

one went through a sanitarium and told patients one after the other "Come 

up to present time," a certain low percentage of the inmates would there-

upon become sane. The simple fact of being in present time is in itself 

a factor of sanity. At a certain sanitarium, some medical doctors made 

this test with the patients, and one of these, who had been insane for a 
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considerable period, who ordtnarily refused to talk, and whose face was a 

mask of acne, responded to this command, and as a result of no other 

ministration returned to present time and to sanity. That night, accord

ing to report, she attended a sanitarium party and gave a spee~out how 

glad she was to be there. Within three days the acne had disappeared 

from her face, and while her sanity was of course far from being a good 

risk, she manifested and was continuing to manifest sanity many weeks 

afterward. It is much simpler to invite someone to return to present 

time than it is to hack up portions of his brain or shatter him with high-

voltages. 

There are, according to dianetic classification, two types of insane. 

The first type is the dramatizing psychotic. The second is the computa-

tional psychotic. The dramatizing psychotic goes through the engram in 

which he is stuck, over and over and over. It is acutely or chronical~ 

in restimulation, and his reactive mind causes his vocal chords and his 

body to go through the dramatization demanded by the engram. He is 

generally imprisoned in two or three engrams and goes from one to another 

of them ceaselessly. Such a case, of course, is heavily charged, and it . 
does not do much good to t~ to run out the engrams. It is necessary to 

take charge off the case and bring the case to present time. This is not 

very difficult if one can gain the psychotic's attention. The other type 

of insanity is computational. Here, the engram has walled up a certain 

portion of the analyzer as captured territory, and a circuit causes this 

portion of the ana~er to be the whole of the being. The remainder of 

the analyzer is shut off, and the "I" of the individual is not in evidence. 

The paranoiac is usuall:y computationally insane, which is to say he does 

not dramatize like a phonograph, but actually appears to think up things. 
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The schizophrenic is an individual who has several portions of the 

analYZer segmented off by different circuits, which are actually valences, 

and who goes from one to another of these portions of the analyzer, only 

occasionally, if ever, becoming himself. Both the dramatizing psychotic 

and the computational psychotic have the bulk of the ana~er completely 

shut off by anaten and by being out of present time. Present-time per-

ceptics are not rationalized, since they are entering upon an engram area. 

Probably the crux of the treatment of all psychotics is getting them into 

present time and stabilizing them there. All psychotics have heavily 

charged cases, and it is necess~ one way or the other to reduce this 

charge. While this may appear an oversimplification of the problem, it 

also might well be that the problem is simple. The most difficult thing 

in the treatment of the psychotic is establishing enough affinity, reality, 

and communication between the psychotic and the auditor to persuade the 

psychotic to do something to help himself. This can be done by mimicking 

the psychotic, which is a form of establishing affinity, or by bringing 

the psychotic into some contact with the present world. 

This short dissertation on the psychotic is given to illustrate the 

importance of present time. The auditor should not believe, however, that 

he can easily get his pre-clear out of present time and cause his pre-

clear to go insane. The case would have to be a borderline psychotic in 

the first place, and the auditing would have to be in such flagrant viola

tion of the chart that it could be presupposed that the auditor who would 

accomplish such a psychosis would himself be a moron or a ps.ychotic in the 

first place. 

~ pre-clear is less alert out of present time than he is in present 

time. People go through their whole lives far out of present time and 
l 

never suspect it. If they should be returned to present time ihey would 
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be far more able to cope with their problems and would be considerably 

happier, since evaluating the current environment in tems of, let us say, 

the environment of five years of age, is not conducive to good computation. 

The percentage of people who are chronically out of present time would 

astonish you if you were to test it out. The test is a simple one and is, 

indeed, the standard mechanism used by %e auditor in returning his pre

clear to present time. If you were to use this mechanism on a number of 

your friends you would find that many of them are stuck somewhere on the 

time track and are not in present time. You should find it relatively 

easy, if you are dealing with people above 2.0, to return anyone to present 

time whom you find out of it. The person need ~ow nothing about Dianetics, 

and, indeed" this is an excellent way to introduce the subject to a stranger. 

Discovering where the individual lies on the time track may be done 

in two or three ways. The first method is the age flash. To understand 

thiS, one should also understand something about the file clerk" a subject 

which will "be covered in a later chapter. The first nash response, the 

first impression a person receives in answer to a~estion is called, in 

Dianetics, a "flash answer." This is assisted by the auditorts snapping 

'W\ 
of his fingers imediately after he asks the question. 

,.A. 

The age flash is obtained, then, in the following fashion: The auditor 

says" "When I ~ap my fingers" an age will occur to you. Give me the 

first number that comes into your mind." He then snaps his fingers, and 

the pre-clear gives him the first number which c~es into his mind. This 
A 

may be the pre-clearts actual age, but in this current Civilization, it 

usually is not. Sometimes it is a circuit response. The pre-clear has, 

through continual answering of this question set up a circuit wihch re-

plies instead of the file clerk. Such a person can be detected as running 

on such a circuit simply by asking the question whether or not at the 
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beginning of every year he has difficulty putting down the date of the 

new year. If he carries over the past year into the new year for some days, 

or if he carries the past month into the new month, or if he simply has 

trouble in knowing what date it is, he can be considered to be out of 

present time; and if his nash answer is his current age, he can be 

considered to be running on a circuit. The usual response, however, will 

be an honest one. And the circuit response can be set aside and another 

answer d"ained by another mechanism. Using the nash answer, one will 

discover at what point on the time track the pre-clear has most of his 

attention units. 

The second mechanism by which the individual is discovered to be in 

at out of present time is the date nash. The auditor says to the pre
a. 

clear, "When I snap my fingers, the date will fIsh. Give me the first 
A. 

response, which comes into your mind. n (snap'). The pre-clear then gives 

the first date which comes into his mind. In all these flash answers a 

new pre-clear will ordinarily give the second or third answer which (ymes 

to him, and therefore the auditor must ask whether this was the first 

number. The pre-clear may give the present date, but on further ques-

tioning ~ admit that some earlier date flashed first and that he cor
e 

rtcted it. This earlier date is where the buJJc of the pre-clear's atten-
(., 

tion units are located on the time tr\k. 

Another method of detecting whether or not the individual is in 

present time is also on a nash answer basis, but this time one asks for 

a flash of the scene. The auditor says "When I snap my fingers, the 

current scene will flah before your eyes, n (snap J ) • A visio may then 

rfsh in the mind of the pre-clear and is quite often not the visio of 
A... 

present time but of a much earlier period. 

It also occasionally happens that a pre-clear, not too heavily 
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charged by entheta, will be stuck in an engram exactly on the point of the 

only" sonic he will get on the track and the only visio he will get on the 

track. Merely by telling him to close his eyes and listen the auditor 

may get him to come up with a holder which is holding him out of present 

time. This is not general but happens often enough to be remarked. 

There is yet another method of detecting whether or not the pre-clear 

is out of present time. This is by auditor observation. The pre-clear who 

holds on relentlessly to tokens of a certain period of the past is nor

mally parti~llY in that period, either because of a grief charge or some 

other type of entheta which holds him there. The old lady who surrounds 

herself with the trappings of 1910 and who wears an outmoded gown will 

usuall¥ be found on the time track at the moment of the death of her hus-

band or son or some other loved one. The secondary engram is run out or 

enough entheta is converted elsewhere on the case, and the auditor can 

return her to present time, at which moment she will recognize, for the 

first time perhaps, that her keepsakes and her gown are a trifle out of 

the mode. 

There is an additional auditor observation which establishes whether 

or not the pre-clear is out of present time. The auditor learns rather 

rapidly to observe the psysiology of his pre-clears and judge from this 

where the pre-clear is stuck on the time track. At the period of birth, 

the baby is equipped to put on considerable fat and weight, and a person 

who is stuck ~in ~the birth engram is usually somewhat overweight and 

usually has some physiological characteristics which remind one of an 

infant. This is only one example of one period on the time track. The 

auditor will find pre-clears who look like twelve-yearooOld b~and who 

are actua.ll.y stuck at twelve years of age in some operation such as a 

tonsillectom.y or in some grief charge. 
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The auditor will find girls who appear to be four or five years of 

age although they are grown up and who maintain some mannerisms and phy-

siological characteristics of the earlier age. And then there are those 

people, not too love~ to look at, who are arrested in the prenatal 

period. They bear some slight hint of the period of life at which they 

are arrested. Their mouths and the condition of their skin seem to re-

mind one of the condition of the z,ygote, embryo, or foetus. Such people 

have a tendency to be formed in the curved position of the pre-natal 

period, are round shouldered and are apt to draw up into a ball when they 

sleep. This condition becomes very pronounced in the insane, where a 

call-back in a pre-natal engram has taken all the attention units of the 

individual and placed him dexactly at and only at some portion of the 

pre-natal period. There is no argument concerning the existence of pre

natals. They have been known for the p%t thirty years and have been 

adequately proven by experiments at Rutgers University and are so common 

in Dianetics that one considers the practitioner who questions them 

rather poor~ read on his own literature. The auditor who does not 

recognize pre-natals will never have very well pre-clears, ~d the 

auditor who does not see in his potential pre-clear the s.ymptoms of being 

stuck in the pre-natal area may have a difficult time with his case. 

There is the postulate of attention units. It could be considered 

that an attention unit is a theta energy quantity of awareness. AIry 

organism is aware in some degree. A rational, or relatively rational 

organism is aware of being aware. Attention units could be said to 

exist in the mind in varying quantity from person to person. This would , 

be the theta endowment of the individual. One person, assigning merely 

arbitrary numbers, might have a thousand attention units and another 

person might have but fifty. If all of a person1s attention units could 
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be free in present time for recall, enjqyment, perception and direction 

of body activities and for computation, that person could be said to be 

most excel1ent~ cleared. People below the level of clear have fewer 

and fewer attention units in present time as they descend on the tone 

scale. The percentile scale on the chart might be interpreted also as 

the number of attention units which the person has available in present 

time. The normal person probably has about twenty-five percent of his 

attention units in present time • In view of the fact that these atten-

tion units are what he enjoys with and thinks with and works with, this 

can be seen to be not quite optimum. The rest of his attention units 

are caught somewhere back down the time track in one incident or another 

in the form of entheta. 

When an individual is out of present time, it can be said that he 

has more attention units existing at some past moment on the time track 

than he has existing in present time. 

The auditor, by failing to reduce engrams or secondaries, can induce 

a momentary condition in his pre-clear of being out of present t:iJne. The 

pre-clear, after the seSSion, if he is not in present time will look 

rather gro('J., will not percei va very readily and will be, as a matter of 

fact, much more suggestible than when he is in present time. It is 

symptomatic of being out of present time that present-time perceptions 

find no attention units to handle an evaluation of the perceptions, and 

so make a much deeper or unrationalized impression on the individual. 

In every session the auditor, even when he is doing only straight 

wire, takes his pre-clear somewhat out of present time. It is the con-

cern of the auditor to get the pre-clear back into present time. This 

is done best by running pleasure moments as though they were engrams. 

These moments of pleasure will assemble the attention units and un-enturbulate 
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them, so that they will easily return to present time and the pre-clear 

will stabilize in it. 

It is a general rule that the more entheta there is on a case, the 

more the individual is out of present time. 

It is possible for entheta i teel! to be in present time, but . 
4s is where the environment itself is enturbulat,:e, where the indivi-

dual is upset or angry because of contagion from the environment. Thus, 

all the attention units in present time can be seen to be not necessarily 

theta. But entheta on the time track is not itself in present time. In 

the absence of environmental restimulation, then, it can be s~~ that these 

attention units which should be in present t:ime in a clear, but in a 

person lower on the tone scale are not, are actu.a.l.ly entheta units wrapped 

up in locks, secondaries, and engrams. 

When the pre-clear does not return to present time and cannot be 

persuaded ~ ~ coaxing or cajoling to return to present time easily, 
v.-

the auditor has either tied ~ too many attention units in some past 

moment -- a situation which will remedy i tsel! in the course of a few 

hours, usually - or there is so much charge on the case, which is to 

say so much entheta, that present time is unattainable. 

In cases below 2.0, the auditor has to be very careful how many 

attention units he sends out of present time, how much he restimulates 

his case, as these cases are so heavily entheta tilat any existing theta 

will enturbulate swiftly, thus taking the pre-clear far from present 

time into dramatizations or engramic computations. In working the usual 

case, not the psychotic, one still must be aware of the methods ~ which 

one may stabi~ize the pre-clear in present time. 

This rule can be applied to every case: The conversion of any 

amount of entheta to theta will increase the pre-clear's ability to come 
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to present time and stabilize there. The auditor should work to convert 

entheta into theta until he can get his pre-clear into present time. He 

can do this by straight memory, by scanning locks, by running pleasure 

JIloments, or even by running an engram, on cases which are high on the 

scale. 

There is no cause for panic because the individual is out of present 

time. Most of the society is out of present time. Any national ~ or 

navy, for instance, is so far out of present time that it is always ready 

to fight the war before last. Moral codes are ordinarily two or three 

centuries out of present time. Governmental systems are usua~ a couple 

of thousand years out of present time. So, for an individual to be ten 

or fifteen years out is not very serious, unless the case as a whole is 

extremely serious. The auditor ordinarily finds his pre-clear out of 

present time and finds it necessary to leave him out of present time for 

the first few seSSions, being unable to do enough processing during these 

few sessions to convert sufficient entheta to return his pre-clear to 

present time. 

The auditor's first and primary concern in any case which he finds 

out of present time is to return that case to present time. He should 

work with light methods, session after session, concentrating only on one 

thing: getting the pre-clear back to present time. He does not attempt 

to drive the pre-clear to present time or command the pre-clear to present 

time, since driving and commanding will only turn theta into temporary 

entheta. Once he has his pre-clear in present time and has his pre-clear 

very stable in present, the auditor can start worrying about specific 

incidents and the vaster difficulties of the case. Trying to work some

body who will not come to present time or who cannot stay in present time 

once he is there should not be a trial to the auditor. The auditor 
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Ghould not run engrams on such a case smce, obviously, any person who 

carmot stay m present time does not have enough free theta to work 

engrams. 

Various manifestations take place concerning present time in pre-

clears. The fist manifestation, of course, is being chronically out of 

present time. The pre-clear is usua~ held in some operation, accident, 

or sorrow back on the track somewhere. Or the pre-clear comes to present 

time and then slumps back out of it because of some restimulated engram 

which one way or another, by literal command, C~ainS a call-back, a 

phrase which says "Come back here" and which the pre-clear obeys by 

returning back down the time track right after the auditor has gotten him 

to present time. This indicates a rather heavily charged case, and it is 

the charge itself which should be addressed, which is to say simply con-

vertmg entheta to theta rather than the specific engram which is doing 

the calling back. Then there is the case which is all the way out of 
"'(' 

present time all the time. ~s case is not in contact with the environ-

ment in any way whatsoever and is, of course, psychotic. Then there is 

the case which is apparently "stuck in present time." No one could actually 

be stuck in present time but is stuck somewhere on the track in an incident 

1 
which carries with it the ilusion that it is present t:ilne. Christmas, for 

yr. 
instance, is a time when presents are given, aid as the pre-clear is brouglt 

back up the track he may hang up at any point on the track which contains 

the word "present." The habit of medical doctors during operations of 

saying "That's all for the present" will create the illusion of putting 

the pre-clear up in present time and making it difficult for the pre-clear 

to return. Then there is the pre-clear who is in a chronic bouncer. Some 

engram in the case has in it a "get up" or "go up there, n and the pre-clear 

is thus bounced to the extremity of his time track and even into the future 
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of his time track. Obedience to such phrases indicates a heavi~-charged 

case, and the auditor, again, should address himself to the charge on the 

case rather than to the specific engram which is producing the manifests.-

tion. 

There is a flash answer method of discovering the incident in which 

the pre-clear is located. The auditor asks a series of questions which 

will identify the incident and receives flash answers on a yes-no basis. 

The auditor says, "When I snap my fingers you will answer yes or no to 

the following questionl Hospital?" (snapl), and the pre-clear answers 

yes or no. Such a series of questions and answers might run as follows: 

Accident?" WIes." "Hospital?" "No." "MOther?" WIes." "OUtdoors?· 
'V\ 

"No." "Fall. down?" "No." "Cut?" "Yes." "Kitchel?" ·yes." And 

sudden~ the pre-clear may remember the incident or get a visio of the 

scene and remember or get a sonic recall of what his mother said to him, 

which might be something like "You stay right there and hold. on to it until 

I come back." If the case was not too heavil.y charged, remElllbering this 
, 

might permit lfm to come to present time. In this way, using the names of 
~ 

people who might have been around the pre-clear and things which might 

have happened to the pre-clear, the auditor can, on a flash answer basiS, 

bring enough data about the incident to light to allow the pre-clear to 

remember a hidden or forgotten engram or secondary, and simply by recall-

ing it, to return to present time. 

Getting the pre-clear to recall by straight memory the incident 

where he is stuck on the track is sometimes ,Jrncient to get him to return 

to present time. However, any pre-clear who is out of present time and . who 

has to be coaxed into a memory of where he is stuck on the track is usually 

a rather highly charged case, and the auditor should, generally, concern 
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himself with the conversion of entheta to theta rather than the location 

of the actual incident. One case vas 'UDder processing bT a rather poor 

audi tor for many months for an hour or two a we'k. This cue vas hung up 
:-( ;.. 

in a serious operation at the age of thi~t7-one. The auditor event~ 

be~e bright enough to inquire whether or not there vas an earlier opera
S 

tion, and an almost duplicate operation was ~en:q located b7 the pre-

clear, at which moment he returned to present time. 

In getting people to present time it is a necessity to understand the 
& 

principle that the earlier the engram is the easier it is to zp.uce. Later 

e~grams on a case contain their own force plus the force of all similar 

previous engrams on the case. Engrams exist in chains, and there mq be 

anywhere from one to fort7, or a hundred engrams on one chain. The pre-

clear is quite ordinari17 stuck, not in the first engram on the chain, but 

in some later engram. Thus, 'the identification of the point on the track 

where he is stuck is ordinarily insufficient to free him. An earlier 

moment of a similar nature must be discovered before he is able to return 

to present time. The use of straight memory to discover such an earlier 

moment is a simple operation. 

As will be seen by an examination of the tone scale on the subject 

of present time, the more heavily charged the case, the more likely the 

pre-clear is to be out of present time or to sta7 out of present time. 

The whole question of returning the individual to present time is the 

question of returning the individual to present time is the question of 

converting entheta to theta. It would be a very simple thing if all one 

had to do was to run the engram in which the pre-clear was stuck and so 

get him to present time. This usual17 doesn It happen. The engram in 

which the pre-clear is stuck is quite ordinarily unreducible, in the 

existing state of the case. 
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Thus, getting the pre-clear to present time neceesitates running 

pleasure moments, scanning light locks, running secondaries, or simp~ 

making present time so thoroughly attractive that the pre-clearts 

attention units return there. 

The auditor should not neglect the fact, nor should the pre-clear, 

that present time itself may be desirable or undesirable. The pre-clear 

who is faced with a divorce or whose child has just died, or whose 

wife has suddenly been discovered to be a harlot may find present time so 

thoroughly undesirable that attention units shun it, just as they, being 

theta, would shun any other entheta area on the track. 

Engrams, secondaries, and heavy locks become buried and hidden from 

recall because they are entheta and, by theory, have a repelling effect 

upon theta. The area at the age of twelve, in which the individual was 

told he was going crazy because he was discovered to be masturbating, 

along with the remainder of the human race, will be difficult to approach. 

The entheta of the scolding and upset will cause theta to shy away from 

the area. Other non-survival periods of one's life, where one was down 

on his luck, where one found that college girls do not make good wives, 

where one discovered that one's husband, of an evening, liked to take off 

his shoes and read the paper rather than conquer dragons for his lady 

fair, as he promised to do so often before the wedding, and other periods 

of great travail are quite normally shunned as the pre-clear goes back 

down the track. This is very well evidenced by the number of new inci

dents which turn up during lock scanning. At first there appear to be 

only one or two incidents on a lock chain, but 'tmen the pre-clear lBs been 

scanned through the chain many times it is discovered that there are 

several hundred incidents on the chain. 'Entheta incidents, then, vanish 
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so far as the theta of the conscious or analytical mind is concerned. 

One should not overlook the fact that present time can be such an area, 

and so may be shunned. The auditor should do what he can to remedy 

this situation by providing a friendly atmosphere, or even a refuge, 

for his pre«lear and so make present time, at, least during the session, 

palatable. 

As a summar,y, then, the more entheta in ratio to theta there is on 

the case the less like~ the pre-clear is to move on the track and to be 

in present time. The more entheta there is in present time the less likely 

the pre-clear is to enter it -- and this includes the fact that a cross, 

authoritatively inclined auditor will make present time unpalatable to 
S 

his pre-clear. A primary misjon of the auditor is to get his pre-clear 

into present time. The fundamental principle of getting the pre«lear to 

present time lies in improving the theta-entheta ratio of the case ~ 

straight wire, running or scanning locks, and in cases which are well up 

the tone scale, running secondaries or engrams. As is shown on the chart, 

the dianetic clear is highly stable in present time and does not leave it. 

All his perceptics are clear. This does not mean that the clear cannot 

leave present time. With "I" in control of the entire analytical mind, 

instead of some circuit or telephone switchboard of circuits, the clear 

can r12ll on his tr~k entirely at will, but he almost never needs to do so, 

" since his memory mechanisms can be counted on to furnish him with accur-

ate data without recourse to return mechanisms. Here is the difference 

between memory and returning, where it is best manifested. Memory would 

be, for instance, sending two attention units to the standard memory 

bank to bring up information for the use of the analyzer, and returning 

would be sending fifty percent of the available theta back down the track 

for a full re-experiencL~g of the incident. The clear ordinarily does 
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not fully re-mq>erience incidents, simplJ' because he doesn It have to, and 

he ordinarily finds present time palatable. Theta units in present time 

offer a resistence to the entheta coming in from the environ. The impact 

of the environ is combated by' the theta-unit reasoning and evaluation. 

If there is a great deal of entheta on the case and the present time en-

viron is entheta, the present time perceptics will go toward the entheta 

and will restimulate it whether it be in the form of locks, secondaries, 

or engrams, and so enturbulate the whole case. This does not happen to 

the clear. But that does not mean that the clear cannot be enturbulated. 

Given a very low-theta-endo~ent clear and a very heavy entheta environ-

ment, such as the slaughter of a thousand Christians, the clear will 

temporarily enturbulate. He does not, however, have large areas of frozen 

entheta on his track which could trap the temporarily enturbulated theta, 

and so he will completely dis-enturbulate the moment the entheta environ 

is no longer present. A clear is very definitely in present time. 

The 3.5, the dianetic release, is quite stable in present time, and 

he is ver,y alert to his environment. He gets the full beauty out of any 
S~ 

~~nery he observes, he is not disturbed by' extraneous noises or upsets, 

but because he still has frozen entheta on his case he is susceptible to 
I 

'" heavy enturbula~n if the present-time environment is enturbulative. 

Nevertheless, he is stable in present time. 

The 3.0 has no definite difficulty in reaching, returning to, or 

maintaining himself in present time. He snaps back to present time very 

rapidly when he is being processed and is very alert when he gets there. 

However, he can be enturbulated to the point where he will hang up tempor-

arily somewhere on the track and will possibly dramatize the point where 

he has hung up, if sufficiently hit by enturbulation. 

The 2.5 when once brought to present time will easily remain there 
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until the next processing. He has perhaps thirty to forty percent of hill 

theta in present time, as an ordinary rule, and an auditor has to be very 

careless to hang this pre-elear up on the track. However, this pre-clear 

can be hung up on the track, and the auditor will have to run pleasure 

moments at the end of the session and do some straight wire when he has 

had a very enturbulative session, in order to stabilize his pre-clear in 

present time. 

The 2.0 requires considerable care on the p.&rt of the auditor in 
~ 

order to return him to present time and s~bi1ize him there. P1easure 

moments have to be run, if any can be found. Some lock scanning must be 

done. Some future pleasure moment~ JDai1 be run. But the 2.0 mq respond 

to a call-back, and once brought to present time may slump back down the 

track to an earlier period. Dealing with 2.5's and 2.0's the auditor 

should always check at the end of the session at least twice to see 

whether the pre-clear is in present time. At the first check he mq find 

that the pre-clear is in present time, but ten minutes later the pre-elear 

may have sllDllPed back down the track in answer to a call-back in some 

early period of entheta. Here we have a case where there is far more 

entheta on the case than theta, and the individual tends strongly to go 

toward the entheta of the past or the entheta of present time rath~ 

than toward theta. Theoretically, he would rather come up to present time 

for a fight than for anything else, however, this is not recommended as a 

processing procedure, and the auditor must use much skill in getting the 

pre-elear to present time. 

The 1.5 is usually in some dominating valence somewhere out of 'present 

time. He is very difficult to get to present time and once in present 

time will almost always sllDllP back. Here is the chronically angry case, 

and he goes toward angry entheta more I'adily than toward any theta in 
..(~ 
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present time. The auditor will find efforts to bring this pre~lear to 

present time very difficult until he has raised this pre-clear1s tone up 

above the 2.0 level. 

At 1.1, the pre-clear stays out of present time most of the time. 

When he reaches present time he nearly always slumps back immediately. 

A tremendously inviting situation, covertly hostile, devious, or perverted 

in present tLme will bring this pre-clear to present time but little else 

will. The balm and persuasion of an auditor's personality will not by 

itself do the trick. The auditor working a 1.1 should not worry if he 

cannot get the pre-clear to present time at the end of the session, since 

the pre-clear is usually out of present time anywa-:r. still, the auditor 

should be careful not to pull down anY of the pre-c lear's theta into 

entheta areas, since there is very little left to pull down. Very light 

processing methods should be used. 

The 0.5 can always be requested to come to present time and sometimes 

will. But he slumps back immediately into some apathy incident. This 

case requires considerable skill on the part of the auditor, who is work

ing with sonebody so far out of present time all the time that it is 

difficult for him to get the pre-clear's att.ention. If the auditor acts 

particularly sad, sometimes this pre-clea.r will come to present time. 

At 0.1 the pre-clear's perceptics can, at best, be directed to present 

time concepts. One can ask him to observe a cup, or a saucer, or a bright 

colored object, or some music, or an emergency situation. But here one 

is very lucky to be able to get the pre-clear merely to perceive some

thing which exists in the present-time environment. 

The auditor's pri.Jnar:r concern with any case is whether or not the 

case is in present time. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

COLUMN AC 

STRAIGHT MEMORY 

In Dianetics, straight memory is a specific technical process. It 

should not be confused with "free-association." 

Straight memory is also called straight wIre. It is so called be

cause the auditor is directing the memory of the pre-clear and in doing 

so is stringing wire, much on the order of a telephone line, between 

"In and the standard memory bank, plowing through all occlusions and 

circuits. 

There is something about straight memory which is very validating. 

Once a person really remembers something it seems real to him, and this 

sense of reality greatly promotes the A-R-C of the case. Straight memory 

thus has a certain advantage over lock scanning and rurming engrams. 

The pre-clear using straight memory very thoroughly associates the past 

event in terms of the present-time environment. When the pre-clear is 

returned on the track he often evaluates the past event on~ in terms 

of its own environment, and while repeated recountings of the incident 
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~ bring about reduction of the entheta in it, the validation factor is 

still much lower than in straight memory. 

Straight memory was developed in Dianetics on the basis that if one 

knew the fundamental mechanical cause of insanity one ~ould be able to 

do better than the various older therapies, since it is kno-:fthat afree-

association n produces some minor alleviation of tension and anxiety. The 

n)echanisms of why this came about were thus explored. '" It ~ found that 

the heightened reality of straight memory and the knowledge of why locks, 

the usual target of straight memory, were aberrative combined to make an 

orderly and fast type of processing, valid in the ratio of several hundred 

to one over old therapies. 

All b,y itself straight memory is an excellent method of processing. 

The busy doctor or consultant who has but a few minutes to spend with 

every patient can employ straight memory to great advantage. One 

specialist in Parkinson's disease in New York City, although he did not 

understand very much about dianetic processing, used straight memory to 

achieve the alleviation of Parkinson's disease at least temporari~ in 

three cases out of five on which it was employed. 

The importance of straight memory should not be underestimated. 

Pre-clears low on the tone scale can sometimes support only straight 

memory. 

In the Foundation, various people have become straight memory experts, 

since straight memory has its own peculiar skills. 

Straight memory can be used on anyone without any danger. It is a 

slightly directive process. The. auditor does not permit his pre-clear 

to wander around and free-associate and generally waste time and energy. 

The auditor knows exactly what he wants and he directs the pre-clear IS 
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attention to it. Thus, a straight memory expert must be able to sum up 

more or less what is wr.ong with the case. After he has sUDllled this up he 

can do a very good job of resolving the case u.r straight memory. 

Originally, straight memory required considerable perspicacity on the 

part of an auditor. However, in late 1950, recognizing the great skill 

necessar,r to a good straight memory auditor, I postulated what became 

inelegantly called "the hurdy-gurdy" system. The use of this system 

demands the minimum of the auditor and extracts the maximum of aberration 

from the pre-clear. It at least gets things done. 

The first thing one should know about straight memory is the phenom-

enon of the human mind that a fact asked for to~ and not received may 

be received tomorrow or the next d~. The mind, on facts long laid away, 

bas a one to three d~ refresher period. If one were to give an e~a

tion on history to a number of forty-year-old men on Monday one might 

expect many low grades. But by giving another examination to this same 

group two days later one would find that higher grades were attained. 

This experiment has not been broadly conducted, but its basics seem to 

be born out in the practice of straight memory. The mind, in short, 

refreshes itself, and the repetitious request by the auditor for certain 

facts from the pre-clear's standard memory bank will eventually elicit 

those facts. The auditor, if he does not get the information he wants 

from the pre-clear on Monday, should ask the same questions on Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, and he will find that the pre-clear will 

eventua~ remember. 

Because so many people in ~ society seek to profit by the failure 

of others to remember, memory is a generally red~ced quantity in the 

current culture. The mother who has many times attempted abortion upon 
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her child is quite anxious that the child should not remember an;ything. 

The mother instinctive~ mows, although the cuLture has taught her that 

the child could not possib~ remember such ear~ incidents, that she had 

better suppress ~ possible recall. Thus, mothers, b.1 contagion, have 

encourkged bad memory. There is something triwuph811t in ha'rlng a better 

memory than the other fellow. This is based on the formulation that be

ing right is to survive and being wrong is not to survive. By being right 

in memory one demonstrates the fact that one has a greater survival poten-

tial than the fellow who is wrong in memory. Memories come into conflict 

continually, and one will find unthinking people quarreling as to which 

one remembers the best and as to ~Ch fact is correct. This is an addi

tional befuddlement in the society which suppresses memory. 

There are cases on record, well authenticated, of individuals who 

have remanbered back into their prenatal period. One eight-;year-old girl 

who was under processing by a book auditor r3centl.y stunne; her parents 

by remembering back to the third month after conception, when "Mama 

squeezed her tummy and hurt me." In the presence of non-dianetically 

oriented individuals, this memory would have been immediately suppressed, 

but in view of the fact that it agreed with the memories of the parents, 

and in view of the fact that both parents had, to their benefit, eJq)8rienced 

dianetic processing, the litle girl was permitted to go on remembering, 

and straight wire was done with considerable profit into the prenatal 

bank -- a profit so considerable that the child's school grades went up 

fifty percent, on the general average. Many instances are on record of 

straight memory back to birth, and it is too ordin~ for comment for an 

individual to remember into infancy. The society of course, because of 

the contagion of aberration of mothers who have practiced extra-curricular 
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sex relations and attempted abortions, holds memory this early in con-

siderable question. It has been held in such question, prior to Dianetics, 
F A 

without anyone's being sCientific enough to expnine any evidence on the 

subject, or even to accumulate any, that outmoded therapies branded all 
~ 

memory earlier than about three years of age as delusion, and ~ thus 

able to promote a large clientele of individuals driven into aberration 

qy being invalidated. 

Memory of infancy does not depend upon memory of how to talk. 

Befuddled professors and practitioners in the past believed that the 

ability to talk had something to do with the ability to remember, but this 

is not the case. There have been objections to prenatal engrams on the 

basis that nno-one would be able to understand language before he was 

born,n despite the fact that Signumd Freud stressed traumatic prenatal 

incidents. The syllables, meaningless though they are, are recorded 

in a prenatal engram, along with all other perceptics. When they are 

keyed-in, in a person past two years of age who has learned to talk, 

they are evaluated in terms of the meanings the person has learned to give 

those syllables. Thus, it is possible to recall as far back as one pleases. 

Forgotten incidents were postulated by Sigmund Freud, to whom,through 

Commander Thompson, one of his students and the friend and mentor of my 

yotthh, I am much indebted, to be a considerble factor in hwnan sanity. 

The release through recall of any incident which is forgotten, hidden, 

or off the track, and which contains considerable turbulence, will pro-

duce a tone rise in the individual. 

Many individuals undergoing processing in fact most individuals 

cannot "remember" any earlier than eight years of age, much less into 

infancy. The more entheta there is on a case, the less theta is available 
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to the an~er. The more entheta there is along the tiIle track, the 

harder it is for the existing theta to dis-enturbulate it enough to get 

the data out of it. !he more aberrated the individual, the more entheta 

there is on the case. Entheta does not necessari~ lie in childhood, but 

key-ins can ord:inariJar be eJlPected to lie in childhood, and the key-in 

is sometimes difficult to remember, but when remembered will produce the 

most .arked change in the case. Atter a person has been processed for a 

while and considerable free theta exists for the use of the analyzer, 

straight ll8lIlory back to early periods is very possible. 

One can also get into earJar periods in a person's life by the use of 

repeate) technique.* 'fhis is not straight memory technique, but is an 

archaic technique of Dianetics independent of straight memory. Repeater 

technique bas its uses, but anyone using repeater technique at random on 

a case will quite commonly find his pre-clear hung up in an engram which 

---~----------.------------
* Editorial Note: Some misunderstanding has resulted on the part of 
some individuals about repeater technique, what it is, and how it was used. 
In the handbook DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental Health (pages 
214 to 218) there is a discussion of repeater technique, but simply defined, 
it is this: The repetition of a word or phrase in order to produce movement 
on the time track into an entheta area containing that word or phrase. 
Repeating or HroDlngH apbrase in a.n-engram in order to de-intensify the 
phrase or reduce the engram is not repeater technique. Repeater technique 
almost invariably causes a tempori'ry enturbulatian, as an. inevitable con
sequence of contacting an entheta area of the time track, and therefore 
should obviousJar not be used unless the auditor feels that he can dis
enturbulate the area so contacted. Repeater technique is a forcing tech
nique, and now that more delicate and more effective means have been 
developed, it has lilIIited usefulness. Allowing the pre-clear to repeat 
isolated phrases Which he himself presents may be of benefit by taking 
him into a boil-off or a grief charge which is re~ to reduce. Feeding 
the pre-clear random and arbitrary phrases to repeat will produce nothing 
but trouble. 
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cannot be contacted and run out. Repeater technique causee trouble. 

But by'the use of repeater technique, barring accidents, the pre<lear 

can be pulled back into a return into periods of infancy, if the auditor 

is lucky enough not to get the pre-clear into an engram. (Repeater tech-

nique on holders, such as "stay- there,· will almost cel"ta:inq w:lnd the 

pre-clear's attention up in engrams, attention which will not be freed 

until the auditing is scanned out). This should not be confused with 

straight memory. Straight memory consists of the pre-clear stqing in 

present time with his eyes vide open and being asked to remember certain 

things which have been said to him and dCD to him during his lifetime. 

He is not asked to return to these incidents. Be is asked on~ to 

recognize their exi.stence. He is not camnanded to accept the fact that 

such incidents existed, and minimal aid should be given to his memory 

mechanisms. 

The auditor may get a pre-clear who has difficulty remembering yes

terday, to say nothing of the time when he was two years of age. The 

auditor may be assured that when he has worked. with this case long enough 

to restore a considerable amount of theta, converting it frem enthe-ta, 

the pre-clear will be able to remember things which he bas never been able 

to remember before, since one of the first tbi ngs which iJfIprovef in 

diane tic processing is memory. When an auditor has a pre-clear who has 

difficulty remembering, the auditor should be careful to start with tlUngs 

that are rememberable. If the pre-clear says bluntly tbat he camot 

remember things, it is up to the auditor to encourage and. validate this 

pre-clear' s memory. If the pre-clear says "I can't remember names," the 

auditor says)l1Well, what is the name of your business associate?" The 

pre-clear says, nOh, his name is Jones'" The auditor has sproven to the 

pre-clear that the pre-clear can remeber at least one name. If the 
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pre-clear is in such bad condition that he cannot even remember this at 

viII, the auditor sB:yS, ''What is my name?· The pre-clear, having just 

heard the auditor's name ..... may be able to rememoor it with ease. If he 

cannot, the auditor says, "What is your own name?" The pre-clear tells 
~ 

him, and the auditor sSiYs, "You see, you can remember,, __ name. Now let.s 

see if' you can remember others." In such a fashion, the pre-clear can be 

assisted to remember from the most obvious incidents or facts back to 

more and more obscure incidents. This is the common progress of straight 

memory. To begin by remembering the obvious and finall.y to be able to 

remember the aberrative. 

A whole and entire method of processing can be made out of straight 

memory. Time spent on straight memory is usually" time well spent. 

straight memory might also be considered a pair of stilts by which the 

pre-clear, persuaded to remember incidents later and later in his life, 

can be brought back up to present time. That straight memory does 

free theta, or convert entheta to theta, is beyond question. It is, 

however, a rather lengthy process, and it would take an auditor fifteen 

hours of dianetic processing by straight memory to accomplish what would 

take two or three years with non-dianetic techniques. Thus, straight mem-

ory should be used only as indicated on the chart, or to get the individual 

back up to present time, or by" auditors who are so rushed for time that 

they have only" a few minutes to attempt to rid a pre-clear of some 

specific somatic or aberration. 

The primary" rule of straight memory is this: Whatever the pre-clear 

thinks is wrong with himself, his family, his group, or Mankind, life, or 

MEST~ has generally been told to the pre-clear by somebody else at an 

earlier period of the pre-clear's life. This is modified by the fact, 
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of course, that things can be wrong along thes~ various ~cs which 

are perfectly rational observations. The auditor is looking for irrational 

beliefs about these things. 

The second rule about straight memory is that the pre-clear, at least 

at this time, is surrounded by very aberrated individuals and has been so 

surrounded since conception. It is symptomatic of any aberrated individual 

that he is acting upon his engrams and is dramatizing those engrams. Thus, 

there is a consistency of performance. The rough rule of thumb is that if 

an aberrated person says something once he will sa:y it hundreds or thou

sands of times. Once you have isolated the fact that a certain individual 

in the pre-clear's past, for instance, complained about his stomach, you 

will have discovered a whole chain of such complaints, and a conversion of 

entheta to theta on this subject will take place. 

By straight memory one can easily discover the dominant or the nulli

fying individuals in the pre-clearls family. From the dominant individuals, 

those who attempted to dominate and command and control the others around 

them, the pre-clear will have received the circuit phrases, which are the 

control phrases, in his bank. From the nullifying persons he will have 

received the nullification phrases. The auditor, by locating these per

sons and their habitual statements, finds the pre-clear's circuits. 

Those things which are found in the locks of a pre-clear are nor

mally found in his engrams. Thus, if one finds mama, at the pre-clear1s 

tenth year, saying IIl1en are no good, II one can expect to find mama, shortly 

after the pre-clear's conception, making the same remark in an engram. 

If one discovers the lock by straight memory, he can then find the engram. 

Difficulties arise in straight memory in cases where the pre-clear 

has not been raised by his own parents. A pre-clear whose parents have 
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died shortly after his birth does not have in his post-speech period the 
{).;' 0/ 

same phIj..ses which are in his early engrams. A lock must ~e an engram 

below it in order to exist, but here the auditor is confronted with a 
A 

person whose locks do not, as far as phr~ses are concerned, match his 

engrams. This would appear at first glance to be a fortunate condition 

for the pre-clear, since the engrams would never be repeated as to voice 

tone or content later in the pre-clear's life, which is the c~ with the 

usual pre-clear. But something else has been interrupted here which is 

very important to the pre-clear' slife, and that is parental care. It 

may be the common, shallow, and collegiate remark that parents are only 

biological. This does not happen to born out by the facts. There does 

not seem to be any substitute to a child for the proximity and care of 

his own parents. Pre-clears who have been raised by nurses and maids 

do not demonstrate the same alertness as those ~ho have b~ raised by 

their own parents. Pre-clears who have been raised by foster parents, 

no matter the quality of those foster parents, do not seem to be as well 

off as pre-clears who have been raised by relatively indifferent and un-

affectionate actual parents. There is more here than the biological pro-

duction of new organisms, and the affinity of parent for child, even when 

clouded by maltreatment of the child, is apparently superior to non-

parental care of the child, even when this is near optimwn. Thus, the 

severance of the parent-child relationship after birth is a more solid 

break of affinity, reality, and communication than the summation of locks 

which would occur in the usual case by the approximations of incidents 

later in life to early engrams. This is not theory, but observation of 

maqy cases, since no case processed to date which had been raised by 

maids rather than parents was found to be as high on the tone scale as 

cases which had been raised by indifferent parents, much less those who 
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had been raised by parents who loved them dear~. Russianpseudo-

scientists to the contrary, there is more to man than biology and en-

vironment. Training women extensively in political economy, symbology, 

or the care and cleaning of rifles is not conducive to a forthcoming sane 

generation. 

Straight memor,y, as a technique, strikes toward seven types of inci-

dents: the enforcement of affinity, cOIlB'llunication, and reality, by 

command; the :implantation of circuits; and the inhibition ot affinity, 

comnnmication, and reality, by cOIlB'lland. 

Affinity, cOllllnmication, and reality exist as they exist, under the 

self-determinism of the individual. What is wrong with the pre-clear is 

what has ben done to the pre-clear, not What he himself has done. 

Basically, man is intended to survive as an organism.* An individual who 

has been subjected to enforced affinity, reality, and comnnmication has 

an interrupted self-determinism. By enforced affinity, reality, or comnnm-

ication is meant the demand on the individual that he experience or admit 

affinity, reality, or communication when he -t not felt it. The child 

who has been forced to "love" a parent or guardian has been subjected, 
~ 

when he did not f~l that love but was forced to admit it, to an enforced 

affinity. This is aberrative. The wife who has been continually sub-
~ 

jected to demands from a lower-toned ,usband that she tell him she loves 

him, when she does not, and who yet accedes to this demand has been 

subjected to enforced affinity. Lower-toned people than the pre-clear 

----------~--------------
* The matter of the modification of the organism by the theta body has 
been very far from fully investigated. This reservation in regard to the 
possibility of entheta bodies must be included, out of scientific 
honesty, in these observations. 
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commonly command his affinity, and when affinit.1 is given but not felt 

locks are formed which are quite enturbulative should engrams underlie 

such an enforcement. 

What child is there who has not had a reality forced upon him which 
.IV 

he did not f~? He· has been told that it was very important for him to 

go to school, when he himself did not have sufficient reason to believe 

this. In the limited sphere of his experience, he sees that it is desir-

able to plq, to get sunlight, to eat, sleep, have friends, and to exist 

in harmony in the bosoM' of his family, but he does not see that it is 

necessary for him to study. Nearly all grammar school eductaion is an 

enforced reality. The grown-up can see that it is necess4f.Y for the 

child to have some slight command of the three R' s, but the child has 

not agreed to this. Agreement has been forced upon him, and thus, 

aberrati ve locks are formed upon any existing engrams. School is very 

far from being the only' enforced reality. Any time a person is made to 

agree, ~ force or threat or deprivation, to another's reality and yet 

does not feel that reality himself, an aberrative condition exists. 

When engrams are present which can be restimulated by this situation, 

a certain amount of theta is trapped as entheta. The most insidious of 

all these enforced realities is where the individual mows the truth or 
0/ 

is told the truth and is then made to confess that wh~t he mows to be 

the truth is a lie. He has said that such and such is the case and then 

he acceedes to the demand that he deny this assertion. This very commonly 

happens to children and forms bad locks. Whenever an individual is forced 

to agree to something to which he would not agree if left to his own 

reason, a lock is formed, where under~g engrams exist. 
~ 

Enforced communication is productive of all m~er of aberration and 
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physiological changes in the individual. Of course, any lock has to have 

an engram under~g it, but it is fair~ certain that what the parent 

says in the lock has already" been stated in an engram earlier in the case. 

Communication, of course, includes all perceptics as well as conversation 

and messages, and when an individual has been forced to look at something 

which his self-determination s~s he should not look at, his sight to some 

degree is impaired. When he is forced to listen to something to which he 

would not ordinarily listen if left to his own 3elf-determinism, his hear-

ing to that degree is impaired. When he has been forced to touch something 

which he would not ordinarily touch, his tactile is thus impaired. When 

he has been forced to talk when his self-determinism says he should remain 
c, 

silent, his speef,h communication is impaired. When he has been forced to 

wri te when he would not ordinarily write if left to his own devices, his 

ability to write or to communicate messages is thus impaired. These are 

enforced communications, and in the presence of engrams, become ver,y 

aberrative locks. 

Circuits ocuupy a later col'WllIl. But any circuit is simply a control 

or nullification "you" phrase which makes the individual compute differently 

than he ordinarily would and which walls up a certain portion of the anal-

yzer for use against the individual. A circuit, for instance, can be 

critical, so that thoughts that criticize him occur to the individual 

whenever he thinks or acts. The circuit "Ilve got to protect you from 

yourself" can wall up a large portion of the mind. The individual in 

this society is surrounded by people who would either dominate or nullify, 

and thus many locks are formed of the circuit variety, where people are 

by the "you" phrase attempting to dominate or nullify the individual. 

Locks can only exist, of course, when engrams exist, and so these are 
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norm~ received in their most aberrative form from parents, guardians, 

and other individuals who have been .around the early portion of the per-

son's life, when the bulk of the engrams are received. Circuits are quite 

peculiarly resolvable by straight wire. When an auditor strikes a cir-

cuit during the running of an engram very occasionally the whole engram 

blanks out er a strange visio turns on. When the auditor strikes a cir-

cuit in an engram he can eJq)ect the pre-clear to go out of the auditor's 

control into the control of some past and even dead individual's phrases, 
o 

since the circuit takes over contr,l from the auditor. Individuals who 

go around auditing themselves and running engrams and phrases ad. infinitum 

are running because of circuits. Individuals whose banks cannot be entered 

in arry way are in that condition because of circuits which bar the auditor. 

By straight memory it is possible to discover the dominant or nUllifying 

individuals of the family and so recover the dominant or nullifyiAg cir-

cuits in the form of locks. Once these locks are rtblownn the engrams 

containing these circuits are to some degree discharged. Further, the 

auditor is fo~ed of what he might find in the engram bank of the 

individual. Every case is to some degree a control case, which is to 

say a case which has circuits of one kind or another. One of the best 

~ to find out what circuits the pre-clear has is to give him straight 

wire on the statements of the people by whom he was surrounded in very 

early life and childhood. 

It is interesting to note, on the subject of circuits, that as one 

goes do~ the tone scale, from the top to the bottom, ane finds that 

people on lower and lower leve Is are more and more surrounded by dominant 

and nullifying individuals. Thus, straight wire becomes more and more 

indicated the lower one drops on the tone scale for the location and 

blowing of circuit locks. 
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The inhibition of affinity, communication, and reality is no less 

serious than their enforcement. 

The inhibition of affinity comes about when a desirable similarity 

of the pre-clear to another person is denied or rejected or when the love 

and affection of the pre-clear is rejected. In the presence of underlying 

engrams considerable turbulence is created b7 these nullifications of 

affinity. The wife who is comrnon~ answered with "You don't love me" 

eve~ time she attempts to express her affection, is undergoing an 

inhibition of affinity. The individual who is told that nobody in the 

office likes him is undergoing an inhibition of affinity. The person who 

is rejected from a group because of some fault, or otherwise, experiences 
~ 

a major break of affinity. When such breaks of affinity/\: 11 4LLgi. 

engrams, which they commonly are, they become highly aberrative and serve 

to charge up the engrams considerab~. Straight wire reaching such inci-

dents can unburden the case of considerable enturbulence. The individual 

who is not permitted to f~ that he is loved or that he mq love, the 

person who is denied any common ground with the universe, with Man, with 

his group or family, or even with himself is ~eriencing an inhibition 

of affinity. 

The inhibition of reality requires considerable attention. Left to 

his own devices and reasoning on his own data, the individual decides 

what is reality for him and with what he can agree. When he is informed 

that he cannot agree with those things he thinks he should agree with, 

he experiences an ~ition of reality. When engrams underlie this, 

these locks can be very serious and can tie up considerable theta on a 

case as entheta. One might say that this is the most serious influence 

in reducing the individual on the tone scale -- the inhibition of the 
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individual's reality. This is invalidation, and invalidation is the most 

serious break of the auditor's code. What a person, by his own observa-

tions, has come to believe real becomes then a part of the conclusions 

and observations which a person uses to guide his future actions and to 

evaluate himself with regart to his environment. A s~n challenge or 

denial of the reality of these conclusions comes as a severe shock to 

the individual, when it is underlain by engrams, and will shake his reality, 

in any event. The reality of an individual can be so thoroughly shaken 

tJ:tat he will be doubtful of a.n;ything he does or s~s, since he is not sure 

of his conclusions. Reality, to~er with affinity and conrnunication, is 

a basic in the computations which an individual makes with regard to the 

courses he should take in the pursuit of his own survival. The ~ty 

of children is very ordinarily threatened or knocked to pieces by parents. 

The child has very little data with which to evaluate his current environ 

and to plot his future. In comparison to his conclusions that he should 

survive, that he needs food and clothing and shelter, and that he needs 

affection, the aberrated culture into which he is born is often a very 

strange reality to him. Grownups have agreed upon this culture, but. 

this agreement is not ordinarily the most sensible one which could be made, 

and the child is often faced with realities which are to him, dealing in 

the basics with which children deal, quite unreal. Thus, children are 

being disagreed with continually. The little baby believes it should have 

its own control of MEST, that it should be permitted to crawl about at 

will, which is its command of space, that it should be able to make its 

own time about what it is doing, which. is its conquest of time, and 

shoula be able to expend energy in whichever direction it deSires, which 

is its control of energy, and should be able to pull about and do ~ 
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~ 
it please~matter such as mud pies and precious vases on tables. The 

child does not have the evaluation that these things are held to be other-

wise valuable in the society, and so the child is denied continually its 

conquest of MEST. Nowhere is this denial as acute as in the denial of 

reality. None agrees, evidently, with the child. And thus, very early in 

life a large number of locks begin to build up upon the basic engrams of 

the case. But disagreement with one's reality is not limited to childhood. 

Throughout life, the individual who has agreed with himself about certain 

realities is continually challenged in his reality by those about him, 

particularly those lower on the tone scale than himself, who seek to gain 

importance by reducing that individual's reality and therefore reducing 

the individual on the tone scale to a point where he can be more easly con-

trolled. Statements, then, which tend to invalidate a person's conclu-

sions about reality concerning his own relationship to the culture and 

the environ are very aberrative. 

Inhibitions of cor.mnmication are very common. They most ordinarily 

manifest themselves in this society with spectacles, with hearing aids, 

with tactile anaesthesia, with stutterers, and people who will not write 

letters or pass along messages. Communication breaks, on the inhibition 

side, stem from the ~enial of a person's ability to see, to feel, to hear, 

to be, denial of a person's rights to talk or listen - in other words, 

denials of a person's right to communicate. These manifest themsel~, 

when underlain by engrams, in terms of inhibited relations with one's 

fellows and a lowered position on the tone scale. 

The hurdy-gurdy system of straight wire takes into account all of 

the above data, and puts into existence a method by which the auditor can 

exploit each person surrounding the pre-clear. We have already spoken of 
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the triangle of Dianetics: affinity, reality, and communication. The 

auditor works on the principle that a datum desired from the pre-clear's 

memory todq mq not be forthcoming but if requested again in a day or two 

may be forthcoming, and if not then, may be available two or three days 

after that. The auditor then makes a list of all the persons who surrounded 

the preclearJ father, mother, aunts, uncles, guardians, nurses, grand-

parents, great-grandparents, teachers, brothers, sisters, employers, and 

subordinates, as well as mates. Two triangles and two circuit slots 

exist for each of these persons. The pre-clear does not need to know 

about this. The auditor can very siJnply draw up a plan of questioning 

which then permits him in his requests for memory of certain locks to 

cover the ground over and over and each time with new people, repeating 

qUestions~eOPle covered in sessions before. In other words, 

this is a tally sheet which the -auditor could use in order to assay the 

caes and blow, if possible, locks of enforced A-R-C, inhibited A-R-C, 

and circuits. For instance, the auditor draws one triangle and a slot, 

a straight line, for father and he labels these nenforced" and "domina-

ting. n Then he draws another triangle and another slot and labels these 
()/ 

ninhibited" and "nullifying." Then he ~es a similar graph for mother 

and for every person intimate~ related to his pre-clear's life. 

His system of questioning then is to find out when papa enforced 

affinity, when papa enforced reality, when papa commanded higher COlTDllUIl-

i~ation, and when papa sought to dominate. He asks around the triangle 

and with the slot. He will discover that the pre-clear may or may not 

have certain immediate memories concernine father's conduct and favorite 

phrases. The auditor then proceeds to the inhibition triangle and nulli-

fication slot. He asks when father inhibited or refused affinity, when 
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'"' he :inhi bi ted or refused reality or agreement, lihen he :inhibited or 

refused communication, and when and if father attempted to nullifY the 

pre-clear. In the same session the auditor goes on to mother and to 

other people, with the same plan. 

Because the pre-clear I s memory can be refreshed by this procedure, 

the auditor does not abandon father after one session but carries father 

for three or four sessions on straight memor,y and asks a similar set of 

questions ~n the next session. When did father enforce affinity, demand 

that he be loved, demand that he have affection shown to him? When did 

father demand agreement? When did father demand communication? ~n did 

father attempt to dominate? When did father attempt to cut off or in

libit affinity? When did ftaher attempt to cut off or inhibit reality? 

When did father attempt to cut off or inhibit communication? When did 

father attempt to nullif.y? The auditor then goes on to coverage of mother 

or some other person. 

Systematized straight wire like this will turn up an enormous amount 

of material. The hurdy-gurdy system was created so that the auditor would 

not have to keep long ~eets of questions. 

This is the general plan of questioning. The questions need not be 

the same every time, but their general import should include this plan. 

In such wise, the most aberrative forms of entheta in locks can be con-

tacted by straight memory, and session after session the pre-clear1s 

material becomes fuller and his memory steadily improves. 

The valence problem is also resolvable in terms of straight memory. 

It often occurs that the pre-clear is suffering some physical disorder 

which can be freed by straight memory, along the following lines. Should 

the pre-clear have dermatitis of the hands, one might discover that some 
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person in the pre-clearts background had dermatitis or some ai~ment of 

or injury to the hands. This person may be located, and it may be dis-

covered that some lock command exists which causes the pre-clear to be 

like the previously sick person. This is often found with a pre-clear who 

has lost an ally. Such a case is illustrative. The pre-clearts grand-

mother died of cancer of the hands. The pre-clear was suffering from 

dermatitis of the hands. It was discovered that many remarks had been 

made by relatives concerning how like his gral1U.mother the pre-clear was. 

This likeness was so closely followed out by the pre-clear that he attemp-

ted to develop cancer of the hands, which manifested itself as dermatitis. 

The whole problem of valences is one of allies a.l1d anti,A>athies. 

The pre-clear very often ~ be in the valence of someone who is normally 

hated. He is forced by lock commands, people tellin3 him things like 

"Youtre just like your father. You're growing more like him every day, 

and you'll grow up to be no good." Because of such cormnands the pre-clear 

may not be able to help hating himself, since he is forced into the valence 

of a person who is hated and whom he hated. Straight memory can often 

resolve this problem merely by asking whom the pre-clear was most supposed 

to be like, and what was the general attitude toward this person. 

It is vital in straight memory to reach the actual context in the 

actual incident of every memory. 

memory bank will be one of vague 

The first stab of the pre-clear into his 
()/ 

feeling that there ~ such an incident 

and that somebody said something like that. This is not good enough. 

The auditor must pin the pre-clear do~ to a specific incident and the 

words of that incident. If this is not possible in the first session, 

it will be possible in a suceeeding session. Until it has been achieved, 

the lock will not be blown. A good trick to get a. pre-clear to remember 

a specific incident is to ask the pre-clear if such an incident exists 
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and then, when he vaguely asserts that it must, to ask him where he was 

sitting when he heard somebody say this or where he was standing. The 

pre-clear may quickly correct the auditor, s~lng that he was lying down 

or walking, and thus will have recovered data. There is a certain amount 

of challenge which the auditor can use in using straight memory. He puts 

the pre-clear on his mettle. If this is not carried too far it acts as a 

very stimulating factor to the pre-clear. 

It is quite remarkable how many Itpsychosomatic" disorders and how 

many aberrations straight nemory can resolve after the auditor has had a 

little practice. He can actually get his pre-clear out of some chronic 

valence, rid him of some aberration, bring him up to present time, and 

generally raise him on the tone scale mere~ ~ asking the right questions. 

The audttor should not confine himself to the hur~-gurdy system of 

straight wire. This is only provided to relieve the maximwn amount of 

entheta in the minimum amount of auditor time. The auditor can use his 

imagination considerably with regard to what must have been said or done 

to this pre-clear. The auditor can profitably open any session by asking 
()/ 

"Well, what Fe you worried about today?" When the pre-clear tells him, 

the auditor wants to lmow who in the pre-clear's background might have 

thought that, and it sometimes results that the pre-clear can spot 

0../ 
immediately what he has been told in the ~t which compares to the worry 

which he now has, and if the two are cause and effect, the pre-clear will 

immediately rid himself of the worry. It is quite remarkable how swiftly 

this can be done. 

When the pre-clear drecovers a lock which has considerable entheta. 

on it he ordinarily chuckles or smiles. The pre-clear who does not 

react in this fashion m~ yet be getting a little bit of entheta off of 
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the lock, but the possibility is that an earlier similar lock exists, 

when the preclear does not laugh. Thus, when the pre-clear is cause~ to 

remember some early incident, and yet does not eJq)erience any relief, 

although he should, from the nature of the incident and its hidden 

character, the auditor does well to try to discover some earlier incident 

than the one remembered, which is silnilar to it. The principle here is 

to discover, if possible, the key-in, the first time the underlying engram 

was restimulated. 

Straight memory is also used in order to discover a certain type of 

incident which can then be lock-scanned. The pre<lear who is directed 

to a certain type of circuit cOJ'lll1and in his case may not eJqlerience much 

relief through straight wire. But now that the auditor knaws this type 

of circuit is in existence he can cause the pre-clear to lock-scan the 

circuit, returning to the first time he can discover it and scanning up 

through all similar incidents to present time. Thus, straight meIOOry is 

combined with lock scanning, which is actu~ a high speed memory rather 

than a return through locks. 

No auditor should feel uncomfortable about using any quantity of 

straight memory. It will happen, however, that an auditor will get relief 

in the pre-clear by straight memory, then return the pre-clear down the 

track to an incident which is then run, and after bringing him back up 

the track will find that the relief which had been achieved before is now 

apparently gone. This comes about because a present-time lock has been 

laid in by returning. JwIerely having the pre-clear remember his own act 

of running the incident, once he is back in present time, should restore 

his aplomb and equilibrium. 

The benefits of straight memory are many. The duration of these 
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benefits is :in question. By straight memory of pleasure moments or of 

the first time one had a certain illness, one can alleviate headaches, 

stomach aches, worries, and anxieties. This does not mean that the 

effect is permanent, as would be the case when the basic engram is run 

out. But straight memory is the parlour trick of the auditor. In any 

group of people be can always find at least one that he can make much 

happier simp~ ~ a few adroit questions. The auditor who uses straight 

memory for this purpose should also develop the technique of the marks

man, who when he makes a bulls-eye is clever enough inrnediate1y to 1~ 

aside the gun. Once the auditor has achieved a spectacular effect by 

straight memory he should leave the case alone for that session -- unless, 

of course, he is engaged in a regular progress up the tone scale with his 

pre-c1ear. 

straight memory is a technique which should be studied and practiced 

with considerable alertness as to the good it can do. No auditor should 

fall into the rut of believing that simpl¥ remembering the past can do very 

much for the pre-clear. Remembering specific, causative locks can, 

however, produce a marked change and improvement in an individual. 

Straight memory is not free-association and is not random maundering; 

it is a precision technique and should be studied and used as such. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

COLUMN AD 

PLEASURE MOMENTS 

The dianetic definition of pleasure is that the organism tending 

toward survival obtains pleasure qy survival actions and the seeking of 

survival goals. In the organism below 2.0, tending toward death, a 

reactive pleasure is taken in the performance of acts which lead to 

succumbing on any of the dynamics. In other words, above 2.0 pleasure. 

is survival, and below 2.0 pleasure is obtained only by succumbing or 

by bringing death to other entities, or by causing self or other entities 

to be suppressed on the tone scale. 

True pleasure leads toward happiness. The "pleasure" .which tends 

toward death is a reactive counterfeit, but seems intensely valid to those 

in the death bracket of the tone scale. 

Happiness could be said to be the overcoming of not unknowable ob-

stacles toward a known and desirable goal. 

This postulates that the greatest happiness is the nearest approach 

to immortality. A good job, skilled abilities, bountiful harvests, possess
fV 

ions; t}1}~e are goals. There are very finite goals for the happy man in 

every day of the week, as well as the big goals toward which he directs 

his efforts. His happiness does not come from the attainment of the goals 
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but from overcoming obstacles on the wa7 to those goals. 

Pleasure and immortality' are near synonyms for individuals above 2.0 

on the tone scale. There is a gradient scale of the types of pleasure 

enjo,yed by those above 2.0. It seems evident that the person at 2.5 

actual17 takes pleasure in being bored, but surges up toward higher "C_.:;i¢~_./ 

levels when interest is concentrated on some goal not outside the under-

standing of the 2.5. 

The 3.0 takes pleasure in reaching toward very c1ear~ observable 

goals. The 3.0 accepts his pleasure cautious~ and tentative17, but 

nevertheless enjoys it. His pleasures are apt to be routine and re1a-

tive1y unimaginative. 

The 3.5 tends toward higher goals of survival and has confidence in 

reaching those goals. He can embrace more bountiful levels of survival. 

He can realize that survival rs a bare-necessity-1eve1 process is unsafe 

and intolerable and that if all computations demonstrate that he will 

require two bushels of wheat per month to eat, then he had better provide 

twenty bushels of wheat per month. His pleasure is wide and ambitious. 

The 4.0 achieves considerable exhilaration. His concept of survival 

is so bountiful and he is 7et so confident of his abili1i7 to reach such 

levels of survival, that he can take in a universe of goals and, with:in 

the limits of his skills and talents, accomplish them. 

Here we have a definite manifestation of attitudes toward goals, 

magnitudes of goals, and the ability to attain and enjoy pleasure. No 

man is happy without a goal, and no man can be hapP7 without faith in 

his own ability to reach that goal. The highest form of security is con-

fidence in one's self, in the future, in the group, and in Mankind. 
&. 

Without rCh confidence and without the will to make the various dynamics 
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surri ve, an individual has no security. That person who _&81Ires his 

security in terms of a good job purpose~ short-sights hiDself as to the 

actual insecurity of his position. A man who works for an organization 

which may endure long or may be transient, acording to popular indoctrin

ation, is secure. And yet he may work to the period of his life when he is 

no longer adaptable and find himself, of a sudden, without a:rq job because 

of the simple sudden shirt of a board of directors or because of the 

antagonism of a foreman. Security would consist of this man's being able 

to adapt ~elf to his Jnviron, being prepared for a:rq possible shift 

in the factors which infuence his job, and being contident ot his ability 

to meet and deal with a:rq possible shirts. Securit,v is not a static thing. 

Securi ty would on~ lie in a man's confidence in reaching his goals and, 

indeed, in his having goals to reach. 

There are automatic goals inherent in the plan ot lite. The conquest 

of MEST, the survival of the theta body, faith in iJnmol'ttality and the 

Supreme Being are all high level automatic goals. They potentially exist 

in anyone, but the amount of entheta inherent in the theta body' and 

acc'WlIlllated within the generation may cause the individual or the group 

to fall far short of any realization of its ability to attain these 

goals. The more entheta existing in the theta body' and accl11lUlated in 

the generation, the lower or less reasonable will be the goals of the 

indididual or group. 

Wi thout goals, hopes, ambitions, or dreams, the attai nment of pleasure 

is nearly impossible. Many individuals do not realize this and even though 

capable of assigning to themselves goals and pursuing those goals, they 

permit lower-toned people around them not only to undermine their confi-

dence in their own ability to attain security and survival but also to 

deny them the right to formulate and strive toward goals of a desirable 
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magnitude. 

At the lover levels of the tone scale one finds individuals who 

purposeq enturbulate, upset, destroy, and with great ardor inhibit the 

goals, hopes, and dreams of those about them. Here we have the indivi

duals from 2.0 down. These have goals which are themselves no less de

finite than the survival goals above 2.0. It is a piteous and terrible 

thing that individuals above 2.0 apend vast amounts of coaxings and 

persuasions on mates, associ'ates, and fellow group members below 2.0 in 

an effort to get them to go toward survival goals • Individuals who engage 

in this activity are immediate:q targets for those who exist from 2.0 

down, since these see in the higher individuals a method of furthering 

their own goals -- and the goal of the 2.0 down is death. 

An examination of the anato~ of death demonstrates that death can 

be a small or a great thing. Death is actually a gradient scale. Small 

mishaps and accidents can tend toward greater and greater accumulation 

of mishaps and accidents, until death of an ambition, death of an indivi

dual, death of a cause, or death of a group is attained. Here is the 

story: "For want of a nail the shoe was lost, for want of a shoe the 

horse was lost, for want of a horse the rider was lost, for want of a 

rider the battle was lost, and all for the want of a horseshoe nail." 

Death stems from small things and proceeds toward great things. 

Death is a sort-footed thing. Today a man makes a flagrant error 

in bookkeeping. He makes it because his wife has nagged him the night 

before. Tomorrow his superior finds the error and marks it down that 

t~s bookkeeper is not always accurate. In itself this is nothing. But 

next month, when a bookkeeper has to be discharged, it is recalled that 

one made an error, and all other abilities being more or less equal amongst 

bvokkeepers, the one who made the error is discharged. Out of a job, the 
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bookkeeper finds himself even more enturbulated at home and spends little 

time finding new en:ployment. He takes a job beneath his skill in an office 

where everything is hectic, and he makes more mistakes because he is now 

worried. This is a little bit of death. 

There are those who talk about "lucky breaks" and who speak of the 

"hand of fate" in their undertakings, but a forthright examination of 

the field of man's activities will show that near~ all success is most 
.fl., 

adequately desf:rved. The head of an imposing institute of psychology in 

a major American city told me recently that when he first entered upon his 

profession he was to some degree convinced that the capitalist, the big 

industrial manager, the director of the great corporation had arrived 

where he was because of carelessness of the feelings of others, and 

avarice. In the course of the many ensuing years he had, however, either 

wi th his own hand or through his staff, done industrial psychometric test-

ing of many organizations and with this work had had an opportunity to 

test a great many of the capitalists, managers, directors, and industrial 

giants of America. He had found in every case that "those who were at the 
L 

top very we1l de~d to be there." He had discovered that the endowment 

of these individuals included a rich appreciation of life, a great feeling 

for their fellow men, an enormous perSistence, an intelligence in planning 

and execution. He had discovered that the world is carried on the backs 

of a few desperate~~ig men. And he had discovered that luck 

was not chance. 

Individuals above 2.0 on the tone scale are uniformly lucky. There 

is something more to theta than quite meets the eye. Here are the men 

on whom God smiles. 

Below 2.0 we have the unlucky. One could with some surety give to a 
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person high on the tone scale a few dollars and expect him to come out a 

winner at Las Vegas. And one could expect that the same few dollars 

given to a person low on the tone scale would see him coming out of the 

game very much the loser. Above 2.0, the individual plays to win. 

Below 2.0, the individual uniformly plays to lose. .And not only does the 

individual below 2.0 play to lose for himself; he p~s to lose for every

one else around him and for the future. 

It is part of the mechanism of death that individuals below 2.0 

talk as though they played to win, talk of the desperate need of saving 

and winning, talk of emergencies by which one is expected to win. This 

is all a part of the trap. Given every opportunity and every facilit,y 

and every circumstance by which they can win, people below 2.0 will 

inject into every plan the germ of death, and acting ever so reasonab~ 

will permit that germ to grow until death is attained for the individual, 

for his associates, for the future, or for his organization. A ~tler 

brays his anger at the world and hounds all Germany into action with the 

argument of glory, and yet brings, through not very mysterious mistakes, 

the hopes of Germaqy to death. He makes a charnel house of Europe, 

slaughters thirty million human beings, brings suicide to himself, and 

the extinction of hopes to his German nation. Yet ma.n:y times in the 

course of Hiter's 1.5 activities he could have converted Germany into the 

glory of the world. As a matter of fact, before he began to manufacture 

nothine but nnmitions he had revived German science to a point where it 

was respected above the science of any other nation. .And by the simple 

and direct appeal that Germany had become vi tal to the survival of other 

nations Germany could have risen and become glorious. But at no time when 

Germany could have risen did Hitler take the turning toward survival. 

He chose instead the turning toward death. 
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This play is not enacted always upon the stage of nations. It 

happens in many households. It is a pathetic and terrible thing to 

find a man mated with an individual below 2.0. He does everything he can 

to succeed, and yet at every turn of his career he finds himself balked 

by some strange non-compliance, or some new enturbulation, and gradually 

little by little his energies decline lUltil he himself is outward bOlUld 

toward death and a new generation. A woman, mating herself to a man 

below 2.0, who is herself capable of a high level of Survival, will find 

herself broken qy little "mislUlderstandings," strange perversions, and 

quarrels at inopportlUle times, lUltil at last her ambitions for a ~;ly 
and a future, or even for a career for herself, lie in the dust where so 

many dreams go. The man who takes lUltO himself a business partner below 

2.0, who is himself well above that line, will find a strange c'9tatenation 

of events ~lding around him which bring about the destruction of that 

·ousiness regardless of the hopes with which it was founded and regardless 

1i of his own ability to carry it through. It 'Would be far far bewr for 

an individual engaging in a marriage, a business, or a group action to 

inject himself with the most deadly poison or virulent bacteria than to 

ally himself with anyone below 2.0 on the tone scale. If this seems 

strong, look around you at the blasted men, the blasted dreams, the 

stories never written, the songs never sung because someone out of some 

pap of sympathy or "obligation" allied himself with an indivIdual below 

2.0 on the tone scale. This is death -- death as certain as ~g onels 

neck below the blade of a guillotine and tripping the trigger. 

From 2.0 down, the individual takes a *ti ve but very definite 
\ 

pleasure in attaining the "goal" of death for himself, for the future, 

and for individualB around him. Here is entheta seeking to separate theta 

from MEST to bring about death and to accomplish a new generation. In the 
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vicini ty of such people death may be silent and wai tine, but ready to 

influence and pervert every action in the direction of succumb. 

At 2.0, the individual finds a reactive "pleasuren in sending forth 

antagonisms, in carping, and Bagging, and criticizing. Left at liberty, 

he will not sink any further on the tone scale but will continue to 

"abreact his hostilities." He is dramatizing engrams. But should 

these dramatizations be broken, he will descend on the tone scale. It is 

an actual fact that whatever pleasure he obtains is obtained through 

these dramatizations. He can, by processing or education or changed 

environment, be brought up the tone scale, but, left where he is, he 

will certainly drag others down it, since he is a point of turbulence, 

as are all people below 2.0. 

At 1.5, the inclividual finds reactive "pleasure" only in the venting 

of anger. He has no actual concept of pleasure, but he gains a feeling 

of dangerousness and therefore of "pleasure" in the dramatization of his 

dom:inating or angry engrams. If permitted to go on being angry, he 

will remain static, to some degree, on the tone scale, but if these drama

tizations are balked ~ fought against, he will descend down the tone 

scale, since he is not permitted to experience the npleasure" which he 

can "attain" by being angry. It should not be expected that reasonable 

causes must exist for this person to vent anger. This person will make 

his own causes, so that he can be angry. Ris goal is to achieve destruc-

tion of things or people. He has considerable joy in achieving that des-
~ 

truction. People" are only temporarily at the 1.5 level, which is to sq 

who are being acutely 1.5, know well the satisfaction obtained in smashing 

something. The chronic 1.5 can rise no higher than the smashing of things. 

At times in the past it has been felt that the individual who threw things, 

who went into a rage, and who talked in desperately destructive terms was 
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at the lowest pos~lble depth of insanity. This is very far from ·Grue. 

This is the very high bracket of in:> ani ty. One should beware of those 

who are lower on the tone scale and who bring about destruction only ~ 

by covert means, for there is no forwarning of what they will do. Any 

pre-clear whose reactive mind (and all reactive minds are below 2.0 on 

the tone scale) is coming up towrd a release will pass ·through the zone 

of anger reactive~ and will be furious with people who have done things 

to him and ~ even be furious at the world at large. This is a s,ymptom 

of his getting well and not a°s.ymptom of his going mad. People are not 

easier to handle below the zone of anger. People below the zone of anger 

are much more dangerous, since they will take much wider steps to bring 

about death. They do not bring about destruction in clean daylight as 

does the angry individual, but in the dark alleys and cesspools of 

humani ty. The person who is chronically angry can be processed rather 

easily by Dianetics, up into the higher tones, since he still retains 

his vitality. It is only necessary ;r him to discover those thin~bout 

which he is rea~ angry in order for him to centralize and focu~ his 

attention, and he still has considerable theta with which to convert 

entheta. But, and never neglect it, this person's pleasure is in being 

angry, and in running pleasure moments one had best discover moments in 

which the individual could be unreservedly angry at something. 

The 1.1 tends even more markedly toward death than the outspokenly 

angry individual. The 1.1 will make small slips and errors and bring 

about upset and turfoil in his vicinity with considerable aplomb. These 

are his joys. If the 1.1 is to eJq>erience any "pleasure" it will be in 

an act which is deviously and hiddenly destructive to himself, to the 

future, to his group, or to Mankind, to life itself, to theta, or even, 

although that is impAsible, the Supreme Being. It should be understood 
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that an individual may have a 1.1 reactive mind and yet be quite ana~ic

ally alert and only drop to 1.1 when he is enturbulated. This would be 

an acute 1.1. But such a person is still dangerous. With the smoothest 

possible face, the 1.1 can deny any and eve~ destructive or death act 

which he or she has engaged upon. The 1.1 hides all destructive acts 

and quite commonly puts a face of construction upon these activities. 

The 1.1 finds "pleasure" in sex only if sex is engaged upon with many 

people and in strange and peculiar ways. This does not contradict the 

fact that a man, like any male, ~ seek to own and impregnate as many 

females as possible -- not a 1.1 characteristic. The 1.1 does not enjoy 

sex save o~ when it is hectic and enturbulative. Here is the satyr, 

the nymphomaniac. The 1.1 will injure or maim animals or men for "Pleasure." 

And in nmning "pleasure" moments on the 1.1 the auditor will find such 

moments existing around the injur,y of someb~'s dreams or the body of 

some helpless being. Here "pleasure" is obtained not in the clean day

light, but clan:destinely and often hideously. The 1.5 takes "pleasure" 

in bringing about the incapacity of a powerful enemy. The 1.1 takes 

"pleasure" in breaking his enemy's back while the enemy lies wounded and 

helpless. The 1.1 may appear appealing, he may make a great show of his 

powerlessness, but when the lights are dimmed the actions of this indivi

dual are directed energetically toward death, whether the death of a 

reputation, the death of a cause even though the cause is apparently 

supported, or the death of himself no matter how far he seems to think 

his actions are from suicide. In the 1.1 band, by the wtq, we find the 

individual most blatantly insistent upon ethics and morals for others. 

The 0.5, being that much further toward succumbing and dying, 

attempts to bring about the death of his family, associates and self by 

continual forthright enturbulence in terms of death. Truth is, of course, 
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no consideration at any level below 2.0. The lIOst flagrant~ untruthful 

is the apathy level of 0.5. The :individual at 0.5 obtains reactive 

"pleasure" in IT-ing wild~ but dolorously about the hopelessness and 

horribleness of life and what has been done to him. To run what any 

individual at an acceptable level of the tone scale would consider a 

pleasure mallent on a person at 0.5 is, of course, all but ilIpossible. 

But reactive IIpleasure" can be obtained by the 0.5 in being as thoPUg~ 

0.5 as possible. 

The 0.1 can sometimes be coaxed into running a IIpleasuren moment on 

the subject of how dead he is and how lacking in any dangerousness. If 

the auditor can contact him at all, it will be at this level where the 

IIpleasuren moments can be found. 

It is a general rule, then, that pleasure moments are run at the 

level where the individual finds himself' on the tone scale. Do not expect 

the 2.5 to run moments of high exhilaration, since the entheta on his 

case prevents him from reaching such a level. Do not expect the 1.1 to 

run a moment when he was extremely angry, since his position on the tone 

scale makes overt anger a very dangerous thing to indulge in, and the 

fear implicit in his position may prevent him from showing it. However, 

if you can get him to recall a moment when he was outstandingly and ad-

mirably moral and ethical, when all around him were being dishonest and 

insincere, you may find that he experiences a great deal of "pleasure" 

in this counterfeit situation. 

The general rule is that, above 2.0, the auditor discovers construc-

tive and creative acts of greater and greater triumph and magnitude as 

the pre-clear rises up the tone scale. And below 2.0, he finds greater 

and greater efforts toward death in the "pleasuren moments jhosen by his 

pre-clear. In any case, it is overcoming o~acles toward the goal which 
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is iDportant to pleasure. Below 2.0 of course, the individual is O'98r

coming .obstacles- which tell him to survive as he travels toward his . 
·goal· of death. Death, to {ndividUalS below 2.0, is the on17 valid and 

obtainable Wgoal- - whether for self, future, group, or Mankind. Any

thing which interrupts this course toward the -goal- of non-survival will 

be fought by' people belov 2.0. Such avidit,. for extinct~tts commendable 

on~ for the thoroughness with which these individuals will struggle to 

die. Because one deals here with eight dynamics, one should not believe 

that the individual below 2.0 works on~ toward his own death. At 2.0 

he works rather mild~ toward the death of a ver;y wide peripher;y, but 

does not much desire death for himself. At 1.5, /: works toward the death 

of ~her beings or life forms or other dynamics. He will, of course, 

bring about death for self, but he does not give heed to this. One 

cannot reduce the other dynamics without reducing the first dynamic, of 

self, and bring:ing about one's own death. At 1.1, we get 0017 an occasional 

conscious awareness that the individual is himself tending toward his own 

suicide. Death is :intended, by' devious means, for a lesser periphery. 

Where the 1.5 will seek the death of many, the 1.1 will seek, by' covert 

means, the death of a few. The 0.5 seeks death in obverse ratio to the 

amount of aitention he can give to his environ, and that attention is 

normal~ isolated in the first dynamic and ma;y include onl,. a few intimates 

in the environ. The 0.5, then, is the suicide, but before suicide, can 

almost be counted upon to attempt the death of at least his closest asso-

0./ 
ciate, whether by'murder or bY' enturbulation via ~thy. Occasiona117 

the 0.5 will :include the murder of children as a part of personal suicide. 

The intimate of a 0.5 stands, actually, in the gravest peril in which an 

individual can possib~ stand. 

The general running of pleasure moments can accomplish a very great 
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deal in a case. There is the case of an elderly woman who had no other 

kind of processing done on her for many weeks. She was at the beginning 

of this peri_od, according to report, bedridden. An aud.1 tor with an 

experimental inclination spent two hours a day rwming pleasure moments 

with this person, petty triumphs, jo.yous meetings, moments of good health 

and well being, moments of pride in accomplishment or in loved ones. At 

the end of this period, the elderly woman was no longer bedridden and 

evidenced a considerable rise on the tone scale. Not a single lock, 

secondar,r, or engram was run on the case. This should give the auditor 

some idea of the value of pleasure as a target for processing. 

There is also the case of a person who could run no grief until 

pleasure moments were scanned intensive~ on his case. Such contact with 

the fact that ,Pleasure actually existed in his life enabled him to support, 

because of the free theta returned to him through the attraction of his 

attention to pleasure moments,~tact with ~oments of mis-emotion 

nece'ssary to free his case. 

Pleasure moments seem to say, first and foremost, that survival is 
~ 

possible. ~ below 2.0, Dpleasure lf moments give the encouragement that 

death is possible. In either case the tone is raised whether the pre-

clear desires it or not. 

The running of pleasure moments is done exactly as one would run 

an engram /r a secondary engram. One requires the pre-clear to turn to 

the moment when the pleasure was actually tald..ng place and to contact 

all the perceptics of the incident, seeing and hearing and feeling the 

experience as ~ as possible over and over. The pre-clear can run the 

incident many times before tiring of it, since at each running he should 

discover new instants and perceptics that had been hidden before. Run-

ning pleasure in this way seems markedly to increase the amount of free 
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theta in the case. 

On lower levels of the tone scale, actual pleasure in a person's 

life, moments of survival, particularly those of triumph, are not easily 

obtainable. However, the auditor, by having the pre-clear run possible 

pleasure moments as concepts and then, as they are contacted more closely, 
~ 

as ;{ctual incidents can possibly demonstrate to the pre-clear that 

pleasure has existed and is available. 

In view of the fact that obtaining pleasure is one of the primary 

goals of life, the running of pleasure moments can do a very great deal 

for a case. There have been cases which have had sonic and visio turn 

on merely by the running of pleasure moments. 

The case is most readily stabilized by the rmming of pleasure mom-

ants. In trying to bring a case up to present time one should run 

several pleasure moments, if the case is difficult to stabilize in present 

time. After running such moments the pre-clear often comes easily to 

present time, having recovered attention units fram secondaries and engrams 

somewhat restimulated in processing. 

Memory itself can be refreshed just by running on the track. One 

~an, as an experiment, choose some specific date in the pre-clearfs life-

time. This date may be completely occluded. But the auditor insists that 

the pre-clear return to this date. The pre-clear may be completely in 

the dark as to what happened on, let us say, January 3, 1943. The auditor 

has the advantage over the pre-clear, since he mows that when he has 

told the pre-clear to go to a certain date, then the pre-clear has gone 

there whether the pre-clear knows it or not. The auditor then requires 

the recounting of the happenstances of, say, 9:30 A.M. on that date. 

The pre-clear may be able foggily to point out certain incidents in the 

year 1943. If the auditor is very patient and persistent in his address, 
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he will grad:ua.lly cause the "I" of the pre-clear to obtain the specific 

details of the date and moment, and he can then run this moment with its 

own actual perceptics. This is no less valid a tecp~que than running 

pleasure moments. The mind has recorded everything, and the auditor knows 

that when he sends the pre-clear back to such-and-such a time, the pre

clear is there ~n though the "I" of the pre-clear may be barred fran the 

perceptics of the incident ~ entheta on the case. With patience and 

.persistence the auditor can alwa,ys obtain the data which he requires. 

Moments of triumph are, of course, pleasure moments. But one often 

finds pre-clears, particular~ those below 3.0 on the tone scale, who 

run pleasure moments without experiencing any pleasure from them. The 

auditor may find the pre-clear winning a silver cUP~t a horse show, and 

the auditor may return the pre-clear to the incident and 4 him through 

it over and over, on~ to discover ~hatthe pre-clear felt he did not 

deslrve to win the cup. This is the difference between the pre-clear' s 

concept of reality and the auditor's concept of reality. By all reason, 

the pre-clear should have obtained pleasure in winning this silver cup 

at the horse show, but in accordance with the pre-clear's tone no pleas-

ure was obtained from the incident, since possib~ it brought about too 

much notice and notoriety or it conflicted bad~ with some specific 

engramic computation of the pre-clear about winning or about hurting the 

other constestants ~ having won. This should not discourage the auditor; 

it should on~ point out to him that he is attempting to run pleasure 

manents too high up the tone scale for his pre-clear. In such a case, the 

auditor should go down the tone scale and find a time, perhaps, when the 

pre-clear was able to destroy the reputation of some dear friend by some 

lying gossip and run this as a pleasure moment. He will obtain in such 

wise, despite the pre-clear's feeling that it is impOSSible, a rise in tone. 
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The auditor should not neglect the fact that pleasure moments ~ be 

created ~ ~at a present-time pleasure moment is itself a point gn the 

track and will tend to dis-enturbulate the pre-c1ear. This does not mean 

that the auditor should countenance the ~leasuren that would be sought u.r 

some individuals low on the tone scale, pleasure which might consist of 

the destruction of the reputation, future, or health of some young woman 

or child. But it does mean that the auditor should encourage the pre-c1ear 

to provide himself with pleasure, as an assist to processing. 

The auditor, if he is advising pleasure, should not fall into the 

old error of believing that pleasure is idleness and wastefulness. The 

greatest pleasure, for instance, that a composer can achieve is in com-

posing. A genius in management achieves his greatest pleasure in over-

coming obstacles to management. The best pleasure for an :individual is 

in the attainment of happiness; the overcoming of not unlmowable 

obstacles toward a }mown goal. The auditor may by adroit questioning 

disrover for the pre-c1ear the fact that he has goals toward which be 

can proceed. It is a be1ow-2.0 trick to take a creative and constructive 

individual and set h:im aside from the route of his greatest pleasure, 

which may be the pursuance of highly arduous goals. The auditor would 

not tell a mountain;! to go to the s-/ashore for a rest but ShO~ encour

age the mounta:illeer in the belief that he can conquer a much higher 

mountain than he has ever attained before, smce if his mountaineer is 

ailing it is because some 1ess-than-2.0 individual in his vicinity has 

brought him, by great and detailed discouragements, to the belief that 

he can climb no more mountains. 

Pleasure, whethJ for life or death, is attainment, or the overcoll:i.ng 

of obstacles toward that attainment. When rumrl.llg pleasure moments or when 

advising his pre-c1ear to create and construct present-time pleasure 
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moments to raise his level on the tone scale, the auditor should not over-

look the fact that happiness is the overcoming of not unknowable obstacles 

toward a known goal. He will find the'majority of his pre-clears without 

any goals. The auditor, by questioning and without interfering with the 

sel£-determinism of his pre-clears, can help them to discover and clarify 

their goals. Or he can assist in the identification of obstacles toward 

~gOal which the pre-clear alre~ reQognizes. Or the auditor can 

simp~ encourage the pre-clear to keep on overcoming the known obstacles 

toward his knom goals. 

The auditor will discover pre-clears Who are not particularly low on 

the tone ~ale, who have yet had insufficient opportunities to experience 

pleasure, and so have behind them a barren life. An auditor is justified 

in advising the preclear to go out and create and live through a pleasure 
;ttJ 

moJlent, so that the auditor af'terwards can run it, to the enhancement of 

the case. The living of it, of course, is more important than the running. 

The pr~ consideration is whether or not pleasure moments exist. 

It is interesting to note that arry society dec]j.nes in exact ratio to 

the contempt in which it holds pleasure and advances in ratio to the 

respect it has for pleasure. 

Above 2.0, pleasure contains more construction than destruction, more 

good than evil. Below 2.0, "Pleasuren contains more destruction than 
J.; 

construction, more evil than good. Immorality comes about when a ~g 

contains more pain than it does pleasure. Societies have existed which 

found their pleasure in observing or inflicting more evil than good. The 

Roman circus is an example of this and marked a point in th~ decline of the 

Roman Empire which forecast an early death for that great political organ-

ization. 
JJ 

By" true pleasure is meant acts which contain more good than ev!-l. 
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Before one condenms pleasure, one should understand the kind of 

pleasure about which a person is talking. But there happens to have been, 

down through the centuries, such a revulsion toward what the Roman Empire 

called pleasure in the early Christian da;rs, that pleasure itself becime 

inhibited. There are individuals and groups which consider the enjoyment 

of life a crime. This immediately and automatical~ spots these indivi-
~ 

duals and groups on t¥ tone scale. They are below 2.0 and are headed 

toward succum~Yet the auditor will have to cope with people who have 

been indoctrinated into an inhibition of pleasure and who U,y education 

are unable to experience pleasure. The auditor should have ready his 

definitions of pleasure and an understanding of what pleasure actually 

is. From those who 'ell him that pleasure is evil he should gain a defini-

tion of what they think is enj oyable. This is the type of incident which 

can be run on the case as a pleasure moment. For those who tell him t~ 
pleasure is good and then proceed to detail~romiscuity and sadism the 

auditor should have at least an intellectual understanding. 

Because of the various situations which exist in 'the life of aqy 

person, pleasure as survival and pleasure as death sometimes intermingle. 

It occasionally happens that some individual has lost, through the chicaner,y, 

treachery, or betrayal of others, his woman, his business, or his reputa-

tion, and his idea of pleasure is the painful extinction of those who have 

injured him. This does not immediately denote a low position on the tone 

scale, for the auditor may find that such an individual delves into death 

for o~ one circumstance. If the other circumstances of the individual 

are high on the scale, the auditor should recognize an immediate indica-

tion of where he should work'in order to free considerable theta, which 

is tied up in plots of revenge and dreams of painful punishment for the 

enemy. ~ch an individual, however, can ordinarily run pleasure in other 
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spheres of life. Even a low-toned individual can somet:iJnes find some 

sphere of activity, if very isolated, which is constructive, and thus 

the auditor mows where to look for actual pleasure on the case and can 

use this particular incident or type of incident in order to free theta. 

The whole subject of pleasure moments is allied intimately with 

survival, where true pleasure is concerned. The auditor, however, should 

not overlook the fact that it is "pleasure" for the 0.5 to cont~late 
the most gruesome possible suicide or the most pathetic death of the 

nearest "loved one." 

The auditor should not be critical of the type of pleasure which is 
pre-clear selects but should work continually to select the highest possible 

pleasure on the tone scale available to his pre-clear. In other words, 

for the 1.1 he should try to find 1.5 or 2.0 or 2.5 pleasures rather than 

persisting along the line of 1.1. The auditor is attempting to raise the 

pre-clear up the tone scale and in the process of doing so he will find 

that higher and higher levels of pleasure can be obtained not only :in 

present time but in the past. The amount of pleasure of the true variety 

which the pre-clear can experience or run is symptomatic not only of his 

chronic position on the scale but of his progressive rise toward more 

desirable levels. 
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CJW>TER EIGHT 

COLmtl AE 

IMAGINARY INCmmTS 

One of the social aberrations of America is that imagining things 

is a misconduct. -Imagining things" has been made equivalent to 

"insanity." It is a common derogatory statement to s~ that one is 

ftllnagining things." It is a nu1lii'ying criticism to slq that one Eaper
t, 

iences delusion. The child is particularly Subje{t to a bombardment of 

criticism for being imagination. 

The condemnation of imagination Signifies a fear of a departure 

from reality. But if imagination is so thoroughly condemned, then those 

who condenm it must have some basic fear that they themselves cannot hold 

on to a reality. 

There is nothing wrong with imagination. There is a ~t deal wrong 

wi th the type of aberration which makes it impossible or at least diffi-

cult for the individual to differentiate between the imaginar,y and the 

actual. So long as the individual knows he is imagin:illg when he is 

imagining, and he knows he is dealing in fact when he is dealing in fact, 

imagination has a high validity. 

There are three types of imagination. One is creative imagination, 

whereby in the field of aesthetics the urges and impulses of the various 
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dynamics are interwoven into new scenes and ideas. The second type is 

the more or less practical type of imagination which comes about as a 

result of computation. Without this second t1J)e of imagination an 

individual could not forecast the future nor could he postulate a goal 

desirable in the future. This type of imagination is so vital to compute.-
-d.v 

tion that,A~ individual who lacks it can be seen to be definite~ de-

ficient analytic~. The third type of imagination is delusionar,y or 

hallucinatory. 

If the culture desired to make itself more sane, it would cease to 

app~ the word "imaginary" to things which are delusionary or halluc in-

atory. Delusion connotes a type of imagination which is not known by the 

indi vidual to be imaginary. However, in engrams one conunon~ runs into 

the phrases "It's aJJ. your imagination,," "It's all in your head,," "You're 

just imagining things" and other command phrases which short-circuit the 

pre-clear's ability to differentiate between what we should now call the 

imaginary and the hallucinatory. The imagination becomes hooked in to 

the fact bank, and "I" receives data as fact which is actually the pro-

duct of imagination. 

There are, one could say, four distinct sources of aberration. The 

first is occasioned by phrases in engrams which specifical~ dictate cer-

tain obsessions, compulsions, repressions, delusions, neuroses and psy-

choses. Such phrases, however" have command value on the anal~er, which 
.-.,.; 

does not know they exist below it in the reactive mind" og to the degree 

that the case is charged with entheta. Command phrases and action phrases 

become more and more obeyed by the analyzer the more the anal~er is shut 

down through cumulative aberration. Action phrases are effective more and 

more as the individual descends on the tone scale. 
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Therefore, there is a second type of aberration source which is 

simply the amount of charge there is on the case. This might be called 

mechanical aberration. It does not stem from specific commands but stems 

from mental inefficiency by reason of cumulative entheta. As the pre-clear 

descends down the tone scale, certain definite manifestations take place 

by reason of cwnulative entheta. The whole chart around which this book 

is written is a result of the study of the effect of accumulating entheta 

on aberrated indiv:i.duals. Entheta by itself can charge up a case to the 

point where the case will behave in certain definite ways regardless of 

the command content of the engrams. 

The third kind of aberration is environmental and is the result of 

aberrated persons and situations in the indiv:i.dual's present-time environ

ment. This is normally temporary, but cwnulati ve environmental entheta 

has a chronic effect in the case. 

The fourth type of aberration is educational, being the cumulative 

entheta of the culture in which the pre-clear was raised, the irrational

ities and bad data he has received as a result of" his education, by 

parents, in schools, and by experience. 

There should be listed a fifth type of aberration, and even a sixth 

and seventh type, but these are at this time of less concern to the 

auditor. The fifth type would be the cumulative aberration of the theta 

bo~ through its many generations, which he ~ or ma,r not have to 

address in the clearing of the case. The sixth type would be the pattern 

behaviour inherited on the genetic line, of which very little is known, 

but it can be estimated that any organism has some pattern behaviour of 

which some small portion might be considred incorrect for the environment 

and so, by a stretch of definition, could be considered aberration. The 

seventh type would be aberration due to missing or malformed portions 
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of the human structure, either through genetic inheritance or through 

accident or psycho-surger.y. 

Thus, we see that imagination is valuable and vital both to creating 

tomorrow's realities in the societY' - the invaluable contribution of the 

artist, writer, and composer - and in the practical computations of f1V'8r7-

day 1i ving, and that it should not be discounted in value in the rational 

human being. 

Then we see that. imagination by' engramic command, which confuses the 

real with the unreal without proper evaluation, can introduce falsitY' 

into the thinking and execution of the individual. 

Additionally, we have imagination by' reason of charge on a case:l 

beginning to supplant realitY' as the case descends down the tone scale. 

Imagination thus becomes mechanic~ more and more short-circuited into 

a supplantation of realit,y, as the position of the individual decreases 

on the scale. In the past it was thought that people imagined things 

wilfully' in order to "escapet! realit;y. These therapies never bothered to 

evaluate reality, but were very glib in demanding that people face it. 

nEscapen and ndelusion" were epithets used in order to pound the patient 

into obedient subjugation. (The practice of telling the patient that 

his incidents are imaginary- rapidlY' reduces the individual on the tone 

scale, since it destroys the patient's sense of realit,y, and is a prac

tice definitely calculated to further incapacitate the patient.) The 

fact of the matter seems to be that as an individual drops down the tone 

scale, the cumulative charge on the case makes existence in its actual 

form more and more intolerable. What theta he has left, perhaps because 

of reversed polarity, cannot perceive into the entheta of the reactive 

mind and the mostly shut-down ana.qzer. It is not that the person is 

unwilling to face reality; it is that he is incapable of facing realitY'. 
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Said in another way, the individual is veered away from th~ things which 

have been done to him in life toward imaginary postulates which can serve 

in lieu of fact. It is true enough that the individual who cannot feel 

that he is a threat to the enemies in his .environment, at least to some 

degree, is insane or becomes insane. Thus, as the individual descends 

on the tone scale he becomes, by imagination, first a threat to real things 

and then, by imagination, a threat to imaginary things, and finally no 

threat at all to anything, at which point he has reached pretended death. 

Thus, the individual departs further and turther from reality, at first 

knowing that he is departing from reality, and then being unaware that he 

is departing from reality, at which point he could be considered to some 

degree insane. 

A possible explanation for the short-circuiting of imagination by 

the mechanical means of cumulative charge on a case may be of interest 

to the auditor. There is ~good description and, indeed, no accurate 

postulate or theory which accounts for the ability of the human mind to 

remember in the quantity that it·does. The most recent attempt was made 

by a wson who had dabbled in physical structure but who did not know 

his mathematics. He orginated a punched-protein-molec "- I theory, and W iJ 
stated that memory charges were stored in punched protein molecules. B{s 

theory holds up o~ so long as it takes one to work out by mathematics 

that if' an individual recorded on~ the major perceptions of his environ

JI8I1t dar after day and stored them, by this theory of holes in molecules 

in which are stored memories, he would still have in storage capacity 

only enough, in the ten-to-the-twenty-firs~ower binary digits of ce~ 
the JDind contains, to serve for three months of memory. Therefore, this 

theory of punched protein molecules is not valid.* 
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------------- -.--
iJ * :it was DI3' privilege to take one of the earliest courses given at an 

American university in atomic and molecular phenomena. Jtr purpose was 
not, however, the same as that of some of the other students in the course, 
who went on to make atomic fission practical and give us the atom bamb. 
I vas trying to fiDj life force as an energy. studies and experiments 
at that time -- 1931 -- brought me to the conclusion that physical uni
verse energy did not account for hwnan memory, because there was no wave 
length small enough nor possible basic unit of hwnan structure small 
enough to account for the vast storage of memory of which the mind is 
capable. While further studies in the next two decades brought about 
these concepts of Dianetics and some ideas and axioms concerning thought 
energy, this field. is now but barei. liPc\.ered and should receive the 
attention it deserves. The bare:" ~ Co]l which has been made into this 
field has already given us a better understanding of man, aberration, and 
human conduct than we have ever had before, but the surface is so faintly 
scratched that great benefits should accrue from a thorough and continuous 
penetration of this new universe. -L.R.H. 

-------,---
A workable analogy on the subject of structure -- and it should 

remain an an~gy only, since it does not do aqy more than help a person 

understand what is happening -- tells us that we may be dealing, in mem

ory and in the human computor, .with a problem not unlike physical uni-

Terse electrical charges surrounded by insulation. Certain things tear 

down this insulation, so that memory items begin to short-circuit, one to 

another. This would account for the identification of one fact with 

another which occurs more and more as the tone scale is descended. Low 

on the tone scale, things are identified with other things which are 

actually widely different, but at the higher levels of the tone scale, 

where the mind is in good working condition and there is no great charge 

on the case, minute differences can be detedted by the computor between one 

memory item and another. At the top of the scale, the mind is capable, 

for instance, of differentiating between two cigarettes which, though 
~ 

they appear identical and ~e of an identical brand., are different, if 

only to the degree that they occupy different units of space. At the 

bottom end of the tone scale, not only would these two cigarettes seem 
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to be the same cigarette, but these two cigarettes would also be tobacco, 

which would also be ;tobacco smoke, which would also be chewing tobacco, 

which would mean that chewing equalled a house on fire. At the top of 

the tone scale, at the bighest levels of reason, one has sharp,. high-level 

differentiation between facts, and at the lower end of the tone scale the 

most widel¥ different facts and items are associated as equal. One could 

s~ that the equation of the reactive mind was nA equals A equals A equals 

A n regardless of what A stood for. In an engram, all things and remarks 

are equal to each other are equal to the pain are equal to the percep-

tics, and hearing equals vision and vision equals tactile, and a complete 

identification occurs. The analyzer when full on thinks in minute dif-

ferences. The ability to think has to do with the ability to differen

tiate.~nthi.nkingness has to do with a lack of ability to differentiate 

and a compulsion to identify unlike things with e~h other as though they 

were not only like things but the same thing. 

In an insane person, the administration of sedation seems to bring 

about a mementary recurrence of sanity. As an analogy only, then, it 

could be said that entheta breaks down the structural insulation separa-

ting one memory item or unit from another and so causes identification. 

And it could be said that the presence of any euphorio" would rebuild or 

re-establish this insulation to some degree and make rational thinking 

possible. The auditor who audits a per-clear who is under sedation will 

discover that so long as the pre-clear is under sedation he appears to 

be responding to treatment, but the moment the sedation wears off, all 

the auditing and most of the entheta which was thought to be turned into 

theta have now becane short-circuited into brand new aberration. Probably 

the most dangerous thing one can do to l:t 2£ ~ any aberra-

ted mind is to place it under heavy sedation and try to treat it, or while 
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it is under sedation place it in an atmosphere which is rest1mulative. 

Sedation of the insane is, shortly and abruptly, criminal, since it per

mits new perceptics to become entangled with an alread7 confUsed mind 

under circumstances of perception which, if the patient were not under 

sedation, (tuld not take place. 

It should. be thoroughlY' understood that this analogy ot inaulation 

between memory units in the mind is, very detinitelY', an analogy- and is 

used for illustration only, so that the auditor tnq' mow better what he 

is confronting. Entheta definitely seems to tear down and arc across IIZ17 

divisional and insulator,. barriers in the mind. 

As a further analogy', it could be postulated that as th~ breaks 

down in its ability to differentiate and begins more and more to identit,y, 

the various units of the ana~er begin themselves to become too closelY' 

associated and begin to replace each other, so that that portion of the 

mind which is used for imagination becomes undifferentiated from that 

portion of the mind which is doing computation on fact.* 

This would also be an analogy which took place regarding valences, 

wherein the "I" which is the real individual, becomes obliterated in 

favor of highly charged other sections of the an~er. And here the 

analogy breaks down, since the valence walls between different personal

ities the individual may be grow more and more sharply defined as the 

individual descends on the tone scale, so that at last the heavily charged 

case goes from one valence into another so sharply that one can almost 

_____ I _____ _.. E 

* The editor, having no doubt that many who read this book will not have 
read the handbook (DIANETICS: The Modern Science of !·1ental Health), feels 
duty bound to point out for the~nefit of ~ re~r Who ~ be fresh 
from a college basic psychology course that "portion of the mindn does not 
necessarily mean "portion of the brain." Apologies to more advanced 
readers. --Ed. 
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hear the click as he crosses the valence wall. Of course, one could add 

to this analogy and stq that the theta which has become entheta at last 

begins to form up insulation of its own, but this does not seem very 

likely'. Certain it is, however, that the identification of incidents which 

are in no wa:r even s:iJnilar is symptomatic of the insane. 

The auditor should understand, then, as he conf'ronts his pre-clear, 

that he 1D8jy have before h:iJn an individual who is incapable of facing 

any facts in his case. This 1D8jy" be limited to an inability to face facts 

in certain spheres of his life, such as failing to face facts concerning 

his wife. He may have such a thoroughly charged second dynamic that he 

can face no facts concerning his marital existence or his children, but 

will turn to imaginary "facts" ~iCh are, if untrue, still very safe. 

The auditor, as has been said before in this book, should not under any 

circumstances try to slug, bang, hammer, or electric-shock his poor pre-

clear into admitting that all is imagination. The auditor should be 

perfectly willing to accept that in certain spheres of the pre-clear's 

life the actual facts of the case are so definitely entheta that what 

theta exists in the pre-clear's mind is unable, by reason of polarity, 

to encounter the real facts in the case. Almost any human being, in some 

sphere of activity, nIl deal in imaginary mCidents, up to the level of 

3.0. This one, when he faczs the idea of school, will detail imaginary 

incidents simply because lis own school eJCPeriences contained so much 

entheta that the theta veers away from it and turns to the ima~on 
to be supplied with IIfacts." Another individual nIl deal in factual 

material throughout his field of activity except where religion is con-

cerned. He may have so much entheta on the subject of religion that he 

veers away fron actuality here and talks in terms of atheism, or mad--

dogism, or may go in the other direction and become completely hallucin-
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atory. But m this case, he is veering away from his NEST universe to 

the point where he is constructing an imaginary sphere of activity. 

(The individual who simply turns to the theta universe and perceives there 
~ 

certain visionary things is not iecessarily aberrated at all but may be 

simply high on theta perceptics. The aberration which is cited above is 

of the variety of the sadistic zealot, who has been, is, and always will 

be so much trouble to the Church.) Or the imaginary sphere; which "I" 

believes to be wholly factual/may be the existence of lost gold mines. 

Here, so much entheta exists with regard to practical and workable means 

of livmg that he must deal in imaginary means without realizing the 

impracticalities of those imaginar,y means.· Or the sphere of delusion 

~ be educational, wherein one has been brought to believe that because 

one has studied for twelve years and has been given a license one is 

capable of aiding his fellow hwnan being. This would not be the product 

of individual delusion but of social delusion, based on the cwnulative 

entheta of no knowledge whatsoever of human behaviour but only superstition 
-#1 

and authoritarianism, and the real and urgent problem that something had t~e 

done with the insane even if it was only to give them into the hands of 

sadists and butchers. 

Somewhere in every case you are gomg to find the pre-clear running 

imagj.nary incidents in lieu of real mcidents. As an auditor you should 

not worry unless your case is runnmg a majority of imagmary incidents 

in lieu of real incidents, for your case then is running delusion rather 

than fact, by reason of a very low position on the tone scale. Here is a 

problem for you. You don It dare tell this pre-clear that he is running 
0/ 

delusion. This would be a brl1..k of the auditor's code. But somehow you 

must ~suade him to address present time or some locks long enough to 

free some theta so that he will have a theta-abilit,r to face reality. 
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On such a case you could actually blunder and run pQysical pain engrams, 

but you would only enturbulate the case further by trapping the existing 

free theta on the case into the existing entheta, and you would assuredly 

send the case down the tone scale rather than bring it up. Where the 

imaginary incident becomes generally preferred to the actual incident 

you can be quite sure that you are dealing with a low-tone pre-clear. 

Now there are three ways of handling this delusion. The first way 

is to electric-shock, or prefrontal-Ioboto~ze or sedate the pre-clear 

into utter apathy and uselessness in the society and wreck him completely. 

This is not recommended. 

The second way is to scan free or obtain in present time enough free 

theta to bring the individual up the tone scale to a point where he will 

run actual incidents rather than imaginary incidents. This is highly 

valid. 

The third way is to coax the pre-clear into running avowedly imagin

ary incidents, and this is the crux of this particular technique of pro~ 

cessing. By openly inviting the pre-clear to run imaginary incidents the 

auditor is breaking down the barrier of pretense which the pre-clear will 

unknowingly put up. The running of avowedly imaginary incidents is 

quite productive. Sometimes the pre-clear will run them, quite astonish

ingly, with somatics. But he is not being required to face any reality 

about them and the auditor is not insisting that any reality exists con

cerning them. In an astonishingly high percentage of times, however, he 

will be running actual incidents. So long as he does not have to admit 

that these incidents are actual he can do something about them. One 

might say that the auditor is thus validating the imagination mechanism of 

the mind and is strengthening it and is already beginning to put the general 

and broad segments of the mind into good working order by differentiating 
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one from another with the pre-clear. Of course there is always the danger 

that the auditor's use of the word "imagine" will restimulate the pre-clear, 

because this pre-clear may have engram which tell him that he does not 

know true from false and that it is all imagination anyway. But this 

chance should be taken. 

It should be understood that no amount of imaginry incidents can 

supplant the running of real incidents. The first value that this tech-

nique has - the invitation to the pre-clear to run avowedly imaginary 

incidents in his past - is to build. up the pre-clear's confidence in the 

audi tor. The pre-c1.ear begins to feel that he will not be censured for 

indulging in fantasy. In this great, wide, and undoubtedly: rational cul

ture, almost any pre-clear has been cut to ribbons as a ~ for indul-

ging in fantasy. The child lacks data and makes up for this lack with a 

wild and'rugged imagination. The child quite easily sees fairies and 

strange animals walking ab out, with his imaginatiorW If he finds life 

dull and elders hard to shock into taldng an interest in him, he may re-

count these things as valid. He is, of course, inevitably censured by 

the hard-headed, practical, and. undoubtedly rational elder, and so accum-

ulates a series of locks on any engrams he may have. Left to himself and 

to his fantasies and imaginings, the child will eventually, of course, 

find out what reality is - that grim thing, in our world of the 

twentieth century -- and what is fantasy. But the elder is apt to press 

the child into too early a compression by this nreality.n Actually, of 

what reality is neither you nor I have much notion, but we have agreed 

upon certain facts, and having agreed, we wish to remain i'riends, and so 

we continue this agreement. As a culture ages, these agreements are 

harder and harder to disturb, and are maintained not because they are true 

but because they are simple and easy and because no energy is required to 
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~ 
maintain them. The child, ~eSh and new in the world, would like to see a 

little excitement in his reality. And the elder, worn and haggard by a 

comat with an environ which offers little in terms of security and much 

in terms of menace" fights back aga:inst these bright bubbles and dreams. 

ftus, a.rrr pre-clear you have on the couch is fairly certain to have eJq)er-

ienced a confusion between what he wanted to think was reali i and what he 

was told he would have to accept as reality. Thus" there wa+n invalid&-

tion of his reality, even though his reality was actually imagination. 

When the pre-clear on the couch discovers that he has an auditor who not 

only will listen to imagination but who encourages it, the affinity 
/1 

level rises, and aCtually the pre-clear1s ability to differen"iate in 

terms of reality will itself rise. 

In the running of imaginary inCidents" the auditor must never, after 

the incident has been run, then insist that the incident was real. This 

would be a break of faith. He and the pre-clear have entered into a 

contract that what is being run is pure imagination, and the auditor 

must not break this contract. 

The running of imaginary incidents may consist of running imaginary 

pleasure moments, which is heightening in terms of theta, or it m~ consist 

of running imaginary moments of grief or physical pain, which makes avail-

able to the auditor more data on the case and may actually increase the 

theta on the case. 

Here is a most interesting fact for the auditor. It may happen with 

an aberrated child that he has occasionally pretended injury or illness for 

the sake of accepting sympathy or interest from his parents, guardians, or 

mentors. The auditor would do well to discover the times in the life of 

the pre-clear when he has knowingly feigned injury or illness in order to 

knowingly receive ~athy or interest from those about him. In the first 
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place, when an individual will do this he is in fairly bad shape, for this 

is a form of pretended death. The environment wherein the pre-clear would 

do this must have been a highly restimulative envirorunent which had the 

pre-clear low on the tone scale. (One should realize that in the course 

of a lifetime, environ to environ, an individual varies mar{edly on the 

tone scale). 

These knowing pretenses are of interest to the auditor because they 

are invariably real as to their background. The pre-clear may have supposed 

at the time, in all confidence, that he was lying, but he was actually 

offering a sympathy engram to those about him, and the auditor can thus 

discover a highly aberrati ve engram on the case. Whether this case is 

in shape to run this engram or not is up to the judgement of the auditor, 

but he at least knows that it exists. The pre-clear who continually pre-

tended an injury to his foot, for instance, may have supposed that he was 

lying and may mve supposed that he had never had a foot injury, but in 

actuality somewhere, earlier, hidden from his analytical mind, a foot 

injury exists for which the pre-clear received a great deal of sympathy. 

Sympathy inC¥ents are relatively hard to locate. The pre-clear will 

hold on to an incident in which he received sympathy far ~onger than 

one where he received only antagonism. The location of the allies of the 

pre-clear is thus rendered difficult to the auditor, but the mechanism 

of discovering the "imaginarylt illnesses which the pre-clear offered to 

the world around him dIscovers the allies. (There is another method of 

discoverine allies which is of interest. One finds an antagonistic 

personality in the pre-c lear I s life and rlIDS the pre-clear back through 

incident upon incident where this antagonistic personalit,y was attacking 

him, until one finds a point where the pre-clear was being defended by 

sODEone. The person who does the defending is an ally or a pseudo-ally* 
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-----------~-------------

* For a dmscussion of allies and pseudo-allies, see the handbook (DIANETICS: 
The Modern Science of Mental Health). A brief definition of these terms 
may be given here. -rlly: A person recorded in one or more of the pre
clear1s physical pain engrams who is, because of this recording, believed 
by the pre-clear to have defended him or promoted his survival. Pseudo
ally: A person about whom the pre-clear has a similar computation, not 
based directly on an engram recording but on a similarity to an ally. --Ed. 

-------------------
of the pre-clear and incidents with this person should be followed back

wards and forwards and cleaned out of the case, as one ·of the most aberra

tive elements of the case.) 

The imaginary incident serves four purposes. First and foremost, it 

giV~ the auditor data about his pre-clear, since the imaginary incident 

which the pre-clear will recount has some basis in actuality. 

The next point is that the recounting of an imaginary incident 

heightens the affinity between the pre-clear and the auditor, in that the 

pre-clear begins to find that the auditor must be somewhat compatible 

with him, since the auditor will accept the pre-clear's evaluation of 

existence and thus seems to be in agreement with and similar to the 

pre-clear. 

The next value of the imaginary incident is that it increases commun-

ication between the pre-clear and the auditor. Here, at least, we have 

the pre-clear talking about s~thing and the auditor listening, and the 

pre-clear discovering that the auditor will listen, without interruption 

or critiCism, to a recounting which may be quite wild and sensational. 

The fourth valu!:3 of the imaginary incident is that it finds the 

auditor non-insistent upon a high level of fact, and so will find the pre-

clear more willing to deliver fact. 

The imaginary incident could be said to be a testing ground. The 

audi tor asks the pre-c]e ar to run an imaginary incident. This is all 
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right with the pre-clear, since they have agreed that the incident is to 

be imaginary, and thus the pre-clear cannot be censured for saying any-

thing he pleases. 

It will happen, in the running of imaginary incidents, that somatics 

will turn on. Or it will happen that the pre-clear is suffering certain 

somatics and yet is too low on the tone scale with regard to this partic-

ular subject to admit the actual cause of these somatics. By running off 

imaginary words· and phrases, imagining what papa says, imagining what 
~ 

mama says, or imagining the year in which this happened, or ~ing the 

circumstances relating to this, it may come about that the somatic dis-

appears. One has actually TWl off an engram or a heavy lock and the case 

is thereby benefitted. 

The auditor does not cavil with the pre-clear about facts, in a:rr:r 

case. Where the auditor has to uSe imaginary incidents to get any infor-

mation of ~ kind out of the pre-clear, he is dealing with a pre-clear 

who has been invalidated very thoroughly by the people +d him most of 

his life. The imaginary incident is a mechanism which actually repairs 

past invalidations. The pre-clear will not admit that an incidnt is 

actual, because those around the pre-clear have too often challenged his 

ability to recount actuality or to deliver forth facts. The auditor gets 

around these past invalidations by himself refusing to invalidate, by 

inviting an incident purely on the basis of imagination. The pre-clear is 
/8 

heartened. The auditor will receive data. And free theta may be li.erated 

in the case. 

THE PRE'-CLEAR AND AUDITOR 

AS A GROUP 

It must be noted somewhere in this work, and may be noted here since 
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the running of imaginar,y incidents is most productive of the result, 

that the pre-clear and the auditor form" actually, a group. One need not 

know the high level of technology which is Group Dianetics to understand 

that two human beings make a group. Two is the basic unit not o~ of 

theta but of human beings, in group terms. The group may nwnber millions 

at its largest, but in its basic size it is at least two. 

Occasionally the pre-clear will discover in the auditor an antagonis

tic personality. This comes about when the auditor reminds the pre-clear 

of some personality earlier in the pre-clear's lif'e who did something non

survival to the pre-clear. The auditor who permits himself to go on in 

this imaginary role of a past antagonist l~ll find that his task is 

greatly increased. 

It is of very great value to the auditor t,o clear himself and the 

pre-clear as a group, before he begins any serious auditing. 

In the optimum group, a high level of affinity , reality, and commun

ication must exist. Between the auditor and the pre-clear A-R-C must be 

high. 

There are various ways to clear groups. The auditor should not be 

as anxious to approve of the pre-clear as he should be to have the pre

clear approve of his auditor. Nevertheless, it wi~l take considerable 

strain off the case and the processing if this works both W81S. One 

auditor, in order to clear the group, himself and the pre-clear, 

habitually requests the pre-clear to tell him what the pre-clear does not 

like about him. The pre-clear at first, through propitiation or social 

usage, will not admit that there is anything about the auditor which he 

does not like, but on pressing the case, this auditor very short~ dis

covers for the pre-clear antipathetic individuals in the pre-clear's 

past of whom the auditor reminds the pre-clear. The first act of the 
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auditor then is, by straight memor,r, to clear up these bad. associations. 

The establishment of affinity, communication, and reality between 

the pre-clear and the auditor is a vital concern if processing is to follow 

anywhere near an optimmn course. 

Where a co-audi ting team is be:illg formed, and the success of Dianetics 

is built upon co-audi ting teams, a mutual clearance is required, whereby 

each unburdens himself to the other, and by straight memor,r, undesirable 

associations are cleared out of the relati onship. It is remarkable that 

between an;y two human beings bad associations by reason of past existing 

personalities are almost :illevitable. Individuals on the normal level of 

this social culture associate hidden past personalities with present per-

sonalities they- meet. straight wire can easi~ clear up this situation. 

The auditor mentioned above was having some difficulty with a woman pre-

clear until he discovered that the 'Way he cleared his throat reminded her 

of the first of her husbands, of which she had had three. The point here 

is that the auditor did not forego his habit of clearing his throat merely 

because the pre-clear objected to it. The auditor :i.mmediate~ went to 

work and caused her, by making her remember, to conceive a difference 

between himself and her first husband. The moment she did this, the 

auditor's habit of clearing his throat was no longer of any importance, 

and he could go on clearing his throat. The auditor ~ould not change 

his habits and trailling pattern to match every- pre-clear, but should use 

the effect of these upon the pre-clear to locate past antipathetic person-

alities. This in itself frees theta :ill the case. 

The use of imaginary- incidents acts to form a smoother relationship 

between the auditor and the pre-clear by establishing for the pre-clear 

the auditor's willingness to ac~t anything the pre-clear has to say. 

But it does more than this. It ~ the auditor a valuable assessment 
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of the pre-clear1s position an the tone scale, for he can judge this 

rather easi~ by the type of incident which the pre-clear likes to 

imagine (see Pleasure Moments), and it tells the auditor what mq be in 

highest restimulation in the present-time environmant. 

The auditor who will scorn imag:iJlation or canderm anything the pre-

clear says as delusion, regardless of the auditor's inability to compare 

it with his own concept of reality, will inevitably bring about the des

truction of the audi tor-pre-clear group. And they will not be able to 

work together. 

The husband-wife team has been found in Dianetics to be the least 

--compatible grollpA a cormnentary upon American marriage, the training of 

the male to accept marriage as part of his environment, and the lack of 

training of the female in how to be a wife. A few husband-wife teams are 

successful, but the majority are not, and husbands and wiles should look 

outside the home for co-auditors, or the marriage ~ collapse. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

COLUMN AF 

LOCKS 

Elsewhere we have the anatom;y of entheta. Entheta could. be said to 

be :ill four forms. There are probably more than that. By" entheta we mean" 

of course" enturbulated theta. The first form is that which is the basic 

cause of entheta" the engram. Here" theta in its effort to conquer MEST 

has come into too heavy a collision with MEST. In an organism this 

causes physical pain. 

Theta" after it has become enturbulated With MEST, can" either by 

the mechanism of death or by dianetic processing, be withdrawn from the 

MEST and brings with it an intelligence of the laws of MEST" which it can 

then use in a further conquest of MEST on a more orderly and harmO~OUS 
level. All things begin with a heavy impact and enturbulence" if any-

thing is to be learned by theta about MEST. The Foundation" for instance" 

in its first year of existence smashed heavily :into MEST" and if this 

delighted those Who desired to preserve the status quo or those who had 

no use for an end of aberration, yet much was learned, so that Group 

Dianetics could. come into being" and so that improvements could come 

about as a result of new data on the third dynamic, which in turn resulted 

in improvements along the first dynamic and in the techniques of individual 
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processing. The engram is a moment of p~ical pain and unconsciousness 

which is recoDded in the reactive mind with all perceptions during the 

period of 'ID'lconsciousness. It can be keyed-in by conscious-level exper-

iences" it can be dramatized" and it can manifest itself either as mental. 
~ 

aberration or as physical aberrations" which ~ called in the past" 

psychosomatic illnesses. 

The engram co~sists of enMEST" which is the MEST of the o~ 
enturbulated or disordered by blpact" and entheta lIbich is mingled with 

the enMEST. 

Entheta can exist as temporary- enturbulence in the individual's life 

force or reason when he is conf'l"onted b7 UDreaacmable or llon-nni:n1 

circ1llll8t8llces in his enVU-omaent. Thi8 eou1d be cal.l.ed 'teIIpor~ 

enturbulated theta. JIove'nr, in mr 8i tuatiOl1 ill present tiM which 1.8 

rest1Jllulati ve, a certain 8Ilount of entheta beCOMs fixedJ7 entheta ad 

i8 stored in the reactiTe JldJad and thereafter, .an 1B tholla extr'fordiAarT 
cirC11ll8i;ances lIhareiD 8Il0l"llOllll quantities of free theta are in the 8Jl'dr __ 

ment of the ind:i:v:1d.ual., or 'b1I.t for di_et.ic proeeasia,. tIdII fixed _theta 

r-.:ins fixed. 

form of seconci.a.r7 engras or in the form of l.oek •• 

!he second.ar7 engram will be described ill it. 01IIl t11rll, bat is a 

lov-tone-level experience of loss, or fear of loss. or mgar because ot 

threatened loss, or apathy bataoe of accompl.ilJhed loss. 

The lock has two variations. One of thea is where the iDd:i:r.l.dual 

has been prevented from carrying out the co.ands of the engraa lIbich is 

restiJaulated by present-time enviromaental pereeptics (broken dramatisa

tion) • The other is mereq where the pereeptie. of the engr811 are 
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~roxiJnated b.r those of the present-time environment (restimulatlon). 

In order for a lock to be formed it is necessar,y for the analJtical 

portion of the person's mind to be soaewhat l.o1Iered Ul activity or alert

ness. Locka can be receiTed onl.1' when an individual is Ye81'7" 'Upset b.r 

reverses" or is in a gener~ non-optbmm situation. !hese light approx

illations of engr8DIS :in the analytical present-time environ pass for 

&berrative in thanaelves. Actu~" they are not. The lock is on11' the 

nrface lI&I1ifeatation of the total environmental cause of aberration. 

Under:q1ng fIZ1Y lock mwrt be an engram. J. lock occurs also when the 

individual is attempting to c8.lTT out the however irrational collllll8Dds 

of the engra 8Zld is prevented by the society's or some individual's 

counter nreason n from accomplishing the dramatization. 

Locts are ~ical-level encystments of entheta. 

The average case probably has several thousand engrams. Individuals 

are often questioned on the subject of how often the;r have been uncon

scious. J. few of them will answer that they have never been unconscious 

in their whole life. .As soon as they are sent back down the track" they 

begin to discover period a:fter period when the;r hsve been :injured or oper

ated 'Upon" and certainly every individual has been born" and birth above 

all other e:xperienees is sufficiently" arduous to bring about unconscious

ness. Since the reactive mind registers upon a cellular level, and also 

upon a thet .. body level if evidently" to a lesser extent" the earliest 

moment when an engram can be received is certainly no later than concep

tion. Engrams do not begin to receive locks" ordinarily, until well 

&!ter birth, and usually' well into the speech period" although babies 

will react to the lDlcomprehended sounds in the environment which are also 

included in their engrams. 

A lock is,, then, a relatively light incident which betokens a 
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rest1mu.lation of some engram on the case. There are in any case tens ot 

thousands of locks. If one continued to address locks and onq locks in 

a case, pr.oces8ing would be almost :lntermina~ This is fortunateq 

unnecessar;y. Locks have o~ to be addressed in a case until the pre-clear 

has run out engrams, the locks consequent to a:rrr one engram or chain of 

engrams which he has run out can be scanned off nth great speed. 

Locks are interesting to the auditor mainly on the low-tone cases. 

On many cases the auditor will discover that locks bave to be ran &8 

engrams. He will find a period where SCllle pre-clear has, as a 10UIlg girl, 

been forced to eat spinach, and this will seem to be a highly aberrative 

incident. 

The pre-clear, if verr low on the tone scale, ms;r be responding to 

the action phrases or coDllll8.Dds in the lock, ;yet thiB incident contains 

no physical. pain of art:T ldnd, and still, once sent to the incident the 

pre-clear is unable to leave it until it is 1'1m, complete with action 

phrases. This woUld betoken a verr low-tone pre-clear. The auditor should 

not think that the reason his pre-cl.ear is aberrated is because she W88 

made to eat spinach when she vas eight years old. The aud1 tor should 

understand that under~g this incident is an engram, or ~ engrams, 

whereby the pre-cJ.ear is dominated. But if the auditor discovers that 

the lock is in itself aberrative, he should. understand that this is no 

time to 1'1m engrams, since this pre-cJ.ear must be 1Dlburdened of many locks" 

and minor engrams before she will be in shape to rm engrams. Here is a 

very heavily charged case. 

As one can read in the colUJllll on the tone scale chart, a clear has 

all locks discharged. This is sometimes overlooked by the uibiti0U8 

auditor. A clear is, by definition, one who has had a:u entheta in his 

current lite converted to theta. 'fhis means that his engr8ll8 most have 
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been erased, that his secondaries must haTe been discharged, and that his 

locka must have been scanned out. 

The 3.5 will blow locka almost as tast as the engrams underlying 

chains ot locks are reduced. 

'!'he 3.0 does Dot haTe to have locks addressed as :individual inci-

dents, but in order to clear up the case, scanning of locks is neces88.I7, 

as w:l.ll be seen :ill the next. column. 

The 2.5 CaD ha'18 locks treated with benefit as indiT.l.dual incidents. 

It will be foud that JIlOIIlents when the 2 S was cr:i. ticized tor stepping 

out ot line at school or for being mean to sister will release some en

theta. However, the auditor is to some degree wasting his time by' 

treating, at this level ot the tone scale, nan-physical-pain and non-m1s-

emotion incidents as individual occurances. 

Around 2.0 locks begin to become important. The auditor can go into 

a moment in the pre-clear' s past life when the pre-clear was conscious~ 

alert and had something happen to him which was producti va of entheta, 

and ,.at discover that the incident will not reduce. This non-reduction 

ot relative17 simple inCidents, as it proceeds trom 2.0 on down on the 

tone scale, indicates a considerb17 charged case. Minimal. physical dis

comf!,rt in an inCident, if the restimulative agents in the environment are 

high, can produce moments when the pre-clear was alert and awake which 

then refuse to reduce when addressed by the audi tol\l) 

The 1.5 is pecul1ar17 susceptible to the type of lock which breaks 

the dramatization. Let us sq that the IS is being angry against some

thing, and someone cr:i. ticizes him for being angry or prevent! him from 

carrying out the f'ul1 cycle of his anger. A lock results which will be 

remarkab~ effective in reducing this person on the tone scale. Of 

course, lIllY IS receives a near~ countless number of such incidents, 
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since the society general.l7 frowna upon people being angry and would rather 

have them apathetic. On a 1.5 an aud1 tor can run these broken draatiu.-

tions wi th benefit as :indi rldual :incident. just as though they' vere enar8l18. 

At 1.1, we begin to fiDd locks ext.remeq effective, particularq 

when they concern breaks of affinitY', breaks of cODllllUJlication, and breakas 

of reality, or enforcements of A-R-C. The 1.1 lives in fear most of the 

time, fear of something, if onlY' as a nebulous anxi.ety. The remark of a 

1.1'8 nfriendn vh:i.ch leads the 1.1 to believe that he will not immediateq 

see his friend again ma;y produce a lock, even though the 1.1 that ver;r 

evening mq dine with his friend. Here the entheta is beginning to pile 

up at a very' rapid rate. The auditor can run such :incidents just as 

though they were engrams with sCllle benefit to the case. 

At 0.5, we begin to discover that locks mus1; be handled. gingerq, 

for locks, in a 0.5, can be heavy enough to cause the pre-clear to hang 

up on the track, except of course in the Vl.de-open case, which runs on 

the track even when completelY' insane. In the apath;r case the loss of a 

glove or the mere receipt of a letter even though it ia good neva can 

cause a lock which has to be run as an engram b7 the alldi tor. A he.". 

lock where something rea.l.l;y happens would be JIlUCh too strong in entheta 

for the pre-clear to attack, and the auditor should avoid incidents 

which would be productive of aberration at the 1.5 or even the 1.1 leval. 

The 0.5 can be aberrated b;y a sneeze. 

The 0.1, if' the auditor can contact this indirldua1, is so low in 

theta that incidents which would be pleasure Jlanents 1;0 SlV"one elae are 

the strong~ and heaviest ene;ystments which can be attacked. The onq 

past moment which can be attacked in a 0.1 is an instance of the mildest 

varietY', such as going for a ride in a car, or eating supper. An3' incident 
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of mental stress is to be avoided, and any incident of ph;ysical stress 

is, of course, entireq out of the question, as it has been from 1.1 

down the tone scale. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

COLUMN AG 

SCANNING LOCKS 

The advent of lock scanning vas the greatest single advance in 

techniques of application in Dianetics in the last six months of 1950. 

Lock scann:ing was developed in an effort to convert the ma:rl.mum 

amount of entheta into theta in the least possible t:iJne. It is a 

remarkable technique. It was discovered that illdividuals who were 

thorougb.~ stuck on the time track and heavi1.y' over-charged could send a 

fev attention units earlier and later than the point where they were 

stuck and could in such a fashion actually emerge from a chronicall7 

fixed spot on the time track, and so come to present time. 

The value of lock scanning can hardly be overestimated. The heavi~ 

occluded case can be 10cki-scanned. Auditing, bad. and good, can be removed 

trom a case by lock scanning. Invalidations of Dianetics, which reduce 

the pre-c1ear 1s ability to be processed, can be removed from the case. 

A-R-C locks in enormous quantity can be de-intensified. It is a tech

nique w~th which the pre-c1ear can be moved swift~ up the tone scale. 

Lock scanning can produce sufficient change in a case to move the case 

• two points on the scale in a single session. 

A case which has been audited ine:xpert~ can be set to rights and 
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boosted ~ the tone scale by lock scanning. Some cases on which ~ 
engr8ll18 have been run may yet not have risen on the tone Bcale, because 

the entheta of the processing enturbulated present time and created net 

locks. Lock scazming remedies this. Some cues which haTe been book-

audited remain relatively static on the tone scale, but with two to f'our 

hours of' lock scazming rebound swiftly and attain a new level ot activity. 

The technique of lock scann1ng is a very simple one. All aberrati ve 

incidents are in 'types in series alfa similar nature. All affinity breaks 

by a certain person on a case rould be considered a chain. .All affinity 

breaks by anyone in t!1ZJ.7 environ at 4- time could be considered a very' 

broad consecutive chain in the pre-c1ear's life. All atfinity enforce

ments by a single person on the pre-c1ear could be considered a brief 

chain. .And all af:t:lllity enforcements by all people could be considered 

a broad chain. Comnnmication, talking, listening, seemg, not seeing, and 

all other perceptics, enforced and inhibited, make up their own chains. 

Reality enf'orcements and inhibitions make 'Up their own chains of agree-

ments and disagreements. The auditor can act~ draw up a chart on which 

all possible chains of locks can be shown, in terms of affinity, reality, 

communication, and broken dramatizations. 

Engrams also exist in chains, as will be covered later. The engram 

or chain of engrams provides the basic upon which locks can be accumulated. 

Hundreds and hundreds of incidents may be derived from an engram or chain 

of engrams. To run each one ot these incidents as itself would require 

far too much t:ilne on the part of the auditor. But the pre-clear can 

readily be brought by the auditor to scan, slowly or rapidly, silnilar 

types o.f' incidents, from the earliest to the latest, either with regard 

to one person or with regard to all persons or with r~d to a period 

o.f' time. 
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The commands necessary to permit the pre-clear to lock-scan are 

~ 
very simple. ~e can be made tar more complex, since speeds ot scamdng 

can be demanded ot the pre-clear. It is discovered, however, that the 

pre-clear will no~ scan at his own speed. The auditor asks the tile 

clerk it there is a t,pe ot incident which can be scanned in the case. 

The file clerk, at a snap ot the auditor's finger, answers yes or no. 

The auditor requests the name of the tJPe of incident. The file clerk 

gives the name of the type of incident. The auditor then tells the pre-

clear to go to the earliest available moment on this chain ot locks and 

again asks the file clerk a question, as to whether or not this chain can 

be scanned without running through arrr engrams. Assured that it can be, 

and o~ it assured that it can be, the auditor tells the pre-clear to 

scan trom this earliest moment to present time through. all incidents ot 
~ 

the type named. The au.d1tor )akes a drill of this, and never varies his 

procedure. He sends the pre-clear back to his starting l.1ne, the earliest 

available lock of this type. He makes certain the pre-clear is there by' 

asking "Are you there?" When the pre-clear assents, the auditor then sq8 

"Through this chain of incidents, avoiding all physical pain, begin scan

ning" (snap'). The final command, telling the pre-clea:r to begin sCarming, 

is like the starter's gun. Slowly or rapidly, the pre-clear goes up 

through these various similar incidents. These incidents mq consist ot 

all the times when anybody stopped or interrupted ldJR when he wanted to 

talk. Or they may consist of the times that a certain person, 811Ch as 

the pre-clear's mother or wife, demanded affection. But whateTer the type 

of incident, the auditor must adopt a routine and not vary this routine. 

The auditor should always tell the pre-clear ldlen to begin scanning. 

The pre-clear should not be encouraged to go to the earliest mOlllent he 

can discover and then start forward without anY' fUrther signal. The 
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pre-clear should report to the auditor when he has reached the earliest 

available moment, if he is able to mow this. And the auditor should 

instruct the pre-clear to report when he arrives at present time, so that 

no time will be wasted. 

Scanning can be done either TOCall.y or non-vocally. The pre-clear 

can gi va the auditor, each t:iJlle he touches a new incident, the most 

aberrative phrase of that incident. This would be vocal scanning. Or 

the pre-clear can s1mp~ go through the incidents recognizing each one as 

he passes it, or racing through them so fast that they are merely a blur, 

without tel1:1llg the auditor what he is contacting. 

It will be discovered that the pre-clear ~ finds the most 

recent locks in his case the first which can be scanned. As he begins to 

scan cha,ins of locks off his case, he will begin to find earlier and 

earlier cha:ins of locks and portions of cha:ins which he can scan. He 

should be encouraged to discover earlier and earlier moments in his life. 

Any time a pre-clear starts to scan a chain of locks, he can be ex

pected on the second or third time through to find earlier incicients of 

the same type which he previously missed. This is symptomatic of more 

and more theta being available to the case, so that earlier and earlier 

moments can be reached. The auditor should not bull..y the pre-clear, 

however. If the pre-clear ~ot discover an earlier incident after the 

auditor has requested one, the auditor should not be insistent. 

Any' chain is scazmed many times. It will be discovered that at 

first there are only one or two incidents on the chain. Further scanning 

brings forward five or ten incidents on the chain. Then the old incidents 

begin to drop out as unimportant and new incidents, hitherto unrecalled, 

begin to appear. !he chain is, ordinarilY', short during the first scan, 

then it appears to lengthen, and fina1l7 the pre-clear either becomes 
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intt'ested in his outside environment or in another chain or the chain 

becomes so short that it takes hlm only a moment to scan through ~ 

years of his life. 

The mechanism of scanning is this: one contacts an incident and 

recognizes it as a concept of an incident. Perhaps one has a phrase in 

the first incident. The auditor mq ask the pre-clear to repeat that 

phrase or not, as the auditor desires. The pre-clear then goes forward 

from this incident to the next one of a simjJar type that he can recog-

nize. The mind is intense~ selective of types of incidents it can scan. 

It seems that there is a filing system in the mind which files according 

to types of topic. This is What is used in lock scanning. 
()/ 

If one wishes to be precise about lock scanning, there is ",vocal 

rate/in which the pre-clear scans,pausing at each new lock up the chain 

only long enough to give the most aberrative phrase out of it. There is 

non-vocal scanning, in which the pre-clear recognizes the phrases as he 

goes by them, incident to incident, from early to la~, but does not tell 

the auditor what phrases he is contacting. There is accelerated rate, 

which is mere~ a rapid glance at the incident, before the pre-clear goes 

on to the next, and in which the auditor is not told what the individual 

incidents are. And then there is maximum speed. Max:l.nmm. speed can be 

so fast that the incidents are simply a blur. The pre..:/iear has no 

analytical recognition of what is happening beyond differences of position, 

n~s of faces and flashes of words. 

Lock scanning frees theta from innumerable incidents and is highly 

:instrumental in raising the tone of the pre-clear. It should not be 

confused with the chain scanning of engrams. Chain scanning through 

moments of pJJ;ysica1 pain is not desirable in cases below 3.5 on the tone 

scale, since the engr~, by their physical pain, will snatch more free 
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theta back :into enturbulence than will be freed. 

Tbeoretic~, a cue can be lock ... canned 'to a point where praotioalq 

no aberration ill manifested, but thia is o~ theoretical, aiDee o~ one 

of four t;ypes of entheta is being converted. !he tour t1Pes, ot COVS8, 

are entheta received because ot the present-time enviroaaent, entheta 

'9ncyllted in the form of locks, entheta uiat1ng as charge in engr8ll8, .m. 

entheta existing as engrams themselves. 

The t1Pe ot entheta which ex1ats &8 charge in locks (and in secondar

ies) trees trom late to ear~. Engr_s run trom ear~ to late. Thus, 

one begins lock scanning very' late in the case. One .. find it necessary 

to scan out a marriage or a business relationship which exists near to 

present time before one can oontinue with anything el_ in the cue. 

It does not much matter to the auditor mether or not the pre-olear 

is in valence - inside h:1Jaselt - when he scans through the.. chains ot 

locks. Lock scanning is a broad, sloppy technique. The pre-elear can be 

out of valence J he can scan imaginary incidents J he can scan concept. J he 

can scan even bis own conclusions about lite. Be can scan ~ trOll 

which entheta can be treed. 

In order to get rid ot the entheta on an education there is noth1.Dg 

that compares with lock scanning. One can alao do this trick with lock 

scanning: he can retresh an education. .An individual CD be given an 

examination in, let us stq', hiStory', eighth grade. Be can then be lock

scanned through the actual study ot history' in the eighth grade and giTeD 

another examination. It will ordinarily be found that he 1Iill receive a 

higher grade after he has been lock-scanned through that educational per

iod. And yet the lock scanning JIq not have reqa:l.red more than tiltean or 

twenty minutes. In this wise, lock-scanning is an excellent trick tor those 

about to take an examination on academic subjects. 
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People can l.oek-Bcan theJlSelves ,with considerable 8ue, unless they' 

are too low em the t.one scale. !hey' mere4r start at the earliest incident 

they can remember of a certain kind which mq be troubling them and cOIle 

forward through all similar incident .. to present time. ~Y' do this over 

and over until the;r bec01le interested in their present-time en'YiroDlllent. 

The tillle to stop lock-scazming of an;y particular chain of locks 18 

when the pre-clear is extroverted, which 18 to s8.7 interested in his 

present.-time enviromaent, or when the chain requires ~ an instant or 

two t.o scan. It can happen that a pre-clear is scanned through a chain 

of locks beyond the point when scauning this particular chain of locks 

should be stopped. The auditor will then .find himself with a pre-clear 

who is running another set of locks. There is nothing particular17 bad 

in this, but the alJd1tor has lost control of the case for a moment. The 

audi t.or should, then, be alert as to how long it takes the pre-clear to 

scan each chain and as to hOll' the pre-clear feels each time he finishes 

scanning the chain, and he should ask questions about these points. 

Lock scamrlng is a highq unrest1Jmlative t,pe of teclmique to the 

auditor. The pre-clear, unless he is rwming at vocal rate, is not ~tter

ing restimulative phrases, and he can go from e&1"~ to late and pus 

through the BlOat amazing arra:r of incidents without the auditor being 

aware of what 18 going on. Therefore, the auditor does not become res-

tilmlated. It happens that an auditor running locks in chains on a 

pre-clear can, however, become somewhat bored. He should not, no matter 

hOll' IlUCh he would. like to relieve his tedilJlll, interrupt the pre-clear in 

8D'3' lI8¥ until the pre-clear has finished scanning the chain. Each time, 

the auditor ahoul.d let the pre-clear sweep forward to present time. As 

in anY' other eue, the auditor should alway's check the pre-clear to find 

out if he is in present time at the end of each scan, unless the pre-clear 
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111 scanning a period of time which does ~ incllJde present time. 

One can scan locks in terms of time, let us stq from the fifty to 

the tenth 78ar of the pre-clear's life, or from the twentieth to the 

tven1i7-fifth year, or frOll the thirtieth to the forty-first 78ar. Or 

he can scan between specific dates. Or scamUng can be done on one person 

on one subject. Or scanning can be done on one twe of actirltJ'. Or 

scazming can be done OD education or earq training. Or scaDning can be 

clone on the immediate environment of the pre-c1ear. 

Lock scanning of auditing is a highlY' valuable procedure. The 

amitor, in "very seSsion, if his pre-clear can scan at all, should scan 

off all of the auditing. This is to sq, send the pre-clear back to the 

.. ant when the session began and haTe hill scan forward to present tilIe. 

It does Dot, then, DmOh utter how lI8D7 engrams the pre-clear has restimu

lated or lIhat has happened during the aession. the pre-clear by' scanning 

can de-stbmlate the incidents vh1.ch rise. The failure to reduce an 

engr_ was JmCh more serious in the past than it is at thia time. Lock 

scanning makes it possible to run 'the session in which the engram was 

rest1Jmlateci. Of cours., the restiJIulation of an engram without reducing 

it is mere~ the creation of a new lock. Lock scanning reduces this new 

lock. 

The auditor should never be critical of how carelessq the pre-clear 

maght be csanning. Lock ecamrlng is broad enough to include such pro

clivities. 

Looking over the tone scale, one discovers, first, that arrr 3.5, 

when he has had his engrams run out in their entiret,. has to be lock

scanned through all activities of life in order to quality as a a-lear. 

This frees up all. locks. Locks, of course, at this level of the tone 

scale are very eatIT to free, since the,. have few engrams lmderlying them. 
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In the near_clear, the;r have no engrams under~ them, but locks can 

still exist on a case which has been cleared of engrams. Al.though these 

locks mq work out in the next many months arter the last engram is run, 

it is far easier to sit down to a s,yatamatic scanning of all the persons 

and circUDl8taDces ot the pre-clear' s past life. 

The 3.0 can be lock scanned with great profit and will scan through 

locks without hanging up in any ot them. In this way, new series ot 

engram.s can be bared to view. '!'he only reason engrams cannot be run is 

because too ~ locks exist on top of them, md lock sc8DD1ng is the 

best method of getting off this entheta in order to make the engram it

selt available. 

The 2.5 has to be lock-scanned in order to get engrams to show up 

clearly. After lock scanning hu taken place, an engram can be apected 

to come into view with allot the necess817 percptics. Lock scanning 

tunes up the 2.5 to a point where engrams can be cleanly run. In order 

to discover new engrams in the 2.5, new chains of locks should be scanned. 

The 2.0 can be lock scanned, but the auditor should work with chains 

of locks given by the file clerk. Every chain which is contacted by the 

auditor on the 2.0 should be reduced, just as one would reduce engrams 

that were contacted. No chain should be left in restimulation at this 

level but should. be run cOllq)letely. If the session is too short for 

this, scanning of the session will probably cause the rest1mulation to 

fade out. 

From 2.0 on down, lock scanning begins to develop a brief liability, 

but not a lessened workability. The pre-clear is apt, after he scans a 

certain chain of locks a few times, to hang up in one of the locks, or 

to hang up in some minor second.ary". It is then necessBry' to run whatever 
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incident the pre-c1ear finds himself hung up in as an engram in itself', 

although it m&)" contain no physical pain. 

The lS vlll, as a common result ot lock scanni ng, hang up in a 

lock. The auditor starts scanning locks and after a short time finds that 

. the lS is not moving on the track. He should aJ.W818 admonish the lS 

to intorm him when he stops on the track, or when he appears to cease 

moving on the "track. Otherwise, the lS is 1ik:el:y" to flounder arO'Wld and 

wonder why he is not going forward to present time and not say anything 

about it, and so many- minutes of audit'g are wasted, until the auditor 

recognizes that something is wrong and does something about it. If the 

lS hangs up in a lock and the auditor by- running this lock as an engram 

cannot reduce it, then it is onl:y" necessar,y to start the 1.5 scanning 

another set ot locks (gotten from the file clerk, ot course). By" scanning 

the new set, he drops out of the engram or lock in which he was stuck. 

This is the peculiar virtue of lock scanning. If one cannot reduce the 

engram or secondar,y or lock in which the pre-c1ear may hang up, it is onl,y 

necessar,y to cause the pre-c1ear to scan a new chain ot locks in order to 

re1ese the pre-c1ear on the track. This is a mechanism which must be 

stressed, for it is very- important. Whenever a pre-c1ear hangs up l a 

lock, and by- running the lock just as though it were an engram the auditor 

t1.nds that it will not immediatel,y reduce, all the auditor need do is 

consult the tile clerk to discover another chain of locks which the pre-

clear can scan or to discover an earlier incident of the same type in 

which the pre-c1ear is locked up. Scanning the new set of incidents or 

contacting the earlier incident by- straight memory will cause the pre-clear 

to become free on the track. 
o 

Below lS, a new mechanism is introduced into lock scanning. ActuaJ..ly", 

this is a combination mechanism. At 1.1, or tor that matter from 2.0 down, 
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lock scamdng can be combined with straight meDlO17. By straight msmo1"7, 

a certain t,pe of incident which is f'ound to be aberrati va in the pre

clear IRq be contacted. When this type of' incident is c)ontacted, the 

auditor need not necessarily leave it at that, but ~ direct the pre-

clear to go back to that incident which was discovered and scan through 

all similar incidents. Ve17 short~, earlier incidents of' the same t,pe 

will show up, and so an enormous number of' auch incidents can be taken 

of'f' the case. Lock scanning can actually be called a high speed straight 

wire rather than anything else. straight memor;y combined with lock 

scanning can isolate certain circuit cODlll8nds or ~ation cOJDlll8Dds or 

ncontrol yourselfn commands which would remain hidden under ordinar,r lock 

scanning procedures. 

The 1.1 can be expcted to hang up in some lock after the auditor has 

started him scanning. The auditor, then, scans locks on the 1.1 in the 

:fUll expectation that he will short~ find the 1.1 not moving on the 

track. Indeed, that 1.1, unless a vide-open case, will COJllllonly or 

chronicall.y be stuck on the track, as will be also a 1.5. Lock scanning 

brings into view, however, heavier locks. Entheta is converted to theta 

until the heavier lock will show up. The heavier lock, of' course, was 

no less effective when hidden. Lock scanning bears it to view. The 

auditor then runs this new incident in which the pre-clear has stuck in 

order to free him, or failing to free l'dm, finds another chain which can 

be scanned in order to free him. The scanning of a new chain to free the 

pre-clear from a point on the track where he is stuck can be overcOllpli-

cated by the auditor. Actually, it is only necessary to direct the pre-

clear's attention to a new subject or to ask his file clerk for a new 

subject. The pre-clear might get so thorou.ghl.y involved with the lock in 

which he sticks that it would not occur to him that he could scan any 
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other subject at the lIl<IIlent. It is up to the auditor to realize this 

and to direct the pre-clear1s attention to an~r type of incident. 

Scanning the new type of incident, the pre-clear ma;y free up from the 

incident in which he was stuck but hang up in a new lock. The auditor 

tries to reduce this lock as though it were an engram and failing that 

he goes on to a third t,ype of chain. 

The 0.5 cazmot be lock scanned, with profit, since the 0.5 will 

inevitab~ hang up too thorough~. But if the auditor does make the mis

take of scamling a 0.5 through locks, he must remember that it is on~ 

necessary to scan a new t1Pe of lock in order to free the 0.5, or to use 

straight memory. 
(PI 

The ~ould never be scanned through &ny' locks. 

One of the ways of freeing an individual who is being lock-scanned 

out of an engram or lock in which he has sudden~ hung up is to give him 

straight memory. Straight memory acts as stilts by which he can be 

Drought up again to present time. 

The scanning of locks can be combined with the running of single 

locks and with straight memory, with great facility. An individual who 

is stuck somewbere on the tme track can be given straight memory or 

new chains of locka to scan. 

The scanning of pleasure moments should not be overlooked as a valid 

technique for raising the tone of a pre-clear. loJhen a pre-clear is par-

ticularly' low, at the beginnmg of a seSSion, or at the end of one if the 

auditor has made some mistake, it is necessary to raise his tone. Scan

ning of pleasure moments will very often permit enough free theta to come 

into existence either to make new incidents available or to successfully 

end the session. 

It should be admonished again that when one scans locks he should 
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work al!l closely" as possible with the file clerk, consulting the file clerk 

as to what cha:in of locks should be next scanned on the case and then 

following as nearly" as possible the file clerk's directions. In the 

absence of file clerk directions the auditor should use his own judgement 

or talk the subj ect over with the pre-c1ear. 

It will very often happen in tl1e process of lock scanning that the 

pre-clear goes into a boil-off. It shoUld be remembered that bOil.offs 

are bighly beneficial and should not be interrupted for any cause what

soever. When the pre-clear co~ out of the boil-off, the al1d1 tor shOlll.d 

ask h:iJn for the phrase which put him into the boil-off and should ask the 

pre-clear to repeat that phrase again. The pre-clear, repeating this 

phrase out loud or to himself several times, will ordinarily then go back 

into the OOil-off. Boil-offs should be exhausted completeq. TheY' are a 

condition of somnolence which is sometimes indist:ingu1shable :from sleep, 

and a pre-clear should not be disturbed while he is in one. The removal 

of boil-off from a case is the removal of accumulated anaten, and is 

highly beneficial. Some casel!l can do noth:ing but boil-off. 

The individual can lock-scan himself, if he keeps in m1nd. the fact 

that when he ~gS up in a 100 k somewhere out of present time he must 

nudge himself into scanning another type of lock rather than tr,ying to 

fud<ne through the place where he is stuck. 

It will also happen that the pre-clear will run into grief charges 

as a result of scanning locks. It may be that he gets grief on a single· 

phrase. He may not know :from what incident this phrase comes. If he is 

fairly low on the tone scale, he may have no conception whatsoever of 

what he is cr,ying about, but the release of grief in arr:r event is bene-

f1cial. It may occur that the only way the auditor can get grief off a 
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case i. 'b7 scanning certain chai.n8 of locks and then getting grief off a 

eingle phrase. 

An individual DO has a chronica]4r restimulated somatic which is 

giving him sinus trouble or a headache can be scanned. out of it without 

any recognition of what was the source, in engramic tems J of the head.

ache or other maJ..-condition. In such an instance it is ma:i.nly' benficial 

to scan pleasure moments. This will almost alvays raise the pre-clear IS 

tone. 

The value of lock scanning, it may be repeated, is difficult to aver

estimate. The auditor will do a great deal of it on an;v case. Any case, 

except the 0.5 and the 0.1, will benefit from lock scanning. The auditor 

may make the serious mistake of believing that because the engram is the 

basic cause of aberration it is therefore the only thing t the main thing 

that he should contact. He should disabuse h:ilIlself of this idea. With 

the high speed technique of lock scanning he can bring a case lIP to the 

point where running engrams will penni t the case to proceed to clear. 

Without taking this charge off the case, he could run engrams for a 

thousand years and not bring his pre-clear up to clear. The auditor should 

use straight memory, and lock scanning, and the rumti.ng of secondaries 
OJ 

until the case has enough theta to run en~s. 

It is possible to run actual engrams on a lo ..... toned pre-clear session 

after session without raising his tone. i'his is because the running of 

engrams on such a case lairs in auditing locks. The theta which is freed 

from the engram is :immediately re-enturbulted and the pre-clear's tone 

remains the same or sinks because of the enturbulation of more and more 

free theta in numerous auditing locks. Sloh a case should be lock scanned. 

The auditor should develop his technique of lock scanning and should 

be very patient in his use of it. He will find himself at times sitting 
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for twenty or thirty minutes while the pre-clear scans one chain. The 

auditor should be content to 8i t there and let the pre-clear scan, until 

it becomes apparent to him that the pre-clear is not moving on the track 
"'f 

or is in some difficulty. Be should have a complete und.er~and:1ng with 

the pre-clear about what they are doing. The pre-clear should understand 

that th~ auditor, worlcing with the pre-clear's file Cle-ik, is the one who 

selects the chains of locks to be scamed. !he pre-clear should under-

stand that it is the auditor DO starts him scannjng, ancl that the 

auditor is still in control of the case. 

By lock scanning, the auditor will get the JII8Jd.JmDD amount of _theta 

on the ease converted back to free theta, were it belongs. 
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CHAPTER ELEVP1l 

COLUMN AU 

SECONDARY 1!2iGRD1S 

Probab~ the majority of entbeta which accumulates in an individual 

becomes tied up in secondary engrams. 

A second.ar;y engram can be def1ned as a period of anguish brought about 

by' a major loss or a threat of loss to the indirldual. fhe secondary 

engram depends for its strength and force upon physical pain engrams 

which underlie it. Without a physical pain engram it is apparantq 1m-

possible for a secondar,r engram to be formed. 

The twe of entheta which becomes trapped in a secondary engram is 

evidently a heavy reverse of polarity of theta. }!)notion becomes mis-emotion. 

Affinity, reality, and communication components of theta, by' the loss or 
f 

threat of loss to the individual, convert and thereaJter repel the affin-

i ty, reality, and comrmmication components which yet remain in a state of 

theta. 

An engram is a moment of physical pain, such as an anaesthetic 

operation, an accident, an illness, or any condition produc:ing UDconscious-

ness. .An engram can occur, however, and remain inactive. No engram is 

active until it is "keyed_in," which is to s~ until a moment when the 

environment around the awake :individual is itself similar to the dormant 
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engram. At that moment the engram becomes active. It is keyed-in and 

can therea:f'ter be dramatized. It will effect, by'virtue of its commands, 

the processes of thought of the individual, creating oObCloDio!lll, compul

sions, neuroses, and psychoses below his conscious level. Or the 

ph1sical pain component can create "Psychosomatic illnesses," which are 

.:ill Dianetics more accurateq called the "chronic somatics" of engrams. 

P!v'sical pa:lJl engrams can exist in large numbers on a case without 

being ke;red-in and without being active. The key-in ma;y be only a lock. 

The ke;r-in and additional locks begin to give the engram more and more 

entheta, and it becomes more and more powerful in its effect upon the 

individual. It has to be, in short, "charged up" in order to ~ect the 

individual. 

'I'he heaviest and most abrupt charge which an engram can receive is a 

second&r7 engram. The physical pain :in the pb;.rsical pain engraD'a makes it 

posrlble for large am01lDts of theta to be trapped. when that theta is 

enturbulated b,y a present-time shock such as the loss or threatened loss 

of survival factors in the person's life. If the ph;ysical pain engram 

vere not there to entrap the temporarily enturbulated theta, the theta, 

apparentq, would simpq un-enturbulate, and the individual would return 

to a f'ullJr rational state. With the p~ica1 engram present, which has 

some approximation of the loss or threatened loss, when a severe shock of 

1.OS8 or threatened loss occurs, the turbulence of the :individual is, 

apparentq, to a large degree trapped, and a h.eavy charge enters the 

ph1'sical pa.il1 engram and remains there UDtil dianetic processing removes 

it, or until. the theta and MEST of the :individual are separated by' des. the * 
•• 

* The theta ~ has been discovered to contain amounts of entheta as 
secondary engrams, but the charges are not as heavy as those of the current 
life, according to observation. 
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01 
.l PIV'B:tcal pa1n en~, once it has charged up nth aecondar7 angr_, 

becomes inaccessible to the ~er to nob an extent that the 1Mj.TiduaJ. 

tr,y1ng to address this engram or .eries of engr81118 camot, with the tr.e 

theta available to bim, penetrate the core of the ~1cal pain. Ball .. -

cinato17 impressions of the engram mq occur. !he engram II8ir be ran aJ.-

most .. a dream sequence. The somatics are light or non-a:1.tent. Con-

tent i. markedq altered. The position of the engrUl on the tiM track 

Il81' be s.rioUII~ occluded. ~hort, the existence of second.a.r,r engr_ 
5 

above primar,r engraas makes it :1mpo.~ble for an 1nd1T1.clual to I'D pb;r-

sical pain off of his case. A. fev minor second.ary encrauu os a cue m&7 

on~ cut otf the sharpness of the perceptics, but the uual cue baa II8IQ' 

heavy aecondar;y engrams on it. !he serioUB~ occluded case is occluded 

because of the existence of secondar,y engrams. 

The demarcation line between theta and entheta is 2.0 OD the tone 

scale. !he present time environment of the individual Taries on the 

tone scale, just as the individual, trOll period to period in at lite, 

mq T&ry, although in the absence of process:lllg the indiv1dual's course is 

a grad:oaJ. decline. One could take tm:T enTiromaent and judge its poaition 

on the tone scale. In other words, the indiT1.clual can be locatecl Oil the 

toDe scale for his chronic position, or for a mament&17 position. .l group 

can be located on the tone scale, for il! chronic or temporary state. 

And the present-time environment can be located on the tone scale. 

Today one's environment Jlight be happy. This environment 1I011ld. 

assist one's tone, pulling one slightq up the tone scale. Or lIhen the 

environment is very happy it has the occasional result of maldng the 

individual's activities and conduct momentarily' those of a clear, 8T8Jl 

if he is ordinari~ considerably' aberrated. But where a clear would haTe 
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a resilience and would respond onl1' parti~ to a present-tiJlle environ

Mnt, a 1;horough~ aberrated person is almost a slave to the envirODllSllt, 

and the lower the individ.ual is on the t.one scal.e the more serioUllq he 

is aftected by lov-tone eJl'9iromaentB. Thus the 1.1 might act like a 

2.0 in a very happ;y and secure environment, but in an even Bl1ghtq en

turbulated environment the 1.1 might act momentariq like a 0.8. 

Good news, 811dden successes, the enviBionment or attainment ot new 

components ot BlIrVival make for a pleasant and happy environment. This 

would be an environment above 2.0 on the tone scale, the tone ot the en-

virODJll8Dt rising in direct ratio to the potentiality of the environment 

for the survival of those in it. When an idea, a datum, a circlllll8tance, 

a persOll, or the general enviromaent is conducive to the survival ot the 

perBoD in question, it om be said to be on a tone BCale level above 2 • .f. 
Environmental. c1rClDU'ta.ees which lie below 2.0 on the tone Bcale 

}/ 

are entheta circumstanceB and are enturbulat/Ve to the individual. 

Ideu, Den, aallOciations, persCIlB, or the general enviramnent, in the 

bllllCi trca anger dOllD to pretended death, restimulate the individ~8 
existing entheta and enturbulate more ot the :tree theta of the individual 

and so bring about a reduction ot the individu.l on the tone scale. These 

are nCll-survi val factors, tactors which tend. toward the death of the indi v

idual. or the group, even though the tendency JD8i.V not be in terms ot actual 

death. 

It should also be recognized in viewing this and :in understanding 

secondary eDgl"aJDB that when one looks at the tone scale one is looldng at 

both pitch and volUlle. In Jll'UBic, a note mq be an;ywhere on the musical 

scale and ;yet not be loud. This would be a note of a certain pitch but 

811&11 volume. A note can be of a certain pitch with a great deal. of 

volume. Further, the note, by" harmonics and overtones, mq have quality. 
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It +Ch the same on the tone scale of hlDWl reaction and bebav.l.01ll'. 

'fhe position an the tone scale of a mOll1entar,y circ'UlllStance or of a chronic 

state tells us ~ the "Pitch" of the indiTidual's or the group's or 

the environment's tone. Volume is the second factor which must be studied 
iJ 

in conside~g the tone scale. An individual mq be bored but not, as 

the sa;ying is, "to a degree." He is bored. onlY' a minor amount. He may 

at another time be bored a major amount. In the lower tones, he may be 

af'raid, but o~ slight~ afraid. Or he may be so greatly afraid that 

the tear is terror. The amount or volume ot enturbulence might be read 

in a third dimension, extending from the face of the chart out to'Rl'd 

its peruser. There might be a 11 ttle bit of grief or a great deal of 

grief, but the position on the tone scale would be the same. 

'fhere is also the matter of quality of enturbu.lence. The quality of 

the fear or the anger or the qualitY' ot the happiness is important. But 

this would be a factor which would be different from pitch or volume on 

the tone scale. 

'fhe amount of free theta with which an individual is endowed is 

enormous17 important. The amount of free theta has a great deal to do 

with the persistence or reasoning force of the individual along aI1iT 
course. 'fhis vould be the volume of a person. The quality of a person 

would be more a structural thing. To make tits clearer, a person may 

have an. enormous volume of endowed theta, and :ret not have the structure 

with which to be intelligent. Or he may have a quality index which is 

very high and yet not have sufficient endowment of theta to execute the 

plans which he can conceive. We have all known the individual who re

ceived A's :iIi f¥Ve'rT course and yet who was never able to do mvthing with 

his education. And we have mOlin the :individual who received nothing in 
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the way of grades and who, indeed, never seemed even to comprehend ele

mentary subjects, and yet who, by' power of personality, forged ahead to a 

high position in life. A study of this matter gives a useful evaluation 

of human potentia.1ity and behaviour. More importantly, it gives some 

W'lderstanding of what happens to the individual in the process of becom

ing aberrated. Aberration, considered as pitch or tone, is theoretic~ 

independent of quality (structure, probably) and volume (theta endowment). 

The factors of quality and volume would account in part for the individual 

differences which ~ be found in aberrated persons at similar levels of 

the tone scale. (The analogy with music should not be overworked, of 

course, since a low tone in lIlU8ic mq be delightful, but a low tone in 

aberration is not.) 

PhiYsical. pain engrams are a major A-R-C break between theta and 

MEST. By our dianetic theory, theta and MEST have a certain native affin

ity for each other, but when the collision or impact of one against the 

other is too great or too sudden, a reversal. of polarity takes place, and 

this affinity is changed to a lower-level manifestation. Theta and MEST 

coming together at 4.0 would. be in complete harmony with each other. A. 

working organism would result wherein the chemicals and compounds in 

space and time, running on MEST energy, would be motivated and animated 

by the ideas and eJq>erience of theta energy, and a high level of survival 

would be postulated. Given a little physical pain, however, a slight 

drop on the tone scale occurs, since the theta and MEST have lost some 

affinit,y for each other, are not in such good communication with each 

others, and thus cannot attain such harmonious agreement, or reality, as 

to their purposes. It is a mission of MEST to survive or succumb. It is 

a mission of theta to survive or succumb. The purposes have parallels 
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between theta and MES'l. When theta and MEST are in union on a harm.onious 

level" one could say that the A-R-C ot theta forms a nearly' perfect and 

rsonant chord with MEST. When p~ical pain occurs a slight aaount ot 

dissonance results. This dissonance ·is insu.tf'icient to cause a separa

tion of theta and NEST" until 2.0 on the tone scale is reached. After 

this, the dissonance is so great that theta is antagonistic to MES'!' but 

still operating. At 1.5, an active and violent discord exists to separ

ate the theta from the MES'l. Lower, the dissonance gron wider. By' 

the time 0.5 is reached a near null ot dissonance has been descended to, 

which makes the theta aJ.most inactive with MEST. At 0.1, this null has 

become so wide that the two are not existing together at all. And at 

0.0, death is reached for the organism. 

There is the overall lite ot the organism, which could be said to 

be the theta body. Then there is somatic life, or the lite ot cells. 

The lite ot cells persists below organism death, but as the basic 

organism lite and the MEST have DlUtually rejected each other, somatic 

life" unless assisted by other organisms, as in the e:xperiments ot Alexis 

Carrell, dies away within the next tew minutes or a year" th'WI producing 

complete organism death and leaving in its place the HEST compounds 1I'hich 

have been organized by the theta and which are themselves a sort ot evolu

tion of MEST. 

It is at 2.0 (and the tone scaJ.e is somewhat arbitrary, though based 

on observation and workable) that loss of life has set in. Separation ot 

theta from MEST is necessary-, in the absence of processing, for the chron

ically enturbulated individual or group, fran 2.0 dow. Momentary entur

bulation because of environmental circumstances brings about the SaJIB 

intention. This intention, When manifested at anger, is not immediatelT 

observable. But anger is destruction and death. From there on down, 1088 
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becomes mre and more l:ike~. 

!here i. a diatinct parallel on the tone scale betw.en the position 

of the indirldual, the condition of the theta .. and the WI9' MEST i8 handled 

by' theta. At 4.0 .. theta is haDdllng MEST with great adequac;y. At 3.5, 

there ia a little les8 certaint,. on theta's part in handling MEST. At 

3.0 .. theta has .. through learning it cm 108e MEST .. become conservative 

in its handling of MEST. At 2.5 .. theta is handling MEST in a relative~ 

lackadaisical fashion .. aince it is not well convinced that it c': tontinue 

to do so. At 2.0, theta i8 1Ul&bl. to handle !fEST adeq1JAte~ enough and 

so begins to reject MEST and to attempt to eject itself' from MEST. At 

1.5, theta is deter.mined to reject MEST and to eject itself fram MEST. 

But its determination is still directed at all the MEST 8Ul'rounding it, 

not so much at the organism in 1Ib1ch it is contained. It i8 attempting 

at thi8 level to eject the organism trom the environment by" destroyj.ng 

the environment. At 1.1.. the stratum of fear bas been entered. The theta 

in the organi811 bas to be verr careful how it destroys the area around it 

for the organiSll.. but the ejection of itself' from the organism and the 

rejection of the environment is none the less certain. Here the organism 

is still function:1ng but is 1ll1der threat of loss. At 0.5 .. the organism 

baa accepted the fact that the theta and MEST Yiil separate and that the 

enviroDJleDt conta:in.s no survival factors but only non-survival factors. 

At 0.1 .. death has been accepted by' the organism as a condition of a death 

anviroDDl6nt. 

A st~ of this demonstrates ~evident third factor in the theta-

MEm- theory. The organism itself' ha~ intention of survival .. possibly .. 

even when the theta and MEST composing the organism have determined to 

separate. Hu.ch theor;y can be postulated concerning this. That which is 

interesting to us in processing is that below 2.0 the theta intention is 
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towtd separation from MEST, either the separation of the organism from 

MEST by' the destruction of the environment, or the destruction of the 

organism itself. Theta has m.any choices in the way this can be accomplished. 

Survival is often obtained by' an organism through the agenCY' of another 

organism. As the mistletoe lives upon the life of an oak, so ~ an 

individual exist by' virtue of a power'""l-ul alJ.y. Any child has, in his 

parents, allies which &8sist his survival. The child, if these parents 

materiall7 assist the survival of the child and ;yet deny the child his 

self-determiniam, begins to live almost (i@) though he were the parents. 
:1" 

The theta of the child becomes invested, one might say, in the thefa of 

the parents. 

It might be s-'- that the theta of an individual, when it is suppressed 

from the control of its own organism, can co-mingle with the theta of 

other organisms. This is an 1lllexplored observation. But this much is 

certain, that the theta of any individual mq identifY itself with the 

theta of the individuals around to such & degree that the death, or even 

the illness, of the surrounding :individuals, one or more, may cause the 

same reduction on the tone scale of the dependent individu&1. This could 

be worked out on the basis of restimulation in the environment, but it 

seems to have deeper significance than that. The auditor will often find 

his pre-clear so thoroug~ associated with another individual. who is 

dead that his pre-clear upon going into a session mq cross his hands 

upon his chest as though he were a corpse. Investigation of the situa-

tion demonstrates that thiks pre-clear has lost a powerfUl ~, such 

as his mother, grandmother, father, grandfather, or guardian, and that 

the pre-clear is stopped on the time track at the moment of death of this 

ally. This pre-clear's theta has become so thorough4r associated with 

the theta of another that .,£:'en the other person died, the pre-clear to all 
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intents and purposes died himself but continued to live as an. organism, 

though thorough~ interrupted as an identit.y. 

This confusion of identities between one person and another is 

severely aberrati ve. By" straight memory teclmique an auditor can begin 

to separate identities out of his pre-clear, discovering in the pre-cl.ear 

habits and patterns ot thought and action and finding who in the past had 

these patterns of thought and action. The pre-clear DI&7 identity the per

son to whom these habits and actions really belonged and. thus to that 

degree regains his own personal identity. 

Personal identity is very important. It is a parallel to self-

determinism. When the individual t s identity has been absorbed to a great 

degree in the personality of another person, another ~ of .qing the 

c~gling of theta, a loss of personality ensues with a consequent 

reduction ot ~ical dynamic and abilitY' to reason. It is very impor-

tant for the auditor to cause this separation. 

The secondar,r engram mq consist of any mis-emotion from 2.0 down the 

scale. First, there is antagonism because of a threat of loss of survival 

cODlPonents to the individual. Then there is anger talard the as"'urces 
()J 

tJW threaten los8. Then there is fear that loss will occur, either loss 

ot one's Oli'll life or loss of one's allies. Then there i8 the level of 

the accomplished fact of loss, whether ot pottion, ot persons, or ot 

things. This is the level of grief. Hext, there is the level where 

loss is not only' accomplished but the individnal thinks because of this 

loss that he ldlnself and all around him is lost. This is apath1'. Fin~, 

the loss is so thoroughly accepted that the environment and everything 

in it are renounced and life itself is renomced as lost. This is pre-

tended death, only a decimal. above actual death. 
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4f 
Here +ve the dwindling spiral. All locks actuall.y lie below 

2.0 on the tone scale it the:r are themselves aberrative. These are the 

minor threats to survival, the introduction of minor components into the 

lit. ot the individual which threaten his existence. There are many of 

theae. The;r are ot small volume, such as momentary' incidents of tear and 

108ses of small possessions. Other persons I losses mq form locks, where 

engrams exist earlier in the case which contain the pby'sical pain which 

makes possible the entrapment of the entheta. 

The secondary engram is a large volume affair. In the secondary 

engram one has, at 2.0, antagonisms felt because of major losses which 

are threatened. At 1.5, one bas the anger because of a threatened major 

loss. At 1.1, one has the fear that a major loss will octrr. At 0.5, 

one has the grief' because a major loss has occured, and an apatb;r result-

ing because of the apparent inability to recover what has been lost. At 

0.1, we have such a magnitude of losses that li.t'e is unsupportable and 

the entire environment seems to the individual to have collapsed and be-

came dead itself. 

The secondary engram can then consist of a major antagonism, a major 

anger, a majol' fearr-01JDting to terror, a major grief, or a major apathy, 

or a major concept of nothing but death. Here we have a gradient scale of 

major threats of losses, losses, and results of losses. 

A child has many ~ntary or fleeting moments of fear or grief be

cause of lack of data. Very little of this enturbulence is of lasting 
:r 

consequence, which is to sa.y that i, does not become trapped because the 

child has few engrams in restimulation, ordinari4r. However, in the 

processing of children, one can run off many fear and grief incidents, 

since~ere is some residual lag in the enturbulence. The very major 
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A secondary engram is run exactly as one would run an engram. One 

starts at the earliest moment of the engram that one can discover and pro

ceeds, picking up all perceptics, 4' the end of the engram. One then 

goes back to the beginning and re-experiences it again. The auditor con-

tinuss to have the pre-clear re-experience the incident until the pre-clear, 

with regard to this secondary engram, is at a high position on the tone 

scale. If the secondary engram is one of anger, the pre-clear will readily 

come up through boredom and commonly to false four. If it is fear, the 

pre-clear will come up through anger, boredom, and again to false four. 

If the secondary engram beginS with grief, it will proceed, cOlllllonly, 

through grief, up through fear, up through anger, up through boredom, and 

to false four. If the secondary is an apathy secondary, it will proceed 

first through apathy, which is very hard going, then through grief, then 

through fear, then through anger, then through boredom, and to false four. 

A pretended death engram is a much deeper apathy and much more difficult 

to run. Much theta must be accumulated from other portions of the case 

before a pretended death engram can be run. 

The -auditor should never make the error of think:mg that the concept 

is the engram. He should do his best to coax the pre-clear into every 

single perceptic, as a secondary or any other engram is run off. However, 

at the beginning of runing a second8l7 only the vaguest concept of it or 

o~ some small phrase out 0.1' it may be available. The auditor by causing 

the pre-clear to repeat this many tilnes may be able to get more of the 

engram and so lI'Ork it out until it lies there in its entirety and can be 

re-experienced, at which time the pre-clear will come up the tone scaie. 

------- . --
!bey are above 2.0 on the tone scaJ.e. People who are even temporarily 
suppressed below 2.0 commonly have bad breath. 
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Getting mw mis-emotion off a case is beneficial to the ease. It 

may be possible only to work out a secondary engram partly. But the 
\' 

auditor should. never make the mistake of permitting a tJire-elear to leave 

a second8l7 engram before it is exhausted of all possible mis-emotion. 

Every secondary ShO.5.d be brought as high up the tone scale as possible. 
()/ 

The auditor, further, should not make the mistake of ,eandoning the engram 

at the point of antagonism. occasi~ the pre-clear, on recounting 

this experience all the way through/\._ all possible perceptics, will get 

to the point where he is flippant about the circumstance. This flippancy 

is nearly al~s rendered in phrases which still remain in the secondary 

or the engram. The audi tor m~ find a bit ot resistence from the pre-elear 

at the antagonism level, but he will do vell to continue running the 

engram. It ull then come up to boredom. The pre-clear has to be persuaded 

to go through it again. He will ordinarily state that he is bored with 

it. This is not good enough. Further recounting is necessary to bring 

it up to the desirable tone level. 

It must be remembered, as it will not be remarked agaill., that Dli.s-

emotion is part of every physical pain engr8ll. The mis-emotion will rise 
Q/ 

up the scale out of an eng~ just as it will rise up the scale out of a 

secondary. 

Do not neglect the secondary engram's importance in the case. For 

example, the ne1l'ly-made widow of a very successful man one week after his 

burial had become physically ill, wore weeds, looked some ten years older, 

and could not tace any portion of existence. An auditor worked with her 

for nine hours and ran out her husband's death completely. At the end of 

this time she looked younger than she had looked tor some years, vas able 

to dress and to meet life with considerable aplomb. The change vas so 

remarkable after this Irine hours of processing tht one would not have 
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been able to recognise her after processing as the same woman who had 

entered the session 1II1der the duress of this second.ar;y. 

A Minnesota Maltiphasic test given to sOile :individuals before and 

after the running onq of secondar,y engr ... shoved these :individuals, 

before the secondaries vere run and discharged, to lie above the severely 

aberrated line, and after the secondaries had been run and discharged, to 

be well 'IIi thin the normal range. There is nothing 110re spectacular in 

the rise of a case on the tone scale than that which takes place after the 

discharging of one or more second.ary engrUIB. This ill particularq true 

of grief engrams, bRt others also produce beneficial effects. The reason 

for this seems to be that the physical pain engram makes possible aecond.ar7 

engrams and locka, but the secondaries entrap the majority of the theta 

OD the case and keep it ~ entheta in an enC7sted condition. 

The alld! tor should P&7 very particular attention to his own attitude 

when he ia attempting to run a aecondar;y engraa on the pre-clear. The 

present 80cial order has & considerable compunction against cr,ying or 

shoving fear and a general inhibition of display's of mis-eJI1otion and 

emotion. When these inhibitions lie in the form of circuits, &8 will be 

(;ov'lred later, it i8 difficult to get the secondary' engram to exhaust. 

Hovever, if the auditor is demonstrating a high level of A-R-C, if he seems 

sympathetic, his work will be made much easier. The pre-clear cannot run 

secondar,r engrams in the presence of an auditor for whom he has antagon-

isms. The auditor, thus, must be compatible with the pre-clear and must 

have been cleared vi th the pre-elear as a gro'Op of ~ if he expects to 

run any secondary engrams on this pre-clear. 

The file clerk and sOilatic strip, as will be covered in the running 

of engrams, are not particularly reliable in the presence of secondary en-

grams. Here we have enormous quantities of entheta, and so theta entities 
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such as the somatic strip and file clerk have diff1cult;y approaching such 

areas. However, the recover,y and conversion of considerable entheta from 

locka will bring the case up the tone scale to a po:1nt where the anal.ytical 

mind 11111 have enough free theta to attack the secondaries. 

The priJRar,r reason 1Ib7 an ind.1 vidual 18 seTel'e~ aberrated is, of 

course, secodnary' engrams. If the individual is well down the tone scale, 

one can assume as a matter of cour8e that he has a large 4.r of hea'V7 

8econd&r7 engrams, whether the individual i8 able to run these secondaries 

or not, for here n bave the main deposits of entheta OIl a case. 

Certain a1Jd:i tors, because of their BJIIPatby and their abili tT to 

develop a bigh A-R-C with the pre-clear, become aperts in the l"UJlIdng of 

secondar;y engrams. Anyone to ¥h0ll people vill tell their troubles will 

be able to run aecond&r7 engrams. !he proce8s of rmming a seeOlldar;y 

engram does not differ frOM running a phJ8ical pain engram. rbiB is ver;y 

important. The 8econd.ar;y engram i8 called seconda.r;y because it depends 

upon an earlier physical pain engram to exist, being itself occuioned by 

a conscious mcment of 108s. It is called an engram in order to focus the 

attention of the auditor on the fact that it lR1l8t be run as an engram aod 

that all perceptics possible lIlU8t be exhausted from it. It occaaional.l;y 

will occur that a:rter lock- scuming a pre-clear over a certain chain of 

locks, the auditor will suddenq find that the pre-clear is in a secondary 

engram. Perhaps some phrase will suggest itself, and the individual will 

cry or show fear. The auditor should cause this phrase to be repeated over 

and over. Perhaps neither the auditor nor the pre-elear k:n.owa the source 

of this phrase, but the exhaustion of it b;y itself 1fBT, in a heav1~ 

occluded case, bring about a considerable rise, if manent&r7, on the tone 

scale. It may occur that after lock scanniilg a whole second.ar,r will lie 

ready to be run. The auditor should then run it. 
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The existence ot circuits on a ease, which is to say the existence 

ot 811ppres80rs to seconda.r,y engraJIB or to 8Zf1' other entheta, should not 

be exaggerated in importance. Scanning of locks and straight llemo17 can 

either locate the locks ot the cireui t, or the cirelli t to sOlIe extent may 

be ignored. The circuit is a ~avorite alibi ot the auditor. Near:q 

eve170Jle who is low on the tone scale has been nppressed by the domina-

tiona or null:Lf'ications ot persons or the environment. It must be remem-

bered that the circuit derives troll the engram and is charged up by' en-

theta. !he entheta can be to some degree converted into theta, thus 

nullif)ing the circuit without discoveriDI the engram in which this 

parti~ circuit is contained. 

Second.ar;y engrams, or at least phrases trom them, can be discharged 

tro. am,. case, DO matter how occluded. It is siJnp:q a matter ot recovering 

enough tree theta so that the individual has a sufficient quantit,. of free 

theta to make the exhaustion ot secondaries possible. It should be remem

bered that when a case is overburdened with entheta, light and cat-tooted 

methods can still bring to the pre-clear enough theta so that the entheta 

can be attacked. A secondary' engram, being a "17 heav,y deposit or entheta, 

will repel theta. 

'!'he auditor will occasionall,. discover a pre-clear who will run 

:iJaa.gi.nar.r secondaries, with enormous lIrect in terms or terror, griet, or 

apath,.. He is dealing here ·with circuits (which will be covered later) 

which will. furnish pb;ysical manifestations but which will not exhaust en-

grams. An individual can have a portion ot the an~er segmented otr bY" 

charge and under the command ot an engram statement to the effect that he 

must run griet. As a result the individual will manufacture grief inci-

dents. An engramic cOlDDlaDd nch as.J "You are always &£raid and you imagine 
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things to be a.,t.£&id of,1I or &n1' of a maltitude of approxi:aatiOllB, JIq cause 

the individual to manuf'acture and run tear incidents. The reality ot IlUCh 

~idents is T8r'T low, but the indiv.ldual will rail them and 1II8Iliteat tear. 

Unfortunate11', these incidents 110 not produce any all.ev:l.ation ot aberra

tion :iJl the cue. rua is a II8D1.testation ot dub-in. It is "1'7 eaa1.11' 

distinguished from real incidents, since the pre-clear hard.l1' ever is 

able to repeat the same incident in the same ...., a second time, and aince 

the pre-clear is anxious to sell the auditor on the idea that the incident 

is very real, although the auditor hs made no suggestion that it might be 

unreal. The auditor useB ae biB ;yardstick the probability ot the inci

dent, but he is not particularly worried about one incident. A circuit haa 

the habit ot manufacturing the same type of incident OYer and O'V8r and 

over aga:ln but locating it at various points on the time track. The pre

clear, it he is very- low on the tone scale, IIBl' himBelt be unaware of the 

reality of this incident. But the auditor, knowing the pre-clear to be 

low on the tone scale, suspects the posibili ty ot dub-in when the pre-clear 

runs tive or ten incidents in which he is tied to a railroad track b.r his 

mother and is rescued at the last moment b.r his aunt. Here is delusion 

rampant. The pre-clear will manitest considerable reliet atter running 

the incident, bUt here is a circuit at work, and no matter how JD8D7 times 

this incident is run, the condition ot the pre-clear will not be bettered. 

The auditor, b.Y giving credence to this incident and b.r continuing to run 

it, is actually validating the incident and strengthening the curcuit. 

Such incidents are usua1.1y bizarre and sensational. Ve1'7 otten, however, 

the auditor actuaJ.l.y' has on his hands incidents which are quite true and 

are bizarre and sensational, Bince the things done to Jmman beings :in tbis 

twentieth centUl'Y' are not always tame and routine. The test of anr secon-

dary is whether or not it runs the individual up the tone scale. When the 
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quditor discovers that he is running fear or apathy charges on the account 

of 80me circuit, he should immediately be aware of the fact that he is 

trying to address ~h too heavy a form of entheta. Be should not be run

ning secondaries but should be running locks. A. pre-clear who will run 

mch dub-in mis-elllotion is very' very' low on the tone scale. An est1.Jllate 

of this pre-clear on the chart would haTe told the auditor in the first 

place that the pre-clear was low on the scale. The auditor should, thus, 

be alert for dub-in. Dub-in mis-emotion is best handled not by running 

thirtY' consecuti va incidents in which the pre-clear is placed in the wash

ing machine by his father, or hoisted up a flagpole by his elder brother, 

but by addreSSing the locks in the ease, the nearer present time, the better. 

Very short~ the auditor will discover that the environment of this pre

clear is normall)" very rest:f.mula.ti" and that individuals exist in the 

environment of this preclear who habitually lay' in heav,y locks. Further, 
:If 

the alJdi. tor will discover in lock scanning that this pre-clear will cOJlllflon~ 

hang up in locks after the chain has been scanned and that the locks 

themselves have to be run as incidents. Such a pre-elear should not be 

subjected to the mishandling of being run through heavy seconcl.ary engrams. 

Of course, in a wide open case, on which few occlusions exist, actual 

seoondaries might be run fair~ ear~ in the case, with an enormous re-

bound up the tone scale. It is in the occluded case that the auditor 

should e:xpect to find circ""ui ts Which produce mis-emotion at will. 

The auditor who is handling a pre-clear above 1.5 should not much 

worr,r about dubbed-in mis-emotion. 

On the subject of secondar,y engrams, the auditor, regardless,of his 

own personal feelings about fear, grief, or apathy, should keep firmly" in 

mind the relief which is obtainable for the pre-clear and the rise which 

is possible on the tone scale by running seconda:r,y engrams. It is a 
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theoretical truth that a case would became a release if the auditor could 

run off of the case only' the secondar7 engrams in their entirety. This 

is impossibel in practice, since after a seconciary' has been run the 

auditor quite commonl.7 finds that he is running a physical pain engram 

which underlies it. The auditor should not be surprised when he is 

running a aecondar,y engram to find, after the exhaustion of a few tears, 

ph;ysical pain turning on as a consequence. Clears are produced by running 

all the physical pain engrams, secondaries, and locks oft a case. But 

engrams quite ordinarily cannot be contacted until locks have been 

scanned and secondaries have been run off off a case. 

It is an adroit auditor who can elicit from some "hard-boiled and 

emotionless" denizen of our culture the tears or fear necessary to resolve 
~ 

his case. But the scanning of lock" 7 , or the running of available 

physical pain engrams off of a case Will place in the auditor's hands, 

willy-nilly, discharge of secondary engrams. The auditor can convert the 

entheta of locks to theta to such a degree that secondary engrams nll 

begin to discharge almost automatically. At such time as this happens the 

auditor must be careful to minimize his ow.n conversation or comment, to 

minimize his auditing, simp17 /sjmpathetiCallY persuad:Ulg the pre-clear 

to run the incident aga:in, and then again, and then again, until it is 

exhausted. The auditor, bY' attacking secondary engrams as though they 

were game on which the state pays a bounty, such as jackals or crows, and 

using an approach too exhilarated or enthusiastic toward the pre-clear's se-

condaries, can actu~ cut off the discharge of mis-emotion. 

Some experiments have been carried out on the use of sad music or 

other dolorous perceptics in the environ of the pre-clear to encourage 

the discharge of secondary engrams. Much work can be done on this. The 

work which has been done demonstrates, however, that individuals who are 
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chronically very low on the tone scale respond to sad and mournful per-

ceptics by simply running dub-in incidents" which do them no good" and 

that individuals above this level can commonly discharge secondaries 

whenever the proper amount of theta has been recovered for the case. 

This does not discount the possible use of aesthetic perceptics in the 

encouragement of secondaries. 

In inventorying a pre-clear one should be careful to establish all 

the major losses and major threats of loss that have happened to the 

pre-clear in his lifetime. On each one of the losses or threats of loss" 

either of position" or possessions" or people" by departure or death" one 

will find an encystment of entheta. Where the child has been raised by 

nurses in the vicinity of relatively antagonistic parents" one may e:xpect 

to find a secondary engram every time a nurse is discharged. In the 

"coffin case,," who lies with arms folded" never assuming the foetal 

posi tion when running prenatal engrams but always ~g as though laid out 

for burial" one will certainly find the death of a major ally somewhere 

back on the t~. Where the entheta surrounding such an inCid~t is strong 

enough to paral~e the individual at this point of his life" the secondary 

engram responsible for the coffin case is ordinarily not contactible early 

in the case. The auditor should mere~ continue" alert to the fact that 

sooner or later he is going to encounter a very heavy charge on the death 

of an ally. In such a case" the amount of entheta in relation to the 

existing theta on the case is very heavy. Lock scanning" straight memory" 

and the running of locks" and even merely perception of present time m~ 

be the only processing which can be delivered to the case in its early 

stages. Sooner or later some secndaries will be discharged. No p~ical 

pain engram should ever be run on such a case. Imaginary incidents are 
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peculiarly useful to the processing of such a case, as limited by the 

chart. 

The best skill an auditor can develop is the rurming of secondaries. 

Their discharge produces the moat effective rise up the tone scale. 
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CHAPTER !WELVE 

COLUMN AI 

ENGRlMS 

The basic cause of all human aberration is apparen~q the engr8lll. 

There -BiT be other o&1l8es I10re fundamental than the engr_, but certa::1 nJ ;y 

to date they- have Dot been discovered. PS)"Cho-therapy found out about 

locks, but did not know they- were locks, and did not know to what the 

lock owed its power. But psycho-therapists did know that when an 

individual 1188 able to remember certain ment~ pain:tul incidents in 
e-

hi. li:te, he became to some minute degree bet~. 

S1gaund Freud discovered the lightest type of entheta, and although 

he placed his probes no deeper, an entrance vas made into the field of 

human behavi.our. The secondary vas discovered, but Dot identified in arrr 

way. B,y sheer observation of numberless cases it was found that once in 

a while, when a patient could be made to cry, the patient got better. 

But the therapist did Dot know what the patient was crying about and 

neither did the patient, but the strange title of nrelease of affectn was 

assigned to this crying and lIlUch extraneous teclmology vas developed 

around it. Psyehodrama and other techniques vere developed in order to 

lIl&ke the individual "release affect. II This was the second slight incur

sion into the field of human thought. :tr the results vere not all that 

could be desired it was because they overlooked the ilDportant, dianetic~ 
fact that secondaries were restimulated more often than they were relieved. 
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Secondaries have to be run as engrams, with the pre-clear returned on the 

time track. 

The leap which vas made between psycho-therapy and Dianetics did not 

gather force in psycho-therapy but in an independent study of epistemology 

and thought as an energy. Hovever, the basic teachings of Sigmund Freud, 

as relayed to me in the'twenties by Commander Thompson, Medical Corps, 

U.S. NaV7, who had studied with Sigmund Freud, considerab~ enhanced "lfI9' 

desire for re-examination of thought in human behaviour. 

The existence of the engram was predicted, D;y derived computation, 

from other observations of thought. Investigation shoved this existence 

to be actual. AD;yone can discover an engram with great ease once he 

knows that it exists. Take an individual, tell him to close his eyes 

and 12. ~ to the last time he received some minor inju.ry (do not ask for 

a major injur,y) and request that he re-experience the moment of injur,y. 

Cause him to recount and re-e:xperience this moment of minor injury several 

times. If he cannot do so, he is fairly' low on the tone scale and his 

somatics are shut off. Most normal people can re-experience these moments 

of injU1"7. In causing an individual to thiS, the uperiment{r will find 

that the injUl"1' is again felt and that the sights, sounds, smells, and 

other perceptics at the moment the injury was received again recur to 

the experimental subject. Another phenomenon will be discovered by the 

alert investigator. It will be found that the individual, on the first 

return to and recounting of this moment of minor injury, will conceive 

it to be shorter than it actua1J..y was. On recounting, he will discover 

during the instant of impact of the ~ new perceptics showing up, 

things he did not notice at the time he was injured. Here is a moment 

when the analytical mind, even though the injll17 was slight, went out of 
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circuit, and here is a moment of "unconsciousness" wherein the reactive 

mind was recording alJ. the perceptics which were available in the environ-

mente As these hidden perceptics are recovered, the additional perceptic 

of physical injury, which is called in Dianetics a somatic, will reduce 

in force and, unless the experimental subject is ~reme~ aberrated, 

he viII finally no longer be able to feel it, but all other perceptics 

which were recorded during that moment of physical pain and "unconscious

ness" will be restored to the analytical mind as standard memory data. 

In affect, this is a dianetic "assist." The auditor mq take an 

individual who has been injured and run the injur;y as an engram even though 

it contains extensive unconsciousness. The last engram on the case has 

had relatively little chance to become charged up by' locks and secondar-

ies, and so is available for audi t:ing regardless of the pre-existing 

engrams on the case. The auditor can walk into a maternity ward. and take 

over the case of some young mother who through an arduous birth has 

developed a post-parttm psychosis and can audit out the birth in its en

tirety. Unless this young mother was extreme4" low on the tone scale in 

the first place, so that she cannot re-experience somatics, the discharge 

of the actual delivery, perceptic by' perceptic, including the "uncon

sciousness" induced by anaesthesia, ever,ything the surgeon (and let it be 

hoped that surgeons of tomorrow's America learn to ke~ their mouths shut) 

said to the nurse and remarked in general. In the analytical mind' 19 

interpretation of the remarks made during this delivery the source of the 
II 

post"1>~m psychosis will be discovered. AIry late or recent injury can 

be run in such a fashion. The individual who is receiving this auditing 

will, according to observation, recover much more rapidly from the illness 

or accident, the healing will be cleaner, the incidence of infection will 
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be less, and the seriousness ot the injury and the shock contained in it 

will be greatly reduced. by the reduction ot the moment of injury itself'. 

It is hoped that sooner or later an auditor will stand at the emergenc,y 

entrance of some hospital simply to audit all. accident victims who come 

in, and that the statistics of infection rate and mortality rate of this 

hospital's patients will be compared with those of other hospi tala. ETi-

dence indicates that the mortality- rate will be much lower on those who 

have had the last injury sudi ted out, that the incidence of infection will 
()./ 

be less, and that the time of recovery- ot the patient will be gr~ly 

shortened by this dianetic assist. 

The making of this experiment, on a slight scale, regardless of the 

dianetic assist, should demonstrate to the ex:peraen.tfr that physical 

pain at once inhibits consciousness, and that in the presence of pnysical 

pain all the perceptics of the environ, Sight, smell, hearing, tactile, 

etc., are recorded elsewhere than in the analytical mind, but that the 

running of the incident removes from the case the JRental loginess caused 

by the unconsciousness itself', that all aberratin effects of remarks lUde 
JJ 

during the ,incident are removed, and that the pbysical pain is no Ion gar 

stored, being a b:lgh.l.y perishable quantity. 

This is the anatomy ot an engram. It contains physical. pain. It 

contains a greater or lesser shut-dovn of the analytical mind (conscious 

mind). It contains all the perceptics of the environment in which the 

pnysical pain was received. It conta:lns the physiological condition of 

the body-, including endocrine balance at the time. It includes the age of 

the individual. It includes the miS-em.otiOD or emotion contained in the 

incident, as manifested by persons ar/und the injured. person. It contains 

unconsciousness, in the form of anaten (analytical attenuation). And it 
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contains the interruption of the computations the person was making at 

the time, which is the interruption of the theta creative cycle and is 

slightly' aberrative. And it contains, additionally, all the locks and 

secondaries which, by contagion during the restimulation of the engram, 
)IV 
fIdi caused. the person to receive while analytica.J.l\f awake, or conscious, 

at later times. !hese are the th:i,ngs which an eng.tam contains. And 

these are the things which exhaust :tr0Dl an engram which is thoro~ 

erased. 
:f 

When J.he engram is approximated in the enviromaent, during a time 

when the individual, by reason of weariness or illness or stress of 

other kinds, is less analJtic~ aware, various manifestations ~ 

occur by reason of the above-aentioned contents of the engram. !he 

individual who is under the stress of a reatimllated engram vi11 attempt 

to dramatize the engram. That is to aar, he will alq' the things contained 

in the engram, and he vill do the things dictated by the engram, or he will 

make the ~cal computations demanded by the engram, and he will, 

generally, try to comply with the dictates ot this moment of physical 

pain. If his environment makes it impossible tor him to carlY out this 

dramatization as dictated by the charged-up engram, then he is subjected 

to fUrther charge by reason of not being able to do what the entheta of 

the engram commands him. to do. An individual who has had his dramatiza-

tions broken time after time gradually descends down the tone scale. 

Engrams are based on the non-survi val circumstance of theta and MEST 

coDiding too sharply together, with the attendant reversal of polarity. 

All engrams, even those which are highly caDplimentary to the ability of 

the individual (such as h]pnotic suggestions, which are a light form of 

engram and depend on early physical pain engrams), are non-survival.. 
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There is no such thing as an engram which assists an individual in his 

business of living. The engram merely' uses some natural. ability of the 

individual. and may feverishly' but inefficiently' reenforce it. This would 

be a manic engram. Engrams dictate malterable courses of action, with-

out any regard to reason. Such a circumstance is, to a greater or lesser 

degree in every case, non-survival, s:ince the surrlval of the individual 

depends upon his ability' to adjust his action to the envirOll1lent or to 

adjust the environment to h:iJn according to the cirClDDStances. The engram 

is as stet as a phonograph record. It dictates that a person do certain 

things in the presence of certain perceptions. In an unthinking organ-

ism, such as the lower forms of l.:U'e, the engram does provide a certain 

method of thinking and acting, but in man, who depends upon reason &8 his 

chief weapon, the engrUl is non-survival in the extreme. The acc1DlIll1ation 

of engrams and their secondaries and locks ~gS the individual even

tualq to the point of death. Although his theta may, by continual entur

bulation with MEST, be highq informed at the period of death with regard. 

to MEST and may, according to some ob,Ji!rvations, be able in the next gener

ation to accomplish a much better course of survival, in the existing 

generation the entheta never frees itself except by dianetic processing. 

Yet, the auditor will continually discoTer pre-clears low on the tone 

scale who, by education or by the content of the engrams themselves, will 

seek to hold on to the engrams :in the belief that they are an aid :in the 

business of living. The auditor should thoroughly ignore this situation. 

In a very short time he will by his own experience see very clear~ that 

the relief of engrams vastly' :increases the pre-clear's ability to meet 

life and to advance in the business of living. There are cases which con-

tain engrams such as attempted abortions and which seek to retain the 



engram because it says) "If I lose it I'll diel" Many engrams contain 

phrases which seem to make the engram valuable. The engram is never 

valuable. Here is non-survival in the most basicalq known package. 

The engram is the basic source ot human aberration. There are usual.l.T 

hundreds, or 8'ftm two or three thOUlland, engrams in the lifetime of a:ny 

indi'Vidual. Each and .... 17 one ot '.se aq have its own locks. The 

whole language ot the iDdiTidual .. be contained basicalq in his 

engrams. Compulsi ft and obsessi Te phrases, circuit phrases which set up 

c~tive sections in the analyser, ~sychosomatic illnesses" (which are 

now known as chronic somatics), and aberrative foms of thought, to say 

nothing of reduced physical state and disabilities, as represented on the 

tone scala chart, result basically from engrams. 

It should be understood by the auditor, however, that although the 

basic source of ~ aberration is the engram, according to accumulated 

8Yidences, he should not therefore consider that the only thing he should 

touch in a case is an engram. Locks and secondaries, in low-tone cases, 

IlUSt be addressed long before he touches engrams. The mcanent of ohysical 

pain and unconsciousness is basic, but it is not the principle point of 

address in TfIr"Y aberrated cases. 

Cases fairq well up ilhe tone seale, however, have engrams available 

for running, and when these engrams are run, remarkable improvements in 

the habits, welfare, behaviour, and physical health of the individual 

ensue. 

Before the auditor runs engrams off a case, there are certain definite 

things he should know. He need not be nearq as sld.~ run locks as he 

need be to run engrams. A very inexperienced auditor ean successfully 

scan locks or even run minor secondaries, but an auditor should definite~ 
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know his tools and have confidence in them before he attacks engrams. 

In the first place, it is possible to enter a deceptively open but reall.y 

heavilY' charged case and. attempt to run engrams, lIben the pre-clear is 

cODlpletely unable to perceive enough of the perceptic8 :in the eng1"811 to 

bring about a reduction. 'l'hus, the auditor leaves an engram in re8tilml-

lation and does not much assist the pre-clear but on the c01ltrar,y IIBiY turn 

some of the pre-clear1s theta back into entheta b.r causing the engram to 

have a new lock by' reason of auditing. While all auditing can be scanned 

off and this theta can be recovered, it does not 1lIlprove the case. 

Further, engrams in the hands of an inlDJ)erienced auditor are some

times improperly evaluated, which is to say the auditor may attack one 

which is very late in life or very late on a chain of engrams, and work 

and worry on the thing until it merely goes into recession. !Wo or three 
(JJ 

day:s later this engJjF will reappear. This is because it has not been 

really reduced or erased, because the auditor did not know enough to go 

earlier in the case in order to find the basic engram on the chain. 'ftmB 

certain ~ions must be observed in running engrams, bu:t the;r em be run 

successtul.ly' if these cautions are observed. 

To run engrams, the auditor lIRlSt be aware of and haTe confidence in 

the tools of his trade. These consist of the somatic strip, the fil.e 

clerk, the time track, and the perceptics. The file clerk is an eldireme11' 

use:f'ul. mechanism, not onlY' for the running of engrams, but for the scan

ning of locks, the discovery of locks, and for obtain:tng data from the 

standard memory banks which would otherwise be occluded. The file clerk 

is a response mechanism which is instantaneous. One could postulate that 

the file clerk is a group of attention llDits with req- access to the 

reactive mind and to the standard memory bank and which in CODmon mental 
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operation forwards data through to "I" as memor,y. However, the charge on 

a case - the amount of entheta - 1I18iY be so very' haa"" that the file 

clerk is unable to force through the data desired by' ItI" and so It~ 

volidng all alane with the tile clerk, sometimes finds it difficult to 

recel ve answers to his questions. 

The auditor adds, with his demands and signals, what IIdght be COD

sidered the oddiUonal. power necesear:r to br1Dg the file clerk :::'8 fa--
through to ItI.- This process is e:rtreme~ sjmple. The auditor ask8 

-questions, nol'lll~, which can be answered in terms of yes or no or numbers 

or dates. Then, at a earp snap of the auditor's fiDgera, a sudden 

thought, a 188 or a DO,OCcurs to the pre-clear, who tells the auditor 

what respoDse he has received. 

For example, the auditor -By' de81re to knaw the place where the pre-

clear is stuck OD the time track, or whether or not the pre-clear is in 

present time. The auditor stqS) -Give me the first Dmnber that flashe8 

into your mind. How old are you?" (snap!). An age fiashes and the pre-.... 

clear tells the auditor. It mal" be that the pre-clear has developed a 

circuit which gives his chronological age in answer to the question, "How 

old. are you? A double check for the auditor, then, is to ask the ques

tion, "What is J01Il" age?1t (SDaPJ). He may or may not get the same answer 
\) 

as before, since the circ~t lIIa'T not be educated to the second question. 

Another method of establishing where the pre-clear is on the time track 

is to ask for the year, the month, and date. In addition to the location 

of the pre-clear on the tilDe track or discovering the point in the pre-

clear's life where a certain incident occurred, the flash answer mechan

i8lll will tell the auditor at the end of the session whether or not the 

pre-clear is in present time. The pre-clear should always be brought to 
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present time, if possible, either by' simply' being told to -Come to 

present time, It or b;r being scanned 'Up to present time through pleanre 

moments. 

The auditor works with the file clerk. The auditor does not order -
the file clerk around. The auditor consults the file clerk. The file 

clerk will tell the auditor the name of the chain of locks which is to be 

scanned. The file ,clerk, questioned by' flash 8l1Bwers, will tell the 

auditor whether or not a chain can be scanned. The file clerk will, 

questioned by' :flash angers, identif)' t,pes of incidents 1Ihich are inter

rupting the case. In short, the file clerk is a consultant 1fho answer8 

with specific data any question asked I1.th the nash 8D8'lJer mechanism. 

It i8 interesting that material completely' unknown to the 8Il8.ly'zer of the 

pre-clear can be disco'V8red by' questioning the file clerk. 

The somatic strip is so called because it seems to be a phy'sical 

indicator mechanism which has to do with t:iJle. The auditor orders the 

somatic strip. There is this difference between the file clerk and the 

somatic strip: he works with the file clerk but cOJlJlDaDds the somatic 

strip. On command, the somatic strip will go to any point of the pre-

clear's life, unless the entheta on the case is so heavy that the somatic 

strip is frozen in one place. This might be called, as vell, the concen

tration of attention of "II The somatic strip goes to the point of return, 

but it is not the same as completely' returning, since the preclear la ItI-

can 8ta7 in present time and the somatic strip can be sent back to earlier 

periods of his ~ This is a very useful mechanism. The somatic strip 

can be sent back to the beginning of an engram and nll go there. The 

somatic strip will advance through an engram in terms of lIlinutes cOWlted 

off by' the auditor, so that the auditor can s&y' that the somatic strip 
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will go to the beginning of the engram, then to the point five minutes 

after the engram began, and 80 forth. In such a way, observing the be

haviour of the pre-clear (who may be oblivious of what is taking place 

except by observing his own physical symptoms change), the auditor can 

.end thfre-Clear through an operation minute by m1nute, or in l.arger 

increments, and the auditor can tell with certainty exactly how long that 

operation required. 

The somatic strlp can be sent to a certa:U1 date, hour, and minute 

in the pr~learl8 lire, and will go there. DrD in the pre-clear does not 

necessari11' follow the somatic strip. Unle8s a case is very heavy with 

entheta, the somatic strip, for instance, can be sent by the auditor's 

command. back to the moment when the pre-clear, as a baby", was being burped. 

Much to his own astonishment, the pre-elear might then burp. The auditor 

can send the somatic strip to a moment when the pre-elear was sunburned, 

and the sunburn somatic will turn on. The somatic strip, in short, can 

be sent all up and down the time track, bO+ pleasant moments and un

pleasant ones, by" the auditor, even though the pre-clear III.8iY be relative11' 

unwilling to cooperate. This is definite11' not power of ~stion, since 

the pre-clear is wide awake and alert. Further, the auditor in cOllDl18Z1ding 

the somatic strip can discover data, such as how long an operation took, 

which is evident11' completely unlmown to the pre-clear, although this use 

ot the somatic strip is neither usual nor general, but ia more ot a st,unt. 

The main thing the auditor should do in using the somatic strip is 

to credit the somatic strip with obedience to the auditor's coJllll18lld.s. The 

"""' a'Wii tor does not send the somatic strip to the beginning ot the en gram 

and then wonder whether or not the somatic strip went there and ask ques

tions as to whether or not iftd and how the pre-clear reels. The 81ld1tor, 
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with considerable confidence, should assume that the somatic strip baa 

gone exact~ where he said. It the pre-clear is UJ?8ble to detect u;y 

difference, this i8 not the faput of the somatic strip, but is occasioned 

by the UlOtlDt of entheta on the case. The somatic strip m'rl~s about the 

track at the auditor's commands regardless of the quantity of antheta 

on the case, unless the somatic strip is itself thorougb.~ stuck in some 

engram. 

The somatic strip and the file clerk are two of Dt.8D1' llechan1.s aDd 

entities discovered by Dianetics. 1her~ are ~ other phenomena in the 

mmd, which are not at this tjme used by the auditor but which, never

theless, exist. Ther,l'are, possib~, such things as theta perceptic8, 

which respond to auditor consultation. Verr little irknown about them, 

and it is felt that incorrect use of them, or invalidation of them after 

they have been used is harmful to a case; so aperimentation nth them 

should be very care~ done. A book could be wr1 tten which covered 

additional entities and phenomena of the human mind, but until these can 

be int:llnately associated with processing in such a W'rI3 as to aid the aud.-

itor, a discussion of them in a book of processing is extraneous. Emct~ 

to what extent these additional perceptics and enti ti tes inf'luence human 

behaviour has been far from thorough:q established. 

The time track, as covered elsewhere, is simpq the consecutive mom-

ents of nov which proceed in one lifetime, from conception, or a fev dqs 

before conception on the sperm and 0TIlDl sequence, up to present time. 

The time track is actua~ a cable, or bundle of perceptics, since all 

twenty-six perceptic channels register, when there is aart;h:tflg tor them 

to perceive and are in phse in a case which does not have an extremely 

heavy burden of entheta. The individual can be sent by the auditor back 
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from present time sDpq b;y being told to close his eyes and go to a 

certain IIODIeDt in the past. Be can be sent to a TerT precise Jloment on 

the track, since 8'Ve17 inatant ot the pre-clear t s past lif'e is recorded 

on this track. Some ot the recording, ot courae, is done in the reactive 

1IUad, when 1IIlConsciollSlless and pqncal pain are present. It i.e :f.nterest1.qt 

that a pre-clear can be sent to Janu&l7 .3rd, 19.36, a Ter'T random and 

obscure date, to the hour ot eight-fifteen in the morning, and although 

the pre-clear -'1' not realise he is there, requesting hilIl to contact evan 

ha.,.. data about it 1I'ill short~ place h:iJIl at the instant, Vbich if' run 

SeTeral times t.t as th;)ugb. it vere an engram, will begin to show up in 

c0D8iderab1e detail in mat cases. For instance, if' at eight-fifteen in 

the morning on Jtanuary' ~rd the pre-c1ear entered his otfice and began 

to open mail., he mq not moW' at the beginning even if' he had. an o.1'.1'ice 

at that date, ~ atter he ..t:'a.s run the incident several times he will 

be able to read. ;you the names and addresses off the en110pes as he opens 

theJa and aorta his moming mail. Because sense ot time and ability to 

return are thoro~ discounted b;y social aberrations in this culture, 

these aldlls have remained hidden. When the pre-clefll"'s sense of reality 

is T8r1' low, when he himself is verT loW' on the tone scale, the pre-clear 

~ have no confidence at all in ~ data which he brings up about his 

past. KBoving that the somatic strip, the file clerk, and the ability 

of "I" to return are accurate, the auditor has the responsibility to 

encourage the pre-clear to credit his own senses. 

Thus, we see that we have three things at work in the operation of 

going back trom present time to an earlier incident. First, we have the 

file clerk. Bext, we have the somatic strip. And third, we have nI" 

or a large percentage of the ettention units 0.1' the mind. And these three 



together are used b;y the auditor 1;0 work the pre-clear on his time track 

and discover and reduce or erase past JIOJIlents ot physical pain and uncon

sciousness or enc;ysted areas ot entheta. 

The auditor consults with the tUe clerk as to the "incident necess&r7 

1;0 resolve this casea or the achain ot locks necesaar,y to be run at this 

time" or aYes or DO, should _ run engrams at this tillle?" or aIs there a 

griet charge available at this time?" and after this consultation, asking 

"Can we scan this chain ot locks at this time?- or ala this engram suscep

tible to be~g run?" 

One might s.,. that the auditor and the tile clerk are consultants 

over the case ot the pre-clear as to the best method ot raising the pre

clear on the tone scale. The tile clerkls interest and participation in 

this is very large. The tile clerkls ability to &I18'Ifer questions sOll8Umea 

extends to suggestions as to how to run the case when these are requested 

by the auditor. Nov it is a strange thing that the tile clerk always 

knows the type ot entheta which can be run on the case. The tile clerk also 

knows the next engram which can be reduced or erased. III the auditor has 

to do is request the file clerk to present the engram necessary to resolTe 

the case, and the tile clerk will do so, no matter where that engram lies 

on the track. 

Engrams follow the general law that they mast be reduced or erased 

frOM ear~ to late, which is to say that the earliest engram on the chain 

must be the one first contacted. Engrams in the basic area are surpris

ingly early. The auditor will have to get used to the idea that physical 

pain and perceptics are recorded, if not understood, long before there i. 

anything like an analytical mind in the organism. 'fhe tile clerk is sl

ightly sketchy on how early he must look for the engram to resolve the 
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case, and unless the auditor is occasionally inSis~t on the file clerk's 

presenting verylvery,very early engrams, the file clerk mq not look 

earlier than tvo or three or five years of age (late life, in Dianetics). 

With this single limitation, the choice of the file clerk as to the engram 

to be run should be considered primar,y aboTe the &aditor's or pre-clear's 

idea of what engram it is now necessary to address and reduce. The auditor 

{;nnot know this too thoroughly, that the file clerk's choice of engrams 

takes precedence over the desires of the pre-clear or the wishes of the 

auditor, and the file clerk will ft.~e engram necessary to be run 

next in order to resolve the case. 
a-

Although el3fams normally" run from early to late, it sometimes happens 

that a relative~ late life engram is so tenuousq conected to the remain-

dar of the bank that it can be run off and erased, almost as an indepen

dent entity'. Although birth should always be appr<Bched ~the auditor 

with caution, the file clerk lI&Y present birth, and if the file clerk does 

so, then birth should be run. 

The auditor should be very careful of forcing his pre-clear into any 

engram which is not presented by' the file clerk. Running late life en-

grams early in the case will, as a general rule, mereq enturbulate the 

case, aince these engrams will not reduce until earlier physical pain 

moments have been reduced or until a great deal of entheta is taken off of 

the case by' other means. 

Once the file clerk has presented an engram - and the auditor simp~ 

assumes that his request for the tile clerk to do so has been complied vi th 

the auditor then directs the 80matic strip to go to the beginning of the 

engra.. The 8CDatic strip does this iDnediately and needs no further 

a/ 
coaxing, and indeed, a failure to take this for granted h,{I a tendency to 
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invalidate the somatic strip and to render its response uncertain ~d the 

pre-clear confused as to what is taking place. 

With the somatic strip at the beginning of the engram which the file 

clerk has presented, there may still be no awareness of somatic or change 

so far as the pre-clear1s "I" is concerned. It is now necessary for the 

auditor to get "I" in contact with the stage which ~as been set b.Y the 

file clerk and the somatic strip. The auditor does this with an additional 

request for a flash answer. Although it does not always happen that engrams 

contain conversation, it is a fairly" safe &8SWIPtion that anY' given engram 

contains conversation. In order to get "I" in contact with the engr8lll 

and to turn the somatic -on full so that the engram can be run, the auditor 

now asks for the first phrase in the engram, and snaps his fingers. A phrs e 

occurs to the pre-elear, which at the first moment that it occurs ~ seem 

COmplet8~ irrevelant. The pre-clear repeats this phrase two or three 

times and "I" is in contact with the beginning of the engram. The pre-

clear becomes aware of the somatic and of other perceptics and, phrase bY' 

phrase, runs off the engram, re-experiencing it, feeling the gener~ 

modified version of the pain the instant once contained, recounting all 

the conversation which he perceives to have taken place in the incident, 

getting rid of the Ifboil-offH which smothered the inCident, or yawning 

away the remajning anaten in the inCident, or experiencing the mis-emotion 

of the incident and, in short, reducing or erasing the engram. 

The auditor must be aware of the existence and importance of action 

phrases in engrams. These phrases are actually cOJlllWlds in the engrams 

which take over as a sort of inner auditor, and before the auditor mows it 

these phrases are sending the somatic strip elsewhere up or down the track 

or mixing up the file clerk as to the next phraaes. The auditor, if he 
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notices any peculiarity in the running of this engramA that the somatic 

turned on once but will not turn on again, that sonic was nearq on but 

--now doesn't existA and yet knows the engram is not yet reduced, suspects 

an action phrase, anI asks the file clerk whether or not a bouncer, 

denyer, grouf/ valence shii'ter, or holder is acting. He does this by 

sayingJRls there an action phrase present?1I (snapJ). With a yes answer, 

the auditor tIlen asks) "What type?1I (snapJ). The file clerk then says 

(through "lit) that it is a bouncer, holder, grouper, misdirector, denyer, 

or whatever. The auditor then says, liThe phrase will n~tlAshJ" (snapa). 

The phrase flashes, the pre-clear repeats it and gets back into the engram 

from which he has been bounced, it it was a bouncer. .A.ctuall.y, a case is 

in very' bad shape which has positive responses to action phrases and 

probabq should not have engrams run on it at all. Cases further up the 

tone scale do not respond at all to action phrases, which is to say the 

tile clerk and somatic strip have sufficient theta behind them to override 

even strong and energetic commands to do something other than work with the 

auditor in reducing or erasing the engram. The response value ot the action 

phrases is, indeed, an mdelof where the pre-clear is located on the tone 

scale. Very noticeable response to action phrases indicates that some 

other type of entbeta than engrams should be run oft the case before engrams 

are reduced. It the auditor finds his pre-clear bouncing bad~ every 

time the phrase "get out" occurs in an engram, he should reduce if possible 

the engram on which he is working and then address his attention to other 

t,ypes of entheta, such as chains of locks and secondaries, rather than 

continuing to l"1JIl engrams. 

The auditor should understand that an engram does not always begin 

with a phrase and that the phrase he gets tirst may not begin the engram. 
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He should further 'Wlderstand that the heaviest entheta in the engram, if 

the engram were occasioned by' a blow, occurs at the beginning of the 

engram. Thus, the tile clerk may present this beginning, and the somatic 

strip may tr,y to go all the ~ to the beginning, but the entheta is heav

iest right at the start. Thus the auditor should always check to tind out 

whether there is an earlier pbf'e or an earlier somatic on the engram, 

before he works very hard to reduce the whole engr_, siDce it is the 

earliest part of the engram which suppresses the r-aj nder of the engram. 

Once you get the entheta out of the very beginning of an engr_ of the blow 

variety the rest may reduce as eaai~ as a lock. Al1f&7ll get the earliest 

part. 

There is another type of engram, in which lDlConsciousnes8 sets in slov~ 

and perhaps physical pain does not develop until after unconsciousness has 

begun to set in. This would happen in the case of loss of blood, or during 

an anaesthetic operation, where the anaesthesia is administered before the 

physical pain of the operation itself begins. 

Then there is the combination or these types of engrams, vbere a blow 

or shock begins the engram, unconsciousness sets in and deepens, and then 

further blows and shocks occur during the course of the unconsciousness, 

again deepening it. The lightest phrases of llIlccmsciousness will lift off 

an engram first. The deepest part of the unconsciousness or the deepest 

point of phy'Sical pain will lift last. '!'hus, an auditor can rllIl through 

an engram several times and consider that he has allIost reduced it, on~ to 

discover that several new phrases have appeared in the engram. This hap

pens because some portions of the engram contain deeper unconsciousness 

and more severe pain than other portiOns, and these lift last. 

The engram can do three things: it can erase, it can reduce, or it 
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can recess. 

!he erasure of an engram takes place when it is either one of the first 

few -cr_s axistiDg on the tille track or when the engram is relative~ 

independent of the remainder of the reactive mind. The phrases and other 

perceptic. appear. The engram ia recounted froll the first mOJllent of 

ph1Bical pain and unconsciousness to the la8t. And after a few recountings, 

the engram vanishes in ;yawns. The auditor can be fooled at tilles, b;r 
'-

haTing the pr~~ar bounce out of an engram, into believing that the 

engram hu been erased or reduced, but in this case ;yawns do not COIle off. 

YavDII alva7S II&l"k the end of an erasure, since this is the last of the 

lID.ten (the phy'siol.ogical. by'''1)roduct of lBlconsciousness) which bas pinned 

down the rest of the engram. The entire case, which is to s&7 all the 

content of the reactive mind vill eventuall7 erase. .An erasure thorough-

11' done, ~iIIp~ by' recounting all perceptic8 of the engram aver and over 

vi th the pre-clear returnee! to that instant on the track, doel not re-

1Ippe&1" again. An erasure is final and complete. The engram is gone. The 

plQrBical pain 1d.lJ. not re-occur. The phrases are no longer aberrati va 

in 8Zq' way and are quite often gone so thorou~ that the pre-clea.r can-

not eT8D remember what the engram contained. 

In view of the fact that the engram is the basic cource of human 

aberration, these phrases which are enforced as hidden commands upon the 

analyticalllind are the most productive of aberration, if the engram is 

charged up by later entheta on the case. If these commands cannot be 

ob.,-ed or dramatized by the an~er, then the engram attempts to force . 
compliance by' turning on physical pain wh{ch it contains. That portion 

of the body which vas injured when this engram vas received will become 

pain~dn. or will manifelri; SOlIe discomfort. Thill has been called 
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pB.1chosomatic illness. It is actually the somatic of some past moment ot 

physical pain turning on again because of the overcharge of the engram by' 

later entheta and the inability ot the person to dramat.ize the verbal 

cont.ent ot the engram. All these things ar~ gone, t.he anaten which shuts 

down t.he analytical mechanism and power of the mind, the aberrative force 

ot the cOlllll8nds ot the engram which are accepted 1i tera~ by' the an~er, 

and the ph;ysical pain of the engram which can become a chronic somatic, 

disappear and do not return when the engram is erased. 

To be erased, an engram has to be earq on its Olin chain of engrams, 
• 

there must not be too ~ secondaries or other t,ypes ot entheta charging 

up this engram, and t.he bulk of the perceptics JIl'W!It have been present 

while the engram was being run. The unobservant auditor who mows lit.tle 

of his subject mq occasional~ think he has erased engrams, onlT to dis-

o.J 
cover a tew days later t.hat the engram, in some part, ~ returned. In 

order tor this to happen, the engram MUSt have been fairq late on a chain 

or there must have been considerable entheta above it. The earlier eD-

gram must be discovered, or entheta must be removed from the case in sae 

other way.* 

-------------, 
*Editorial note: One auditor, who was in Dianetics very early but who left 
it through his inability and lack of courage in handling psychotic cases, 
had so much griet on his own case that he was afraid to run grief on any 
pre-clear. Thus, in 8!\Y case below 2.0 on the tone scale, he was unable 
to secure ~ erasures, for he simp~ could not bring himself to tace 
the sight of a pre-clear crying and would quic~ and sharp~ stop any 
pre-clear who sought to discharge a secondary engram. Rather than tace 
his own inability and unburden cases of their secondary engrams, this 
individual went to tJ1e extraordinary lengths of laboriously trying to 
change the basic tezws of Dianetics until they agreed with his own engrams. 
This rather pathetic case is cited to demonstrate to the auditor that he 
must not permit his own shortcomings to reduce his skill in audi t:ing, but 
must raise his necessity level and personal courage up to a point where he 
can run a pre-clear through anything. Before he tries to alter the axioms 
and practices ot Dianetics, which have produced results, the person who 
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A reducti01l 18 done axact11' .. AD erasure, but the engram will not 

oo..,lete11' erue, r-aining, after a tn recoun'tinp, in a more or less 

~tatic condition ot low aberrative power and with no phy8ical pain re

ma:iJLing in it. Bar11' 111 the cue the ud1tor obta:in.8 Ilore reductions 

than he does erasures. When an erasure ot the case begins the auditor 

teels 'Verr confident, tor an eranre carries the pre-clear up the track 

to present tille, and although another pass may be made to discover missed 

eDgr8ll8, the alldi tor mows he is br::lllging the pre-clear through to clear. 

In the matter ot ~ reduction, entheta is recovered from the incident, the 

pre-clear i. lUlde considerably more comfortable, but the engram remains 

there in a qv.:1ft state. Ordinarily', erasures and reductions require only 

seven to ten recountinge or re-experiencings of the engram. The reduction 

is recognizable because the somatic in the engram, recounting by recounting, 

reduc •• a little further, and continues to reduce until the somatic is 

gone. A reduced engram does not build up again but remains in this quiet 

state and permits the auditor to go on to other engrams. 

The recession is the third thing that will happen to an engram which 
\.. 

is be::lllg processed. The recession is not desirable. A recession occurs 0,* 
in _grams which are not early enough in the chain of engrams to be reduced 

or which are too charged. The tile clerk will never present an engram 

which can only' be recessed. A recession takes place when the auditor 

-knowing better- than the file clerk forces the pre-clear back down the 

would audit should begin by using these axioms and p~tices 8.8 they are 
described in this 'Volume. Once he has become acquainted thorough~ with 
the mechani8JJIB with which he is working, he can then, possibly with a 
considerable improvement of the science, branch out into liPerimentation. 
But experimentation i8 not indicated early' ::Ill an individual's knowledge 
ot Dianetics. 
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track, uses repeater technique 011 some phrase the auditor has selected .. 

being aberrative, and gener~ D11.ahandles the case. .A recession is 

evidenced by the failure ot the SOO1&tic to reduce beyond a certain point. 

The omgr .. 1Iill dl-op down ~ ,,,,1.11Il10 of :!ntensi t,". but DO _t1;er 

if' it is recounted thirty, 1\ or a hundred times, a somatic will still 

remain. In contrut with a reduction, during a recession the sOJlatic ot 

the engram first reduces s1ight~ and then continues constant. In the 

reduction, the sanatic, little by little each recounting, reduces. In 

a recession, the somatic remains steady. It a recession takes place, it 

means silnplT that t Ibrila:r ~ngrmn Jto the one which is being re-experienced 

is earlier on the case, or that a tremendous quantity' ot eutheta in secon

daries and locks exists above the engram that is being recessed. Reces

sions (oD~\. occur )where the a1ldi tor has not taken off enough entheta frOll 

the case in the form: of locks and secondaries to permit engrams to be ran. 

It is a premature address to engrams. Or it is caused by auditing in 

violation ot the file clerk's data. 

One would. ordinarilT suppose, for instance, that conception would be 

the earliest engram on the case. It SOJlet,jmes happens that the auditor 

contacts conception and finds it will not reduce. Obviously, conception is 

very earl1'. There may- be some engrams before conception, on either the 

sperm or the ovum side. But unless one understands that a great deal of 

charge can exist which suppresses any engram, one mq recount, for in-

stance, a conception engram only into a recession. It should not surprise 

an auditor, if he demands that conception be run before conception is 

ready to be run, to have a recession take place. Perhaps no engram exists 

in current life before concepti. on, but enough entheta in secondaries and 

locks above conception will cause its clarge to be highly resistive. 
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There is a trick of reaching conception in a case. This trick should 

be used with caution, because of the entheta which mq have charged. up 

this ear~ engram. The auditor asks the pre-clear to run a moment of 

sexual pleasure, and then when his pre-elear, who does not have to recount 

this moment aloud, aopears to be settled into that moment, the auditor 

demands that the pre-elear go :i.mmediate~ to conception. The pre-clear 
-N (J.A..,J 

will nonnally do so ~ conception can thus be found and run. Bu~~as been 

said, it may have too much charge to reduce or erase. This trick can be 

appliee to arr:r engram in the buic area. The auditor can require the 

pre-clear to run a moment when the pre-clear was angry, and when the pre-

clear seems to be well settled into recounting his own near-preaent-time 

dramatization of being ang17, the audi tor mere~ tells him to go to the 

earliest engram in the bank which contains anger. The pre-clear, ordinar-

ily will go there. This applies as well to fear, and to grief, but it i8 

far better to discharge the case well and have the file clerk in good 

working condition before one uses such a trick. 

Conception is definitely an engram, in the majority of cases. HoW 

and then, conception will be found to contain on~ a moment of unconscious-

ness in the sperm line and another in the ovum line and be otherwise 

unaberrative. But the usual conception contains considerable perceptics 

ani physical pain. Great care should be used not to try to contact and 

run conception prematurely on a case. An individual who is fairq low on 

the tone scale, below 2.5, will usua~ have enough charge OD cOJJ,ception 

so that it cannot be reduced. Running conception em an individual below 

2.5 intensifies his aberrative manifestations. J. borderline pB;yChotic can 
(NI 

actually be placed in a psychotic br~k if an auditor authori tari~ slams 

him into conception and insist~ run it, on the theory that conception, 
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being an early engram;should erase. 

Possib~ the mistaken emphasis of outmoded therapies upon the second 

dynamic occurs because the basic engrams of the case are sexual. This 

would bring about an incorrect conclusion on the part of those who did not 

understand the mechanics of aberration. Because Dianetics has not at this 

time much explored structure, no slightest effort is made here to justify 

the existence of pre-conception sperm engrams or pre-conception ovum en

grams or conception engram or birth engrams. Actua~, th(se have been 

found t:iJne and again in some advanced modes of psycho-therapy and abandoned 

only because they did not agree with the reality of the practitioner. 

Recent experiments at Rutgers University validate the ability of the embryo 

to react to sounds and other stimuli. Books written as ear1:y as 1912 and 

1914 mention these early recordings, labeling them "cellular experiences, n 

which in Dianetics we do not now know to be a correct label. The work of 

biologists in the field of embryology adequate1:y validates the reaction 

capabilities of the embryo to stimuli. In Dianetics, engrams from the 

earliest periods have been checked with reality and have been found to 

have taken place. Many a parent watching his child or teenager being pro

cessed ~ been startled to hear from engrams thfames of maids fired long 

before the child was born, or circWllstances surrounding the marriage which 

were not particular1:y comp]jJnentary to the devotion of the parents to 

the letter of morality, and other matters which would not be otherwise 

known to the pre-clear. Some mothers who mq not have been as careful 

:;: their fidelity as their husbands eJePected may even sacrifice the health 

of the child, who could otherwise be processed into better mental and phys

ical condition, rather than have their husbands learn of these infidelities 

which are unfortunately recorded word for word in the engrams of the child. 
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Knowledge that these recordings exist and are valid and actual~ll die. 

courage a below-2.0 individual from permitting her children to be processed. 

(The auditor should always be wary of a mother who is actively trying to 

invalidate Dianetics to the husband or children. Case a.t'ter case has been 

accumulated in which this invalidation process took place for no other 

reason than to hide data which the parent did not wish to be known. The 

only other reason an invalidation of Dianetics takes place, after an 

individual sees it operate and understands it, ia that the aberrated con-

dition of the mate or employee permits the invalidator to continue in 

control of that individual. This is high~ discreditable, but will be 

found many more t:iJnes than the auditor will like and will be a considerable 

probfism to him. Th~ who oppose processing either have something to hide 

or suppose they gain in so'le way ..... f\.!:I:tinu:jng authoritarian control of 

the pre<lear in question. 

Because he is running moments when the pre-clear was sick, distressed, 

injured, or otherwise disturbed, the auditor can eJq)ect to find himself 

viewing almost ~ state of health, neurosis, or psychosis at one or another 

stage of the pre-clear's advance to clear. These states will be very 

trnsi tory, taIr...:1g place only when the pre-clear is returned to an engram 

and during the period, usually a few minutes or an hour, required to run 

that engram. Unless one understands that re-experiencing engrams is the 

re-experiencing of the very stuff of which insanity is made, one can becaBe 

alarmed about this. The onq really dangerous thing about the running of 

engrams is s:ilJlply becoming alarmed. The pre-clear, sent back into the 

basic area, will roll into a foetal ball. The girl sent back to birth 

may get into mama's valence and scream loud enough time after time to dis-

turb the neighbors a block away. The individual returned to when he had 
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the mumps may be seen to have a very' puffy face. The boy sent back to a 

severe sunburn +ifest redness and considerable discomfort, until the 

engram is reduced. The temperature of the pre-clear will rise markedly 

when he is sent back down the track to a moment when he had a high fever. 

Reduction of the engram reduces the fever and reduces the aberrative ef

fects which the pre-c1ear felt for years after that illness. 

A medical doctor, observing diBnetic processing for the first time, 

watches the pre-clear ~eerfullY lie down on the ~UCh, listens to the 

auditor utter certain phrases, then sees the pre-clear become flushed and 

red, or otherwise apparently ill for a brief time. A medical doctor 

observing this is alerted b,y his impulse to heal b.1 his own methods to a 

point where he will sometimes request that the session be stopped because 

this pre-c1ear ma,y be running a temperature, or seems to have severe 

cramps, or is generaJ..ly lUlcomfortab1e. The pre-clear will be the first 

one to try to reassure the doctor, for the somatic that the pre-clear is 

experiencing is high~ tranSitory, and the pre-c1ear learning why, and 

getting rid of the reason why he has had, for instance, migraine headaches 

most of his life) will not mind these manifestations but indeed ldll rather 

welcome them, since they ldll shortly reduce. If the pre-clear is brought 

to present time before such an engram is reduced, the somatic and other 

manifestations, which were mild at the place on the track where they first 

occurred, will usua.l.ly intensi:ry. And if brought to present time b,y a 

poorly informed or cowardly auditor before the engram is reduced or erased, 

the pre-e1ear may experience some after-effects which are far less pleasant 
--r 

than running the engram. There is a motJo governing this: "The only way 

out of an engram is through it many times." 

If the file clerk presented an engram, it will reduce or erase, or the 
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basic on its chain will reduce or erase. Thus" it is up to the auditor 

to have confidence in his tools and to address his skill to the case" as 

detailed in this chapter. There is nothing very- dangerous in running 

engrams except in failing to reduce them or to reduce the earliest engram 

on the chain - or in invalidating them to the pre-clear, branding them 

delusion or some such thing. Anything which in a few moments can take a 

human be:iJlg who is healthy" and cheerful" run his temperature up three 

points, roll him up into a ball, or cause him to turn red allover is not 

something caused by delusion. You could even a h;ypnotize a pre-clear 

(but don't ever let me catch you doing itl) and tell him that he~ 
going to manifest the very- same things, and he will not manifest them. 

Thus, these are not by power of suggestion and there is no delusion mixed 

up in it. If you run a pre-clear back down the track into an engram, re-

duce the engram. Or if it starts to recess, demand the earliest engram on 

that chain and reduce that. If this earlier engram begins to recess, get 
~ 

an ~ earlier engram. Sonner or later you should get to the bottom of 

the chain, even when you have foolishly driven the pre-clear hard into a 

part of the bank the file clerk did not present. 

Don't go in for the processing of engrams haJ.f-heartedly. You can be 

careless about running locks, without any casualty. You can even be some-

what careless about running secondaries without producing any serious 

condition in the pre-clear. But don't ron the basic source, th~gram, 
unless you mean to reduce it, or to reduce the basic on its chain, by 

recounting it, perceptic for perceptic, until it no longer bothers the 

pre-clear. Any new thing collects experiJnent(rs about itself. But one 

should not experiment with the running of an engram; one should continue 

on, by rote, until the engram is reduced. It is actually very easy to 
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process an engram if you re~ mean to process it, and are trying not 
\J 

just to find out whether or not engrams exist. One gentleman was c~ious 
about engrams, and without 8'll7 study of the subject of processing them, 

much less a course at the Foundation, told his wife to shut her eyes and 

go back to the time when she had measles. Unthinkingly, because this sort 

of thing simply did not happen before 1950, the wife closed her eyes and 
~ 

very shortly felt the wa.rmfn. of measles. She was quite surprised. So 

was her husband. But they were even more surprised one day later when she 

broke out with a rash. Her husband promptly took her to the doctor, who 

said,"I would swear she had measles, except that she hasn't any respiratory 

symptoms and she hasn't any temperature. 1I Two days later her rash dis-

appeared of its own accord, as engrams placed into restimulatian in such 

wise normally will settle out. What this husband should have done in the 

first place was inqu:l:re from the file clerk if there was an engram retlCiy 

to be run, and then ask for the identification of the engram, and then run 

it by rote until it was reduced. 

There is nothing that validates Dianetics to the pre-clear like 

being sent into a mass of somatics he did not suspect he had ever e:xper

ienced. It is tie person who is so heavily charged with entheta that he 

cannot experience somatics who most seriously questions the validity of 

Dianetics. But even these individuals, seeing the effect of Dianetics 

on people who are higher up the tone scale and can experience somatics,. 

will eventually concede. The person who does get somatics is most force

fully struck by the fact tlB t this new thing, Dianetics.J can do a thing 

which was never done before, namely", to change radically and at will the 

physical being of an :individual. Not even in the days when witchcraft was 

rampant was one able to utter a chant and have immediate results follow. 
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In Dianetics words which are simp~ the words of one ordin&ry' human being 

addressed to another can roll the other individual up into a ball and turn 

on a fever or turn on a sunburn or blur his vision and create ma.ny other 

manifestations in the case which is fair~ well up the tone scale. This 

is so marked, and the validity of Dianetics, if onlJ" in the terms or 

manifestation, is so strong that a physics professor at Columbia once came 

to the Foundation just to remark on the "diabolical accuracy or Hubbard's 

predictions of human behaviour." 

"Be surprised at nothing," nAlways ask the file clerk, n and "Always 

reduce every engram you contact, or the basic on the chain" are the three 

rules of processing engrams. Follow these, and you can't get Y'our pre-

clear into very serious trouble. 

Further, there now exists lock scanning, a technique developed in the 
v 

Fall of 1950 after observations made by two Foundation auditors, stre.t and 

By'all, which takes off the auditing that has thus been done. Theoretica.lly', 

this permits the auditor to make allllost anY' kjnd of Alunder he lIishes. 

Arter he has made some mistake, placed some engram into serious restimu.la

tion, wound his pre-clear up in a ball, found no way out of the situation, 

the auditor, theoretically, can lock scan off the auditing and relieve 

the rest~tion which he has occasioned. The word "theoretical:qn is 

used here advised~, since in cases which are below 2.0 on the tone scale, 

the auditor could place a pre-clear so thoroughl:y into an engram that no 

free theta would exist with which to scan off this auditing. This would be 

aver:! Areme case and would app:q onlJr when the pre-clear under treatment 

was a borderline or actual psychotic rather than a person with a great 

deal of free theta who is yet below 2.0 on the tone scale. AlwaY'S finish 

any session by scanning orf the auditing anyw&y', but don't encourage your

self to make mistakes just because Y0u can remedy them with lock scanning. 
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In order to lock scan off auditing, one mere~ says "Can we now Bcan 

off the auditing?" (snapl). If the pre-c1ear's file clerk sqB no, the 

auditor should discover if some other chain has to be scanned before the 

a'Uditing can be sC&mled off, and if this is the case he proceeds to have 

it scanned. Ordinarily, the file clerk will say yes, and the auditor 

then directs the pre-clear to go back, to the f:ir at moment of the session 

and to scan through the session to present time. He does this by' requir-

ing the pre-c1ear to tell him When he is at the beginning of the session 

and not permitting the pre-c1ear to start scanning until the auditor has 

said, lIJ3egin scanning" (snapJ). The pre-clear scans through the session 

at e.ny speed he desires, fontacting the consecutive events of the auditing, 

moment by moment, with his attention mainlY' directed to the exterior 

stimuli of the auiiting session rather than to the engrams through which 

he has been run. This extroverts the pre-c1ear. Lock scanning of the 

session should be continued time after time, but onlJ' provided the auditor 

asks the file clerk after each sweep) "Should we scan the auditing again?" 

(~J). The file clerk will usuallY' rep~ yes to this two or three times, 

and will finaJ..l:y rep~ "No J" Then the auditor should ask: the file clerk J 

"Can we e,G the session?" (snapl). Usuall;y, the file clerk vi11 rep~ yes. 

If the file clerk replies "Nol" some earlier ch8.Ul mq have been acciden-

tally thrown into restimulation which will have to be lock-scanned before 

the session can be ended in order for the pre-clear to be comfortable 
~ 

after the session, but this 1/ rare. '!'his ritual, when followed, undoes 

any errors in the session, unless, &8 has been said above, the auditor is 

dealing with a borderline or actual psychotic, in which he should have 

identified the pre-c1ear as such on the tone scale chart in the .f]r st 

place and should have audited the pre-c1ear as directed by the chart • 
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On such individuals, engrams muat never be run, until they are advanced up 

the tone scale by establishment of af'fini ty, communication, and reality 

with the auditor, the establishment of contact with the environment, 

straight memory, light lock scanning, and the occasional running of a 

secondary. 

It should be remembered by the auditor that phrases in engrams are 

always literal. A. phrase in an engram means exact~ what it says, juat 

as Simple Simon would have interpreted it the day he was so careful to 

step in every pie. For instance, the phrase contained in an engramJaI 

can't make it ou-;n does not mean to the pre-clear on his first contacts 

that he cannot understand it or see it -- it means simp~ that the pre-clear 

is unable to get out of the engram. The engram which has the phrase 

"beat ita is not interpreted by' the an~ical mind at first g1ilupse as 

meaning aget outn and is not a bouncer but merely an aberrative phrase 

which might cause the pre-clear to repeat the phrase several times. The 

auditor, particularly when he is running engrams, should make a consider

able study of the literalness of language. This is the main trouble with 

an engram, that it has command value which is literal.ly interpreted. aI 

see what you meana will cause the pre-clear to get a picture rather than 

to understand. This is true of both ordinar,y aberrative uhrases and action 

phrases. The difference between an action phrase and an aberrative phrase 

is that the action phrase causes the pre-clear to go somewhere or stay 

somewhere, or not get in touch with something, in terms of space and time. 

The aberrative phrase merely dictates conduct and is not nearly as serious 

to the auditor as the action phrase. The aberrative phrase has been 

inhibitive to the abilities of the pre-clear, but the action phrase is 

inhibitive to the auditor's ability to keep the pre-clear in this engram 
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and run it. When action phrases are very active in engrams, causing the 

pre-clear to bOlmce or to come back to an engram, or to go later in the 

engram, or to become mixed up, or to find that the t.ime track has collapsed 

around the engram, as would happen in the case of any grouper on a heav1~ 

charged case, the auditor should not be running engrams in the first place 

and is doing so on~ because he has ¢led to evaluate his pre-clear pro-

per~ on the tone scale and to follow its directions about the case. 

Theoretic~, one could strip a case of locks and secondaries without 

touching any engrams; however, there are such things as circuits, as will 

be covered later, and sometimes it will be necessar;y to run engrams on a 

heav1~ charged case in order to attack a circuit, but this would be an 

extraf6rdinary proceeding, and should. on~ be done by a skilled auditor, 

as trained at the Foundation. 

The engram is suppressed and out of sight of the analyzer. This is 

a primary characteristic. At the shock of physical pain or at the begin-

ning of consciousness, the analyzer goes out of circuit and ceases to 

regulate bodi~ functions or record or think, to a greater or lesser degree. 

The an~er can be parli~ on or near~ off or entirely off during an engram. 

In any case, the perceptions are recorded in the reactive mind. The reactive 

mind was once mown as the "unconscious mind, n but this terminology is 

highly misleading, because the reactive mind is the mind which is always 

conscious, and the conscious mind is the mind which shuts off or goes 

unconscious. The total content of the reactive mind, then, is entheta 

held down by' physical pain engrams which form the basis that causes later 

enturbulated theta to be "permanently" trapped. Into the reactive mind, 

in the course of a lifetime, because of physical pain engrams, the bulk 

of a person's free theta 'disappears from conscious view and is no longer 
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available for computation but reacts against the analyzer and "I" to dis

turb and enter hidden and arbitrary data and values into think:ing. The 

physical pain :in the reactive mind acts against the physical body of the 

pre-clear, and when the ana~er does not obey the engram commands, this 

pain turns on and aberrates the physical body_ 

The task of the auditor, it is repeated here, is to exhaust from the 

reactive mind the accumulated entheta ~ whatever means are indicated or 

possible and to convert that entheta into theta, b.r the simple expedient 

of bringing the entheta into memory or separating it from the physical 

pain which traps it. The task of the auditor is not simply to run engrams 

off a case. An auditor can make this mistake very easily because of his 

B.."11bitiousness to create a clear. A clear, tecbnic~, is simp:q an in-

di vidual from whom all physical pain engrams, all secondaries, and all 

aberrative locks have been erased. The clear can receive new engrams, 
• i ~ 

but these must be of a very severe nature to be hi~ aberrative, bec.ause 

it is the early engrams on a case which produce the greatest aberration and 

effect on the individual. However, do not mistake the fact that heavy 

intentional engrams hammered by ferocious physical pain into a clear, should 
~ 

that clear have be~ basically low on endowment of free theta, JDq' produce 

a psychotic break. But do not expect that engrams once erased and the 

entheta exhausted from the reactive mind will then return :in some strange 

fashion. They will not, once they are properly addressed and converted~ 

It takes new physical pain to produce more engrams in a clear. A clear 

will, however, become enturbulated by the environment, but will enturbulate 
~ 

temporarily only and will suffer no after-~fect from the enturbulence, since 

there is nothing to trap the entheta. 

Taking the locks and secondaries off a case, and perhaps a few engrams 
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in the course or accomplishing this, produces a dianetic release. 

Thus, the auditor can understand his point or concentration an the 

case. The progress or any pre-clear is measured by the pre-clear's rise 

on the tone scale, not by the number or engrams which are reduced or erased 

in the pre-clear. Authori tarim auditing on a. low-tone case can reduce 

engrams, and erase them, hour arter hour for scores and scores and scores 

or hours, but can leave the case in such turbulence that the rise on the 

tone scale is relatively slight. The physical pain brings about the 

"Permanence" of entrapment, but the auditor will find his greatest store 

of entheta, which he can convert into theta, in secondaries and locks. 

An engram which has many locks and secondaries above it is completely 

buried and out of sight and unavailable to auditing. An engram which has 

almost no secondaries and locks has in it all its perceptics, which is to 

say that the pre-clear, in recounting it, returned to that point on the 
ft. 

time tp;ck, can see, hear, feel, and experience motion, moisture and tem-

perature, much as he did when he lived through the moment at the tillle it 

occurred. After the engram is keyed-in thoroughly and accumulates secon-

daries and locks, the sharpness of the perceptics begins to disappear out 

of it, so far as the returned pre-clear 1s concerned, in direct ratio to 

the amount or entheta which has charged this engram up. A very heavily 

charged engram, then, is not seen, heard, or relt by the pre-clear. .An 

extremely heavily charged engram doesn't even exist,,~ rar as the pre-clear 

~s concerned, but its presence 1s indicated by the fact that heavy secon

daries and locks occur along a certain line. After these have been run 

and their entheta converted to theta by the standard processing tech-

niques delineated herein, the engram itself will emerge, and it or its 

chain, since e~ exist in chains, may only then be available for the 
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auditor's address. But it should be understood that ODce this engram is 

thus available the bulk of the entheta which it contained has alre~ 

been turned into free theta by lock scanning or the exhaustion of secon

daries, and so the engram is relatively harmless save that it will acCUJDU-

late new secondaries and new locks. Further, it still retains the ph7sical 

pain, and its commands are still aberrative, and so it must be run. But 

the auditor should. e:xpect more change in the ease :trom running locks and 

secondaries than from running physical pain engrams, even though engrams 

are the basic source of human aberration. The engram is pinned down and 
,... 

hidden from view, of course, by' entheta. Entheta l}li many forms. It could 

be said to exist on the case by' the virtue of· enMEST, which is to stq that 

for the entheta released on the case there will be a P-'SiOlOgiCal reaction, 

whereby the physical side of the organism. undergoes some chemical alteration 

'!l 
or gives off some chemical product. OXfgenation apparent17 has a great 

deal to do with the release of entheta. Tears and urine, sweat, body 

odors, glandular products come off of a case as the enMEST accompaniment 

to the entheta released, and physical energy as well. The auditor should 

not expect to find these enMEST manifest~tions only in engrams. They are 

most marked in the discharge of secondaries and locks. This subject will 

be further covered under another column. 

Case accessibility is measured by' the tone scale and is very important 

to the auditor. A case may be very low on the tone scale apparently and 

still m~ be acceSSible, which is to s~, the pre-clear wants to get 

better. This denotes the existence of considerable endowment of free 

theta in the first place and of enough free theta, regardless of its low 

percentage in ratio to the amount ~theta on the c~e, M " 

~ fb'.I2-~~ -
c::Gjz? i &f?¥Mt t B ~ desire a return in the direction of sur-
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viTal. Of course, the entheta on this case is descending in the direction 

ot IIUccumbrt"ftd.8 callie could be considered an accessible case even though 

it lies below 2.0 on the tone scale. In processing it, the auditor should 

particular~ respect the survival ambition of the remaining free theta and 

should be gentle nth the case, removing entheta and converting it to free 

theta as light~ as possible. Such a case should never be run into engrams, 

since the rest:imalated engram will form a new lock and absorb some of the 

existing free theta. Above 2.0, cases are normally accessible, but occa-

sion~ due to education or environmental stigmata with regard to getting 

better or because of a peculiar t;JPe of engram COJlDlland which prohibits 

contact, these cases will be inaccessible. 

Accessibilit.1, then, could be considered, gener~, the desire of 

the individual to attain new and higher levels of survival and the better-

ment of mind and body. Accessibili ty is roughly proportional to the amount 

of free theta existing on a case, but this ratio may be interrupted by 

inhibitions, educational or engramic. 

The wide-open case is pec~ly deceptive to the ~tor. This 

case is a weathercock in the environment, and in the presence of high-level 

people and in a high-level environment may- seem quite normal, but given an 

average environment this case is considerably below normal, and given a 

small amount of enturbulence this case begins to obey engramic cOIlUl'lands 

whichever way they drive. Yet this case apparentl;y- has all perceptics 

available. Such a case, around 1.1, Will even run engrams, but the somatic 

will probably be light even if the other perceptics are apparently sharp. 

Here is the case which lacks, structura.lJ.y probabl;y-, a mechanism by which 

to occlude charge. This case, below 2.0, is quite ordinarily in{ccessible, 

unless assisted by manic engrams or a general feeling in the environment 
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that being processed is the thing to do, for this case is often quite 

impressionable and follows the fashion of the environment eas~. The 

inexperienced auditor may find such a case, JDa.7 discover that sonic, 

visio, tactile exist and so decide, without beglmrl.ng to look at his tone 

scale chart, that the case can run engrams. Somehow or other he persuades 

the case to begin processing and plunges the case down the track into 

moments of physical pain and unconsciousness. He will find this case 

resistive, quite ordinari~, or easi~ distracted in processing, but he 

~ persist and discover on~ after he has done considerable processing 

that the case is not rising very markedly' on the tone scale. 

Should the auditor be short-sighted enough to start running engrams 

on such a case, additional manifestations will tell him that he is doing 

wrong. The wide-open case will have, usually, some of the perceptics 

markedly missing. One of these is physical position. This case does not 

roll into a ball or otherwise change position even when apparentl1' strenu

ous engrams are being run with full sonic and some other perceptics in the 

basic area. The reverse is occasionally true. This case may always roll 

:into a ball and have sonic and visio but will lack many of the other 

perceptics. The constant of this wide-open case law on the tone scale is 

that it has sonic and visio, that the somatics are light ordinarily, that 

the case does not progress rapidly up the tone scale despite the fact that 

engrams are evidently being reduced, and, most importantly, the case 

rarely manifests any relief while engrams are being erased or reduced. 

This is to say that the incidents never come up to laughter, but the case 

will run very soberly. This last denotes that the an.alyzer is not compar

ing conduct in the usU&.\ environment with what has been commanded by the 

engrams. Now and then one will find a low-tone vide-open case which 
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laughs long and uproariously over everything wlich is contacted. The , . 
auditor should not be alarmed by or censure this but should be aware of 

the fact that he is running a great deal of what is called "line charge" 

off a very heav.i~ charged case. 

Engrams can be reduced and erased in these low-tone wide-open cases, 

but the sense of reality about the incidents is cOJl'Dllonl.y low and, as has 

been said, the rise up the tone scale is not very app.1ent. There are some 

of these wide-open cases which seem to have all their real somatics con-

verted into physical distortion and without getting pain will go into 

various contortions. They will apparently reduce engrams by doing t-;;.s. 

AIry wide-open case which is low on the tone scale should not have 
~ 

engrams run on it until a very great deal of entheta is converted to ~ee 

theta by the discharge of secondary engrams and the scanning of locks, for 

this case will probably become less and less accessible to the auditor 

and will protest against being processed and will complain of no relief. 

This case, is not being contrary. It is an actual fact that the case is 

experiencing no relief, although the auditor, knowing engrams when he 

sees them, and seeing them erase, has another idea about how this case 

should be behaving. 

A low-tone wide-open case, then, should be handled like an occluded 

low-tone case, which is to say that the address of the auditor should be 

toward secondaries and locks, as directed on the chart. 

Accessibility is a considerable problem to the auditor. He must al-

p .E 
ways work in the direction of ,Jncreasing it. Of course, by aCfessibility 

is meant the willingness of the pre-clear to accept auditing and. the ability 

of the auditor and the pre-clear to work as a team to increase the position 

of the pre-clear on the tone scale. 
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A case is as accessible as it is wi1l.ing to cooperate and be audited. 

Somt: cases are completely' inaccessible, and this inaccessibility is not 

confined to the sanitarium or should-be-sanitarimn case. Indeed, the on4r 

cases which arrive at sanitariums are those which seem flagrantly to be a 

threat to their own lives, to the lives of others, or to property, al

though those who are a threat to property normalJ.y wind up in a peni ten

tiary-, though they are 118Ually no less psychotic. The low-tone case that 

is not obviously a suicide but is apparently able to cope in some routine 

fashion with the environment pas ses the notice of the heavily burdened 

state, which just now tries to cope with the problem of nineteen million 

obviously insane persons. 

Unwillingness to improve in ability to think or act is overcome with 

considerable e~ in persons above 2.5 merely by the auditorts demonstra

tion/;;'f the workability and effects of Dianetics. Here is a problem the 

auditor solves by education. No one above 2.5 who sees some validation 

of Dianetics in terms of psychometry or who through a little lock scanning 

or straight memory picks up some material he thought he had long forgotten 

and which has been troubling him, will refuse processing, unless there is 

a question of finance involved which he cannot resolve, but this is 

solved by the formation of co-auditing teams. This is not just an optimis

tic remark; it is bo~ut by considerable experience. Of course, indivi

duals above 2.5 can still be possessed of a very low theta endowment or 

may be to some degree structurally deficient in inteDigence • But even 

these, if the auditor takes care with them, gather some understanding of 
.~ 

the subject. Some of these are f'iicompetent co-auditors, and thus must be 

assisted by others whom they will not assist in turn. 

From 2.5 down, inaccessibility is a problem, but even here, individuals 
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who have a high theta endowment or who are only temporarily at this level 

will cooperate. There are two types of cases which will baffle the auditor. 

The first is one who is ~Sing for normal in the society because of Bome 

routine abili t;y to cope with the environment, who is yet low on the tone 

scale, who is very trying to the people about him or her, ;yet who is con

firmed in resist{nce to any aid or assist~ce. This type of case is not 

normal.ly' recognized as insane in view of the enormous numbers of insane 

who are .It.amatiCa.lly so. Yet this inaccessible case, just as bacteria 

crawl through the societ;y, is injuring and enturbulating mates, children, 

and friends, down the dwindling spiral. Such people are so "reasonable a 

as to why they are doing what they' are' doing and are usually so set in 

their enturbulati ve wa;ys and have been so non-classifiable to one and all 

--that theyj\ like the lepers who one begged through the streets of Paris, 

their threat to the social health misunderstood" continue to plague the 

~~ with the justification of their engrams and their destruction of 

the dreams, minds, and health of this and the next generation. Here is 

the real problem for the auditor. The husband of such a woman may be a 

desparatel;y driven man by the neglect he finds in his home, by the scoffing 

which meets his dreams, by the nagging, or nullification, or domination 

of his just as thoroughly driven children. He may come to the auditor or 

may himself undertake a study of Dianetics in an effort to remedy ~s situa

tion. Dianetics can remedy that Situation, but he will not be able to 

process his wife, for such husband-wife teams do not work, and if he tries 

to coax her to process '* he is placing into her hands a further weapon 

for his own destruction. In the hands of another auditor, she will be 

capricious, or sullen, or angry. And even if the auditor does achieve 

success with this case to the degree of recovering and converting some 
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entheta, he and the husband m87 discover this woman possessed of just 

enough more self'-determinism to run off with another man. The wife who 

has this same type of s1 tuation with her husband. IIltq' have an even more 

difficult time. Dianetics is a remedy which will app~ and achieve re-

sults, but the auditor is quite COllllllOnly bafned when he encounters these 

"rational" inaccessible cases. He should lay aside his bafnement and 

treat these cases as he would treat the most 1naccessible)obvious ps.ychotic. 

Because such people can keep a now of "reason" running along accepted or 

normal channels, the auditor need not be deceived into thinking th_ 

genuinely rational. Here is a case where affinity, reality, and communi-

cation must be built, where the pre-clearts perceptiC8 must be directed 

to present-time objectives, and where the most gentle entrance into the 

entheta must be made. The fact that such cases do not wear a large sign 

which sqa "INSANEI" and the fact that the death they deal to those around. 

them is not sudden, swift and spectacular, but sl.cnr and cr/ePing (and 

equal~ fatal) are not reasons to audit them as though they' were near~ 

clear. Methods of processing for these people should be those which the 
~ 

tone scale chart indi~tes. If an evaluation of them shOll'S thea to be at 

0.5 or 1.1, then the appropriate methods should be used, no matter how 

"rational" the pre-clear is. 

It should be remarked that individuals ma,y be low on the tone scale 

and still have enough theta endowment to desire processing and receive it 

and make use of it. These are accessible cases but, of course, should 

have light methods used on them and should not be allowed to run engrams 

any more than the inaccessible person at this level. 

The next type of case which will give trouble to the auditor is the 

obviously inaccessible psychotic. A psychotic is that person, according 



to dianetic definition, whose theta has become entheta complete~, and 

who is either entire~ locked up :in an engram or chain of engrams and does 

nothing but dramatize them, or who is under the command of a control cir-

cuit and does limited if unreasonable c~tation. The psychotic varies 

in manifestation, but the reason he is psychotic does not vary. There are 

psychotics who are completely entheta all of the time, psychotics who are 

only acutely so, under certain circumstances, and psychotics who become 

completely enturbulated during certain periods of the day, or of the week, 
",,, 

or of the month. (The last type, which is restimulated cycli~, is gener-

ally running on a time factor contained :in the engram. The incident may 

have occurred on the twenty-firth of the month and continued to the thir-
:1" 

tieth, so this person becomes psychotic from the JWenty-fifth to the 

thirtieth of ever,y month. Or the incident ~ have occurred at ten o'clock 

at night, and the psychotic is only insane at ten 0 I clock ever,y night. 
p.P 

The cyclic psychotic is p.recessed by' the auditor only during periods when 

a small amount of free theta is available.) 

No engrams must be rlD1 on individuals who are below 2.0 on the tone 

scale whether they are accessible or inaccessible save in those rare in-

stances when the file clerk insists on presenting an engram, and they must 

be run then only with the gravest caution, and they must not be run even 

then if the auditor considers himself inexperienced. 

With the :inaccessible psychotic whose "reason" is so evasive and 
oJ 

aberrated as to" appear so ~n to the casual observer, and with the psychotic 

who is caught in some engram, the auditor should give his whole effort 

to establishing contact, even by" mimicking the psychotic or by discovering 

some small :interest the psychotic may have in his environ and directing 
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his attention. Pereeptics maT be encouraged and reco-.ered 'b7 as mild a 

thing as additional contact with same object in the environ. This, 

after it has brought SOlIe recove1'7 of affinity, cOllllmllication, and reali't7, 

mq be followed b,y straight memory. 

All this is included here because auditors, knowing the basic cause 

ot aberration, are ambitious to treat caue. The basic cause of human 

aberration, however, is a deeper one than a pJ:v'aicaJ. pain engram. It i8, 

b;r dianetic theo1'7, an enturb~ence and entrapment of theta. Free:the 

theta. When the engrams are to be run, thq will present themsel'Y8s. 

The patter of the auditor in running engrams is a ver)" simple one. 

It is e8BT to overcomplicate the simplicity' of processing. People have 

written demanding to know how reTerie is obtained, sqing that after twenty 

tries ths)" still.hae not been able to accomplish reverie in their pre

clear. They' eT.i.dentq haTe reverie Ilixed up with b;1pnotism and consider 

it unusual Il8re~ becaue it has a name. One induces reverie ailllpq 1>7 

asld.ng the pre-clear to close his S)"8s. One brings a pre-clear out of 

reverie 8i:llpq b.r telling hm to open his eyes. 

The patter of running an engram is as follows: 

"The file clerk will present the engram necessary to resolve the case. 

The somatic strip vill go to the beginning of the engram. When I count 

from one to fiTe and snap my fingers the first phrase in the engram will 

flash. One, two, three, four, five." (Snap!) 

'l'he first phrase of the engram presents itself. The auditor causes 

the pre-clear to repeat it until a somatic turns on. Then the auditor 

tells the pre-clear to go to the next; phrase in the engram and repeat that, 

and so on, phrase b:r phrase, until the engram is run, then to go back to 

the beginning. Above 2.5, the action phrses in the c* may not be very 
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forcetul, and the pre-clear mtq without much au.ditor-assiBtance, after the 

above patter of repeating the first phrase is done, run the engram cmse-

cutive~, repeating each phrase on~ once. If the pre<lear begins to 

come out of the engram sudden~ and. move on up the track into locks or if 

he 8udden~ starts telling the auditor about locks, the pre-clea.r has 

bounced and. is no longer in the engram but has struck a phrase which has 

caused him to move out of the engram. If the pre-clear sudden~ moves 

down into a lower engram, he has hit a dow-bouncer. In each case, the 

audi tor working with the file clerk should procure the data necessary, 

asking if there is an action phrase, obtaining the action phrase, and 

causing the pre-clear to repeat that phrase until he is back in the 

engram he should be running. However, when action phrases are this active 

the auditor has no business running Tery many engrams on the case, regard-

less of his hurry to get his pre-clear clear. He will do it faster by 

~ ~ 
addressing seco~s and locks. The command value of phrA'es in engrams 

upon the pre-clear is shown by how well bouncers bounce the pre-clear out 

of the engrams, how well misdirectors misdirect him, how well deny-ers deny 

further content in the engram. This is a very important fact. When the 

auditor has discovered how active action phrases are, he will know better 

whether he should run further engrams on the case or not. When the entheta 

in locks and secondaries is unburdened, the command value of action phrases 

and all phrases in en~ will reduce marke~. An engram phrase depends 

for its strength upon secondaries and locks. You can run 
~~ R-

of almost ~ pre-clear~which has just occ~ed and which therefore con-

tains no locks, ~t even this has its exceptions. The fact that has no 

exceptions is that a phrase in an engram loses its potency when the 

entheta in secondaries and locks is removed from above the engram by lock 
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scanning or running secondaries or by straight memory. Get rid of the 

charge, and the ability of thE> engram to aberrate the pre-clear is slight. 

This does not gainS8,1 the fact that after you have run a few secon
~iS. 

daries or scanned locks or done some straight memory on a ~lear and 

regained some free theta, even though the pre-clear remains fairly low 

on the tone scaJ.e}an engram mq come into view which will have to be run 

by the auditor. 

The engram is basic, evidently, because it is the basic collision 

between theta and MEsr. It is important because it is a trap for future 

enturbulences. Any case may possess from hundreds to thousands of pbysi-

cal pain engrams. It is a dull, inexperienced, and skill-less auditor 

who will run engrams on a case without assigning the case to its proper 

position on the tone scale and being governed thereby. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

COLUMN AJ 

CHAlNS OF ENGRAMS 

Engrams uist in chains. Phrases erlet in chains. Somatics exist 

in chains. Pereeptics enst in chains. The Dli:ad tiles in terms of tiDe 
P 

and talic. It is an elaborate filing system which, though s:iJllple in 

concept, would stagger aIJy'one who v~d attempt to duplicate it in purely" 

mechanical ways. 

All the u.jvries, for instance, to the right thumb lie in the reacti va 

mind in a chain of injuries to the right thumb. fbe phrase ftI love youft 

lies in a chain, wherever it appears, in the reactive mind and in another 
~ 

chain in the analytical mind, and in tpiAes of restimulation the two may 

becane one chain. A &Da& on the right thumb vbich was accanpanied by 

the words "I love youft would be a crossing of the right-thumb-somatic 

chain and the I-love-you-phrase chain. Tlms, somatics and words can 

criss-cross each other up the bank. .A. time track exists, then, for 

every topic vbich can be indexed. This filing S7stem is a bighly caaplex 

int.erweaving, possible to canpute mathematically but rather impossible to 

draw, so varied may it be. 

When one speaks of a chain of incidents, one means usually" a chain 

ot locks or a chain of engr81ll8 or a chain of secondaries which have SOD! 
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"wilar content. These 1Dc1d.ezlts in chaiDs -7 contain the aaae dramatic 

personne1, 8U.ch as all secondaries which contain mother and f'ather ar all 

ngrDs which caotaiD grandllotber, ar JII81be all locks which depend upem 

a certain unknown e~am or chain at engr8JD8 tar their existence but which 

can be identified b7 the file clerk as a chain of' locks, ar mq be &IJ1' 

incident ar perceptic ly1ng on the time track which is interrelated with 

other incidents ar perceptics. 

A. single engraa is a con88cuti va series ot perceptics, which ~ ar 

~ not iLclude consecutive phrases, having to do with eme injury at one 

• 
period on the t:t. track. Beea\\se an abarree can be expected to 8&7 the 

S8IIe things at aDT time when a certain same set of cil"ClDlBtances 1s approx-

:1ated in his enviramaent, OI1e can eJq)ect the engr_s of 8IJY' persOll who 

was ~ tiaes unconscious in the nCiDit7 of that &beree to conta:1D this 

... e draatizat1~ over and over again. 

Arr¥ of these things cause a cbain. The single engram could be con

sidered to lie across the time track in one place, but a chain of' engrams 

is a series running on up the time track. Or a chain could be considered 

a series ot recurrences of a certain phrase, each time perhaps with a dit-

terent SCIII&tic, which ran up the time track. 

It is po.Bible to collapse the time track. In a '9817 heavil7 charged 

case a grouper, a phrase wbich pulls everything in toward it such as the 

phrase, "Everything happens at anceD ar "You're all against me. (the sure 

central engr_ phrase of the paranoid or paranoiac), can, when too thoroughly 

restimulated, crunch the time track together. This occasionally' occurs 

silllply in the business ot living. An individnal has an engram resti.Jlm-

1ated which contains a grouper and the case is so heavil7 charged that 

the entire time track collapses. The auditor will enter such a case and 
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find eV8l")'1;h:iDg mixed and scrambled, no t:iJlle track in exLstence, the pre

clear befUddl.ed, low on the tone scale, ordiDari~ ph7siologicallY' mal.

t01'lll8d, aDd certainly in a highlY' aberrated mental conditon. It would be 

very nice it this pre-clear could simplY' have this one grouper 1"IUl out ot 

hill, but all the elements of the case (entbeta) act to another this grouper. 

Thus, lighter methods of processing than running the engram itself have to 

be utilized. 

The grouper is the chief danger in any SCUlni ng of pl"qsical pain en

grams. A grouper can be hit on a highl;y charged case which vi1l collapse 

the time track. The auditor, it this happened, bY' acting quickly' might 

get a nash em what the grouper was and get it repeated soon enough to 
<#-

keep it from being closed in upon. But if ~ track will collapse on 

a grou.per , it means the action phrases on this case are extremelY' active 

and the auditor ha.,-sno business whatsoever ~ EIlgraJIS. 

The scamting of engrams was orig:tnal.l;y developed and used on any and 

all cases, and while it produced alleviation in some case (it not the 

erasure ot engrams), in others it produced amarked deterioration. Here is 

a technique of Um1 ted use, which ~n be used onlY' when the amount of 

charge on the case has been accurate~ estimated by' the auditor. 

As v11l be seen on the tane scale chart, the scanning of engrams can 

never be undertaken with any safetY' below the level of 3.5. An individual 

can be sCl:lrlned i'ran 3.5 U'P to clear, but he can onlY' be scanned when 

bouncers do not bounce, misdirectors do not misdirect, when the majoritY' 

of the parceptics are very clear and when the bulk ot the secondaries are 

gone frcm the case. 

The scanning of engrams, then, offers a quick way to finish up a 

case which has already been raised to 3.5 bY' other auditing skills. Below 
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the level of 3.5, chain scanning ot engr8llS should not be adventured upon, 

since sooner or later the auditor vill strike a grouper or same other 

action phrase and en-c.urbulate the case enormous~. This is a danger~s 

technique and should be used only when the auditor is absolute~ certain 

that he is dealing with a 3.5. 

The scanning of secondary engrams can scmetimes be done, but again, 

only if the individual is at 3.5 on the tone scale, since all the grief 

on the case may enturbulate into a ball. 

The scanning of locks can be done frail 1.1 on up the tone scale, and 

cautions relating to the scanning of EIlgl"amS do not app~ to the scanning 

ot locks. However, in the process at scanning locks one will occas1onal~ 

find his pre-clear dropping into an engram. This is because entheta in 

being freed e:xp~s an engram which is not suspected. In a case which is 

too low on the tone scale to ha va an engram run comtortably the pre-clear 

may be set to boiling-off and then may be scanned on some other cbaiD. 

until he is out at this engram, but ordinarily, ph7sica1 pain should be 

avoided. In lock sCanning, the file clerk should be consulted as tollows: 

"Can this chain be scamed. without contacting ph7sical pain?- (saapl). 

If the answer is yes, then tJle chain is scanned. But it the answer is no, 

then another chain is requested. In short, one should not scan through 

p~ical pain on aqy case below 3.5 on the tone scale. 

There are many ramifications to this techniqa.e or chain scanning. At 

first glance, chain scanning appear! ~ ~e an excellent way to h O 1 7'0 er?/ 

sweep all the engrams out of a ca~ve a clear, but this is not what 

haTJpens. Even at the 3.5 le~ chain fcanning leaves on the case JI&Il7 

scma.tics which then have to be cleared up. It might be said that the top 

comes off the engrams during chain scanning of engrams. EngraDlS which 
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are seamed lower than 3.S on the tone scale reduce but little/and below 

2.S r-ntrap more theta than 1s freed, according to observation. 

One 8CaDS chains of eDgrams, when he is sure that his pre-c lear is a 

3.S, by consulting with the file clerk as to whether or not a chain of 

engrams can be scamed. On an affirmative response trOll the file clerk, 

the auditor tells the pre-clear to go to the first engram on the chain. 

When he is sure that the pre-clear is there, the auditor signals biJu to 

begin scanning, and the pre-clear saans to present time through all such 

engrams. The pre~ lear can scan at a speed slow enough to permit bill to 

vocalize the most aberrative phrases which be crosses, or he can scan 

slowlY' enough to recognise the phrases but not to vocalize them, or he can 

scan at a medium speed, getting concepts ot the incidents he i8 passing on 

the time track, or he can scan at maxiJRuJI speed, mowing that he is pas-

sing through incidents only' bY' the nicking on and off of saaatics. 

Lock scanning can remedy' damage which has been done bY' chain .canning. 

In other words, if the auditor makes an error and chain scans, let us Bay', 

~ 
a 2.S level pre-cl~ only to discover that action phrases are suffiCiently' 

strong to cause the pre<lear to hang up on the track, the auditor can then 

lock-scan off the last few lIIinutes of auditing and lock-scan it off very 

thoroughl.y' so that the damage to that degre.e can be remedied. However, one 

should not alwaY'S count upon this as possible. * 

------------------~------
D 

* Ever;y tiE a new technique in Dianetics is pre senW, it is at first 
thought to supplant "Standard Procedure.1t Nevarly' every single part of 
Standard Procedure was a lone and isolated development. These, when inte
grated out ot DIY' past experience, last July- (19S0), made up what was called 
Standard Procedure. Actually, Standard Procedure consisted at that ti"lle 
ot about nine separate processing techniques w!dch were integrated for 
different kinds ot cases ,r situations. Subsequent to JulY', other tech
niques came into being and were in turn integrated into Standard Procedure. 
But occasionally' a technique is advanced b7 sOllte ambi'tious and certainly 

encoarageable auditor which is then immediately' claimed to supplant 
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standard. Procedure. All things are cl.aiJRed tor the D8W processing tech
n:1.<l!Le. It it tails to match up to the best previous results of Dianetics, 
~ the espousers of this technique seek to validate the new theory by 
ola1 wf ng that lIhat can be obtained by manetics actua l 17 talls tar short 
of what people thiJ:Jk. 'Ibis is intended. to make the new technique more 
valid. The new technique quite ccaaCJDl.7 becCllles published indepancient17 
by llimeo to groups and occaaioaal17 by-passes the Foundation where , it is 
t~t, it would be stopped. RarelY' is 8JJ1' baaic work or validation done 
on the new teclm1que which should be dODS. The re811lts are quite usu.al17 
opt:ixi.stical17 evaluated. The Dew technique goes int.o use by people who, 
through lack of advice about auditing or akill in it, have not been ob
Wrrlng auditing results nch as the;r deaire. SUddenlJ', here and there, 
cases upon which this new techn1que is being used drop a point or two 
dOllD the tone scale. SeYeral of these cases come to light, and the new 

/J} ~ec;lm1que is thrcnm into great disrepute and is abandoned by one and all. 
~ Dftben becomes D8C8ssary to pick up this new technique and discover what 

value it has and where it fits into Standard Procedure. Thus standard 
Procedure now consists of abou.t twentY'-e1ght separate techniques, inte
grated and coordinated in nch a way that the;r appear to be one process 
applicable to this or that type ot case. The integration and communica
tion which I have done on standard Procedure seems to be a continuing 
task, and hardl.y sixtY' dqs pass in manetics without solid and adequate 
advances being lI&de. These advances are best made by assisting wherever 
possible the development ot standard. Procedure, and I wcW.d very great17 
appreciate papers as soon as they are written on new techniques. About 
three such techniques have CCllla to light and have been important in ad
'ftllOing manetics. There are some vh:i.ch have not been important. 
AII<mgst these is a technique known as "free wheeling." Great hope was 
held for free wheeling, but it does not produce as JIIIlch as it should. It 
is a strange phenOllleDon claillling that the pre-clear can be put upon the 
couch and told, "The file clerk will furnish eograms, and the somatic 
strip will contime to run engrams, untU all engrBllS are runl" The 
saaatic strip and tile clerk ~ then go to work regardless or what the 
pre-clear is doing ar saying, even though the pre-clear was not in a state 
ot trance ar lII1y other unnatural state when the command was given. We 
will go aboot in present time running saaatics, sunburns, fevers, and 
other past injuries. This does have the effect ot considerably reducing 
the intensitY' of JII8ll1' samatics on a case and real.ly Will improve the case, 
but when it is used on low-tene cases, groupers are occasion.ally' triggered, 
or the individual falls into a holder, am. somebod;y else may attempt to 
get hill to repeat the holder in order to :free him, and so he will become 
hopelessly entangled on his time track. out of this tecbDique, however, 
CC1118 a very valuable thing which is not elsewhere remarked in this book, 
and that is the study ot mtrition in its application to processing. It 
has been discovered that an extremely heavy vi tam:in intake, such as vast 
amounts, as DIIlch as fifty grains, of glutamic aCid, and a heavy but balanced 
intake ot 'vitamins which are carefully' selected so as not to include vita
mins which taken in overdose are toxiC, permits engrams to be run with 
greater ease. This booster is known as Guk. Guk can be greatly' overes
t:iJla.ted in its value to a case. A persoD'iiho 1& put on free wheeling and 
Guk will run bis somatics IllUch more stronglY', however, and a case which is 
audi ted under Quk: runs much better. Thus, the value of Guk can also be 
underestiJlated:-Uthough such high hopes were held tar GU1C at first that 
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lII811T were dieappo1Dted when it tailed to claar a cue in tyent7-tour 
hoars that it was soaerrhat rejected, add1tioaal testing indicates that 
hea:v:r circu1 t eDgrlUU will reduce under OWe when the7' will not :reduce 
without it. This is not to prescribe Oak"'?or pre-clears but o~ to oftfJr 
the results ot reaearch in the field oTiiutr1tion. As has been said, 
cases which eat only' coffee and sandwiches will ahorU7 become vf1rT poor 
pre-clears. Cases with general17 poor putrition and, specifical17, a lack 
of T.i.tu:Ln ~ will soon faU to boU-~r or yawn off anaten. Evidently
good nutrition is necessar;y for the chemical convfJrnon of enMEST. Cases, 
tor instance, which are run without ten to thirt7 m:l.lligraJIB of ~ per 
dq, and with that a balanced vitaain ratiCD, 1187 after a vbil.e begin to 
have Dightaares and exhibit the symptoms of mild d.eleriUlR tremens, vb:l.ch 
are iDDediate17 raaedied upon the admiDistration of ~. HeaT,)" doses ot 
niacin, yhich yere thought bT biocheal.sts in the past aerely' to produce 
a fiush, evidently- simp17 restiDmlate old SIlDburne WeD a case is tree 
wheeling, for after the sanburns are 1"W1 oo.t of a case no amount of nia
cin ~ produce a fiush. (In Cal1tonda, oak ~ be obtained trClll the 
Institute of Haae Economics and lfutrition, Box 14546, Oakwaod station, 
Los ADgeles 4. It is also obtainable in Kansas. For turthfJr information, 
write to the Foundation). 

Experience in the Foundation demonstrates sCIRe additional precautions 
which should be taken with pre-clears. First, the pre-clear who 1s below 
2.S on the tone scale needs to have special attention given to his vitamin 
B, intake, shoul.d have adequate rest, should not be audited when "he is 
ttred or ill, should not be audited late at night when bT habit he would 
be sleeping, and should not be audited during periods when bis envirODlllent 
1s intensely' rest::iJmlative to him, as in the progres8 at a divorce. Those 
pre-clears low on the tone scale with whca the Foundation has had tramble, 
land all had psyohotic histOries, were audited late at night, having 
inadequate food and B, intake, during inteD.88l.y' restiJmlati T9 envirCXJlllental 
circuastances which mtght in &n1' case have caused them to drop on the tone 
scale, and ware audited when they- were phy'sical17 wary. While trouble 
with psychotic pre-clears has not been had to a tenth of ~ent propor
tionate to that experienced da1l7 in other _utial fields, Lth~ -Foundation 
tries to be very- careful about these coDditions and circumstances. 

Some comment should be .. de, also, on the case who begins to audit 
himself. Evidently- a few isolated cases ha~ been able to do selt-auditing, 
without &ny' dmage and, indeed, in one case with considerable benefit. A 
case may begin to self-audit when there are factors in the case and in the 
env:iromnent which are unsolved by the pre-clear or the auditor. The 
mcment the proper computation is struck on the case, the seU-audi ting 
ceases. Whi1.e anyone can straight-wire h:iJnself, and this is a very useful. 
procedure, ani while almost 8n701'le can do lock scanning by' h:1:mself, the 
heavier forms o:t entheta are more and more difficult to attack unassisted. 
The person who feels the need to run grief over some specific in,Rdent 
should, of course, run it whether there is an auditor present or nat. But 
the individual who delibez:p.tely-. forces bimsel£ into an engram and attempts 
to reduce it at will, in .tinety-nine cases ou.t of a hunch'ed, merely restim
ulate the engram and enturbulate h:iJDself into helplessness and discomfort 
before he has gotten beyond the first phrase. Sel.£-audi ting is really
"dOing it the hard way," when carried bey"ond straight memory or light lock 
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scanning. In almost every case, heavy self-auditing can be infallib17 
put down to the engrams I defending themselves from real auditing by 
decei virag the befuddled pre-clear into running himself through 
irreducible or dub-in incidents. 
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CHAPl'ER FOURTEEN 

COLUMN AK 

CIRCUITS 

The circuit is caused by a special type of engram canmand which, 

sUfficiently charged up by locks and secondaries, e'Vidently caupartments 

off sane section of the analytical mind which thereafter, to a lim:l. ted 

degree, acts as a separate entity or another personality. "You" phrases 

such as "I have to do all your thinking for yon," "I'm going to tell you 

what to do and you've got to do it," which are said to the individual 

or near him when he is unconsCiotls and in physical pain, bring about this 

phenomenon, according to theory and observation. In practice, these 

circuits resolve when the case is unburdened of charge or when the engram 

containing the circuit is erased or reduced. 

Distinct from Circuits, is the valence compartmentation which takes 

place in the mind. As has been elsewhere discussed, the individual's 

survival may becane so intricately concemed with that of another human 

being, particularly during the unconsciousness or illness of the indivi

dual, that the dramatizations, personal habits, and even factors of personal 

appearance of the imitated person seem to become set up as a segment of 

the analytical mind. The individual may have several valences by reason 
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" ~ this kind of assoc1ation~ A child quite COlllllonly has the laJ.ence ~ 

his father and the 'Valence of his mother and the valences of other people 

Valence is an euggeration of that basic of education, mimicry. .A 

hU1llall being learns bis first lessons, and most of his basic lessons there

after, in habits, mameriSlllS and skills, by m1micry. .An;ything which can 

be aberrated in the mind has a specific use toward survival when 'UDaberra

ted. .A child learns how to talk by iDdtating sounds. It learns how to walk 

by imitating the steps of its elders. During manents ot physical pain, 

unconsC10\lsness~d illness, this ability enters into the reactive 

mind, which thereafter forces or can force tbB analytical Jlind to pattern 

itself', without any self-determinism in thinldng or acting, after another 

human being. The valence is a representation of a whole individual. When 

a case becomes fairly well charged a person can or does get into a valence 

and thereafter demonstrates the mameriBllS, habitS{ and patterns of thought 

of that valence. .A person has his 0tID ValEllC8 and, potentially', the 

valences ~ the people around him. .A case which is very heavily charged 

goes into valences so canpletely that the person sharplY' and .hstinctly 

c~s personality and appearance when shifted from one valence to 

another. The original definition of schizophrenic or "scissors personali tyft 

was in cbservation of this shift of identity. A case must be very highly 

charged indeed and, of course, w/'ll below 2.0 for these valence walls to 

become so well defined that they are actual cCllIp8.rtmEilts in the mind and 

have such distinct memory banks that when the individual shifts £rem one 

valence to another he maY' haw no recollection at what he did when he 

was in another valence, or even that he was ever in another valence • 

.An individual can have two, six, ten, or anY' number of wlences, poten-
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ti~. A psychotic may be, to an intensified degree, two or more people, 

changing from one to another without any recognition that another has 

existed. 

Nearly everyone has sane 'VBl.ence tronble, in that when he is confronted 

by different people he feels he is himself a different personality. A man 

may feel like a lion when playing golf with his friends and like a mouse 

when he is talk:ing to his wife. With his .t'ri.EDis he may possibly- be in 

his OIID valence (the happiest condition) or in the valence of sane jovial. 

individual he has known, but confronted by his v.i.fe, wan he married be

cause she reminded him, unknowinglJr, of his mother, he is forced into his 

father' 5 valence, and his father may have been a badlJr intilllidated man. 

These valence compartments of the mind operate in an indi vidnal above 

2.0 under the verr c lose attention of "I." The "I" of persons above 2.0 

cOllld be Baid to be actuallY' in control of each 'VBl.ence, but as the charge 

on the case increases "I" is leBS and less able to control these valences. 

And below 2.0, the charge is quite commonly such that the valence compart-

lIIButs of the 111m develop their own "I" or awareness of awareness center. 

Here the real "I" of the indiv.t.dual is relegated ~to the few remaining 

attention units which ccapose basic personality. 

Self-centrol is an actual thing emrteci by "I." So long as "I" has 

enough attention units to control or cODlDaDd the analyzer, self-determiniSJll 

existe, and existB to that degree to which "I" is able to exercise this 

CCJ!lll!8nd or control. 

In the llatter of valences, the submergence or "I" into these valence 

compartDents brings about a Condition, as the individual descends the tone 

Bcale, wherein when he is in fathat" , s valence he controls himself as father 

would have, and when he is in mot.her's valence he controls himself as 
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IIOther woald ba'Va. 

Valences cOll1d be said to have bouncers, groupers, de~rs, and 

holders, just as does an engram. This is to say that the phrase known" as 

the "valence shifter" DIB.Y torce the person to be in one particular valence 

(holder), or may force the person to be in &r\Y' or every valence (grouper), 

or mq torce him to be barred out of a valence (bouncer) so that he camet 

imitate Salle human being such as father, who may have had very good qual-

ities well worth imitating. Typical valence shifters are such phrases as 

"You're just like your father," "I'll have to pretend I'm somebody else," 

"You're just like your mother, and you grow more like her every Clair, and 

~te you for itr (which woold make a person be like his mother and -nita 
his mother and tlms bate himself). There is also the synthetic valence, 

which is an artificial person. Or the valence cOJlllll8Di which makes a per-

ean like every stage actor he sees. Valences cOJ!lll~ eJd.st for house-

hold pets, and it is not unCOJllllOll for a little girl to be in the valence 

of her dog or her cat and express herself wi th imitated manneriSllS. 

When this bappEl'lS to a marked degree, this child has a valence shifter 

which shifts her into the valence of the pet, such 8SJ"You're just like 

Bonzol" Whenever mother is angry, the child becoms "like Bonzo." 

The most obvious place to observe valences is during the running 

of an engram. An engram has a valence potential for eveI7 individual 

surrounding the unconscious person. If a doctor, a nurse and a parent 

are present, for instance, around a tonsilectany, and if they talk during 

the operation (sanething which should never be donel), there is then a 

potential valence set up for the doctor, for the nurse/md for that parent. 

Of course, such an enuam requires very heavy charge before these val ences 

can take over any section of the analyzer. In running a heavily charged 
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aogram the pre-cl.ear nil be found, quite Camrlon.l:r, to go into tbe valences 

at people around him in the incideut. He will not get his own sanatics 

but he will get sanatics which are ~anmanded by' phrases in the incident. 

If he is in a prenatal and running in mother I s valence, he will baYe 

mother1s stomach upset rather than the pressure which was on bim at the 

time. He is, thus, out of valence. After the particular valence is dis

charged or the valence shifter is located~ the pre-clear can then run in 

his own valEllce, and only in such wise does he experience DII1eh reliet. 

The andi tor should not be running engrams cont~ on a case so bea'Vi1y' 

charged that it gets command saaatics and goes easil.7 out at val mee. 

The circuit is different from the valEilce. The valence .echen1. 

produces whole people tar the pre-clear to be and will include habits and 

manneriaas that are not Entioned in engrams but are the resuJ.ts ot the 

pre-clsar1s compulsion to copy certain people. The circuit is a mechaDia 

which becanes an identity in itself, nth its own "I" which t1uces a piece 

of the ana:Qrzer, walls it otf nth charge, and thereafter dictates to the 

pre-cle are In olden times, these were called daIIlons. Socrates, tar in

stance, bad a demon which dictated to him, although the Socratic demon 

might not have been the result of an engram but, instead, a theta percep-

tic. 

People cClllllonly have var1ou.s types of circuits and are unaware of the 

tact that they do have circuits. The "stream of consciousness- ot an 

indiv.l.dual, his vocal maunderings over his problEll1s, is ac~ a circuit 
.~ 

at work wrtfCh -tells him how to think- ar atells him how to act. 1I Thinldng 

is ISO rapid and complicated that one would never have a cbance to vocalize 

it. When thinking becCllles vocalized, it is usuall7 at the dictation of a 
IJ 

cirao.f.t. A pre-clear may have one circuit that criticises bim, one circuit 
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that 888118 'to Ol'der him arOl1lJd, another circuit that mocks or derides him 

WDEIl he does sCllletbing wrong, and ;ret another which g;1. vas him imaginary 

pictures. 

The pre-clear who has active circuits has a relatively highly charged 

case, and the case should be unburdened of charge before the auditor 

attempts to locate these circuits in engrams. It can happen when a circuit 

results from sane dramatization of the parent, such as "You stay there and 

listen 4e'" that straight wire can locate an awake incident in the life 

of the pre-clear when the parent was saying this to someone. The simple 

location of the actual dramatization and the identification of it, by 

straight wire, may DI1llify this circuit. Similarly, when the pre-clear 

COllDDonly acts like his father and is ill with the same chronic somatics 

his father had (or approximations of them), it occasionally happens that 

the identification of the basic valence shifter, by straight mEmory, will 

cause the pre-clear to shift into his own valence. It also may happen that 

by straight memory one em locate a time when father was complaining about 

his stcmach, with the result that the pre-clear, who t./been having trouble 

with his stomach, suddenly ceases to have that trouble. 

Ordinarily, however, cases have to be unburdened of entheta to a con-

siderable extent before circuits and valences become inoperative, at which 

time the pre-clear's "I" regains its self-determinisn and control of the 

organism which had been contested by artificial "I" I S resident in the en-

grams. 

All circuits could be sa:i d to be control circuits, in that they are 

attempting to do sanething to the pre-clear in contest with the pre-clear1s 

own "t.- These control circuits are artificial controls and should not 

to any degree be confused with the desirable self'-control of the individual. 

No cartrol circuit is actually able to control the individual toward sur-
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v1val. Admonitions to a human being to cootrol himself', if he is awake, 

1118.7 perhaps stimulate Rln to assert nln, s right to handle the bod;r, but 

this -7 as easily" restimulate a circuit and put the individual under the 

control of' some command in an engram. 

There is a speci£ic type of can'trol circuit which is quite remark-

able for giving the a'Uditor trouble. When an engram contains a very 

forcehl phrase such as "Control yourself," the auditor, running that 

engram ewn though it is heavily charged, may suddenly find the pre-clear 

running "auto" ani going here am there on the track without zy further 

commands. Here an auditing circuit bas suddenly taken over. It is necess-

aI7 for the auditor to discover the identity ar this phrase and then have 

it repeated. The file clerk is sanetimes unable to deliver up a control 

cirCuit, and when the file clerk becomes suddenly inoperative, although 

he bas been working well before, the auditor should suspect that a control 

circuit phrase bas shown up. 

Similar trouble is encountered in the valence shifter, but here sonic 

and the somatic may go off while the pre-clear is yet in the ent.,Tam. The 

valence shifter asserts its control only the point of changing the pre-clear 

into another identity rather than changing his position an the time track. 

This is not true of a control circuit. The control circuit may conduct it

self as an interior entity which takes the pre-cJa ar out of the auditor's 

han1f'. 

When pre~ear. are very bard to handle, take the bit +ir teeth 

and try to run their own cases despite anything the auditor may do, pro

viding the auditor has been doing a fairly" good job It it (for "I" will . 
/J 

sometimes pull the case out of the auditor's hands ~f the auditor is doing 

a very bad job), they are running on control CirCuits, recorded commands 
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which make the pre-clear misbehave under auditing. The case which will 

do this is very heavily charged, and one should not be running engrams on 

it. 

Control circuits not only daDinate- and order the pre-clear about, but 

they also nullify him. The pre-clear ma~ve a circuit of a defeat est 

variety which makes him believe that he is unable to do what is asked of 

him and decrease,t his p.~ne by telling him continually that he will fail. 

Such a circuit might be worded, "I'm here to tell you that you'll never 

amount to anything. You're nothing. You're nobody. Youlll never succeed. 
:v 

You'll never be a success, and (tis time someone told you the truth." This 

cirCUit, with a heavy charge on it, canmands the pre-clear contimlally 

down into the lower ranges of the tone scale by discouraging him. But to 

be operative at all this circuit would have to be vgry heavil;y charged and, 

probabl;y, restinn11ated by sane other person in the environment who is fpan 

day to da;y echoing this same attitude toward the pre-clear. 

There are such things as sonic-disturbance circuits and visio-distur-

bance circuits. Sonic circuits are very easily" recognized, for they 

speak audibly inside the head of the pre-clear or g:i. ve him faint sonic 

impressions. This sonic circuit may occasionally try to manufacture 

engrams for the pre-clear, but there is ene characteristic about circuits 

which always permits the auditor to differentiate. Circuits are ordinar

ily stupid. They are also discourteous. The auditor should pay no atten-

tion to them once he detects them, for to pay attention to them is to 

validate them to sane degree. Where he discovers a circuit of thi.s char-

acter he should not try to hanmer toward the circuit; he should takB enough 

charge off the case so that the circuit will be inoperative. These sonic 

and visio manufacturing circuits are very limited in repertoire, and the 
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auditor should not be upset wben he enoounters them, nor should he then 

think that what the pre-clear is running is always a result of such 

circuits. To have these circuits, the case must be well below 2.0 on the 

tone scale, and tho data at tbis level is rarely properly int.erpreted by 

"I" a.rJ¥W1IT. The auditor is not intE!l"8sted in data in this area. Thus, 
. 

the visio ani sonic circuits should not worry him, since they' w:i.l.l not 

iJrrp~ getting charge off It a case. The auditor is not trying to run 

engrams. 

There is also the occlusion type of Circuit, the circuit wbichcrops 

curtains across (ertain pieces of inf'ornBtion or may- mask "I" from contact 

with the standard bank or the react.i.ve balk. This circuit might be worded, 

"For 70ur own good I have to protect you fran y-ourself." This may-be very 

sympathetica1.ly' uttered in saae engram and may- be uttered enough times 

thereafter by the same person in the pre-clear I s environ to give a thoroughly-

charged-up occlusion. This individual .. because he is "protecting himself 

trom himself'," cannot get into ~ portion of his m:1nd for anything like 

optillum operation. But, again .. to be effective ~ of these occlusions 

circuits require a great deal of charge. Lock sCanning and straight memory

will do much to alleviate these cirCllits, but the occlusion circuit can 

persist, worded a thousand different ways, to such a degree that all entheta 

becomes more or less occluded. -II 

Circuits are peculiarly v.i.cious in ~iting the release of emotion. 

Here the auditor has a real problem in the heavi~ charged case which is 

yet running on circuits wldch tell ltim not to cry, not to feel anything, 

to forget it, and so forth. The auditor may find his initial entrance 

into the case seriously impeded. The circuit makes it impossible for the 

pre-clear to discharge a secondary engram. But by straight memory and 
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lock scanning the auditor, ordinarily, can bring the pre-c1ear up to an 

ability to run secondary engrams, even without discharging these inhibition 

circuits. 

Circuits exist which either enforce or inhibit affinity, reality, and 

communication. "You never 10"98 anybod;y" inhibits affinity. "You have to 

love me" enforces affinity. "Nothing is real to you" and "You've got to 

believe everything you hear" inhibit and enforce reality. "You've got to 

listen to me" or "You never hear what I'm saying" enf'orceS or inhibits 

cOlllllD1nication. 

Valence shifts also give the auditor trouble when he is trying to 

unburden a case or secondaries. A pre-clear can be in the valence o£ 

father, who was not an emotional man, and so be able to shed tears. A 

person m&y' be in the valence of mother, who wept all the time, and may be 

in that valence so thoroughly that he appears to be running secondaries 

but is in reality obeying camnands or responding to an imi tati ve urge to 

cry. The case is not unburdened in such wise of a:ny secondary-. The 

simple fact of being out of valence places him out of contact ~ only 

with bis OlIn pain but also with his own emotional charge. The pain and 

emotional charge are on the case very heavily but the pre-c1ear, shifted 

into another valence, is feeling command sanatics or the pains of the other 

person and is weeping the tears am feeling the fears of that other person. 

An individual could go on doing this for sane time without much improvement 

in the case. It should be understood that on:Q" below 2.2 can a case be 

heavily enough charged to shift the pre-clear out of his Oim valence to 

the point mere he cannot feel his own pain and emotion 0 n at least part 

of the track. When a pre-clear is out of valence this way, straight 

memor,r, lock scanning (in which the auditor never worries about whether 
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the pre-clear is in valence ar not) and the running of locka are al terD8.

ted until enough charge is off the case so that the case comes naturally 

into its own valence and naturall.y runs its own p~sical pain. 

Fortunately, a case, n~tter how badly out of valence it is, and no 

matter how heavy' the circuits are, releases its own anaten in the form 

of yawns or boil-offs, even though it may not release its Olm fear ar 

tears. The valence sometimes has a relatively imperfect but nonetheless 

existing time track, and one can send a pre-clear who is in father's 

valence down father'S time track, which v.i.ll exist wherever father was in 

contact with the pre-clear. This track can actually be lock scanned, but 

this is a mechanism the auditor need nati worry too much about. 

The auditor shOllld understand the mechanisms of valence aDd circuits 

to understand what may be holding up his case and to understand and evalua

te human behaviour, but a study of this chapter should impress upon the 

auditor that a valence ar a circuit has to be heavUy charged in order to 

be highly operative, and thus the resolution of cases winch are chronically 

out of valence (such as the coffin case) or cases which are heavily 

control-circuited depends upon the resolution of charge. Cha~;;h 
gotten off of a case in the farm of locks and even secondaries by straight 

memory and lock scanning as well as by high affinity, reality and cammm

ication as a result of the association with the auditor or of strong 

present-time survival factors or pleasure or even of education, as will 

be witnessed in group discussions, where the tone of a person quite often 

rises. 

Early in Dianetics, a tremendous amount of knowledge and skill vas 

necessary in order to ha!dl.e circuits and valences. This was because 

engrams were being run before the case was sufficiently discharged to have 
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engrBlU run upon 1 t. NOliiI' that a better understanding can be cOll!lllDnicated 

to the auditor of what he 1s dOing, now that the auditor can understand 

better what 1s meant by charge and how to get rid at it, this eoOrllou.s 

technology 1s not so necesS&l7 to the auditor. However, he should have 

an understanding of 1t, since there will be those cases which would resolve 

DIIlch more rapid1y" 1f the auditor understood that all the pre-clear was 

doing was crying JIIaJIa'S tears or obeying a circuit. 

One of the .ost blunt manifestations of circuits and charge in a case 

1s what is called ·preuatal visio.· There actual.~ 1s a preDatal Tisio, 

but it is black. The blac1mess at tbe prenatal, when the individual is 

stuck in a prenatal engram, will actually blot ou.t his visio. Because he· 

is stuck in an engram, his sonic v1ll be blotted rot. But here in the 

matter of Tisio it should be UDierstooci that while cells and the theta 

body probably record light, there is no mecMni SIll save that of the 1lDag1n

ation which is lmOilD to produce the pictures that CaD8 abcnt with ·pre-

natal Tisio.· 

"Prenatal vision may consist of whole colored scenes, outside at 1l18li&. 

Or 1 t may cmsist simply in seeinfsudden p1ctures go and cCllla. 

A control cireui t will produce "prenatal visio.· "Prenatal vision 

is false and has no bearing upon reality am. meaDS simp~ that the case 

is heavily charged. It quite often happens that "prenatal vision will 

tum on for a manent while a pre-clear 1s running an egnram in the pre-

natal. period. The auditor should immediately ask for a control phrase 

when this manentary manifestation of visio occurs. He will find some 

phrase such as "I see what you mean" or simply "control YOD.rself," which 
:::0 

sanehow crosses the imagination into the fact#"al bank. 

"Prenatal ESP" is another manifestation of cmrge and circuits. 
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A circuit..,.. enst which s&y'8~ nI know what you're thinking about,· and 

when retuJ.'Ded to its v1ciDity the pre-clear seems to get the thoughts of 

mat;her and father b;y ESP. Actually' these .. thoughtsW are caaposites of 

phrases which occur in the react~ and standard banks of the pre-cle are 

There lII&Y' wll be extr&-sensor.y perception, but "prenatal ESP" is false. 

There is an adeli tional. type of vis:l.o which the pre-clear gets thct. 

the auelitorshould know about, am this is not unlike the mirage which 

appears an the hat; desert. A hea"'7 boil-orf, or heavy areas of &naten, 

lD81' cause the pre-clear to drif't off out or contact with reality and see 

scenes and even hear voices. These scenes and voices are quite disconnec-

ted, ordinarily. The pre-cJe ar should never be interrupted when dOing this. 

This is a sure symptcm of a boil-off. Sh.ly (usually') this ptJfse will pass 

am other perceptics of the engram will turn on. The pre-clear JIIIlst 
u 

always be permitted to go through such boil-off ~terruptedly, without 

being jogged or shaken or spoken to, because things which happen while he 

is in this c<Diition become recorded, since he is close to being uncon-

8Oiou.8. 

Dreams seem to stem from this type or circumstance. The dream is 

usually an engram which reflects through the haze of anaten up to "I" 
:{ 

by some b;r-pass route and is considerably d:1.sto~ed on the ~. The 

dream makes a great deal of sense when one has the engram. It even 

may enable one to find an engram which he would not otherwise suspect. But 

ordina.rily, this type of guess-work is unnecessary-, since a case that 

dreams heavily is either low on B:J.. or heavy with charge. 
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CHAPl'ER FIFl'EEN 

COLUMN AL 

CONDITION OF FILE CLERK 

~ 

As elsewhere mentioned, there are apparently several entiti~5 or res-

ponse mechanisms in the 1mman mind. Chief among these for the auditor, if 

not of the highest rank, is the file clerk. 

It is evident, upon eDJDination, that the manifestations of aberra

tion in general" valences, Circuits, abili~es of the mind and their dis-

--tortions"depend upon the fact that the construction of the analytical mind 

contains, basically, the mechanisms which are SIlbject to aberration by 

engrams. The reactive mind does not have the operating mechanisms 

nece ssary to put engrams into effect beyond their contents of entheta and 

physical pain. A person suffering from a manic engram which t ells him he 

is the greatest streetcar conductor in the world may very well perform as 

a great streetcar conductor. It is the analytical mind which could be 

said to contain the only potentiality for being a streetcar conductor. 

This potentiality is not increased. by the ensram, but only enforced by it, 

to the exclusion of other abilities of the individual. Relief of the engram 

makes it even more possible for the individual to be a great streetcar 

conductor, since the engram contains the factors of physical pain and 

unconSCiousness, which reduce analytical ability and thus make a person 

less able to perform. 
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The control circu1.t can mst as a manifestation or engram command 

only because the analytical mind possesses natively the mechanism of con-

trol circuits. The "I," as a part of its usual thought procedures, sets 

up and knocks down these control circuits at will. A whole series of 

circui ts are set up by any new learning pattern, and these in turn compute 

independently of "I," to drive an automobile, for example. "I" gives 

little or no attention to many of the routine acts of the body' but pro-

vides, through learning, circuits to handle these. Furthermore, "I," in 

full control of the analyzer, subdivides and makes up or breaks down can-

partments of the analyzer to care for various reasoning processes. The 

salesman, for instance, sets up a circuit to sell his product. The "1" 

of the salesman may be paying very- little attention to what the selling 

circuit is saying or doing w,lil.e carrying out the routine salestalk. 

Thinking is so complex that circuits are very necessary to care for var-

ious things about thinking. The cook ordinarily has many circuits which 

tell her what to do with various dishes, while her "I" goes on plarming 

on higher echelon policy or being amused by the radio. 
~"u.Lc'~ 

In theA~ chapter, the reason for valences was discussed. 

The imagination can be exaggerated or inhibited by engrams or charge 

and can actually be crossed into canputive circuits by engrams or charge, 

but the imagination has to exist as an analytical if sometimes indepen-

dently self-controlled and apparently automatic function and a native por

tion of the analytical. mind, before an engram and entheta can aberrate it. 

Apparently, the main function of the file clerk is taking perceptic 

data, old conclusions and imaginations, and other data fran the standard 

~mory- banks and. forwarding them to the lower echelon computors or to "I." 

There are probably many attention units back along the standard banks 
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pertor.iDg this function, since there are ob'I1OW1~ lIADT BUlja.puters 

operating in a:q well tunct1on1ng II1nd. 

'!'be ~cal II1nd that is in '9817 good vorld.ng order, 1Ih1ch 1s to 

sq, not Jl:isintoraed by' the arbitrar,r data in engr8J18 or suppressed bT 

the entheta in the reactive mind, gets most ot its ansvers on a flash 

respcmse basis. The "stream of consciousness. ot the fiction 1Il'1ter or 

the useless maundering of the individaal. who bas a circuit which tells him 

he has to "think things ovetr veI7 careful.l.1" and who vetrbalize8 endless 

conclusions to himself' are usually the result ot angruas and entheta. '!'he 

tile clerk, or his miDions, still b.aDi through to "I" that data vh:I.ch is 

valid and accurate. The transaction is done, ord1nar1.ly, in milliseconds. 

As the analytical mind becClD8s more and m01"8 shut down by entheta 

and engrams, more and more attention units are tied up or mothered. As 

this condition progres8iTely 'WOrsens, the tile clerk has JaOre and more 

difficulty passing data through to "I,. since he i8 beginning to have to 

send it through circuits, through valence walls, and on unlikely routes. 

Under such conditions the milliseconds stretch ou.t not just to seconds or 

minutes but to as much as three dqs. In a medi1lllll' aberrated per80n the 

file clerk has to receive the order and return the anner through so DIIlCh 

entheta and over so lDalV' circuitous routes that one "bas to think" to 

remember s emething and 1IIV', indeed, sudden.l.y racei" the data re~8ted 
yesterday at ten 0 I clock this morning completely unrelated to aD!)'thing one 

is doing at the time. 

As a case becomes even more suppressed by enthea and the analyzer 

even more ccmpartmmted from the same cause, the tUe clerk becomes only' 

a faint echo. Memory is considered to be "very bad,· re indiv1.dnal 

reaches his conclusions very slowly. 
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When the iDdividual has dropped below 2.0, not only does the file 

clerk, as such$ cease to ex1.et tor the individual, but the data begins to 

be pused back and torth by substitute entheta tile clerks. The real tile 

clark is still there, but he is so suppressed that his functions are usurped. 

Tlm.s, the receipt of data and the conclueions ot an individual below 2.0 

OIl the tone scale may be astonishing, to 8&'1' the least. Not only is his 

aDal7Hr cut down to a point where it caaputes instinctively in the direc

tion at succumbiDg even though that direction may be masked, but the data 

on which the CCllp\ltation is dane is lilia-selected and distorted by entheta 

engraic selectors and storers. One might even go so tar as to say that 

the indi'ri.daal below 2.0 tiahed most at his data f'r<lll his engram bank 

rather thaD f'r<lll his standard _m01"1' bank. 

It is remarkable that in even a heavily aberrated individual, who is 

aJlDesia-tranced or hea~ sedated (and don't t1"1' these things in process

ing, since they' 1IOUl.d result in a JIIlch 1Urtber tmturbalence and aberration 

at the pre-clear) the calm and serene basic personality "JIJB3' be discovered, 

am the tile clerkJ deep17 buried but now revealed, may be tound to be still 

in good vark1ng cClldition. But so few attention units raaain in basic per

soDalit)", even though it contains the .tund.amentals of what this person 

would be if cleared, that this should be considered only as a cOlllllent and 

not as a.tl1tbiDg useful in processing. It is stated merely to bring haDe 

the tact to the auditor that tbe tile clerk does Dot die or vanish even 

in the psychotic, e'Yel1 though the auditor mq teel this when he is working 

with the severely aberrated. 

The tile clerk normally gives answers which contain specific data 

ratber than answers which require computation. For instance, one can ask 

the tile clerk &rI¥ question lIbich can be answered by yes or no with fair 
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confidence, above 1.S, and rece1w the reply'. Further, the file clerk 

will give data on time, in terms of ~ ot the week, dates of the .onth, 

.onths or ;years, to locate the pre-olear or an incident on the time track. 

Furthermore, the file clerk will otfer up the names of things or of people 

or of chains when they are asked for. Or the tile clerk, if the conclu

sion ex1sts elsewhere in the mind, will forward. through to the auditor the 

worded conclusicm as to what should be dane with the case. 

The ordinary use ot the file clerk is very simple. The 8I1ditor merelT 

uk., "Yes or no: are you stuck in birth?" (snap'). The reply w:Ul be yes 
~ 

or no. The terms in Wnf-Ch the 8I1ditor desires his reply' should be stated 

first. Thus the auditor S8.7s "Yes or no" betore he asks the question. He 
ItA.-

would al80 s&7 "Datelt betore he DaIIles the occurAUce. And each time he 

would tollow the question vi th a snap. COIIIDlOD, careless mistakes consist 

or rewrsing this procedure, 80 that the file clerk receives the "yes or 

nolt af'ter the question. In an ardinarilT aberrated person the file clerk 

may s:imply' echo "Yes or no." Another but ridiculous error is to snap be

tore the question is full.y' asked. The snap is the sound impulse which 

drives the answers through the circuits. To snap before the questions il 

complete is to have no data to drive through the circuits. 

The file clerk must be handled with caaplete regard to the 8I1ditor l s 

• 
code. It actuallY' ocC\lrs, that the file clerk in a relativelT heavilY' 

charged case mq work perfectlT for one auditor who ~s high A-R-C with 

the pre-clear but mq not work at all with an auditor who bas slightly 

lower A-R-C with the pre-clear. This applies, of cOllrse, onlY' to those 

cases which are below 2.0. 

The snap impulse seems necessary in most cases. There are cases which 

object seriouslT to the auditor snapping his fingers. These cases are 
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restiJml]ated by' the sound of the &map, and a little straight wire usuall.y' 

tinds the sOllrce of the objeotion. However, the auditor shOlll.d not throw 

his haD::l toward thB pre-clear when he snaps his fingers, as this is very 

restimulative to an;y pre-clear who has been slapped. The motion of the 

haDl toward an individual, if done suddenly', is uniforml.y' evaluated as 

a hostile gesture. Just as the auditor should keep bis feet off the couch 

or bed or its baseboards, should refrain from touching the pre-cJ.ear saw 

when the pre-clear i~ {fstress{wishes to hold his hand, so should the 

auditor use all courtes;y with regard to the file clerk. 

The file clerk should never UDier a.ny circumstances be invalidated. 

He should not be asked questions one wq and then aother, as though the 
I.J 

audi tor doubted the first reply. The exception to t4s is the low-tone 

case which has a built-in circuit that responds to age questions. This 

the tile clerk can evidently appreciate. But a wry questioning attitude 

on the part of an auditor may well silence the file clerk. 

There is a great deal to be said on both sides of realitY'. The fUe 

clerk .Y' be validated by' an overly-interested and satisfied reception of 

his data bY' the auditor, and can be invalidated by" raised eyebrows or 

shrugs on the auditor's part. The pre-clear, in the middle bands, quite 

commonly distrusts his file clerk and will do enough invalidating himself. 

But when the pre-clear discovers that the auditor is accepting these ans-

wers, the pre-clear ceases this practice. 

Just as a general observation in the field ot working with the file 

clerk and the pre-clear, an auditor can rush a case which is in the middle 

or low bands of the tone scale am begin to audit with such energy that 

the pre-Clear is enturbulated and sanetimes sinks considerablY' in tone. 
j,) 

Similarly, the f!'le clerk and the pre-clear'became anna,yed and restless 
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111 the pre..,. or an apat.het1c or UDintere8ted auditor, 0ID8 lIbo 1Iill doze 

1Iben a long cbain ot locks i8 beiDg 8canned, .or one who 1Iill ask qa.eation8 

of the tile clerk GIllT when the pre-cl ear h:1.Ilsel.t dUlaDcie it. Too tur1OU8 

aft iDtare8t, then, and too 8III&ll an interest artect not cml.y the tUe clerk 

but the general vorldDg of the case. The auditor must learn to adjust 

hiIlsalt and hie mood not onl..7 to the type o£ incident the pre-clear i8 

ru.nning and to the pereoD&li t,. of the pre-clear ba.t also to the posi tioD 

on the tene weale of the pre-clear. The lower on the tone scale the pre

clear ia, the .ore gentle, patient, and understanding must be the auditor. 

Evan low on the tone 8cale, a pre~ lear DIq' have a file clerk that occa8-

ionallY" works, and thi8 occasiona1nea8 can be, b,. validation ot the tile 

clerk" cOUBd forth to a steady'response. But if the auditor i8 les8 

gentle aId efficient than he 8hould be, then the occasional workability 

of the fUe clerk will cease. 

Nothing shuts off a file clerk or a pre-clear taster than ineptness. 

A fev errors can be condoned" but continual fumbling and uncertaint,. can 

cause a file clerk to give up and can produce a similar reaction in the 

pre-clear. 

Rather U1Usingly" in the Foundation there was a spell of deification 

of the file clerk aId other entities that had been discovered in the Ddnd. 

The overall result was that auditors started talking to these entitites 

rather than to the pre-clear. This tended to invalidate the pre-clear as 

an individual. The pre-clear is entitled to his opinions, and is the 

focus of attention. The file clerk and other entitie8 are simply, one 

supposes" portions of the analytical function of the mind. At one time" 

the auditor form of address became "Mr. File Clerk," and the file clerk 

was thanked for every flash answer. This kind of courtes.r is evidently 
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not partica.larlT neecied by' the file clerk, 'bIlt now aDd then the auditor 

1dl.l t1nd h1uelf' W'orIdDg wi t11' a re8p0D88 .eoham _ iD the aiDd wb:l.eh i. 

very inllil!lwnt up. courteq and protocal. The auti tor is not in tb1s 

iDI!Itance vorkiDg with the tUe clerk, since the tUe clerk is a raggecl 

JllechaDil!llll with little to 8&7 and a brief 1I8iY ot l!lqing it. But thil!l does 

not lISm that another enti't7 should not be accepted. 

Now and then the aud1.tor will beCC1D8 ccmcarneci as to vhetb8r bil!l is 

talld.ng to the tUe clerk or to a ~on circuit. His pre-clear VOIlld haw 

to be ta1rq 1011' on the tone lcaJ.. in order to 1I8ke tbil!l contusion pos

s1.ble. ne;:m circuits will actuallJr respOlD.d, bnt tbe;y do not respond 
po 

with the quick ~ and s1Japl1cit;y ot the file clerk. BOIl and th_ 

one will run into a real audio demon circuit which is higliq insal.tiug to 

the auditor, tor demon c1.rcu1 ts are both stupid and umunnerlJr. The.aaent 

the auditor tiBiI!l hiaselt addressing 8UCh a circuit he does well to pa;r 

it no hrt;ber attention and accept no turther replies traa it, becDl!le ad

ditiona1. attention to this ent.heta tllD."ll 88rYes to validate it tor the 

pre-clear, it not to strengthen the forJl itself. ETen thwgh these deaon 

circuits are amusing, the auditor shooJd l1m1t bis attention to thElll, 

BiDce all address in this direction is wasted effort. The auditor shoald 
~ 

JlBrely 1mow that sucf. a thing can happen so that he will not be surprised 

it, as it rare17 occurs, a demon circuit gets in his wa7. 

The sharpness and accurac;y of a tUe clerk declines as the case 

descends d01lll the tone scale. General.lJr, the more entheta there is on a 

case, the less reliable is the file clerk. Thil!l normal17 does not beCOlll8 

s 
serious until the case if down to 2.0. .Atter that, the condition ot the 

tile clerk not only' bec0JD8s poor, but .. mitestations of the file clerk 

arou.nd 1.1 and 0.5 are such that no credence can be placed in them by 
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the au.di tar. 

One will nov and then encoanter a pre-clsar who gives "file clerk" 

answers" according to the pre-clear. The auditar should already recog

nize where his pre-clear lles on the tone scale before he begins process

ing, but e'1en so th{ audi tor ~ now and then be surprised by' a "flle 

clerk" who gives very extraordinar,y responses. "File clerks" have been 

reported by pre-clears which (ifJve thelr ,es-and-no answers as vislble 

traffic signals. On the flash response, the signal arm would rise with a 

ye. or a no, sometimes canplete with red or green light. Or a "flle clerk" 

mq be reported by the pre-clear as a pair of hands that deal playing 
~ 

cards on wtf-Ch are written yes and no. Or, as in one case, the "1'lle 

clerk" my be a toy railroad train which CeDes swinging by', stops, and 

turns up a dump car with yes ar no painted on the bottaa.. These "file 

clerks" are not fUe clerks at all but circuit mechanisms customarily found 

in very heavily charged cases which have a gre.t deal of control circuitry. 

There is something about this control circuitry that turns on visio. 

Possibly it is because the imagination runs on a relatively self-controlled 

basis and because a contl"ol circuit can switch on imagination. However 

that mq be, these mechanical devices and other manifestations when the 

auditor wants an answer from the true file clerk, are symptomatic of cases 

low on the tone scale. The answers or these mechanisms should not be 

trusted. 

There are heavily entheta' d cases in which the file clerk always 

responds "yes-no" or "no-7es." Here again, too much charge inhibits the 

auditor's use of the file clerk. 

Unless the aud! tor can get a clear and authentiC, even if occasional, 

response from the file clerk, he should not attempt to work with the file 
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clerk. Here is the most certain and automatic division of types of pro

ceseing to be used which the auditor can have: Does the pre-clear have a 

working file clerk? If the pre-clear does, then straight IlElllOl")", lock 

scanning and. secondaries are usually workable. 

If the file clerk does not respond, or responds unreliably or with 

sane strange mechanism, the auditor should l.1m1.t his processing as a 

general rule to straight memory, very light lock sCanning, and possibly 

fear secondaries, but avoid grief or apathy. 

If the file clerk r s response is strong and accurate, engrams can 

probably be run on the case. 

These comments will give the auditor a quick, jackleg diagnosis, if 

for some reason he wishes to work with a case for a short time as a demon

stration or an assist and yet does not have a chart at hand or the time to 

locate his pre-clear on the chart. The auditor should always locate his 

pre-clear on the chart as accurately as possible if he is taking on a case 

far any term of processing more than a short session. 
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CHAPTER SIrI'EEN 

COLUMN AM 

HYPNOTIC LEVEL 

It is pertinent to diagnosis whether or not the pre-clear is highly 

suggestible or can be hypnotized. 

Hypnoti8ll is an address to the reactive mind. Bluntly, it reduces 

self-determinism by interposing the cOlllllJBDis of another below the analytical 

level of an individnal's mind; it enturbulates a case, markedly and mater

iall.y aberrates human beings by keying in engrams which vould otherwise 

lie do:rman.t, and is the sort of control mechanism in which an authoritar

ian individual, cult, or ideology delights~ People who indulge in hypno

tism 1II8Y', only very occasionally, be interested in experimentation on the 

human mind to learn more about the mind. Genunie e:xperimental hypnotism, 

strictly in the laboratory and never in the parlor, and done wholly in the 

knowledge that one is reducing the efficiency of the hwnan being on whom 

he is eJq>erimenting and may do him permanent damage, am the use of hypno

tism by a surgeon but not in canpany with any other anesthetic should end 

the extension of hypnotism into the society. 

Submission to being hypnotized is analogous to being raped, with the 

exception that the individual can, generally, recover fran being raped. 

To any clear-thinking human being who believes in the value of people as 
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huIIan beings, there is something gruescaely obscene about hypnoti_. The 

interjecticm. at unseen control'S below the level of consciousness cannot 

benefit but can only pervert the mind. It does not matter if the J:vpno

tist tells his subj act that he is going to be better at bis job or that 

he will be healthier. Whatever the apparent attempted beneficence may be, 

the individual who would permit h1mself to be hypnotized is, fra.nkly, a 

fool. 

Hypnotism, in COJlllllOD use, is simply' a dr8lllB.tization of SODle individual 

desiring covert control over his fellow hmIan beings. 

Hypnotism, by an investigation of it and its uses in the SOCiety, has 

been demonstrated to be IDlch more w:1.despread than was eftr before suspected, 

sin~e prior to dianetic proc essing there was no method lalown to man by 

which the damage of hypnotism could be undone. It was thought by b;,vpno

tists that the mere remembering of these suggestions would relieve them, 

and that the power of the suggestion died oa.t vi th t:ime. These two ideas 

do not happen to be true. The hypnotic suggestion bas to be run as a very 

hea'VY' deposit of entheta, nearly as heavy as a secondary engram, and it is 

thoroughly permanent until relieved by di.anetic processing and is subject 

to restimula tion just like any engram or secondary. 

Of course, the surgeon or deutist who pennits an;y unnecessaI7 conver

sation or perceptics to exist in the anesthetized patient's environ is 

practicing a brand of hypnotism much more serious, long-lasting, and savage 

than ordinary hypnotism, even though the latter does not include physical 

pain or hypnotic drugs. In having dianetic processing demonstrated to 

them, surgeons who !2!!! their patients were unconscious 8Di !!!! that no 

recording was taking place are astonished when these same patients, 

umer auditing, play back the same conversation the surgeon well remeDilers 
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haviDg u88d, and describe in tremendous detail operations of which, lacking 

teclmical traiDiDg, they could have had no knowledge. The medical doctor 

and dentist forget that anesthetics came into general use only late in the 

last centar,r and are definitely newcomers in the medical field and that 

nat; very much is known, or was known, about anesthetics. Considered in -
this light, it should be le8s astonishing that they did not know what 

vas happening to a patient under anesthesia, since neither has man had 

much data about 8D3sthesia itself. 

Tbe obstetrician whose patient after delivery suffered frClll a post--

partum psychosis cringes when he discovers that it was his words, spoken 

over the obviously unconscious girl, wbiC~aid into her mind the cODllD8.Dd 

that causes her to abhor the child and to attempt to kill it tan dw"s 

after delivery. It is difficult to get a human being to accept respon

sibility of this magnitude, since it is so appalling ~t can be done in 

the operating roCD. Obscene jokes, and crass, derogatory personal re-

marks about the patient are the cCIIIIlon ccnversation in the operating thea

tres of America today. Surgery should not be censured for this, since 

elianetic processing and the lmowledge of the consequences of noise and 

talking and even music around the anesthetized patient were not released 

until last ,ear (1950). More and more hospitals in the United states, 

now cognizant of the harm which can be done, are training their surgeons 

into silence around anesthetized patients, and offering severe penalties 

for any conversation in operating roC8S. So medicine at least is trying. 

However, the incH. vidual who knows Dianetics should not be shy or fall back 

frClll invalidation by the doctor when a friend or loved one is going to 

lie on an operating table. For one can afford a few set-backs, invalidatims 

or rebukes from sane behini-the-times doctor if it means that one I s friend 
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or loved one will get. well much more swiftly and will show no greatly 

increased level of aberration or descent on the tone scale because of the 
~ 

operation or exodontistry. You will yet ¥V8 to see the time, not man,. 

years off, when a criminal charge will be placed against al\Yone speaking 

in the viCinity or an unconscious person. 

The regular intake of sedatives such as phenobarbital causes the 

individual to walk around in a light b1Pnotic trance. The drug itself 

may not be very harmf'ul to the nervous system, but this light trance 
~~ 

makes it possible forAWfIj to be keyed in by anything and everything around 

him despite the fact that under sedation he does not apparently notice it. 

Sedation of the neurotic or psychotic is a ver.y dangerous practice. If 

one must do sanethi.ng by way or drugs far these people, better effects, 

ac.cording to medical observation, can be achieved by the administration 

or stimulants such as benzedrine. For sane reason or other, probably 

because in a low-tone society individuals under thorough cClltrol excite 

less fear, sedation is considered less harmful. The stimulant is somehow 

considered to be too energizing, and medical doctors seem to prescribe 

sedatives much more rapidly than they will prescribe stimulants. Investi-

gation or literature and consultation with accurate medical observation 

demonstrate that the individnal shows less active aberration under mild 

stimulants. Below a certain point on the tone scale, of course, sedatives 

are administered in the hope that the patient. will th~cause the doctor, 

IDlrse or others around him mucb less trouble, and are not administered in 

any hope or beli at that they will. in any way aid th-;atient. Ac~, a 

few hours or lock scanning on al'\Y case will do more for his "nervousness" 

tilan a barrel of pbenobarbital. 

There is another form of hypnotism which falls between the surgical 
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operation 8.Dd straight bJpnoti_ without pb7s1cal pain. Tb:1a tom ot 

bJpDotil!lll baa been a caref'all1' guarded secret of certain DIili tary' and 

intelligence organisations. It ia a vicioa.s war weapOll and mal" be of con

siderable more use in conquering a societ1' than the atom baab. This ia no 

eu.ggeration. The extenaiwness or the use of this form of ~notiSJll in 

espionage work is so wide today that it is long past the time when people 

should haw becane alarmed abQ1t it. It required dianetic processing to 

uncover pa1n-cirug-b;ypnosia. otherwise, pain-drug-h1Pnoaia was out or 

eight, unsuspected, and unknown. 

PaiD-drug-hypnosis is s1Japly an extension of narco-synthesis, the 

drug bJpnos1s used in AErica onJ.y during and since the last war. 

Hypnotism bas the virtue, at first at leaat, of requiring the consent 

of the bypnotic subject before the ~notiSll is dODE:l. Further, l\fpnotiSlll 

has an additional virtue over drug hypnosia and over pain-drug-lJ1pnosis, 

in that an indi'v.l.dual in an h1Pnotic trance will rarely perform an iJIInoral 

act even though canmanded. to do so by the ~otist, unless that individual 

would normally perform such aets. 

Drag hypnotism does not have to be done with the individual's consent. 

An individual who is drugged can receive and will obey hypnotic camnands 

given to hilIl by the doctor or operator and will continue to obey these 

connands after waking fran the drugged sleep. By using the method of 

dropping a hea'VY sedative 8U.ch as chloral hydrate into an individual's 

drink, by suddenly muzzling him with a silk acarf fran behind and inject

ing morphine into bia arm, or by discovering the individual when he is 

drunk: or shortly atter he bas been operated upon or during an operation, or 

during the administration of ele ctric shock or sedation in an insane asylum, 

drug hypnosis can be induced. Thereafter, the operator works much as in 
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ordiDa.rT lvPDoti_. Drug b,ypnosis can be adlll:1Jd.stered with such wording 

that the patient will not c.Ill..7 forget what he has been told and yet per

form. it, but will also forget that he bas ever been given drag bypnosis, if' 

that cOJl'lll8lld is included, and be ~ even be given data to account for the 

time during which be was given Darco-synthesis. Drug bypnotiSll., then, can 

be dODS without the consent of' the subject and is commODl.7 so done ewn 

by doctors in the normal. coa.rse of' practice. There is nothing new or 

stra1'€e about drug ~nosis. It occasional.ly f ails to work as the operator 

intends, and it does not usually' strike against the individual's nol'DlBl 

moral tone save that, o£ course, it inevitably lovers h:ilIl on the tone scale, 

thus bringing about a temenq to generally' lowered morals. 

It has been discovered that a drugged individnal when beaten and given 

orders would almost invariab11' obey these orders regardless of the degree 

to which they- fiouted his moral tone or his position or his best interests 

in 11fe. 

Until DiaD3tics, the widespread use of this practice was unsuspected, 

simply because there was no means by which ale could even detect the exi.s-

tence of pain-drug-lJ1pnosis. An individual might be given pain-drug-

hypnosis on Tuesday night and wake up Wednesday morning without any know

ledge of the (act that he had been slugged when he stepped out of his car, 

given an injection, painfully beaten but not so as to ]e ave aI\V marks, and 

put quietly into his own bed. This individual. doe s not 1mOW' that ~hing 

unusual has occurred to him, nor will he suspect it even when he is con-

fronted with the fact that his conduct is extremely changed along certain 

lines from former conduct. This individual, if the criminal operator de

sired it, would actually obey the command to the point of striking up a 

friendship with saae person the operator indicated, thereafter conducting 
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his business along lines suggested by this "friend." 

The Foundation undertook some tests with regard to the effectiveness 

of pain-drug-hypnosis and found it so appallingly destructive to the per-

sanality and so unfailing in its action, save in cases of individuals with 

theta endowment far beyorrl that of the normal man, that a wider investiga-

tion was undertaken to discover just how many people one c auld find wi. thin 

easy reach who had been gi van pain-<irug-hypnosis. Pain-drug-~nosis is so 

effectively destructive that the Foundation has ceased experimentation 

along this line, having already learned enough and refusing to endanger the 

sanity of individllals. Psycho-therapists with whan the Foundation has 

dealt have been eager to plant an engram in ~atient and have the Founda

tion recover it, to see how many of the perceptics are recoverable. The 

Foundation will accept no .t'u.rther experiments in this line and informs 

experimenters that they do this at their own grave risk. A much more 

natural and valid validation of engrams can be done without the use of 

drugs. 

A knowledge of engrams and the fact that people can be aberrated into 

becoming insane or criminal by the existence of engrams should be valida-

tion enough for the ikct that pain-dru.g-hypnosis can be done without the 

lmowledge of the individual and ~ CClllI'll&nd him to do things which are 

not only counter to his own survival but highly immoral or destructive. 

The hypnotic level of the individual. is directly proportional to the 

ratio of entheta on the case. Hypnotism deals in entheta, not in reason. 

The 1mplantationsis made directly into the reactive mind. The more entheta 
/' 

or charge the reactive mind contains the more eas~ implantations may be 

made to work and the more easily the person may be hypnotized. 

Each hypnosis enturbulates to a slightly greater degree and entraps 
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and encysts more theta into entbeta in the mind of the ~notic subj ect. 

Continu.al and repeated hypnotism, simply by continuing to convert more 

and more free theta into entheta, causes the indi. vidual to descend on the 

tone scale. The manic effect of a manic hypnotic command has a limited 
'f' 

duration, but the lowering of tene il produces is pemanent, but for 

dianetic processing. 

Hypnotism, further, acts as a key-in of many engrams and a restimula

tion of locks and secondaries, and thus increases the aberration of the 

hypnotic subject by approximating the words in engrams and secondaries, 

at a time of lowered or absent analytical awareness. 

The auditor should realize, then, what hypnotiSll does to a case (1) 

so that he will not use ~notism and (2) so that he will pick up out of 

the case all hypnotic commands as one of his first orders of business. 

The patter of h;vpnotism goes sanewhat as follows: "You are relaxing. 

You are sinking down, down, down (which sends tm subject down the time 

track, although the hypnotist didn't know it). You are getting sleepier 

and sleepier. All you can h3ar now is the soond of my voice telling you 

to go to sleep (which installs a circuit). You want to believe everything 

I am telling you (which cuts darn the ability of the subject to eValuate 

data) • Everything I say to you will make a deep and lasting impression 

on you. When you wake up you will discover that you feel very light and 

airy. You will want to be kind to people. AIry time in the future that 

I say the word 'Abracadabra' you will go into a hypnotic trance, no matter 

where you are or what you are doing. You want to do exactly as I tell you 

to do. I am your friend. I am theoest friend you have. When you wake 

up and I touch my necktie, you will take off your left shoe. When I put 

lf1.'9' hands in my pockets, you will put your left shoe back on and explain 
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".1' actions (the 8l1bject would, 8.fJ.7WQi this is a P08t-~ot1C suggestion, 

and the subject. WEll he W&kSDS 1Ii.ll pertom this act at. the operator's sig

nal). YOIl will now forget ~erything I haTe ~d to you dIlring this 

session. You do not .nt to rememer. The harder ;you try to rElll_ber, the 

more you will forget. All I count trom one to seven, your IlElllory of this 

incident will grow less and less and finally will vanish. One, you are 

beginning to forget. TWo, you are forgetting a little more. Three, you 

are forgetting more. Foar, you are forgetting even more. Five, it is 

becomi~ 'VerT dim. Six, it is just a dim, dim, dream. Seven, now shake 

your head the and facts will all fall out." 

This is rather typical patter. It varies somewhat, and the phrases 

are otten repeated rnaD1' t.imes. The auditor who knows that hypnotic patter 

is more or less like this can, when be is reaching for it., cause the pre-

clear to repeat these phrases, or phrases like them, or get the phrases 

tran. the file clerk -- which is the reliable way to do it -- and so, by 

knocking out the forgetter mechan1811l at the end, or knocking out an 

idiotic (but not UDCOJIDIlon) statemeut like "shake your head and all the 

facts will fall out," he may restore to the pre-ele ar considerable memory 

not only ot the incident but ot his life in general.* 

* Editorial note: The auditor can make the mistake or thinldng, because 
his pre-clear was hypnotized at the age of eleven by her cousin Freddie 
and not by sane professional stage or "clinical n h1Pnotist, that the hypno
sis is nothing worry- aboot. Experience, however, demonstrates that fright
ened, guilty 8lII!teur hypnotists tend to use even more forgetter and reality-
breaker M'e'chan1tms than the confident professional or criminal hypnotist, 
and these incidents may be expected to be a moarass of "can't remember," 
"forget," Wdon't believe it ever happened," "can't tell anyone about it, 
they vruldn't believe you if you did," etc., etc., etc. On an already 
occluded case, this kind of thing ~ easily blank: out five or ten years 
of the pre-clear! s life almost by ~tself. Straight memory and lock scan
ning on these periods will have the effect ~ bringing the pre-clear in 
contact with the h1Pnosis, which the audito~y then be able to run. 
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When drugs are added to lVPnoti- the 8JIOIUD1; ot EIltheta is cODsiderab~ 

increased. but the drug eftect will come ott in processing in the tom or 

boil-ott (which is covered under Relative Entheta on Case). 

When an auditor tiMs his pre-clear unusual~~gestible. he should 

be very caretul what he 8&1'8 to the pre-clear. He may notice that a pre

clear atter he clo88s bis eyes will begin to nutter his 8J9l1da. This is 

~t.<a of the ~st. ~""e1. of Jvpnat1c t.l'8IIIIe. The aud1.tor C8lIIIOt 

avoid processing the case. but he shoald be careful. to use language quite 

unlike hypnotic 8\lggestions and be certain at the end or the processing 

session to scan ott the auditing. 

There is very little the auditor can do to a case 'Which goes into an 

lJiypnotic trance each time a command is gi van to close the eyes. Returning 

back down the track slightly' iDcreases the suggestibility ot any persOll. 

There is no harm in this except during boil-otts. During a boil-ott. re

marks which are made to the pre-clear 1IIq' be torgotten and lost. thus be-

coming hypnotic suggestions. All sessions, theretore, should be scanned 

out with particular attention to 8117 period when the pre-clear was boiling-

ott. 

The auditor ma;y tind a pre-clear who insists on being drugged or 

b;nmoti zed in ardor tf aud1. ted, a. a dramatization of 8<1118 past. cClllllllllld. 

It this pre-clear insists on being hypnotized" the auditor can be certain 

that hypnotism exists in this case, whether or not the pre~ le ar has any 

recollection ot it. Hypnotism is general in OIlr society. and a request 

tor hypnotism is a dramatization ot h1Pnotism. Further. the percentage 

of people who remellber that they- have been h1Pnotized or how JI8ll1' times 

is very slight. 

Hypnotism has been a parlor gane, the tool or the pervert. the command 
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assertion of the authoritarian, and is more general than one would immed

iately su.spect, as the auditor will discover atter he has processed a few 

cases. He should not be surprised at what he finds in a hypnotic inci

dent •• ince tho fact. BIq diffe1ntirelT from lIhat the bWn<>tist told the 

subject bad taken place. A. motto one could use is "Never belieTe a hypno-

tist. n 

In dianetic processing we used to use what was called a "canceller. 1I 

A.t the beginning of the session, the pre-clear was told that anything which 

bad been said to him during the session would be cancelled when the word 

"cancelled" was uttered at the end of the session. This canceller is no 

longer employed, not because it was not useful ~t because lock scanning 

provides the means of scanning off all the auditing. This is a far more 

effective and positive mechanism than the canceller. In scanning old audit-

ing off cases, the auditor will occasionally find that the pre-clear cannot 

recover what the auditor said. The reason for this is that the canceller 

has acted as a forgettor mechanism and has closed off the auditor. Merely 

using repeater technique, which is to say the standard words of the can

celler said over a few times, ldll bring the pre-clear into contact with 

the first canceller in the case, and the consequent cancellers will then 

have no great aberrative effect. 

It should be remarked abOilt ~notism that an early' b1Pnotic seSSion/" 

is the more valid one, even if it is cancelled by a later hypnotic session. 

The mere camnand in a later hypnosis that the early hypnosis does not 

exist will do nothing to render the early' hypnosis less effective, but it 

will make the subject forget it more thoroughly. And the commands of the 

earlier incident will still be accepted over those of the later. This is 

the way all engrams work. HOl~ver, in unburdening hypnotic sessions fran 
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a case, sanetimes one has to #'art with the latest session and work back, 
~ 

because of the amount. of entheta fDtrapped in the last sessions, which, 

being the latest or a long line, will be found to be V8r.Y abarratiV8 to 

the case. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

COLUMN AN 

LEVEL OF MIND ALERT 

It could be postulated that there are act~ eeveral lnels of mind 

function. For purposes of analogy and the cOllllllUD1cation ot the technology 

ot processing, we use, general.l.7, siJlply' the reactiw m1nd and the a.naJ.ytical 

mind. The anaJ.yt1cal mind lfOuld be that part. of the being which perceives 

when the individual is awake or in normal sleep (tor sleep i. ncrt uncon

SCiousness, and an;rth1ng the individual has perceived while he was asleep 

..1; relatively easy tor the auditor to recover) 1s recorded. in the 

standard memory' banks. The standard memory banks, then, would be record-

ings of everything perceived throughout the lifetime up to present time by' 

the individual except pb:y's1cal pain, which is not recorded in the analytical 

mind but is recorded in the reactive mind. The analytical mind would have, 

additionally, ~ngS of its conclusions at the time it perceived cer

tain things in the environment. Conclusions in the analytical mind are 

taken from observation and experiences and education adjusted to the environ-

ment of present tiJae and the future. Conclusions and perceptics are filed 

by' time and topic. The caBpUtive mechanism of the analytical mind works, 

evidently, on the basis of comparison of data and evaluation in terms of 

differences. The brightenss of the analytical mind consists first of its 
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ability to record perceptions in the en'Vironmentj next, of its ability to 

recall them either to review memory or to bring about new cauputationsj 

third, to compare and evaluate data for purposes of optimum survival along 

arrr or all of the dynamics; fourth, its ability to refile the conclusions 

so reached) fifth, its ability to SlDIIIlIate and compare those conclusions 

as needed in further canputation. The analytical mind would also contain 

the imagination, which either creates new realities out of whole cloth, or 

patches them together out of old bits and pieces of experience. The function 

of the imagination is to postulate goals, foresee obstacles t,oward them, ani 

give definite shape to present and future enviromaents. The analytical 

mind also records, in canpany with conclusions, all imaginings and compares 

and re-ilnagines the se as an aid to optimum sum val. 

Uninfluenced by arbitrary data, the analytical mind. theoretically is 

capable of perfect computation at all times. The data on which it computes 

~ be erroneous, but the computor itself is right. 

An ad~8Chine gets right answers so long as it is used, unless 

there is sanething wrong with the operator or ~th the machine itself. As 

the analytical mind is its own operator, in looking for errors, then, one 

must examine the sources of data. The standard memory banks have erroneous 

data in them only on an /cmcatiOnal basis. Consider an adding machine which 

added an extra fi va into every colwml without the knowledge of the operator. 

Each time the operator added five to five he would. get fifteen. When he 

added twenty to ten he would get thirty-five. In the case of a multiplying 

maChines if the machine multiplied by an additional five each time a pro

duct was required of it, the operator w'hen he multiplied two times ten 

would get one hundred, when he multiplied one times five he would get twenty-

five. In each case, the error in the machine is the addition of a hidden 
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arbitrary. If one were doing subtraction, and the machine always sub

tracted five more than the operator called for, when five was subtracted 

from ten, the operator would get zero. When ten was subtracted from twenty, 

the operator would get five. In the case of division, if a machine divided 

by one more than the operator desired, when the operator pWlched out five 

into thirty, he would get a quotient of fi va. When he punched out three 

into twelve, the would get a quotient of three. Here, unseen and hidden 

errors, lying below the observable mechanical level of the machine and out 

of the operator r S knowledge, ..,.;ad) by inj ecting hidden numbers into SlDIlS 

and multiplications, subtractions and di'Visions, produce wrong answers. 

The analytical mind is continually subj ected, in an aberrated ineli vi

dual, to these arbitrary data. The individual is unaware of the existence 

of these data since these data arrive into the reactiTe mind at a time when 

the anal;ytical mind i/ unconscious. The analytical mind did not perceive 

or record the fact that the data came in and it is, then, not aware of the 

fact that the data exists. Thus, the analytical mind can be subjected to 

hidden arbitraries, which obsess or canpel it or inhibit it from making 

correct conclusions. 

The purpose of the analytical mind is to be right and never to be wro~. 

A person who is generally more rigtlt than wrong survives. A person who is 

more wrong than right succumbs. It is not until the analytical mind is 

almost completely shut down, as at 2.0 and below, that the direction toward 

succumbing is taken, since the analytical mind is not present i~ficient 
force to take the course of survival in the face of the arbitrary data 

forced upon it b;y the reactive mind. 

The reactive mind is the composite of entheta on the case. The ~y-

tical mind would be the sum of reasoning theta. The total content of the 
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reactive lIIind consists of locks~ 8econdar1es~ and engrams. These contain 

phrases which are capable ot considerable deranging canputation and imagin

ation. Enforced by the physical pain portion ot the engram~ these arbitr8l'7 

data have command. power on the analytical mind. The analytical mnd, 

resisting thi8 canmand power, will torce the pain to turn against the bod7~ 

producing chronic somatics, which canpare to rheumatism~ bad hearts, 

migraine headaches, mali'unction ot the endocrine system, and other undesir

able, characteristic chronic soatics. 

Theoretically, the analytical mind has as part ot its abili ty ~ when 

it is working freely, command over &IV" part of the organism. This is true 

at least when the analytical mind works via the sanatic mind. The somatic 

mind would be that mind Wtfch takes care or the automatic mechaniSlls ot 

the bod;y, the regulation ot the minu~e which keep the organism running. 

Here is a vast system ot valves and meterings. However, the reactive lI:1.nd 

can work against the analytical and somatic minds to enforce and inhibit all 

these regulative functions and throw them out ot adjustment, bringing about 

various non-optimum physical conditions. 

As has been stated, other levels ot mind can be postulated. One could 

consider as many as eight or ten mind levels. The somatic mind level would 

be that which concerned body cells. These seem to run on a theta-MEST union 

which gives to each cell an organism life of its 0IIJl. Science tor JIl8DY' 

years believed that the life of the whole organism was only the composite 

life of the cells. This is extremely unworkable, and the discovery of the 

point field of energy of the body by recent scientific workers gave the 

most precise kind of evidence as to the existence ot an overall organism 

life. A body composed simply ot cells, each one with a life ot its own, 

would not have a point tield. The overall organism, however, does have a 
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point field. ree:-:::! SS KS I =. I" 8S I; ".'. ha ... pak:ot a_. HenI 

is a Ileasurable aura which evidently i8 in addition to and, according to 

work in Dianetics, independent of the cellular life of the body. In other 

vords, there is evidently a theta body, capable of its 0IIIl independent 

survival, superimposed on the organism. The departure of this theta body' 

marks the point of organism death. The organism, however, still cont~ 
life. The cellular organism survives, as concerns the least independent 

cells, eight to ten minutes, or as in the case of highly independent cells, 

upwards of a year. In other words, there is a separation of tile organism 

body' and the theta body", according to these postulates and observations, 

and then ensuing death to the cellular life of the organism body. 

The somatic level could, then, be considered a low mind form, for 

the se cells have certain responsive actions and habit patterns of their 

own, and their overall network of organization is below the level of 

rational thought. Next would be the reactive mind, that type of mind which 

predominates in most lower forms of life. The reacti va mind learna by 

p~sical pain, and thinks in identities, and reacts by absolute authori-

tarian command. It carries the organism up to 2.0 on the tone scale. 

Fran 2.0 down on the tone scale, nearly all thinking is stimulus-

response, the type of thiDking which some authoritarians would have liked 

us to believe was all the thinking of which man was capable. 

The analytical mind comes more and more into cormnand of the organisn 

as the tone scale is a~cended. Of course, it occurs in all hmna.n beings, 

even those below 2.0, that SODle analytical sctiT.i.ty remains. But fran 2.0 

down, this analytical activity is noraally used for justification of the 

organism's reactive actions. From 2.0 up, the analytical mind is more and 

more in control of its own organism, and computes more and more along 
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optillwn 18"181. of thinld. ng, which is to say it becomes more and more 

reasonable. By the time 4.0 is reached, the free theta with which the 

person is endowed is able to circulate freely through the thought struc

ture pos_seed by the person (and by thought structure in not meant, nec

essarily, physical structure). 

MarJ1' more mind levels apparently EDCist above the analytical level. 

There is, for instance, clear evidence that there is an afstbetiC mind 

level, which is probab17 1Jnmedialie17 above the analytical mind level. The 

aesthetic 1II:ind would be that mind which, by an interplay of the dynamics, 

deals with the nebulous field of art and creation. It is a strange thing 

that the s1m.t-dOllll of the analytical mind and the aberration of the reac

ti ve m:iJld may still leave in fairly good working order the aesthetic mind. 

The aesthetic mind is not much influenced by the position on the tone scale, 

but as it evidently tas to employ the analytical, reactive, and sanatic 

mind in the creatioo of art and art forms, the amount of aberration of the 

individual greatly inhibits the ability of the aesthetic mind to execute. 

A person with a great deal of theta as an initial endowment may be poten

tially" a _(-Cian by reason or hi. aesthetic mind. The as_tic 

mind, evidently, attempts to execute music through the existing media of 

the analytical and reactive minds, and both the analytical power of the 

individual and the aberrations of the individual, because of heavy theta 

endowment, viII be manifested. The more theta, whether in terms of free 

theta or entheta, an individual has, the more forceful will be his demon-

stra-iiion of !!! factors, both analytical and reactive. Because individuals 

who are very heavily endowed with theta seek to control enormous quantities 

of MEST and other organisms, they are fought hard by organisms exercising 

their own self-determinism. Thus, a person of great theta endowment picks 
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up more numerOl1s and heavier locks and secondaries than per SOIlS of smaller 

endowment. This is not because more theta is there to enturbula.te, but 

because there is more counterattack against the individual. The aesthetic 

mind, according to theory, attempting to bring about art forms, uses all 

the theta. 

It was once thought that it was absolutely necessary for an artist to 

be neurotic. Lacking the ability to do an;ything about neurosis, like 

Aesop 1 S fox who had no tail and tried to persuade the other foxes to cut 

theirs off, old schools of mental healing glorified what they could not 

prevent or cure. Silly little books on the subj ect of how fortunate was 

the crazy person were offered in this justification of this defeatism and 

helplessness. 

Aesthetics and the postulate that there exists an aesthetic mind are 

both highly nebulous so far as our present understanding of them is con-

c erne d. But this is mown, tnat any creative artist, as he descends down 

the tone scale, becanes less and less able to execute creative impulses 

and at last becomes unable to contact his creative impulses. By dianetic 

processing, we take a currently successful but heavily aberrated artist 

and we bring him up the tone scale. We can observe that his abilit7 to 

execute what he conceives and the clarity with which he conceives it both 

increase very marked17. His aesthetic idsas do not become more conservative 

or humdrum but may become wider and more comple/. He becanes more himself 

and better able to do what he can do in the field of aesthetics. The only 

modification of this is that he rises up the tone scale he adopts greater 

scope and robustness in his work. The art form with which he is working 

and his method of handling it might have demonstrated considerable aberra-

tion, as measured by the casual observer. His paintings might have been 
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strange and crtw, ar bis music hauntingly marbid. His art form, as he 

rises up the tone scale, evidentl1' alters 11 ttle except to increase in 

force of emcuticm and deftness of cOlllll'R1Jlication. The morbidity in his 

music, i£ it did not de-pend on how sad he was personal.l.y with life, does 
S 

not di~ppear. But as he rises on the tone scale, he is no longer fixed 

at a pon tion where he !!!.!! paint strange and creepy paintings or write 

morbid music. His versatility increases. The author can who write only 

one book of one kind with one tone is not, f'ra.nkly, much of an author. 

Almost any artist laughs himself into a very short breath over the 

.f\nabUngs and mumbl1ngs of the various split schools of mental healing 

when they confront aesthetics. Some of them even dare to assume that they 

can judge the mental state of an author by reViewing his writings. This 

is scmewhat on the order of a snail giving his opinion of the Parthenon 

by crawling through its relief's. As an illustration, a.n;y able canposer 

or author can write in lI18ny' aesthetic foms and c~proxi.mate with their 

work 8I\Y level of the tcne scale. No artist attempting to interpret life 

is wortbT ot being called an artist unless he can view almost in the same 

sweep both a:»athy and exhilaration. A good poet can cheerfully write a 

~ gruesome enough to make strong men cringe, or he can write verses 

happy enough to make the weeping laugh. AIry able composer can wr1 te music 

eithEr covert enough to make the sadist wriggle with delight or open enough 

to rejoice the greatest souls. The artist works with life and with uni-

verses. He can deal with arry level of communication. He can create &ny' 

reality. He can enhance or inhibit any affinity. '!'he aesthetics have 

very- much to dowith the tone scale and with the interweaving of the var

ious ~cs and urges along these dynamlcs into harmonious patterns 

random enough and a.rttUl enough to accomplish what the artist intends to 
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accomplish. The artist has an enormous role in the enhancement of today's 

am the creation of tomorreN'S reality. He operates in a rank in advance 

of science as to the necessities and requirements of man. The elevation 

of a culture can be measured. directly by the numbers of its people 

working in the field of aesthetics. A society which in any' wq inhibits, 

suppresses, or regiments its artists is a society not only leN on the tone 

scale but most certainly' doaned. A totalitarian state, following its usual 

line of ~rversion of truth, talks endlessly and raucously about its subsi-

dization of the artist. But it subsidizes only" those artists who are wil-

ling to work for the state exactly as the state dictates. It regiments the 

artist and prescribes what he will do and what he will write and what he 

vill think. This is in direct controversion to the function of the artist 

in a society. Because the artist deals in future realities, he always 

seeks improvements or changes in the existing reality. This makes the 

artist, inevitably and invariably, a rebel against the status .~ The 

artist, day by dq, by postulating the new realities of the future, accom-

plishes peaceful revolution. 

It happens, however, that democracies and other forms of government 

are prone to overlook the role of the artist in the society. In the United 

states, for instance, the artist may write one great book or make a great 

motion picture or compose ane great symphony am may achieve, all in a 

moment, the bulk of the gains of his lifetime. His whole dedication, fran 

Childhood, might have been toward the creation of this one great work, am 

:ret d8lllOCraCy~ 7 7 S 11 £ 4 avidly taxing its pover-
:r 

fully creative individuals into non-production, snatches trom the artist 

&.ny' such fruits of victory and exacts an enormous penalty for the creation 

of any work of art. One of the greatest single moves which could be made 
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to advance and vitalize a cul tare such as America vould be to free, com

pletely', the artist from all taxes and similar oppressions, and thus attract 

into the arts the most ambitious and able and invite them to ~e un

checked the creation of all the beauty and glory on which aDiY culture 

depenis 1£ it would have material wealth. The artist injects- the theta 

into the culture, and without that theta the culture becomes reactiT8. 

This dissertation on the function of the artist is given at this place 

partly' because it should be said and partly because the auditor should 

understand that the impulse to create and construct surmounts the merely 

rational and reactive fields of reason. Farther, the auditor may oecasion-

ally have to defend Dianetics against the strange neurosis, to the effect 

that when an artist becomes less neurotic he become s less able. Sane 

artists, regrettably', have been educated to this belief and so, by this 

very education, seek to act in their private and public lives in an 

intensely' aberrated fashion in order to prove that they are artists. The 

education to this effect is such that the auditor can commonly discover 

sorne young girl in the field of the arts living like a prostitute in order 

to convince he~ and her .trias that she is truly' artistic. In the 

early dqs of Rome, art was fairly good. The Christian revolted against 

Roman disregard for human life and slaves. When the Christian revolted 

he did the reactive computation that he was revolting against RCDallS. He 

oondemned everything that was Roman as bad, and for .fifteen hundred years 

it t#':t was an evil thing to take a bath, becau8e the Romans had bathed. 

[Unfortunately', although the Catholic Church recovered early and began to 

appreciate the artist, this was not true of sane of the early' religions 

which came to America. These were still in full revolt against anythLng 

that was Roman. They revolted against pleasure, against beauty, against 
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cleanliness, aDd against ~ other desirable things which are in them

selves the glor,y of'man. The arti-at then revolted against this declared 

unreasonableness aDi went on a course as thoroughly reactive as had been 

the course of' PurltaniSlll and C4,niSll. Being artistic was commonly iden

tified with being loose-moraled, wicked, idle and drunken, and the artist, 

to be recognised, t.ried to live up to this role. This f'eeling persists to 

this dq, and low-toned people otten Embrace the art' solely as an eJroUse 

to be ~adSCUou.s, unconventional, and loose in morals. 

If' the al¥li.tor wishes to rehabi.l1tate an aesthetic mind, he must ad

dress all the entheta vbich has accumulated around the subject of' aesthe-

tics. No more authoritarian field exists, since none of' the principles 

of' aesthetics have been accurately formulated, and it is an axiom of' Dia

netics that the less accurately known about a field of the humanities the 

Blore a+oritarian will be that field. A:ar field vhich bas critics galore, 

[whereiD a thousand dif'ferent schools of' divergent opinion can mst, where 

opinion is listened to with open mou.ths in lieu of' reason by which any 

man can reach a conclusion, is an authoritarian field. AesthetiCS, unfor-

tunately, aboands in these critics and opinions. 

The whole field of' arts is thus enturbulated, and the artistry of' a 

culture is thereby greatly l"ecmced. The rehabilitation of that art-ability 

of' a culture is a tremendOllsly valid undertaking, and will repay a culture 

a thousand times over f'ar a:q ef'fort made in that direction. A culture is 

only as great as its dreams, and its dreams are dreamed by artists. When 

the level of' existence of' the artist becaDes impure, so becomes impure the 

art i tstr, to the deterioration of' the society. 

It is a dying society indeed into which can penetrate totali tarian
:u 

ism. The group aesthetic mind or that society must be almost wholl.y' unable 
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to operate. No societY' in which art was elevated and supported, in which 

the writer, the musician, the poet, or the architect had &ny' stabilitY' or 

position, would tolerate the work-dog theory of man's highest destination. 

For if the industry and commerce *terial projects of a nation are " ~ 
,l.rried on the backs of a few able, desperate men, -/ten the honor and the 

glor;,r of that societY' is carried and enhanced by the artist. 

There ma;r be DI8ll3" levels of mind above the aesthetic mind. It would 

be presumptuous to c&1ssi17 them if one did not understand but had o~ 

observed the possibU1tY' of existence. ~Saification of or assignment of 

names to things which one does not encompass with his understanding is an 

authoritarian procedure and leads to nothing but confusion. A mental 

illness, for inst~e, should be classified with a designation which would 

lead to its alleviation. SimplY' classi1)ing one introduces complexity-

wi thout advancing understanding. It is quite common in authoritarian 

fields to advance a great ~ descriptive names for things based on par-

tial or obscure observation or UD:l.nf'ormed and unskilled observers. This 

makes for a vast amount of "technology" and gives a certain "dignitY'" 

(actual~, a pompOsitY') to an "authOritY''' in an authoritarian field. One 

would not in any sense consider a professor of English literature a creator 

of literature simply' because the professor knows the names of the writers 

o 
and all their works and the multitude of !pinions critics haw expressed 

about theJl. This cataloguing can very easily pass for "appreciation. a In 

a low-tone SOCietY', which will admit authoritarianism without much rebuke 

aad bend before the thundering wit{eSS manifestoes of sane critic or prac

ti tioner who knows nothing more of his subj ect than an enormouslY' complex 

vocabulary, one can expect the definition of a "cultured person" to be 

that person who can recite and give the standard opinion about numerous 
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artistic works and bmnanjtarian "ologies.- This makes it very simple for 

an individual to obtain "culture." He must on:Qr memorize, without tbinlci.ng 

about, the names of the great operas, the great books, the great paintings, 

~ the humanitarian projects of the past. In a low-tone society, the 

uni verlli ties perform this function ably, if nauseously. In a very low-tone 

society, institutions of "learning" are commonly' deserted after a ;year ar 

two b7 most persons who, through reason, wish to be of worth to their fellow 

men. In other words, in a low-tone societ7, education is denied, because 

it is education by' classification, to most of the individuals who would 

actuall:y' help that socieli7. 

Thus, no attempt to classify' 8.DY' level of mind alertness above the 

level of the aesthetic mind will be made be70nd stating that these mind 

levels more am more seem to approach an omniscient status. SCIIlewhere, 

possibly on the firth level, lies the functioning mind of the spiritual 

or religious man who has passed over the border of a consideration of MEST 

ar of arganisms and is turned toward an understanding of and a cooperation 

with both the theta universe and the SUpreme Being. 

What vast frontiers are opened b7 the scientific evidence which con-

times to accumulate in Dianetics, what these frontiers and the knowledge 

they embrace will do to alter or enhance man's culture carmot at this time 

be estimated. Far example, even at this time in Di.anetics one can prove, 

as science demands proof in terms of sensing, measuring, and experienCing, 

the i1llllortalit7 or near immortalit7 of the individual. Oddly enough, or 

perhaps not so oddly, hardl7 any re-interpretation of ~Cripture is necess

ar.1, save that the boldness and scope of past con&iderations about the 

human soul, God and the Devil, and Heaven and Hell are stabilized and made 

contactlble. The impartance and value of organism death is enormously 
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rednced, should dianatic investigations and conclusions cont1Jme to be 

corol.l.ary to or concordant with man's great religions. Religions, fighting 

uphill against the oppressions of Godless ideologies, lIq' gain new strength 

and meaning. The level of behav1011r of the individual, whether good or 

evil, would appear to have new Bign1ficaDCe. For those people who over

come the suppressors to their goodness, ethica, and honor, an upward surge 

tor0J8.rd spiritual immortality seems to be indicated. Those who sucC'Wlb 

to the Forces of Evil and are unable to li va aore than evil and. destruc-

ti va 11 vas would seem, should these conclusions be borue out on further in

Testigation of a scientific nature, to be entered not only upon a dIr.l.ndl.ing 

spiral in one generation but upon a decline toward. a final. end of pain or 

non-survival, as personal identities. 

and eJq)lored possib11ities (or probabilities) would seem to give new aean

ing to the cycles of societies and groups and their survival or death. 

As one examines these upper levels of mind, when one exam nes the 

evidence of the theta body, and when ane himself eJq>eriences, incidental 

to processing, the evidence of his own continuation into ;yesterdays and 

an evident guarantee of his tomorrows past his death in the current gene

ration, one' s orientation with regard to goals and purposes JUy undergo 

a considerable a1. taration. The biologist, revolting against churches 

which ~ or may not have considerably suppressed scientific research in 

the past, has sought to dream for man an origin out of mud and ammonia 

seas and a source for him independent of God, but springing only from 

material things. This reactive overreaching gave us no method of allevia

ting the unhappinesses of man, even in the restricted fields of chronic 

sanatics and mental aberration, and gave to us instead tremendous weapons 

of destruction without providing as well any sanity with which to use them. 
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Under the guidance of the material-blinkered sCientist" whose greatest 

goal was a work-animal adjustment of man to a p~ical environment" whose 

end for the individual was six feet of ground and a coffin sometimes proof 

against worms" and whose goal for the group was an ant society wherein 

the smallest unit of life worthy or notice was ten thousand individuals" 

we have been led down dark and evil byways of destruction not only of the 

dreams, hopes, and ethics of men but of the MEST planet as well. Material

istic SCience" operating on the premise that man came from mud only" that 

the mind is a queerly erroneous stimulus-response mechanism" that the human 

soul is a delusion" that God was a D\Yth of sane aberrated Mesapotmn:1an" has 

presented us at last with the immediate and real threat of man's extinction 

as a species. In view of the fact that this materialistic science led only, 

then" in the direction or death" even the unthinking should see the fact 

that something must be desperately wrong with the teachings of the Lysenkos" 

the Darwins" and my learned schooJJnates" the atanic scientists who have 

given man at last for his grave-spade the atanic bomb. However" it was 

natural for man, as an organism heavily enturbulated with MEST, to bring 

to perfection sanething like the understanding of the laws of MEST before 

he looked about to see whether anything else might exist. The materialist 

scientist has enormously advanced man's control of MEST" even it he has by 

his doctrines considerably inhibited man's understanding of what in Dia

netics we call theta. Francis Bacon, Newton" and the rest developed ways 

or thinking about thinking and ways of reasoning about reason which have 

been of considerable value to Dianetics and without which" indeed" Dia

netics could not have been formulated. But Bacon and Newton did not espouse 

the materialist cause. Their disciples devloped the doctrine that man came 

fran mud and that man's destiny was mud. 
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If Dianetics does not cane too late upon the scene, its investigation 

of higher mind levels, even at this low am undeveloped point, may be of 

assistence to a resurgence in man of sanething of his belief in a divine 

Being and in himself as an entity partial.ly divine. The basic prinCiples 

of D1anetics demand that a fact, to be proven, must be sensed, measured, 

or eJq>erienced. When science thrust this onto the scene of thinking, man's 

willingness to accept a fact merely upon faith was in itself reduced. 

Caught unprepared before this new doctrine without which, so its espousers 

claim, nothing could be valid the religions still attempted to hold at 

high value what was actually a vitally necessary part of man's social ex

istence. But generation after generation of young men and (why, we cer

tainly cannot tell) young women came off the assembly lines marked 

"educational courses," filled full of doctrine that they IIDlst believe only 

what they could experience and ground very fine in the mills of the mater

ialist. These generations, actually', regardless of their ability to "quote 

Bach or play Hamlet on the piano," to look into microscopes, to serve as 

executives in steamship offices, to shift and command and generalJ.y alter 

MEST, were, nevertheless, socially lost generations which had no concept 

of the value of themselves as individuals, which had no workable social 

order worth mentioning if the value of a social order is to be measured 

in tams of happiness. These generations were wracked by divorce, inhibi

tions, purposelessness, sophistication, insincerity, and general hopeless

ness. Representative of their feeling in the field of humanity were schools 

of thOllght which taught them that a man's highest goal was to become "adjusted 

to his environment" without once realizing that man's only advance depended 

on man's ability to adjust ~ environment ~ !!:!::! !! !. species, which taught 

that genetic heredity alone was responsible for neurosis and insanity, and 
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that filth and muck alone covered. the entire problem of the human mind fre. 

top to bottan. This is a sad and piteous thing. No -.pire one has studied 

in aI\V fomer day ha(ever become so deprll'V8d and Godless in its serdl1ty 

as the overall average of the societies ot man in the world today. It is 

no woDier that an ideology which hold" that man, generations atter genera-
N n 

tim, can be molded into lId,lUess machine parts, {.bat there is no dest1n;y 
l; 

tor the individual beyond bis place as an emotionless, ~~-held cog in 

a d1l11y, hopele ss:q grinding social wheel, cODDll8Dds ot its miniCllls the 

destruction and eradication fran 8ll1' society of the prodncer, the indiv1-

dualist, the thinker, or an;y noble man. 

The progress upward toward survival on bigher levels is a progress as 

well toward God. The auditor will notice this in case after case. He 

will probably be struck first by the fact that those at~s he processes 

soon cease to be atheistic in their inclinations and attain at least a 

tolerance for the idea that religion can exist and haw a vJt,d function in 

a social order. Scanning out some of the education of the individual 

simply as a step tmrard converting entheta along a very likeq line, the 

auditor may be interested to note that the pre-clear begins to speculate 

on the possibility of a spiritual ex! stence. AI thoo.gh he lIIIq anbrace no 

doctrine, the pre-cle ar, when he is vell up the tone scale, is apparently 

instinctively aware of sane higher level of existence. He n01"ll8.1ly aban-

dons materialistic stand as he adV&l ces up the tone scale, since this stand 

happens to be compatible with imividnals trca 2.0 down. 

One could postula te that from 2.0 dONn. there is more MEST in an indiv1-

dual than there is theta, for individuals along these levels prefer to 

use MEST force, foot-pounds of energy, in order to accomplish their desires, 

rather than reason. Indi viduals on this level normally do not improve !!EST 
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but will ll8ke exlsting structures into enMEST. When indi:viduals are en

turbul.ated below the level of 2.0, they tend, as a general rule, t.o con

aider all life, all organisms as MEST and will in their handling of life 

and organias rednce them down t.oward MEST. Od~ enough, t.his happens 

to compare wit.h past ideas of missions of minions of the ~v.il. The forces 

of Ev.U reduced life down int.o materialism and death. 

Above 2.0, the tendency of the individual is to enhance life and 

organisms in their existence and to assist them to an harmonious cont.rol 

aver MEST. This is strangely s:l:milar to what in the past. haw been CCll

aidered good and Godl.y' actions. 

It should not be considt4"ed strange that the organiSlll can go so JllU.ch 

higher ,ftove 2.0 than it can go down below 2.0. 4.0 is so far short. of 

the altitude eT.i.dently obtainable by whatever means, according to tenta-

tive observations, that one cannot but feel that man so far in his evolu-

tion of existence has been but slightl~ graduated from his an:iJnal. cousins 
~ 

in canparison to the distance~ has yet to travel to attain anything like 

an ultimate. To observe that an entire social order such as America can 

drift around 2.5 and that the normal individual probably falls below 3.0 

it to compare man's current stat.e with that of the ugly duckling who will 

grow up to be a swan. But the comparison is not complete. There is 

sanething like an inevi tabili ty in an ugly duckline I s growing up. I t has 

to !!!! to becaue a swan. Faced with the insanities of the world today, 

man l s chances of reaching God are not that good. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

COWMN 1.0 

RELATIVE ENTHE'l'A ON CASE 

As noted in the accomp8ZJ1ing graph, an organism, by dianetic postu

late and observation, is cauposed of theta and MEST and their altered $, 
entheta .md enMFST. 

By theta is meant, of coarse" thought energy, possibly existing as 

thOllgbt matter in thOl1ght space. By MEST is meant the physical universe 

or matter" energy, space" and time, as we know them in the physical 

sciences. It is postulated that these two energies combine" and through 

the haraonious control of MEST by theta a life organism is formed. Theta 

plus MEST could be said" then" to canpose life. 
:,.; 

The fO!'lll8.tion of organi8lls am their development ~ntlY' canes 

abOllt through four evolutionary tracks. First, there is the evolution of 

the theta body" of which we know little bey-om the fact that it appears to 

exist, at least for human organisms" and to move forward in time Jdevelop

ing from generation to generation independent of the g~netic line. The 

second evolution is" apparentJ.y, the evolution of organisms themselves, 

continuing along a protoplasmic line from generation to generation" each 

generation altering somewhat by virtue of the enviromnent, by natural 

selection which weeds out the least fit or least adaptable, and by what 

appears to be planned construction based on canputation for the future. 

The third evolution is the evolution in MEST. This mq not be readily seen, 
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but MEST is changed, ordered, disordered, am made more canplex by the 

advancing generations ot life torms: the intricate complexity of. bacterial 

by-products and the tormation or destruction ot mountains or machines is 

no less an evolution than that along the orgaDism line. 

There is a tourth evolution which bas been bu.t Blightly' considered. 

This is the gradient scale in present time of growing canplex1ty ot life 

tOl'DlS as they support thEDsalves, in now, em MFSr. The basic on this 

scale of canplexity is, of cou.rse, those miDute lite torms vh1ch live on 

sunlight and inorganiC chemicals alone and which convert rock and sand 

into soil, or in the sea, which provide tood tor the next highest vegetable 

form. The soil then supports a Blightly higher plant form. This, in turn, 

makes better or more soil, or in the sea, better or more food, and an 

evolution ot complexity then is observed in the higher and higher levels 

of the vegetable kingdom, then in the more simple an:imal and fish forms, 

and final17 forms as cOmplex as man. This last evolution is taking place 

contimously in present time and is a ladder of support, sinee man and 

other mobile animals depend upon lower and lower forms to do more and more 

basic work in providing MEST and its fuels for the construction. This 

present-time evolution is in continuous existence, and here with us at 

this moment the lowliest foms are actively converting sunlight and minerals 

for the support of higher forms. The more MEST the fom handles external 

to itselt, the more complex are its requirements in terms of pre-processed 

MEST. This processing of MEST, then, for higher and higher form consumption 

is necessary as a starf ot life. Theta could be said, then, to exist 
\\ II 

across the MEST line of parade in time as a now band, just as the MEST 

un! verse probably lies in the continuous present time of the theta universe. 

It seems to be a rule of theta and MEST that they form union onJ..y at 
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a moment of heaVT collision with each other. A.lthough theta has a natural 

atraction for MEST and MEST has a natural attraction for theta, if MEST has 

aD1' intention, this does not mean that the first union to any advance is 

6rmonious one. The first manent of impact i8 a co111sion in which a 

conslderable portion of the theta becomes tangled with the K1!ST, leaving 

some free theta ani some useful MEST. The remainder changes wave length 

or polaritY' and becomes what we call enturbulated theta and enturbulated 

MEST, which in Dianetics we shorten to errliheta and enMEST. 

While sane organization may be made in this first union, it seEDS 

that the entheta and enMEST must separate in order for the theta to ex-

tract with it lmovledge of the plV'sical laws of MEST. Then a second col-

li8ion i8 made, and a greater advance comes about, since theta has more 

lmowldge of KEST am can make a more harmonious conquest. Continual repet-

itions of this bring theta more and more information; and more and more 

abilitY' in the handling of KJ!ST brings about more canplex forms and organ

izations. This is as true of the group as it is of the individual, and 

all group activities which wUl. eventually result ;in learning begin with 

considerable turbulence. After thB turbuleme is aver, greater advances 

are then made possible through a much greater un:lerstanding of the physical 

universe bY'theta. An illustration of this would be the scientific advances 

obtained in wars, which in the after peace serve men constructively. There 

is a limiting factor on this, however, in that all the theta must not be-

cane enturbulated, thus carrying the organism evolution downward. 

Death is a name assigned to what is apparently the mechanism by which 

theta reco-/ers i tsel! and the bulk of its volume fran the MEST, so as to be 

able to accomplish a more harmonious conquest of the MEST in a next genera

tion. Species advance so long as the ,theta and the MEST can still separate, 
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leaT.l.Dg tree theta, but at last the theta apparently begins to enter the 

genetic liDe on a dwindliDg spiral, the species decqa and dieti out. 

The tone scale does not represent the idea that everything above 2.0 

is theta in pure torm and everything below 2.0 is entheta in pure form .. 

[nor that in the organi_ everything above 2.0 is MEST vell organized by' 

theta .. and that .. sharply .. everything below 2.0 is enMEST .. or disorganized 

matter. In older _ya of thinking, which pennitted only tvo-valued logic .. 

which is to saY' black aDd white or right and wrong vi th no in-between values, 

the tene scale am its usefulness would have been greatJ.:.y decreased. In 

Dianetiics.. there is a nell' wq of thinking abent things which underlies a 

great deal of its technology. Instead of two-valued logic or three-valued 

logic we have infiJd.ty-valued logic. Here is a gradient scale which per

mi ts no absolute at either em. In other WOMS there is not an absolute 

right aDi an absolute wrong .. just as there is no absolute stillness and no 

absolute motion. Of ccnrse.. it is one of the tenets of Dianetics that 

absolutes are not attainable but onl.y approachable. Thus, we have gradient 

scales. neath is approached b:r degrees, in terms of failures .. being wrong, 

accumulated sicknesses 8Di accidents. An ascendency upward toward life is 

an acclDlllllation of minor successes which lead to higher and higher levels of 

survival, successes in organism. growth and perfection and in education and 

in attaining goalse 

Actually, 2.0 on the tone scale is the place where the A-R-C of theta 

and the organism order in terms of M:m5T have each and intermingledly become 

suffiCiently dissonant.!fhat a slight $.scomtort exists. The enMEST is not 

very enMEST.. and the entheta is not very entheta, but as the scale is des

cended this dissonance grows stronger and wider until it is finally so wide 

that it is almost a null, which is to say that very little inter-activity-
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between eDliheta and eDHES'l n:l.8te ad tbat the o.-pODcte at taMEST are 

becCIIiDg 80 poorly' organized a8 not even to be in caDfiiot vi tb ODe anotbe~ 

and 80 that the A-R-C ot theta i8 pract1calq ou.t at contact nth theaselves. 

The complete DDll point tor the organi_ lite 1s 0.0, where theta and. MiS'l', 

~tar as the argania is cODCerned, have 80 little in COlllllOfl with each 

other that th8T 8eparate. Thi8 separation ot the theta bod;y troJD the HEST 

bodT eject8 into being tor .turtber use in new organi8Dl8 the MEST ot the 

old bod;y and release8 into tread.aa tor ta.ture conqoest or organiau, 

according to pre8ent theory, the theta body. 

If' the au.ditOl" tim8 thi8 too vastly' technical, be should at least 

UDier8tand that in order to bri~ an orgaul._ up the tane scale he has to 

8eparate the enturbulations of theta am MEST, lIhich extst as 8Dtheta aDd. 

enJIiEST in the organi_. Every moment ot hard collision between the theta 

portion and the MEST portion of the bod;y or between the organiaa 8ld other 

organism8 or MEST bas f01'!lled a point of such intensity of entheta and 

enMFSr that this point w11l thElL"earter m1{Urbu.late the theta aDi the 

MEST with which it cc:mee into contact. 

Thi8 is the engram, a lIlClllem:. ot physical pain with its resultant UD.

consciOl1SD8sS and the perceptics entrapped therein. Bntheta and eDMES! frClll 

0.1 up to 2.0 are seeking to separate and in 80 8eeking enturbulate the 

existiDg theta and MEST. A:rsy instant or area ot piJ;rsical pain, then, 1s 

trying itself to die, so that the entrapped entheta and enMEST can became 

tree enOl1gh for new cOBluest to form less enturbulated entheta. 

In d1anetic processing scmething nar, in that it can be dGM tho~, 

in the r01Utions of organisms, the theta body and MEST, bas been intro

duced. Processing separates mtheta and enMEST vithOllt briDging abalt the 

death of the organism. These point8 of ccntag1.on, if unprocessed, sum up 
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tina",.. to organi_ death. 

Ju.st as, apparemoq, the Ht:ST body ot the organi_ is replenished b7 

otber MIST, processes it, and gl'98S ott MEST, 80 is the theta boell', pos

sibly', replenished and so does it, evidently', give ott theta. Be;yond tbe 

tact ot erlatence of am basic descriptions ot theta, which are ueetuJ. to 

1;8e auditor, vf!117 11 ttle is known abou.t theta at this t:t., although the 

recognition of its prObabJ:/ existence bas anoraou.all' widened the scope ot 

knowledge on the subject of the hullaDities, and the disc09'8lT of the theta 

body' in terms that can be sensed, EalJU1"8d am eJq)8rienceci accorc1iDg to 

good. scientific usage means a considerable advance, it it continues to be 

brt b7 acCUlllUlating evidence. 

Entheta, ei. ther O'9'8r scme bJ'-paas rOllte or direct17, converts into 

organism theta or ukes it possible for more theta to be attracted to the 

orgaman simply by, according to present theo~, the address ot theta it

selt to the viciDity of tbe eIItheta &ad enMEST. The mere proximity of a 

considerable quantitl' of theta, apparent17, to an area of entheta causes 

the entheta to change wave length, vibration rate, or polaritl' and either 

to beccme theta or to discharge and leave an area into which fresh theta 

can penetrate. Just as enough aoothl7 fiowing water overcomes the tur

bulence of a disturbed area of now, so does theta introduced into an~
theta area convert or Doath out the ent~ It happens that the conver

siem effect of theta on eut.beta can occur when the theta to be applied. to 

the ent.beta) or broaght to bear upon i ~ exists in another organism or in a 

group of organisms. There is SCIIlelihing everywhere-coenstent about theta, 

and perhaps there are various torms and types of it, all having more or 

less the same basic ccmponeIIts, just as there is a great difference in 

quality amongst ideas, 1Ih1ch seem to be the matter of th~. 
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FrClll 2.0 up on the tone scale, the thBta is le8. &Di 1a8s d1.ssonant, or 

aore and more compatible in its three c aaponente of aff1D1 ty', reali V and 

cCllllllUDication, but this does not mean that 4.0 is perfection of theta. 

Theta contained in organi_s, fran one organism to another, seems to have 

at least SaRe of its factors more refined, and theta appears to assume 

other qualities above 4.0. Emctly how high these qualities go, whet.her 

or not the 2.0 to 4.0 range is highly personalized, wnere the band of 

true free theta is, it there is imreasing power above these levels}are 

all questions eubj ect s;t; this time to considerable epecul.aticn. Only' 

enoogb data exists to make it tairly certain that with the theta theory 

we are dealing with sanething JIDlch closer to natural law than man bas 

widely accepted berore in his attempts to understand life, human behavieji'r, 

and the Immanities in general. Thus, it ~ be that as one proceeds em 

up the tcme scale one discovers progressive advances in theta. 

MEST is considerably' easier to uncierstam, being an old idea which 

has been worked over by" several generations, to say the least, of p~sica1-

universe-minded iMividuals, Yet here again, with Dianetics, there was a 

great deal more to learn, particularly where MEST was conerned as a compon-

ant part or the organism. 

However lightly' the auditor wishes to study or regard the above data 

on the theta-KEST theor:r, this rollowing data concerning MEST and eDMEST 

is vital to processing, and the auditor who does not knew this data will 

not be able to achieve f/ary good results on a case. Much or this data is 

new and has not before been released, but it has resolved, by" theory and 

application or the techniques, cases which hitherto were considered 

extremely' difficult, such as the heavily occluded case, which not only' 

ncould not get out of present time" but did nat even seem to benefit vetry' 
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greatly fraI processing. J:rq au.d1 tor who baa difficult)" with his pre-clear 

woald do we1l to read this secticm over again. 

During processing, the individual can be obserftCl to baw what DiY be 

considered to be increased theta as fast as entheta is recovered and con-

verted.. There.",. be other manifestations of the release of EIltheta which 

haw not yet been obser98d. If they exlst and are observed, possibly pro-

cessing III8\r increase in technolog)". 

The eDMEST portion of converaion or exhaustion of charge on a ca. is 

considerably more obY.i.ous to the observer" possibly becanse at this tiE 

our knowledge of the IDa terial universe is so much greater and. because we are 

trained to observe organiSll behaviour. ~ 

We haw alreaiy covered ~de8Cr1Ptions~ locka, secoDiaries and 

engrams. What we are covering here is the mechanical process of remov1~ 

areas of turbulence and, by the<ll7, converting entheta to theta and eDHEST 

to MEST. 

The largest deposits of eatbeta and enMEST exlst in secondaries, not 

in ph;ysical pain engrams. A pbTsicaJ. pain engram acta as a sort of trap. 

It is the basic enturbulator. By" contagion it C&n,in lIloments of loss or 

threatened 10ssJcontain varioo.s mis-emotions. The secondary', primar.il.y', 

charges up the physical. pain eDgr811 to a point where it can assert its 

entheta aide strongly against the analytical. processe • ., or its enMFSr side 

strongly aga:inst the plv'Bical part of the organiSll, creating chronic SOlll&

tiCS, to which Dianetics attributes psychosomatic illnesses. A great deal 

of entheta, but not as much as can be trapped in secondaries, is contained 

in lock chains. Here gradually)day by dq, little by little, theta is 

caught and converted into entbeta, and tlE MEST at its level on the time 

track is converted into enMEST, to a slight degree. One should not ignore 
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UlT depo81t o~ eutheta aDd eaMESl'. The whole task or proce8sing confiDe. 

i tsel.t to this cODYara1cm. 

Contact vi th present tille, i~ &n7 part; or that tiJae can be daon

lS'trabl1' preaeD1i to the pre-clear, has some tendency to diaenturbulate SCIlla 

entheta. straight mallory, by bringing to bear the theta of the analytical 

:aind on the past, particular17 in areas which are occluded, since all those 

occlusions are entheta areas, brings into being sane theta. The running 

of a lock through and through as though it were an engram can, in a low

tone case particularly, bring im.o being more theta. Lock scanning is a 

parl;icul.ar~ efficacious technique in converting entheta. seCondaries, 

~'!' r during moments of severe present-time enturbulence, can 

greatly charge up engrams which have been keyed in, and are heav,r, exten

slve deposits. Engrams themselves have the basic entheta and enMEST and 

are able to enturbulate and hold to themselves considerable entheta, but 

it is interesting to note tbat the engram could be taken down to a level 

or entbeta content approJdmating that which it bad originallJr without 

running the engram. This is easily" understood as soon as one tries to 

run OIlt a near-pre sent-time injury. This near-pre sent-time injury bas not 

been charged up. The last moment of physical pain and unconsciousness on 

a case can usuall,.. be run. After a time, which may extend frOll a few days 

even to ;years, this engram is keyed in, at which time it begins to link 

up and iDiex itself with the reactive lIind, in direct ratio to the amount 

of restilmllation tbat it receives, which is to say in direct ratio to the 

mnnber of times words and other perceptics contained in this engram are 

approJdJnated in an enturbula ted environment. 

The skill and ability of the auditor is, then, addressed to removing 

entheta by ccnverting it, and anything which will do this is valid pltocessing. 
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There are certain def1n1 te canponents in EIIlMEST which manifest th __ 

selves during their release. Whenever entheta is converted to theta it i. 

always done with an accClDp8llying p~siolog1calmanifestation. It is very 

easy far the auditor to aim far and achieve this pby'siological manif'estation, 

for enMEST has certain def1n1 te canponents. 

In other words, when entheta is being converted to theta, the organ

ism manifests certain signs. These can be divided into the four general 

classifications of Wlsses, liquids, SOlids, and p~sicaJ. energy. One 

should understand that the enMEST portion of charge is the pb;ysical sup-

pressor of aberration and chronic somatics. 

One of the main manifestations in the organism, on the release of 

entheta and its cmversion to theta as in the running of locks, secondar-

ies or engrams, or occasionally even doing straight wire, is gas. There 

is sanething about axygenation which is not yet. understood but which again 

might speed up processing. When me erases an eDgraa, for instance, the 

erasure is accompanied by ymms. This is a gaseous and energy manifesta-

tim. Sanething is coming off of the case. In ruming locks, the pre

clear occasionally :yawns. Flatulence also occasionally accanpanies the 

release of entbe ta. 

Liquids are released by the boctY in several forms during the release 

of enMEST. The most obviOlls form is tears. When a secomary engram is 

reduced, an the grief level, it is reduced in tets. When tears occur, 

the seccndary should be run until it is completely e:xhausted, or the phrase, 

if that is all that can be recovered, should be repeated by the pre-clear 

until it no longer occasions tears, since the exhaustion of tears seems to 

be the prblary manifestatim of the e:xhaustion of the most harmful seCOD-

daries, those of grief. But tears are Dot the only manifestatim. Fear 
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seem8 to be releaaed wi til acemrpany1Dg neat, 8C11letima8 of a peculiar 

odor. There are individual8 who are chron1callJ" in 8Uch a lltate of fear 

that each pre8ent-time perceptic discharges itself through aweat. Apatb;y 

CCIIIIlOnly discharges itself as panting or urine, but more work must be done 

to establish the discharge of apatb;r in physiological terms. 

Solids are discharged OIl the level of fear as van:1t1ng, am there ~, 

and en lower le'Yels, as excretia. 

There ill a peculiar manifestation in Dianetics known as boil-off. 

Boil-off has assumed trem.endO\1.slJ" important proportions in processing, 

since the case that is v~ heavilJ" entheta'd has its oharge held down b.r 

such quantities of anaten that the induction of boil-off seems to be the 

most efficacious wq to unburden the case. In a boil-off, a pre-clear v.Lll 

go into an apparent sleep. This is not sleep, DO utter hOll' much it may 

appear to be, but is actuallT a release of unconSCiO\1.SDe8S which is erx

tremelT concentrated and heavy. The release of th:f. s permits the case to 

go forward much more rapicUy, because under it will lie quantities of 

specific imidents which otherw1 se are masked b.r this heavy layer. It is 
l' 

possible that a pre-clear may boil off far twentY""fi ve ~ fiftT hoers, if 

he is extremely heavilT 'burdened with entheta. The boil-off has certain 

strange lII8llifeatations. The pre-clear may, when runniDg an inCident, 

suddenlJ" begin to maunder and trail off) giving mu.ttered account8 of strange 

pictures and disrelated events. This is a ml.rage effect, thrO\1.gb boil-off, 

aad peculiarlJ" d1srelated things will clutter up his attention at this time, 

but he does all this in a very sleePY'" dazed condition and shortly after 

~ go into an even deeper boil-off. 

Ear~ in Dianetic8, it was thought necessary to keep the pre-clear more 

ar less alert in a boil-off. This was an error. The pre-clear shO\1.ld 
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newr be disturbed in a bo1l-ott, bIlt should be p8l'll1.tted to .CIItia. in 

this state until the boil-ott is exhausted. Further, it vas once thought 

that the pre-clsar could be brought up to present time during the boU-off 

am that the boll-oft vould continue autClll&tica~. This doee not appear 

to be the case. A boU-off .. at be contimed on the point of the track 

where it began to occur." 

*' Credit for additicmal insight into p!v'siological IIBDitestatioDB, aDd 
the use at boil-oft in particular, is given here to Jack Baylor of San 
Francisco. 

A boil-off lUll' be boring for the auditor, for the pre-clear 11_ in a 

dazed state and may do so for JI8.DI111im1tes or even one or two hours. Eftn 

so, the au:litor should not interrupt the pre~lear. The efticacy of boil-

otf i8 demonstrated by' the fact that when eme is tiD1sbed the pre~lear i8 

alert and can run other tOl'll8 of _theta, but that when one is interrupted. 

the pre-clear will be in an unsatisfactory condi tim. When boil-of.ts are 

not permitted or induced, the Gase will nat progress rapidly, and in an 
~ 

occluded case may progress 'With remarkable 81"""ess. Perhaps the ball-off' 8 

importance vas Blinim:l.zed in the past because insufficient patience 'WaS 

devoted by' the auditor to watching one continue through its toll. extent, 

which can be very long. 

A boil-off can be indnced, and tade away, and be reinduced, by' a single 

phrase. The file clerk should be depended on by the auditor to give the 

phrase which will indnce a boil-off. It has been commented upon that the 

boil-otf occura on cirelli t phrases and thali it is actually the exhausticm. 

ot enormous quantities of anaten in a very concentrated torm f'r(Jll the 

analytical mind from areas which have fOl'ller17 been valence cClDparlillents 
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or the location of d .. cm cd.rcu1ta. Tb1a baa DOt bean adaquteq obsenad 

at this tiae for CCllfirmatiOll, for boll-otf has been noted OIl phrases which 

were not circuit phrases. The auditor ..,. ask: the pre-clear's fUe clerk 

vbetber or not a boll-otf can nar be obtaiDad, and then request the phrase. 

The pre-clear repeats this phrase a fetll t1mes and suddenly goes into a 

boll-o.f'f. He m&y' .erge trail this boll-otf vf!l1!y' short17, at which time the 

auditor requests 1l:m to repst the phrase, am he goes back into the boil

otf. This phrase is repeated b7 the pre-clear, to himself or to the auditor, 

each tiae the boll-ott recedes, until there is no longer 8lI1' boll-ott on 

the prea~ ot this phrase. Then the auditor 111&7 procure frem the pre

clear's file clark another phrase on which boil-ott can occur, and so on 

until a considerabl e .. aunt or this apparent17 cCilcentrated. anaten has been 

exhausted. The case vi1l shOll a very marked improvement. 

Ph1's1cal pain should not be overlooked as one of the factors which 

holds aDtheta in place. It..,. occur that the auditor haa a case wbich 

camot run engrams but which can occasional:Qr get physical pain on the 

repetition of a single phrase. If the pre-clear has a new, not a chronic, 

Banatic, the auditor may request hbt tor the phrase wbich will reduce this 

SCIIB.tic, but only' after he has ascertained trom the file clark whether or 

not the ~CBatiC will reduce. Such somatics, normally', are best reduced 

merely" by scanning pleasure incidents, if they are bothering the pre-clear 

at the begilming of the session or at the end of it. 

The perceptics are oontacted when the case is lock-scanned. The par

ceptics themselves seem. to have an entrapment of entheta. Tlm.s, running 

all the perceptics out or an engram releases cmsiderable entheta • 

.A.ddit1malq, there is body' movement. The pre-clear may twist and 

turn while running fear, or ma;,y beat the bed with bis fist while running 
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anger, but in alV' eveut., b;y pb;ysical motion he exbau.ts 81181'17- !bi8 i8 

apparently benefiCial, am the phrases and circumstances which cause the 

pre-clear to C10 thi8 8hoald be repeated. HOII8ver, the auditor 8hould not 

be deluded into wasting hi8 tiae on II1Jn.pl.y a dramatization. The pre-clear 

DlUat be in proces8ing and, ordiDarily, returned to a specific incideut be

fore any physical motion is of benefit. 

There are probably numerOlls other manifestation8 ot ent.heta and enMEST, 

and future obsern.tion 8hould be devoted to the:fr determination and their 

use in proce8sing. 

It i8 known that a good protein ration and certain vitamins assist 

the exhau8tion and conversion of enMEST, and that a fairly stable present 

time, including a high theta auditor, assists the exhaustion and conversion 

ot entheta, and it is known that certain pqsi.olog1ca1118.Di.£estat1oo8 

accClllpally the con'V8rsion of e~T, and possibly theta manifestations 

accanpany the conversion ot eot.heta, but these have not been determined 

ar m8erved to the extent that they' wou.ld assist processing. 

In an occluded case, an auditor mq very well tind himself on this 

routine, and he should know this very well. At the begimling of the case 

he attempts a little straight BlElllOlT or perhaps some lock scanning. He 

may discover that the pre-clear is induced to weep on a certain phrase or 

to be frightened by' a certain phrase. The auditor should cause that phrase 

to be repeated and the incident with which it i8 connected, a8 nearlyas 

possible, be given sane turther attention. Conversion has already begun 

when this occurs. Next, the auditor may find, while lock scanning or when 

asking speCifically tor a phrase which will indnce it, that the pre-clear 

is going into a boil-oft. The auditor, as the boil-otf recedes, should 

discover the phrase on which the pre-clear is boiling-off, so that the 
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boil-off' can be ccmtirmed untU it is ama.ueted. More entheta has been 

couverted and more incident bas been made available. Additional lock 

scann:ing III8Y' then recover maoents of physical tension or mental duress of 

the lock variet)". These should then be scamed until thoroughly e:mausted. 

At this time it ma)" happen that an entire secondary engram will show up, 

and when this is run the case will rebcnmd remarkably up the tone scale. 

But in the next c:iq' or two it may be discovered that another boil-off is 

ready or that another series of locks conta1nj ng duress should be scanned. 

Thus, from boil-off to lock scaming to the running of secondaries with 

as maD.)" of the perceptics as are available, the auditor may find himself 

with a case coming swiftl)" up the tone scale. 

In al\Y event, the auditor should discover this to be taking place, 

and if it is not taking place, then the auditor is doing something wrong. 

By straight wire he stabilizes his case, am may tI straight wire get the 

case out of sane incident which cannot be run. Here, he is converting 

entheta into theta. More theta is then available to attack more entheta, 

and so he lDIq be able to scan locks or run a secondary e~ram or even an 

engram on a high-level case, or he may be able to get a boil-off. But 

each time, the auditor should be achieving sane result. And each time he 

gains more theta for the pre-clear he should reinvest in a further and 

and perhaps heav.i:er attack upon enth4rr:i enME&T. If he does this his 

case will continue on up the tone scale, not in a steady rise along an 

even line but along an unewn course in which the highs become always a 

little higher and lows not quite so low. Running engrams or slugging hard 

into the case may simply take the existing theta, place it in proximity with 

too large an amount of entheta., and enturbulate and entrap more of it, 

thus lowering the pre-clear on the tone scale instead of raising him. 
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With scne pre-clears, the auditor can be quite non-directi:va, vb1ch 

is to say he can permit the pre-clear to run phrases and choose the next. 

type of entheta to be attacked. The auditor, in artr event, should consult 

with the file clerk as much as possible. 

The auditor should not permit his pre-clear, however, to chain-scan 

engrams or go around running himself automatically' CIl variOllS phrases, as 

this results in the enturbulation of the existing theta. The only t1JDe 

engrams can be chaiD-scanned is when the pre-clear is up to about 3.5, 

constantly and UDDlistakab17, and bas so much free theta and so little 

entheta that the effect or the theta on the entheta is overpowering, even 

to the point or blowing OIlt p!v'sical paiD. 

The auditor, 1f he wishes,- may even put his pre-clear on free wheeling, 

with a ration or ~, between sessions. He will find that this bas the 

efficacity of occasionalJ,y knOCking out whole soma.tics and maki ng the 

future job of processing easier. In a.I\Y event, the ~ seems to promote 

the case. In free wheeling, where the somatic strip and file clerk are 

put into unison in the running of incidents but "I" is left in present 

time, the pre-clear may hang up in a holder or hit a bouncer and the free

wheeling may stop. It so happens, however, that repeating the action 

phrase while tree wheeling does not free the pre-clear but acts as repeater 

technique and takes "I" down the bank to join the somatic strip. This may 

considerably enturbulate the case. The auditor, when the pre-clear is 

hung up while tree wheeling, shOllld ask the tile clerk tor the phrase and 

then cause the pre-cl ear to rensmber, by straight memory, when be bas 

heard that phrase uttered. When the pre-clear recovers such an incident, 

arw incident containing that phrase, the tree wheeling seems then to con

tinue • Apparently, the only' danger in free wheeling is the use ot repeater 
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technique in connection with it. However, one should never 'believe a 

"file clerk" when the auditor asks,"Are you clear?" and the file clerk 

s81's "Yes1" For sane reason or other "file clerks" are entirely too 

optimistic on this subject. The "file-clerk-clear" and the use of 

repeater technique threw free wheeling into disrepute. However, a person 

who has been free wheeling can and should bave it scanned out by lock 

sCanning, just as any session would be, and the free wheeling oacasiona.ll.y' 

seems to benefit a case. To pIlt a pre-clear into free wheeling it is only 

necessary to tell him to close his eyes and for the auditor to saYj "The 

file clerk will furnish moments of p~sical pain or discomfort and the 

somatic strip will run than out, and this process will continue until I 

Bay' t cancelled I " (or "until I tell the somatic strip to come to present 

t:ime") • 

It should be remembered by' the auditor that the circuit phrase is both 

recalcitrant and resistant to auditing. One of th~ troubles with chain 

scanning is that the individual chain-scans out all manner of phrases but 

merely' puts the circuit phrases into restimulation. Thus, the oirouits 

seem to be activated, and we get a condition in chain scanning where the 

individual apparently has no more engrams, and yet by close processing, 

mmabers of circuit phrases c""'lete with sanatics may be discovered on the 

case. Lock scanning also has this difficulty to a slight degree, but this 

can be remedied by finding all types of circuit phrases by straight memory. 

Circuit phrases eanetimes will not even nash, even when the action phrases 

in the case are relatively law in power, but the auditor, by' guessing and 

talking with the pre-clear may eventually discover types of phrases which 

are circuit phrases am which would more or less take over control of 

auditing from the auditor and fran the "I" of the preclear. Straight memory 
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recovers a specific moment when ~ phrase was uttered and. the pre-clear 

can usually be lock-scanned through all similar moments, thus taking sQIle 

of the charge off of the basic engram which contains the circuit phrase 

and weakening or getting rid of the demon control circuit, whi.C~y have 

been giving the auditor considerable trouble. 

There are probably numberless ways of converting entheta to theta and 

of relieving the deposits of enMEST in the organism. These are simply the 

best Way'S known to date. These ways are proven and reliable. The auditor 

can di scover on the tone scale chart the levels at which he can run various 

types of entheta. This is a safeguard and will keep the auditor out of a great 

deal of trouble. There are several freak techniques around, such as setting 

a person automatically on chain scanning, which 4most certain to in

crease the enturbulation on the case. I te sted one some time ago in which 

the individual was sent home at night to run out olJains of secondaries in 

his sleep. This was rather unsatisfactory, but it vas interest~ to note 

that one who vas set to running a chain of grief secondaries in his sleep 

woke up in the morning to find his pillow saturated with tears and yet had 

no knowledge of what he had been crying about. This is added here to demon-

strate that there are not only ma.n;,r combinations of the known existing 

mechanisms of the mind, but that there are probably a great number of 

mechanisms nat yet known. 

Possibly a very fruit.f'u.l field is the exploration of theta perceptics, 

for theoretically it might be pOEsible fO~ew resurgences of theta to be 

entered into a case, with excellent results. PossiblJr this is what is 

happening when a person reaches toward a spiritual resurgence. This is 

very well worth investigating. 

The auditor should keep in mind that cases, one to another, have 
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different amounts of free theta ~8Dt. He will find cases vb:1.ch are 

low on the tone scale and very occluded, which yet have great reuODing and 

constructive power, despite their tendencies toward SUCCUJlb;t:;: will f1Dd 

these cases riB1ng rather rapidly, but because the individ1lal. is here aDd 

there through the colUllllls higher than the level assigned, the auditor 

should not therefore abandon the types of processing assigned for the 

general level where his pre-clear is located. 

Likewise, it is a great temptation for the auditor when he finds a 

case which anparently has sonic and visio and BOlle perception of pain to 

dive for the bottom of the case and start running engrams. After he has 

done this for a while he may find that his case is not making a VfIrY good 

rise on the tane scale and may only' then check the chart, to discover that 

he has been working with a 0.8, much to his di8Jll8.Y'. These low-level cases 

enturbulate rapidly, and the rum ng of engrams on thElJl, no matter how 

wide-open they- are, may be done for hundreds of hours without any apparent 

marked increase in the tone level of the case. This is because the auditor 

is too enthusiastically investing free theta into the running of Ph1'Bical 

pain engr8l1l8 which are not yet exhausted of their secondary' au:l lock entheta. 

The goal in any case is the freeing of theta, and by this the auditor should 

be guided. 
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COLUMN AQ 

TOME IBVEL OF J.UDITCR 

NECESSARY TO IWIDLE CASE 

Thi8 collDllD. 1s included &8 aD estimate ot optiaml pertormance. 

The auditor shoald be aware of the tact that the engrams ot the pre-

clear, his secondaries and locks, respond only in the presence ot all 

ava:1.lable tree theta. The theta ot the auditor plua the remaining theta 

or the pre-clear Fe a SWIl which ia directed at the entheta in the 

reactive mind of the pre-clear. It is a strange tact that the mere pre

sence ot an auditor make8 it possible tor the pre-clear to run incidents 

which he could not touch it no auditor were present, although there have 

been pre-clears who have successfUlly run out locks and some secondaries. 

But selt-auditing, normally, gets a case confused, and the presence of an 

auditor is very desirable. 

Auditors who are below 2.0 on the tone scale tend unconsciously, 

and even consciously, in the direction of SIlCcumb?TheY' have a ratio in 

themselves ot more entheta than theta. Auditors below 2.0 on the tone 

scale have accomplished something with cases from time to time, because 

the mechanics at DianetiC8 can be, in part, mechanically applied. But 

the pre-clear who places bilIlself in the hands of an auditor below 2.0 is 

asking tor unsuccessful processing, since auditor code breaks will 
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inevitably ensue and the case will be umdttingly mishandled" regardless 

of the obvious intention of the auditor. 

One can say" then" that 2.5 is the lowest level the pre-clear should 

accept in an auditor. And even this has sane slight risk, since the 

interest of the 2.5 auditor in the pre-clear is apt to be lackadaisical 

and will not encOllrage any great or rapid advances in the case • 

.3.0 would be the lowest level of the auditor" for any truly successful 

auditing. At this level, the auditor will be interested" sympathetic" 

able to follow the auditor's code with no strain" will be quick to under

stand an;y trouble which the pre-clear encounters, and can" ordinarily, 

in the presence of education, be expected to carry out a good and respon

sible role as an auditor. Furthermore, a:IIy discreditable data on a case 

which an auditor at this lewl uncovers in the life of the pre-clear will 

not be used as conversational material by the auditor. This is certainly 

not the case of the low-tone auditors. 

When one is handling pre-clears fran 1.5 down, he will normally dis

cover that the pre-clear is very highly restimulati ve to the auditor, is 

apt to become angry or recalcitrant or insulting, bas a great deal of 

trouble contacting some of the entheta, and is in general so highly 

charged that great patience and. tolerance is required of the auditor. 

This means" simply, that the auditor must not be easily rest:iJlluJ.ated by 

his pre-clear. Those cases fran 1.5 down are highly restimulatiw" on the 

average. Cases from this level down, which are chronically psychotiC or 

psychotic at 'tile time of processing" which is to say cases which have all 

of their free theta enturbulated }particularly require auditors on a high 

tone level, for auditors at lower levels are apt to consider the psychotic 

too Critically, and a critical or restrictive attitude toward the psychotic 
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denies him his recovery. 

Further, the psychotic demands of the auditor a high courage level, 

a level certainly not found below 3.0, and guaranteed (given a good endow

ment of free theta and an education not contrary to courage) only at the 

3.5 level. The psychotic, or persons who are an the tone band below 2.0 

but who are easily enturbulated, has such a highly charged backgrOlllld in 

most cases that he may scream or express mis-emotion or dramatize to a 

frightening extent. A fully enturbulated paranoid may very well attempt 

to kill an auditor during the processing session, if the auditor suddenly 

reminds the paranoid of an en~. Below 3.0, the reaction of the processor 

tCMard the psychotic may be irrational to the point of hastily gi v1ng the 

psychotiC sedation or putting him in restraint or giving him electric 

shock or ordering a prefrontal l~otomy, or doing tmy' of those things, in 

short, which express crawling fear of another human being whose rationality 

camot be trusted. A 1.5 trying to treat psychotics can think only in terms 

of punishment and null1f1cation of the psychotic, and cannot possibly pro

duce) simply by his presence and the quality of his reason:ing,~ allevia

tion in the case, but by his own fear further enturbulates the psychotic. 

Additionally, living in an enviromnent filled with psychotics, such as an 

institution with individuals dramatizing, screaming, being irrational or 

dully stupid,is intensely restimulating, so IIDlch so that a considerable 

portion of the attendants and attending doctors of institutions themselves 

eventually find their way into the wards as patients. 

In short, it takes life and energy in an individual to bring into beirg 

life and energy in others. And ~SelY, that person low on the tone 

scale, in order to climb up the scale or even to exist at his level, pulls 

heavily upon the life and energy of those arOlllld him. The legends of 
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4f 
ftDIPires probabq or1g1Dated Ire. _ ..... Uon tha+CIIl8 persODs seall 

to haw no lif'e of their own but only express themselves in the vicinity 

of' and at the eJq)eDse of' other imividuals. Low-tone people commonl.y' ye&m 

to lIIal"lY, out or no other reason than that they can obtain f'rom a mate the 

energy and lif'e necessary to continued existence, or perhaps because here 

they have free theta to attack and desire to pull it down. 

The audi t.or. should be very cognizant. of' the f'act t.hat addressing 

enthet.a in a pre-cle ar is rest.imulat.i ve to the auditor. A certain amount 

of the auditor's free t.heta is going to become enturbulated when he pro-

cesses pre-clears. New locks, at the V8r'1' least., will be fermed on his 

own chains. Thus, the ent.urbulation is not wholly tempor&'r7, but. a cer-

t.ain amount of the ent.urbulatiion will becane "permanent," which is to say 

that. it. must be processed out. Auditors who are not themselves being pro-

cessed are unsuccessful. A group of auditors processing pre-clears but 

not being processed themselves will become, in a relativelJ" short time, a 

veritable snake-pit of entheta and, w1llJ"-nilly, will go down the tone 

scale. 

The very least an auditor should do f'or himself if' he is processing 

people is to keep the processing sessions he has done on other people 

scanned out of himself'. He should consider that this is as necessary to 

him as eating am getting proper rest, for his own descent down the tone 

scale as a result. of' audit.ing will be so unobserved by himself' t.hat. he 

will not know how low he has descended until he suddenly realizes that 

not only is he no longer taking no pleasure in auditing but. f'aces the next 

session with considerable distaste. When this happens the audi t.or can be 

sure that. through f'ailure to observe the necessit.y of having these sessions 

lock-scanned he now needs processing tully as badly as his pre-clears. He 
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ahoald take) .then.)every posa1ble Jlleasure to bring biIlselt up the scale, am. 

the most iDmediately' iDdicated at these is having processing sessions 

8C8lm8d out. As the auditor descends lowr am. lower on the tone scale he 

teDds more and more toward 8UCcumb~ he will reach a point where he 

does not think he needs any procesB1ng. When this happens, he has become 

Tery enturbulated. 

Dianetics provides effective means of bringing people into a higher 

level of reason, energy-, and happiness and. into a better state of ph¥sical 

well being. If Dianetics is to succeed widel)", am it will whether it 

takes two )"ears or the next twent)", that SllCcess depends upon the co

auditing team, where two people audit each other alternatel)". It has been 

publicized that Dianetics is simply' a low-cost therapy. Aside £rom the 

fact that Dianetics is not a theraPY', Dianetics provides a means for al\Y' 

two people who are intelligent and fairl)" well up the tone scale to 11ft 

thEillselves b;r their bootstraps into JIDlCh more desirable levels at human 

exi.stence. It has never befere happeoed that people could do this. The 

formation of a co-auditing team shoald be done with some care. The two 

1n:l1v.i.duals should be sanewilere near parity- <Xl the tone scale and should 

be, certainly, above 2.0 on the tone scale. A disparity will bring about 

the condition that one of than is doing all the auditing and one of' them 

is receiving all the auditing, and there is no DIlltual exchange. 

Husband-wife teams do not, ordinarily, ~e good co-auditing teams. 

Whereas a few such teams have been successful, the bulk of' them have after 

a short time broken up as unworkable, am the busband and the wife have 

had to look outside the home for other processors. Tlms, at the very 

start it would probably be wi fS to obtain co-auditors outside the home. 

There aIe ma.ny'reasons for this. In the first place, marital relations 
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have a certain delicacy, and the introduction of dianetic processing be-

tween two individuals brings about another type of affinity. In ~ co-

auditing team between husband and wi.f~ auditor code breaks may, in

deed, break up the marriage. Looking outside the home, one can find co--

auditors, if the original co-auditing team proved to be unsuccessful. 

Additiona~, there are certain information barriers between husbands and 

wives in most marriages. And where the wife cannot tell the husband all 

she mows, and where the lmsband carmot tell the wife all he knows, enough 

of a brake is put on communication to inhibit processing. At the recent 

level o:t • teenage morals, there is usually lIDlch in 8.IJ1' marital partner's 

background which he does not ld.sh to carmunicate to his spouse. With a 

co-auditing partner outside the home me can freely cOllllllUIlicate, and thus 

the affinity required for co-auditing can be established., which it rarely' 

can between husbands and wi. Yes. 

There is also the three-way team, in which three people co-audit. This 

has the advantage of keeping altitude for each auditor, since in the triangle, 

none is being processed by anyone he is auditing. 

When the pre-clear has come up the tone scale to 3.0 he can be pro

cessed. by nearly anyone educated in Dianetics who is not below 2.0, for 

he can staDi up to considerable auditor code breaking or ineptness, but he 
~Q.4... aA-

should be aware of the fact that he will proceed"fast_Athe high. the level 

o:t his auditor. 

Any double or triangular co-auditing team should be careful to keep 

parity. No member or the team should be permitted to lag back so that a 

disparity in tone level can result. This is quite important, since by' 

permitting the disparity to occur, the auditor who is higher on the scale 

will. himself be brought back down the tone scale. 
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According to theory, the best auditors would be clears, but people 

who have lost their own abeITations are quite likely to be interested in 

the activity dictated by their basic purpose. If their basic purpose 

happens to be to make indl:vidual fellow human beings happier, heal~er 
and more reasonable, then they will remain in Dianetics, but ordinarily, 

they go very far afield. 
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CClLtOOJ AR 

HOW· TO AUDIT THE CASE 

In this chapter we will take up particuJ.ar tone-level cases. It 

should be remEllibered that an indi'Vidual can exist on IlJ:V' <me of these tone 

levels and still be cons:l.dered "rational" by the current society. 

There are two things an aud:t. tor shoald observe in starting a case. 

Ei tiler he evaluates the case on the chart wi t.h thoroughness and so knows 

the type of case he is addressing, or he uses,in the absence of chart 

evaluation, ve:ry light methods or processing such as straight memory or 

the scsnnjng of JIlinor lock chains... Unless the auditor is Vf!11:'y' eJq)8rienced, 

be will not be able to determine immediately where his pre-clear lies on 

the tone scale, unless he has the chart before him and had made a test of 

the sanatics and general responses of his pre-clear. 

A case at. 4.0, t.he dianetic MEST clearA" which is to say the current

life-organism clear until we mow more /reas which c an be processe~- can 

be considered to need no further processing. 

The 3.5 case is very eaS7 to process, but a case is almost never at 

this level when first addressed. When a case has reached this level through 

processing, it is relatively easy to bring the case up to clear. Almost 

" ~ can be done with this case in the way or ~ entheta, and it 

is merely a question of how fast. this iniividua.l can be brought to the 
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&tate of clear rather than vbether or not he v1ll reach it, tor he can 

almost audit h1:uel..t to the~oiDt it he bas attained 3.S. Here, engrau 

can be scanned, a process which is done 1IIlch i1ke lock scanning except 

that pqsical paiD iDcidents, secClldaries, and word. chains vbich are 

surrounded by pby'sical pain can be seamed. em the 3.S, however, just as 

on any at;har case, one should keep the a1Jd1.ting sessions scanned otf the 

case. 

The 3.0 case should not be scanned through eDg1"8lIl8. ScaIlDing is a 

very attractift mechanism.. It seems to be such a simple thing to start 

the individual at ballic-banc and tell h:i:a to scan out all the 8Dg1"aas on 

up the track to present t:ilae. But conlliderable entheta exists on the 3.0 

and the scanning mechanism will enturbula te him and bring him down the 

tone scale. Here, circuits are still active enoogh 80 that they will be 

activated b)r ohain scanning and a "false clear" will result, which is to 

sq the auditor will have a pre-clear whose circuits have been charged to 

the point where the auditor cannot find an engram and so aSSUllles that he 

has a clear, when he does not. However, the 3.0 bas nearly all of his 

engrams ready to be run by standard procedure. The auditor eends the 3.0 

back to the earliest manent of pain or discomfort, picks up the earliest 

phrase and runs the engram on through. U sualq- it is not leeessary for 

the auditor to haw the pre-clear repeat the phrases,each one time atter 

time, but the auditor can lst the pre-clear run straight on through the 

engram fran beginning to end and then run it through fran beginning to end 

again. On an erasure, of course, the auditor has located the first moment 

of pain or discomfort and has reduced a great many of the secondaries, the 

earliest physical pain engram has been run out, and it is necessary then 

only to proceed up the bank, on the ladder of time, erasing each consecuti va 
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engr8ll a8 contacted, fran the first inception ot the pain or UDConsciou.s

ness in the engram to the last. In the .3.0, it will be found that engrams 

erase r~r rapidly'. One or two passes will result in yawns, and the next 

engram can then be reached. It must nat be overlooked by the auditor, 

however, that in the progress or going up the bank fran engram to engram, 

each time taking the earliest one that can be found, secondary engrams mq 

come to light which have to be discharged. An auditor can actual~ s tart up 

the bank and canplete an erasure near~ to present time, and find then a 

new chain of secondary engrams which have to be released in terms of tears 

or ather manifestations, and after this the auditor may discover that 

8lV' new moment or p~sical pain or discomfort exists a8 early as concep

tim. He IIDlst then return to this aarl1est engram. It is not d:U'ficul t 

for the auditor to discover this, if he asks each t:ime for the earliest 

maaent ot pain or discomtort ex1sti~ on the case. The auditor remains 

vrgy alert to the fact tbat the release of anaten, mis-emotion, or j>h:sical 
~~~~~~~/~-~~~eca~~. 

pain,-,.. By' asking for the earliest moment of pain or discomfort and staying 

alert to the fact that new secondaries lDa3T appear, the auditor continues 

with his erasure of the content of the reactive mind. But at .3.0 it is 

necessary for the auditor to keep the case thoroughly scanned off, nat 

only as to auditing but as to near-present-tlme incidents which may be 

euturbulative to the pre-clear. At .3.0 and below, the auditor must at all 

times remElllber that be is bringing the case up the tone scale and that the 

s1mple erasure of engrams is nat enough to cause the case to progress 

satisfactori17, but that the erasure of engrams all by itself can actually, 

if' no other torm ot entheta is addressed, bring this case back down the tone 

scale again, particularlY' in the presence of a present-time restimulative 

situation which cons1derab~ enturbulates the pre-clear. The .3.0 level is 
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definitely' the area where an erasure is begun. Engr8Dl8 do not reduce at 

this level, but erase. 

The 2.5-level case otfers a little more concern to the auditor thin 

the 3.0. This is so all the way down the bank, since the lower one goes 

on the tone scale, the more entheta one finds an the case and the greater 

care be DIlst take in order to keep up the present-time tone of the pre

clear and to keep the pre-clear progressing up the tone scale. The 2.5 

scans locks very easily; hawewr he cazmot, like the 3.5, scan secondar

ies. It is not advisable to scan a 2.5 thrOllgh an;y manents of heavy mis-

anotion, because the case will becane restimulated and more theta will be 

absorbed into the turbulent areas than vi1l be £reed out of those areas 

by auditing. However, the 2.5 will run engrams as a routine matter, when 

they' are addressed as single engrams, not as chains of engrams as in chain 

scanm.ng. Mcnents of great sorrow, loss, anger, apathy, are :mm out as 

inCidents, perceptic by perceptic, until th91' are reduced. Hew secondar

ies and new engram chains are recovered in the 2.5 by lock scanning. The 

onl.y time the 2.5 requires straight memory as a processing technique is 

when the auditor desires to discover more about his case or to discover 

circuits. In the 2.5, the auditor locates circuits by straight memory, 

finding who in the pre-clear's environ tried to daninate or nullify him, 

and finding moments during the nake lite of the pre-clear when these 

people made statements whi.ch were circuit-type statEl'llents, SIlch as "control 
~ 

yourself" or "~eep a good grip on )"Ollrself." At this level, the circuit 

is important. Here, considerable address should be made to circuits. The 

phrases should be located by straight memory ·and should then be lock-scan-

ned out;. as phrases so as to discharge and de-intensify all circuit phra88s 

contained in engrams; for here, and on down, a circuit can more or less 
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take owr frem an auditor, 80 that the pre-clear will ocoallional.l.1' insist 

on running his CJIIIl ca88. Or a circuit can bar ott large quantities of 

entheta. The biggest troo.ble the 2.5 gi .. es the auditor is the tact that 

the 2.5 normal.~ considers himself' to be in a tine state at health and is 

rather bored with proceslling. When a pre-clear has reached the le'V91 at 

2.5 from a lower level, he wauld quite cCIIIIDonlY' just all soon torego fur

ther processing. It is at this point that the auditor must apply his own 

perscmal.ity to the 8:l.tuation and coax bis pre-clear through this ral;her 

stagDant area on the tone scale. 

The 2.0 who is willing to work does not offer 8.'tJ7 particular problem 

to the auditor. Here the auditor can scan locks, he can run secondaries 

as individual maaents at m1s-EIIlotion, but here the auditor lII8.7 ver:r well 

owrest:ima.te his pre-clear and decide to run, as routine, ph1'sical pain 

engrams. Here, the auditor can run ph1'&ical pain engrams one atter another, 

but he will tie up more free thetia bY' creating new locks on the case through 

the running ot these engrams than he gains out of the engrams. J:ny auditor 

is ver:r ambitious for his pr-e-clear and is likely' to begin running engrams 

long before the pre-clear is ab18 to benefit freD or even support running 

them. Nevertheless, particularly in the case where the pre-clear has 

received a drug-~os1e or has had a recent operation, some physical

pain engram 1IIq present itself at this level and insist on being run. The 

file clerk is uauaJ..ly' working at 2.0, and the file clerk should be ver:r 

carefully consulted before any plV's1cal pain engrams are addressed, If 

physical pain engrams are run co the 2.0, the auditor should be very careful 

to thoroughly. scan off the session of auditing, ~ order to knock apart 
IJ 

the locks whiCh are formed by the auditing itself. 

The 1.5 responds to the scarming of locks, but the auditor will find 
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that the 1.S will sClletimes hang up in 1ndiYidual locks. When this happ .. , 
4 

the lock ~"" to be ruD like an eugraa, percept1c by percept1c, untU 

1 t 1s reduced. After this, lock scanning can continue. Tb1s 1s of b_tit 

to the case, a1noe the acamd.Dg of locks brings the pre-olear closer to 

the most severe locks, which can than be contacted and. ruD. Theaa hea..". 

locks rema.1n out of eight UJlt;11 eoanniug brings to the pre-clear enough 

tree theta to permit an address to hea'V7 locks which are holding up the 

progress or the case. On a 1.S, secondaries can be located best which are 

at the anger lewl. The auditor can d1ecOftr a .amant when the pre-cl.ear 

wa. dralIatiziDg anger and can ask the pre-clear to run through this 1IlCD8ut 

or ask him to go back to an earlier mCDBDt when SCJllebod;y was that aDgl"7 

with him. The pre-clear 1I'ill diecovel" an earlier lock where be hiIlselt .. 

the rec1pieDti ot the anger he later dramatized, and ordin~, be will 

run this early' lock. The auditor should be wry caretul. or 8lQ" physical 

pain he ruDS on the 1.S. Here is a le .. l where &JV' pJ.vaical. pain 18 a 

thorOl1g~ greedy' trap. The engraa in the 1.5 has so JIIlCh authority t'bat 

when free theta approaches it, that theta is itselt enturbu.lated. Thus, 

the anditor should avoid ruming ellgr8Dl8 at 1.S. The use or straight man

ory becCIIles very important at 1.S. Here a trick ot straight malO17 'becomes 

V'8r1' important. The auditor should try to tind an incident or an A-R-C 

break: or enforcement variety which the pre-clear can credit with thorough 

and. lull reality. Actually, tram thi8 poiDt CD down the reality of the 

pre-clear can be contirEd and shouJ.d be confirmed at eTf!ry opportunity 

by straight-1aemory contact vi th locks which the pre-clear himselt and 

1d. thout axrr assistance trom the auditor fully' cre~ tS as actual.l.y having 

happened. This boosts the pre-clear up the tone scale more swiftly than 

a:rr:r other method. ot processing which can be used trail 1.5 on down. Here, 
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the aditor should be particularl;r careful. to keep the auditing scanned 

otf and should use &DIT aDd eftl'7 JReaDS to keep the free theta which be 

tinds in the case as free as possible. Bad auditing and auditor code 

breaks at this level can cost the pre-clear in one sessiOll more theta than 

can be von in several sessions. The pre-clear at 1.5 camm~ becames 

angry with the auditor. He 1s still at a lewl where he seeks to d<Dinate, 

and his method of dcm1.nation is to axpress anger. This does not mean that 

the 1.5 is only aDgl'7 or that he will not wark smootll:b" tar the auditor. 

Usuall.y, onl.y bad au/!-ting will case anger. There are 1.5' s which are 

vide open am which deceptiwly' seem to invite the running of engrams. 

There are 1.5' s which are thoroughly occluded. In either case exactly' 

the same type ot enthets. is addressed and the same methods ot bandling it 

are used. 

When one c;aleS down to the 1.1, a great deal of care must be used 

because of the tremendOl1s IIlIlOIlDt of entheta which exists on the case in 

proportion to the free theta. A 1.1 may bave enough theta endowment 

originall.y to 1BDt to be processed. His desire to be processed, however, 

is Vf!r7 tentative and he is intensely' critical of his auditor. He is afraid" 

am ldth good reason, far he bas so little tree theta left in comparison 

to the ~OD his case that bad auditing can bring about a much worsened 

condition. The 1.1 ID8i1 nat, however, be interested in processing and nf 
consider himself in good ccm:li tion, deepi te a very bad record in dealing 

with life. He 1s, quite commonly, chronically- ill from one sanatic or 

anather. He mq be diffident. about his food. What free theta he bas left 

is in such canbat with the entheta, that he is continually' on a border 

line. The auditor lIDlst recognize this. The auditor must recognize as well 

that a 1.1 can be insulting, can be su.l1en, can be thoroughly- unwilling to 
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be processed, and can be ext.remely trying. The patience of an auditor is 

easily exhausted when dealing with a 1.1, for the 1.1 may lie down on the 

couch and knowingly run caupletely imaginary incidents, reporting somatics 

and perceptics which he does not have. He may manuf'acture for the auditor 

an entire past life. Further, he may unknowingly advance data wbich is 

wrong. He may consider, for instance, and believe that he is telling the 

truth, that he was beaten a thousand times by his father, whereas his 

father laid hands on him but twice in his whole life. Or he may believe 

that htt was treated royally by his parents, when actually they were ex

tremely non-survival in their attitude toward him. The auditor JIDlst re

member that in both the 1.5 and the 1.1, truth is not regarded as a very 

valuable commodity am is hare for the pre-clear to contact. Although the 

1.1 ~ continually advance protests and evidences as to his honesty and 

open-beart.ed1'less, the auditor is dealing with a level where trickery is 

automatic. The auditor may actually succeed at this level in turning off 

chronic somatics, such as a migraine headache or ulcers, without decreas

ing the turbulence of the case. He has, evidently, merely turned an en

MEST manifestation into an enthet& manifestation, so that althOllgb the 

chronic somatic no longer troubles the 1.1 as physical pain, it troubles 

him exceedingly as mental aberrations. Transfer of one somatic to another, 

or transfer of physical aberration to mental aberration can be expected 

to result if the auditor mistakes the pre-clear I s level on the tone scale 

and attempts to use methods of processing that are above the 1.11 s level. 

In a wide-open case, the auditor can be completely fooled, and can go on 

running the case with heavy methods ad infinitum (untU the pre-clear 

tires of processing and refuses it), more and more enturbulating the case, 

unless he pays carefUl attention to the pre-clear's behaviour in locating 
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the pre-clear on the tone scale chart. 

Probably the cbief characteristic 01' the 0.5 as tar as the audi tor

pre-clear relationship is concerned is the 0.5' s canplete helplessness. 

Even if the 0.5 wants to be audited, the auditor camot depend upon hilS 

pre-clear for arrr responsibility about processing, or about anything else. 

This case requires an auditor ot great patience and endurance. The auditor 

is faced with an individual to whom black is white, good is bad, and all 

is lost. His· pre-clear may run hours of dub-in incidents if permitted, 

but the auditor has to be very careful how he steers the pre-clear toward 

real incident", which shoold never be heavier than locks, preferably of 

the apa~ variety, because the slightest disapproval or lack of accept

ance of what the pre-clear is saying may enturbulate all of the pre-clear's 

meager remaining theta. The 0.5 is only half' a point above death. Arq 

auditor who uses methods heavier than straight memory and the running of 

indiYidual light locks on a 0.5 runs a risk of causing same death manifes

tation in the pre-clear, either suicide or (occasionally) JIIllrder, and 

most certainly will depress the 0.5 down toward pretended death. However, 

if the auditor keeps his own case well processed, so that he can persevere 

in processing the 0.5 with the gentlefi methods and so that he can preserve 

a very bigh A-R-C (which will depend entirely on the auditor) with the 

pre-clear, he will sooner or later have a pre-clear· who is beginning to 

come up into the 1.1 band. This rise on the scale may not bring the auditor 

any rel:ief, since 1.1 is a very unpleasant level, but it will be a great 

relief to the pre-c 1 ear , although the auditor should not expect any thanks 

fran the new 1.1. 

The average auditor will not be working with a 0.1 in the very near 

future, since most pretended death cases are in hospitals, sanitariums, 
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or institutions where they are out of contact with the society. However, 

the circumstances of the 0.1 in the society at this t:1Jn.e have no bearing 

upon t~e methods used to process a 0.1, and no auditor should think that 

the principles of mind operation change in &l\f way in the case of the 0.1. 

The auditor who is invited to some pr1. vate 15 ani tarium by an alert but 

barned medical doctor, as sane auditors have been, may find that he has 

just such a case to deal with. There are various methods ot approaching 

tIl';:'oblea of the 0.1 case, but all of tIl_ add up to one thiDg. cause 

the pre-clear to be aware of present-time perceptica, or at least ot the 

idea that there is such a thing as present time. In all other levels it 

is necessary to establish and maintain high A-R-C between the auditor and 

the pre-clear, but here the main problem is to establish A-R-C between 

the pre-clear and anything in present time, including, of course, the 

auditor. How this may be done will depend upon the auditor's thorough 

understanding of the prinCiples outlined in this book, tor here i8 a case 

in which the theta might be considered to be ninety-eight percent entur-

bulated. It has been seen that as the tone scale was descended, gentler 

and gentler methods of processing had to be used. The auditor may feel, 

then, that there is no method of processing gentle enough for a 0.1, but 

the auditor should not overlook the fact that the mere presence ot an 

auditor in the roan with the pre-clear is, to some degree, processing. 

starting from there, the auditor can begin to work to make present time 

interesting and attractive to the pre-clear. The auditor's presence tor 

a few hours may build up enough affinity to make it possible for the auditor 

to call the pre-clear l s attention to sane object. When the pre-clear 

canrrnmicatea with this object, by looking at it, the tact that the auditor 

is holding it, or also looking at it, will tend to establish an agreement 
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about this object, and sane one thing in the world will then have a 11 tt1e 

realit)" tor this pre-clear. 

Future publications will deal more thoroughly with the processing ot 

inaccessible ps,ychotics, including the 0.1. But the principles which you 

haw encountered while reading this book are the principles upon which 

future and more refined techniques will be based, and any auditor who has 

the opportun:i ty' and the persewrance to process such a case will find that, 

silIlple as these basics are, they are more powerful than an;y means JII8Jl has 

had before to bring light where there is darlmess, to bring order out of 

d1sorder, and to convert unreason into reason - or entheta into theta. 
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THE O-To-1OOO SCALE 

The attentive reader mal" have noted certain discrepancies in the 
text in references to the 0-to-1OOO scale on the chart. This is because 
this arbitrary nwnber scale was altered during the writing of the book. 
The resultant discrepancies have not been removed from the text because 
they represent two different ideas of what this scale should be, and each 
has its possible uses. 

The statanent has been made that at 2.0 the amount of entheta on the 
case is equal to the amount of theta, and that above and below this line 
the ratio of theta to entheta changes proportionally to the numbers on 
the O-to-4.o scale. 

If we arbitrarily' state that this ratio is the ratio of free theta 
to "permanent" or "frozen" entheta, then we see that the "Average Percen
tile of Theta Unenturbulated" might be a different thing altogether, since 
the factor of present-time restimulation now enters the picture. It could 
be postulated that the greater the ratio of -frozen" entheta to theta, the 
greater would be, automatically, the average temporary enturbulation of 
the remaining free theta. This would have the result that as a case came 
up the tone scale its gains in its average-tree-theta status would be much 
greater near 4.0 than they would be near 0.5. The case, then, would not 
have a fift;y-percent average of tree theta until it was at about 3.0 on 
the tone scale, although the "frozen" entheta on the case might be fifty 
percent at 2.0. 

This scale whose midpoint is at 3.0 could also be postulated as an 
1nde~ of the number of attention units the pre-clear has in present time. 

- Ed. 
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APPENDIX 

DEFINITIONS AND AXICtfS 

Theta ( e ) I Thought, potentialq independent of a material vessel or 
Edium. Life force. Elan Vital. 

Theta UId'98rse: C Thought matter (1deas), thought energy, thought space, 
and thought time, cOllbiDiDg in an independent 1lDi verse 
UJalogous to the material. universe. One of the purposes 
of theta is p~u1ated &8 the conquest, change, and order
i!Jg of MEST. 

!fEST ( (J ): 

Life ( ): 

Entb.eta: 

EnMEST: 

Pain: 

Engram: 

Lock: 

Hatter, Energy, Space, and Time. The p~oal universe. 

The harIlcm10us conquest at MEST by theta in which a sel£
perpetuating organism 1s fGl'lled. Death is the withdrawal. 
ot theta frail the organiSll. 

Theta which is entarbulated with MEST (enMEST) in an 
inharIlonious cClllb1nation. Irrational thought. 

MEST which has been enturbulated by' entheta ar crushed too 
hard into theta and rendered less useable. 

The al&l'lll reaction to theta which has been cl'l1shed too 
severely into MEST. 

An encystment containing entheta and enMEST. A recording 
(possibly cellular) of a period of pain and unconsciousness 
(ar anaten) • 

.An anal.yt1cal (awake) incident of greater or lesser entur
bulence of theta which approximates the perceptics of an 
engram or chain of engrams and therefOre become s trapped due 
to the physical pain recorded in the engram and remains as 
an encystment or entheta. 

Secondar;r ~gruu( A lock or such magnitude that it must be run as an 
engram in processing. A lock with great magnitude or entheta. 

Charge: The acCUlllll1ation of entheta in locks and secondaries which 
charges up the engrams and g:i. ws than their force to aberrate. 
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Death I The w1thdraal of theta trom an Ol"gan1a, lea"f'1Dg ~ HEST, 
in Ol"der to conquer new MES'f and torm another organi_ 1Ib1ch 
can better sun1 'ft. 

:t.ortalit,YI Lite is immortal through the persistence ot theta. A 
species i8 immortal through the peraiBtence of the life in 
it. A eul.ture i8 :1Dmortal through the persistence ot the 
species using it. There is DDCh endence that the theta 
ot an individaal peraists as a personal cmt1ty' frca lite 
to lite through ~ 11 ftS on Earth. '1'h1s postula. tes that 
an ind1:ri.dual l s inheritance CClll88 to b1Ja thrOllgh three di8-
tinct media: HEST (inorganic), lite (organic), and theta 
( spiritual) • 

Lite C;yclel The periodic conquest of, withdrawal trail, and reconquest 
of MEST by theta. It is postulated that a giwn segment 
or entity ot theta (in human beings, at least) lUldergoe8 
birth, growth, death, birth, growth, death, etc., each time 
leaming more about the busine8s at -ki ng MESr into succe8S
ful OrganilBS wbich can better 8U1"'ri. 'ftt. 

Evolution I A theo17 which beccmes useful.. once the concept ot theta is 
added to it. Natural selection did not explain man;y tacts 
about evolution. The attempt to explain life solely in 
terms of MEST, of course, failed. 

Theta Bod;r: The personal theta eutity. The soul. Evidence suggests 
that the theta body 11&7, tbrough Ul'J1' low~tone 11 Tes, be
come an entbeta body, but that SIlcb an antbeta b0d7 might 
be cleared b;y dianetic processing. It is probable tbat the 
theta bod;y can,. in part at least, leaTe the organi8lll 
temporarily' without causing death to the organi8lll. 

MEST Body: The physical body. The organia in all its MRST aspects. 
The MEST bod;y is anima~ or inaniwate , alive or dead, depen
ding on the prese~ orrar absence ot the theta body. 

Personality: A canplex of inherited (NEST, organic, theta) and environ
mental (aberration, education, present-time enviromnent, 
rmtri tion, etc.) f'actors. 

Genetic ~ersona1ity:r. Personal characteristics and tendencies derived fran 
the three inheritance sources (NEST, organic line, the theta 
body') • This might be said to be basic personality, or the 
c·ore of' basic personality. 

Aberrated~ersonalitYlt The personality resultant fran superimpOsition, 
on the genetic personality, of' personal characteristics and 
tendencies brought about b;y all enviromnental f'actors, pro-
survival and aberrational. 

Enviromnent: All conditions surrounding the organi8lll frail the f'irst manent 
of present-lite existence to death, including ph:;ysical, 
emotional, spiritual, social, educational, rmtritional. 



EdIl.cation: 

Nutrition: 

Culture: 

Time Track: 

All perceived data stored in the standard memory-banks. 
This might also be extended to include all data stored in 
the banks, including conclusions and imaginings. 

Support of the organism by organic and inorganic means 
(food, water, air, sunlight) do.ring all of the present 
life, from conception or thereabouts to death. The nutri
tion of a genetic line, of course, would pass from parents 
to children in the fo~s of organic inheritance and gesta
tim enviromnent. 

The pattern (if an;y) of life in the society. All factors 
of the society, social, educational, economic, etc., whe
ther creative or destructive. The culture might be said 
to be the theta body of the society. 

A representation of the fact that a person exists during a 
period of MEST time. The present-life time track begins 
at the first manent of recording and ends at present-time, 
or at death, and it includes all consecutive manents of 
"now" and the perceptics of those mcments. The theta 
bo<\y evidently has a MEST time track of its own. 

Action Phrases:[ Words or phrases in engrams or locks (or at 0.1, in 
present time) which cause the individual to perform invol
untar,y actions on the time track. Action phrases are 
effective in the low tone ranges and not effective in the 
high ranges. As a case progresses up the scale, they lose 
their power. Types of action phrases are Bouncer, Down 
BO\1Jlcer, Grouper, Denyer, Holder, Misdirector, Scrambler, 
and the YJllence shifters corresponding to these. 

Bouncer: Sends the pre-clear up the track toward present-time. (Get 
up, get out, don't touch me, leave me alone, I've got to get 
ahead.) 

Down Bouncer: Sends the pre-cle ar earlier on the track. (Sit down, get 
down, it's underneath, you Ire early, he's down, slide 
Ke1l7 slide') 

Grouper: Collapses time track, brings maIV'incidents together. 
(I have no t:iJne, put them all together, it's all up to me 
all the time, I have to do everything around here, you're 
all alike, I'll get even with you, solidarity foreverl) 

Denyer: Denies existence of phrase or incident. (No, don't, I 
won't, I canlt tell, you mustn't, it's not here, never, 
impossible, unknown, unthinkable, you mow [no) everything.) 

Holder: Holds pre-cJe ar at a point on the track. (stay here, don't 
leave me, hold on to this, don't let go, keep quiet, take 
this it'll make you feel better.) 
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Misdirector: Sends pre-claar in the wrong direction. (Not that way, the 
other way, that's wrong, I don't mow whether JIm Coming or 
going, you don It mow up from down.) 

Scrambler: Scrambles incidents and phrases. (I'm contused, I'll take 
mine scrambled, stir it up, it's all m:i.md up and JIm in 
the middle.) 

Valence Shif'ter:( (You're just like your father, donlt be like Uncle Rudy, 
YOll're just like everybody else, you're exactly like Rover, 
you're nobody, you're not lnmIan, you're out-of-this-world, 
you. can't ever be yourself, 1'11 just have to pretend I'm 
sanebody else or I'll never be happy again.) 

A-R-C: Affinity-Reality-Communication, the triagonal manifestation 
of theta, each aspect affecting the other two. 

Affinity: The attraction which exists between two hama.n beings, or 
between a huDan being and another life organism, or between 
a human being an:l MEST or theta or the Supreme Being. It 
has a rough parallel in the p~sical uniVerse in magnetic 
and gravitic attraction. The affinity or lack of affinity 
between an organism and the enviromnent or between the 
theta and MEST of an organism and within the theta (in
cluding entheta) of the organism brings about what we have 
referred to as emotions, in the past. The affinity scale 
includes most o£ the common EJIlotions , apathy, grief, fear, 
anger , hostility, boredom, relief, contentment, enthusiasm, 
exhilaration, inspiration. 

Communication: Communication with the recorded past (through recall am 
memory), the present (thrOllgh perception), and the future, 
(through imagination and/or other mechanisms), communica
tion between people by writing, talking, touching, seeing, 
etc., Also, Communication as in groups, and the technology 
thereof (Group Dianetics). There are emotions on the com
nmnication scale, but they have not cOlJlllonly been named in 
our society. 

Reality: Reality of the past ("1" 1 s reception of the past agrees 
with the recorded data, and "I" agrees that it does ). 
Reality of the present ("I"' s reception of the present 
agrees with the data impinging upon the organism from the 
enviromnent, and II pi agrees that it does ). Reality of 
the future (lilli'S concept of the future agrees with past 
and present data, and I agrees that it doe~ Reality be
tween two people (they- agree on sons thing ) • Reality in a 
group (the majority in agreement). Physical, "actual. 1I 

reality -- the only kind considered by ~ people -- is 
mere~ agreement between MEST conditions or life conditions 
and some person's perceptions of those conditions. If 
these do nat agree, we say that he does not know the reality 
( ours, . that is, tor we have only our own perceptions by 
lbich to judge the MEST conditions). There are emotions. 
on the reality scale. One of them is shame. 
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Emotion: This word is re-defined in Dianetics and is given an 
opposite for comparison, "mis-emotion." Previously the 
word emotion was never satisfactorily defined. Now it is 
defined as an organism manifestation of position on the 
tone scale which is rationaJ.J.y appropriate to the present
time emviromnent and which truly represents the present-time 
pOsition on the tone scale. Rational !rfect. 

M1.s-Fmotion: An organism mamfestation which pretends to be emotion 
(as defined above) but which is irrational, inappropriate 
to the present-tme environment, or not representati va. of 
the true present-time position en the tone scale. Irra
tional affect. Mis-emotion is dictated by entheta in the 
reactive mind. 

A~-C Locka: "Permarent" encystments or entheta resulting from the en
turbulation or theta by enforcements or inhibitions of 
affinity, reality, or cammmication and the trapping of this 
enturbulated theta by the phy'sical pain at sane engram or 
chain of engrams whose perceptics are approximated in the 
present-tiJTe enturbulation. Locks are analytical exper
ien: es. If there were no physical pain to trap the entur
bulated theta, it would disenturbulate, with a greater or 
lesser display of emotion. 

A-R-C ~condaries:[ A-R-C locks or such magnitude that they must be run 
as engrams in processing. Or, since locks are often run 
as engrams, A-R-C locks of great magnitude. 

Restimulation!#ocks:C Locks in which the chief noticeable factor is the 
approximation of engram perceptics in present-tme, rather 
than a:rry particular break of A-R-C. These require a low 
level. of analytical alertness, as in fatigue, to take place. 

BrOken-+t1l!.at1on Locks:[ Locks in which the chief factor is that the 
indi vidual has been prevented from completing the drama
tization of a restimulated engram. These are most abundant 
at the 1.5 level. 

Present Time: The point on anyone's tme track where his physical body 
(if alive) nuv be found. "Now." The intersection of the 

MF1>T time track with the (postulated) t~ta time track. 

Future: On the time track, that area later than present time. 
Perception of the future is postulated as a possibility_ 
The creation of future realities through imagination is a 
recognized function. 

Past: On the tme track, everything which is earlier than present 
time. Theoretically, an infinite span. Probably without 
meaning beyond a certain point. Possibly begins with the 
beginning of the MEST universe. 
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Occlusion: 

Ally: 

Perceptics: 

A hidden area or incident on the tble track. The exl.stence 
of a curtain between "I" and some datum in the standard 
memory banks. Occlusions are caused by entheta. 

A. person recorded in the reactive mind of the pre-clear 
abOllt whom the pre-clear maDS the reactive computation that 
this person is necessary to the preclear1 s survival. 

Specialized. data frCJll the standard memory or reactive banks 
which represent and reproduce the sense messages at a moment 
in the past. The sense messages of present time, also. 
(formerly, the word "Percepts/l was used to mean the sense 
messages of present time, but usage has dropped. this dis
tinction.) 

Theta ~rceptics:C. COIIIIIIWl:ication with the theta universe. SUch perceptics 
may include hunches, predictions, ESP at greater and lesser 
distances, commu.nication with the "dead," perception of the 
Supr'eme Being, etc. 

MEST ~rceptics:t COJIDon garden-variety sense data -- perceptions, new and 
recorded, of matter, energy, space, and time, and combina" 
tions of these. There are twent,--six postulated channels of 
MEST perception. 

Sonic: The recall of sanething heard, so that it is heard again in 
the mind in full tom and strength. 

Visio: The recall of sanething seen, so that it is seen again in 
the mind in full color, scale, dimension, brightness and 
detail. 

Tactile: The recaJ..l of touch Perceptics. 

Olfactory: The recall of perceptics of smell. 

Kinesthesia: The recall or movement. 

Thermal: The recall of temperature. 

Joint Position: The recall of bodily attitudes. 

Moisture: A. recalled perceptic usually associated with the prenatal. 
period. 

Organicl.:.erceptions:t. The perceptions of the states of various organs, 
pressures, well being, afflictions, etc. 

The Dynamics: The urge to survive, expressed through a spectrum, which is 
here given with eight divisions. (1) Self, (2) Sex the 
famil,-, and the future generation, (3) The group, (4) Man
kind, (5) Life, all organisms, (6) MEST, (7) Theta, (8) The 
Supreme Being. 
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Gradient ~cales:[ The tool of infinity-valned logic. It is a tenet of' D1anetics 
that absolutes are unattainable. Terms like good and bad, alive 
and dead, right and wrong are used only in conjunction with 
gradient scales. On the scale of right and wrong, everything 
above zero or center would be more and more right, approaching 
an infinite rightness, and eve1')'thing below zero or center would 
be more and more wrong, approaching an infin1 te wrongness. TlE 
gradient scale is a way of thinking about the UD:i. verse which 
approximates the actual condi tiona ot the uni. verse more closely 
than an;,y other existing logical method. 

Introduction ~ an "Arbitrary n:t An arbitrar;r may be considered as a factor 
introduced into a prOblem's solution when that factor does 
not derive frem a knom natural law but only fram an opinion 
or authoritarian ccmnand. A problem resolved by data derived 
from known natural laws resolve well and smoothlY' and has a 
use.t'ol solution. Whena problem is resolved by' introducing 
arbitraries (factors based on opinion or canmand but not 
natura1law ) then that solution, when used, will ordinarily' 
require more arbi traries to make the solution applicable. The 
harder one tries to apply the solution corrupted by' arbitraries 
to a:rr:r situation, the more arbitraries have to be introduced. 
Thus in govermnerrt, laws passed which contain arbi tl"aries create 
new problems which cannot be solved without more new arbitraries 
and tlms, rapidly, a top heavy and unworkable structure of 
govermnent comes into being which would be workable only if' 
whollY' re-designed in the light of known natural l8W's about 
govermnent. 

Evaluationl2! Data:( A datum is as understood as it can be related to other 
data. 

Value of Datum:t A datum is as important or valuable as it relates to survival. 

Comparable~tude:C: A datum can only" be evaluated by canparison withtt,her 
datum of' comparable magnitude. This means that the basic unit 
must, therefore, be two. 

Accessibility: The desire of the pre-clear to be raised on the tone scale by' 
processing. (In a past publication, the word "accessibility" 
was used to mean not only the above but also the accessibility 
of entheta on the case to various methods of processing. This 
last meaning is not used in the present work.) A case is con
sidered accessible when it will work willingly with the auditor, 
no matter how occluded the case may be. 
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These SERVICE COUPONS, when re
mitted. with 50; each to cover material 
and postage costs , entitle the reader 
to receive supplementary dianetic in
formation, issued monthly. One or 
more coupons may be subscribed at one 
time. Name and address must be filled 
in on reverse side. (Mar., 1952) 

..............•................•........ 
These SERVICE COUPONS, when re

mitted with 50¢ each to cover material 
and postage costs, entitle the reader 
to racei ve supplementary dianetic in
formation, issued monthly. . One or 
more coupons may be subscribed at one 
time. Name and address must be filled. 
in on reverse side. (April, 1952) 

........................................ 
These SERVICE COUPONS, when re

mitted with 50¢ each to cover material 
and postage costs, entitle the reader 
to racei ve supplementary diamtic in
formation, issued monthly. One or 
more coupons may be subscribed at one 
time. Name and address must be filled 
in on reverse side. (May, 1952) 

........................................ : 
These SERVICE COUPONS, when re

mitted ,lith 50¢ each to cover material 
and postage costs, entitle the reader 
to receive supplementary dianetic in
formation, issued monthly. One or 
more coupons may be subscribed at one 
time. Name and address must be filled 
in on reverse side. (June, 1952) 
' ....................................... . 
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